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THE

DEDICATI O N .

To the Church of Christ aſſembling in Berry

Street, LONDON .

CC

Dear chriſtian friends, beloved in our Lord ,

LTAving dedicated to you my firſt volume of fermons, printed twenty - fix

1 yearsago, I thought it proper to addreſs this to you, being the laſt I

am ever like to publiſh , that I might teſtify to the world the con

tinuance of my fincere affection 'for you ; and ſignify to you my ardent deſire

to do what I can , in my preſent weak ſtate of health , to promote the wel.

fare of your ſouls.

The " eſſay on thepowers and conteſts of fleſh and ſpirit,” which is added

at the end of theſe diſcourſes, has been written many years ago, and I hope

it may be made ufeful, through the bleſſing of God , to lead private chriſtians

to form a right judgment in many things relating to their ſpiritual concerns.

As I truſt all theſe papers contain the truths of God, which I have thus re

commended to you , lo I am perſuaded you will find them to be exactly con

formable to the new teſtament, in all your reviews and liudies of that bleffeu

book . It is there my hopes of eternal life are fixed ; and in this hope, I truit

all of you will be found walking ſteadfastly in the ſame faith , by the ſame

rule, till you are at length made happy partakers of the fame ſalvation ,

The
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The great harmony which has ſubliſted betwixt me and my dear and wore

thy brother and colleague, the reverend Mr. Samuel Price, for more than

forty - three years, without any interruption, has been very comfortable to us,

and a conſiderable bleſſing to you. May the Spirit of God render his conti

nued labours amongſt you, in the goſpel, very ſerviceable, for your further

eſtabliſhment and growth in Grace ! With this deſign, I commit theſe dif

courſes to the providence of Chriſt, and commit him and you alſo into his

hands, to whom , I doubt not, you have often ſurrendered yourſelves.

And let me intreat you, as a church of Chriſt, not only to ſuffer, but to

regard the word of exhortation , which , as your aged paſtor, whoſe voice you

may probably hear no more, I would now , in a ſolemn manner leave with

you , viz.

Continue to be of one mind, live in peace , be careful to practiſe all the

duties of holineſs and righteouſneſs, keep cloſe to God by humble fervent

prayer and dependence, ſeek his face for direction, and a blefling in all your

affairs.

To the God of almighty power, and infinite wiſdom and grace, I com

mend you ; who is able to build you up, and give you an inheritance among

them that are fan & ified .

Finally , my beloved friends, farewel. May the love of God, the grace

of our Lord Jefus Chriſt, and the communion of the holy Spirit, be ever

with you . Amen ..

I am , with much reſpect, under very declining circumſtances of life,

Your affectionate friend;

and faithful ſervant in i

Floke -Newingin ,

Jan . 13 , 1746 7 . Isaac WATTS.

Τ Η Ε
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EVANGELICAL DISCOURSES

ON

Several SubjeEts, & c.

DISCOURS E I.

The Divine Commiſſion of St. Paul examined and

eſtabliſhed.

. . INA . . .

SERMON preached on Easter-Day, 1731.

In oppoſition to all the Deiftswho have appeared in the world fince Cbrifi.

anity began : Being a full Confirmation of the bleſſed Goſpel,

The Firſt Part of this SERMON.

Acts xxv. 18, 19.

Againf whom when the accuſers ſtood up, they brought noneaccuſation of ſuch

things as I ſuppoſed , but had certain queſtions againſt bim of their own ſupera

frition, and of one Jeſus, who was dead, whom Paul affirmed to be alive.

THE hiſtory which introduces theſe verſes may be repreſented in ſhort in
thismanner .

The Jewswere highly enraged againſtSt. Paul for preaching the goſpel

of Chriſt with ſuch freedom and boldneſs in ſeveral places , and when

they found him at Jeruſalem , they took occaſion to ſeize him , and bring him before

the magiſtrate, with heavy accuſations ; butwhen he had defended himſelf ſo well,

the magiſtrates faw no cauſe to punish him . The Jews lay in wait to aſſaſſinate him ,

or murder him privately ; which being known, he was ſent by nightto Ceſarea , to

be judged by Felix the governor; and there he lay in priſon two years, till a new go

vernor, Feſtus, cameinto the province .

The Jews ſtill purſued their malice againſt Paul, and what they could not obtain

of Felix , they hoped to perſuade Feftus to grant them : And when Feftus had heard

what charges the Jewsbrought againſt him , and when Paul appealed unto Ceſar,

Vol. II. B . fearing



St. Paul's divine commiſſion examined and eſtabliſhed. Disc . I.

fearing that Feftuswould comply with the unjuſt deſire ofthe Jews, Feftus had a mind

to hear the whole cauſe, that he might ſend Ceſar a more particular account. “ ' Now

king Agrippa being there upon a viſit, Feftus tells Agrippa the ſtory in this ſpeech of

which my text is a part, Ver . 17, & c. ub i

* And from theſe words wemay take occaſion to make theſe three Obſervations.

I. Civil governors among the beatbens, before they were taught to perſecute the

chriſtians, thought it ſtrange to have matters of pure religion brought before

them , where the ſtate and the peace of it was not concerned . •

II. The refurrection of Jefus Cbrift from the dead is the grand queſtion in our de.

bates aboutchriſtianity, and which we are ſolicitous to maintain , in vindication

of our religion .

** JII. Paulwould not have affirmed Jeſus Chriſt, a dead man, to be alive, without

very good proof of it; knowing that the whole religion which he taught the

world depended on the truth of it.

Firſt obfervation, Civil, governors among the heathenis uſually, in antient times,

thought it ſtrange to have matters of pure religion brought before them .

Feſtus imagined ſome dreadful accuſation of ledition or murder was brought againſt

Paul, or ſome high crime againſt the ſtate , when he was with ſuch fury brought be

forehim ; but there was nothing of this kind appeared . St. Paul expreſsly ſays, he

had walked uprightly beforeGod and man , and exerciſed himſelf to keep a good con

ſcience toward God and men , a conſcience void of offence ; and after many years,he

came to bring alms to his own nation , to do his country a kindneſs, and the Jewsſeized

him , upon pretence of his opinions being contrary to the religion of their nation . .

The great deſign of civil government, and the inſtitution of magiſtracy among

men, is to keep the peace, to ſecure theperſons and properties of mankind whowere

innocent, from allmanner of injury ; and there is nothing more of religion comes

within their province, than is abſolutely neceſſary to ſecure the publick peace. Now ,

upon this account, and that with ſome appearance of reaſon , it hath been ſuppoſed

that atheiſts, or thoſe who deny God, or his providence, or his government of the

world , may be juſtly puniſhed by magiftrates, ſo far at leaſt as to be baniſhed from

their dominions; becauſe they who deny the knowledge and juſtice of a God, a ſupe

rior governor, can give no ſecurity by oaths, of their allegiance or loyalty to any go

vernment whatſoever ; and will break all manner of bonds when they can do it ſafely .

But where,ſomedivine power is owned and acknowledged, whoknowsand will puniſh

perjury and falfhood, the civil governorhath no farther power in affairs of pure re

ligion , where the peace of mankind , the property of man, and the ſafety of the ſtate

are notconcerned : Now theſe privileges and powers are not impaired by any article

of the religion of nature. .

This was the notion of the wiſer and better heathens by the light of nature, and,

therefore you do not find them uſually quarrelling about their Gods, and bringing one

another before courts of juſtice, becauſe of their contentions and differences in mat

ters of their religion : Nor would the magiſtrates bear it. This appears in the caſe

of St. Paul, at Corinth, Aets xviii. 12-- -16 . And when Gallio was the deputy of Achaia ,

the Jews made inſurrection with one accord againſt Paul, and brought him to the judgment

feat, ſaying, this fellow perfuadeth men to worſhip God contrary to the law . And when

Paulwas now about to open his mouth, Gallio faid unto the Jews, if it were a matter of

wrong, or wicked lewdneſs, O ye Jews, reaſon would that I ſhould bear with you ; but if
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it be a queſtion of wordsand names and of your law , look ye to it ; for I willbe no judge of

fucb matters : and be drove them from the judgment-feat. ' w Part.

But then Gallio wasmuch to blamein the 17th verſe, where he took no cognizance

of the Greeks beating Soſthenes, an innocentman, being the ruler of the ſynagogue ;

which was a crimeagainſt the peace of the city , and an offence againſt the govern

ment, which Gallio ought to havereſented . - - onewill ... .. . . i

Buthowever the civil magiſtrates among the heathens had nothing to do in matters

of pure religion , yet the Jews were continually running to the civil magiſtrate with

their charges againſt thoſe who oppoſed their religion , or any part of it. And this

is the plain and apparent realon of it : The government of the Jewswas a theocracy ;

God was their king as well as their God ; the law thathe gave them by the hand of

Moſes was the law of their ſecular affairs as well as the rule of their religion ; and

therefore the high -prieſt was made a judge in many civil affairs as well as religious.

Their religion and their civil governmentwere ſo interwoven , by God's , being their

king as well as their God, that there weremany crimes in religion to be puniſhed ,by

the civil magiſtrate , by the appointment of God himſelf ; which makes the caſe of

the Jews different from the caſe of all other nations under heaven : For no people

ever had God for their civil and political governor and lawgiver, but the Jewsalone,

Chriſtianity does not claim , or aſſume, or pretend, to any ſuch privilege or power:

It does not alter this matter from what the light of nature hath determined : It intro

duces no new civil government, but leaves all theſe matters as it finds them ; and ſince

the Judaic ſtate and government are aboliſhed , there is no magiſtrate on earth hath

power to inquire or command, to rule or puniſh , any further in matters of religion ,

than to ſee that the ſtate ſuffer no damage, and the peace of mankind, and the go

vernment be ſecured.

But this hath been the unhappineſs of chriſtians almoſt in all ages ſince chriſtianity

began , they have been cited before magiſtrates, and puniſhed even by their fellow

chriſtians, as well as by the Jews and beathens, for thoſe notions and practiceswherein

the magiſtrate hath no power . This the Jews began you ſee very early, and the roo

man governors and heathens have carried it on ; and chriſtian magiſtrates have carried

this matter to the height, but it is in the antichriſtian church . They have done this

by bloudy perſecutions, racks, torments, and murders of the beſt of their fellow

chriſtians, where the very light of nature dictated to the beſt and wiſeſt of heathens,

chat they had no power or authority ; and it is a plain confeſſion of it, where Feſtus

and Gallio were not willing to meddle ; nor would Pilate himſelf, who crucified Chrift,

have done it, if the Jewshad not almoft conſtrained him ; as ſufficiently appears in

the hiſtory of the death of Chriſt. Let us remember then , that the religion of Chriſt

is not built on the wiſdom or power of man , nor doth it need ſuch a ſupport. All

that chriſtianity wants, is to have the perſons, and property, and peace of its profeſ

fors, ſecured againſt the outrages of wicked men . Its own truth and excellency, and

divine authority , willmake its own way into the world by the aſſiſtancesof the bleſſed

Spirit, where human powers do but let it alone, and preſerve it from the unrighteous

violence of its neighbours .

Second obſervation . The reſurrection of Jeſus Chrift from the dead is the chief

article , and the grand point, which private chriſtians and miniſters are ſolicitous to

maintain , in the vindication of their religion . ' .

This was the point that ſtood forth to view , and ſhewed itſelf with ſuch evidence

in the debate between St. Paul and his accuſers, when Feftus gave them a hearing, that

B 2 he
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he makes a ſpecial remark on that, as though it were the moſt conſpicuous and re

markable article of their contention. Peter and Paul were the two chief preachers

among the chriſtians, who are recorded in ſcripture, and you find them continually

infiſting on the reſurrection of Christ. It was chiefly the reſurrection of Jeſus Chriſt

from the dead that was the matter of Paul's ſuppoſed hereſy and crime, as Feſtus uin

derſtood the matter. This was the great point of conteſt.

i I. Reaſon. Becauſe this article of the reſurrection of Chriſt is a moſt effectual proofof

his divine commilion . This point, whether JeſusChriſt, who wasdead , is now alive, or

no, is a queſtion of ſuch importance, that the chriſtian religion ſtands or falls with it .

It is certain Jeſus Chriſt was once dead ; this the Jewsallow , this Feftus cakes for grant

ed : Jeſus was certainly crucified , à fpear run into his fide, his heart's bloud was let

out, he was buried, and Pilate the governor, and the prieſts, ſealed up the fepulchre ,

to guard it againſt all poſſible fraud of ſtealing away thebody.

* Now if he be not riſen again , his religion is not true, his pretences are vain ; he

hewas not fent from heaven , nor is he a prophet or meſſenger of God. St. Paul

grants, if Fefus benot riſen , your faith is vain , ye are yet in your ſins, and wewho preach

a riſen Jeſus are falfe witheſſes. 1 Cor. xv. 14 , 15. Buton the other hand, if yeſusbe

alive, then his religion is divine. Let me juſt mention theſe two reaſons for what I

lay .

. ( 1.)It is an undeniable proofofhis divine commiffion , becauſe the prophets foretold

this reſurrection concerning theMeſah , though inmoreobſcurelanguage, and darkerex

preſſions. Now if he had not riſen from the dead, then Yeſus had not been theMeſſiah

whom the prophets foretold .See Aftsxxvi.6 , 8 . for thus St. Paul pleads ; And now I ſtand

and am judged for the hope of the promiſemade of God unto our fathers :- ---Why should it

be thought a thing incredible with you , that God ſhould raiſe the dead ? 1 Cor. xv, 4 .

Paul owns that he was dead , and that he was buried , and thathe roſe again the third

day according to the Scriptures.: Acts xiii. 32, & c . The promiſewhich was made unto the

fathers, God bath fulfilled the fameunto us their children , in that he hath raiſed up Jeſus

from the dead." Ifa . liii . ģ - - -12. '. He poured out his foul unto death. He ſhall ſee his feed ,

he hall prolong bis days. Pfal. xvi. 10 , 11. Thou wilt not leavemy ſoul in hell, nor ſuffer

thine boly one to ſee corruption : Thou wilt new me the path of life.

- But on the other hand, if he did riſe from the dead, this is a thing which a mere

man could not do by his own power, nor would the holy and all-wiſe, and true and

faithful God, ſuffer any evil powers to do it for the vindication of an impoſtor ; and

therefore he muſt be the true Meſah. "

( 2 .) It is alſo a moſt effectual proof of his commiſſion from God, becauſe Jeſus

Chriſt foretold this concerning himſelf, John ii. 18, 19, 21, 22. viz . that he ſhould riſe

from the dead . Mat. xvi.21. The miracles which Chriſt performed were very great,

and fufficient to prove his divine authority : But ſince he gave forth ſuch a prophecy

concerning himſelf, if this prophecy had never been fulfilled , it would have weakened

the force of his miracles, and given us reaſon to fufpect what power they came from .

This his riſing from the dead was the great and crowning miracle that gave confirma

tion to all the reſt.

Now conſidering this reſurrection from thedead , to be foretoldby the prophets ,and

by himſelf in his life -time, this was as great a teſtimony as could be given of God's

approving him as a prophet ſent from heaven : For it is the peculiar property and

work of God to raiſe the dead. See Rom . iv . 17. This is God's eminent prerogative. ·

Surely hemuſt be no common favourite of heaven , on whom the great and almighty
God
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God beſtows ſuch a privilege. Acts iii. 13, 15. Ye bave killed the prince of life, whom

God bath raiſed up from the dead, whereof we are witneſſes.

· II. Reaſon . Becauſe as his riſing from the dead is the great proof of his miffion , ſo

the reſurrection of Chriſt is the great foundation of the chriſtian's hope ; which will

appear in ſeveral particulars, viz .

1. This was a teſtimony of his having anſwered the end for which he died , having

made full atonement for ſin ,and his being releaſed from the hands of puniſhing juſtice ,

Asts ii. 24 . Rom . iv . 25. Rom . viii. 34 . He took our ſins on him , he did bear the

puniſhment of our iniquities ; 1 Pet.ii. 24 .be bare our fins in his own body on the tree,& c .

And death is the wages of ſin . Now when he had taken our fins on him , unleſs he had

made full atonement and expiation for ſin , hewould have lain under the power of

death ſtill ; but being raiſed from the dead , it appears, that divine juſtice hath re

ceived full ſatisfaction for fin ; and the way is open for the juſtice of God to receive

ſinners into favour.

2 . This is the beginning of his exaltation and his power, to beſtow all the bleſſings of

the goſpel, fanctification , ſalvation , and eternal life ; as well as all the gifts of the ſpi

rit which confirmed his religion . See Asts ii. 32 , 33, 36. This Jeſus bath God raiſed

up , whereof we all are witneſſes : therefore being by the right band of God exalted, and

baving received of the Father the promiſe of the boly Gboſt, be bath fed forth this,wbich

ye now fee and bear : Therefore, let all the houſe of Iſrael know aſuredly, that God hath

made that ſame Jeſus both Lord and Chriſt. Aets v . 31. Him hath God exalted with his

right-hand, to be a prince and a faviour , for to give repentance to Ifrael, and forgiveneſs

of fins.

His government, his interceffion , his coming to judgment, all depend on this ;

and his power to beſtow heaven on his diſciples, as well as his power to puniſh the

wilful and obſtinate and impenitent, who renounced or rejected his name, his goſpel,

and his ſalvation .

3 . This Jeſus Chriſt, riſen from the dead, is the prime foundation of our moſt

gloriousexpectations, it is thepattern and pledgeof our final hope and bleſſedneſs : becauſe

I live, ye ſhall live alſo, faith our bleſſed Lord . John xiv . 19. xii. 26 .Where I am there

Jall alſomy fervant be. I Cor.xv.20 ,49. Now is Chriſt riſen from the dead, and become

the firſt- fruits of them that Nept: As we have born the image of the earthy, so pall we

alſo bear the image of the heavenly. 2 Cor. iv . 14. Knowing that be which raiſed up the

Lord Jeſus foall raiſe up us alſo by Jeſus, and ball preſent us with you . See more. John

xiv . 2, 3 - I go to prepare a place for you ,-- that where I am , there ye may be alſo .Eph .ii.5 , 6 .

Even when we were dead in fins,God hath quickened us together with Chriſt, and bath

raiſed us up together, and made us ſit together in beavenly places in Chriſt Jeſus. .

Occaſional reflection . If you are furniſhed with convincing arguments that Jefus

Chriſt is riſen from thedead, then you may be aſſured your religion is true ; though

theremay be twenty little cavils that you cannot eaſily anſwer : You may be aſſured

alſo , that all the bleſſings of this religion are provided and ready for his faithful

followers. ; ;

Is it certain that Jeſus is riſen from the dead ? Then my fins are fully atoned for

and forgiven , if I truſt in him , and givemyſelf up to him . Rom . viii. 33 , 34.

Who ſhall lay any thing to the charge of God's eleEt ? It is God that juſtifieth :Who

is be that condemneth ? It is Chriſt that died , yea ratber , that is rifen again , who is

even at the right-hand of God , who alſo maketh interceſhon for us; i. e. as appears from

the foregoing verſes, for all thoſe who believe or truſt in Chriſt.
Then
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Then he hath all power to fanctify and ſaveme, if I commit myſelf into his hands.

Eph . i. 17 ,18,19. and ii. 1, 5 , 8 . You bath be quickened who were dead in treſpaſſes and

fins. Weare quickened together with Chrift, and ſaved by his grace : i. e . Wewho have

truſted in Chrift . Eph . i. 12

Then I ſhall be raiſed from the dead , as ſure as if it were donealready ; for he is the

pledge and pattern of the reſurrection of all his followers. Rom . viii. 11. If the

Spirit of him who raiſed up Jeſus from the dead dwell in you ; be that raiſed up Chriſt from

the dead, ſhall alſo quicken your mortal bodies, by bis Spirit that dwelleth in you. .

O happy fouls, who have given up themſelves fincerely to this all- fufficient ſaviour ,

and can apply theſe conſolations to themſelves, which are written in i Cor. xv. in

many glorious and comfortable expreſſions.

· Third obſervation . Paul would nothave affirmed Jeſus Chriſt, who was dead, to

be alive again , without very good proof of it.

Here theſe two things are to be conſidered, or enquired :

1 . Why Paul would not have affirmed it without juſt grounds.

2 . What particular reaſons Paulhad to believe it ; or what good proof he had of it.

Enquiry the firſt. Why Paulwould not have affirmed it without juſt grounds :

Theſe are ſomeof the conſiderations to make this evident ; viz .

1. Hewas a man of good natural parts, of great fagacity as well as good learning,

and he could not ſo eaſily have been impoſed upon in a thing ofthat importance , which

was donein his own country, and the chief city of it, in his own day and time,and when he

had abundant opportunities to have ſearched into the truth or fallhood thereof, and

his whole nation was ſet upon the ſearch and fevereſt ſcrutiny into it.

Now that he was a man of parts and knowledge, the good ſenſe and reaſoning

which appears in his writings, fufficiently teſtify this character.. .

He was a young man when hewas converted , and he was brought up in Ferifalem ,

at the feet ofGamaliel : Hemuſt have great opportunities of enquiring concerning the

hiſtory of the life, doctrine, and death ofChriſt, and of the report of his reſurrection,

among his own countrymen .

2 . He ſeemsto be a very ſincere and faithful honeſt man : This his whole conduct

ſhews, if we conſider : He appears to have an honeft zeal for his religion whilſt he

was a Phariſee,as well as afterward ; diligently and openly purſuing what he profeſſed :

No flaw was found in his morals : No charge of hypocriſy. Acts xxiii. 1. I have lived

in all good conſcience before God untiltbis day. Nor are his morals impeached by his

worſt adverſaries.

3. Hewas once a fierceand violent enemy to JeſusChriſt, and hisname,and his goſpel,

and his followers. Gal. i. 13. I perſecuted the church of God and waſted it . Aets xxvi.

And being exceedingly mad againft them , I perfecuted them even unto ftrange cities.

. 1 Tim . i. 13. Who was before a blaſphemer, and a perſecutor , and injurious. This

was ſufficiently witneſſed by his own countrymen the Jews.

It hath been ſometimes faid by unbelievers, that teſtimonies of the reſurrection of

Chriſt came only from his friends, and that you have none of the heathens, or profeſ

fed Jews, bear witneſs to it. Here is a profefled Jew , and a violent enemy to chrif

tianity, who bears ſtrong and conſtant witneſs to it. But it could never be fuppoſed

that he ſhould continue an enemy and an unbeliever of chriſtianity , after he believed

that Chriſt was riſen from the dead , and thereby ſo evidently proved that he was the

true Mehah .

. : A . He
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4 Heſpenthiswhole life afterwardswith much zeal andfatigue,in publiſhingthistruth ,

that Jeſus Chriſt was riſen from the dead, and the doctrines which depend on it. He

preached this goſpel to a multitude of towns and cities among the heathens, who were

utter unbelievers, beſides his vindicating this doctrine always among the unbelieving

Fews. .

5 .Heexpoſed himſelfto perpetual dangers and difficulties, and to many perſecutions,by

affirming it, and even to death itſelf ; and that without any hope of riches, honours, or

pleaſures, in this world . Acts xx. 23, 24. The holyGhoſt witneſſeth in every city, ſaying,

that bonds and affli&tionsabide me. But none of theſe thingsmove me, neither count I my .

life dear unto myſelf, ſo that I might finiſh mycourſe with joy, and the miniſtry which I

have received of the Lord Jeſus, to teſtify the goſpel of the grace of God .

Now put all theſe things together, and can it be ſuppoſed that any man, a wiſe, an

ingenious, and learned man , faithful and ſincere , an enemy to chriſtianity , and of

the nameof Chriſt, ſhould be ſo effectually convinced of the truth of the doctrine of

Cbrift, and of the facts which ſupport it, as to ſpend his life in preaching this goſpel,

and to die for it, if he had not abundant ground to believe it. And if Paulbelieved

it with ſuch evidence, wemay venture to believe it too .

DIS



DISCOURSE II. :

The Divine Commiſſion of St. Paul examined and

eſtabliſhed ,

The Second partof this Sermon .

Acts xxv. 18 , 19.

Of one Jefus, whowas dead, whom Paulafirmed to be alive.

CEcondly : The nextthing to be enquired is, what ſpecial and particular reaſons

i Paul had to believe the reſurrection of Chriſt, and thus conſtantly to preach it.

Here I ſhall not run through all the various proofs of the reſurrection of

Chriſt, which are often ſummed up together on this occaſion : but only mention thoſe

which convinced St. Paul, and gave him this full aſſurance, that Jeſus was riſen from

the dead .

1. He ſaw Jeſus Chriſt after his reſurrection , and ſpake with him more than once. Acts

ix .4 ,5 . And a voice ſaid unto him , Saul,Saul, why perſecuteſt thou me ? And he ſaid , who

art thou , Lord ? And the Lord ſaid, I am Jeſus, whom thou perſecuteſt. And xxii. 17.

While I prayed in the temple I ſaw him , ſaying untome,make haſte, & c . 1 Cor. xv . 448.

Hewas ſeen of Cephas, then of the twelve; after that, of above five hundred brethren

atonce ; after that, he was ſeen of James ; then of all the apoſtles ; and , laſt of all, ho

was ſeen of me alſo. He appeals to this ſight of Chriſt, for the truth of the reſurrec

tion of Chriſt.

It belongs to the character of an apoſtle, that hemuſt be one who had ſeen the

Lord ; therefore he partly proves his apoſtleſhip that way. I Cor. ix . 1. Am not I

an apoſtle ? bave I not ſeen Jeſus Chriſt our Lord ?

The firſt time he ſaw Chriſt, after his reſurrection , was on the road to Damaſcus,

when there were ſeveral with him accompanying him on the road, who were alſo ſur

prized with the deſcending glory, though they were not permitted to hear the words.

He ſaw him again , Aets xxii. 17 , 18, 21. when Chriſt ſent him to preach to the

Gentiles.

2 . Hefelt awonderful change in himſelf, both in his body and ſoul, after he had the

firſt viſion of Chriſt : Hewas ſtruck blind, and after three dayshad his ſight reſtored ,

by the laying on of the handsof Ananias, a chriſtian , according to the viſion which

was given him . Afts ix . 8 , 18. He had a new ſcene of things ſet before his under

ſtanding, even the whole ſcheme of chriſtianity . Some ſuppoſe that, in the three

days of his blindneſs, he was taught the goſpel. And accordingly it is ſaid , Acts

ix . 20 , 22 . That be ftraitway preached Chriſt in the fynagogue , that be is the ſon of God.

Gal. i. 1 . Paul, an apoſtle, not of man, nor by man, but by Jeſus Chriſt. Hehad a

new heart given him , and was made a new man. I neither received it of man , neither

was I taught it, but by the revelation of Jeſus Chriſt. God called me by his Grace, and

revealed
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revealed his son in me, Gal. i. 15 , 16 . And of an enemy he became a friend, and

preacher of the goſpel. Gal. i. 11 - 16, 23.

3 .Hefound ſtrange powers communicated to him , and he could ſpeak many unknown

languages,and gave this gift of tongues to other men ; he could healthe ſick with a touch

" ofhis hand, or a.word of his mouth : he could make the lame to walk , as at Lyſtra ;

Aets xiv . 8 , 10 , and ſtrike men blind with a reproof, fo Elymas, Aits xiii. 11. 12 .

and could raiſe the dead ; fo Eutychus, Aets xx. 10. 12 . and beſides all this, he had

a power of communicating theſe miraculous and healing gifts to chriſtians ; which

eminently appears among the Corinthians ; to which he appeals in his diſputes with

them . I Cor . xiv . 18 .

: Now was it poſſible for a man who felt ſuch amazing changes wrought in him , and

ſuch amazing powers communicated to him by Jeſus Christ, to doubt whether Chriſt

.was riſen from the dead, whether Jeſus were alive or no ? Or would God have com

municated ſuch powers to a man, who went about to preach the reſurrection of Chriſt,

if Chriſt had never been raiſed from the grave ? Would God have afforded ſuch fa

vours to aman who preached the chriſtian religion , if it had not been true and ap

proved of God ?

Nor could St. Paul be deceived in his frequently exerciſing theſe powers, nor could

he deceive others by pretending to them , nor could he appeal to men who enjoyed

them , if he had not received them and beſtowed them . He appeals, in his public

epiſtles to the Corinthians and Romans, two large aſſemblies in two noted cities. Rom .

XV. 18. 2 Cor. xii. 11 . Theſe letters were to be read by the churches, and they pub

liſhed his vindication . And let it be obſerved too, that ſeveral among the Corinthians

were his profeſſed adverſaries, and had ſet themſelves up againſt him , and endeavour

ed to deny his apoſtleſhip . I Cor. ix . 1, 2 . If I be not an apoſtle to others I am unto

you ; for ye are the ſeal, or proof, of 'my apoſtleſip, by receiving divine gifts from me.

: 4 . Upon cloſer examination of the bible , St. Paul found , that Chriſt's riſing from the

dead was agreeable to the revelations thatGod had madeto mankind in formerages,agree

able to the prophecies of the prophets his predeceſſors, and particularly agreeable to the

explications ofthoſe ſcriptures by his forefathers, and the promiſes contained in his own

native religion , and in the books which teach it ; Axts xiii. 30 – 37. and eminently in

that great type and figure of him , Jonah the prophet, who lived again after he had

lain three days and nights in the belly of the whale , in the heartof the ſea. Mat. xii.

39, 46. Which was fulfilled in the reſurrection of Chriſt.

5 . By conferringwith others ofhis own nation, and his own religion ,whowerewellac

quainted with Jeſus Chriſt in his life -time,he found the ſametruth confirmed by them ; for

they had ſeen Jeſus Chriſt, and eat and drank with him after he roſe from the dead : Sope

ter and James, as Gal. i. 18 , 19. And they confirmed the ſamedoctrine by their teſti

mony to him , and by gifts and miracles, as well as by their own perſonalknowledge.

6 . Hefaw the bleſſed and amazing effects ofthereſurrection of Chriſtamong theGentiles,

who were oncegrofly ignorant idolaters,devoted to groſs ſuperſtitions, ſlaves to every luft

and given up to all abominations ; as they are deſcribed Rom . 1. 18, & c. Gal. iv .8 . Eph.

iv . 17 . I Cor . vi. Il. But they were changed by this goſpel, and inade new creatures.

Before I proceed any further, I would make two or three Remarks. . .

Remark 1. Which of all the infidels of the Jewiſh or beathen nations, which of all

theunbelievers and apoftates inachriſtian land ,ever could pretend to bring ſuch powerful

and convincing arguments againſt the reſurrection of Chriſt, as St. Paulhad for it ? Who

hath ever attempted or preſumed to prove that Jeſus Chriſt continues ſtill among the

dead, by ſuch effectual arguments as Paul had to prove that he is alive ? St. Paul's

VOL. II. OWN
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own reaſon exerciſing itſelf on theſe arguments, could not refift the power of them ,

buthebecame a captive to the force of this reaſoning, and a rational believer, and a

zealous preacher of a riſen Jeſus.

Rem , 2 . How neceſſary it is for chriſtians , whoſe life and hopes depend on the net

teftament, to be well ſatisfied that St. Paulwas in the right,and that St. Paul's doctrine is

true. For it is evident, that a great part of our religion , at leaſt in the clearneſs ,

and fulneſs, and glory of it, is derived from his writings. His writings make up

near half the new teſtament.

Many of the articles of our religion would be leſs plain , and more doubtful, if we

did not borrow light from Paul's writings. Many a comfortable expreſſion which

our ſouls reft upon would be loſt and uſeleſs to us, if we are not ſatisfied of the truth

of what St. Paul tells us, as one commiſſioned by our riſen faviour. Many a ſweet

and powerful promiſe , on which chriſtianshave lived and died , would loſe its ſweetneſs

and its force, if we doubt of the truth and authority of the epiſtles of St. Paul.

What would ſome of you have done without ſeveral chapters, and many verſes in

them ? as Rom . iv . and v . 8 , 12, 14 . I mean particularly with regard to the doctrine

of original ſin , derived from Adam , and the ſalvation by Chriſt, his prieſthood, his

royalty, and the uſe and benefit of afflictions, Heb . xi. xii. & c. Our reſurrection from

the dead, and our eternal happineſs, 1 Cor. xv.and 1 Theſ . iv. andmany others ?

And of how great advantage is it to us, that St. Paul has foretold , in plain lan

guage, the riſe and characters of Antichrift , 2 Theſſ. ii. 3 - 12, and the deſtruction of

that ſtate , to forewarn us, and to give us comfortable hopes and expectations.

It is matter therefore of great and heavenly importance, for us Chriſtiansto bewell

eſtabliſhed in the belief of St. Paul's converſion, his faith , and his apoſtleſhip , and

for this end we ſhall dowell to remember theſe proofs and arguments which convinced

him that Jeſus was riſen from the dead . Other holy writers have told usmore of the

life, actions, death , and reſurrection of Chriſt, in the particular circumſtances there

of ; but St. Paulhas told us more of the bleſſed conſequences of theſe tranſactions.

And let it be always kept in mind by us, that hewas in a ſpecialmanner the apoſtle

to the Gentile nations, of which Great Britain is a large province, and a remarkable

part ; fo that, in his writings he ſpeaks directly to us, and we are bound to attend

to him .

Rem . 3 . It is very reaſonable to conclude,wemay ſafely believe what St.Paulbelieved

and taught about this ſubject of the reſurrection of Chriſt. For if we have but reaſon to

believe that this was Paul's character , faith , and practice, and theſe are the reaſons of

his belief, what ſhould difcourage or ſtagger us ?

- Let us ſum up the force of this argument and put it together.

• Here is a wiſe, learned, ſincere, honeſtman, bred up . a Phariſee, in a ſtrong op

poſition to Chrift, and the doctrine of his reſurrection , zealous for another religion ,

even the religion of his fathers and his country , who yet law reaſon to renounce all

his ancient prejudices, and ſubmit to receive this new and ſtrange. doctrine, who be

lieved and profeſſed this goſpel, which he once grievouſly perfecuted, and afterwards

preached it, with much fatigue, danger and ſuffering, ſupported it with courage, and

conftant divine zeal and piety , and the practiſe of every virtue ; through his whole

life, gloried in his perpetual ſufferings for it, lived upon the comforts derived from it,

died in defence of it, and ſealed it with his bloud, and left it as a chief treaſure to

thoſe whom he loved beſt in this world , even to the churches of Chriſt.

• Now wehave not this accountof Paul from mere hearſay and tradition, but we

have his own teftimony to all this in his writings, which have been delivered down to

us
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myſelf only to thich are theſe that roade alive toGod ,arection of Jeſus.cred
doctrine of

us through many ages : and no man of ſenſe can reaſonably doubt whether they are

his writings or no , any more than we can doubt the writings of Julius Cæfar, or Se

neca, Livy or Virgil. I add this further : Concerning the vigor and ſpirit of his wri

tings, and the force of argument contained in them , we have the teſtimony of ſome

of his greateſt adverſaries, as he himſelf repreſents the caſe . His letters ſay they, are

weighty and powerful; and he was not aſhamed to appeal to themſelves, and threaten

them , that he would make it appear that his practice towardsthem ſhould have asmuch

force and power as his letters had, when he came the ſecond time to viſit them , 2 Cor .

X . 10, 11 . And we have the teſtimony of two others, particularly Luke the phyſi

cian , in his hiſtory of the acts of the apoſtles, who was a fellow traveller with him ;

and Peter , who was another of his countrymen , in his epiſtles, bears witneſs to him

and to his writings; beſides the teſtimony of all the chriſtian writers from the begin

ning of chriſtianity , 2 Pet. iii. 15, 16 . Which writings of St. Paulare dignified by

St. Peter himſelf, with the name of theſcriptures, ver . 16 . they being both men in

ſpired by God, and of chief repute among the apoſtles.

I proceed now to enquire, whatwere theſe bleſſed effects on men in the heathen world ,

whereby Paul's doctrine of the reſurrection of Chriſt was further confirmed and eſtabliſhed .

And here I might talk largely of the idolaters, thatwere turned from their ſuper

ſtitions to the worſhip and love of the true God, of their abandoning their former

vices, and the ſuperſtitious and finful cuſtoms of their nations, and the reforma

tion of their lives and manners, to goodneſs and holineſs, & c , but I ſhall confine

myſelf only to thoſe effects which bear a more apparent relation to the reſurrection

of Chriſt , and ſuch are theſe that follow : (viz. )

1 .How many dead ſinnersweremade alive toGod, and virtue, piety and univerſalho

lineſs,by preaching this doctrine of the death and reſurrection of Jeſus Chrif ? What en

couragement for hope of pardon for the worſt of finners, in this bleſſed doctrine of a

dying and a riſing ſaviour ? What an aſſurance of full atonement made to the juſtice

of God, in that Jeſus, who, in death , took our ſins upon him , is now diſcharged

from thc dead, and his diſmiſſion from the grave is a full token and proof of it. He

died for our offences, and roſe again for our juſtification . Rom . iv . 25.

If Cbrift be yet under the pain of death , as the apoſtle argues, 1 Cor . xv. 17.and

be not riſen , then our faith is vain , we are yet in our fins : But if he be riſen , then our

faith and hope are confirmed, and our ſins are atoned for, and our ſouls are pardoned ,

if we trust in him .

O how many guilty conſciences are madeeaſy , and that upon ſolid grounds, by the

reſurrection of Jeſus from the dead ? He is a God of peace, and reconciled to ſinners ,

who brought Jeſus Chriſt from thedead,by virtue of the bloud of the everlaſting cove

nant. Heb . xiii. 20. Rom . viii. 34 .

Several of the dead ſaints aroſe after his reſurrection , and that by the virtue of it.

Matt. xxvïi. 53. as an emblem of the many dead ſouls that ſhould riſe from a death

in fins and treſpaſſesby the ſame influence . Epb. ii. 5 . 6 .

A riſen ſaviour hath , according to the apoſtle's preaching , given them repentance

and remiſſion of fins. Luke xxiv . 46 , 47 . They are raiſed from a death in ſins, by

virtue of the reſurrection of Chriſt. . .

2 . How many earthly , carnal and ſenſualſouls,havebeen madeheavenly -minded , by

Faith in a riſen faviour ?Many there are, who have felt the power of theword .Col.üi. ..

If ye are rifen with Chrift, ſet your affe&tions on things above, where Chriſt fitteth at the

Tight-band of God.

A riſen Jeſus calls the ſoul upward , and heaven -ward .

C 2
What
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What have we here on earth worth living for, ſince Jeſus is riſen froin the dead,

hath left the world , and gone to heaven ? Jeſus, our hope, our life, our eternal joy.

Col. i. 27.

This goſpel of a riſen ſaviour hath done more to refine the heart from earth , and

felh , and ſenſuality , and the love of this world , and turn it to God , and things hea

venly , than all the reaſonings of philoſophers through all ages, and in all nations.

Compare the cities where they diſputed,with the churches which Paulplanted, and then

judge.

3. How many captives of Satan havebeen releaſed by the power of Jeſus, ſince his re

leaſe from the grave ? The devil had no power to hold Cbrif in the fetters of death ,

Aets xii. 37, 38, and hath been forced to releaſe thouſands of his Naves by the autho

rity of a riſen Jeſus. Col. ii. 15. And having ſpoiled principalities and powers, bemade

a jew of them openly , triumphing over them in it. Pſalm lxviii. 18 . Thou haft received

gifts for men , even for the rebellious, that the Lord God might dwell among them . And

Eph . iv . 8 , 9 , 13, 15 . He led captivity captive, and gave gifts untomen , whereby they

weremade prophets, teachers, miniſters, & c.

. 4 . How many fearfuland feeble creatures havegrown bold and victorious in ſufferings,

and have conquered death itſelf,by faith in a dying and riſing ſaviour? Thanks be toGod,

who giveth us the victory, through our Lord Jeſus Chriſt. i Cor . xv. 57. How many be

lievers have laid down their bodies in the duft with ſweet ſatisfaction and joy, through

faith in the reſurrection of Chriſt, and have triumphed over the grave ? O death where

is thy ſing ? O grave where is thy victory ? 1 Cor . xv . 55 .

St. Paulhad ſeen abundance of this work performed , through the nations where

he planted the chriſtian churches, and theſewonders of ſalvation wrought among the

Gentiles, by his preaching of Jeſus, and his reſurrection , and every one of theſe

wonders confirmed his belief, that Jeſus,who was dead , is now , alive.

A general Remark on this head .

It greatly confirms our holy religion , when we hear of theſe bleſſed effects of the

reſurrection of Chriſt in other perſons; but our own perſonalhope muſt be eſtabliſhed

by feeling theſe effects in ourſelves.

Enquire into your own ſtate under theſe four particulars laſt-mentioned. Search

into your own ſouls, what have every one of you felt of theſe bleſſed and divine ef

fects ; and let not this diſcourſe only confirm your faith , but let it awaken and raiſe

your hearts to a ſhare of holy and perpetual joy .

. SomeGENERAL MEDITATIONS, drawn from the text and diſcourſe .

11. However it hath been, and however it is, a ſhameful matter of doubt and

enquiry among infidels in a chriſtian land, in our world, whether Jeſus,who was put to

death , be alive or no, yet it is no matter of doubt or enquiry in the world above, or the

world beneath, in heaven or in hell. There his dominion and power are well known :

Nor will it be any matter of doubt hereafter in our world , when he that was dead ·

ſhall come in his father's name, veſted with power, and inthroned in glory, to judge

the unbelieving nations, and all the fons of infidelity . Hewas once unknown in this

world, living and dying, but willnot be ſo for ever, 1 John iji. 1 . The great enqui

ry between Paul and his adverſaries was about this ſtrange perſon ; it was of one ye

ſus, who is ſpoken of as an unknown man . And he was fo for a time, but it will

not be ſo for ever. The world once knew him not John i. 10 . but he ſhall be moft

remarkably and illuſtriouſly manifeſted one day.

2 .How

MARK

loully manifeſ
ted

on am not John i. lo busa time, but it will
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- 2. How little mention foeverwasmade ofthe death and 'reſurrection ofChriſt,and eſpe

cially of the doctrines derived thence, in his own preaching in public while he lived ; yet

theſe are evidently and continually inſiſted on in the preaching of his apoſtles, as things

of the greateſt moment in chriſtianity . Let'not theſe things therefore be ſtrange or

unheard of in ourminiſtration of this goſpel, ſince it is built upon them .

It was not proper thatChriſt ſhould too freely publiſh theſe things to theworld , when

they had not been actually tranſacted among men ; nor was it ſo fit that he ſhould

ſpeak ſo particularly of the conſequences and effects of them , when they were not ac

tual facts ; yet he gave ſufficient notice to the world , and much more to his diſciples

by way of prophecy , that they might expect them . And as he did not talk of theſe

events freely and publicly , ſo he could not ſo properly talk of the conſequent bleſ

ſings of them . This was left to be done by his apoſtles, after thoſe events were come

to paſs. I have yet manythings to ſay unto you , (ſays our bleſſed Lord ) butye cannot bear

them now . John xvi. 12.

3 .Let us remember, thatwhatſoever advantages or bleſſings we can derive from the

death of Chriſt, they all depend on his reſurrection . Hisbeing dead will be of no avail

to our ſouls, either for pardon, or ſanctification , or future happineſs, unleſs he be

riſen again . 1 Cor . xv. 14, 17. And if Chriſt be not riſen , then is our preaching vain , and

your faith is alſo vain - ye are yet in your fins. Rom . iv . 25 . Jeſus who wasdelivered

for our offences, and was raiſed again for our juſtification . When wemeditate on a dying

ſaviour in any of his ordinances, let us remember, the lord is riſen ; he hath fulfilled

that dreadful atonement for ſin in his death ; he is accepted of his father ; and he

has thereby manifeſted, that there is a way opened for the pardon of ſin , and our

ſalvation . He hath conquered death and the devil ; he hath laid a foundation for

our riſing from the grave; he will fulfil in heaven what he hath begun on earth ; his

throne ſhall conſummate the work of his croſs. If when we were enemies we were re

conciled to God by the death of his ſon : much more being reconciled , we ſhall be ſaved by

bis life . Rom . v . 10 .

· 4 . If Jeſusbeing dead , and alive again , is ſomomentous a point, ſo important an

article in our religion, then we may remark , that ſome of the chief evidences of the

truth of our religion ,are nearly connected with ſomeof the chief glories, benefits, and ex

cellencies of it ; for they are all built on this ſame foundation , even the reſurrection of

our bleſſed Lord . Theſe are not merely ſtrange pieces of hiſtory, but ſuch doctrines »

are built on them , which are the life of our ſouls. . .

· The reſurrection of Chriſt confirmsour religion : Firſt, As it gives fufficient proof

that God , whofe prerogative it is to raiſe from the dead , approves what Jeſus taught :

And Secondly, As Jeſus Chriſt himſelf foretold his own reſurrection ; as I ſaid be

fore.

And it lays a foundation for ſome of the chief doctrines, bleſſings, and duties of

our religion , which St. Paul preaches without end ; viz , our truſt in this riſen ſaviour

our faith in his interceſſion in heaven , and coming to God by him : our dependance

on his government; our reſignation of ourſelves to him ; our expectations of the ho .

ly Spirit, and his graces, from him ; our courage in death ; and our joyful hope of a

reſurrection and eternal life .

. 5 . What continualmatter for holymeditation ſhould theſe twothings furniſh us with ,

( viz . ) the death and reſurrection ofChriſt, eſpecially in all our addreſſes toGod ? Heb .x .

19. and iv . 14 . How delightful and how 'encouraging are theſe ideas, in all our ſacred

and religious tranſactions with God , in life and in death . . Wehave boldneſs to enter

into themoſt holy place by thebloud of Jeſus, and have ſuch an high -prieſt over the

houſe
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houſe ofGod to introduce us. How divinely agreeable in all our behaviour, in our con

verſation in this world . Gal. vi. 14 . By the death of Chriſt we aredead to this world ,

by the death of Chriſt crucified to it, and the world crucified to us. Col. iii. 1. We

ſhould live as thoſe who are above, whoſe hearts are on high , where Chriſt is at the

right-hand ofGod .

Under our carnality and earthly -mindedneſs, let us govern ourſelves by theſeme

ditations. Let us remember we are dead to fin .

- Under all our temptations to In , Rom . vi. 2 . let us be upon our guard, remember .

ing our being united to Chrift, in his death and his life .

If at any timewefall under doubts of the truth of our religion, letus look up to

a riſen Jeſus. What better ſupports can wehave under all our afflictions, ſorrows,

fears,weakneſſes ? Rev .i.18. Hewho was dead, is alive, and lives for evermore.Amen .

Under the apprehenſions of death ; i Cor.xv.57 . Thanksbe to God ,who giveth us the

victory over death and the graveby a living Chriſt. O what a ſhame is it for profeſſors

of a dying and a riſen ſaviour to be dead -hearted in religion , which is our ſublimeſt

hope ; to be carnally minded , or to be afraid of death ? ,

• 6 . If Jeſusbeing dead , and being aliveagain is ſo great and important an article of our

religion , and as it werethe foundation on which it ſtands, then how wiſely hath he ordered

itin his goſpel, thatweſhould havea conſtantmemorialappointed usboth of his death , and

his reſurrection ? Ofhis death in theLord's ſupper ; i Cor. xi. 24, 25. and of his re

ſurrection in the Lord 's day. Rev . i. 10. it is the riſing of Chriſt that gives a bleſſed

name to this day, AEts xx . 7 : Fobnxx . 19, 20 . 1 Cor. xvi. 2 . On the firſt day of

the week Chriſt appears in his holy ordinances, and faith , peace be unto you, ashe did

to the apoſtles.

The primitive chriſtians celebrated both theſe inſtitutionson every firſt day of every

week ; that is, the chriſtian fabbath, and the Lord's ſupper .

Weall agree to celebrate one of theſe, ( viz .) his reſurrection , every week on the

firſt day ; but how few are there that celebrate thememorialof his death in a conſtant

attendance at the Lord 's ſupper , in compariſon of the multitudes who call themſelves

chriſtians?

O let us take pleaſure in theſe ſacred memorials, and practiſe them both with ftea

dineſs and conſtancy, in remembrance of Jeſus, who was dead, and is alive.

· Let us remember at the Lord's ſupper a dying ſaviour, and call to mind the great

deſigns of his death , asmany aswe can ; ( viz . ) to witneſs the truth of his goſpel; to

fulfil ancient predictions of his death and his reſurrection ; to teach us to die as an ex

ample ; but, above all, to make atonement for our ſins, and lay a foundation for

pardoning grace , and our hope of acceptancewith God .

Let us remember every Lord's day to raiſe our thoughts to the heavenly world ;

where Jeſus is at the father's right hand . Col. iii. 1 , 2 . "

7. Let us reflect on this delightful circumſtanceofourown death , and the new life of

Cbrift, that, in both theſe , he was our pattern and forerunner. 2 Tim . ii. 8 , 10 - 13.

If we die with him we thall alſo live with him . Heb . vi. 20 .

• Muſt we lie down in death ? Jefus, the ſon of God, went through the dark valley

before us, and lay down in the grave,and fanctified it to us for a ſleeping place. I Thel.

iv . 13 - 18 . His death was attended with much more terror from God andman than

Qurs is or can be. His death hath taken away the ſting from ours.

Did Jefuis riſe again from the dead ? So fhall we, if we are his ſincere followers.

He is our head , the firſt-born from the dead , Col. i. 35. and our example, Rom .

viii.
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viïi. 11. The fame ſpirit ſhall quicken us, whatſoever nation we lived in , Rome, or

Jeruſalem , Afia , or Corinth , or Great-Britain, or in what age foever ! 1 Cor. xv . 209

23, 49. 2 Cor . iv , 14 . And it will be a divine joy to meet holy Paul, our great

apoſtle and our teacher, among the holy faints,who has gone through ſo many deaths

and dangers, to acquaintus with this goſpel.

Was it ſo ſtrange a thing to tell us, that one dead man , even Jefus, ſhould be alive

again after his death ? How ſtrange and glorious a ſight will it be, when all the dead

in Cbrift, thouſands and ten thouſands, ſhall bemade alive, with their Lord Jeſus at

the head of them . Rejoice for ever in the Lord, and comfort yourſelves with this die

vine confolation . Amen.

3. . . in

DIS
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DISCOURS E III.

The difference between the Law and the Gospel :

" In ſeveral Sermons preached at Bury-ftreet, December 1731.

GAL. iii. 21, 22.

Is the law then againſt the promiſes of God ? God forbid : For if there had been

a law given which could have given life, verily righteouſneſs ſhould have been

by the law : But the ſcripture bath concluded all under fin, that the promiſe of

faith by Jeſus Chriſtmight be given to them that believe.

Have long had a deſign to explain this text to you , becauſe it ſeems to be a key ,

| whereby we are let into the ſenſe and meaning of this apoſtle , in his long and

laboured arguments about the Law and Goſpel, in his epiſtles to the Romans and

theGalatians, and in the conſtant diſtinction that he there obſerves between them .

Theſe Galatians, who were converted to the faith of Chriſt, had been cloſely beſet

by ſomezealous judaizing chriſtians, who would fain have had them circumciſed , and

· engaged to keep the Jewiſh law . chap . vi. 12, 13. The apoſtle , who well underſtood

the liberty of the goſpel, would not ſuffer them to be thus impoſed upon ; and there

fore heargues, he allures, he threatens, he denounces, he uſes all the propermethods

of an apoſtle , and a preacher of chriſtianity, to eſtabliſh them in the liberty wherewith

Chriſt had made them free, and to guard them againſt yielding a tittle of compliance

with the Jewiſh ceremonies and bondage.

He ſhewsthem , in this chapter, that the promiſe was given to Abraham , the great

believer, with all the bleſſingsof ſalvation contained in it, and to all thoſe who imi

tate his faith , by truſting in the goſpel of Chrift ; for they are the ſeed of Abraham .

ver . 8 , 9 . And the law curſes and condemns ſinners ; Gal. iii. 10 . but it does not, it

cannot ſave them . ver. 11.And that the law which came in four hundred years after the

promiſe to Abraham , could not diſannul the promiſe, ormake it of none effect. The

queſtion ariſes then in theigth verſe ; to what end then ſerveth the law ? The anſwer is,

to ſhew them their ſins, and to keep alive a ſenſe of ſin among them , till Chriſt ſhould

come, who was to remove ſin : Then comes in the objection of mytext, is not the law

then againſt the promiſes ? Is not the promiſe to Abrabam contradicted by the law given

to the Jews? No; by no means ; for they were deſigned for two different purpoſes .

The law was given for ſpecial and peculiar reaſons in this life, to the Jews: The pro

miſe was given to Abraham , and, through him , to allGentile, as well as Jewiſh believers

for eternal life . Whereas, if there had been a law given which could have given life,

i. e . eternal life, verily righteouſneſs ſhould bavebeen by the law . But the ſcripture bath

concluded all under fin , that the promiſe of faith by Jeſus Chriſt might be given to them

that believe.

Let us firſt examine the meaning of the words and phraſes in mytext.

Queff. 1 .
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Queft. 1. What is meant by law in general, and the law here ſpoken of in parti

cular ?

Anſw . A law is the will of a ſuperior, ſignified to us, or laid within the reach

of our knowledge; which , if we obey, we are pronounced righteous, and obtain a

right to any bleſſings promiſed to the obedient ; but if we diſobey we are guilty,

and are laid under a ſentence of condemnation. I ſay, the will of a ſuperior, figni

fied to us, or laid within our reach , becauſe the Gentiles, having not the revealed law

of God, are a law to themſelves ; becauſe the great and general rules of it, are fo far

written in their hearts and conſciences, as that they might be found out by reafon and

diligence, and honeſt enquiry ; and in this ſenſe they are ſet within our reach .

A law of God requires that the obedience of the creature be perfect, without de

fect, perſevering to the end of the time which God hath appointed , and it muſt be

alſo perſonal, or performed by himſelf, not by a ſurety or ſubſtitute. A law ofGod.

is ſuch a conſtitution of God, as pronounces righteous thoſe who fully comply with all

its requirements ; but it accepts of no leſs than it requires, nor does it own any thing

for righteouſneſs which is not perfect. Rom . ii. 7 . Who by patient continuance in well

doing (Greek, continuance in a good work , or in working good ) ſeek for glory, honour

and immortality, eternal life. Gal. iii. 10 . The man that doth them all live in them .

Jam . ii. 10. For whoſoever fall keep the whole law , and yet offend in one point, be is

guilty of all.

The jewiſh law given at Sinai is the particular law here meant in the firſt part of

the verſe : The law which was given four hundred years after the promiſe ; even the

whole law of Moſes, given to the jewiſh nation .

Queft. 2 . What is this promiſe ?

Anſw . The promiſe to Abraham , that all the nations ſhould be bleſſed in him :

that he and his feed ſhould be heirs of an inheritance, and thatGod ſhould be their

God. It is, in ſhort, the goſpel of falvation contained in the promiſe given to Ab

rabam . See Gal. iii. 8 . The ſcripture foreſeeing that God would juſtify the heathen through

faith , preached before the gospel unto Abraham , ſaying , in thy feed Mall all nations be

bleſſed. And it is called the promiſe, to diſtinguiſh it from the law of Sinai, and in

deed from all proper laws : for as I ſhall ſhew , the goſpel does not ſave us in the way

of a law ; and therefore is not a proper law .

Queſt. 3 . What is meant by the law 's giving life ?

Anſw . The word is (woroingel, which more naturally ſignifies quickening, or bring.

ing a dead thing into life, by putting ſpirit or life into it, or by making it active in a

vital manner : And ſo it might ſeem to imply giving new ſpiritual life to thoſe who

are dead in treſpaſſes and ſins. But the whole context rather conſtrainsus to conſtrue.

it, the giving a title ro eternal life and happineſs to men in a judicial or legalmanner.

This no law of God can do, as the apoſtle here aſſerts,

Queſt. 4 . What is meant by righteouſneſs ?

Anſ. A juſtifying righteouſneſs, or a ſentence of juſtification, a rectitude in the

court of God , a freedom from puniſhment, and a right to life, which is the natural

and proper effect of perfect obedience to any law of God given to inen . But this

bleſſing may be given alſo another way, viz . by the free grace of God, without any

ſuch obedience or righteouſneſs of our ownworking .

Queſt. 5 . What arewe to underſtand by the ſcripture concluding all under ſin ?

Anfw . It ſignifies that the ſcripture, or the word ofGod,declaresthat allmankindare

ſinners, there is none righteous, no, not one: Rom .iii. 1o. And, as ſinners, they are under a

ſentence of condemnation by the law of God , whatfoever law they are under, whether

Vol . II. D the
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the law of nature, or any laws of revelation : Foraſmuch as no man hath ever per

fectly fulfilled any law that God had given him , and therefore all are come ſhort of

juſtification and life, all are fallen ſhort of the glory of God, promiſed to obedience.

See this at large, both declared, pronounced . and argued , Rom . iii . 9 - 20. By the

law pall no fleſh living be juſtified , & c .

Queſt. 6 . What is that promiſe given by thefaith of Chriſt to them that believe ?

Anſw . The promiſe of ſalvation , and the inheritance of heaven , typified by the

land of Canaan, given originally and eminently to Abraham , and his feed, and conti

nued to thoſe who are his ſpiritual ſeed, viz .who believe or truſt in Chriſt, who is the

Meſiah promiſed to Abraham : For by faith in Chriſt we are made the children of Abra

ham . Gal. iii. 29. i. e. as we are imitators of his faith , ſo we are inveſted in his benefits ;

i. e. thoſe who imitate Abraham by truſting in the mercy of God through the Meſſiah ,

now he is come in the fleſh , as Abraham truſted in him before he came, are accounted

in the ſight of God, the children or poſterity of Abraham , and are partakers of thoſe

bleſſings of the inheritance of eternal life, which was promiſed to Abraham , under

types and figures of the land of Canaan : Gal. iii. 7 , 8 , 9 , 29. And as Abrahain was

made a child of God by truſting in the antient promiſe , ſo we aremade the children

of God by faith , or truſting in Jeſus Chriſt, the Meſſiah, Gal.iii. 26. i

Having explained the words ſo particularly , I come to lay down theſe obſervations.

I. Obferv. There is a conſtant and happy harmony between the ſeveral revelations

of God to men . The promiſe to Abraham , or the goſpel propoſed and preached to

him , is not contrary to the law given by Moſes to the Jews.

The law ſignifies the precepts of God revealed ordiſcovered to men , more particu

larly to the Jews.

The goſpel is the promiſe of the ſpecial bleſſings of God revealed or diſcovered

to men , particularly to Abraham of old , and to us in a plainer manner, in theſe

latter days.

Here I ſhall ſhew , in the firſt place , that the law and goſpel, i. e. the precept

and the promiſe, cannot contradict one another ; for they both run through all the

different diſpenſations that everGod gave to the children of men ſince the fall.

Secondly , The law and goſpel do not contradict one another, for they are two dif

ferent diſcoveries of themind and will of God, made to men for very different pur

poſes.

The law , ſince the fall of Adam , was given for the diſcovery or conviction of ſin ,

and to ſhew men not only their duty, but alſo , how exceeding ſinful their natures are,

and how unable they are to fulfil their duties perfectly ; and therefore to lay them un

der a ſenſe of guilt and condemnation . The promiſe , or goſpel, was given for the

relief of guilty man , whom the law had condemned , and to provide a righteouſnels ,

or juſtification , and life , for them , who, according to the law , had a ſentence of

death paſſed upon them . Therefore the law is called the miniſtration of condemna

tion and death , and the goſpel theminiſtration of the ſpirit and righteouſneſs, orof

juſtification and eternal life , 2 Cor . iii. 7 , 8 , 9 .

I confeſs, if the law had been given for the ſame end as the goſpel, if the law had

been given forman ruined and ſinful, to obtain life and falvation by it as well as the

goſpel, then they might have been ſuppoſed to contradict one another , and the ob

jection in my texthad ſtood firm , and we could not have eaſily and fairly anſwered it ;

but ſince they are given for different purpoſes, they are but different revelations of

God, which aremade happily ſubordinate one to another, and their different ends

and
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and deſigns are both attained . The law convinces and condemns ſinners, and the gof

pel relieves and pardons them , juſtifies and ſaves them . See Rom . iii. 20 — 22,83c.

Gal. iii. 10 - 14 .

Object. 1. But doth not St. Paul himſelf ſay, that the law was ordained for life?

Rom . vii. 10 .

: Anſw . 1. Perhaps St. Paul mightmean only to Thew his former opinion , that he

thought it was ordained to give life , Rom . vii. 10 , 11, 13. But ſuppoſing this to

be the real deſign of the words, it ſignifies no more than that the law wasdeſigned or

ordained to give life and happineſs to every one that perfectly fulfilled it. Rom . ii. 7 .

and X . 5 . But in Gal. iii . 10. curfed is every one that continueth not in all things which

arewritten in the book of the law to dothem . The law could have given life indeed to

Adam , if he had continued to obey it ; and the law could give life ſtill, if men were

perfectly innocent, and perfectly obedient; for the law is not weak in itſelf, or unable

to give life , but only through the infirmity of our fleſh , to fulfil the law ever ſince

the fall of Adam , by whom ſin entered into our natures, and death entered into the

world by ſin . Rom . viii. 3 , 4 .What the law could not do, in that it was weak (not in it

ſelf, but) through the fleſh , God ſending his own ſon in the likeneſs of ſinful fleſh, and (as

a ſacrifice) for fin , condemned ſin in the fleſh ; that the righteouſneſs of the law might be

fulfilled in us, who walk not after the filejh , but after the ſpirit.

• Anſw . 2 . The jewiſh law was brought in to ſhew how tranſgreflions abounded .

Rom . v . 20. Gal. iii. 19. Thelato entered that ſin might abound, or might appear to a

bound ; for by the law is the knowledge of fin , Rom . iii. 20 .

Object. 2 . Were none of the Jewsſaved , to whom the law of Sinaiwas given, and

who were under this law ? Were not all of them condemned by it ?

Anſw . Yes, they were all condemned by this law in the ſight of God , conſidered

as the Lord of ſouls or conſciences ; for they had all broke it in ſeveral inſtances :Nor

could the ſervices there required purify their conſciences,Heb. ix . 9 . But ſeveralof them

were ſaved by the promiſe to Abraham , i. e . by the goſpel,which was contained in the

five books of Mofès, and wasoften intermingled with the declarations of the law : the

promiſe to Abraham , or the goſpel, was not annulled but continued, eſtabliſhed and

ratified by the revelationsof Moſes. Gal. iii. 17. The law which was four hundred and

thirty years after , cannot diſannul it, that it ſhould make the promiſe of none effeEt. And

Rom . iii. 21. The righteouſneſs of faith , or juſtification of the goſpel, as witneſed by

the law and the prophets. So Abraham was faved ; ſo David , by the grace of God in

the covenant of promiſe. Rom . iv . 3, 6 . Butnot by the works of the law ; for by the

works of the law ſhallno fleſh ( no man living was or could )be juſtified.Rom .iii.20.Gal.ii. 16 .

Let us now recollect the explication of thewords law , giving life, and righteouſ

neſs, in ſhort, that wemay more eaſily apply thewords in reading what follows, and

ſo proceed to the next Obſervation .

Obſerv . II. God would have appointed the juſtification of fallen man to have been

by fome law of his giving, if any law could have given ſuch a poor ſinful periſhing

çreature juſtification, or a title to eternal life.

And the reaſons for it may be theſe.

. 1. Becauſe God is not wont to change his methods of government, where he ſees

them effectual to attain the ends of that government. He is an unchangeable God ,

and doth not need ſecond thoughts to mend his own firſt contrivances, or to change

his conduct towards man , unleſs the caſe of his creatures and the nature of things re

quire. it. The law which was given at firit to man in Paradiſe, and in innocency, had

D 2 continued
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continued the ſame inſtrument of the government of God, if the caſe of fallen man

had not required an alteration . ButGod wasnot willing all mankind, who were con

demned by the law , ſhould be utterly ruined, and periſh in their folly ; and there

fore he changed his diſpenſation . The law could not give life, becauſe it required

more than fallen man could perform ; and therefore, through the weakneſs of man 's

fallen and corrupted nature, the law became uncapable of juſtifying man ; i. e. itwas

weak to juſtify man by reaſon of the fleſh , and to pronounce a ſentence of righteouſ

neſs or juſtification on him , becauſe he was a feeble , guilty, diſobedient creature.He

had ſinned already, and his paſſions and fleſhly appetites were too ſtrong for his reaſon ,

and are riſing up continually againſt the commands of the law , and therefore God

brought in the goſpel, and gave a promiſe to our firſt parents as ſoon as they fell, and

made his goſpel as well as his law , the inſtrument of governing his fallen creature

man. There is forgiveneſs with thee, that thou mayeſt be feared : Pfal. cxxx. 4 . i.e. that

there may be piety and religion maintained in the world .

2 . If the law could have given life to fallen man, righteouſneſs or juſtification

ſhould have been by the law , that God mightmagnify this original law , and make

it honourable. This would have ſhewn it was not only a law fit to govern innocent

man, but to recover fallen man too. The law hath a great glory in it, in that it is

the tranſcript of the holy name of God ; it is boly, juſt, and good, Rom . vii. 12. and

it would have been a great honour put on the law , if it could have recovered a ſinful

ruined creation .

If fallen man could have performed this law , and anſwered the demands of it,here

had been a glorious diſplay of all the wiſdom and majeſty , goodneſs and holineſs,

which firſt made the law of God , exemplified in the recovery of a poor, fallen, pe

riſhing creature, by this law of his. But this could not be. The law wasweak , and

inſufficient for this purpoſe, through the fleſh ; i, e. through the weakneſs of fallen

man .

3 . If the law could have given life, righteouſneſs ſhonld have been appointed and

obtained for fallen man by it ; becauſeGod would never have been at the expence of

a goſpel, if there had been no need of it, to recover fallen man, and to do that

which the law could do. God does not lay out his thoughts or counſels, nor his riches

of grace, in needleſs things, or in uſeleſs contrivances. Now if the law would have

attained this end, viz . the juſtification and ſalvation ofman , then the goſpel liad been

needleſs ; then all theſe glorious riches of grace, and theſe counſels of wiſdom , and

myſteries of mercy, had been in vain .

Surely if the law could have done this work , the bleſſed God would neverhave

ſent his own ſon out of his boſom , upon ſuch a long journey to this ſinſulprovince

of his dominion , to this lower world, to take Meſh and bloud upon him , and to be

expoſed to ſufferings and labours, reproaches and ſhame, pain and anguiſh , and death ;

if the law could have done the work of the ſalvation of man without it. God hath

more value for the peace, and honour, and life of his ſon , than to expoſe it at this

rate ; but it is plain from ſcripture that the ſon ofGod was ſentinto the world to do that

which the law could not do. Rom . viii. 3 . Theſe treaſures of wiſdom and goodneſs,

theſe riches of grace, which appear in the goſpel, were all laid out to ſave a ruined

creature, whom the law could not ſave ; otherwiſe Chriſt died in vain , fo the apoſtle

faith expreſsly, Gal. ii. 21.

Obferv. III. No law could give life and ſalvation to poor fallen man .

Here
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· Here let it be conſidered, that all laws are either moral, i. e. drawn from the na

* ture of God and the creature ; or they are poſitive, i. e. ſuch as are appointed merely

by the will ofGod , for particular purpoſes,and in particular ſeaſons or circumſtances.

Again , moral laws are either ſuch as belong to all mankind in general, whether inno

cent or ſinful, or they are ſuch as belong only to ſinful and fallen man . Now none

of all theſe forts of laws can ſave ſinfulmankind. Let us prove it thus:

1 . Moral laws, ſuch as oblige all mankind in general, are contained in a due love

to God and man ; but fallen man can never be ſaved or juſtified by this law , becauſe

all theſe moral laws of God require perfect obedience, and cannot juſtify us without

it. God is a moſt holy, a moſt wiſe , and righteous God, a moſt perfect being ; and

the relation between God and creatures, requires the creature ſhould honour him , and

obey him in perfection, and without any defect.

Themoral law did require this perfection in the ſtate of innocence ; and , as it is

taken into the conſtitution of the goſpel, it does not diminiſh its requirements : It ſtill

requires perfection of obedience in all inſtances of thought, word and deed, and that

without defect or intermiſſion. The goſpel doth not abate or leffen the requirements

of the law , but it ſhews a way to relieve us when we have broken it, or cannot fulfil

it, and the reaſons are plain .

If the law did not now require perfection of obedience, but only ſincere imperfect

obedience , then the creature, if he were but ſincere and honeſt, would have fulfilled

the law , though he were not perfectly holy .

And then imperfection of obedience would have been , as it were, eſtabliſhed by

the law , if it could obtain ſalvation for fallen man .

Then alſo the imperfections of obedience to the law ,would not have been fin ; for

if they were, they could not havemade up a faving righteouſneſs.

The goſpel is a conſtitution of grace, which accepts of leſs obedience from man

than the law requires, and pardons the imperfect obeyer for the ſake of Chriſt theme

diator ; but ſtill the law requires perfection, which mankind cannot pay. Now that

man cannot pay it, is evident, not only from the conſcience of every man in the world ,

for if it be awakened to ſee the extent of the law , it muſt condemn itſelf ; but the

ſcripture expreſsly aſſerts in many places : Rom . iii. 10. There is none righteous, no, not

one. Eccl. v . 20. There is not a juft man on earth, that doeth good, and finneth not.

2 Chron. vi. 36 . There is no man who finneth not.

2. Morallaws, ſuch asbelong only to ſinfulman , and oblige him , can never juſtify

a finner or ſave him . Let us enter into particulars .

The requirements thereof are repentance for ſin , ſorrow and ſhamefor paſt follies,

and a diſpleaſedneſs with ſelf for being guilty ; truſting or hoping in the forgiving

grace ofGod , praying to him for pardon and grace, and univerſal watchfulneſs againſt

every temptation , under a ſenſe of former failings. This the very light of nature

and reaſon teaches a ſinner, as well as the word of God requires it. But this law

cannot juſtify any creature, and that for two plain reaſons.

( 1 .) Becauſe all our repentance, or new endeavours after obedience , cannot make

atonement for our paſt ſins. A righteous governor doth not ſuppofe, that the tears,

and forrows, and repentance of criminals and malefactors, make any ſatisfaction to

the public for his crimes,normake due reparation to the government for his offences ;

nor are ſufficient to procure pardon for criminals. A penitent criminal is often exe

cuted to fulfil the demands of the law , and to ſecure the authority of the government.

And what trifling things are our ſorrows, to anſwer for the diſhonour done to the law

of God our maker ?

( 2.) Ben
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( 2 .) Becauſe even our repentance itſelf, ourhope or truſt in grace, our prayer for

mercy, our endeavours after new obedience, are all imperfect : whereas the law re

quires a perfection even of this fort of duties, a perfect hatred of ſin , a perfect diſ

pleaſure with ſelf on account of it, perfect ſincerity in every thought, word and ac

tion , and perfect watchfulneſs in giarding againſt temptation , and ſtriving after new

holineſs. Buthow ſhamefully do wefail in theſe , and deſtroy our claims to juſtifica

tion and life, even if wewere to be tried only by this part of the law which requires

repentance at the hand of criminals ? We fee then thatno moral law can juſtify us.

3 . Let us come to poſitive laws, i. e . ſuch rites, and forms, or ceremonies, as are

· appointed by the mere free will of God, for particular purpoſes ; ſuch as ſacrifices,

circumciſion , walhings, baptiſm , the Lord's fupper , & c. Theſe cannot juſtify us ,

becauſe it is not in the power of any poſitive rites or ceremonies we can perform , to

make up for the neglect of moralduties, or the violation of moral commands. They

were never given for this end, nor appointed for this purpoſe. Heb . x . 1, 2 , 5 . It is

Hot poſſible that the bloud of bulls and goats ſhoull take away ſins. Nor can circumciſion

cut off the vices of the heart. No, nor can baptiſm wah us from our fpiritual de

filernents. Nor can the Lord's fupper give us fpiritual life and nouriſhment. It is

not outward performances of any kind can ſtand inſtead of real holineſs, much leſs

can they anſwer for our paſt iniquities. Nolaw of commandments , written in ordi

nances, can give righteouſneſs and life to a ſinful creature ; for they were never or

dained for that end .

Queſt. Whatwere they ordained for then ?

Anſw . 1 . To ſhewlis what ſinfuland defiled creaturesweare, who have need of

ſuch waſhings, & c. and to give intimations that we are worthy of death , who need

ſuch ſacrifices by the death of ſo many living creatures, to make atonement for our

fins, and to die in our room .

Anſw . 2 . To give ſome typical hints that there is grace to be obtained ofGod , and

there is a way for atonement for ſin and ſalvation provided for ſinfulman .

4 . The laſt reaſon why no laws can juſtify or ſave fallen man is this : viz . All laws,

whether moral or poſitive, may command ; but they give no power to obey, and

therefore cannot give life. It is the promiſe that gives life . It is the goſpel and

grace of God that enables us to obey the law , even ſo far as the beſt of men do obey

it in this life . The law commands, but it gives no ſtrength to obey. Rom . v . 6 .Where

wewere without ſtrength Chriſt died for us, to obtain life and ſtrength , to yield obedi

ence to the law from principles of faith and love. It is the goſpel that brings ſpirit

and life with it, to incline our hearts to obey the law . Gal. iii. 2 . Received ye the fpi

rit by the works of the law , or by the hearing of faith ? Heb . viii. 10 . This is the cove

nant that I will make- after thoſe days, - I will put my laws into their mind, and write

them intheir hearts.

Object. But is it a righteous thing with God to giveman a law which cannot be

fulfilled , or perfectly obeyed by him ?

Anſw . 1. It is righteous to give innocent man a law ,which at firſt he was wellable

to fulfil ; and this law continues in its force and demands, though man hath loſt his

innocency , and by hiswilful crimes hath rendered himſelf unable to fulfil this law .

The ſin of the creature, and his own rendering himſelf unable to fulfil his maker's

law , doth not make void the law of his ‘maker , and aboliſh its commands.

• Simile . Suppoſe a ſervanthath an order from his maſter to carry a meſſage to his

neighbour, if inſtead of going into the neighbour's houſe whither hewas ſent,he goes

into an alehoufe or tavern , there drowns his ſenſes and his natural powers in liquor,

that
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that he hath ſo weakened himſelf, that he can neither walk nor ſpeak ; he can neither

go to the place where he was ſent, nor deliver his meſſage : I would aſk , doth his

maſter's command ceaſe, or is his command aboliſhed ? and is his authority at an end

in this inſtance, becauſe his ſervant hath rendered himſelf incapable of fulfilling it,

either with his feet or his tongue ? This would be an eaſy way to cancel a maſter 's

lawsand commands, if the wickedneſs of a ſervant could have this effect.

Now apply this to the caſe between God and man, and ſee whether God may not be

juſtified in continuing his law in its perfection of demands, though man hath loſt or

weakened his power to obey. Surely themoral law ofGod ſtands in force, requiring

perfect obedience both of men and devils, and all intelligentbeings, how feeble and

impotent ſoever they have made themſelves by their own crimes: For it is a law that

ariſes from the nature of God and the creature, and from the relation that is between

them ; and therefore it is an everlaſting law .

Anſw . 2 . ButGod is ſtill farther to be juſtified in this matter ; for though man hath

weakened himſelf by his fall, he hath not utterly loſt his natural powers, his natural

ability of obeying the law . He has an underſtanding, he has a freedom of will, to

chooſe good and refuſe evil ; but his will is ſo obſtinately bent upon ſin , vanity and

folly ; and his paſſions are grown ſo headſtrong, that he will not give himſelf the trou

ble to ſubdue them : He willingly lets them bear him away from God : He is unwil

ting to obey ; and this is called a moral inability . Now Godmay require ſuch duties

by his law , as through the weakneſs of the Aeſh , and the ſtrength of appetite and

paſſion in this frail ftite ,man is morally or immediately unable to perform , though he

hath a remote or natural power. An infinitely holy God cannot but command that

we ſhould never ſin , never trangreſs the rule of righteouſneſs, never break his pure

and holy law ; and yet, through the many infirinities of human nature, it is morally

impoſſible we ſhould perfectly keep this law , and live without ſin . This Dr. Whitby

himſelf (asmuch as he indulges the Arminian ſentiments) confeſſes in his comment. "

God doth not therefore lote his authority or right of commanding perfect obedience

and perfect holineſs, though man , by his folly and fin , hath rendered his will averſe to

God , and his evil appetites and paſſions ſtrong and ungovernable : So that upon the

whole , it is plain , the law is holy , and juſt, and good , and yet cannot pronounce

any man righteous, nor adjudge him to eternallife .

DIS
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DISCOURSE. IV.

The Difference between theLaw and the Gospel.

The ſecond part of this.SERMON.

Gal. iii. 21, 22.

Is the law then againſ the promiſes of God ? God forbid : For if there had been a

law given which could have given life, verily righteouſneſs ſhould have been by

• the law : But the ſcripturehath concluded all under fin, that the promiſe of faith

. by Jeſus Chriſtmight be given to them that believe.

BSERV. IV . Scripture hath concluded all mankind under ſin , hath ſhut us

all up as priſoners under condemnation. Here I havenothing to do, but to .

cite ſeveraltexts of fcripture, ſome of which have been before mentioned , to

prove that noman hath perfectly fulfilled the demands of the law , and conſequently ,

that allmankind lie under a ſentence of condemnation , according to the law of God .

James iii. 2 . For in many things we offend all. And chap. ii. 10. Whoſoever all keep the

whole law , and yet offend in one point, be is guilty of all, becauſe he diſhonours that au

thority which hath enacted all. Rom . ii. 9 , 10 . Tribulation and anguiſb upon every ſoul

of man that doth evil. And chap . iiii, 9 , 10, 19, 20, 23, Are we better than they ? no,

in no wiſe ; for we have before proved both Jews andGentiles, that they are all under ſin ,

as it is written, there is none righteous, no, not one. Now we know that what things the

law faith , it ſaith to them who are under the law , that every mouth may be ſtopped , and

all the world may become guilty before God. Therefore by the deeds of the law there ſhall

no fleſh be juſtified in his fight, for all have finned , and come port of the glory of God.

Gal. iii. 10, 11. Curſed is every one that continueth not in all things which are written in

the book of the law , to do them . But thet no man is juſtified by the law in the fight of God,

it is evident ; for the juſtſall live by faith .

A REMARK.

Here by the way wemay take notice, what is condemnation, and what is juſtifica

tion by the law of God. It is the ſentence of God as it ſtands in the written law , or

in the law of nature , pronouncing the creature ,whether he be righteous or guilty , ac

cording to ſuch different characters which are found upon him . It is not any new act

put forth by God himſelf toward his creatures, but the conſtant ſentence of his own

law , declaring ſuch a perſon righteous according to his performance ofthe law , or ſuch

a perſon guilty according to his non -performance of it. In like manner juſtification

by the goſpel is not a new act in God, but the ſentence of his goſpel, pronouncing

humble penitents and believers in Chriſt pardoned , forgiven , and accepted unto eter

Accord

life .
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According to the different characters ofmen , the word of God, i. e. his law or his

goſpel, pronounces them guilty and condemned , or pardoned , juſtified , and accept

ed of God, unto eternal life. This is a very plain and eaſy doctrine to be apprehended

by ſuch weak creatures as we are.

Obſerv. V . Man who is condemned by the law ,may be ſaved by the promiſe ; i.e.

by the promiſe of grace and reconciliation to God, which was given firſt to Adam ,

then to Abraham , and made further known to the people ofGod by Moſes and David,

and the prophets, according to the different revelations of God to man ; but com

pleated by the goſpel of Chriſt, and the miniſtry of his apoſtles.

A promiſe to Adam , of the deſtruction of the works of the devil, by the feed of

the woman ; as it is explained i John iii. 8 .

A promiſe that God would be our God , and give us an inheritance, made tº Abra

bam , & c . ,Gen . xvii. 7 , 8 .

A promiſe confirmed by many types of the jewiſh law . A promiſeof all thebler

ſings of the new covenant, expreſſed Heb, viii. 10 ,12. cited from the ſeveral prophets

Jeremiah and Zechariah. This is the covenant that I willmake with the houſe of Iſrael

after thoſe days, faith the Lord ; Iwiil put my lawsinto their mind, and write them in

their hearts : And I willbe to them a God, and they ſhall be to me a people. — For I will be

merciful to their unrighteouſneſs, and their finsand their iniquities will I remember no more.

It is the ſame promiſe ,more particularly and fully ſet before us, by JeſusChriſt the ſon

of God , in his goſpel, and by his bleſſed apoſtles in their writings ; which , in plain

and expreſs language, includes in it, not only pardon of ſin and reconciliation to God,

but the ſanctification of our natures, and our preſervation to eternal life, in a ſtate of

happineſs, which ſhall never end.

Obſerv. VI. The way ofobtaining an intereſt in theſe promiſed bleſſings, is through

faith . It is to all that truſt in the grace of the goſpel, ſo far as it was manifeſted in

the ſeveral ages of theworld , i. e. to Adam , Abraham , and David ; and as it is more

fully manifeſted in and by Jeſus Chriſt. It is obtained by a renouncing all claim by

one's own works, and truſting in grace entirely .

If Adam was ſaved , it is in a way of grace and forgiveneſs through a mediator,

which was promiſed under the title of the ſeed of the woman, who ſhould bruiſe the

head of the ſerpent ; and which was typified by ſacrifices , and intimated by God's fa

vourable dealings with Adam after his fall, andwhich promiſe was accepted and re

ceived by Adam 's truſting or hoping in this grace.

If Abrabam is ſaved, it is in a way of grace and forgiveneſs, which was promiſed

under the title of that ſeed of his, in whom all nations ſhould be bleſſed ; and in that

language of mercy, thatGod would behisGod , and would givehim an inheritance;

of which Canaan was a type and figure. And Abraham believed, or truſted in this,

and it was imputed to him for righteouſneſs ; Rom . iv . 3 . i. e. unto his juſtification

and acceptance.

- If David was ſaved, it is in a way of grace and forgiveneſs. Pſalm xxxii. 1, 2 .

Bleſſed is be whoſe tranſgreſſion is forgiven , whore fin is covered. Bleſſed is the man

unto whom the Lord imputeth not iniquity. Rom . iv . 6 , 7 .

If chriſtians are ſaved, it is in a way of grace and forgiveneſs ſtill, which was pro

miſed to Abraham , which is revealed more particularly by Jeſus Chriſt, the ſon of

God , who came to confirm and to fulfil the former promiſes, and to obtain this par

don by the facrifice of himſelf. And by his own perfect obedience and ſufferings, he

VOL . II . laidE
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laid a foundation for the juſtification of ſinful creatures. If they are ſaved , it is not

by their performing the law in any ſenſe, but by truſting in forgiving grace, revealed

and manifeſted through Jeſus Chriſt. It is by truſting in another , and not in them

felves ; as Rom . iv . explains, from ver. 17, to the 22d.

It is not in a way of claim of righteouſneſs and eternal life, but in a way of hum

ble dependance on grace. The Phariſees boaſted, that they were righteous, and deſpiſed

others . Lukexviii.9 . The young ruler, in the gofpel, ſpeaking of the law ofGod, ſaid , all

this have I keptfrom myyouth . Mat. xix . 20 . The Jews fought for juſtification by the

worksof the law , and rejected Chriſt.Rom .ix.31. But St. Paul,by the ſight of the law is

dead to the law ; i.e. to all hopes ofrighteouſneſs and life by it ; Gal.ii.16 , 19. and ſeeks

to be pardoned, accepted , and juſtified , by truſting in what Chriſt hath done and

ſuffered on his account.

And ſo all chriſtians. Rom . iii. 22. And in this ſenſe the goſpel juſtifieth the un

godly ; Rom . iv . 5 . i. e.thoſe who have no righteouſneſs of their own to plead,whoſe

belt obedience is all defective.

Queſt. But doth this goſpel ſave and juſtify a man that hath no regard to the law of

God ? How is his obedience to the law or holineſs ſecured, if a man be juſtified, or

pronounced righteous, and acquitted of ſin , and accepted to eternal life, by believing

or truſting in the promiſes of grace ? Surelymany wicked men will ſay , “ I truſt in

“ the promiſe of pardon through Jeſus Chrift ; and is this enough ? is there no ſecuri

“ ty that theſe believers ſhall be obedient to the law , as far as they can , though they

“ cannot obey it perfectly.”

Anſw . Yes, there is abundant ſecurity for their diligence in duty to the law , though

they can never work out a righteouſneſs for themſelves, to be juſtified by the law . Let

theſe reaſons be conſidered :

1. It is the great deſign of the goſpel to reſtoreus to holineſs aswell as to happineſs;

and therefore the law , in the commands of it, runs through all the gracious diſpen

ſations of God to fallen man , as I have ſhewn you : AndGod will have no regard to

them in a way of grace, who have no regard to his law in a way of obedience. The

law conſtantly requires and points out our duty , it ſhews us our ſin , it lays us under

condemnation , and makes us ſeek a refuge in the goſpel of forgiveneſs. Now the

goſpel is not prepared, for ſuch as knowingly and wilfully renounce the law of God ,

which is holy , and juſt and good, and who perſilt in this practice, and abandon the

commandments of it.

Can it be ever expected , that the great God ſhould pardon and ſave thoſe rebels

through JeſusChriſt, who knowingly and wilfully perſiſt in their rebellions ? God for

bid. The very light of nature will not ſuffer us to believe this. This would be to

make Chriſt the miniſter of ſin , and to build again the things which Chriſt came to

deſtroy, Gal. ii. 17, 18 . For it is the deſign of all the bleſſings of the goſpel,tomake

us conformable to God , and to this law , which is the unchangeable image of his ho

lineſs. The great deſign of it is to make us practiſe love to God and our neighbour,

which is the fulfilling of the law , as far as our ſtate of frailty permits. Rom .xiii. 10 .

The deſign of the grace ofGod in Christ Jeſus, is that we mightbeholy, and with

out blame before God , in love. Are we choſen in Chrift ? It is that we may be holy .

Eph . i. 2 , 3 . Doth God forgive us ? It is that wemay fear, and love, and ſerve him .

Pſalm cxxx. 4 . There is forgiveneſs with God , that hemay be feared . Are were

deemed with the bloud of Chriſt ? It is that we mightbe a peculiar people , zealous of

good works, Tit. ii. 14. Doth the grace of God bring ſalvation to us ? It teaches us

to
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to deny ungodlineſs and worldly luſts, to live righteouſly, foberly and religiouſly,

in this preſent evil world . Tit. ii. 11, 12.

We are under the law ſtill unto Chriſt, as it is the rule whereby Chriſt governs his

church , while he pardons their failures and imperfections : Butwe are notunder the

law , as it is the rule of judgment, and condemns all that have not fulfilled it. We

are freed from the curſe of the law , but not from the obligation to obedience. So

the apoſtle, 1 Cor. ix . 21. All believers have this freedom from the curſe of the law ,

that from a new principle of holineſs and love, they may fulfil the commands of the

law , as far as our preſent circumſtances will admit. Rom . vii. 6 . Butnow we are de

livered from the law , thatbeing dead wherein wewere held ; thatweſhould ſerve God,not

in the ſpirit ofterror and bondage, butin newneſs ofſpirit, and not in the oldneſs of the

letter, i.e .by a new principle of holineſs,wrought in us by the ſpirit ofGod , as a prin

ciple of love and obedience.

2 . The goſpel gives us encouragement and ſtrength to fulfil the duties of the law ,

and engages us to hope in God , that wemay love him , pleaſe and ſerve him , as a for

giving and reconciling God , which the broken law , with all its commands, threat

nings, and terrors, doth not, and could never do. The law ſpeaks only condem

nation and death , Asmany as labour for life under the law , and would be juſtified

by the law , are under the curſe, and may deſpair of life. Gal. iï . 10. Now deſpair

is no ſpring of obedience, and hopeleſs labour is very feebly and negligently perform

ed ; but hope is a powerful and laſting principle of holineſs. 1 John iii. 3. And eve

ry man that hath this bope in bim , purifieth himſelf even as he is pure. Tim . iv . 10 .

Therefore weboth labour and ſuffer reproach ; i. e. in doing thewill of God ; becauſe we

truſt in the living God , who is the ſaviour of all men , eſpecially of thoſe that believe.

The devils go on in ſinning , becauſe they deſpair ; butman hath hope ſet before him ,

that hemay be encouraged to obedience , and allured to purſue holineſs, from a prin

ciple of love and gratitude. If we are made new creatures, how can we chooſe but

love and honour the law of God, who hath ſaved us by his goſpel, and changed our

unhappy ſtate from ſin and death , to hope and joy.

Beſides, it is the goſpel that givesus the ſanctifying ſpirit, as I ſaid before. Gal. ii.

2 , 14 . and Heb. viii. 10. This is that new covenant, according to which hewrites his

law in our hearts.

3. No faith in the grace of God will juſtify men,but that which worketh by love;

Gal. v . 6 . and produceth the good fruits of obedience. Abraham obeyed the call of

God : Jam . ï . 22, 26 . And in this ſenſe his works wrought together with his faith ,

towards his juſtification . Not that his imperfect works in themſelves, do any thingto

juſtify him , but his ſincere imperfect workswere the effect of his faith , and proved

his faith to be alive, and true, and ſaving. Things are ſaid to be done in ſcripture ,

when they are declared or manifeſted to be done : So Abraham is ſaid to be juſtified

by works, when his worksdeclared and manifeſted his faith , whereby hewas juſtified.

Fam . ii. 25, 26 . David's faith in forgiveneſs was ſuch , aswas accompanied with ſin

cerity and piety. Pſalm xxxii. 2 . In whoſe ſpirit there is no guile. It requires confer

ſion of ſin , repentance, humiliation , and new watchfulneſs, ver . 5 , 6 . Gal. v . 6 .

It muſt be ſuch a faith that purifieth the heart, and works obedience from a principle

of love, Axts xv. 9 . Tit. ii. 5 , 7 , 8 . They who believe in Chriſt Jeſusmuſt be careful

to maintain good works.

4 . Without repentance and a change of heart, ſo as to love and to obey the law

of God, we can never be fit for that happineſs which God promiſes, and which the

creaturewants : Withoutholineſs of heartwe can never be prepared for heaven , which

E 2 confits
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conſiſts in the bliſsful viſion of God ; nor indeed are we capable of it. Bleſſed are the

pure in heart , for they all feeGod ,"Matth . v . 8 . Without holineſs noman mall see the

Lord, Heb.xii. 14. Indeed none can be truly happy but thoſe who are ſanétified and

aſſimilated to theholy Jeſus. A child of Satan, and an enemy of righteouſneſs, and

of the law of God, can neverbe happy in the midſt of the children of God , who

have his law written in their hearts, and are ever practiſing obedience to his law in per

fection .

Holineſs indeed is a part of ſalvation , which conſiſts in a releaſe from the bondage

of ſin , and the power of it in our own hearts, as well as from the guilt and puniſh

ment of it in our perſons. And the man who profeſies to receive the goſpel of Chriſt,

and hope in God for ſalvation , he doth not know what he profeſſes, if he does not

hope for holineſs, and long for it, and deſire it. If he goes to truſt in Chriſt as a fa

viour, merely from the wrath of God and hell, he doth not accept of Jeſus, as ſuch a

ſaviour as the goſpel repreſents him ; i. e. a ſaviour from ſin , Mat. i. 21. as well as

from hell and wrath .

Laſtly , Remarks drawn from the whole text, thus opened ,explained and proved .

iſt Remark . See why St. Paul always denies juſtification to be obtained by the

law , i. e. by any law whatſoever ; ( viz . ) becauſe none have fulfilled , or can fulfil,

any moral law of God in perfection, and a law requires perfect obedience, in order

to juſtification by it : Nor is it in the nature or power of it, to juſtify thoſe who are

under it, and yield not perfect obedience. Curfed be every one that continueth not in all

things, which are written in the book of the law , to do them . Gal. iii. 10 . The epiſtles to the

Romans and Galatians are full of this doctrine. Whether it be the law of nature, Rom .

ii. 14, 15. or whether the law under which the Jewswere, which includes the moral,

ceremonial, and political precepts of it ; Rom . iii. 19 , 20 , 23. all have ſinned , and

. come ſhort of the glory of God. By the works of the law , any law whatſoever, no

feſh ſhall be juſtified. Man doth not, cannot, obtain life by any law ; it cannot give

life .

In this ſenſe all laws are lawsofworks : Do this and live, is their language and

ſenſe. Theman that doth them ball live in them . Gal. ii. 12.

2d Remark . See here to what a wretched and deplorable ſtate of guilt and miſe

ry are we fallen ,that no law , which God can make in our circumſtances, can ſave us.

God cannotmake a law which doth not require perfect holineſs, in thought, word,

and deed : He cannot make a law which allows fin and imperfection : For this would

be, as it were, to eſtabliſh iniquity by a law , which the holy God cannot do. The holy

nature of God, as governor of his creatures, cannot but command them to be per

fectly holy , under whatſoever gracious diſpenſations he may place them , for the re

lief of their guilt, and weakneſs, and diſtreſs. His law ſtill commands what fallen

impotent creatures cannot fully obey ; and therefore we are miſerable.

What a hideous ruin hath the firſt man brought into human nature, and ſpread over

all this lower creation ? It hath weakened all our powers, hath turned our hearts away

from God, hath debaſed our inclinations to ſenſe, and Aeſh , and vanity , and made

God's own rational creatures , uncapable of beingmade happy, by any law that he

ſhould give them , when taken in the ſtrict and proper ſenſe of a law .

3d Remark . Even the goſpel of Chriſt, conſidered as a mere law , as requiring

duty, and promiſing a reward upon full performance, cannot give life to ſinful man :

For whether you take it in a large ſenſe, and conſider it as including the moral law ,

taken into the hand of Chriſt themediator, ſtill it diminiſhes notits commandments ;
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it requires perfect holineſs, and abates nothing in its demands. Orwhether you take

it in a more limited ſenſe, as requiring faith and new obedience, ſincere diligence and

watchfulneſs, yet, conſidered as a law , it requires the practice of theſe duties in

greater perfection , than the beſt of ſaints or chriſtians ever practiſed them ; otherwiſe

they would not fin in coming ſhort of what the goſpel requires ; and therefore they

cannot give life , if God ſhould ſtrictly judge us, according to theſe gentle commands

of the goſpel. And therefore you find, when the apoſtle ſpeaks of juſtification ac- .

cording to the goſpel, he is poſitive, peremptory, and univerſal, in his excluſion of

allworks of the law , from juſtifying us ; as in Rom . iii. and Gal. iii.

He calls the goſpel therefore a promiſe , the grace of God, the new covenant, & c .

that he may not be ſuppoſed, to ſpeak of it as juſtifying us, under the notion of a law .

Henever calls the goſpel a law , but in ſuch a rhetorical or figurative ſenſe, by way

of catachreſs, or a very ſtrong metaphor, the law of faith ; as in Rom . iii. 27. It is

as if he ſhould ſay, if wemuſt call it a law , it is a mere law of faith , or truſting in

the mercy of God

Queſt. 1. What is the goſpel then ? and how doth it juſtify us and give life ?

Anſw . Not as fulfillers of a law , and thereby obtaining a claim to life , but as de

pending upon meremercy . The goſpel is a conſtitution of the bleſſed God, whereby

he accepts leſs obedience at our hands, than the law requires; and that, not to make

up a righteouſneſs for our acceptance, but that God may receive us through grace,

for the lake of his fon Jeſus Chriſt, who wrought a perfect obedience, or complete

righteouſneſs, to anſwer that law ; and died to make atonement forour ſins, and re

deemed us from the curſe of the law , which we had deſerved . This is the expreſs

language of the goſpel taught us by St. Paul; Rom . iii. 23, 24 . All have finned , and

comeſort of the glory of God ; i. e . of that glory which we ſhould have obtained by a

perfect obedience : But when we are juſtified, it is done freely by his grace, through the

redemption that is in JeſusChriſt. The law condemns us as ſinners, and wemuſt be

ſenſible of this condemnation . The goſpel ſhews us, thatwe muſt truſt or depend

merely on forgiving grace, and not pretend to any righteouſneſs of our own, and to

claim life by obeying the law ourſelves. It is by our faith or dependance; not by our

works, and any claim of merit. The whole ſtrain of the apoſtle's writing to the Ro

mans, hath this view in the five or ſix firſt chapters .

Queſt. 2 . Is it not therefore, matter ofblame for us, to call the goſpel a law ? or the

new law ?

Anſw . The word law , when taken in a ſtrict ſenſe, for the will of a ſovereign prince

revealed , and requiring perfect obedience of his ſubjects, and pronouncing a ſubject

righteous only upon this obedience, is the true notion and idea of a law : In this ſenſe

the goſpel is not a law , for it doth not pronounce any perſons righteous, and accept

ed to the favour ofGod, on account of a perfect obedience, performed by them to any

command, which was given them .

But if a law be taken in a large ſenſe, for any conſtitution of a governor, whereby

he graciouſly accepts at our hands, leſs than his law requires, and pardons thoſe offen

ders who are, ſincerely willing and deſirous to obey his law , and who truſt in his mer

cy; then the goſpel may be called a law . Torah, in the Hebrew , is uſed in this large

ſenſe for the goſpel ; Iſa . ii. 3 . Out of Zion mall go forth the law , & c. and other

places.

And Noum , in the Greek ,may be inlarged to ſuch an extenſive ſenſe alſo : But origi

nally it ſignifies,that,which diſtributes to every one their due reward , according to their

merit, or their ſervices ; and in this ſenſe the goſpel cannot be a law .

St.
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St. Paul does not uſually call it fo ; nor can I think it the beſt way forminiſters, to

repreſent it thus.

Yet, after all, it is but a ſort of difference in words, if we do butexplain the

things in the right manner , and guard againſt thoſe errors,which we are liable to fall

into on either ſide.

Nor would I be angry with any man, who conſiderately and ſincerely thinks this

the beſt way of repreſenting and explaining the goſpel, any further than to ſay, that

St. Paul did not think it the beſt way ; and I am much of hismind .

4th Remark . How much ſhould our ſouls bleſs God, for the introduction of the

goſpel into the world , at the firſt promiſe ; and even for all the promiſes of this new

covenant, eſpecially in this laſt, and beft , and brighteſt edition , and the adminiſtra

tion of it by Jeſus Chriſt, and his Spirit ? As it is expreſſed and explained in Heb. viii..

10 , 12.

Have we not ſometimes had an awakening and painful ſenſe of guilt ?

Have wenever thought ourſelves ſinners, and feared the eternal anger of God, and

cried out for ſalvation , from the condemning ſentence of thebroken law ?

And when we have reſolved , and watched , and laboured again to fulfil the holy

law of God, and failed in many inſtances , have we not bewailed ourſelves as weak

and impotent creatures, as well asunder the guilt of ſo many offences, repeated and

abounding ? O what abundant reaſon have we to bleſs God, for the goſpel of his

grace, through Jeſus Chriſt, wherein our only hope lies, and all our ſalvation ! Even

all our hopes of pardon and acceptance with God, as well as all our ſtrength to do the

will of God, and obey his law , to far as chriſtians are enabled and expected to do in

this life .

Let us fy from the law , and its curſes and condemnation , to the refuge and hope

which the goſpel has ſet before us, and live there daily , by faith in the ſon of God

the ſaviour ; for there only lies our ſafety from the wrath ofGod , and eternal deſtruc

tion .

5th Remark . What a gloriousharmony will appear in the review of all the diſpen

ſations of God at the laſt day, between the law and the goſpel? The law was the in

ftrument of God's government of his creatures, and the rule of his juſtice, from the

beginning of the world to the end : But the goſpel is the inſtrument of his grace for

our ſalvation .

The law is the rule, guiding and teaching all the ſaints in the ways of holineſs,

convincing of ſin , and condemning all ſinners, and driving them to ſeek refuge in

grace : And the goſpel is the noble and divine remedy, diſcovering that grace,where

by alone we can be ſaved .

And whymay not theſe ſentiments, be part of our tranſporting and beatifying con

templations, in the heavenly ſtate ? It is generally agreed by our divines, that the va

rious providences, of the life and ſtate we have paſt through in this world , whether

they have been painful or pleaſant, ſhall be the matter of our delightful review and

meditation ; eſpecially ſo far as they have been , the happy means of our fanctification ,

and our preparation , for the final bleſſedneſs of the heavenly ſtate .

I am well aſſured , there will be abundant matter of joy and thankfulneſs, found in

theſe different difpenſations of God, in his bringing many ſons to glory ; and there

will be ample inſtances ofhis providential care, and glorious examples of his righte

ouſneſs and his grace , in a thouſand particular tranſactions of the bleſſed God , and

our Lord Jeſus Chriſt his fon , with the children of his grace : And perhaps there

ſhall be ſuch diſcoveriesmade to us, of the righteouſneſs and the grace of God in his

holy

alion .
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holy law and his goſpel, among theſe divine tranſactions, aswill elevate our ſouls in

to higher raptures of gratitude and joy, and furniſh our tongues with pleaſant and

everlaſting hallelujahs.

The ſaints in that day, ſhall chearfully and thankfully recount, the awful voice of

God in the commands and terrors of his law , ſince theſe were the bleffed means of

awakening their ſtupid conſciences, and of ſtirring them to a haſty fight to Jeſus and

his goſpel, as the only and all-ſufficient refuge of ſinful and guilty ſouls, Happy

creatures! who turned their eyes to his grace, when they were thus ſelf-condemned ,

and trembling for fear of the immediate execution, of the divine threątnings of his

law .

How glorious and delightful, will be the moments of theſe fouls, when they ſhall

review the firſt glimpſes they had by divine grace, of the ſalvation and hopewhich

was to be found for them , in the encouraging language of the goſpel and the pro

miſes ? What new ſongs will ariſe to the redeemer, in this review of thoſe paſt events?

What eccho's of praiſe to him that ſitteth upon the throne, and to the lamb, while the

inhabitants of the bleſſed world, are purſuing and tracing out backward, the antient

ſteps of the grace of God, towards their recovery from the ſin and ruin of the firſt

Adam , and their entering into the covenant of ſalvation , through Jeſus Chriſt the ſe

cond ? Hewas the ever -bleſſed anti-type of the firſt Adam , the great head and lord

of life and everlaſting bleſſedneſs, to all who are fanctified and ſaved . Honour and

glory , and power, be to his holy name, for ever and ever . Amen .

DIS
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DISCOURSE V. .

Sermons preached at Berry-ſtreet, December 1744 and 1745.

In which the early appointment of the atonement

of CHRIST is manifeſted .

The Firſt Part of this SERMON .

Rev. xiii. 8.

The lamb ſain from the foundation of the world.

TN order to make the ſenſe of theſe words eaſy and plain , we muſt take into our

I counſel three other texts of the new teſtament: ( viz . )

I. 1 Pet. i. 18 - 20 . Ye know that ye were not redeemed with corruptible things, as ſilver

and gold , but with the precious bloud of Chriſt, as of a lamb, without blemiſh , andwith

out ſpot. Ver . 20 . Who verily was fore-ordained before the foundation of the world , but

was manifeſted in theſe laſt times for you . This ſhews us, that this lainb was Jeſus

Chriſt, who was offered a ſacrifice for the ſinsof the world , and thereby takes them

away. John i. 29.

II. Afts xv. 18. Known unto God are all his works, from the beginning of the world .

And therefore this great work , of redeeming ſinners by the death of his ſon Jeſus, (as

i Pet. i.20. ) was alſo known to him .

III. Rom . iv . 17 . God quickeneth the dead , and calleth thoſe things which be not, as

though they were : i. e. ſpeaketh ſometimes of things not yet done, as though they

were done ; therefore this lamb is ſaid tobe ſain from thefoundation of the world , be

cauſe it was by virtue of his death , many other things were appointed.

God hath before the foundation of the world , ordained all things that regard the

ſalvation and recovery of man, from the ruins of his fall. Sometimes the holy ſcrip

ture ſpeaks of thoſe things, which were originally deſigned and decreed , as though they

were actually done, though perhaps it was many ages afterwards, before theſe things

had any actual being .

It is in this ſenſe, thatour Lord Jeſus Chriſt, is ſaid to be the lamb Nain , before the

foundation of the world ; i. e. he was decreed and determined to be the ſaviour of

mankind ; and for this end hewas appointed , to be a ſacrifice of atonement for our

fins, even beforeGod laid the foundations of the world. Eph. i. 4 , 5 . He appeared

as the lamb ſlain for this purpoſe, and with this deſign , in the eye of God, who ſees

all things in one ſingle view , whether they be things paſt, preſent, or to come. God

the Father,kept Jeſus Chriſt his ſon ever in his eye, in this view , through all his tranſ

actions with the children of men .
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It is generally ſuppoſed that Adam ſtood in the ſtate of innocence but a few days at

moſt, or a very ſhort time after his creation , though ourLord Jeſus Chriſt came not

into this world , nor took fleſh and bloud upon him , of the ſubſtance of the virgin

Mary, till about four thouſand years afterwards. Many ages ran out amongſt the

inhabitants of this world in that time, and even ſome of the tranſactions of God in

his own eternity , before the foundation of the world , are reaſonably ſuppoſed to ,be

derived from this very idea, in the mind and appointment of the bleſſed God ; be

cauſe he had originally appointed, that Jeſus Chriſt ſhould in due timetake fleſh and

bloud , and be offered as a ſacrifice for the ſins of men . ?

Here we ſhall firſt enquire, what are thoſe early tranſactions of the bleſſed God in

eternity, or in time, which may be ſuppoſed to have been any ways influenced by this

view of our Lord Jeſus Christ , and the anſwers are theſe :

1. It was in this view , thatGod at firſt decreed and deſigned, to ſave and recover any

part of fallen man from their ruin , ſin , and miſery ; and choſe thouſands of the race

of ſinfulmankind to be reſtored to his favour and to his image, Eph . i. 4 , 5 , 7 . Be

bold my " fervant whom I uphold ; mine eleEl, in whom my ſoul delighteth ; Iſa . xlii. 1.

That ſo God might have a proper atonementmade for alltheir ſins, by our Lord Jeſus

Chriſt, in order to be reconciled to them , and to reconcile them to himſelf, that theyChriſt, in orderandwithout blame.. o enter into this enquiry,nire in the falvation of

It would be too long at preſent to enter into this enquiry, why God required an

atonement for ſin , or why his juſtice and his grace would not unite in the ſalvation of

fallen man without it : The greatGod thought it unbecoming his fuprememajeſty ,

and his character, to deal thus in a way of abſolutemercy with men ; and as he has

determined it ſo in his word, this is enough for us to acquieſce therein : As Heb . ii. io.

It became him for whom are all things, and by whom are all things, in bringing many

Jons unto glory, to make the captain of their ſalvation perfect, through ſufferings. TENSIWOA1,

1. e.as critics in the greek language expound it, to confecrate, fanctify, or finiſh this

captain of ſalvation for this ſervice, by an atoning facrifice.

. God was pleaſed to make his beloved Son , Jeſus Chriſt, his firſt elect ; Ifai. xlii. I .

and he choſe all the reſt in him . Eph. i. 4 . According as be bath chofen us in him before

the foundation of theworld , that we ſhould beholy and without blame before him in love.

Hewas reſolved to ſet him up at the head of all the ſaved number, who was his own

ſon, that he ſhould be their forerunner into heaven , and have thehonour of redeeming

all the ſons of God, and bringing them back unto the father : And he decreed him

to be the great ſacrifice , for the expiation of the ſins, of all his choſen and favourite

fons : Hehas redeemed them all with his bloud . .

2 . It was in the view of Jeſus Chriſt, as the great mediator and ſacrifice, thatGod

appointed any further communion , or any favourable communications, between him

ſelf and his fallen creature man. It was in this view that he appointed , there ſhould be

any approach of fallen man towards himſelf : It was in this view he gave him the firſt

promiſe, and the firſt hope of mercy , even that the feed of the woman ſhould bruiſe

the head of the ſerpent ; Gen . ii. 15. by whom mankind was deceived to their ruin

and deſtruction , and by appointing Jeſus Chriſt to be a ſacrifice for fin : It was pro

pheſied that his heel, or the lower part of his nature, i, e. his body , ſhould be bruif

ed, in order to break the head of the ſerpent ; as it is explained 1 John iii. 8 . For this

purpoſe the fon of God was manifeſted, that he might deſtroy the works of the devil ; i, e.

his tyranny and dominion over man. This ſeed of the woman , was the appointed fa

crifice for this purpoſe.Gen . iii. 15 . Itwaswith this view thatGod enquired after loſt

man in the garden of Paradiſe, in order to recover and ſave him by his ſon Jefus.

VOL. II. Gen .
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Gen. iii. 9 . Adam , where art thou ? And he gave him the promiſe of recovery by

thismeans. And as God afterwards appointed it, that nóman ſhould cometo thefa

ther but by the ſon ; John xiv, 6 . fo he revealed himſelf as making his way towards

fallen Adam , by this man Jeſus ; and it is by him that all that are brought back again

to God,have been appointed to draw near to him ever ſince ; for he is the only ap

pointed way.

. . It is alſo very probable that Godmightmake clearer diſcoveries to our firſt parents,

- in the midſt of their ruined and diſmal ſtate , in and with this firſt promiſe, than Mo

ſes, the divine hiſtorian, has given us an account of, becauſe this was to be the bes

ginning and firſt pledge of their hope of any acceptance with God , and their expec

tation of life and ſalvation. "

Let mehere ſpeak one awakening word to fallen ſinners : Did you never give your

ſelves leave to think how great your guilt and deſtruction is, and how terrible your

miſery and danger ? And do you never conſider that itwas in and by Jeſus Chriſt, as

the appointed ſacrifice for our ſins, that God made his firſt ſteps towards you in a way

of reſtoration and recovery ? This ſhould not be utterly ,neglected and forgotten by

ſinners.' See how early was the love of God to fallen man .

3. It was in this view of Jeſus Chriſt, as a propitiatory ſacrifice, that God inſtitut

ed ſacrifices to be offered up by Adam , immediately after his fall, as it is recorded by

Moſes. God forbid that ever we ſhould imagine, that the great God left this impor

tant affair of offering facrifices to reconcile and appeaſe an angry God , to the mere

invention of vain and fooliſh man ! Andhow can we ſuppoſe that it ſhould enter into

the heart of man, that God ſhould be pleaſed with ſuch ſacrifices as the cutting and

: burning of his living creatures in the fire , in order to pleaſe him after their firſt ſin ?

It is very evident that God appointed the ſkins of beaſts to be their firſt covering,

but theſe very beaſts were not then appointed by God the creator to be ſlain for the

food of man, till the days of Noah : and therefore, it muſt be out of the beaſts Nain -

for ſacrifice, that the Lord God madecoats of ſkins, and cloathed Adam , and his wife

Eve. And it is highly probable that their cloathing was made out of the ſkins of the

beaſts that were ſacrificed, to guard them from the cold winds, and ſtorms, and from

any of the inconveniencies of the air and ſky chatmight befal them , for want of ſuch

covering. Gen . iii. 31. And unto Adam and his wife did the Lord God make coats of

fkins, and cloathed them . ;

It is further,evident, . that theſe facrifices were not merely facrifices of thankſgiving

and acknowledgment to God for his mercies, asmen are too often ready to ſuppoſe .

When Cain brought to God the firſt fruits of the ground , Gen . iv . 3. if it was done

merely as an offering of thankfulneſs, it is manifeſt that Abel alſo , Gen . v . 4 . brought

of the firſtlings of his flock, and the fat thereof; and it is very plain that Abel found ac

ceptance with God, but Cain did not. vir . 5 . And as it is repeated, Heb.xi. 4 . By faith

Abeloffered unto God a more excellent ſacrifice than Cain . And probably this was the

difference , becauſe by the ſacrifice and death of the living creatures, there was an ac

knowledgmentmade of ſin , and of ſinful man's deſert of death , by ſome intimation

from heaven ; and this was accepted of God as an atonement or ſubſtitute , in the

room of the ſinner, or a typical propitiation for ſin . This ſeems to be implied in that

queſtion of Balak to Balaam , Micah vi. 6 ,7 .Wherewith mall I come before the Lord, and

bow myſelf before the high God ? Shall I come before him with burnt -offerings, with

calves of a year old ? Will the Lord be pleaſed with thouſands of rams, & c. Or Jall I

give my firft-born for my tranſgreſſion, the fruit of my body for the fin of my ſoul? It is

very natural, for man , under a ſenſe of the guiltof ſin , to enquire how he ſhall appear

before
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and hadow image of the of cleanse the casthe true facribe its
according to of Christ

before a holy God with acceptance ? And God, as it were in anſwer to ſuch a ſuppor

ed enquiry , directs Adam to the ſacrifice of beaſts, as an atonement for ſin ; i. e. as a

ſort of ranſom for the forfeited life of man . And this is themoſt natural and moſt

eaſy ſenſe of things, and the beſt account of the original of ſacrifices, and of the pre

valence and continuance of that cuſtom almoſt all over the world : And this is the

faireſt account of the original tradition, of Adam 's firſt ſacrifice after his fall from God , ',

and the ſenſe of his anger, * *

4 . It was in the view of the atoning ſacrifice of Chriſt, the lamb of God, that all !

the ſchemes of the jewiſh facrifices , all the Naughter and burnt-offerings of the ani

mals, and the pourings-out and ſprinklingsof bloud, and the waſhings with water in •

the jewiſh facrifices , were firſt appointed as figurativemethods, to cleanſe them from

ſinful defilements : And the Lord Jeſus Chriſt at laſt appeared, or was ſet forth here

by, as the great deliverer from the wrath ofGod , and as typified under all theſe figures

and ſhadows. Heb . x . 1 – 12. The law having a ſhadow of good things to come, but

not the yery image of the things, thoſe facrifices were all imperfect as to the grand

deſign ; for they could not cleanſe the conſciences of men from guilt before God.

Heb . x . 1, 2 . In this reſpect Cbriſt alone was the true facrifice. Heb. ix . 11, 12 .

And this was the reaſon of thedding of the bloud of beaſts according to the law .

Heb . ix , 14 , 15, 22. For there was no remiſſion without bloud. The bloud of Chriſt

by virtueof his union with the true God, had infinite and immortal value in it. Chrift ,

the lamb of God, offered himſelf without ſpot unto God, to purge our conſciences

from dead works, (or from works that deſerve death ) that we might ſerve the living

and true God with acceptance : Thus Ifrael, conſidered as a national church, derived

this advantage from our Lord Jeſus Chriſt.

And itwas with this view that the national atonement, or the bullock that was of

fered every year for the ſins of the whole nation , Lev . xvi. and xvii. chapters, at

tained its proper effect, and delivered the whole nation from national guilt, and that

deſtruction which the juſtice of God mighthave brought upon it for ſin . .

5 . It was in the view of this great facrifice, ſlain from the foundation of the world ,

that God pardoned the perſonal guilt of men, and forgave thouſands of ſins under

the old teſtament, and ſpared the guilty , each of them in their day and ſeafon , and

took away the guilt of their iniquities. 'So David was forgiven his adultery and his

murder , crimes of the deepeſt dye, forwhich David knew of no ſacrifice, Pfal. li. 16 .

and for which noman could be pardoned or juſtified by any ceremonies in the law of

Moſes. And therefore the apoſtle ſays, Aets xiii, 38, 39. By this man , even Jeſus

Chriſt, there was forgiveneſs appointed for thoſe ſins for which no ſacrifices were or

dered by the law of Mofes, nor any facrifices were offered , or accepted , according to

the levitical law . Rom . iii. 24, 25. God has fet him forth as a propitiation through

faith in his bloud , to declare his righteouſneſs for the remiſion of ſins that are paſt,

F 2 through

* As it is generally ſuppoſed by our divines, that it was Jefus the fon of God, who, in the nameof his

father, appeared to Adam in the garden after his fin , and had this converſation with him ; ſo it is not un

likely thatGod, in the perſon of his fon Jefus, taught Adam how to manage theſe facrifices, by taking off

the ſkins , and cutting the beaſts into proper parts, and burning them ; of which there is a hint given in the

greek tranſlation of the Septuagint, Gen . iv . 7 . which is not found in the hebrew original at preſent, where

God ſays to Cain, if thou baft rightly offered , but haft not rightly divided the ſacrifice, thou hafl finned . ·

And if this is ſuppoſed to be a true account of thematter , then Jefus Chrif himſelf, in a preludium to his

incarnation was the firſt high-prieſt, and he that taught Adam firſtto offer a facrifice, and ſo , in the fight of

God , it wasaccepted from the hands of him , whom God had conſtituted an everlaſting high -prieſt ; though ,

atthe ſame time, the ſacrifice of Chriſt, the lamb of God, might be typified by the ſlaughter and facrifice

of the beast itſelf.
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through the. forbearance of God + : But even at that time there was forgiveneſs with

God in the view of Chrif ; for even David ſpeaks with much freedom in the xxxii

Pfalm , and elſewhere, of the pardon of fin .

: It was alſo through this bloud of the lamb nain , that Solomon was pardoned his

many heinousand grievous fins ; 1.'e, the lamb of God Nain in the view of the father,

as an atoning facrifice from the foundation of the world . And through the fame

bloudGod forgave the repeated crimes of Manaſſeh the king, who had filled Jeru

Salem with Naughter ; and allthe ſaints, and all the kings, who had ever been finners,

and were ſaved, it was in this view of the bloud of thelanıb ; always ſuppoſing 'truſt

in themercy of God, together with ſincere repentance, and return to God, was found

*at the ſame time. Bleſſed Jeſus, how early and how extenſive was this ſalvation

through 'thy bloud , even before it was actually offered ! ; " ****

6 . The goſpel of the ſalvarion of ſinfulman was contrived and appointed by the

greatGod, in this view of Jeſus, the lamb of God, the great expiatory ſacrifice,

Nain from the foundation of the world : And it is for this reaſon that the doctrine of

this atonement for ſin by ſacrifice, 'runsthrough all the parts and forms of religions

which God early appointed in the world , and the ſeveral religions which inan ; under

the divine appointment of God, ever practiſed , Heb . x . 12 - 18 . Where there is a

particular account given of the covenant of grace, from the language of the pro

phets. This man, after he bad offered one facrifice for fin , for ever ſat down on the

right-hand of God ; -- for by one offering, he hath perfeEled for ever them that are fanc

'tified ; whereof the holy Ghoſt alſo is a witneſs to us ; for after he had ſaid before, this

is the covenant that Iwillmake with them after thoſe days, ſaith the Lord ; Iwill put my

laws in their hearts, and in their minds will I write them ; and their fins and iniquities

will I remember no more. Now where remiſſion of theſe is, there is no more offering for

fin . Theſe are the bleſſings of the goſpelof Chriſt , here is the ſanctifying fpirit in

cluded , as well as the bloud of atonement ; here is a purification of our natures, as

well as juſtification of our perſons, introduced in the view of this lamb thatwas Nain :

And therefore John the baptiſt might ſay , in more ſenſes than one, John i. 29. Be

hold the lamb of God, that taketh away the fin of the world . He takes away the guilt

of fin by his atoning facrifice, and the power of fin in the ſoul, by the fanctification

of his ſpirit. All the bleſſed promiſes of the goſpel, in the old teſtament and in the

new , are but the language of this new covenant, which aroſe from the view and fore

ſight of the bloud of this dying lamb ; which was therefore called the bloud of the

everlaſting covenant. Heb. xiii. 20.

Let'me aſk yenow , O ſinners, whoſe conſciences are expoſed to agonies through

the guilt of ſin , and whoſe ſouls are danger of being captivated into new offences , by

the power of fin within you : Do you not ſee how neceſſary theſe bleſſings are to your

falvation ? How can you have your ſins pardoned, or your ſouls accepted with God

unto eternal life, or renewed unto holineſs, if you have not an intereſt in the falva

tion wroughtby the bloud of the lamb ? .

7 . It was with this deſign , and in the view of this bloud of Jeſus, the great facri

fice, that all the ordinances of the new teſtament itſelf were inſtituted : Baptiſm itſelf

had ſomething of this ſignification ; for ſo ſaid Ananias the chriſtian to Paul, when

he was firſt ſtruck down to the ground by the viſion from heaven , Why tarrieſt thou ?;

Ariſe

: + Wetranſlate this word forgiveneſs, as though it were * AP2015, remiffion , but the word is TOPEDIS,

which properly ſignifies the paſſing by of fin ; that is, thatGod did not actually punith them : Though

the Coccian writers do not make a juſt inference from this, that therefore no finswere pardoned under the

old teſtament, but merely the puniſhmentof them delayed or neglected.
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Ariſe, and be baptized, and waſh away thy' fins, calling on thename of the Lord Jeſus,

Axis xxii. 16. Thewater of baptiſm cameto have a cleanſing and ſanctifying virtue

from the foreſight and eternal mercy of God , who appointed Jeſus Chriſt to be Nain

for a facrifice ; which is alſo intimated Heb . x . 22. Let us draw near with a true beart ,

in full aſſurance of faith , baving our hearts ſprinkled from an evil conſcience, and our bo

dies waſbęd , i. e. in baptiſm , wiib purewater.

There is no need of the particular deſcription of the inſtitution of the Lord's fup .

per, Mat.xxvi. 28 . Rev . i. 5 . wherein the bloud of Jeſus Chriſt is ſaid to waſh us

from our ſins. The bloud of Jeſus Chriſt, his ſon , cleanſeth us from all fin . 1 John

i. 7 .

8 . It was in the view of this lamb ſain from the foundation of the world that

there was a way made, provided, and prepared , for our Lord Jeſus Chriſt to ariſe

from the dead. The apoſtle to the Hebrewsa in chap. xiii. ver . 20. is expreſs in this

ſentiment. The God of peace , that brought again from the dead our Lord Jeſus, that

great ſhepherd of the ſheep , through the bloud of the everlaſting covenant : i. e. the cove

nant of grace and pardon , which began as ſoon as man had ſinned, and remains to

this day, even to all everlaſting , to ſpeak peace and pardon to ſinners. Every cir

cumſtance in this part of the hiſtory of our ſaviour was appointed in this view . He

died, and lay in the grave for a ſhort ſeaſon , to prove the truth and reality of his

death ; and he aroſe again , to confirm the predictions of the antient prophets ;' for all ·

the works of God , concerning our Lord Jeſus Chriſt, and his tranſactions in life and in

death, were known to him from the beginning of the world , and every ſtep of his

ſufferings, and his riſing from the grave, was all ordained with a view to this cove

nant, by which he was raiſed from the dead . Afts xi. 18 . All the decrees of God

and all the predictions of the prophets, all the types of the old jewiſh law , and all the

promiſes of God with regard to his ſon Jeſus, were doubtleſs appointed, accomplimh

ed and fulfilled, with regard to this great ſacrifice.

The holy angels, who were to be employed in the reſurrection and aſcenſion of

Chriſt, were doubtleſs acquainted with this glorious event before hand ; every one of

thoſe holy oneshad their orders to be ready at the proper poſt for theſe tranſactions ;

for his riſing from the dead , and his glorious entrance, as the ſon of God, into his

heavenly kingdom ; thouſands of angels were preſent there . Pſalm lxvii. 17, 18 . The

chariots of God aretwenty thouſand, even thouſandsof angels. The Lord is among them ,

as in Sinai, in the holy place. Thou bajt aſcended on high, thou haſt led captivity captive,

& c .

9 . Therefore was our Lord Jeſus Chriſt repreſented to the apoſtle John as a lamb

Nain in the midſt of the throne, after his reſurrection , and his entrance into glory in

heaven . Rev. v . 6 . that there might be an everlaſting emblem , and monument, or

memorial of the lamb ſlain before the face of God, for all the bleſſed deſigns which

God had in his view for the ſalvation of his people, through all the ages of mankind ,

ever ſince ſin entered into the world , even to the end oftime, and the conſummation of

all things : That by this viſion there might be before the eyes ofGod a perpetual ap

pearance of this foundation of our pardon of ſin , the juſtification of our perſons

through the bloud of Chriſt, and our acceptonce with God in the heavenly world .

And who can tell, or who can conceive, how many and how various were the bleſſed

and glorious ends that God deſigned , and actually attained , by this repreſentation ?

or . ... .. . . , . D

e* odd ... . .
I S .
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DISCOURS E VI.

..... The atonement of Christ manifeſted.

The Second Part of this Sermon.

d .

Rev. xiii, 8. and v. 6 .

Of the lambfain from the foundation of the world. In midſt of the throne...

food a lamb as it had been flain .

T HUS far havewe conſidered what are the tranſactions of God, in which he

I might have a regard to the ſacrifice of Chriſt, repreſented ſo early as before

de the foundation of the world .

In the next place, I proceed to conſider what divine leſſons of inſtruction , or con

folation , may be derived from this viſion of the lamb, as it had been Nain , appear

ing in the midft of the throne, Rev .xiii. 6 . And among theſe wemay number ſuch

as follow .

- rſt leffon . There is hereby an information given to the inhabitants of the heavenly

world , that Jefus, the ſon of God, who wasmade man, has redeemed many from a

mong the children of men , to be a praiſe unto him , and his glory, in all ages to

come. There is an enquiry , Rev . vii. 13.What are theſe which are arrayed in white

robes, and whencé came they ? To this we anſwer, as in that text, ver . 14. Theſe are

they which came out of great tribulation. Orwemay give the fame anſwer as Zebe and

Zalmunna anſwered to Gideon , when they were aſked , Fudg. viii. 18 , 19 . What manner

of men where they whom ye flew at Tabor? And they anfwered , As thou art, so were

they ; each one reſembled the children of a king. And be faid , they were my brethren ,

even the fons of mymother . Each of them are the brethren of our Lord Jeſus Chrift,

born of women, and expofed to great tribulations ; but they have all waſhed their

robes, and made them white , in the bloud of the lamb : And therefore they are

like the angels of heaven , who ſtand round the throne, in the glorious fervices for

which they are prepared , in the court of our bleſfed redeemer, each of them the image

of the firſt-born ſon ofGod, and reconciled to God the father by his bloud , and ſhall

dwell there for ever with him . A glorious reconciler , and a divine atonement, and

happy fouls who are partakers of it !

2d Leſſon. The lamb, as it had been Nain , appears there as a divine mediator,

and is a memorial of the everlaſting virtue, and conſtant efficacy, of thë atoning fa

crifice of Chriſt'; which was typified of old by the conſtant facrifices morning and

evening : The prieſts on earth ftood daily miniſtring , and offering ofténtimes the

fame faerifices ; which could never effectually take away ſin : But this man , after he

had offered one ſacrifice for fins, for ever fat down on the right-hand of God — For by

one offering be bas for ever perfected them that are fan&tified. Heb . x . 12 , 14 . Theſe re

peated ſacrifices, were deſigned as a type to remove the continual guilt of returning

fins amongſt the ſaints ; morning -ſins, and evening -ſins, fins in the beginning of life,

ſins
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fins in themiddle ſtate of life, and ſins of old age ; fins of public life, and private

fins, known and unknown, ſecret and public. The prieſts were daily employed in

continuing theſe typical facrifices , through all the levitical diſpenſation . And let it

be obſerved, Aets iii. 1 . this was called the hour of prayer ; and that the people were

appointed to offer up their prayers and praiſes unto God at theſe times of the morning

and evening ſacrifice, as the everlaſting means of the acceptance of our morning

and evening worſhip before God , making all our ſervices acceptable to the great and

bleſſed God in heaven hereby. . po . . .? . . ; . et

Therefore when we cometo life up ourmorning worſhip , or our evening addreſſes,

to the throne, let us remember that Jeſus, the lambwho was flain , is there for ever,

making this new and living way to the throne plain , and keeping it always open by

the virtue of his ſacrifice. Let not a morning or evening paſs, without an addreſs to

heaven in this bloud.

3d. leſſon . This gives ſufficient and perpetual notice of the everlaſting interceffion

which Chriſt makes for the ſaints.Heb . vii, 25 . And therefore he is repreſented , as able

to ſave to the uttermoſt all thoſe that come unto God by him . There is no need of

other high -prieſts to offer up daily ſacrifices, ſince the one facrifice of Jeſus, thegreat

high prieſt, in the conſtant emblem of it, abides here before the face ofGod for ever.

John i. 29. 1 John i. 7 . Behold the lamb of God , who, by his bloud , cleanſeth us

froin all ſin . Ia . i. 18 . Though our ſins may be as ſcarlet, they ſhall all be waſhed

away ; and our garments be as white as ſnow , ormade white as wool, and 'fit to apa

pear beforeGod continually , without blemiſhes and defilement, through this abound .

ing fountain , which may be ſaid to flow for ever from thewounds of Jeſus Chriſt, as

a facrifice ; ſince it is in and by this bloud , our high prieſt may be ſuppoſed for ever

to plead with the father for our pardon and acceptance : For the interceſſion of Christ

is ſcarcely revealed unto us , as carried on by the actual voice or language of Jeſus the

ſon of God in heaven ;but perhaps it rather means the everlaſting virtue and efficacy

of his facrifice , as his bloud , which has a voice in it, even as a fountain always open

and flowing in the ſight of God , for the forgiveneſs of fins, Zech . xii. 1. for all the

true Iſrael of God : And in this ſenſe , the bloud of Jeſus, as is elſewhere ſaid con

cerning the bloud of Abel, has a voice in it, and pleads for ever for better things

than the bloud of Abel did . Heb . xii. 24 . Glory be to God for providing this ever

laſting ſacrifice, and for revealing ſuch a viſion in the midſt of the throne, for our

conſtant contemplation. "

4th leſſon. This viſion appears on the throne as an everlaſting encouragement for

the vileſt and moſt guilty ſinners of all ages to truſt in the ſacrifice of the lamb

that was ſlain . . When we remember the ſcarlet and crimſon ſins. of David , Solomon,

and Manaſeh , and of the Corinthians, which are reckoned up I Cor . vi. 10 , 11, the

ſaints on earth may fay , and ſuch were we, drenched all over and defiled with iniqui

ties, whoſe evil thoughts, evil words, and evil actions, are without bounds and witha

outnumber ; but they are all walhed away in this divine laver, with all the infinite

evil and guilt of them , againſt the majeſty and the grace of God ; for the virtue

and the dignity of the united Godhead, which dwells in theman Chriſt Jeſus, -runs

through the whole of his facrifice , and makes it of infinite and everlaſting value ;

whereby ſins of all manner of aggravations are removed from thoſe that believe in

Jefus. I Jobni. 7 . Matt . xii. 31. Nomanner of crimes are ſufficient to create deſpair ,

where this atonement is provided.

5th leffon . Itmay alſo be deſigned as an encouraging memorial to relieve old fin

ners,under the guilt of ſins, of long continuance, and laden with manyaggravations;

for
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for asthe yearly facrifice of atonement, whoſe bloud the high- prieſt carried into the

holy place, and appeared there before God, cancelled the guilt of all the nation for

all the days of that year ; ſo Cbrift, being entered into theholy place, made without

hands, and dwelling there for ever, with his own bloud anſwers for the ſins of

thoſe that believe in him , which they have been all their lives committing againſt

God, if they are but deeply convinced of their long and repeated iniquities, and

with humble faith fly to Jeſus, the hope that is ſet before them .

Look up, therefore, look up , ye humble penitents. that have been guilty of ma

ny and repeated crimes, and are almoſt drowned in tears of repentance, and are

ready to die under deſpair , becauſe of your aggravated iniquities, look unto this

bleffed emblem on high, the lamb, as it had been ſain : This ſacrifice gives foun

dation for hope, not only that we ſhall be cleanſed from all our ſecret faults, which

are more than we can think , or reckon up, but even from preſumptuous ſins, which

are of the deepeſt dye. Mark iii. 28. Allmanner of ſins and blafphemies, ſays our

ſaviour, ſhall be forgiven unto men. Look up to this bleſſed emblem , and you ſhall

find this ſalvation complete and perfect, and your conſciences pacified , under theago

nies of your own guilty reflections, through the bloud of Jeſus, who died. .

6th leſſon . This emblem of a dying facrifice is alſo a refuge, a ſupport, and a hope

for faints, under the continual workings of original ſin , under their daily infirinities,

under every new temptation, and the buffetings and charges of Satan , who is the ac

cuſer of the brethren , Rev. xii. 11. The armies of the ſaints have continually 'expe

rienced the virtue of this facrifice ; for in all ages they caſt down this accuſer by the

bloud of the lamb ; and here is their great refuge, under all the violent and repeated

ſuggeſtions and accuſations of the great enemy of God and ſouls : Here is indeed a

ſweet pillow for the ſouls of thoſe who have been guilty of long iniquities, to reft their

penitent and pained conſciences, by faith upon , in a dying hour. Heb . xiii. 8 . Jeſus

Chriſt the ſameyeſterday, and to day , and for ever : And the virtue of his atonement

always freſh in the eye of God.

· Is there any poor ſoul here , whoſe conſcience is buffeted and forely tormented with

hurrying temptations, and doubts whether their repeated ſins ſhall be pardoned orno ?

Go into the ſecret chambers of retirement and repentance, whither the ſaints before

you have gone, and ſighed , and wept bitterly before God , and mourned over their

fins before the throne. Alk chriſtians of long experience, whence came all their

peace , and their hopes of freedom from the guilt of fin ? And they will anſwer with

one voice, it is from the bloud of the lamb. It would overwhelm the conſcience to

have a full fight of theſe tranſgreſſions let in upon it, in all their terror and their dread

ful condemnation , if they had not ſuch a refuge as this to fly to. O bleſſed for ever

be thenameof Jeſus, who has given us , in his word, ſuch a ſight, ſuch a gracious

viſion of hope and comfort! And a bleſſed viſion it is, for the poor humble ſinner

to take a look at daily, with an eye of faith . •

· 7th leſſon . This viſion is appointed as an evidence and monument of the church 's

ſafety and ſecurity , hope and confidence, even to the end of theworld ; though their cir

cumſtances benever ſo low , though they arenever ſomuch ſinking under their fears, this is a

good ſecurity of that promiſe ,Matt. xvi.28. Thegatesof hell ſhall not prevail againſt the

church 's intereſt,tobring it down to the ground ; for the ſacrificeofChriſt is of everlaſting

value, and has purchaſed the ſecurity of the church to the end of the world . Jeſus is re

preſented as ſtanding in the midſt of the throne, and before the eyes ofGod the father ;

ſo that the church ſhall never be condemned , nor given up to deſtruction . All the

living ſtones that God has deſigned to be brought into the building of the church ,

ſhall

L
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ſhall be brought into it in their ſeveral ſeaſons : All the dead ſinners that are made

alive by the bloud of Chriſt, and by the work of his holy Spirit, ſhall be raiſed

together in a glorious building, which God ſhall dwell in for ever : And when the

top- ſtone is laid in heaven ,the redeemed nations ſhall ſhout unto it, grace, grace. Zech.

iv . 7 .

8th leffon . This viſion ,may be eſteemed alſo as a monumental emblem , that the

followers of Chriſt, who ſhall fill heaven with inhabitants, are finners redeemed from

the earth : They are brought into heaven as ranſomed by the bloud of the lamb, and

as cleanſed in this laver ; they are not originally pure and holy in themſelves, as the

angels were, but they are guilty creatures, once ſhamefully defiled and corrupted, but

reſcued from heħ and ſin , and recovered from all their defilements and dangers by a

bleſſed redeemer. Such were ſome of you, all ye pardoned and fanctified ſouls ; ſuch

were all of you, as related to the firſt Adam , linful and miſerable ; but ye are re

deemed and ſaved by the ſecond . This thought ſhould ever keep us humble and ſelf

abaſed, that ſuch worthleſs creatures as we are , are not baniſhed for ever from the

preſence of God . This ſhould ever put us in mind of our low eſtate, that we were

once fallen creatures, and are raiſed by the ſovereign and condeſcending grace ofGod

in Christ Jeſus ; and it is in Chriſt alone that we ſtand.

This ſhould be a perpetual warning to each of us, not to indulge or endure the

leaſt defilement of ſin ; for ſin is of ſo malignant a nature, that it will ſoon ſpread all

over the ſoul, and taint it with guilt and ſhame, when once indulged . This is a lel

ſon for redeemed creatures ever to remember, eſpecially while we are within the reach

of temptation , and ſhould keep us ever watchful.

9th leſſon. This viſion may give the believers in Chriſt an everlaſting aſſurance that

they ſhall never be ſeparated from the love ofGod , which is in Chriſt Jeſus ourLord :

For he ſtands in the midſt of the throne, and will keep his place there for ever and

ever . Rom . viii. 34, 35. He ſtands there, if Imay ſo ſpeak , in his prieſtly garments ,

with the remembrance of his bloudy ſacrifice, before the throne of God, and is never

out of his fight. Faith may triumph with holy confidence in this view . Who ſhall

condemn us now , ſince Chriſt has died , and lives for ever, to maintain and teſtify this

atonement, which he hasmade for our ſins by his death , and his riſing again ? He

that was dead is alive, and lives for evermore. Amen . Rev . i. 18. Who ſhall pretend

therefore to ſeparate us from the love of God , that is ſo ſecured to us in and by Jefus

Chrift ? You fee plainly in the laſt verſe of this chapter, faith defies all creatureswhat

ſoever to make any diviſion between God and the juſtified and holy ſoul, while Jeſus

appears there in the eternal remembrance of his atoning ſacrifice ; the poor creature

here on earth may ſometimes be overtaken with ſin , through the power of corruption ,

and bluſh , and fear to think of appearingbefore a God of perfect holineſs ; but this

viſion of our redeemer encourages his faith , reſtores his ſpirit, and ſupports his hope.

And we obſerve it is placed in the laſt of the prophetic viſions, even in the Revelations

of St. John, that it may abide upon the ſoul, and live in thememory of ſaints, in this

frail and imperfect ſtate, where they are ſo often in danger of ſinning againſt God.

INFERENCES or REMARKS drawn from theſe diſcourſes. .

I. Rem . How large, how excellent, and how glorious is this ſalvation of Jeſus

Chrift, the lamb of God, Nain to take away the ſins of the world ? And this may be

made to appear in many particulars. . .

iſt inſtance of the extentof it. It is a ſalvation that reaches through all ages, from

the beginning to the end of time, from the firſt ſin of man , even to the end of all

· VOL . II. things :
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things: Thoſe glories of the ſalvation of Jeſus Chriſt are beyond the reach of our pre

fent conception, and beyond all the powers of number to reckon up, and the force of

eloquence to diſplay.

2d inſtance of the extent of it. It reaches through all the tribes. of mankind ,

through all countries and nations, through all families and perſons, both Jew and

Gentile, to the ends of the earth . Our ſaviour propheſies, that if he be lifted up from

the earth , that is, crucified , and die as an atoning facrifice, he ſhall draw all men un

to him . John xii. 32. So in Rev. v . 10 . and vii. 9 . men of all nations, and of all

languages, of all countries , and all ages, ſhall be found in this bleſſed number , who

are redeemed by the bloud of Chriſt, and join in the everlaſting ſong of praiſe to him

that ſitteth upon the throne. and to the lamb for ever.

3d inſtance of the extent of it. This doctrine of the lamb of God flain from the

foundation of the world, reaches through all the tranſactions of God with the child

ren of men . It begins as high as creation itſelf ; thouſands of mankind were at firſt

created for this reaſon , that they might in time be joined to this bleffed army, and re

joice and triumph in thelamb that was ſlain : It reaches through all the redemption of

Chriſt, for ſinfulmen were redeemed by the bloud of Chriſt for this very purpofe : For

this purpoſe they were called and converted from the wicked of the earth ; and turned

from ſin to God ,thatthey might for ever bemade glorious in holineſs. It is through

this death of Chriſt, the ſon of God , that they are all juſtified and brought into the

divine favour : They are all ſanctified by his holy Spirit, under this influence , and ad

dopted into the family of God , to become the younger brethren of Jeſus, the firſt

begotten of the father. And when God fulfils this falvation in heaven , it will appear

what multitudes of fallen ruined creatures are recovered and faved , by this átonement

of the lamb.

4th inſtance of the extent of it. I may add further, all the mercies and bleſſings

that are beſtowed uponmen through time and eternity : Imight add , whether theſe

bleſſings are national or perſonal, yet our Lord Jeſus Chriſt, in our nature , dying on

the croſs, has ſomehand, by the exuberantmerit of his facrifice , in procuring and

accompliſhing all theſe purpoſes: The grace of Chriſt, while wekeep our eye on

the united Godhead, has ſomehand in all the temporal favours, and even the na

tional mercies, even of thoſe who refuſe to receive the ſpecial and everlaſting bleſſings

of his grace ; beſides all the conſolations and the joys which the ſaints are partakers

of here on earth . from their firſt calling to their glorification , muſt have ſome regard

to this great facrifice, ever freſh in the eye of God.

5th inſtance of the extent of it. This ſalvation ſpreads through and beyond all

the fins that ever we committed, from the beginning of life to this day ; and beyond

even all the miſeries that mankind ever ſuſtained by their original fall, and apoftafy

from God ; had they all received this grace , it is enough to balance them all. In the

dignity of the divine nature. united to theman Jeſus, there is proviſion enough to an

ſwer for all this abounding iniquity , and price ſufficient to buy all the bleſſings that

God ever beſtowed upon his fallen creature man, and ſufficient pardon and happineſs

for all the finners that are willing to ſubmit to the grace of God , and receive theſe

bleſſings in his own appointed way. It is only impenitence , and rejection of the

goſpel, hinders the univerſal effect of it. O amazing and bleſſed extent of this

Talvation !

6th inſtance of the extent of it. I add , in the laſt place, the doctrine of the

ſalvation of the lamb of God , Nain from the beginning of the world , carries a glory

through all the perfections and attributes of God himſelf, which might be diſcovered

. . . at
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at large in a ſurvey of the ſeveral glories of his nature, his juſtice , and wiſdom , his

power and his truth , his grace and goodneſs, in the falvation of fallen men : there

is never a perfection of God that is honoured, but it is in and by this bleſſed medium ,

the death and mediation of Jeſus Chriſt, the lamb of God.

II. Rem . How neceſſary , how folid , and important, is this doctrine of the falva

tion of Chriſt, by the atonement of the lamb ? It is not à mere matter of ſpeculation ,

amuſement, and diſcourſe ; but it is of infinite concernment to men to be acquainted

with it. John xii. 27. For the purpoſes and deſigns of this hour, even of the atone

ment and death of Chriſt, the Lord Jeſus, the lamb of God, came into this world :

This might be illuſtrated alſo in many particulars ; as

iſt Illuſtration of this remark . God would not deal thus with his beloved ſon Jeſus

Chriſt, to make him a bloudy ſacrifice, for mean and ignoble purpoſes : This work

of his death and atonement is by no means to be eſteemed as a cypher among the

works of divine grace, or as a mere object of ſpeculation and amuſement. The bler

ſed God has too much love for his ſon Jeſus, his only begotten, and his firſt-beloved ,

to make him merely the talk of his church, or the matter of entertainment for their

meditation , or their diſcourſe , there muſt be ſomething ſubſtantial, holy , divine and

honourable , deſigned in and by the death of this lamb of God ; whoſe ſacrifice , in

the view of it, is repreſented as beginning before the foundation of the world .

2d Illuſtration of this remark . God would notdeal thus with the fallen and miſe

rable race of mankind, to appoint ſuch a ſacrifice, which had little or no efficacy in

it. Our ſaviour himſelf tells us, John vi. 33, 35 . That he is the bread of life ; and

except we eat his fleſh , and drink his bloud , except the fallen and periſhing race of

mankind apply themſelves to this way of ſalvation by Jeſus Chriſt. they have no life

in them ; that is, there is no ſalvation appointed any other way . Aets v . 12.

3d illuſtration of this remark . The bleſſed God would not deal thus with his

chief favourites among mankind, even the wiſeſt, the beſt, and the holieſt of his

creatures, to be a ſacrifice merely to entertain their reaſonings and their meditations;

but it is deſigned as the food of their fouls, as the life of their ſpirits, and their

hope for eternity . John vi. 21.

4th Illuſtration of this remark. Again , God would never have dealt thus with

his choſen and favourite people the Jews, through all their generations, to have fed

them and pleaſed them only with types and figures, ſhadows and emblems, if they

had no ſubſtantialbleſſings contained in them . There were indeed ſome happy uſes

appointed concerning theſe types and ſhadows, in the national church of the Yews,

but this wasnot the chief deſign of their inſtitution , but it was to figure out and re

preſent the ſolid bleſings of the goſpel, the ſpiritual and everlaſting privileges which

God deſigned for all his choſen and ſaved ones.

5th Illuſtration of this remark . Imightadd in the laſt place, God would not deal

thus with his holy prophets of the old teſtament, and his apoſtles in the new , whether

Jesus or chriſtians, to makethem the miniſters of a ſhewy and ſhadowy diſpenſation ,

which had no ſubſtantial and everlaſting bleſſings belonging to it.

III. Rem . What a divine and diſtinguiſhing bleſſing is it to us, in this age and this

nation , that the doctrine of the pardon of fin, by the atoning bloud of the lamb,

has been preached to us from our infancy, and yet continues to be preached to us by

the miniſters of the goſpel ? O bleſſed beGod , that we are not found in thoſe popiſh

nations, where the prieſts would teach us to truſt in maſſes and penances, in long and

:: G 2 idle
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idle repetitions of formal prayers in Latin , and merits of the ſaints, and uſeleſs ad

dreſſes to them , repreſented in figures of ſilver, or gold , wood or ſtone, or braſs, in

order to reconcile us to God ; in ſprinklings with holy water, and other fooleries, in

ſtead of the only appointed ſacrifice of the ſon of God ; whereby theymake void the

bleſſed goſpel of Chriſt, and overwhelm it with their ſuperſtitious inventions ? How

fad a thing would it be for us, if we were left upon a dying pillow , and had no other

hopes but theſe to reſt our ſouls upon ?

• Here it may not be improper to give an anſwer to this objection : If this doctrine

of the atoning bloud of the lamb that was ſlain , be ſo glorious in itſelf, and ſo need

ful to our ſalvation , how comes it to paſs that our ſaviour ſpeaks ſo little of it in the

whole ofhis miniſtry,while hewas three years preaching among the towns of the Jews.

Anſwer. See a large and full anſwer to this objection in my fermon on the Atone

ment of Chriſt ; (Vol. I.) and further anſwers are repeated in my treatiſe of Orthodoxy

and charity united , in the three laſt pages of the firſt eſſay of the ſubſtance and matter of

the goſpel.

Another objection may be raiſed here : If this doctrinebe ſo glorious, and ſo very

needful, How comes it to paſs, that it is ſo much neglected amongmen that profeſs

chriſtianity ? And thatmen who believe it, are nomore affected with it ?

Anſwer 1 . Though a thing be never ſo uſeful and neceſſary , yet themere common

·neſs of theſe things ſometimes is an unhappy occaſion of rendering them leſs regard

ed, and leſs attended to . Theſe glories and wonders of the goſpel of Chriſt have run

over our thoughts and over our tongues ſo many thouſand times, withoutthat due ſo

lemnity as becomes them , and without thoſe awful ideas which thoſe things require,

that our natures are not much moved by the importance of them . Though theſe

truths are in themſelves ſo divine, ſo awful and ſolemn, yet, alaſs ! they are loft upon

our paſſions, and they make no powerful impreſſion there ; they awaken no ſerious

medications, neither at the time preſentnor afterwards.

Anſwer 2 . Mankind do not keep upon their minds a deep ſenſe of ſin ; the impreſ

ſions that the convincing ſpirit ſometiinesmakes, vaniſh away from their conſciences ,

and theneceſſity and the glory of this way of ſalvation too ſoon vaniſhes off from our

thoughts, becauſe we are not rightly and ſteadily apprehenſive what an infinite evil is

contained in the nature of ſin ; and therefore the methods of pardoning mercy and

forgiving grace liewith ſo little weight upon our ſpirits. The ſacrifice ofChriſt, how

exceeding precious foever it is to an awakened and convinced ſinner, yet it little affects

the meditations of thoſe who have not a lively ſenſe of ſin maintained upon their ſpirits :

When ſin lies with a weight upon the ſoul, it awakensmany a bitter ſigh and groan ;

and a review of the method of atonement appointed by the great God, in the bloud

of Chriſt, renders theremembrance of it very pleaſant and affecting. Let us there

fore endeavour with all diligence to preſerve a deep ſenſe of the evilof ſin , as comunit

ted againſt the infinite majeſty of heaven, always upon our conſciences, that thebloud

of Jeſusmay be ever precious unto us : We ſoon forget the vile aggravations with

which our fins are fins are attended ; and therefore the way of forgiveneſs makes ſo

little impreſſion upon our ſouls.

Anſwer 3 . There are few chriſtians who keep the love of Chriſt active and warm

enough in their hearts, to give them any deep impreſlions of the invaluable price of

his bloud. It is true, there aremany thouſands in our land and nation, who love the

Lord Jeſus Chriſt ſincerely , though they have not ſeen him ; but ſtill they are but few ,

in compariſon ofthe unknown multitudes who have heard of his name, and yet know

him not, and love him not: O bleſſed Jeſus, awaken theſe thouſands of ſtupid ſinners

to
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to ſee the wonders of thy love, the amazing condeſcenſion of thy death, and the glo

ry of this thy ſalvation ! This reconciliation to God by the bloud of Chriſt is one of

the chief glories, for which the ſaints in heaven ever praiſe him , and ever love him :

This is the matter of their divine fongs, worthy is the lamb to receive glory and ho

nour ; becauſe we were enſlaved and captivated to ſin and Satan, and we are redeemed

by his bloud. Rev. v . 6 .

* Anſwer 4 . Another unhappy cauſe why theſe things make ſo Night an impreſſion

upon our ſpirits, is becauſe the moſt of us are ſo buſily and deeply engaged in the

things of this preſent life ; though all theſe things, which affect our preſent paſſions,

are but ſhadows and trifles, in compariſon with this glorious and divine doctrine : A

glorious ſubject indeed, which ſhould at all times awaken our warmeſt joy, and our

loudeſt praiſes.

IV . Rem . How divinely full of glory and pleaſure ſhall that happy hour be, when

all themillions of mankind, that have been redeemed by the bloud of this lamb of

God, ſhallmeet together, and ſtand around him , with every tongue and every heart

full of joy and praiſe ! How aſtoniſhing will be the glory and the joy of that day,

when all the ſaints ſhall join together in one common ſong or gratitude, and love,

and everlaſting thankfulneſs, to this redeemer ? With what unknowndelight, and in

expreſſible ſatisfaction, ſhall all that are ſaved from the ruins of ſin and hell, addreſs

the lamb that was Nain from the foundation of the world , and rejoice in his preſence ?

Nor ſhall the angels be ſilent in this general and univerſal ſong ofbleſſing and praiſe ;

for though they are not redeemed from ſin and hell by the bloud of the lamb, yet they

are repreſented in Rev . v. 11, 12 , 13. as aſſiſting the ſaints, the redeemed of the Lord ,

in their triumphs of univerſal joy : And when they ſhall all at once, who, in the ſeve

· ral ages of the world , have been taught to receive the grace and ſalvation of this re

deemer, ſtand together, and praiſe the father of all things, who has given their ſouls

into the hands of his ſon Jeſus Chriſt, to redeem , fanétify , and ſave them : then God

ſhall have fulfilled this bleſſed prayer of our Lord Jeſus Chriſt, John xvii. 24. Fatber

I will, that they alſo whom thou bajt given me be with me where I am , that tbey may be

bold my glory.

DIS
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DISCOURSE VII.

God in Chriſt is the ſaviour of the ends of the

Earth :

OR

Faith repreſented in its loweſt degrees.

The Firſt Part of this Sermon.

ISAIAH xlv. 22.

Look untomeand be ye ſaved, all the ends of the earth ; for Iam God, and there

is none elſe.

TF theſe words were notwritten in the bible , and by that means grown old and

familiar to us, but if they had come immediately into the midſt of any aſſembly

1 in Great Britain , by a voice from heaven , how would they awaken our ears, and

impreſs our ſouls ! Surely every one amongſt us, that ſees himſelf in danger of periſh

ing, would liſten with eager attention to the word that calls and invites him to be

ſaved . The Britiſh iſlands have been reckoned by the antients to be the ends of the

earth ; and we, the inhabitants thereof, ſhould be ſtrangely ſurprized and pleaſed at

ſuch language from the upper world .

Our thoughts would be crouded with haſty enquiries, “ whence is this bleſſed voice ?

“ Is it from heaven indeed ? Who is it that invites periſhing wretches to ſalvation ?

" Am not I within the reach and compaſs of this call ? Is it not I that am invited ?

" And is not the bleſſing ſuited to my caſe andmy danger ? What muſt I do to par

“ take of it ? And what aſſurance can I have that it ſhall be conferred upon me ?

Such enquiries as theſe ſhould be raiſed in us at this time, if wedo but pay as juſt a

deference to the voice of God when he ſpoke of old by a prophet, aswe would if he

fpake now by a ſudden miracle : And though all theſe queries would be very hard to

anſwer , if wehad nothing elſe but this miraculous ſound, yet as the words lie in the

old teſtament, ſince we enjoy the new , it ismuch eaſier to obtain a ſatisfying anſwer

to them . Let us then try to find out.

I. Who is the perſon that ſpeaks.

II. Who are the perſons ſpoken to.

III. What this ſalvation is.

IV . How weare to comeby it.

V . What aſſurance we can have, thatwe ſhall poſſeſs it in the way propoſed .

To anſwer theſe queſtions ſhall be the buſineſs of theſe diſcourſes.
Firſt ,
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Firſt, Let us find out who is the perſon that ſpeaks.

He aſlèrts his own divinity in the words of my text. I am God, and there is none

elſe. Whether the divine being ſpeaks this in the perſon of the Father, or in the per

ſon of Feſus Chriſt the Son , is not of abſoluteneceſſity to be determined in this place.

Perhaps it could not be expounded under the old teſtament any otherwiſe than con

cerning the great God, conſidered as the father of all, the only true God, whoſe name

is Jehovah, and who was then chiefly known to the Jewsas the God of Iſrael. It is

theGod of the Jews calling the Gentiles to partake of his ſalvation . He is their

ſtrength and their faviour, and their righteouſneſs is derived from him , as in the fore

going and following verſes.

But when under the new teſtamentwe explain thefe words, wemuſt rather conſider

God in Chriſt reconciling theworld of Jews and Gentiles to himſelf : It is the ſame one

Godhead which dwells bodily in theman Chriſt Jeſus ; for the Father and the Son are

not twoGods. It is God, the only trueGod, manifeſt in the fleſh : It is Emmanuel,

orGod with us, who ſpeaks theſe words : It is Chriſt Jeſus the Lord , who is one with

the Father, and in whom the fulneſs of theGodhead dwells, who calls the ends of the

earth to look unto him and be ſaved . And there are ſomeſpecial reaſons that incline

mie to ſuppoſe theſe words of the prophet ſhould chiefly be applied in the new tefta

ment to ourLord Jeſus Chriſt, who makes this bleſſed offer of grace.

( 1 .) It is the ſame perſon to whom the ſalvation of Ifrael is afcribed , and who is

called a ſaviour ſo often in the context, ver . 15 . 17. 21. which is the very meaning

of the name Jeſus, and the frequent appellation of Chriſt in the new teſtament, and

his particular office is to be a ſaviour, and to bring ſalvation.

( 2 .) It is he'who is appointed to be the righteouſneſs and the ſtrength of his people .

Ver. 24 , 25 . Surely pell one ſay, in 'the Lord have I righteoufneſs and ſtrength. - In the

Lord ſhall all the feed of Iſrael be juſtified . Now this is the very name of the Mefiah,

Fer . xxiii. 6 . The Lord our righteouſneſs : And it is Chriſt who is made righteoufneſs

unto us. I Cor.i. 23. And by and in whom all the faints are to be juſtified in the lan

guage of the goſpel. It is from him alſo that his people derive ſtrength . St. Paul

bids Timótby be ſtrong in the grace which is in Chrift, 2 Tim . ii. 1 . The Epheſian con

verts muſt be ſtrong in the Lord, Eph. vi. 10. And the apoſtle himſelf could do all

things through Cbrift, who ſtrengthened him , Phil. iv . 13. Now the new teſtament

( to which times the words of my text chiefly refer) does not uſually repreſentGod ,

under the idea of the father , as the ſtrength of believers, nor is he ever deſcribed

there as their righteouſneſs.

Again , ( 3 .) This is the perſon that brings ſalvation to the endsof the earth ,which

is the very character of the Meſiah in the writings of the ſameprophet. Ifa . xlix . 6 .

I will alſo give thee for a light to theGentiles, ( ſays God thefather) - that thou mayeft bé

my ſalvation unto the end of the earth .

( 4 .) I add further, that part of this context, even the very nextwords, are applied

to our Lord Jeſus Chriſt by St. Paul. The prophet faith , I am the Lord, and there is

none elſe, ver. 18 . Untò me every knee fall bow , every tongue fall ſwear, ver. 23. The

apoſtle, citing the words of the prophet, ſpeaks thus. Rom . xiv . 9 , 10 . 11. Chriſt

died , and roſe, and revived , thathemight be Lord both of the dead and living : All muſt

ſtand beforethe judgment- ſeat of Chrift : For it is written , as I live, faith the Lord,

every knee fall bow to me, and every tongue fhall confeſs to God. Where the words

Chriſt, Lord, andGod , ſeem to be uſed promiſcuouſly for the ſame perſon . Nor

would the apoſtle's arguinent ſeem ſtrong and cogent in that place, if the word God

were applied only to the father ; for it is his deſign there to ſhew that the advancement

and
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and glory of Chriſt was the aim and the effect of our faviour's death and reſurrection ,

that he might be Lord and judge of all, and that every knee and congue might own

his lordſhip and ſovereignity. The application of theſe words to Cbrijt, is again evi

dent in Phil. ii. 10, 11. At the nameof Jeſus every knee Mould bow , and every tongue con

feſs that Jeſus Chriſt is Lord. Though there the glory of the father is expreſſed alſo .

(5 .) The laſt reaſon why this text may be properly applied to Chriſt, is becauſe

many other expreſſions of the prophets, that plainly belong to the greatGod, the God

of Iſrael, as coming to bring ſalvation to the Gentiles, are plainly applied to Chriſt in

the new teſtament Pſalm cii. 22, 25 . When the people are gathered together , and the

kingdoms, to ſerve the Lord, & c. Of old baſt thou laid the foundations of the earth . This

is applied to Chriſt, Heb. i. 10 . So Pſalm xcvii. 1 . 7 . The Lord reigneth _ let the mul

titude of iſles be glad thereof : Worſhip bim all ye Gods. Which is applied to Chriſt, Heb . '

i. 6 . So lja . xxxv. 4 , 5 , 6 , compared with Mark ix . 27. So Iſa . xl. 5 . compared

with Matth. iii. 3 . So Joel v . 32. compared with Rom . X . 13. which would be too.

large now to rehearſe. .

It willbe objected indeed , how can it be ſaid , that Chriſt is God, and there is none

elſe ? Is notthe father God alſo ?

I anſwer, this does nomore exclude the Godhead of the facher, than our ſaviour 's

own words, John xvii. 3 . exclude his own divinity , where he calls the father the only

true God. I think it is ſufficiently evident from many places of ſcripture, that the

father and the ſon have an unconceivable communion, and that one and the ſame di

vine nature, which is in the father, dwells in the ſon : For ſince divine names and

attributes, works and worſhip , are aſcribed to both , therefore they muſt both be in

ſome ſenſe true God ; and ſince there is but one trueGod, they muſt both have fel

lowſhip in the ſameGodhead ; or elſe the ſon would be another God different from the -

father, which the bible neither knows nor allows.

Theſe words therefore , I am God, and there is none elſe, if applied to Chriſtmean

no more than this : There is no other Godhead but that which dwells in me; but that

Godhead in which I partake, by intimate communion or one-neſs with the father . I

am in the father, and the father is in me. John xiv . 10 , 11. In Chriſt dwells all the

fullneſs of theGodhead bodily . Colof .ii. 9 .

After all, if we ſhould aſcribe this ſpeech entirely to God the father, yet itmuſt

beconfeſſed , as I hinted before, it is God in Chriſt, God as reconciling the world to

himſelf in and by Jeſus Chriſt, and ſaving the Gentiles as his people, with an everlaſt

ing ſalvation ; ſo that Chriſt, the ſon of God , the ſaviour of men , cannot be left out

of my text.
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Theſecond enquiry is this, who are the perſons to whom this gracious invitation is

made ?

The text tells us, thatthe call reaches to all the ends of the earth , which we are to

underſtand in a literal or in a figurative ſenſe . .

Ilt in a literal ſenſe, and thus it ſignifies the Gentile nations, who dwell afar off

from Judea , thoſe that inhabit the diſtant corners of the world , and the iſlands that

are afar off, that havenot heard of the fameof the grace or glory of God . As Ifa .

Ixvi. 19 . For the Jews fancied themſelves to be placed in the middle of the earth , by

the peculiar favour of God ; and indeed they were ſo in one reſpect, for the land of

Canaan is near the borders of Aſia, whereit joins to Africa , and not very far off from

the limits of Europe ; which three were the only knownparts of the world in thatday.

The
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The Britiſh iſlands may, in a ſpecial manner, be included in this expreſſion, for

they were the very fartheſt parts of the earth , that could be known in the age ofIſaiah .

This voice of compaſſion is therefore eminently ſent to us in England ; the Lord ſays to

every one of us, behold me, behold me, ye that were not called by my name. Ifa .

xlv , 1. Look unto me from theſe iſles afar off, ye Britons, look unto me from the

ends of the earth , and be ſaved. O firs, if you and I could but imagine that Jeſus

Chriſt calls us, as it were by name, ſurely it would allure us to hearken to the voice of

ſuch divine compaſſion .

IIdly . The wordsmay be underſtood in a figurative ſenſe , and ſo theymay ſignify

all thoſe perſons who are under the fameſort of character and circumſtance as the Gen

tiles were in thatage.

1 . Ye that are in the ends of the earth , that are afar off from the church of God ,

his knowledge and his worſhip . Ye that are at the greateſt diſtance from the true yé

ruſalem . Yewho are the vileſt of ſinners, utterly unholy , and without God in the

world . Ye that have nothing of grace or religion in you, look unto Chriſt and be

ſaved ; for he came to ſave the ſinners of the Gentiles, and the vileſt of man

kind.

2, Ye that have not known the bleſſing of holy parents, but were bred like hea

thens, who know not God , and born in families that call not on his name: Ye that

never were trained up in religious education , that were never brought near to God

by a father that was in his covenant, or a mother that believed in his goſpel : Ye that

were never ſolemnly devoted to God , nor acknowledge any relation to him , he calls

you this day to accept his ſalvation .

Or 3. Ye that have broke the bonds of a pious education, and ran away from God

and his houſe, and his worſhip , as the Gentiles had done from the religion and in

ſtructions of Noab their anceſtor. Ye that have wandered afar off from your father's

houſe, even to the ends of the earth , and are periſhing with the prodigal ſon, at a

dreadful diſtance from God and heaven : Come, look unto Chriſt and be ſaved .

4 . Ye that aremourning in darkneſs, as it were at the ends of the earth , and on

the very borders of hell, without hope, as theGentiles were, Eph . ii. 12 . almoſt giving

up all for loſt, yielding to final deſpair, look to Jeſus the ſaviour, lay hold on the

hope that is ſet before you , and live .

And while I am preaching in this place * , I may add alſo
Note, This was deli

5 . You that dwell in dark corners of this our land, farvered in a village in the

from any place of religious worſhip : Ye who live by the ſides country.

of the foreſt, or on bare and ſolitary commons, in a poor igno

rant village, or in loneſome cottages, where letters and reading are not known, and a

bible is a ſtrange thing, where books are ſeldom ſeen, and theword of God never

founds : Yethat have lived hitherto like wild heathens in the ends of the earth, if any

ſuch are preſent in this aſſembly , remember you are this day called as it were by the

prophet from heaven , and by theword of the livingGod , from the lips of his mi

niſters on earth , to look to God in Chriſt, as reconciling the world to himſelf; to look

to Jefus the ſaviour, in whom all the fullneſs of the Godhead dwells.

The third enquiry proceeds thus : What is this ſalvation to which we are in

vited ?

It is the ſame falvation that Ifrael ſhall enjoy, the Iſrael of God , the people of his

love : They ſhall be ſaved in the Lord with an everlaſting ſalvation , ver. 17. In

general, it is a ſalvation from ſin , and all the diſmal conſequences of it. This is the

VOL . II. Η reaſon
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reaſon of the name Jeſus, or the ſaviour, Matt. i. 21. Heſhall ſave his people from

their fins. And it is the ſame Jeſus, who delivers us from the wrath to come. 1 Tbell.

i. 10 .

Particularly , ( 1.) It is a ſalvation from the guilt of paſt fins, which expofesus to

divine vengeance, and a reſtoration of the perſon to the preſent love and favour of

God, to peace of conſcience , and to thehope of eternal life .

(2 .) It is a ſalvation and recovery from the power of ſin to the power of holineſs .

It is a deliverance from vile affections and ſinful practices to the practice and the love:

of all piety and goodneſs : It is a recovery of our nature from the luſts of the fleſh ,

and the life of a brute, to the reaſonable and becoming life of a man or an angel. It

is a reſcue of the ſoul from the tyranny of its own luſts, and the foul imageof Satan,

to a ſweet and ſacred liberty , to a religious ſelf-government, and to the image of

God .

( 3 .) It is a deliverance from all the future puniſhments due to ſin , from the ever

laſtingmiſery of hell, together with the conveyance of a right and title to the everlaſt

ing happineſsof heaven . It is a bleſſing that runs through this world and theworld to

come. It is a totaland complete deliverance from all that you feel, and all that you

fear. It is all-ſufficient and eternal ſalvation .

Whatſoveryour ruin , your diſtreſs, or your danger be, there is ſomething in this

falvation that is ſuited to relieve them all ; there is relief and hope in Chriſt. Let us

then awaken all the powers within us to attend to the invitations of divine mercy . Are

we blind and ignorantof God , and heaven , and divine things ? Chriſt is the light of

this lower world ; John i. 9 . Hehas compaſſion on them that are ignorant and outof

the way ; Heb. v. 2 . Arewe fooliſh ? Heis made of God wiſdom to us ; i Cor. i.

30. Are we unclean and defiled with many iniquities ? The bloud of Jeſus Chriſt bis

fon cleanſeth us from all fin ; 1 John i. 7 . Are we guilty beforeGod ? He is our pro

pitiation and and atonement; Rom . iii. 25. and the Lord our righteouſneſs ; Jer .xxiii.

6 . Havewe loſt the divine favour ? He is the only mediator betwixtGod and man ;

1 Tim . ii. 5 . And the great reconciler to make our peace; Eph. ii. 15. Are we un

holy ? Hecan change our natures, and fanctify our ſouls ; Heb . ii. 11. Are we hard

hearted and impenitent, ſo thatwecannotmourn for our fins as we would do ? He

is exalted to beſtow repentance, as well as forgiveneſs ; Aits v . 31. Are we weako,

and unable to reſiſt temptation , or to perform our duty ? Heis our ſtrength , Ifa .xlv .

24 . Are we ſick and dying ? He is our phyſician ; Mat. ix . 12. Are we dead in

treſpaſſes and fins ? He can quicken us to a divine life, and make us live toGod ; for

the living ſpirit is with him . Chriſthimſelf is our life ; and though the body of the ſaints

muſt die ; yet he ſhall raiſe it again to life everlaſting. John v.21, 26 , 29.

Surely if we are awake, and in our right fenfes, there is not a foul of us in this

aſſembly , but muſt feel itſelf under fome of theſe unhappy circumſtances. Come

then , ye ſinful and diſtreſſed fouls, ye helpleſs creatures, ye periſhing dying wretches

of every kind : Come letmelead you to thisheavenly ſaviour ; and maymyown ſoul

join with yours to partake of this full, this all- fufficient ſalvation . Bleſſed redeemer,

make usall willing to be ſaved , and letusſeek our help from thy hands!

I go on now to the fourth enquiry : And that is, what muſt we do in order to be

partakers of this bleſſing ?

The words of the invitation are , look untome. Now when perſons in diſtreſs are

called to look to any one for help , it implies to truſt in him , to depend upon him , to

ſeek help from his power and goodneſs. " See the hiſtory of the cripple, who ſeeing

· Peter
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Peter and John going into the temple, aſked an alms: And they ſaid , look on us: Upon

which he gave heed to them , expecting to receive ſomething of them ; AEts iii. 4 , 5 .

So looking unto God ſignifies dependance on him , and expectation of mercy from

him . Weknow not what to do, faith Jehoſhaphet, 2 Chron. XX . 12. butour eyes are

upon thee . So Pſalm xxiv . 5 . They looked unto him and were lightned , When

there was univerſal diſtreſs round about, faith the prophet, Micab vii. 7 . I will look

unto the Lord, I will wait for the God of my ſalvation .

It is evident from the facred, as well as the common uſe of this word, that it ſigni

fies the ſameas believing or truſting in Chriſt in the new teſtament, which is the ap

pointed means of our obtaining a ſhare in his ſalvation . Afts xvi. 31. Believe on the

Lord Jeſus Chriſt, and thou malt be ſaved. Sinners of the Gentiles are required in my

text to look to him . It is foretold by the ſameprophet, that to him ſhall the Gen

tiles ſeek , Iſa. xi. 10, Which is cited and interpreted by St. Paul, Rom . xv . 12. In

bim ſhall theGentiles truſt.

The ſoulthen, that is ſo far ſenſible of its paſt iniquities, its guilt and danger of

hell, and that feels ſo much of its inward ſinful nature , appetites, and paſſions, as to

know its own inability to procure pardon of God for ſins paſt, or to make itſelf holy

for time to come, and fees alſo in Chriſt ſuch a glorious all- ſufficiency of help and

relief, and upon this account commits itſelt by prayer and humble truſt, or depen

dance, into the hands of Jeſus Chriſt, as an all- ſufficient ſaviour, ſincerely and earneſt

ly deſirous of his complete ſalvation in all the parts of it, the holineſs and the happi

neſs ; this ſoulis a believer in Chriſt ; this ſoul has looked to Chriſt, in the ſenſe of my

text, and ſhall certainly be ſaved .

Becauſe the duty of faith , truſting , or believiug , is lo neceſſary to ſalvation , there

fore it has pleaſed God in his word to render the notion of it plain and eaſy, by many

metaphors and figures of ſpeech, to accomodate the capacities and underſtandings of

the meaneſt. And theſe are borrowed alſo from the moſt uſeful and active powers of

lavcu .

nature, and themoſt cos taken from the feet, and are heavy laden, anin another place

When the metaphor is taken from the feet, believing is called a coming to Chriſt .

Matt. xi. 28. Come unto me, all ye that labour and are beavy laden , and I will give you

reft. John vi. 37 . Him that cometh to me, Iwill in no wiſe caſt out. In another place

it is deſcribed by fleeing for refuge, Heb . vi. 18. which is a figure borrowed from the

feet alſo ; but including danger, fear, and ſpeed.

When it is borrowed from the hands, it is called receiving of Chriſt. John. i. 12.

But as many as received him , to them gave he power to become the fons of God, even to them

that believe on his name. And Heb. vi. 18. It is a laying hold on the hope ſet be

före us.

Sometimes themetaphor is taken from the tongue, and then faith is deſcribed by

calling on Chrift. Rom . x , 11, 12, 13. Whoſoever Jhall call on the name of the Lord ball

be ſaved . He that believeth on bim hallnot be aſhamed ; for the ſame- Lord over all, is .

rich unto all that call upon him .

In my text the figure of ſpeech is taken from the eyes; and the direction is, look :

unto me and be ſaved. There is ſomething in this way of ſpeaking, thatmore exact

ly ſuits the words faith and believing ; for as they imply both a belief of the all-ſuf

ficiency of Chriſt to ſave, and a truſting him for this ſalvation , ſo looking implies that :

the poor dying creature has ſeen the all ſufficiency that is in Cbriſt, and thence is en

couraged to hope and expect help from him .

It is ſuch a look of hope and dependance as a helpleſs creature, juſt dying of the

peſtilence, or a mortal Itab , would expreſs toward ſome angel-phyſician that was

H 2 coming
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coming to him with a vital and all-healing balm : Such a look as a condeinned crimi

nal, at the place of execution , would caſt toward ſomeſwift meſſenger afar off, who

has a pardon in his hand: Or ſuch a look as a child , juſt ready to be Naughtered by a

ſpightful enemy, would expreſs towards his father, well-armed, and haſting to hisde

liverance.

Wemay ſuppoſe the ſaving act of faith in this place to be deſcribed by the word

looking for theſe reaſons.

Iſt Becauſe the perſons who are called , are in the ends of the earth : And thus the

propriety of expreſſion is preſerved , and themetaphor appears more beautiful. Thoſe

who are ſo far off from Chriſt might complain , “ we are feeble dying creatures, we

“ cannot come to him , as with our feet, nor lay hold of him as with our hands ;

“ but we can look toward him , though we are in the ends of the earth .” As Jonah

did when in the depthsof the ſea ; Jon . ii. 4 . I am caſt out of thy fight, yet Iwill look

again toward thy holy temple. Now the temple was a type of the human nature of

Chriſt, in which God was pleaſed to dwell , and the Jews in their prayers , even from

the ends of the earth , and in heathen lands, turned their eyes towards this temple in

humble hope of acceptance, 1 Kings viii. 29, 35, & c. So may the poor periſhing ſin

ner ſay , " Though I am far from God and holineſs, and all hope in myſelf , or in any

66 creatures that are nearme, yet I am within reach of the call of Chriſt ; I hear the

s voice of his inviting grace ; I will look towards him as my only hope ; Iwillkeep

" my eyes upon him and truſt in him ; I will by him draw near to God ; andmy ſoul

“ ſhall live."

IIdly Believing in Chriſt may be deſcribed in this place by looking to him to expreſs

the loweſt and the weakeſt degree of faith , for the encouragement of poor convinced

trembling ſinners. When perſons are awakened to a lively apprehenſion of their guilt,

and a quick ſenſe of their danger, and ſee themſelves every moment liable to periſh

under the wrath of an offended God , and at the ſame time feel their own utter inabi

lity to ſave themſelves, it is proper that the act of faith whereby we are ſaved ſhould

be expreſſed in the eaſieſt manner , thatmay allure them toward Chriſt, the only fa

viour, and may encourage them to hope. When they are, as it were, at the ends of

the earth , at a wide diſtance from God and Chriſt, they may look towards him , and

ſend a wiſh of deſire and dependance thatway ; like dying drowning failors in a ſtorm

that look towards the ſhore, to ſee if there be any hope : And ſuch a look as this is

ordained of God to derive all ſalvation from ſo almighty and complete a faviour as

Jeſus Chriſt is : For it contains in it thewhole nature of ſaving faith , as the flower

and the fruit are contained in a little green bud, though the ſeveral parts and the leaves

of them are not yet unfolded, nor appear to ſight.

Such a look of a convinced ſinner to Chriſt implies in it a diſtreſſing ſenſe of his

ſin and preſent danger , a belief that there is help for him in Chriſt, and an averſion of

the eye from every thing elſe ; a renouncing all other dependencies , an earneſt readi

neſs and deſire to partake of this ſalvation , ſuch as Chriſt offers it ; that is, to make

him holy as well as happy : And it includes alſo thus much of truſt or confidence,

that if the ſoul has any hope at all of its own ſalvation , Chriſt is the only ground of

this hope. There is and will be ſome ſort of expectation of relief from the hand to

which we look , when we fee ourſelves periſhing .

· IIIdly Looking to Chriſt for falvation is a word that ſhewshow little hand wehave

in our own deliverance from ſin and death . Ifrael has deſtroyed himſelf, but in God

alone is his help , Hof.xiii. 9 . It is not poſſible that our looking ſhould effect our ſal

vation
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vation of it itſelf, or do any thing toward it any other way , than as it is dependance

on another to ſave us.

Faith itſelf is that grace that has the leaſt ſhew of ſelf-activity , ſelf-ſufficiency , or

ſelf-honour in it. Rom . iv . 16 . Therefore our ſalvation is ordained to be offaith , that

it might be of grace. It is the law or conſtitution of faith , as themeans of our ſal

vation , that it mult exclude all boaſting, Rom . iii. 27, That all that are ſaved might

glory only in the Lord , 1 Cor. i. 31, Now when faith itſelf is expreſſed in fo low

and feeble exerciſe of it as looking unto Chriſt, it does in a moft emphaticalmanner

exclude every thing of ſelf ; it utterly forbids all boaſting, and renders all the honour

to Chriſt alone. How can a dying wretch pretend to any glory ormerit in his own

ſalvation , who only looked and was ſaved ?

IVthly There is in this way of expreſſion a natural and eaſy reference to the com

mand of looking to the brazen ſerpent, which was a type of Chriſt , and which was to

confer health and life on the wounded and dying Iſraelites, by their looking up to it

in the wilderneſs. See John iii. 14, 15. And as Moſes lifted up the ſerpent in the wil

derneſs, even ſo muſt the ſon of man be lifted up : that whoſoever believeth in bim , pould

not periſh , but have eternal life. Compared with Numb. xxi. 8. The Lord ſaid unto

Moſes wake thee a fiery ſerpent, and ſet it upon a pole ; and it ſhall come to paſs, that eve

ry one that is bitten , when he looketh upon it, ſhall live. Happy people, for whom ſo

divine a remedy was provided againſt a national miſchief ! So ſovereign an antidote

againſt ſpreading and mortal poiſon ! Thoſe that were ftung and periſhing , though

they were at the utmoſt limits of the camp, might, as it were from the borders of the

wilderneſs, look up to the brazen remedy, and find health and life : From the ends

of the land they looked and were ſaved.

Phyſicians were uſeleſs in that day, and allmedicines inſignificant. The ſwift and

fiery poiſon wrought powerfully in them that were bitten , and they were quickly

brought to the borders of the grave. But before their eyes were cloſed in death, if

they could but caſt a look towards the appointed ſignal, the divinemedium of falva

tion , behold they are miraculouſly healed, and live! And which of all the ſons or

daughters of Iſrael could boaſt of any thing of his own in this wondrous deliverance,

when on the very confines of life and the brink of the grave they were healed by a

look to the brazen image of a ſerpent? Such is the periſhing ſinner caſting an

eye toward Chriſt for ſalvation !

But ſomepoortrembling finner will be ready to ſay, “ Surely this is ſo little and

“ fo low an act of faith , that I am ready to queſtion whether this can ſaveme or no :

“ How ſhall I know whethermy looking to Chriſt is of thatkind as Mall be effectual

“ to my ſalvation ? ”

Now in anſwer to ſuch an enquiry, let the fearful ſoul remember what I have ſaid

before under the ſecond particular, concerning the ſeveral acts ofthe ſoul that are ſe .

cretly included in this looking to Jeſus ; and aſk itſelf whether it has put forth theſe

acts or no ? Beſides this, I would mention alſo theſe two properties of ſaving faith , as

it is deſcribed by looking.

iſt. It muſt be ſuch a look as immediately affects the heart with love and ſorrow ;

ſorrow for our own ſins, and love to Chriſt our ſaviour. Ifwe have ever ſeen him with

ſincere delight as a ſaviour from ſin , we ſhall mourn heartily that ever we were ſin

ners. We cannotbut repent for ſin , while we believe or hope for the forgiveneſs of

it through ſuch condeſcending grace. Andwe cannot but love ſo compaſſionate and

almighty a friend , that has delivered us from eternal deſtruction . Having ſeen Chriſt

we are weaned from ſin , and we love the Lord , Mary Magdalene, that remarkable

ſinner,
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· ſinner, lying at the footof Chriſt, weptmuch and loved much , Luke vii. 38, 47 . You

have never ſeen Chriſt, as your faviour, if your fins are not the objects of your ſhame

and ſorrow ; or if Jeſus be not theobject of your deſire and love.

2d . It muſt be ſuch a look as changes the fouland temper into another image, even

the image of Chriſt. 2 Cor. iii. 18 .We, beholding as in a glaſs the glory of the Lord .

are changed into the ſameimage from glory to glory. In the glaſs of the goſpel beholding

the glorious holineſs of our Lord Jeſus Chriſt , our very tempers are changed into his

holy likeneſs , from one degree of grace to another, till it advance to complete glory ;

. and then we ſhall bemademore perfectly like him , by ſeeing him ashe is , or face to

· face, 1 John iii. 2 . There will be a ſhine of holineſs on our converſation in this world ,

as reflected from the glory, and holineſs of Chriſt, whom we have ſeen , even as the

face of Mofes ſhone when he had ſeen God : Exod. xxxiv . 29, 30 . That is , when he

had ſeen the ſon of God converſing with him in a viſible glory .

A ſaving look of faith to our Lord JeſusChriſt, will happily influence all the powers

of nature, and all the actions oflife . This is ſeldom done indeed at once, butby Now

degrees. The longer we behold him , and the oftener we look to him , the more we

ſhall grow like him . Wemuſt look to Jeſus as our example , as well as the author and

finiſher of our faith ; thatwemay lay aſide the fin that ſo eaſily beſets us, and run with

patience therace of holineſs that is ſet beforeus. Heb . xii. 1, 2 . In vain do we pretend to

have ſeen Chriſt, if we do not find ourſelves atall beginning to become new creatures.

Thus I have finiſhed my anſwer to thefourth enquiry ; ( viz . )How we are to come

by this ſalvation ; and why the act of faith is expreſſed by looking to Chrijt.

fallgrow li he longer we behold him. This is ſeldom doappily influence all the

DIS.
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DISCOURSE VIII.

God in Chriſt is the faviour of the ends of the

Earth :

OR

Faith repreſented in its loweſt degrees.

The ſecond part of this Sermon.

ISAIAH xlv. 22 .

Look untome and be'ye faved, all the ends of the earth ; for Iam God, and there

is none elſe.

1

\HIS is an invitation of ſurpriſing and fovereign mercy to creatures in the ut

moſt diſtreſs and miſery. It is the great and bleſſed God himſelf, in the per

1 ſon of Jeſus Chriſt, calling theGentile world to ſalvation . It is God in Chriſt

inviting finners from the ends of the earth , and the borders of hell, to partake of

heaven and happineſs. It is Emmanuel,God with us, who calls us to look unto him

and be ſaved. If we are ſenſible of our own miſery, if we are weary of ſin , and

would be ſecured from the wrath to come, let us look to him as a ſaviour, with an eye

of faith and holy dependance .

This was the ſubject of the former diſcourſe.

Let usnow go on to the laſt queſtion , and learn , what aſſurance we can have from

thetext, that we ſhall poſſeſs this ſalvation in the way propoſed ; or that faith in God

our ſaviour ſhall be attended with ſuch ſucceſs .

The reaſon is given by the prophet in almighty and convincing language; For I

am God ; and there isnone elſe.

This ſentence has two diſtinct parts in it, and each of them carries ſtrong reaſons

for the ſupport of our faith , and the encouragent of our hope.

The firſt part is the affertion of his own Godhead. I am God ; which carries in it

theſe two ſupports or aſſurances.

iſt I am God ; therefore Iam all-fufficient to ſave ; and therefore, ye dying finners,

look unto me, and be faved . What is there that the moſt wretched of creatures can

ſtand in need of, but there is a ſupply to be found among the treaſures of a God ?

When a God undertakes to be a ſaviour, the creature cannot periſh . There is light

and wiſdom enough in him to make the foolwiſe for ever, and to ſcatter all ourdark

neſs : There is power enough in God , to make the weakeſt foul ſtrong in grace, and

active in every duty : There is love enough in him , to melt the moſt ſtubborn heart,

and change an old enemy into an humble and willing ſubject. Ye may be aſ

ſured
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ſured of this ſalvation if ye look to Jeſus, who is God, and therefore mighty

to ſave. Ifa . Ixiii. 1.

There is an all-ſufficiency in his bloud and righteouſneſs to atone for infinite tranf

greſſions, and to procure the everlaſting favour of God : For this high -prieſt or me

diator himſelf is one with God, he is God, and his facrifice on earth , and his inter

ceſſion in heaven , are all over dignified with Godhead, and thereby become alınigh

ty for ſalvation.

2dly I am God ; and therefore have a right to preſcribe the means of obtaining my

ſalvation . Look therefore unto me, ye ſinners , and be ſaved . I will give it to every

one that looks; he that believes on me ſhall be ſaved from ſin and death ; Mark xvi.

16 . John iii. 15 , 16 . God is rich in grace ; and if he will manifeit the glory and free

dom of it in the grant of his new covenant, and will promiſe ſalvation to faith , and

not inſiſt upon that perſonal perfect obedience which once was required , let thethank

ful ſinner rejoice, and ſubmit , and give God the honour of his abounding mercy .

Let him purſue the higheſt meaſures of holineſs, under themelting influences of gra

titude, and the conſtraining power of divine love.

This is naturally implied in the firſt part of the words, I am God. But when he

adds this glorious clauſe, and there is none elſe, he ſeems, in the ſecond part of this

fentence , to intimate theſe three things further to us.

iſt There is none that can ſave beſides me. The ſalvation of a ſinner from the

ends of the earth , from the borders of hell, is too great a work for any being that is

leſs than God. Whatmere creature has worth enough to make compenſation to the

greatGod for the ſins of men ? Or what created power has influence enough to per

GuadeGod to be reconciled ? Is there kowledge enough in a mere fellow -creature, in

timately to acquaint himſelf with all the thoughts and wants of a periſhing ſinner ?

Is there power enough to new -mould his nature ? To ſtrike divine light into his con

ſcience ? To bend his ſtubborn will, and ſubdue all his powers to the obedience of the

goſpel ? Has any mere creature power ſufficient to change a dead ſinner into a living

ſaint ? To ſecure him through every temptation ? To fit him for the ſociety of God

and angels ? And to bring him through death to eternal glory ? All this muſt be done

if a ſinner be ſaved .

2dly Theſe words alſo imply , there is none butGod who has a right to preſcribe

the means of our ſalvation. If he ſays to ſinners, look , and be ſaved ; who ſhall dare

forbid the bleſſing, or appoint a different way to obtain it ? If the Lord of heaven

has ſaid to poor periſhing creatures on earth , ye ſhall be ſaved if ye believe : Shall

the Jew dare to impoſe circumciſion as neceſſary to ſalvation ? Or the papiſts com

mand penances or pilgrimages ? Or ſhall the conceited Phariſee require a perfection

of holineſs, and a righteouſneſs made up of the works of the law , in order to obtain

eternal life ? The righteouſneſs of the law faith , do this, and live : But the righteouſ

neſs of faith ſays, believe and be ſaved . Rom . x . 5 , 6 , 9 .

It is granted , that this ſaving faith muſt be a vital principle in the ſoul, thatmani

feſts itſelf in repentance, and endeavours after univerſal holineſs ; for a dead faith can

not ſave : But it is notour holineſs that can provideacceptance with an offendedGod ;

it is faith in the ſacrifice and righteouſneſs of the redeemer , that is the means appointed

for this end. The great God has appointed it, and who ſhall dare to forbid ? His

authority is ſovereign , and his appointment a ſufficient warrant for ourhope.

3dly I am God, and there is none elſe, includes thusmuch alſo for the comfort and

aſſurance of the believing ſinner ;that there is none can prevent your ſalvation , if you

comply with the gracious propoſals. Who ſhall condemn if God will juſtify ? Rom .

viii.
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vii. 33, 34. Who can pluck us out of the hand of Chriſt, or ſeparate us from his

love ? Yoon x . 28. Who ſhall deſtroy, if God will ſave ? It is his property, and his

divine prerogative, to kill and to make alive, to ſave and to deſtroy . Deut. xxxii. 39,

43. See now , that I, even I am he; and there is noGod with me; I kill, and I make alive;

I wound , and I heal; neither is there any that can deliver out of nry band. Rejoice there

fore, Oyenations, yeGentiles, together with his people Iſrael; for he will render ven

geance to his adverſaries, and bemerciful to his land. Iſa . xliii. 11, 13. I, even I, am the

Lord ; and beſideme there is no ſaviour. Iwill work ; andwho ſhall let it ?

Thus it appears, that there is abundant ground from the words of my text, for a

poor periſhing finner to raiſe his hope to aſſurance that he ſhall be ſaved , if he does

but ſincerely anſwer this gracious invitation from heaven, and truſt in God, as he is

revealed in our Lord Jeſus Chriſt, for ſalvation , according to that deſcription of true

faith which is given us in the word of God .

All the improvements I ſhall make of this diſcourſe at preſent, ſhall be contained

in theſe four reflections.

Iſt reflection. Wemay learn from this ſcripture, how extenſive and glorious is the

ſalvation of Chriſt ! How anſwerable is it in every reſpect to the weakneſſes and the

wants, to the iniſeries, dangers, and fears, of a convinced and awakened ſinner! It

reaches to thoſewho are periſhing in the ends of the earth . Let us ſurvey them a lit

tle more particularly .

1 . Is our guilt and diſtreſs exceeding great and dreadful? Behold here a ſalvation

of rich fulneſs and divine all-fufficiency ; for it is a God that provides it. The riches

of grace, the depths of wiſdom , and the efforts of almighty power are employed in

this bleſſed work ; and the mercy is expreſſed in the manner of a ſpeaking God : He

who faid , Let there be light, and there was light, ſays alſo , look , and be ſaved : And

the finner looks, and receives ſalvation . It is a God who commands deliverances

for Jacob , and ſalvation for his people . Pſalm xliv . 4 .

2 . Are our enemies great and mighty ? Are the Aeſh , and the world , and the

powers of hell engaged againſt the ſafety of our ſouls ? Yet our ſalvation is perfectly

and eternally ſecure ; for he that ſaves us is God : No creature can diveſt us of it, and

there is no other God beſides bim . Neither height, nor depth, nor principalities, nor

powers — nor life, nor death , nor any creature, ſhall ſeparate us from the love ofGod,

in Chriſt Jeſus, our Lord. Rom . viii. 38, 39.

3. Are we at ſuch a dreadful diſtance from God, that we ſeem to be on the ut

moſt verge of all hope, atthe ends of life and this world, at the borders of hell and

deſpair ? Yet we are within the reach of the call of mercy , within the ſound of the

voice of Chriſt, and his extenſive grace. Look from the ends of the earth , and be

ſaved .

4. Are we poor impotentcreatures, that can do nothing to make ſatisfaction to

God for our ſins, and little or nothing towards the reſtoring our ſouls to the likeneſs

of God, and the recovery of holineſs ? Do we ſtand in need of ſuch a ſaviour, that

muſt work all our works for us, and in us? Behold ſuch a one in my text: Here

quires of you but to look to him , and truſt in him , in themanner I have deſcribed ,

and the ſalvation is free and ſure. Chriſt himſelf will beſtow it on us.

There are ſome poor, melancholy , defponding creatures, who are even almoſt o

verwhelmed with a ſenſe of their guilt, and of the power of ſin in them , and are

jult giving up all hope, who have need to have the riches and amazing condeſcenſions

VOL. II . . I of
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of grace to be ſet before them , in ſuch a manner as this. And bleſſed be God , that

his goſpel contains in it ſuch abounding mercy to creatures lo miſerable.

Wemay therefore cry outwith joy and thankfulneſs, and holy wonder ; O the ful

neſs and ſufficiency of this ſalvation ! It isGod who provides it,who knows,and can

ſupply all the vaſt variety of our wants ! O the wide extent of it ! It reaches to all

nations, to all characters of perſons, even to the ends of the earth . O the rich free

dom of this grace , that requires us to look , and be ſaved ! O what free and full,

what large and extenſive, whatrich and ſovereign ſalvation !

IId reflection . What a bleffed ſecurity of this ſalvation is given to all thoſe who

comply with the invitation of this grace ! It is as ſafe as it is extenſive. No creature

can take away what a God reſolves to beſtow . No finite being can prevent what an

infinite being reſolves to do. If he that is God will ſave, none elſe can deſtroy, or

fruſtrate the deſigned ſalvation ? Who ſhall forbid the bleſſing that the almighty fa

viour will confer on thoſe who look to him from the ends of the earth ? The enemy,

even themoſt maliciousand powerful enemy, whoſe name is Abaddon , or the deſtroyer,

js but a creature ; but the friend, themighty and merciful friend , whoſe name is Je

fus, or the ſaviour, is God, even Emmanuel,God with us. When he ſtands upon the

throne of his mercy, and cries out to periſhing ſinners, look to me from the ends of

the earth , and be ſaved ; not all the powersof hell ſhall be able to deſtroy the ſinners

that look to him , and accept of his ſalvation . What a glorious relief is found in my

text againſt all temptations to deſpondency ! Your ſaviour is God, and there is none

beſides him .

IIId reflection . How much do thoſe ſinners deſerve to periſh for ever , who will

not be ſaved upon ſuch gracious terms? In vain do you turn your eyes around you ,

and look to one creature, and ſeek to another for help ; your ruin is too great, and

your miſery too deep and diſmal, for any power but that ofGod, to raiſe and recover

you. If they who refuſed to hear the voice of Moſes, who ſpake from earth , died

withoutmercy , of how much forer puniſhment ſhall ye be thought worthy, who re

fuſe to hearken to the voice ofGod ſpeaking from heaven ? Heb . X . 28, 29. Can you

ever imagine it poflible that you ſhould eſcape the divine vengeance, who neglect ſo

great, ſo divine a ſalvation ?

Conſider , ye finners, that are this day under the call of grace, though now you

ſeem to be as it were at the ends of the earth, afar off from God and Chriſt, from all

that is holy , and all that is happy, yet you are not utterly abandoned to deſtruction ,

while the voice of mercy ſounds in your ears. But take heed that ye hearken while

ye are called to -day, left ye periſh before the morrow come. Remember this, that

the ſilver trumpet of mercy will not always found : Chriſt Jeſuswill not always ſay,

look untome, and be ſaved .Ye are now upon the confines of hell ; if once death open

its dark gates, and hell has ſhuther mouth upon you, you will then be far out of the

ſight of Jeſus the ſaviour, and beyond the call of his mercy for ever.

Letmeturn my voice now for a few minutes to the goſpel Iſrael, to the children of

the kingdom . While I have been inviting the ends of the earth to be ſaved , and have

been calling finners afar off froin God and his church to receive Jeſus Chriſt and his

ſalvation , is there any diſpenſation for you to neglect it, who dwell in the midſt of the

viſible church ? You were born of holy parents, who have lived in religious families

and are by this means brought near to the kingdom of heaven ? Are you ready to

flatter yourſelves that you are out of danger of periſhing ? Have a care of vain pre

ſumption,
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fumption , and fooliſh feeble hopes. The wounded Ifraelites, who lay juft under the

brazen ferpent of old , might die and periſh there in their own folly , if they refuſed

to look up to the appointed remedy ; while ſome from the diſtant borders ofthe camp

looked and were faved : But ſuch obſtinate wretchesmuſt be unpitied in death .

Attend then , ye finners in Zion , and hearken to the voice of God the ſaviour.

Cbrift has been brought near to you in his goſpel, his promiſes, and his holy ordi

nances ; you have read of him in his word, you have heard him ſpeak by his miniſters,

and you have learned much of him from the inſtructions of your pious parents : Ye

have begun to ſee ſomething of him in his glory and grace ; and will you now turn

your eyes away from him ? Will you look upon the vanities of the preſent evil world ,

and fix the eye of your ſouls, your deſires, hopes, and wiſhes , upon trifle and imper

tinence , and neglect the offer ofheavenly treaſures ? Have you feen and heard ſomuch

of Chriſt already, that you have grown weary of him ? Are the Lord and his ſalvation

grown cheap and common things to you , of little value, notworth a look ? Will you

who are near to the kingdom of heaven , refuſe to enter in , and let thoſe that come

from the ends of the earth obtain the inheritance, and ſeize the happineſs before you ?

O how aggravated will your condemnation be ? How dreadful the agonies of your

torment, to fee periſhing finners come from diſtant regions, from the eaſt and the

weit , from poor wicked families, and houſes of iniquity, and receive the ſalvation

of Chriſt ! while you are caſt out into outer darkneſs ? There ſhall be weeping and

wailing and gnaſhing of teeth . Matt. viii. 11, 12 .

IVth reflection . The laſt uſe I ſhall make of this diſcourſe, is to take a ſhort

ſurvey of that ſalvation , of the happineſs and the holineſs thereof, that is derived to

a foul by a fincere look of faith to Yeſus the ſaviour.

O what a bleſſed change is made by our looking to Chriſt ! A change, I ſay, in

the very eye- light of our ſouls, and in our view and ſurvey of all things round about

us, ſo far aswe have any concern in them ! What a bleſſed change in our judgment

and efteem of them ! We look upon things with another eye than before, and things

put on a new face . Faith looking to Chriſt for ſalvation, fets all things in a different

light before the eyes of the ſoul, and gives quite another view of them . It is like

ſome heavenly glaſs applied to the organ of ſenſe, that not only aſſiſts and improves

our ſight, but repreſents every thing to us in a divine light, even ſuch as they appear

to the bleſſed ſpirits above.

1. It alters the view and appearance of all the great and gay things of this life.

All the treaſures, and pomp, and entertainments of this world , were once the moſt

tempting objects we could look upon ; but now we look on the world , with all the

gayeſt and the richeſt ſcenes of it, as a little mean and deſpicable thing ; for we have

leen Chriſt and heaven ; and when the world begins to flatter us again , and to look

great and tempting in our eyes, let us look again to Jeſus, and his falvacion ; that the

world may loſe its ſplendor and allurement. ,

2 . Once a poor chriſtian in alcuttage, or in a vile raiment, was contemptible in

our ſight, now we look on the ſaints, even in the meaneſt circuinſtance , as the excel

lent of the earth ; for they are heirs of heaven, they are like to Cbriſt, and formed

after the bleſſed image of him , whom we have ſeen with an eye of faith and love.

Holy ſaviour, and holy ſaints ! They, the excellent of the earth , and he, the orna.

ment of heaven . . . .

3 . The bible heretofore we looked on but little better than a common book ; or

perhaps, it was our averſion . The new teſtament gave us no pleaſure. The true

I 2 glories
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behold as welook on the promake us holy or happy.ºf our intereſt in then

glories of it were hidden from us. ' The goſpel was a hidden goſpel; but now we look

upon it as ourmoſt valuable treaſure and portion ; and we often look into it ; for we

find Jeſus Chriſt there, with all his ſalvation .

Every part of the bible carries quite another aſpect than once it did . Welook

upon the promiſes as an inventory of our inheritance ; and we read thoſe words, all

things are yours, with a reliſh of unknown delight, becauſe of our own intereſt in

them : And as they are repeated twice, to confirm our faith , ſo we can read them of

ten, and dwell upon them with pleaſure . All are your's; for ye are Chriſt's, and Christ

isGod 's, 1Cor . iii. 22 ,23 . Then by virtue of this promiſe we can look to theheavens

and the earth ; to the ſun, moon , and ſtars ; to Paul, Apollos, and Cephas; to mini

{ters, and to angels ; to this world and the other; to life and death ; to things preſent

and to come; with a humble and pleaſurable belief of our intereſt in them , fo far

as we have need of them to makeus holy or happy.

And as we look on the promiſes of the bible with another eyethan formerly, ſo we

behold the precepts of it in a ſweeter light: Weread them now as the rules of our

happineſs, as the model of our new nature, as the holy tranſcript of the perfections

of God , and the bleſſed advices of our dear redeemer. Welook on his command

ments, and behold they are nomore grievous to us ; for his law is our delight, 1 John

v . 3 . Pſalm cxix . 77.

As for the threatnings of thebook of God, we once beheld them , perhaps, with

a regardleſs eye, and a ſtupid heart; or if wewere awakened, we read them with ut

moſt terror, as the meſſengers of our damnation :Webeheld them as ſo many angels

with flaming ſwords, to forbid our entrance into paradiſe. But ſince wehave feen

Jeſus with an eye of ſaving faith , the threatnings of ſcripture have no more ſuch a

dreadful aſpect. Since the ſword has awoke againſt the man that was God's fellow ,

and all the neceſſary vengeance was executed on Chriſt, our ſurety , we behold the

threatnings as diſarmed of their terror, and no longer a bar to our ſalvation .

4 . The face of God , ſhining in his terrible attributes of holineſs and juſtice,

was dreadful to our ſouls, ſo that we could not look upon him , and we turned our eyes

away from God: As for his attributes of love and mercy, we had no reliſh of them ;

forwehad no folid hope in them . Weſaw nothing in God deſirable and delightful to

us: We ſtood afar off ; we neglected and forgot him ; or elſe we hid ourſelves from

him , as Adam did, becauſe wewere afraid , But now , ſincewe have beheld God in

Chriſt, as reconciling ſinners to himſelf, now we can look upon him in all his awful

and his peaceful attributes without diſmay , we can ſurvey and dwell upon all his glo

ries with a ſacred pleaſure ; and lift up our eyes towards him with humble confidence,

in prayer or in praiſe ; for webehold him asGod reconciled, and a father, ſince we

haveſeen Jeſus the mediator and truſted in his name.

5 .With what ſurprize and overwhelming fear did did we oncebehold approaching

amictions, when we were withowtGod, without Chriſt, and without hope ? But now

we can look upon ſufferings and ſorrowswithout being overwhelmed by them ;wecan

look upon the huge ſwelling waves without painful apprehenſions, and ſee the floods

riſe high without fear of being drowned ; for wehave ſeen Jeſus as it were walking on

the water , and we have heard him ſaying, it is I, be not afraid . Wecan look to him

when we are afar off from our friends, even in the ends of the earth , and find light

in darkneſs, and relief in the midſt of our diſtreſſes.

6 . How formidable once was the face of death . No pencil can deſcribe themon

fter ſo hideous to the ſenſe , as he appeared conſtantly to ourawakened fouls, beforewe

had ſeen Chriſt. What horror did our ſpirits feel, and our fleſh ſhuddered at the

thought
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thought of his approach ! How frightfully, and yet how juſtly, did our guilty fancy

painthim , and all his attendants, in their terrible array ! But the ſaint looks on death

now as an harmleſs thing, for he has ſeen Yeſus diſarm hiin ; Chriſt has aboliſhed ſin ,

and taken away the ſting from death . The lively chriſtian can look on it as a friend ,

or rather as a Nave fubdued to the fervice of his Lord , fent on a glorious meſſage, to

ferch him to dwellwhere his bleſſed Lord is. They ſhall be where I am , to behold my

glory . John xvii. 24.

7 . The man who has ſeen Jeſus with an eye of faith , can look to the laſt great

tribunal without terror ; for he knows and is acquainted with Chriſt the judge : He

has ſeen him , and truſted all the important concerns of that day into his hands. I

know , faith the chriſtian , whom I have believed , and I ani perſuaded that he is able to

keep all that I havecommitted to him , unto thatday, 2 Tim . i. 12. Therefore he can ſee

the judgment-ſeat, and the books opened , withoutdiſmay or fearful expectation ; for

he has ſeen Jeſus croſs out all his ſins with the bloud of his facrifice : Chriſt has cancelled

them for ever from the great regiſter of heaven , the book of divine remembrance ;

and has ſhewn him his own name written in the lamb's book of life, from the foun

dation of the world .

8 . Then he may turn his eyes to all that glorious aſſembly on high ; he may look

on the ſaints in their robes of light, as companions of his bleſſedneſs, and thetroops

of angels as miniſters of fire, to execute vengeance on all his enemies ; and heralds to

prepare his way to the upper heavens. He may fix his eyes with moſt intenſe and

tranſporting delight on Chriſt his ſovereign Lord, and behold him hereafter with eyes

of ſenſe , amidſt the honours of heaven , whom he had beheld here with an eye of

faith , amidſt the ſufferings of the croſs, and the agonies of the garden . " This is

“ he, ſays the ſaint, whoſe voice of mercy I heard in yonder periſhing world , and to

“ whom I looked from the ends of the earth , that Imight be ſaved . I believed him

" then to have all the fulneſs of the Godhead dwelling in him bodily ; and as God,

« manifeſt in the fleſh , I worſhipped him , and truſted in him . I behold him now as

“ the brightneſs of his father's glory, and his divineſt image : I find him to be a

16 complete and all-fufficient ſaviour; for I ſtand poffeffed of his divine ſalvation .My

“ knee bows, and my tongue confeſſes that Jeſus is Lord . He is one with theFather .

“. To him that ſitteth upon the throne, and to the lamb, be bleſſing and honour, and

6 power and glory , for ever and ever. Amen .” Rev. v. 13.

DIS
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D IS COURSE IX .

Faith built on Knowledge. Preached 1711.

The Firſt Part of this sermon.

2 Tim . i. 12.

I know whom I have believed, and am perfuaded that he is able to keep that which

Ihave committed to him , againſi that day.

THEN this epiſtle was written to Timotby, St. Paul, the writer of it, was a

priſoner at Rome ; there he lay under a heavy chain , and was expoſed to

publick ſhame for the ſake of the goſpel : Hehad death in a near view ,

and was preparing for the bloudy ſtroke. For in the ſixth verſe of the laſt chapter he

ſays, I am now ready to be offered , and the time of my departure is at hand : I have fought

the good fight, and my courſe is finiſhed .

· But he ſeeins to aſſure himſelf upon the words of my text, and grows bold upon

this foundation of ſolid comfort : As though he ſhould ſay , “ None of theſe things

" moveme, nor am I afraid to die ; for I ſhall not be loft : I ſuffer ; but I am not

« aſhamed : I know whom I have truſted to take care of me in death ,and all beyond

“ it ; even to the great day of retribution .”

It is pleaſing and glorious to ſee this apoſtle, this little mean figure ofa man , whoſe

preſence and whoſe ſpeech were both contemptible ; 2 Cor. x . 10. to ſee how hebuilds

upon this hope, and aſſumes divine courage in the midſt ofpain and ſhame, in theve

ry face of ſcandal and martyrdom . “ Letme die out of this world , though with in

ç famy, violence, and bloud ; but I have been told of life, and joys, and honours,

6 in the world to come; and that with ſuch evidence, as to conſtrain my belief : And

" I know whom I have believed. Let my barbarous executioner and the ſword rob

" me of the ſhort remainsof this preſent life ; but I have committed my ſoul, and

66 allmy infinite concerns, for a long hereafter, into the hands of an almighty and

“ a ſure friend, and I am perſuaded he is able to keep what I have committed to him a

“ gainſt that day.”

This is the language of a lively hope, and theſe are the words that have adminiſ

tered conſtant ſupport to many dying chriſtians. Now that ſuch a hope may appear

to be rationally built upon this text, and that our preſentmeditationsand diſcourſe may

proceed with more regularity and profit, Imuſt briefly explain the words.

The chief things that want any explication are theſe four.

1. Who is this great friend of St. Paul's whom he hasknown and believed.

II. What hemeans by believing.

III. What it is he has comitted into the handsof this friend .

IV . What is that day, or period of time, when he expected to find all ſafe which he

had thus intruſted him with .

M
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I. Who is this great friend of St. Paul's, whom he had believed , and of whoſe

ability he was ſo well perſuaded ?

Theſe words can be properly applied to none ſo well as to Jeſus Chriſt, the ſon ofGod ,

the mediator ; and that for theſe reaſons.

It is he that is ſpoken of in the context, ver . 10.Who has aboliſhed death , and brought

life and immortality to light through th: goſpel : And it is this goſpel of Chriſt for which

Paul is not aſhamed to ſuffer, in thewords juſt before the text.

It is Chriſt who is recommended as the proper object of belief or truſt in the new

teſtament, as God the father was under the old : So our Lord himſelf declares. John

xiv . 1. Ye believe in God ; believe alſo in me. This was the great duty that all the firſt

preachers of the goſpel preſſed upon their hearers, even a belief on Jeſus Chriſt. This

was the perpetual ſubject of St. Paul's exhortations, the matter of his practice, and

the ground of his hope ; the inſtances are fo numerous, that it is needleſs and endleſs

to collect them .

It is Jeſus Chriſt into whoſe hands the father has put all his ſaints and children , and

committed them to his care, that he may keep them . John xvii. 6 , 9 , 12. Thine they

were , and thou gaveſt them to memout of the world , and I have kept them through thy

Name. And therefore into the fame hands a child of God moſt naturally commits

himſelf.

II. What does the word believe ſignify here ?

By believing we are here to underſtand an aſſent to the revelation that Jeſus Chriſt

had made of himſelf, as ſent from the father to ſave ſinners, and a truſt in him for

this ſalvation : For the word netiseura, in the greek , naturally includes both , and the

following part of the verſe confirmsthis ſenſe , which will be made more completely

evident in the improvement of this diſcourſe.

Here let it be remarked, from thebold and pathetic manner of ſpeaking, that the

apoſtle appears as a ſtrong believer, as one that had much acquaintance with Chriſt,

and long truſted in him , and every day gained further confirmation of his faith . Ob

ſerve the expreſſion , I know whom I have believed , and am come to a confident perſua

ſion in myſelf, that he is abl., & c . It is a faith riſing to divine joy ; for he mentions

it as his ſupport againſt ſhameand ſuffering .

III. When we enquire , what it is that the apoſtle committed to Chriſt ? I think

there is no need to limit or confine the truſt ; all that belongs to poor ſinful man ,

which God the father had appointed Chriſt to take care of, may be included in this

depoſitum , this important truſt. I have committed my whole perſon , ſoul and body,

with all my ſpiritual concerns in this world , and all my everlaſting intereſt in the

world to come, into the hands of Chriſt ; my ſoul, and the affairs ofmy eternity .

And this the apoſtle ſeems to have chiefly in his eye, becauſe hewasnow ready to leave

the body, and all things of this preſent life . So Cbrift on the croſs commits his ſoul

into the hands of his father. Luke xxiii.46. Father , into thy hands I commend mySpirit.

So Stephen , the firſtmartyr, addreſſes himſelf to Chriſt. Afts vii. 59. Lord Jeſus receive

my ſpirit. So David , by a ſpirit of prophecy , in evangelick expreſſions, betruſts his

foulwith God his redeemer. Pſalm xxxi. 6 . Into thy hands 1 commitmy ſpirit; thou haft

redeemed it, O Lord God of truth .

IV . What is that day, that great day, which the apoſtle means in the text ?

Without doubt, he refers to the laſt judgment, which is that day , by way of eminence,

that
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that day when the works of all other days ſhall be reviewed, when all mankind ſhall

appear together upon the earth , that have lived in ſeveral ſucceſſive days, and years ,

and ages, and a deciſive ſentence ſhall be paſſed upon all, without a poſſibility of re

verſe : The day on which the fate of their eternity ſhall depend , and be determined .

It is the cuſtom of the apoſtle to ſpeak of this day in ſuch a way ofabſolute eminence,

without particular deſcriptions : So he does twice in this fame epiſtle ; chap. i. 18. and

iv . 8 . And it is expreſsly evident in 2 Thel. i. 10 . he means this laſt great day, when

Chriſt ſhall appear in flaming fire, taking vengeance on them that obey him not ; -

and ſhall cometo be glorified in all them thatbelieve.

Though believers in Chriſt, who havecommitted theinſelves to his charge, find their

fouls ſafe in themoment after death , and the beginning of their intellectual heaven ,

yet this is more inſenſible to other men , and unſeen to the world : The day of judg

ment is a more remarkable and conſpicuous day in the eyes of all the creation , angels

and men ; in this day ſhall Chriſt openly deliver up his great truſt to the Father, who

committed all elect finners into his hands : In this day ſhall he make it appear, that

he has been able and faithful to keep whatſoeverGod and the ſaints have committed

to him .

Beſides, till this day come, Chriſt has not fulfilled his commiſſion , noranſwered his

truſt for which he is engaged to his father , and to believers ; for this is one part of it,

that he would take care of their dying bodies, and raiſe them up at the laſt day, yohn

vi.39. The apoſtle, though he wellknew the happineſs of ſeparate louls, thatwere ab

ſent from the body, and immediately preſent with the Lord, yet he more frequently

points to this bright and diſtant day of the reſurrection , when he invites our hope a

broad beyond the limits of life and time, to give it the faireſt and the longeſt proſpect.

.
...w pchon whom he truſts. Hehas fa . .

Thus having fufficiently unfolded whatſoever might ſeem doubtful in the text, let

us proceed to a more particular improvement of it : And to this end we may com

prize the ſenſe in this one propoſition or doctrine.

Doctrine. A chriſtian lays a ſolid foundation for his faith and joyful hope in the

knowledge of the perſon whom he truſts. Hehas ſome good acquaintance with that

great friend of his, to whom he commits all his concerns from time to eternity ; and

upon this he builds his confidence and comfort; and from this he riſes to joy and tri

umph . The words of my text are the language of an advanced and well-grown

faith ; and both my doctrine and diſcourſe keep this in view ; yet the nature and prac

tice of a ſinners firſt addreſſes to Chriſt by faith , may be eaſily learnt hereby ; as I

ſhall ſhew hereafter .

To confirm and improve this doctrine, let us conſider

I. What it is that a chriſtian knowsofChriſt, that engages his truſt and confidence?

II. What ſort of knowledge it is ? And how he comes by it ? And

III. What uſeful remarksmay be drawn from this ſubject ?

Firſt, What is it that a chriſtian knows of Chriſt, that engages his truſt in him ?

The anſwer may be comprized under theſe two general heads ; viz . The perſonal

qualifications of Chrijt, and his ſpecial character, or commiſſion , as one appointed to

take care of ſouls.

Iſt A believer knows the particular and perſonal qualifications of Chriſt, which ren

der him able to take care of what is committed to him . Now theſe qualifications de

pend
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him in hield ? And wmpaſ
s
the fa

pend not only upon the conſtitution of his perſon, as one in whom God and man are

united , but alſo upon the labours of his life , and the virtue of his ſufferings, his death ,

his reſurrection , and his exalted ſtate. Let us deſcend a little into particulars upon

this ſubject, and take a ſhort and pleaſurable ſurvey how well our Lord is qualified to

take the charge of fouls, and of their eternal welfare.

1.Hehas almighty power, and can ſecurewhatſoever is committed to him , againſt

all oppoſitions and dangers ; for it is by him thatGod the father created all things,

and he hath ſufficient infuence over all the works of his hands; a divine ability to

ſave his favourites , and deſtroy all that oppoſe : to enſafe them from every peril that

ariſes from their own weakneſs, and defend them againſt every adverſary that deſigns

miſchief. It was by him that our ſouls were formed at firſt in his own and his father 's

image ; and he can new -mould them into the ſame form , though it be quite defaced .

What iniquity is there in nature, which ſuch almighty grace cannot ſubdue ? What

wild imagination , or rebellious thought, in man, which a God cannot reduce to obe

dience ? Should all the wicked of the earth conſpire to ruin a chriſtian , what could

the impotent malice of creatures avail, if the creator forbid their violence ; or if he

who made them encompaſs the ſaint round as with a wall of braſs, and cover him as

with a ſhield ? And what can Satan, the tempter or the deſtroyer do, if Jeſus hold

him in his chain , and forbid him to comenigh the believer ? The lion of the great

deep cannot ſo much as roar , to affright themeaneſt lamb of the Aock , without the

permiſſion of Chriſt their ſhepherd . He can neither tempt us from our duties, nor

rifle us of our comforts , if the ſon of God command him to ſilence. And what are

all the angels in heaven but the ſervants of Chriſt, ell miniſtring Spirits, fent forth to

fecure them that are beirs of ſalvation ? Heb. i. 14. What is there within us, or with

out us, in heaven, earth , or hell, that can endanger our happineſs, if he that is one

with God, and almighty , undertake to ſave us ? To him thereforewe commit this

great undertaking.

2. He has unconceivable treaſures of knowledge, and wiſdom unſearchable. He

takes notice of themoſt ſecret and diſtant dangers to which his favourites can be expo

ſed : Hell is naked before him , and the dark counſels of deſtruction have no covering :

He confounds all the policies of darkneſs, and knowshow to infatuate Satan , the

moſt ſubtile ſpirit, when he contrives miſchief againſt the ſaints. And when ourown

hearts , for want of foreſight, run giddily, and wander into ſnares, he can ſurround

us with divine light for the recovery of our wanderings, and guide us in a ſafe path

homewards. The hidden workings of fin in the inmoſt chambers of the ſoul are

open to his eyes. Heb. iv . 12 , 13. And he knows how to prevent it from bringing forth

fruit unto death .

But on the other hand , his own counſels are laid unſearchably deep ; nor can all

hell fathom or undermine them . He is ſuppoſed to be repreſented under the charac

ter ofwiſdom , ſhewing her power. Prov. viii. 14 . Counſel is mine, and found wiſdom ;

I am underſtanding ; I have ſtrength . Heknowshow to deliver the godly out of every

temptation, and to preſerve them to his own kingdom . This gloriousperſon is fit'to

be truſted with the infinite concerns of weak and ignorant creatures.

3. His love, and compaſſion, and willingneſs to take the charge of ſouls, isequal

to his wiſdom and power. Though this be not expreſſed in the text, yet it is neceffa

rily included ; for how could the apoſtle ſay with joy, I know whom I have truſted , if

heknew only that he was able to fave, without believing him willing ? Orwhy ſhould

St. Paul truſt him with fo valuable a thing as his eternalwelfare , if he did notknow

him compaſſionate as well as mighty ? But his willingneſs is abundantly evident by ali

Vol. II. thatK
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that he did, and all thatd , and all that he ſuffered, to procure ſalvation for us ; for he tells us, it was

the very deſign of his coming, to ſeek and ſave that which was loft, Lukexix . 10. And

he inuſt be willing to keep that which he undertakes to ſeek and to ſave.

It was his love and willingneſs to take care of ſinners, that broughthim down from

heaven to an incarnation , and veiled the dignity of his divine glory in the lowly and

debaſed figure of a man, in the likeneſs of ſinful fleſh . A believer reads his willing

neſs in the very features of his manhood ; and every poor and painful circumſtance of

his life writes his love ſtill in fairer characters. What mean all his labours and weari

ſome travels ? His preachings and pleadings with obſtinate men all the day, in towns

and villages ? And his midnight wreſtlingswith God upon the cold mountains ?What

mean his kind invitations, and his melting language, bo, every one that thirſteth , let

bim comeunto me, and drink ? Come untome all ye that — are weary, and I will give you reft ?

Matt. xi. 28 . Cometo the phyſician , ye that are ſick , and I will heal you . Come ye

that areheavy laden , and I will releaſe you. Hethat cometh unto me ſhall in no wiſe

be caſt out, Jobnvi. 37 . What can bethe deſign of all theſe tender expreſſions, but

to acquaint us with his willingneſs to take care of thoſe ſinners that commit their ſouls

to him ? Whatmeans his ſubmiſſion to cruel ſufferings, and to bitter reproaches? his

agonies in the garden ? The convulſions of his nature, and the torturesof his ſoul ?

Tortures that drew cries and tears from the ſon of God ? And his ſoul was exceeding

forrowful, even to aſtoniſhment and death . What do all thoſe ſpeak , if not love and

willingneſs to ſave ? What is the language of his arms, when ſpread naked on the

croſs, but “ come unto me, ſinners, and I will embrace you ?” This is the voice

of every wound of his body, while his breath expired amidſt bloud and groans.Nor

can we underſtand any thing by all theſe ſcenes of woe, if we cannot read love in

them , and a hearty willingneſs to ſecure believing ſinners from the wrath to come.

4 . He hath perfect righteouſneſs, and atoning bloud . So that themoſt guilty

ſoulmay truſt him ſafely , for he has obeyed, and he has ſuffered : Hehas procured

pardon for ſin , and juſtification unto ' eternal life : He has made ſatisfaction for the

vileſt of crimes, and for the chief of ſinners. He had a human nature that could

die , and the in -dwelling divinity, that could put infinite dignity into his death , and

render it a full atonement for the heavieſt guilt :Hehas paid our immenſe debts , and

juſtice acknowleges the receipt in full : Hehas fulfilled the commands ofGod's perfect

law , which we could never fulfil : And he has born the curſe which would have made

us forevermiſerable : And all thisnot for himſelf, but in our ſtead ; and that with this

deſign, that hemightredeem us from the curſe ofthe law , and preſentus beforeGod in

his own righteouſneſs, that we might receive theadoption of fons, and be for ever ac

cepted in the beloved . Gal. iii. 13. and iv . 5 . Eph. i. 6 . Here is an all-ſufficient righ

teouſneſs, in which the ſevere eye of theholineſs of God can find no flaw or defect,

which is the foundation of our hope ; whereas our righteouſneſſes are mingled with

many defilements.Hereis a righteouſneſs that ſhall not be aboliſhed,though the heavens

wear away, and the earth wax old . Therefore the iſles where ſinners dwell ſhallwait

upon him , and on his arm ſhall they truſt, Ifa . li. 5 , 9 . It was the great buſineſs of the

Melah to finiſh tranſgreſſion, tomake an end ofſin , to makereconciliation foriniquity and

bring in everlaſting righteouſneſs. Dan. ix . 24. And this is of ſuch neceſſity to our fal

vation , becauſe of the perpetual frailties of our nature, that a poor treinbling belie

ver could not venture his ſoul ſafely into any hands but where ſuch a glorious righte

ouſneſs was found ; and from this character our ſaviour is pleaſed to take one of his

honourable titles , Jer .xxiii. 6 . The Lord our righteouſneſs. Surely therefore, faith a hum

ble, convinced ,and guilty wretch, in ſuch a one will I truſt, for I have nomerit in me
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to obtain pardon , I have no righteouſneſs ofmyown to renderme accepted with God ,

and I muſt for ever periſh without it. Surely in the Lord I ſhall find righteouſneſs ,

as well as wiſdom and ſtrength , Iſa . xlv. 24 . And to him I commit my ſoul.

5 . He has great intereſt with God the father, and always prevails when he

pleads. Father, I know that thou beareſt me always, John xi. 42 . Henever prays in

vain , for he is ever worthy of the father 's ear. He appears in all the virtue of his

original ſonſhip , even when heappears in the name of ſinful worms; and when he

pleads their cauſe before the throne, he does it in all the power of his meritorious

righteouſneſs, and with thecries of his dying bloud . Wemight doubt of audience

when we addreſs ourſelves to the great and dreadfulGod ; for we are but his crea

tures, who have ſinned againſt him , buthe is the only begotten fon . Wemay well

ftand at a diſtance, and tremble, for we are rebels ; but he is perfect in his loyalty

and obedience. We are defiled , but he is pure and unſpotted ; we mighe expect

thunder and deſtruction from the almighty, for the Lord abhors all ſin . For ſuch

guilty wretches to come before the face of God, though with groans and tears,would

but ſet our rebellion and guilt before his eyes, awaken his wrath, and put him in mind

of deſerved vengeance; but when Chriſt appears as a petitioner, he is approved and

heard : For he is the ſon of his love,he is all holineſs :Noman can come to the Father

butbyhim ,John xiv . 6 . Therefore we dare not truſt ourſelves in meaner hands. He

is able to keep what is committed to him unto the great day, and to ſave them to the uttermoſt

that cometo God by him ; ſeeing he ever lives tomake interceſfion for them ; and is ſuch an

bigh- prieſt as the son of God, boly, harmleſs, and nndefiled, Heb. vii. 25, 26. Hepleads

for aliens and ſtrangers, in the virtue ofhis ſonſhip ; for criminals, in the efficacy of

his obedience ; and we joyfully commit ourſelves poor ſinful and periſhing ſtrangers

and criminals, to him , to be introduced into the Father's preſence, becauſe he has the

moſt powerful influence , and the ſtrongeſt intereſt in heaven .

6 . He lives for ever. Reo. i. 18. I am be that liveth , and was dead ; and bebold

I live for evermore, Amen . Hetherefore that hath known death by experience, and

now ſtands firmly poſſeſſed of eternal life, is the moſt proper perſon that I can truſt

with allmy concerns, my Aeſh and ſpirit, for life and death , for time and eternity .

Should I preſume to makemyſelf my own keeper, yetmy utmoſt care could pretend

to reach no further than the term of this life ; for whither I go in death is all darkneſs

to me, if I had not known Chriſt and his goſpel, who has brought life and immorta

lity to light. 2 Tim .i. 10 .

And notwithſtanding all thoſe diſcoveries of the future ſtate , I am ſtill uncapable of

providing formyſelf in the inviſible world . My ſoul and body are then ſeparated,

and I cannot keep them together, nor take care of them apart. Where this world

of ſouls is I know not, nor can I tell how to ſecure mybeſt intereſt there, or direct

myſelf in the right way to the region of ſanctified ſpirits in that world , where I am

ſo much a ſtranger ; all the land of death is in a great meaſure the region of darkneſs

ſtill ; it is a vaft unknown country, and far thebiggeſt part of it is a burning climate,

a land of torment, forrow , and deſpair ; and there are a thouſand roads that lead

down to this gulph of wretchedneſs ; and how ſhall my poorwandering ſoul, when

diſmiſſed from this felh , find the way to the land of light, ſince I know not the

paths, nor the dangers of the way, and there is no companion in death to guide me

through the dark valley ? How ſhall I dare to plunge into eternity , except fomemigh

ty friend be there to take care of me, and conduct me to the ſeat of the bleſſed ?

Butmy Lord Jeſus lives in that unſeen world ; he has paſſed through the region of

death , and knows it well : he has the keys of death, and the ſeparate ſtate, and is

K 2 acquainted
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acquainted with all the avenues of it ; he is governor of the land of bleſſedneſs, and

the fitteſt guardian to whom I can commit my departing ſpirit. I leave alſo my

poor remains of Aeſh to his care: Theſe limbs I leave to moulder into duſt, under

the wakeful eye of his providence ; for he is Lord of this lower world too, and he

will raiſe myheſh to immortality , and rejoin it to my ſoul at the great day.

7 . In the laſt place, I might add , thefaithfulneſs of Chriſt to fulfill all that he

undertakes, is another qualification that encourages our truſt. His name is the Amen ,

the faithful and the true : Rev . iii.14. TheLord is faithfulwho ſhall eſtabliſh you , and

keep you from evil ; therefore, faith the apoſtle to the ſaints at Theſſalonica , Wehave

confidence in the Lord touching you , 2 Theff.ii.3 ,4 . His fincerity is above all poſſibility of

being corrupted , and what he once deſigns he will accompliſh : Whom he loves, he

loves to the end, John. xiii. 1 . He is unchangeable in his compaſſion from the very

truth of his nature ; his zeal and watchfulneſs can never admit him to be forgetful

onemoment, of all theinfinite concerns that a believer has intruſted with him . His

faithfulneſs adds force and ſtrength to all the encouragements that our faith receives

from all the other qualifications of Chriſt ; and , if I know all theſe excellencies are

found in him , I am perſuaded he is able and willing to ſave to the uttermoſt ; and I

leave my allwith him till the laſt day.

Thuswehave briefly run through the perſonal qualifications of Chriſt. But,

II. Beſides theſe his perſonal qualifications, which are the objects of a believer's

knowledge, and themotives of his faith , there is another thing that engageshis con

fidence in him ; and that is, his ſpecial character and commiſſion as a mediator, which

he has received from the father, and which he has voluntarily undertaken to fulfil.

Hereby he ſtands obliged to uſe all his perſonal abilities to take care of finners that

are committed to his charge. He often ſpeaks of his being ſent from the Father , to

do his will. See John vi. 39. And this is the Father 'swill thathath ſent me, that of all

which be hath given meI ſhould loſe nothing, but hauld raiſe it up again at the laſt

day.

By this commiſſion Chriſt has a right and authority to exerciſe all his natural pow

ers and capacities to ſecure the ſouls of believers. The juſtice, and wiſdom , and ho

lineſs, as well as the grace and mercy ofGod the father, joined to commit this autho

rity into his hands. And it is in this ſenſe that all power in heaven and earth is given

him , Matt. xxviii. 13. And be is head over all things for the church, Eph. i. 22, 23.

When we ſay, that all gifts and all graces are treaſured up in the hands of Chriſt, to

be communicated to hispeople, we mean, that as a commiſſioned mediator, he has a

rightful authority to exert all his natural and divine powers in the communication of

gifts and graces, and holy influences of the ſpirit ; which power neither he nor his Fa

ther did think proper to be exerted without ſatisfaction made for ſin as mediator.

Behold then our Lord Jeſus Chriſt, the ſon of Mary, and the ſon of God ; behold

him in all the fufficiency of the united Godhead, and in all the glory and authority of

his mediatorial commiſſion , fully capacitated to keep whatſoever is committed to him !

The believer fees this and rejoices ; he beholds all the ſouls of ſinners deſigned for

ſalvation given into the hands of Chriſt, by the Father , to keep ; which Chriſt him

felf often ſpeaks of, in xvith and xvii chapters of the goſpel of St. John . And he

reads thoſe words of his Lord with abundant joy, And I give unto them eternal life,

and they ball never periſh , neither Mall any pluck them out of my hand. My Father wbicb .

gave them me, is greater than all : and none is able to pluck them out ofmy Father 's band.

I and my Father are one. John X . 28, 29, 30.

Now ,
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“ Now , ſays the believer, ſhall I not venture my eternal ſtate in thoſe handswhere

God himſelf has laid it ? Shall I not chuſe him to bemy guardian in this my weak

and helpleſs ſtate, whom the Father has appointed for this very purpoſe, and truſted

with the care of all his children ? Who is ſo fit to bemy ſhepherd as that glorious

perſon to whom the Father has committed the charge of all his ſheep ? God the fa

ther knows him well, thathe is equal to the great undertaking, or elſe he would never

have intruſted him with the ſouls of his choſen ones ; and I through his grace have

beheld ſuch abilities , ſuch love, and ſuch faithfulneſs in him , that he is ſufficient to

anſwer the weighty charge ; therefore I have intruſted him with my all, and I know

whom I have truſted .”

Beſides, ſays the chriſtian, this is the perſon whom God has ordained to take care

of his own infinite honours, as well as of the immortal concerns of men ; and where

can I truſtmy ſoulbetter than where the all-wiſeGod has truſted all his own glory ?

The government of heaven and earth , of angels and men, is laid upon his ſhoulders ,

and of his dominion there is no bound, there is no end. Iſa . ix . 6 . The biggeſt af

fairs of kingdomsand nations, all the revolutions and concerns of the worlds of na

ture, grace, and glory, are committed to Chriſt the mediator ; all things are delivered

into his hands by the Father, John iii. 35. And ſurely , faith the chriſtian , there is none

like him to take care of my foul ; ſince God himſelf, upon a ſurvey of all the cre

ation , found none like him ; none ſo fit to be intruſted with all his own infinite con

cerns, in all the worldswhich he hath made. I know therefore whom I have believed ,

when I believed in Jeſus, and I am perſuaded he is able to keep that which I have commit

ted to bim againſt that day.

Secondly . After having diſcovered what it is that a chriſtian knows of Chriſt

that engages his belief, and firm confidence ; we proceed to enquire, What fort

of knowledge this is, or how he comes to know him ſo as to truſt in him , and re

joice in his fai;h ?

The anſwer may be reduced to theſe two heads : A believer that is arrived at ſuch

a knowledge of Chriſt, has obtained it partly by the teſtimony of others, and partly

by his own experience.

1. It is a knowledge that ariſes from the teſtimony of others. And this fort

of knowledge is generally called faith ; that is , the believing of any propoſition

upon the authority of thoſe that relate it ; and according asthe witneſſes that inake

the report are more credible, and more numerous, ſo we give the firmer aſſent to

their teſtimony ; our faith grows ſo much the ſtronger , and our knowledge is the

more certain . Now the witneſſes that give evidence to the power and faithfulneſs of

Chriſt our ſaviour, are ſo gloriouſly credible in themſelves, and ſo many in number,

that a believer has the moſt rational and ſolid ground for his faith . Let us take a

ſhort ſurvey of theſe witneſſes, and humbly examine their teſtimony . ' "

God himſelf, the all-wiſe, the true, and the erernalGod, in the perſon of the Fa

ther, has born witneſs from heaven to his fon Chriſt Jeſus in all ages. This he did

in old timeby viſions and voices, by prophecies and holy inftitutions. It is of him

that God hath Spoken by the mouth of all his holy prophets, ſince theworld began, Asts iij.

21. What is the feed of the woman, that ſhould break the ferpent's head, Gen. iii.

15. but a promiſe of our Lord Jeſus Chriſt, the ſaviour, given to Adam , to prevent

his deſpair ; and a teſtimony of his power to deſtroy the worksof the devil, and to

lave fallen man ? What is the feed of Abrdham , in whom all nations Thould be

bleſſed ,
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bleſſed , Gen . xxii. 18. but a prophecy of the bleſſings of life and falvation to the

nations of the earth , by Jeſus the ſon of Abraham ? Who was Shiloh, of whom

Jacob propheſied to him ſhall be the gathering of the people,but Chriſ , who was ſent of

God , that the Gentiles might commit their ſouls into his hands, and join themſelvesto

him as their head and governor ? Gen . xlix . 10.

It would be endleſs to run through all the meſſages from God, which the inſpired

prophets of old delivered to men , and which gave divine teſtimony to the ſaviour

that ſhould be born. Who was the angel of the covenant, that was ſent to conduct

the Jews through the wilderneſs, and to keep that nation , and to bring them ſafe to

Canaan ? Who was the captain of the Lord's hoſt, that was ſent and appeared to

Foſbua, engaging for the protection of him and his army ? Whatwas theviſion that

appeared to Iſaiah, the Lord fitting upon a throne in much glory and power, but ſo

many prefigurations of the Son of God , that was to take our nature upon him , and

become a laviour ? What were all theſe appearances of God in the form of man ,

but ſigns and pledges, and , as it were, eſlays towards his incarnation ? What were

the types of the old teſtament, but embleins of deliverance, atonement and falva

tion, that were to be conferred by Chriſt, upon thoſe ſinners that would truſt him

with their ſouls ? What was the ark wherein Noah was ſaved, when he committed

his life to the keeping of God , in that floating houſe, amidſt a flood of waters, but

an aſſurance of ſafety to thoſe ſinners who make Chriſt their refuge, when the foods

of divine wrath riſe high ? What was the deſign of the bloudy ſacrifices, the ſacrifices

of expiation , but hold forth the method whereby Chriſt ſhould ſecure guilty ſouls

from death .

Timewould fail me to ſpeak of the brazen and the golden altar ; of burning the

feíh of beaſts, and the imoking incenſe ; of the ark of the covenant where the law

was kept, and the cover of it, which was called the mercy -ſeat, where the God of

glory dwelt under the form of a bright cloud : Timewould failme to ſpeak of the

tabernacle of Mofes, and the temple of Solomon ; of the cities of refuge, appointed

for the ſafety of caſual murderers ; of the high -prieſt, of his garments, and of his

offices, who was to keep the names of the tribes of Ifrael upon his breaſt and upon

his ſhoulder. Theſe were all the inſtitutions and appointments of God himſelf, to

aſſure us by various carnal emblems of the fulneſs of that ſalvation by Jeſus Chrift ;

for which no ſingle emblem was ſufficient.

Let usdeſcend to later times, and behold God the father giving teſtimony to his

ſon , by kindling a new ſtar in the heavens at his birth , and ſending it as a guide to

lead the wiſemen from the eaſt, and from the riſing ſun , to a greater and ſweeter

light, the morning ſtar, and the ſun of righteouſneſs . Heſent a voice from heaven

at his baptiſm , and pronounced in diſtinct language, This is my beloved ſon in whom I

' am well pleafed .Mat. iii.17. Twice more did he ſpeak from heaven and with an audible

voice. in the time of the life of Chriſt atteſt this miſſion : A believer knowsmany of

theſe things, and receives the teſtimony of God . And this is the witneſs of God, which

bebath teſtified of bis ſon, that eternal life is in him . I John v . 9 ,11 .

Chriſt himſelf is another witneſs that teſtifies his own ability to ſave ſinners, and

keep what is committed to him . John viii. 18 . I am one that bear witneſs of my

Telf ; and the Father that ſentmebeareth witneſs of me. And though he bear record of

himſelf, yet his record is true and credible ; for he came from heaven, and was

made man in an extraordinary way ; and he roſe again after death , and aſcended to

heaven ; which ſeems to be the meaning of thoſe words, For I know whence I came,

and
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and whither 180 ; which are brought as a reaſon of the truth of his teſtimony, John

viii. 14. He appeared amongſt men with all the undiſputed ſigns of the Meſab

upon him ; and the doctrines that he preached , and the miracles that hewrought,

and the convulſions of nature at his death , and the wonders of his reſurrection , all

agree to confirm the miſſion of Chriſt, and his ability to ſave. A chriſtian beholds

the ſon of God coming from the dead , with this meſſage to him : “ I am able to

" deliver from death thoſe that believe in me; to keep their ſouls ſafe in myhand,

" and to raiſe their bodies up to life everlaſting : For, behold , I was dead, and am

« alive ; and live for evermore.Amen .” Rev . i. 18 .

Or ſhall I rather ſay, that the miracles of Cbrift were the teſtimonies which the

holy Spirit gave to themiſſion ofChrſt, the ſon of God ? For they are ſometimes in

ſcripture aſcribed to the ſpirit, Matth . xii. 28 . I caſt out devils by the Spirit of God.

And one of the three witneſſes in heaven to the goſpel of Chriſt, is the Spirit of

God. 1 John v . 6 , 7 . It is the spirit that beareth witneſs, becauſe the Spirit is truth .

That ſpirit and power by which he opened the eyes of the blind, made the lame

to walk , and the dead to riſe, does effectually atteſt his power to take care of thoſe

that are intruſted with him : For theſe wonders were wroughtwith a deſign to confirm

this doctrine ; and upon this account Chriſt is ſaid to be juſtified in , or by the Spirit,

I Tim . iii . 16 . His commiſſion was ſealed , and his authority atteſted by theſe migh

ty works of the bleſſed Spirit.

Thus the believer has a threefold witneſs from heaven, to give him the knowledge

of Chriſt, and to confirm his faith ; and this is abundantly ſufficient to juſtify his truſt

in Chrift Jeſus.

But he has many other witneſſes alſo to the ſame truth : He can call all the holy

prophets and ſaints ſince the world began , to bring in their witneſs, who told of

the power of Chriſt to ſave, in dark ſpeeches, when they lived in this world , and

now find themſelves ſafe in his hands in the world of light. A believer can call the

noble company of apoſtles, the holy army of martyrs and confeſſors, to atteſt the

ſame doctrine ; who, through terrible temptations of Satan, and the wrath of man ;

who, through fires and waters, and many deaths, have committed their ſouls to his

divine keeping, and found them in ſafety beyond the grave.

The believer can add the teſtimony of all his fellow -faints now living, who, by

venturing their eternal concerns into the hands of Chriſt, have found lafety and reſt,

ſtrength againſt ſin , and peace of conſcience ; divine joy, courage againſt ſufferings,

and triumphs in the midſt of dangers. They all with one voice cry out, “ Not un

to ourſelves, but to thy name be all the glory ; for thy grace haskept us ſince we

committed ourſelves unto thee ; and not one of us is loſt ; and we continue to

truſt our all with thee till the great day ; and we are aſſured of ſafety, though our

dangers are infinite.”

You ſee here what a rational and ſolid foundation a chriſtian has for his know

ledge of Chriſt, and his faith in him . It is built upon teſtimonies ſo numerous, ſo ,

credible, and ſo divine ; well might the apoſtle ſay, I know whom I have truſted :

And he becomes a witneſs to us even to the end of the world , to direct fouls to the

fame refuge. When a finner is awakened to ſee his dreadful guilt, and danger for

eternity , and is making earneſt enquiry , what ſhall I do for my ſoul? Where

ſhall I truſt it, that it may be kept ſafe for ever ? Let his eye be directed to this able

and all-fufficient ſaviour, by ſo long a train of witneſſes, and the holy Spirit with

. . them ,
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them , and he can no longer doubt whither to apply himſelf, or to whoſe hands he
ſhould betruſt his eternal concerns.

II. The knowledge that a believer has of Chriſt's ability to ſave, ariſes not only

from the witneſs of others, but from his own inward and ſenſible experience. The

apoſtle ſpeaks here not as a young believer, but as one that had known Chriſt long, had

long truſted him , and gained daily confirmations of his faith , as was hinted before.

Though a ſinner at firſt is drawn to Christ by the report that is made of him by

others, either by his education, by reading or hearing the word, or by holy confe

rence ; yet afterwards he grows up to an eſtabliſhment and aſſurance of faith by the

ſweet experience he has had of what Chriſt has done for him ; and he ſaith to themi

niſter, and to his fellow chriſtian, and to the apoſtles, and the prophets, as all the

neighbours ſaid to the woman of Sanaria, John iv . 42. Now we believe, notmerely

becauſe of this ſaying ; for wehave beard him ourſelves, and know indeed that this is the

Chriſt, the ſaviour of the world .

I am well ſatisfied that it is from this ſort of knowledge, as well as the former, it

is from experience as well as faith , that ſo many faints have been able to aſſume the

words of my text, and to triumph in the approaches of death . For though they may

have learned the knowledge of Chriſt, and his ability to ſave, and that from their

earlieſt youth , by the pious inſtructions of their parents, by the miniſtry of their

teachers, and much converſe with the holy ſcriptures, yet they have a more large

and confirmed knowledge of Chriſt, from themany ſenſible effects of his love and

power upon their fouls, and from their conſtant converſe with him by medita

tion and prayer, both in their ſecret retirement, and in their daily walk with God .

They can ſay from a ſweet and rich experience, perhaps from their youngeſt years,

and downwards, to maturer age, I know whom I have believed.

“ I know my conſcience was burdened with guilt, and I could find no relief till I ſaw

the croſs of Chriſt, and carried my guilty conſcience thither ; the man that hung

upon the tree took my burden off, ſprinkled me with his own bloud , and undertook

to ſecure me from the wrath of God for ever. I know who it was that relieved me

from theſe terrors, and I rejoice in his atonement."

“ I had no righteouſneſs to appear in before a pure and a holy God, and I had juſt

reaſon to dread his preſence as a conſuming fire; but the fame glorious perſon put a

complete righteouſneſs upon me, through faith , whereby I can ſtand before a juſt

God , with humble confidence ; and I know and adore the Lord my righteouſ

.

neſs. ”

" Mynature was all corrupted, my ſins were ſtrong ; I had no power to think

or to do that which was good ; and I know whoſe grace it was that renewed

all my nature , that formed my ſoul to religious thoughts , that ſetmeupon the

work of mortification , and aſſiſted me in thoſe divine labours. I remember what

powerful feeds of vanity were found in my heart ; and if I had not given up the

garden to Chrift's keeping, it had been all over-run with weeds, and neither fruit nor

Power had ever appeared there .”

“ When I met with temptations I found myſelf a very unequalmatch for them ; for

I was by nature all weakneſs ; but by the knowledge of Chriſt I have obtained

ſtrength : I have often found his grace ſufficient for me, and his ſtrength made per

fedt in my infirmity : I know by whoſe power it is, that. I ſtand ; and I am perfuaded

that he that has kept me hitherto , is ſtill able to ſavemefrom falling : I have tried

his grace ſo often , and found it fufficient hitherto , that I will truſt him for what re

mains.
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mains. I have committed my ſoul therefore to his keeping till the day of my

death , till the great day of my reſurrection . And we who are alive believe con

concerning thoſe that are gone, that our bleſſed Lord has fulfilled a great part

of his truſt; has introduced their ſpirits into the preſence of the father, with ex

ceeding joy ; and will fulfil the deſign of his love, when the dead ſhall ariſe to

complete glory .

Thus I have endeavoured to make it appear, that a believer knows ſo much

of the perſon of Chriſt, of his qualifications for a faviour, and his divine com

miſſion for this purpoſe , as to engage his truſt and confidence in him : And

he obtains this knowledge by teſtimonies of ſufficient evidence ; and by his

own experience he confirms his faith . The reflections that attend this ſubject

will compoſe the next diſcourſe.

VOL. II. DIS
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DISCOURSE X.

Faith built on Knowledge. Preached 1711.

i The Second Partof this Sermon.

2 Tim . i. 12 .

-- I know whom I havebelieved, and Iam perſuaded that he isable to keep thatwhich
I bave committed to him , againſt that day .

HOUGH the redeemer was gone to the inviſible world, and St. Paul ne

ver knew him while hewas on earth , yet he was no ſtranger to him when

- hewrote this epiſtle . Chriſt is unſeen to men , but not unknown to the be

liever. The apoſtle was ſo well acquainted with the perſon and the commiſſion of

Chriſt, that he could venture all into his hands to the day of judgment : he could

look forward to that day with divine pleaſure, and rejoice in the midſt of preſent ſuf

ferings, upon the aſſurance of his future ſafety .

From the example of this great and holy man in my text, I have drawn this ob

ſervation .

Doct. A chriſtian lays a ſolid foundation for his faith and joyful hope in the know

ledge of Chriſt Jeſus, in whom he truſts.

Here I have ſhewn at large what it is of Chriſt that a chriſtian is acquainted with ,

in order to truſt him . Beſides the wondrous conſtitution of this perſon, as a man ,

in whom dwells the fulneſs of the godhead bodily , many glorious and all-ſufficient

qualifications of a mediator are found in him . Ye have heard how great and how

good, how wiſe and how faithful, he is ; how well fitted to undertake the ſalvation

of the guilty, becauſe he hath provided an atonementand complete righteouſneſs ;

how well furniſhed to take the charge of bringing ſinners to a ſtate of grace and holi

neſs, becauſe he hath the fulneſs of the ſpirit in him , to communicate to inen, in or

der to renew their natures, and fit them for heaven . Ihave ſhewnwhat a commiſſion

he received from the Father, to undertake the great work of the ſalvation of men ;

and thereby, as he hath a natural power, ſo he hath a legalauthority to take the charge

of fouls that are committed to him . O the glorious furniture of the greatmediator !

O the divine commiſſion that gives ſecurity to faith ! How happily are they joined in

Jeſus the Lord ! And how much doth theknowledge of this conduce to a believer's

comfort!

I have alſo ſhewn at large, in the ſecond place, how a chriſtian comes by this know

ledge : He has abundant teſtimony to the truth of all theſe things from heaven and

from earth : God himſelf hath given witneſs from heaven , by miracles, viſions, and

voices: The apoſtles, prophets, and martyrs, have filled the earth with their wit

neſs ; and , by moſt convincing arguments, have proved the all- ſufficiency of Chriſt

to fave. The believer hath a witneſs in his own ſoul, to the power and grace of Chriſt

when

large,in
mony to

itneſsfrom
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when he feels holineſs wrought in his heart by the goſpel, and divine peace in his

conſcience, with the fore- taſtes of heaven .

Now from ſuch a knowledge, derived from ſcripture and inward experience, he

grows up to a holy courage in believing ; he can venture his immortal concerns with

aſſurance into the hands of Chriſt ; he is bold , and triumphs in his faith , and can ſut

fer for it without being aſhamed .

Thus having briefly recalled the doctrinal part, I proceed now to the laſt thing I

propoſed ; and that was, to attempt ſome uſeful remarks on this ſubject or diſcourſe .

Iſt remark . Here wemay learn the true nature of ſaving faith in Chriſt. It is a

committing of the ſoul into the hands of Chriſt, from a due knowledge of his per

ſon , and his power to ſave. It is true, thatmy text is not themere language of a

young and feeble faith , but the divine oratory of holy confidence , joy, and triumph ;

yet the nature of ſaving faith is ſo fully comprized, and ſo plainly expreſſed in it, that

I have often thought I know not any one fingle verſe in the whole bible, that gives

us ſo clear and diſtinct an accountof this grace. By the words of my text it is ren

dered as intelligible as love, or hope, or fear, or almoſt any of the common actions

of life or religion .

It is a committing or betruſting of the ſoul to Chriſt for complete ſalvation, flow

ing from a ſenſe of our ſin and mifery ; a knowledge of his perſonal qualifications,

and his divine commiſſion ; or a perſuaſion of his ability and willingneſs to keep what

is thus committed to him to the day of final judgment.

Saving faith is not a feeble belief of the words, or works, or power of Chriſt,

upon a ſhort hearſay and night notice, but it is built upon knowledge and juſt evi

dence. It is not amere doctrinal and hiſtorical aſſent to the truths which our ſaviour

ſpoke; nor is it a mere rational conviction by the beſt arguments, that Chriſt is fur

niſhed with ſuch abilities to ſave : It is not a ſudden fit of deſire, or hope, or well

wiſhing to our ſouls to be ſaved by Chriſt ; nor is it a raſh and bold preſumption that

Chriſt will ſave me, and make mehappy : But it is a ſolemn betruſting of my ſoul

into his hands for ſalvation, built upon a deep ſenſe of my own ſin and danger ; ą

folid knowledge of his ſufficient furniture for ſuch an undertaking; and an earneſt

deſire to bemade partaker of this ſalvation , in the full nature of it, both the holineſs

and the joy.

Saving faith therefore ſuppoſes and implies in it a lively ſenſe of the guilt of our

ſins, and the eternal miſery that is like to enſue ; a ſight of the juſt vengeance ofGod .

to which we are expoſed , and how uncapable we are to make atonement for ourſelves,

or procure pardon ; a ſenſe of ourwant of a perfect righteouſneſs to juſtify us before

God , and how impoſible it is for us to make one out of our own works and duties ;

for why ſhould we truſt another to do that which we can do for ourſelves. i :

It ſuppofes alſo a ſight of the corruption of our natures, our perpetual tendency to

freſh iniquity , and our weakneſs to perform the duties of life or religion ; our natural

delight in fin and the creature, and our natural averſion to God , and all that is holy ;

together with our utter incapacity of enjoying heaven whilſt we are in this temper ,

and our impotence to change our own natures, and turn our ſouls from earth to

heaven ,

It ſuppoſes and implies a painful ſenſe of ourhaving offended God, and wearineſs

of this ſtate of ſin , and a hearty willingneſs to be delivered from it : For why ſhould

we ſeek after the knowledge of ſuch an almighty friend and ſaviour, if we were not

fearful of eternalmiſery without one ? Or why ſhould we concern ourſelves about a

L 2 perſon
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perſon that can ſubdue fin in us, if we are not ſo far made willing to partwith it, as

to have our natures reformed into holineſs ? And let it be obſerved, that this pain

ful ſenſe, this inward wearineſs of the power and reign of ſin in us, and this deſire of

deliverance from it , is the moſt eſſential part of true repentance, or the converſion of

the ſoul from ſin to God.

It includes, in the next place, a ſight and belief of the all- fufficiency of Chriſt to

ſupply our wants ; that there is atonement in him for our ſins, and pardon procured

by him ; that there is righteouſneſs with him for our juſtification and acceptance unto

eternal life ; and all this by themeans of his perfect obedience and death : That there

is power and grace in him to conquer all our ſins, to ſuppreſs temptations, to reform

our vicious appetites, to incline our wills to God , to ſtrengthen our endeavours for

the practice of all holineſs ; to keep us in the favour and in the image of God, and

conduct us ſafe to heaven ; and that he is appointed by the father to do all this for

finners.

It conſiſts formally in a committing of the guilty and ſinful ſoul to the care of Chriſt ,

according to his Father's commiſſion to take care of loſt ſouls, and to keep thatwhich

is committed to him . It is a ſecret addreſs of the heart unto Chriſt, whereby we re

ſign our guilty perſons to hiin , to be pardoned for the ſake of his ſufferings; our un

righteous ſouls to be accepted through his righteouſneſs ; our ſinful and polluted na

tures to be fanctified by the power of his grace , and to be preſerved ſafe to death and

glory

After all this, there follows an acquieſcence, or reſt of the ſoul in Chriſt, which

he promiſed , when he called the weary and the heavy laden ſinners to come to him ,

Matt. xi. 28 . And this is accompanied with a good hope and expectation of all this

ſalvation from Chrift, for which the ſinner truſts in him : And this excites his love and

thankfulneſs to Chriſt, and awakens all his endeavours to a warm purſuit of heaven ,

in the path of holineſs, in which God hath appointed us to walk to the kingdom .

Thus every divine promiſe , every threatening , and every command , obtains a due

authority over the heart, under the vital influence of ſuch a faith . This is not a la

zy and a ſlothful confidence, that caſts away all care by throwing it on Chriſt, and

walks in a ſecure and bold neglect of duty : For a believer well knowsthat he is

bound to take the utmoſt care of his own ſoul, to work out his ſalvation with holy

fear, to watch againſt temptation , to reſiſt every riſing ſin , and perſevere to the

death ; though , from a ſenſe of his own inſufficiency, he builds his ſafety and hope

on the all-fufficiency of Chriſt.

Let it be obſerved here , that it is not neceſſary that all theſe ſeveral workings of

the heart ſhould be plain , and diſtinct, and ſenſible , in every act of faith , nor in eve

sy true believe: For the actions of the ſoul, and eſpecially the ſprings, and the mo

tives, and deſigns of thoſe actions, are ſo hidden , and ſo mingled with each other,

that they are not all diſtinctly perceived even in the ſoul, where they are tranſacted .

When the jailor cried out, What ſhall I do to be ſaved , Aets xvi. 30. or when the

poor man in the goſpel, Mark ix . 24 . ſaid , Lord, I believe ; help my unbelief ; there

were a multitude of crowding thoughts and paſſions that produced and mingled with

thoſe ideas and expreſſions of fear and faith , which could never be diſtinctly appre

hended and recounted by the perſons that felt them . But this I ſay, that moſt, or all

the particulars I have mentioned , ſeem to be neceſſary in the very nature of a true

and ſaving faith in Chriſt,where the goſpel is known and preached ſo clearly as it is in

our times, and muſt be pre- ſuppoſed or involved, and ſecretly included , in the very

act
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act of believing unto eternal life. It is a committing the foul to the care of Chriſt,
from ſuch motives, and with ſuch deſigns, as I have deſcribed.

This account of ſaving faith guards it againſt all the miſtakes of the age, and ſe

cures it againſt all the inroads of error on either ſide. A chriſtian that takes in all

theſe views, will not eaſily be led away by the popiſh , or any other doctrine, where

faith is ſuppoſed to be a mere aſſent to the revelations of the goſpel, nor will he be

enſnared by the unwary expreſlions of ſomegreat writers, that faith is a full perſua

ſion of our own ſalvation, which has. given too much countenance to antinomian

follies.

Hethat has this knowledge and this belief which I have deſcribed, and does thus

heartily commit his ſoul to Cbrift, ſhall in no wiſe be caſt out, and can never miſcar

ry ; but by repeated exerciſes of this faith , and humble watchfulneſs in walking with

God, he ſhall grow rich in experience, and ſhall learn to ſay with triumph , Iknow .

whom I have believed , and am perſuaded that he is able, & c .
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Ild remark . Wemay infer from this diſcourſe, the value of a ſolid and regular

knowledge ofthe perſon of Chriſt, andhis goſpel : It lays a good foundation for our firſt

faith , and afterwards for its growth to a ſteady aſſurance. When we well know whom

wehave believed , we believe with a firmer confidence, and with boldneſs we commit

our infinite concerns into the hands of a perſon of whoſe ability and faithfulneſs we

are well perſuaded ; at firſt, by a diſtinct knowledge of his goſpel, and afterwards, .

by an experimental acquaintance with his power and grace. Our hope in his ſalvation

is hereby better eſtabliſhed , and our hearts grow fearleſs. Such a hope is an anchor

that loſes not its hold in the wildeſt ſtorms, andmakesthe veſſel ride in ſafety .

What is the reaſon of the perpetual doubts and deſpondencies of ſome chriſtians,

that have made a long profeſſion of the goſpel ? Whence is it that they are alarmed

at every turn , and tremble, as though all were loſt ? How comes it to paſs, that theſe

hurries of mind ſhould return ſo often , and almoſt overwhelm ſome pious ſouls, that

walk watchfully and humbly with God ? Is it not becauſe their faith has been too much

built upon ſudden and warm affections, without fo folid a ground of regular know

ledge ? When perſons of a weaker mind have felt a ſtrong and divine impreſſion from

ſome particular ſcripture, or from ſome bright ſentence in a ſermon , which hath dif

played the grace and ſalvation of Chriſt , they have made this inward ſenſation the

ground of their hope ; they have fed ſtill upon this cordial, and lived upon this ſup

port. And whenfoever theſe warm impreſſions return , they truſt in Chriſt afreih ,

and rejoice ſenſibly in his ſalvation : But they can hardly give a rational accountwhat

their faith is, or why they believe ; and when theſe extraordinary ſupplies fail them ,

they ſink , and tremble, and die.

I confeſs, if this faith change their natures, purify their hearts from the love of fin ,

and make them walk in holineſs, far be it from me to ſuſpect the truth of it. But

this I muſt ſay , that ſuch ſouls are in danger of perpetual diſquietudes, ready to be

ſhaken by every wind, and expoſed to every gloomy temptation : When the flaſhes

of light are gone, they are all darkneſs and terror, becauſe they cannot render a rea.

ſon of the hope that was in them , from a diſtinct acquaintance with the perſon in

whom they had fixed their hope, or from his rich ability to ſave.

It is not a piece of wiſdom in natural things, to truſt a man with affairs of impor

tance before weknow him ; or if we do, every little dark circumſtance , every flying

report, will be ready to fhake our hearts, and fill us with fear ; though perhaps our

concerns may be ſafe in his hands. And it is not a piece of holy wiſdom to truſt

Chrif
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Cbrift himſelf infinitely , and yet be contented to know him but a very little. Such

ſoulsmay be ſafe at laſt , becauſe the Lord , whom they truſt, is honeſt and faithful ;

but they expoſe themſelves to many fears, and frequent torments of mind, all the

time of their abſence from him . Let Athenians build their altars to the unknownGod ;

but a chriſtian ſhould not truſt in an unknown ſaviour.

Let us all be perſuaded then to learn much of Chriſt, that with honour and wiſdom

wemay truſt him much ; that wemay venture our all for eternity into his hands, and

reſt ſecurely upon well-known power and faithfulneſs. They that know thy name, o

God our ſaviour, will put their truſt in thee, Pfalm ix . 10 . There is a noble inſtance

of holy prudence in a well-built and well- fettled, faith . Let usnot fancy that we

know Cbriſt enough , when we have attained merely ſuch a degree of knowledge as is

abſolutely neceſſary for converſion, or ſo much as is ſufficient to make a profeſſion of

his name. and thereby obtain a right to the fellowſhip of the ſaints. Let us not be

content to be always babes, feeble and fearful becauſe unknowing: We ſhould think

no pains too much to acquire divineknowledge, and to improve it : And to this end ,

let the holy ſcriptures be our daily ſtudy, for theſe are thewritings that teitify of

Chriſt. Let us not cenſure the preachers that feed us with a word of knowledge, nor

complain of dry diſcourſes, when in any particular fermon , the doctrines of religion

are chiefly inſiſted on ; for theſe are the foundation of our wiſeſt faith , and the pillars

of folid and exalted joy. Itwas knowledge that carried the great apoſtle into that ex

taſy of pleaſure , and divine mortification to every thing belides Chriſt, Phil. iii. 8 , 9 .

l'ea , doubtleſs, I count all things but loſs, for the excellency of the knowledge of Chriſt

Jeſus my Lord, for whom I have ſuffered the loſs of all things, and count them but dung,

that I might be found in him , & c ,

Seek after experimental acquaintance with Chriſt. Follow the advice of St. Peter ,

2 epiſt. iii. 18 . Grow in grace, and in the knowl:dge of our Lord Jeſus. This is attained

bymuch converſe with him , in meditation and prayer ; by ſecret and hourly addreſſes

to him ; by frequent breathings of foul towards our heavenly friend , in whoſe hands

lie all our immortal concerns. Make daily obſervations of the work and power of

his grace upon your hearts, in your performance of duties, and ſucceſs againſt temp

tations; and have a care that you loſe not the things which ye had wrought : Take

heed leſt you decline in your acquaintance with Chriſt; thatyour faith and hope being

built upon a regular knowledge, you may have a bleſſed treaſure of chriſtian experi

ences to eſtabliſh and exalt it.

IIId remark . How unkind and unnatural is it for parents to let the ſouls of their

children periſh for want of knowledge ! How neceſſary to acquaint them betimes with

the goſpel of Chriſt, that they may truſt in him betimes, and that their ſouls may

be ſafe in the great day ! If I ſhould aſk every mother in the aſſembly this queſtion ,

do you not deſire all your children ſhould be young believers ? But how can they be

lieve in him whom they have not known ? How can you expect they ſhould truſt in

any perſon , if you have never brought them into his acquaintance ? Or will you con

tent yourſelves that you give them the name of chriſtians in baptiſm , and let them

know nothing of Chriſt.

Think it not enough therefore to make them repeat the words of a catechiſin , but

enquire what they mean by ſuch and ſuch wordsand ſentences, which they pronounce ;

and thus you will diſcover where their ignorance lies : Then inform them , and alliſt

their young underſtandings. Acquaint them with the ſin of their natures, with the

fins of their life, with the anger of God, and danger of hell ; till they are afraid of
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it in earneſt, and aſk , what they ſhall do to be ſaved . Then teach them the know

ledge of Chriſt, inhis glorious perſon ; in his excellent qualifications of love, power,

and faithfulneſs ; teach them the doctrine of his death as a ſatisfaction for fin , and

of that all-ſufficient righteouſneſs, upon which only they can find acceptance with a

juſt and a holy God : Acquaint them with his pleading in heaven as a prieſt, for ſin

ners here on earth, and his reigning there as king, to give grace and holineſs, pardon

and repentance, and ſalvation , to all that are willing to accept it in his own way. And

let this practice be continually repeated , till, by frequent enquiries, you find they un

derſtand what you teach them .

. Shew them how to commit their ſouls into the hands of Chriſt by prayer and faith ,

and how to walk watchfully in obedience to all the commands of Chriſt, to practiſe

the duties of religion toward God, and the duties ofmorality toward men ; in order

to evidence their faith , and to bring them onward to complete ſalvation . Tell them

of the laſt great judgment-day, when alltheir ſecret actions ſhall be brought to light

before God , angels, and men ; and when they muſt give an accountto Jeſus the judge,

of all their behaviour here. Make it evident, that there is no way to appear with

ſafety before him as a judge, but by committing their ſouls to hirn , as their kind and

all-ſufficient friend : And then holy parents may hope to meet their ſons and their

daughters with comfort, at the right hand of the Lord in thatday .

It is an acquaintance with ſuch a ſaviour, and ſuch a truſt in him , that will prepare

them not only for the laſt judgment, but for every circumſtance of life and the va

rious changes they may paſs through in the day of their pilgrimage ; and it will fit

them for an early or an aged death .

· If they ſhould be exalted to riches or honour in the world , ſuch a faith will be of

abundant uſe and ſafety to them , that the keeping of their fouls was committed in

their younger days to the care of Chriſt ; and they will carry their profeſſion and their

converſation unſpotted with the world , through ten thouſand ſnares attending ſuch

circumſtances, by the infuence of ſuch a faith .

• If they fall under various and heavy afflictions in the ſeveral ſtages of their life, it

will be their perpetual relief, chat all their concerns are in the hands of a merciful and

a faithful high -prieſt, who himſelf has ſufferrd in the fleſh , and knowshow to pity

them that ſuffer. When the tumults of ſorrow gather together, and the waves riſe

high , to diſtract and overwhelm their ſpirits, they will find many an hour of ſweet

ferenity and calmneſs , by having committed themſelves to that Jeſus, who can ſay to

the waves , peace, and be ſtill.

But this leads me to the next inference. . .

IVth remark .Wemay infer from this diſcourſe , how well God has provided for the

ſafety and comfort of believers. For their ſafety , becauſe he has ſet up and appoint

ed a perſon ſo able to take care of their ſouls ; and for their comfort, becauſe he gives

them ſuch a knowledge of him in his own word, and by their own ſpiritual obferva

tion . It is this knowledge, this faith , and holy confidence, in the power and faith

fulneſs of Chriſt, that prepares the ſoul for all accidents in the natural and ſpiritual

life ; it is this gives the chriſtian his ſupport and comfort under every change of cir
od ready to meet them all.

cumſtances; and makes him valiant, and ready to meet them all. . .

Shall we run through a few of theſe ſeaſons briefly ?

• In times of abounding error, when the goſpel of Chriſt is corrupted , the believer

gives diligence to reading , that hemay hold fait the form of found words ; hę prays

for the inlightning ſpirit to confirm him in the truth ; but he rejoices in this, that his

foul
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- ſoul is in the hands of Chriſt, who will not ſuffer him to be reduced into damnable he

reſies, but will ſecure him from every fatal miſtake.

Under the violenttemptations of Satan, it is a ſupport to the faint, that the powers

of hell are all led captive, and trodden under foot by him who is the guardian of his

eternal welfare : Heknows that his Lord will ſave him from the mouth of the lions

will deliver him from every evilwork ; and will preſerve him to his heavenly kingdom ,

2 Tim . iv . 17.

Under a ſenſe of freſh guilt, and ſins of daily infirmity, the chriſtian mourns bit

terly , becauſe of his failings and follies, but hopes for ſecurity from ruining tranſ

greſſions, and the unpardonable fin ; becauſe the virtue of the atonement in which he

truſts is eternal: Cbriſt has undertaken to preſerve him from final apoſtacies, though

the beſt of ſaints are not ſecured here from the workings of ſin .

And under theſe diſcompoſures of mind, and the frequent vexations and uneaſi

neſſes in the things of this life, thatmay ruffle their tempers, had it not been for their

acquaintance with Chriſt , they had been ſometimes utterly overcome; but how often

have they retired into their cloſets , and left the tumult of their thoughts behind them

in the world , while they went to converſe with him by prayer , who had the care of

their ſpiritual concerns ? Or, at leaſt, they have cried unto the Lord becauſe of thoſe

uneaſy companions ; have ſhook them off in his preſence with holy anger , and re

turned into the world again with ſerenity in their countenance, and victory and peace

in their ſouls. This ſtrength they derive from their bleſſed Lord , whom they have

choſen for their divine guardian.

Under the weakneſs of our graces, and the inconſtancy of our tempers, it is a

matter of relief to an humble faint, that the keeper of his ſoul is compaſſionate, and

pities his frailties ; is almighty , and will ſtrengthen him under his weakneſſes ; is un

changeable, the ſame yeſterday, to -day, and for ever. The lambs of his flock are

weak , and cannot follow him in ſome rugged and difficult paths ; then he gathers

the lambs with his arms, and carries them in his boſom . Ifai xl. 11 And there are

ſomeof the ſheep of his fold that are ready to ſtraggle into forbidden ways, to wan

der abroad, and loſe themſelves in the wilderneſs : But the Lord is their ſhepherd, he

reſtoreth their ſouls, and leads them again into the way of righteouſneſs, for his

name's ſake, Pſalm xxiii. 3.

In an hour of deſertion , when God has withdrawn his joys, when the light of his

countenance is concealed , and darkneſs lies upon the ſpirit, the believer holds faſt his

hope, though his rejoicings are interrupted ; for he has committed his ſoul to the care

of Chriſt, who has full intereſt with the Father, and can prevail for the recovery of his

joys again . While hewalks in darkneſs, and hasno light of comfort, ſtill he can

truſt in the nameof the Lord , and ſtay upon hisGod. Ifa . l. 10 .

Under ſickneſs, and pains of nature, that threaten a diffolution of the body, the

pillow of a believer lies eaſy underhis head ; for his ſoul, his deareſt part is in ſafe

keeping and cannot periſh . Amidſt all the languiſhings of nature, we have often

heard the triumphs of grace from the mouth of a lively chriſtian . “ If I walk through

the valley of the ſhadow of death , I will fear no evil ; for my almighty friend is

with me, Pſalm xxiii. 4 . I know that if the tabernacle of this earthly houſe be

diffolved , I have a building ofGod, a houſe not made with hands, eternal in the

heavens. There is a manſion above prepared for me by him , who has the care of

my eternity. He went up on high , on purpoſe to prepare a place, and hewill

come again, and take me to himſelf ; that where he is, there I may be alſo ; if it

were
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were not ſo , he would have told me; for I know whom I have truſted ; and whither

he is gone I know , and the way I know , 2 Cor. v . 1 . John xiv . 2 , 3 , 4 ."

Upon this view and aſſurance, the dying faint attempts the praiſes of his Lord, and

practiſes ſomething like the worſhip of heaven before-hand : To him that is able to

keep me from falling, and will preſentme faultleſs before the preſence of his glory with

exceeding joy , — be glory and majeſty, dominion and power , both now and ever , Amen .

Jude 24, 25.

Vth . remark . See whence ariſeth the divine and amazing courage that ſome chrif

tianshave expreſſed under the fouleſt reproaches and ſharpeſt ſufferings for the ſake

of the goſpel. This holy fortitude ſprings from a good acquaintance with the perſon

of Chriſt, and a full perſuaſion of his ability to ſave . When we are ignorant, and in

the dark, we are afraid of every thing, but courage is the effect of light and know

ledge. A faith that is well founded on a due knowledge of Chriſt, can raiſe the ſuf

fering chriſtian above the power of ſhame and fear . And I chuſe to make this

remark a diſtinct head of diſcourſe, becauſe it is the very occaſion on which the

apoſtle introduces the words of my text. Chriſt has aboliſhed death , ver. 10 , He

has brought life and immortality to light by the goſpel : This I am well acquainted with ,

faith the apoſtle ; for this very perſon , even Chriſt, my Lord has appointed mea

preacher of this doctrine : For which cauſe I alſo ſuffer . - Nevertheleſs I am not aſhamed :

· For I know whom I bave believed ; and I am perſuaded that he is able to keep that which I

bave committed unto him againſt that day.

It is a point of folly for a man to expoſe himſelf to reproach , and pain , and death ,

without any ſolid reaſon , or juſt hope of recompence . But St. Paul was no fool,

when he was ready to be bound and die for the name of Chriſt ; for he looked for

ward to the laſt great day, he ſaw his immortal intereſt ſafe under the care of Chriſt ,

whom he had well known and truſted ; and therefore he had good reaſon to venture

all on earth for the ſake of ſuch a friend in heaven. He ſaw the recompence ſecure

in the hands of Chriſt ; and therefore, ſays he, “ I am not aſhamed ofmy ſufferings,

nor of my faith . Let my perſecutors deſtroy this fleſh , but they cannot touch my

ſoul; for it is in ſafe hands : I know where I have truſted it. Ler the Jews or the

Romans kill this body, but it ſhall be raiſed up again at the great day, by his power ,

to whom I have committed my all for here and for hereafter; for he is able to expel

death from his poffeffions, and make the grave reſtore all its priſoners. I know his

power to ſubdue all things to himſelf. Let them load mewith ſhame and reproaches

now , but I ſhall look them in the face in that day with courage ; and they ſhall trem

ble, and be confounded with everlaſting ſhame. They may depriveme of amortal

life, and all that belongs to it ; but they cannot rob meof a bleſſed immortality ; for

the Lord of life hath taken charge of that important concern ; and I am aſſured he

is able to keep it. None can pluck me outof his hand : Hewill preſentme ſafe be

fore his Father in that day, and make it appear with divine evidence, that the light

amictions which I ſuffer now are not worthy to be compared with the glory that is

then to be revealed . Heputsmeinto the ſame promiſe with himſelf ; if I ſuffer with

him , I ſhall alſo reign with him : And his promites are an eternal ſecurity . I know

whom I have believed .” Thus you ſee what a glorious encouragement may be aſſum

ed from ſuch an acquaintance with Chriſt, to endure the croſs, and deſpiſe the ſhame

for the ſake of Chriſtand his gospel.

I grant there have been weak chriſtians oflower degrees of knowledge, that have

born ſufferings and martyrdom with a courage beyond all expectation . There have

VOL. II. M
been
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been ſome babes in Chriſt, that could not diſpute for the truth , yet they could die

for it. But let it be noted, that ſuch perſons have had generally but ſmall advantage

for improvement in knowledge ; either they were young converts, or had butmean

natural parts, or a poor education ; yet a ſincere zeal for their Lord : And perhaps

alſo they had a brightand ſtrong experimental knowledge of the goſpel, by its ſweet

and fanétifying influences. Now when ſuch as theſe have been called out by provi

dence to bear a teſtimony to the truth , they have had a mouth and wiſdom given them

immediately from heaven , which all their adverſaries have not been able to gainſay ,

nor reſiſt : And this, according to the promiſemade to the apoſtles , in their infancy

of underſtanding, Luke xxi. 15 . They have been upheld under theirtorments by the

armsof Chriſt, and by his ſenſible preſence : Their divine fortitude hath been all in

fpiration . But you that have fair and daily opportunities for a large acquaintance

with the goſpel, have no reaſon to expect ſuch miracles for your aſſiſtance in our day,

if ye refuſe the appointed means of hearing, reading and meditation .

Take this further advice alſo along with you : While you are treaſuring up

truth , ſeek after holineſs, and every grace. See to it, that all the knowledge you

gain by theſe methods be wrought into your very fouls, and that you experience

the ſanctifying and comforting power of theſe truths on your conſciences, your pal
ciclanacaying i.. .connor 8 power c
ſions, and your lives. Divine truth , thus turned into ſpiritualnouriſhment, gives a

nsuz

vital ſtrength for ſervice and ſuffering . When you have the word ofGod in your

mouths, as the ſword of the ſpirit, Eph. vi. 14, & c. the breaſt-plate of righteouſneſs,

to cover your hearts, the hope of ſalvation as a helmet on your heads, and the

ſhield of faith to ward off every dart ; you are then beſt furniſhed to reſiit unto

death .

But I would here chide the ignorant and the lazy chriſtian . What will you do

when ye ſhall be aſſaulted with the witty reproaches of the heathens ofour age, thoſe

apoftates from chriſtianity ? When they ſhall laugh at you for a fool, becauſe you

profeſs to be a believer, and they think they have reaſon to laugh , if you can give no

reaſon why you believe ? What will you ſay, when they mall tell you the goſpel of

Chriſt is but a fable , and endeavour to ſcoff you out of your faith ? When they ſhall

ridicule you for paying the honours of a God, to a poor man , that was hanged upon

a tree in Jeruſalem , and hath been dead and buried ſeventeen hundred years ago ?

What will you ſay, when they ſhall aſk you, how you can imagine that this man was

the ſon of God , or the ſcriptures are of divine original? Will you anſwer as a papist

does, “ I believe it becauſe the church believes it ? " Orwillyou reply with the Turk,

“ I believe in Chriſt, as the Turk doth in Mahomet, becauſe the whole nation believes? "

Or will you give the anſwer of a child , “ I believe the bible is the word of God , be

cauſemymother told me ſo ? " But how unworthy is this of a perſon that profeſſes

to be a chriſtian, and is grown to full years of maturity ? How ridiculous is it for

a man to believe, and he knows not why ? A man that hath had a thouſand advan

tages to get his faith well grounded, and to learn the reaſon of the hope that is in him ?

Beſides, how will you be able to ſtand in ſuch an hour of temptation ? Perhaps

you will loſe your faith , and all your religion. A bold jeſt, or a fair ſhew of argu

ment, may make ſo deep an impreſſion on a weak and unfurniſhed mind , asto give

a ſudden inlet to the tempter ; and your ſoul may be filled with doubts and ſuſpicions

of chriſtianity : Then from one degree of unbelief you may be led on to another,

till you have made ſhipwreck of the faith and a good conſcience.too . Thus you

will part with all your hopes of immortality and heaven , for want of a well-grounded

knowledge of the perſon in whom you profeſs to truſt.
But
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But further ; if perſecution ſhould grow ſharp, and daysof torment and martyr

dom return again , how would you be able to reſiſt unto bloud , and to bear the fiery

trial, for the ſake of a ſaviour that you have not much acquaintance with ? How

could you hold out in this conflict till the death , if you have but little knowledge and

little experience of that goſpel which promiſeth a crown of life ? Would ſuch igno

rance as your's is,endure to be plundered and banished ? To be ſcourged and buffeted ?

To be faſtened to the chains of a galley Nave, or to die by lingering tortures ? Do you

think you could bear what our neighbours and brethren in France have endured upon

the account of your faith , and yet have no better reaſon to give for it ? You will.

make but a poor confeffor or martyr, if you can ſay no more for chriſtianity than an

heathen can lay for his national religion ? If you have no more to plead in defence

of the bleſſed Jeſus, than a native of Morocco hath for his prophet Mahomet; a man

of Epheſus for his goddeſs Diana, or a citizen of Athens for his unknownGod .

Attend therefore to the advice of the apoſtle Peter , 1 epiſt. iii . chap. ver. 14 , 15 .

But and if ye ſuffer for righteouſneſs-fake, happy are ye ; and be not afraid of their terror ,

neither be troubled ;-- but be ready always to givean anſwer to everyman that aſketh you a

reaſon of the hope that is in you with meekneſs and fear : And again I would put you in

mind how he concludes his ſecond epiſtle , and what direction he gives even to thoſe

who had ſome good knowledge of chriſtianity ; that you may be ſecured from the

growing apoſtaly of the age. ver . 17, 18 . re, therefore, beloved, ſeeing you know theſe

things before, beware left ye alſo being led away with the error of the wicked , fall from your

own ſtedfaſtnefs : But grow in grace, and in the knowledge of our Lord and ſaviour Jeſus

Chriſt.

growing fore, beware left we in grace, and in in

VIth . remark . This doctrine relieves our ſorrows at thedeath of our pious relatives * ,

for weknow to whom they had entruſted their ſouls . Weare in no pain or jealouſy

about their eternal ſtate ; for when they leave us and this world, they have parted in

deed with their friends on earth , but it is to dwell with a better friend : for this is the

deſign of our Lord Jeſus Chriſt, and of his powerful prayer, John xvii. 24. Father ,

I willthat they alſo whom thou haſt given me, be with mewhere I am ; to behold my glory.

And we ſhould learn for the fame reaſon to be well pleaſed with the timewhen

Chriſt calls up to heaven thoſe fouls that he has taken care of ; for he knows the pro

pereſt hour, when to diſmiſs them from fleſh into the inviſible world .

If they are declining in their religion, and beginning to wanderaway from God , we

may be ready to ſay , " O that they may live till they are fully recovered again to the

brightneſs of their former profeſſion !” But Chriſt, who hath the care of them , calls

them now , left they run further away, and fall into groſſer ſins ; he hides them from

temptations in the filent grave, and ſeizes their fouls to himſelf in the wiſeſt and kind :

eſt moment.

. If they grow moreholy , more delightful, and more lovely to all their friends, we

are ready to ſay, “ Now let them live long , to bring more glory to God , to pleaſe ,

entertain , and profit us.” But the voice of Chriſt, to whom they had committed

their ſouls, may ſay, “ Now let them die , and quit the world with the fairelt honour,

that they may leave behind , amongſt their friends and the churches, the ſweeteſt fa

vour of all their converſation, and the moſt preciousmemory of their names."

Are they taken away by ſudden death ? They know him who has the keys of death ,

and they have committed the care of it to him , to determine the time and theman

ner, when and how they ſhould be releaſed from this priſon of fleſh , and be taken up

M 2 to

* This ſermon was firſt preached on occaſion of the death of a worthy member of our congregation .
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to his own boſom . Though they may be conveyed with a ſort of ſurprize into the

unſeen world , yet it is but a ſeizure into the armsof their beſt beloved , who is ready

to receive and conduct them to the Father in perfect righteouſneſs, with abounding

joy.

Laſt remark . This do &trine leads us on to a joyfuland entertaining proſpect of the

great and laſt day ; the day when Chriſt ſhall make his faithfulneſs appear in all the

truſts that he ever undertook ; for then he ſhall have fulfilled them all, and ſhall de

liver up his account to the Father. Then millions of fouls, that were committed to

his care in ſucceſſive ages , and human bodies, an equalnumber, that had long lain

ſleeping in the grave under his eye, ſhall be reunited, to make complete and glorious

perſons; then ſhall all his faints at once appear, and give honour and everlaſting

thanks to their faithful and almighty guardian .

. “ Behold he comes with clouds, and every eye ſhall ſee him ! He comes in his own

glory, in the glory of his father, and with all his holy angels ! Behold , he comes ex

alted upon a throne of judgment, where the Father hath placed him to finiſh his great

commiſſion , and to paſs a deciſive ſentence upon all mankind. My faith deſcries him

afar off ; I ſee his day, and I rejoice to ſee it. Heſhall ſummon all the nations be

fore him ; and I ſhall appear there, I truſt, at his right hand , among the bleſſed .

Then ſhall he remember, and fulfil all the kind wordsthat he hath ſpoken to me on

earth , by his holy writings: For in the days of my infirmity and warfare on earth ,

I have not been aſhamed of him beforemen," nor will he be aſhamed of me before

his Father, and his holy angels, Matt. x . 32.

" See, O Father , will the Lord Jeſus ſay , ſee, here am I, and the children that thou

baſt given me, Heb. ii. 13. While they were in the world I kept them , through thy name:

Behold , there is not one of them loft, John xvii. 12.”

“ Come,” will the Lord ſay to every humble believer , “ come to my right-hand,

and ſtand there among the faints : Behold , all is ſafe that thou didſt once entruſt to my

keeping : I know thy faith ; I acknowledge thy love ; I will now reward all thy hum

ble obedience with everlaſting honours ; and thou ſhalt confeſs I have been a kind and

a faithful friend ."

God the Father ſhall fay to our Lord Jeſus, “ Well done, my beſt of fervants, my

ſon , my firſt-beloved ; thou haſt kept all thoſe whom I gave thee to keep, and brought

them ſafe into my preſence ; they ſhall be thy glory and thy eternal crown.” . And

every faint ſhall as it were, eccho to the voice of the Father ,and ſay, “ my firſt-be

loved, my Lord , and my belt of friends, thou haſt kept methrough all the days of

my infirmity and felh , ever ſince I gave myſelf up to thy keeping ; and thou haſt

broughtme ſafe to thy Father 's houſe ; the glory and the crown be thine for ever ! ”

O the unknown tranſports ofthis hour ! The unſpeakable joy and glory of this day !

Faith is even aſtoniſhed at the delightful diſtant proſpect, and longs till the Lord

appear.

DI S
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DISCOURSE XI.

The ordinary witneſs of the SPIRIT.

The Firſt Part of this Sermon.

Rom . viii. 16 .

The Spirit itſelf beareth witneſs with our ſpirit, that we are the children of God.

Í TERE is a ſacred honour and dignity conferred upon men by a patentfrom
heaven : The patent is the ſcripture, or word of God, and the dignity is,

that we are made his children . Here are alſo two diſtinct witneſſes to this

title of honour; viz . our own fpirits, and the bleſſed Spirit ofGod : The Spirit itſelf

witneſſes with our ſpirits, that we are the children of the moſt high .

Every one that reads the textmay plainly diſcern , that, by the Spirit itſelf, wemuſt

underſtand the holy Ghoſt, or third perſon in the ever bleſſed trinity, who is ſent to

dwell and operate in the hearts of chriſtians ; as it is expreſſed in ſeveral of the fore

going verſes. And it is as manifeſt, that our own ſpirit here ſignifies that principle

within us, diſtinct from our Aleſh , whereby we are enabled to think , reaſon , compare

things together, and to judge concerning them . This is ſometimes called the mind,

the heart, the conſcience, the ſoul ; and it is termed our ſpirit here in the words be

fore us.

· The Spirit of God may ſometimes operate by himſelf alone, in a very extraordi

nary manner, upon the ſouls ofmen , and give them immediate and divine aſſurances

of their adoption and their intereſt in the love of God , as his children : And this fa

vour was ſometimes beſtowed in the primitive days of chriſtianity, when the ſaints

were called in an uncommon manner, to undertake ſervices of uncommon difficulty .

But the words of my text ſeem rather chiefly to refer to thatmore ordinary and uſual

teſtimony which the Spirit of God gives to our ſonſhip, by aſſiſting our own ſpirits to

attain the knowledge of this privilege,

In order to improve theſe words, I ſhall endeavour

I. To lead your thoughts on in a few propoſitions, toward a plain and eaſy notion

of this ordinary or aſſiſting witneſs of the Spirit of God. ..

II. Shew whatmethods the holy Spirit generally takes in this work .

III. Propoſe ſome advices concerning it. And then

IV. I ſhall give my thoughts alſo concerning the extraordinary witneſs of the

ſpirit.

Firſt, I would open the way toward a plain and eaſy notion of this ordinary or af

ſiſting witneſs of the ſpirit of God with our own ſpirits, in a few propoſitions.

· I. Prop . God, in his word , has given us the deſcription and the characters of his

children . This is evident, and beyond diſpute.Many fcriptures there are that evince
it .
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it. Hehas told us whatwe are by nature ; viz . children of wrath ; and laid down

the character of ſinfulmen in an unregenerate ſtate , who are called the children of

the devil. He has acquainted uswith what we are by grace ; viz : his own children ,

born again , or born of God ; and has laid down various marks of that privilege allo ,

that ſo wemight diſtinguiſh between good and evil, between faints and ſinners.

Themarks of the children of God in fcripture, are chiefly ſuch as theſe .

1 . They believe in Cbrift Jefus. John i.12. To as many as received him , to them geve

he power to become the children ofGod ; even to asmany as believed in his name. i John

v . 1. You have the ſame thing expreſſed in other words : Whoſoever believeth that Je

ſus is the Chriſt, is born of God : Whoſoever fo believes him to be the Meſſiah , as to

receive him for a ſaviour from ſin and hell, according to his commiſſion to ſave.

2 . They are ſuch as do not willingly indulge ſin , that do notmake ſin their practice .

See 1 Yohn iij. 9 . He that is born of God finneth not : He doth not drink in iniquity

with greedineſs, as others do , he has ſtill a fettled rooted averſion in his mind, to

thoſe ſinfulpractices into which ſometimes he is drawn by the power or ſurprize of

temptation ; forhe has the feed of God abiding in him , and the divine likeneſs and

temper communicated to him by regeneration, ſo that he finsnot with a full bent of

foul, nor with his whole heart, as he loves God , and ſeeks him , nor with conſtancy

and perſeverance ; Pſalın cxix . 2 . 10. 38. 44.

3. Such as love God , and keep his commandments, they are the children ofGod :

And this you have frequently repeated in the iſt epiſtle of John. When a principle

of divine love reigns in the heart,wekeep the commandsof our heavenly Father with

delight, and they are not an heavy taſk or burden to us: His commandments are not

grievous, 1 John v . 3 . .

. 4 . Juſtice and charity toward men , and ſpecialaffeétion toward our fellow -chriſtians,

are further evidences of our adoption . 1 4ohn iii. 10 . In this the children of God are

manifeft, and the children of the devil : Whoſoever doth not righteouſneſs is not of God ,

neither be that loveth not his brother. When our righteous and friendly conduct to

ward our fellow -creatures proceeds from a ſenſe of the authority of God , and his di

vine compaffion ; when our meekneſs, gentleneſs, goodneſs to all men , and our pe

culiar ' love to the faints of God, ſpring from a right principle ; when welove the bre

thren becauſe they carry the image of God in them ; there are ſuch characters as difs

tinguiſh the fons of God froin the children of wrath, and the ſeed of the wicked

one. . . . in . . ; ii "

5 . Peace-niakers are intitled to this dignity : Matt. v . 9 . Bleſed are the peace-makers,

for they ball be called the children of God : But he that ſows diſcord among brethren is

of the feed of the ſerpent. :

6 . Sanctified afflictions, and patience under them , is another mark of adoption .

Heb. xii. 7. If ye endure chaſtening, God dealeth with you as with fons ; and he does this

for our profit, ver. 10. that wemight be partakers of his holineſs. If the forrows, the

burdens, the reproaches, the pains, the ſickneſſes, and the ſufferings that we ſuſtain ,

either from the hands of God or men , do not draw out our angry diſquieting pal

fions, but are born with a holy compofure of ſpirit, looking to the hand of God as

our Father , and if we find our hearts weaned from this life as from a ſtate of ſin and

forrow , and drawn nearer to heaven, it is a comfortable ſign that we belong to the

family of God. • ; s . . , . '

7 . They that gain a victory over theworld, and live above the reach of the frowns

and the ſmiles ofit, they are the children ofGod too : The apoſtle John aſſures us of

this. 1 yohn v . 4 . He that is born of God overcometh the world .

8. They

MIR SNOW 1 .
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8 . They are the children ofGod that walk as Chriſt walked , and live as Cbrift lived :

They that follow the glorious example of the original and firſt-begotten fon , have the

mark of true children. Rom . viii. 29. God has predeſtinated all his children to be con

formed to theimage of his ſon Chriſt Jeſus. . . "

I might ſum up all the foregoing evidences of fonſhip in this general character of

likeneſs and conformity to our redeemer: For if we conſult that text, 1 Yobn v . 6 .

we ſhall find that the water and bloud are the two great teftimonies that are given to

the ſonſhip of ourLord Jeſus. This is he that cameby water and by bloud. And

as he wasmanifeſted to be the ſon of God by the purity of his life, and the bloud of

martyrdom , which alſo was a bloud of atonement, ſo are wemanifeſted to be the

children of God . The bloud is ourwitneſs, when we by faith lay hold of the aton

ing bloud of Yeſus, and commit our guilty ſouls to pardoning mercy, to be accepted

through that bloud of his ſacrifice. And when we are ſprinkled with the clean water

of fanctification , or baptized with the holy Spirit and made holy , as Jeſus is holy, then

we have thewitneſs of the water too. Thus, by the witneſs of the water and the

bloud , Jeſus the firſt ſon is evidenced, and we alſo appear to be children .

II. Prop. As the word of God diſcovers to us, and deſcribes the characters of his

children , to the Spirit of God works thele heavenly diſpoſitions in us, theſe happy

characters of our fonſhip . By nature we are the children of wrath , the mere ſeed of

the firſt Adam , and the offspring of Satan, rather than ofGod ; in our corrupt natu

ral ſtate , we are led by the prince of the power of the air ; we are children of diſo

bedience, and of death . Eph . ij. 2 . . There are none of theſe divinemarks upon us.

It is the bleſſed Spirit that forms theſe filial graces in our ſouls, lays the foundation of

theſe evidences in the heart with power , and makes them appear in the life with beau

ty and praiſe. Therefore the children of God are ſaid to be born of the Spirit, John

iii. 5 , 6 .

It is he that takes us out of the kingdom of Satan, the family of death and hell,

· and brings us into the family of God, and the kingdom of his grace. It is he that,

by his divine influences, tranſlates us from darkneſs into the kingdom of Chriſt. It

is he that takes away all the wild and ſavage marksof an unclean beaſt from the ſoul,

and gives it the diſpoſition and the character of the ſheep of Jeſus. It is the bleſſed

fpirit who, by his fanctifying and renewing work , ſtamps the image of God on the

foul, formsthe features and reſemblance of the divine nature, and imprints on the

heart ſuch gracious habits and diſpoſitions as render it like to God. Thus the child

of God bears the Father 's likeneſs, as the figures engraved on the ſeal are copied out

on the wax, And this ſomehave called the foal of the holy Spirit. Eph. i. 13.

and iv . 30

And as the Spirit of God works theſe divine principles of holineſs in the heart, ſo

he is ſaid to be given to us, to dwell in us; i. e. to preſerve thoſe holy principleswhich

belong to the children and heirs of God : And in this ſenſe he may be called an earneſt

of their future inheritance, Eph . i. 14. ,

Bleſſed are your fouls, who have the forementioned characters impreſſed upon you .

Rejoice in your own happy ſtate, and bleſs the eternal Spirit, who has ſtamped che

likeneſs of God upon you ; who has begotten you again to a new life, by the power

of the word working effectually upon your hearts ; who has tranſlated you from the

houſhold of ſin and Satan , and made you the children of themoſt high God i

Here alſo wemay remark , that in this we bear a reſemblance to Chriſt Jeſus, the

only begotten ſon. It was by the deſcent of this Spirit on the bleſſed virgin , and by

the
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: the overſhadowing power of the moſt high , that the child Jeſus was formed ; and

therefore that holy thing which was born of the virgin , was called the ſon of God .

Luke i. 35 . , ?

The reſemblance holds yet farther : For the Spirit was given to dwell in Chriſt with

: out meaſure, to ſanctify his human nature, and to work miracles, John iii. 34 . By

this Spirit of holineſs he was alſo raiſed from the dead ; and thus he was declared to

be the ſon of God with power, as ſome interpret that text, Rom . i. 4 . HewasGod's

firſt-born , before all worlds ; and it is the ſame Spirit that dwells in him , the origi

. .nal ſon , without,ineaſure, that is ſent, according to ourmeaſure ,to dwell in us allo :

It is the ſameSpirit that raiſes us from a death in treſpaſſes and fins to a new life : It

- is the ſameSpirit that is given to ſanctify us, and to make us children.

Go on yet and compare Rom .viii.' 9 , 11, 14.with Heb. ii. 14. and you will find, as

he was pleaſed in a way of condeſcenſion to take Aeſh and bloud upon him , becauſe

, the children were partakers of Aeſh and bloud , that he might be like thein , Heb. ii.

So he is pleaſed to give his own Spirit to men , that they might be like him alſo : For

he that has not the Spirit of Chriſt is none of his. Rom . viii. 9 . For this reaſon he is

: not aſhamed to call them brethren , children of one father; for he partook of their

Heſh , and they partake of his Spirit.

hrs, and
action theſe

particularthe
habitual it

And
hereby we

junge Butwhen we colline of our lives, y

whether they are well asthe
tranſactionsof God , that are

- III. Prop . God has given to each of our ſpirits a power of reflecting upon our

own hearts and lives,wherebywebecome witneſſes and judges for or againſt ourſelves:

· And by this power wepals a judgment both concerning our particular actions, con

cerning the temper of our fpirits, and concerning our ſtate toward God.

. This power is ſometiines called conſcience . It is a faculty whereby we compare

our words, our thoughts, and actions, with ſome rule ; and that rule is the law of

God : And hereby we judge concerning theſe particular thoughts, words and actions,

whether they are good or bad . But when we compare the habitual frameand temper

of our ſpirits, as well as the tranſactions and conduct of our lives, with the plain de

ſcription and characters of the children of God , that are given us in his word ; here

by.we judge of our own ſtate , whether it be a ſtate of ſin , or a ſtate of grace.

. This is that light that God has ſet up in men , by which they ſhould paſs ſentence

in their own caſe , with regard to their own preſent conduct, and their future hopes.

And Solomon, for this reaſon , calls the ſpirit of man the candle of the Lord, Prov.

XX . 27. The heathens had this conſcience in them , and thoſe broken pieces of the

law that were written in their hearts, wasthe rule by which their conſciences did either

.excuſe or elſe accuſe, Rom . ii. 15 . But we have a more certain rule to judge our

felves by, even the word of God , the revelation of his mind and will, that he has

made in the bible. Our conſciences muſt judge according to this rule. Weare bid

therefore to try , to judge, to examine ourſelves, 2 Cor. xiii. 5 . Examine and prove

yourſelves. And i Cor. xi. 28. Let a man examine himſelf. This ſelf -examination is

required as a neceſſary duty , in order to come at the knowledge of our fonſhip , that

our ſpiritsmay be able to bear a witneſs, that we are the children of God , .

Bleſſed are they who, upon ſuch an inward ſearch and examination of themſelves,

can find ſuch marks of his children . Bleſſed arewe, if our own hearts condemn us

· not : Then wemay aſſure our hearts before Jeſus our judge, and have confidence at

- his coming , 1 John iii. 19, - 21. Happy is our ſtate, if our ſpirits bear witneſs

that we are the children of God, by this inward and impartial reñection upon our

: ſelves, and the compariſon of our hearts with this rule of judgment,:

IV .
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Theſe
accounts, and lomc And therefore it is, that in the

ſcripture, that denne

i

| IV . Prop. Though God has given us this power of reflecting and comparing our

ſelves with characters laid down in his word , yet there is need of the aſſiſting light of

his Spirit to ſearch with our ſpirits, and to witneſs to his own work in our hearts.

We are too often ready to deceive ourſelves in this matter two ways : 1. In ſome

perſons, pride and ſelf-fattery are ſo prevalent, that they always think better of them .

ſelves than they deſerve, and are ready to pronounce themſelves the children of God,

without juſt evidence and ſufficient ground. 2 . Others, who are huile and ſincere

chriſtians, have their ſpirits ſo depreſſed , either by a melancholy conſtitution, by a

natural ſelf-diffidence, by weakneſs of body, orby heavy afflictions, that they can ſee

nothing good in themſelves ; they cannot read any characters of divine grace in their

hearts, though grace ſhines viſibly in their whole converſation , to the view of their

fellow -chriſtians. .

On theſe accounts, and ſome others alſo , we ſtand in need of divine aſſiſtance in

this work of felf -examination . And therefore it is, that though we are commanded

to ſearch ourſelves , yet we have the examples of ſaints in the ſcripture, that deſire

the Spirit of God to ſearch them too. With what zeal and fervency doth holy Da

vid entreat thatGod would ſearch him . See Pſalm cxxxix. 23, 24 . when he had been

examining his own heart in the two former verles, he concludes, ſearch me, O Lord

and try me. As we cannot work grace in our own hearts, ſo , in an hour of dark

neſs, we cannotclearly diſcover that grace that is there, to the full ſatisfaction of our

conſciences, unleis the ſame Spirit that wrought it, is pleaſed to revealit to us by his

alfiſting influences. It is by obſervations and aſſiſtances borrowed from the ſun , that

hour-lines are drawn on a fun -dial, and they abide there in the dark ; butwe cannot

find what hour of the day it is, unleſs the ſun ſhines upon thoſe hour- lines : So grace

in the heart is wrought by the holy Spirit, and it abides ſtill even the darkeſt night of

temptation, when once the Spirit ofGod has wrought it there, it ſhall never be quite

loft; for the ſeed of God remains : But the ſoulcannot diſcern it clearly, ſo as to take

comfort from it in an hour of darkneſs ; unleſs the Spirit, like the ſun , dart his beams

of light into the ſoul, and diſcover his own work . Therefore, a great writer of

practical divinity,Mr. R . Allein , expreſſes it, “ As the Spirit feals us, by being the

mark of the Lord upon us, ſo he witneſſes, by being the light of the Lord within us,

whereby we cometo diſcern the mark of the Lord upon us.” AsHagar in the wil.

derneſs did not ſee the fountain of water, though it was near her, till God opened her

eyes, Gen . xxi. 19. fo the ſprings of divine life and holineſs,which the Spirit ofGod

has raiſed within our ſouls, are ſometimes, as it were, hidden from the ſoul itſelf, till

the Spirit ſhew it to the believer, by aſſiſting his enquiring faculties, and ſhedding down

a divine light. This leadsmeto

The ſecond thing propoſed : And that is, to ſhew themethod by which the Spirit

generally works in this aſſiſting teſtimony.

1. Hedoth it by ſtirring up the ſoul to a moſt diligent ſearch , and making it un

wearied in this toil and labour of ſelf-examination. I call it labour and toil, for by

nature we are very unwilling to be accurate, and ſtrict, and juſt in the ſearch of our

ſelves. The Spirit of God will hold us to it, when we find great averſions and diſ

inclination in our own hearts to ſuch a work . We, who have ſo much ſin , are

ſometimesmuch afraid to look into thebottom of our ſouls, leſt we ſhould find no

ſincerity there : It is the Spirit of truth therefore , that excites us to diligence in theſe

holy enquiries .
:

Vol. II, 2. He
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2 . He gives us ſometimes a fair opportunity and occaſion for the exerciſe of fome

grace in a clear and diſtinct manner; and hereby affiſts the witneſs of our ſpirits.

Perhaps by the diſcovery of the grace and glory of Chriſt, in a fermon , he invites

our faith , our love, our holy joy to appear : By a kind providence, and ſomenew

ſignal mercy, he puts us in mind of thankfulneſs : Or if our ſouls have lain long in

a ſecure careleſs frame, he leaves us, it may be, under fome ſpiritual affliction , ſome

terrible temptation , and awakensus to thoughtfulneſs, repentance, holy mournings,

and longing deſires after God . Thus the characters of adoption appear in our

hearts, that before were covered over with the duſt of this world , and buried under

the cares or vanities of life .

3 . It is the Spirit ofGod that inwardly aſſiſts theſe holy principles, and ſtrength

ensthem in their exerciſe, when he hath given an outward and providential occaſion

to awaken them : For as he is the firſt ſpring of all the powers of the new cre

ture, ſo he is a conſtant aſſiſting principle to promote their holy exerciſe. Hedwells

in the ſaints for ever, and is an everlaſting ſpring of their holineſs. It is he that ex .

cites and manages the vitalmotions of our ſouls, and makes it appear by holy ex

erciſes, that we have ſpiritual life in us ; otherwiſe the providential occaſion and

opportunity for the exerciſe of ſuch a grace might be given , and paſs away, and

be loſt, while the ſoul itſelf lies Nuggiſh , negligent, and inactive , if the holy Spi

rit did not ſet it on work : For we are not of ourſelves ſufficient even to think or

do any thing truly good . 2 Cor. iii. 5 .

4 . The Spirit of God ſometimes affifts this witneſſing work , by bringing ſome

word of ſcripture into the mind, wherein the character of a child of God is deſcrib

ed , agreeable to ſome holy diſpoſition which we find working in our own hearts :

And this makes the inatter clear , plain , and evident to the conſcience. Though this

be not a conſtant method with God , yet ſurely the experience ofmany chriſtians

can ſubſcribe to the truth of it, when they havebeen ſearching their own hearts, to

find what grace is there , ſome proper ſentence of fcripture has been brought to their

minds, wherein they have, as in a glaſs, beheld their own face, beheld the likeneſs

of the children of God in their own ſouls ; and then they have been conſtrained to

pronounce with holy joy concerning themſelves, “ Surely Iam a child ofGod.”

Nor is it at all hard to ſuppoſe , that God's holy Spirit ſhould caſt a happy ſen

tence of his own word into our minds, or bring it to our remembrance , in order to

evidence our adoption , when it is generally granted the evil ſpirit may have ſuch

acceſs to our minds by the organs of the brain , or the fancy, as to ſugget to

our thoughts, profane, impure, malicious, or blaſphemous ſpeeches, or to tempt us

to preſumption or deſpair.

5 . It might be added , in the laſt place, that the diſcerning faculty of the ſoul is

enabled to act aright by the Spirit ofGod, and kept from all dangerousmiſtakes and

ſelf-deceivings in this work of examination . Hereby hemakes it appear, that ſuch

a principle of faith , or love, or repentance, which we find working within us, is

true evangelical repentance, is fincere love, and faith unfeigned ; and that it is in

deed God's own work in the heart : And thus he puts an end to our doubtful fears

about the truth of grace.

Theſe things feem to me ſo plain and intelligible in themſelves, and ſo corre

ſpondent with thoſe divine aids ofthe holy Spirit which are promiſed to the children

of God in all their ſerious and religious exerciſes , and without which we can do nos

thing that is truly good , that I truſt it will be eaſily underſtood , and readily received ,
DV
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by thoſe who are much converfant in tranſacting their moſt important affairs with

God, according to the light of fcripture. i

* The ſubſtance of this teſtimony of the Spirit to our adoption may be repreſented

in ſhort, after this manner : The Spirit ofGod in his word has deſcribed the marks

and characters of his children ; and, by his gracious influence, he works theſe holy

diſpoſitions, theſe characters in our hearts : God has given us a conſcience, which

is a faculty of comparing ourſelves with the rule of his word and judging according

ly : The Spirit of God, by his power, and by his providence, awakens theſe holy

diſpoſitions into lively exerciſe : He aſiſts our enquiring and our judging faculties,

helps us to compare our own ſouls with his word , and thus confirms our own fpirits

in the belief of this propoſition , thatweare the children of God . This is the more

common and ordinary way and method ,whereby God is pleaſed to give the comforts

of adoption to his people.

It is the remark of a judicious writer on this ſubjet, “ That as on the one hand

wicked men are ſometimes convinced in their own conſciences that they are children

of wrath , and further confirmed in this perſuaſion by that evil ſpirit who labours

from hence to drive and hurry them on to deſpair ; fo , on the other hand , when the

hearts of believers ſpeak peace to them , telling them that God is their father, recon

ciled to them in Chriſt, and the holy Spirit ſaith the ſamealſo , then they have perfect

peace .”

That the Spirit ofGod may thus concur with the inward conſciouſneſs and teſtimo. . .

ny of our own ſpirits in ſo important a matter as our love to God, and his love to

us, is very eaſy to be ſuppoſed , when the apoſtle ſpeaks of this concurring witneſs

of the Spirit of God to his own conſciouſneſs, and his ſincere love of his countrymen ,

when he ſays, Rom . ix . 1. My conſcience alſo bearing me witneſs in the holy Ghoſt. There

is nothing in all this account of things but what is perfectly agreeable to the word

of God , and to the rational actings of created minds, under the happy influences

of the uncreated Spirit. ; .

The third thing propoſed was, to give a few advices relating to this ordinary wit

neſs of the Spirit of God concurring with our ſpirits.

1 . Satisfy not yourſelves with one night examination, but renew the work fre

quently , and ſearch whether you find the ſamemarks and evidences of adoption re

maining in you or no. Do not content yourſelf to run the whole courſe of life

with one or two folemn examinations of your own hearts, when God firſt began to

work religion in you, but enquire and ſee whether your principles of grace abide in

the ſame brightneſs, evidence, and activity , as in timepaſt. Perhapsby this means

you may diſcern a ſenſible growth in grace and you may find abundant advantage,

worth all the care and labour of ſelf- examination ; or, if you find decays and back

Nidings, it will awaken repentance and zeal toward a recovery .

2 . In this ſearching work keep aloof from carnal ſelf-love. When you call your

felves to an account, ſet yourſelvesbefore the bar of your own conſciences, as before

the bar ofGod ; for conſcience is a judge forGod within us. Paſs an impartialſen

tence concerning yourſelves, even ſuch as you ſuppoſe God himſelf would paſs, if

you were now ſummoned before his tribunal. Suffer not yourſelves now to be be bi

aſſed by the eſteem or the fondneſs that we all have naturally for ourſelves. The

matter is too important, the enquiry too folemn and awful, for you to indulge felf

Alattery . Itwillbe no profit to deceive your ſouls in this work, for you cannot de
N 2 ceive
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ceive God. Come therefore and apply yourſelves to this holy exerciſe, with an un

biaffed deſign to pronounce concerning yourſelveswhatever you find the word ofGod

pronounces concerning you .

3 . Truſt not merely to your own ſpirits, without earneſt prayer for the aſſiſtance

of the Spirit ofGod. Jer . xvii. 9 . The heart is deceitful above all things : — Who can

know it ? Therefore David prays importunately , as we have before obferved, that

God would ſearch him and try him . Pſalm cxxxix . 23, 24 . Beg of the Lord that

he would not ſuffer you to be deceived , when you ſet about this ſearching work ; for

it is a matter of moſt high concern . A miſtake here is dangerous, and it may be

for ever fatal.

4 . When you find any character of adoption made to appear with ſtrong evidence

upon your ſouls, be not utterly diſcouraged, though you do not find all the charac

ters of grace there.

It is true indeed , where there is a new nature and a divine principle wrought in

the heart, there are the ſeeds of every holy diſpoſition ; but they do not all ariſe to

an equal ſtrength , nor ſtand forth and ſhine with equal evidence. The Spirit of

God may ſometimes witneſs with your ſpirits, though but one mark of adoption ap

pear plainly , while others are not ſo eaſily diſcovered. A ſingle bough ofthe tree of

life has upheld ſouls from drowning in deſpair , when they could but lay hold of that

one bough . Many a chriſtian, under great difficulties, inward tumults, doubts,

and darkneſſes of ſpirit, have been enabled to hold on their way by living upon ſome

one plain ſcripture , and finding the ſenſe of it tranſcribed into their owh hearts. Some

one evidence of true faith , or holy love, of repentance, or heavenly-mindedneſs,

has been ſet in ſuch a divine light before them , that they could not well miſtake ;

and this has born up their hope in an hour of temptation . But I muſt add

5. Though you ought to bleſs God for any mark of his children in your hearts,

yet you ought not to content yourſelf with onemark , ſince the ſcripture has given us

many. The faculties of our nature are various, and they have their various opera

tions : The paſſions or affections of our ſouls aremany, and ſomeofthem are fre

quently in exerciſe : Now all the paſſions and faculties of nature, with all their ope

rations, ſhould be conformable to the rule of the word of God ; and when it is ſo ,

there appears a variety of marks of the children ofGod upon us, even as many as

there are powers or paſſions belonging to our ſouls. Whether it be love, it is love

to God, and the children ofGod , for they are born of the ſame Father : Whether

it be hatred, it is hatred to fin , and to all that diſpleaſes God : If it be delight, it is

a delight in heavenly things, and in holy ordinances : If it be deſire , it is a deſire

after God , after a ſenſe of his love, a greater acquaintance with him , a more exact

conformity to him , and a breathing after the heavenly ſtate, where we ſhall never

ſin againſt him . Thus ſince the ſeveral powers and principles in our nature being

ſanctified, yield us ſeveral diſtinct evidences of adoption, let us not be contented

with one of them , but preſs forward toward a ſtronger hope of our fonſhip .' Let us

labour and pray that all the ſprings of action within us being fanctified by the holy

Spirit, may yield the fruits of holineſs, may ſhine bright in a way of evidence, and

raiſe our hope to full aſſurance.

6 . When you have found any comfortable and ſolid hopes of your adoption, by

the holy Spirit witneſſing in this rational way with your ſpirits, that you are the

children ofGod, walk in the chearful fenſe of it continually ; go on in the way of

holineſs, rejoicing in the Lord . This was one end why Chriſt has given us the cha

racters
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racters of his diſciples in ſcripture, that when we find them in our own hearts

we might rejoice. This was part of the deſign of his farewell-fermon to his

apoſtles, wherein ſome of theſe characters are deſcribed. See Joon xv . 11. Theſe

things have I ſpoken unto you , that my joy might remain in you , and that your joy

might be full. The bleſſed Spirit, in the ſame diſcourſe, is promiſed as a com

forter , and we ought to walk in the light of his conſolations. It is the moſt

evangelical and the moſt conſtraining method of his grace, when he carries on

his fanctifying work by the influence of peace and joy; and it is one of the

glories of a chriſtian , that the joy of the Lord is his ſtrength , to fulfil all the

duties of righteouſneſs,

DIS
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DISCOURSE XII.

The extraordinary witneſs of the Spirit. . .

* The ſecond Part of this Sermon.

Rom . viii. 16.

The Spirit itſelf beareth witneſs with our ſpirit, that we are the children of God .

TT is great and divine condeſcenſion , that the bleſſed God ſhould ever take any

of the children of wrath , and make them the children of his love : But he con

i deſcends yet farther, when he ſends down his own Spirit to give usnotice of our

adoption, and to acquaint us with our high and holy privilege.

The common and ordinary method whereby the Spirit of God bears witneſs that

we are his children , is by drawing out our own ſpirits to ſearch and enquire into

the filial and holy diſpoſitions which he himſelf has wrought in our hearts, and by al

fiſting our conſciences in this enquiry. Thus by his gentle , eaſy , and inſenſible in

fluences upon our ſouls , he leads us on in a rationalmanner to infer and conclude,

that we are born of God , becauſe we find the image of God impreſſed on us, and

thoſe divine qualities wrought in us, which belong only to his children . This has

been the ſubject of the foregoing diſcourſe.

I proceed now to conſider the extraordinary witneſs of the holy Spirit, when in a

more immediate * and more ſenſible manner he raiſes in the hearts of ſome of his

favourites a powerful and a pleaſant ſenſe of their intereſt in the love ofGod.

This extraordinary witneſs may be diſtinguiſhed into two kinds.

1 . It may imply ſome very uncommon and powerful confirmation of the ordinary

and rational witneſs, by moſt ſenſible impreſſions of divine love on the heart, by

which it is raiſed to holy raptures, to heavenly joy and aſſurance. Perhaps the

apoſtle Peter may have ſomereſpect to this, i Pet. i. 8 . where, ſpeaking of Chriſt,

he adds, whom having not ſeen , ye love ; in whom , though now ye ſee him not, yet believe

ing, ye rejoice with joy unſpeakable, and full of glory. Here it is ſuppoſed in the text,

that the perſons to whom he writes were conſcious of their own faith in an unſeen

ſaviour, and their love to him ; and thence they could infer that they were accept

ed ofGod : But without ſome peculiar and more uncommon influences of the holy

Spirit, they could hardly be ſaid to ariſe to ſuch joy as was unſpeakable and full of

glory , or glorified joy, as the Greek text expreſſes it, xepe defogãounun, a -kin to that

which the faints poſſeſs in the glorified ſtate.

2 . There

* Note, By theword immediate here I do notmean without ordinances, ſuch as prayer,meditation, & c. -

but rather ſudden and ſpeedy ,
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2 . There is yet another ſort ofextraordinary witneſs of the ſpirit ; and that is,when

in an immediate and powerful manner the holy Spirit impreffes the foulwith an af.

ſurance of divine love, and gives the heart of a faint ſuch a full diſcovery of his

adoption or intereſt in the favourof God, without the more flow and argumenta

tive method of comparing the diſpoſitions of their ſouls with ſome ſpecial characa

ters of the children of God in ſcripture. The Spirit of God may witneſs in an ex

traordinarymanner to ouradoption, by an inward experimental ſenſe of the love of

God ſhed abroad in the heart, afſuring ſomeof his favourites that they are the ſons

or daughters ofGod, without any particular examination of the heart, at that time,

or any preſent reflections on the characters of adoption deſcribed in the bible.

I confeſs the ſeveral acts of the mind of man, even the reaſoning and argumen

tative acts of the ſoul, are ſo quick and ſudden , and the ſenAble joy thatmay ariſe

from them follows in ſo ſwift and cloſe a ſucceſſion , that it is ſometimes very hard to

diſtinguiſh and define the bounds and limits of the ſeveral actions, perceptions,

and impreſſions on the mind . On this account I ſhall not be ſolicitous to keep up

the diſtinction between theſe two kindsof the extraordinary witneſs of the ſpirit, but

ſhall only ſpeak of them in general, as diſtinguiſhed from the ordinary witneſs of the

Spirit, by the more immediate ſenſations of divine love, that are impreſſed through

the peculiar favour ofGod on the ſouls of ſome of his children .

I am very ſenſible that, in our preſent age, the Spirit ofGod is ſo much with

drawn from the chriſtian church in all his operations, that a man expoſes himſelf to

the cenfure of wild enthuſiaſm , and a heated fancy , if he ventures to diſcourſe at all

on ſuch a themeas this : But as I am perſuaded theſe things were frequentmatter of

chriſtian experience in the primitive days of the goſpel, and in ſcenes of ſharp per

ſecution, ſo I am fatisfied thatGod has not utterly with -held his divine favours of this

kind from his churches and his children, for fixteen hundred years together ; and I

hope I ſhall make it appear, that a ſuppoſition of this extraordinary witneſs of the ſpi

ritmay be maintained, without giving a looſe to all the roving dreams of a dif

tempered brain , or to the bold preſumptions of weak and conceited men or falſe

and deceitful impoſtors.

Themethod of my diſcourſe is this.

I. I will offer ſome very probable proofs that there has been, and is, ſuch a thing

as the extraordinary witneſs of the ſpirit ofGod .

II. I ſhall mention a few of the ſpecial ſeaſons or occaſions of ſuch a divine fa

vour.

III. Shew how it may be diſtinguiſhed from deluſions of Satan , and from the mere

ferments and vivacity of animal nature, or a diſordered fancy

IV . Repreſent ſome other characters of it, and ſhew wherein it differs from the

ordinary witneſs of the Spirit. And then .

V . Conclude with a few directions relating to it. ' :

I. Letme offer ſomeproofs that there is ſuch an extraordinary witneſs of the ſpirit.

Now that this is not the language of wild enthuſiaſm , or a mere fantaſtick notion

of the brain , will appear from theſe few conſiderations. i i . . . )

I. Conſideration. The greatGod, the Father of ſpirits, can reveal a truth to the

mind of his creature , with luch life, and power . and evidence, that the mind cannot

diſſent from it , or refuſe to believe it ; the overpowering lightmay be fo divine and

convincing , that the creature may be fully and juſtly perſuaded it is a divine

trut ,
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truth . Thoſe who believe the prophets and apoſtles divinely inſpired , can have no

reaſonable doubt about this propoſition .

II. Conſideration . It has pleaſed the great and bleſſed God to give ſuch immediate

aſſurances of his own love to ſomeofhis favourites of old , by viſions and voices, and

the meſſage of angels, and by inward impreſſions on their mindsby his own Spirit.

Thus Abraham was aſſured that God was his God , and would be his exceeding great

reward,Gen . xv . I . Thus concerning Moſes, it was made known that hewas the

friend ofGod , Exod . xxxiii. 11. Thus Daniel, was often informed that hewas a man

greatly beloved, Dan. ix . 23. and x . 11, 19. Mary Magdalene, and ſomeothers, who

converſed with Chriſt, when he was here on earth , had a particular aſſurance that

their ſins were forgiven them . Paulwas aſſured that hewas a choſen veſſel. And in

deed, allthe apoitles had fufficient evidence of their acceptance with God, and their

intereſt in the love of Chriſt, by the extraordinary communicationsof theholy Ghoſt.

It is the opinion of a late ingenious writer , that notonly the apoſtles themſelves, but

even all the primitive chriſtiansthat were truly converted by their miniſtry, received

theſe extraordinary gifts of the holy Ghoſt in ſome degree ; which did not only witneſs

to the chriſtian religion , butto the comfort of thoſe who had it, with the aſſurance of

God's pardon and acceptance. See Miſcellanea Sacro, Eſſay i. p . 117, 126 , 134.

III. Conſideration . There is no evidence from reaſon or ſcripture , that all ſuch iin

mediate divine favours are ceaſed ; and though there is not the ſame occaſion for the

frequency of them as there was in thebeginning of chriſtianity, yet the Spirit of God

is a free and unconfined agent ; and ſince it is plain from ſcripture, thathe doth ſtill

dwell in his people, and carry on his divine work among the churches of Chriſt in all

ages, to theend of the world ,whymay he not ſometimesdiſcover his power and grace

in an extraordinary manner , above and beyond his ordinary and uſual operations ?

· IV . Conſideration . Some ſpecial ſeaſons and occaſionsmay ariſe, and indeed have

ariſen ,wherein the bleſſed Spirit ofGod has thought it proper, vaſtly to exceed the

meaſures and rules of his ordinary operations, in the exerciſe of his offices of illumi

nation and ſanctification ? And why may it notbe allowed in his conſolations alſo ?

: 1. Theremay be ſome reaſon for extraordinary acts of his illumination ; as when

perſons are notable to read the holy ſcriptures, or when the bible is with -held from

them , and when they have enjoyed but very poor and inſufficientminiſtrations of the

goſpel; the bleſſed Spirt may ſometimes ſhine into humble fouls with ſome uncom

mon rays of divine truth , and they may enjoymore ſenſible teachings of the holy Spi

rit : Or ſometimes a perſon of low parts, and weak underſtanding, may have been

illuminated in theknowledge of ſome ſcriptural doctrine, beyond what themere ex

erciſes of their own feeble reaſon upon ſcripturewould have attained to in ſo ſhort a

time: And perhaps ſome chriſtians of better capacities inay have enjoyed this favour

alſo . Luther, that extraordinary ſervant ofGod in thereformation, is ſaid to have

aftentimes learnedmore of the goſpel on his knees in prayer, than in his laborious

ſtudies.

2 . Theremay be, and there have been , inſtances of an extraordinary work of fanc

:-tification . To what glorious degrees of piety , virtue, and true holineſs, have ſome

perfons been raiſed in a very ſhort time ? A moſt aſtoniſhing change has been wrought

in their ſouls, and a ſwift preparation for heaven, beyond what appears in the ordina

Ty work of the ſpirit, by the rational or perſuaſive influence of outward ordinances.

And ſince the ſpirit of God appears ſometimes, for the honour of his own grace,

to be an extraordinary enlightener and fanctifier ; why may he not be an extraordinary

comforter alſo. ?

V . Con
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V . Conſideration. If we can credit the accounts which have been given by holy

men in later ages, and ſome of which are recorded in thememoirs of their lives, we

muſt confeſs that therehave been inſtances and experiences ofmoſt ſublime and extra

ordinary confolations of the bleſſed Spirit beſtowed on them ; ſuch as, upon the moſt :

rational ſurvey of things according to ſcripture, we cannot butconclude to havebeen

truly divine.

It would take up many whole pages to cite ſuch inſtances as we ſind upon record ,

in the lives of particular perſons. Many ſuch may be found in the lateMr. Fleming's

fulfilling of the ſcriptures, eſpecially in Scotland . I ſhall mention one only , and it

ſhall be a moſt unconteſted example, in our land, in England, even in our own day ; .

the example of a perſon whoſe folid ſenſe, whoſe deep ſagacity, whoſe ſedate judge ·

ment, and the ſuperior excellence of his reaſoning powers, leave no room to charge

him with vain and deluſive raptures of a heated imagination, The name is the late

venerable Mr. John Howe. The name commands reſpect, and confirmsthe narrative.:

Hewrote the following paragraphs in the blank leaf of his own bible .

“ December 26 . 1689. After that I had long, ſeriouſly, and repeatedly thought

with myſelf, that, beſides a full and undoubted afſent to the objects of faith , a vivify

ing favoury taſte and reliſh of them was alſo neceſſary , that with ſtronger force, and

more powerful energy, they might penetrate into the moſt inward centre ofmy heart,

and there being molt deeply fixed and rooted , govern my life ; and that there could

be no other fure ground whereon to concludeand paſs a found judgment, on mygood

eſtate godward , and after I had, in my courſe of preaching, been largely inſiſting

on 2 Cor. 1.12. This ismy rejoicing, the teſtimony ofa good conſcience, & c. this verymorn

ing I awoke out of a moſt raviſhing and delightful dream , that a wonderful and co

pious ſtream of celeſtial rays, from the lofty throne of the divine majeſty, did ſeem

to dart into my open and expanded breaſt.

u rante oncolocarane mizery, and seem

I have often ſince, with great compla

cency, reflected on that very ſignal pledge of ſpecial divine favour, vouchſafed to ine

on thatnoted memorable day ; and have with repeated freſh pleaſure , taſted the de

lights thereof."

But what of the famekind I ſenſibly felt through the admirable bounty ofmyGod ,

and the moſt pleaſant comforting influence of the holy Spirit, on Oetober 22, 1704 .

far ſurpaſſed the moſt expreſſive wordsmy thoughts can ſuggeſt. I then experienced

an inexpreflibly pleaſant melting of heart, tears guſhing outof mine eyes for joy that

God ſhould ſhed abroad his love abundantly through the hearts of men : and that

for this very purpoſe, mine own heart ſhould be ſo fignally poſſeſſed of and by his

bleſſed Spirit, Rom . v . 5 ."

Beſides this inſtance of ſo ſedate, fo rational, and ſo judicious a perſon , there have

been many others of our pious fathers in England, but eſpecially, as I ſaid before, in

the church of Scotland, have enjoyed ſuch divine viſits, and given very ſenſible evi

dence that the holy Spirit is not utterly withdrawn from men , even as to his extraor

dinary influences.

If any thing could be added to this teſtimony of Mr. Howe, it ſhould be the in :

ſtance of Mr. Flavel, the famous practical divine in the weſt of England, who , in his

treatiſe of the foul of man, gives us this account of himſelf, but with his name con

cealed : “ That, in a journey on horſeback , he fell into a divinemeditation , wherein

he had ſuch tokens ofthe love ofGod, and his intereſt in the divine favour,manifeſt

ed to him , that greatly furpaffed all the rational and inferential evidences that ever he

had ; though he was known to be a cloſe walker with God , and an eminent ſaint, and

a lively preacher of the bleffed goſpel of Chriſt.” .

VOL. II. VI. Con
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VI. Conſideration . There have been ſeveral learned and judicious divines, who

have declared their firm belief of ſuch extraordinary manifeſtations and witneſſings of

the bleſſed ſpirit ; which belief has riſen from their acquaintance with the ſcriptures,

and their oblervations of the dealings ofGod with the ſpirits of his people, in ſome

uncommon caſes, though they havenot profeſſed any ſuch experiences of their own.

So the worthy and piousMr. Caryll, on Job x . The Spirit brings in the witneſs of the

water, and the bloud , which is hismediate work. But beſides and above theſe, he

ſometimes gives a diſtinct witnefs of his own , which is his immediate work ; and is ,

in a way of peculiarity and tranſcendency, called the witneſs of the Spirit.

The learned and venerable Dr. Owen , in his treatiſe of communion with God , page

293, faith , “ There are two ways whereby the Spirit worketh thisjoy in the heart of

believers. 1 . He doth it immediately by himſelf, without the conſideration of any

other acts orworksof his, or the interpoſition of any reaſonings, or deductions, and

concluſions. This does not ariſe from our reflex conſideration of the love of God ,

but rather gives occaſion thereunto . He ſo ſheds abroad the love of God in our

hearts, and fills them with gladneſs by an immediate act and operation . Of this joy

there is no account to be given , but that the ſpiritworketh it when and how he will :

IIc fecretly infuſeth and diſtils it into the ſoul, prevailing againſt all fears and ſorrows,

filling it with gladneſs, exultations, and ſometimes with unípeakable raptures of the

mind.” To this the doctor adds,

. “ 2. The ſpirit works this joy alſo mediately by his other works towards us, & c.

Theſe are after the common or ordinary manner.”

That great and evangelical divine, Dr.Goodwin , in Vol. iv . part 2 . pages 95, 96.

declares, “ That, beſides the teſtimony of the water and the bloud, that is , faith in

the death of Chriſt and ſanctification , there is a third teſtimony, and that is the holy

Ghoſt himſelf, which is immediate ; that is, though it backs and confirms what the

other two faid , yet it quotes them not, builds not his teſtimony on them , but raiſes

the heart to ſee its adoption and fonſhip , by an immediate diſcovery ofGod's mind

love." And a little after he adds, “ This witneſs is not a teſtimony fetched out of a

nian 's felf, or the common work of the Spirit in man , as the others were, but he

ſpeaks from himſelf : Aswhen the broad ſeal is put to by a king, he writes Tete mcip

fo ; ſo doth the Spirit ſpeak in the language of a king, Tefte meipſo, witneſs myſelf ;

and receives and borrows no witneſs from what is in us, but makes his own abundant

l; ſatisfy.” .

The late pious and judicious expoſitor of ſcripture, Mr. Samuel Clark, has written

in the defence of this extraordinary witneſs of the Spirit, and deſcribes it thus :

" When the Spirit of God, without conſideration of, or reflecting upon, any of thoſe

gracious qualificationshe has formerly wrought in the ſoul, does, by his own imme.

diate power, imprint this perſuaſion upon the heart, thou art a child ofGod ; and

by an inward and ſecret, yet powerful voice, doch ſay to the foul, thou art a believ

er, thy ſins are pardoned , or to that purpoſe ; and fo ſatisfies the foul concerning its

ftate and condition .”

I proceed in the ſecond place, to conſider the ſpecial ſeaſons and occaſions wherein

ſuch favours have been beltowed on men .

: 1. The Spirit ofGod has in amore immediate manner,made extraordinary impref

fions of the love of God on the ſoul, when perſons have been called to great and dif

ficult ſervices in the church , or to uncommon ſufferings for the ſake of Chriſt. St.

Paul was in labours more abundant, and in ſufferings above meaſure, beyond the

reit
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reſt of the apoſtles ; he had need of eminent ſupport: Hewas aſured by a viſion ,

that he was a choſen veſſel : Hewas taken into heaven before-hand , and had a ſight

ard taſte of unſeen future glories , to encourage his zeal and patience, 2 Cor. xii. And

if we read the hiſtory of the martyrs , even in later as well as in antient times, we can

hardly forbear to believe this truth , when they have exulted under a ſenſe of divine

love, in themidſt of racks and flames.

2. When the temptations of ſome humble ſouls have been extraordinary , and their

a flictions above meaſure, preſſing andoverwhelming ; when the hurry and tumult of

their ſpirits hath not ſuffered them to recollect in a calm and rationalway, the eviden

ces of their adoption , the ſpirit ofGod may fee fit to give a faint ſuch a divine cor

dial to keep him from ſinking. When a chriſtian has been long conteſting with

doubts and darkneſſes, and been opprefled with many fears, the bleſſed Spirit has ſome

times let a ſudden light into the heart, and with or without ſomeword of ſcripture,

has given ſurprizing conſolation . Mr. S . Clerk tells us of a miniſter, who having been

under a ſpirit of bondagemany years , and now even ready to die in that condition ,

when Rom . viii. was begun to be read to him , a little before his laſt gaſp , ſtopping at

ver. 1 . There is therefore now no condemnation to them that are in Chriſt Jeſus, who

walk not after the fleſh , but after the Spirit : “ Stay, ſaid he, I never ſaw ſo much

in thoſe words in allmy days, though I have read them often , as I ſee now .” This

feemsto be an inſtance of the ſudden and extraordinary influence of the holy Spirit in

his enlightening grace, as well as his witneſſing and comforting power. This has been

the caſe of ſomeholy ſouls in their dying hours, or when juſt departing from the bo

dy, they have, as it were, entered into the world of fightbefore they have left this

world of ſenſe , and Aeſh , and bloud ; or rather, heaven itſelf hath entered into their

ſpirits.

3 . When chriſtians of the firſt rank of piety, have been warmly engaged in moſt

lively acts of devotion , in ferventand holy prayer , and they have been brought near

to heaven in the frame of their ſpirits, they have had a divine foretaſte of the joys of

the upper world , and an aſſurance given them of their own intereſt therein . Daniel

had been engaged in fervent and zealous interceſſion for the church ofGod, when a

heavenly meſſenger was ſent to acquaint him , that he was a man greatly beloved ,

Dan. ix . 23. Or

4 . Perhaps the Spirit of God may think it neceſſary to uphold ſoine poor weak

chriſtians of the loweſt rank of underſtanding, by ſome immediate impreſſions of the

love of God , when he fees that their love to God is greatand ſincere , but they are 10

unſkilled in the exerciſes of their rational powers, that they hardly know how to com

pare their hearts with the ſcripture , and paſs a deterininate judgment on themſelves.

Such weak creatures, it may be, could never come to any ſettled hope or peace,

without ſuch divine condeſcenſions; and eſpecially if they are under fome ſpecial

temptation, which gives a confuſion or darkneſs to their thoughts.

Tbomaswas but a weak believer ; he knew not how to build his faith of a riſen ſa

viour on what Chriſt himſelf had foretold , or on the teſtimony of his brethren , which

were ſufficiently juſt, and rational foundations for his faith : Therefore, in great con

deſcenſion to his weakneſs, Chriſt appeared to him , and ſhewed him the print of the

nails in his hands, and the wound of the ſpear in his ſide : Upon which diſcovery,

Thomas cries out with joy, myLord, and myGod !

It is poſible that other occaſions may ariſe in the courſe of divine providence,

wherein the great and gracious God may fee it neceſſary to beſtow ſuch peculiar and

extraordinary favours on ſome of his people ; but there ſeems to have been ſufficient

O 2 evidence
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evidence already given , that ſome of the wife and the learned, as well as ſome of the

weaker rank of chriſtians, have had heavenly experience of this uncommon witneſs

of the Spirit.

The third thing I propoſed. was to ſhew how theſe extraordinary favoursofheaven

may be diſtinguiſhed from the deluſions of Satan , and from the mere ferments and

fits of vivacity in animalnature , or a diſordered fancy .

It hasbeen ſaid indeed, though perhaps too raſhly, that they who go about to af

· fert'an immediate teſtimony , will never ſecure the ſoul from deluſion : Satan will ſoon

find artifices to counterfeit this teſtimony, and bear witneſs in the Spirit's ſtead ; and

when we think we have the ſpirit of truth to aſſure us, we ſhall have the father of

: lies to deceive us. .

But if chriſtians are careful and watchful in this matter, there are ſigns whereby

the teſtimony of the ſpirit may be diſtinguiſhed from his deluſions.

Some divineshave ſuppoſed this teſtimony of the Spirit to be known as the ſun is,

by its own light ; and aman who hath ſeen the ſun, can never miſtake the moon for

ir ; the very glory of the ſun manifeſts itſelf, and convinces every beholder. And

perhaps in the antient inſpiration of the prophets, and the gifts of the holy Spirit in

the days of the apoſtles, there was a divine lelf-diſtinguiſhing light that accompanied

theſe heavenly favours, which weknow not how to judge of at this diſtance of time;

wewho never have experienced what divine inſpiration is.

But the fureſt way of our diſcerning the extraordinary witneſſings or joys of the

holy Spirit, is by the effects ; which are ſuch as theſe .

1. It fills the ſoulwith great degrees of humility and ſelf-abaſement, under a ſenſe

of its own vileneſs, guilt, and unworthineſs ; as holy Job, when he ſaw God in ſome

more uncommon manifeſtations of his power and glory , he abhorred himſelf in duſt

and aſhes, Job xlii. 4 , 5 . So Iſaiah when he had beheld the Lord ſitting upon a

a throne, high, and lifted up, Wo is ine, faith he, - I am a man of unclean lips,

Iſa . vi. 1 - 5 . But vain deluſions puff up the ſoul with a high conceit of itſelf ; as

Simon Magus, when , by the power of the devil, he performed ſome ſtrange feats, he

gave out that he was ſome great perſon , Asts viii. 9 , 10 . Many other inſtances of

the like kind might be produced outof the hiſtories of the chriſtian church .

II . By this teſtimony of the Spirit the ſoul is led to a more ſenſible dependence on

divine grace, having an inward and effectual conviction how dark and weak it is in its

ſelf, and how powerful is the grace of God, and the operation of the Spirit ; it makes

the foulrun to the protection and ſuccour of almighty grace ; whereas vain deluſions

of the fancy, or temptations of the devil, rather lead the ſoul away from divine

grace, and incline it to a ſort of ſelf-fufficiency and dependence upon its own attain

ments , its own light, and its own ſtrength .

III. The witneſs of the ſpirit does more eſtabliſh the foul in the great doctrines of

the goſpel, and particularly in faith on Chriſt Jeſus. Many of theſe immediate teſti

monies of old were given to the primitive chriſtians with this deſign , to confirm them

in the doctrines of grace, and in the faith of Chriſt Jeſus. When St. Paul wastranſ

ported into the third heaven, 2 Cor . xii. and had doubtleſs an uncommon manifeſta

tion of the love of God ; as ſoon as the next danger and trial appeared , he befought

the Lord importunately, and could not be' fatisfied tillhe received this anfwer from

Chriſt ; my grace is fufficient for thee, 2 Cor . xii.9 .Hewas weak in himſelf but ſtrong

in Chriſt. But, on the other hand, it has been evident too often, when the devil has

endeavoured to delude weak creatures in this reſpect, he has drawn them off from

Chrift
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Cbrif , or filled their imaginations with ſome ſtrange errors, and led them away into

falſe and fooliſh opinions, contrary to the doctrines of the goſpel. Thebleſſed Spirit

will perform his office when he becomes a comforter, he will be an advocate for Chriſt,

for lo the word paracletos alſo ſignifies ; hewill take of the things of Chriſt, and ſhew

them to the ſoul ; he will guidehis people into the ſaine truths to which he witneſſed

ſo gloriouſly in the primitive times ; and will confirm believers in the faith of the

holy ſcriptures, John xvi. 13, 14 .

IV . The witneſs of the Spirit draws out the heart to ſome ſpecial degrees of love

to God, and engages it in warm and lively thankſgivings for ſuch divine and undeſer

ved favours : The ſoul admires the rich grace and goodneſs of God in Chriſt Jeſus.

Thence will ariſe an utter averſion to all ſin , an hatred of every thing that is diſpleaf

ing to God , a powerful ſenſe of indwelling corruption , a watchful care to pleaſeGod

in every thing , and to make ſomehumble returnsof love for ſuch ineſtimable favours ,

and divine manifeſtations ; whereas the warm preſumptions of fancy, or the deluſions

of the devil, leave the ſoul in a more careleſs and unholy frame; or, at leaſt, they

are oftentimes attended, or quickly followed, by ſome powerful tempration to groſs

iniquity ; which the deluded foul too often and too eaſily complies with : And there

have been many inſtances , wherein perſons under the power of vain deluſions from

the devil, have been drawn away to the practice of various ſorts of crimes, and par

ticularly to foul and ſcandalous fins.

In the laſt place, Imight add alſo , in general, that though the Spirit of God may

witneſs in an extraordinary manner to our adoption , when the ſoul cannot plainly ſee

or does not actually and plainly recollect the characters of adoption in itſelf ; yet it

never leaves the ſoulwithout awakening the exerciſe of ſuch graces as are indeed the

fure marks and evidences of the children of God : Where the Spirit comes, it will

bring ſomeof its own fruits with it, in a ſenſiblemanner . Now the fruits of the Spi

rit are love, joy, peace, long-ſuffering , gentleneſs, goodneſs, faith , meekneſs, temperance,

Gal. v . 22. If we are comforted by the Spirit, we ſhall crucify the Aeſh with its af

fections and lufts, and endeavour to walk and live as becomes the ſons and daughters

of ſuch a father as God is .

Upon the whole, I conclude, that it does not ſeem to be agreeable to the wiſdom

and providence of God , in the government of the world , to ſuffer thedevil ſo exact

ly to counterfeit the works of his own Spirit, as to leave no marks or evidenceswhere

by to diſtinguiſh them from the impoſtures of Satan . Truth and holineſs are the ob

jects of the devil's hatred , and though hemay transform himſelf in ſome particulars

into an angel of light, yet he brings along with him ſomepeculiar evil badge,where

by he may be known or diſtinguiſhed : And if chriſtians will be fincere and honeſt,

watchful and diligent, to examine not only the preſent impreſſions, but the ſucceed

ing effects of ſuch fort of aſſurances of their adoption , together with earneſt prayer

to be kept froin all deluſions, I can hardly think that God will ſuffer his own people

to be impoſed upon in a matter of fo facred importance .

The fourth thing I propoſed, was to mention briefly ſome characters of this extra

ordinary witneſs of the Spirit, wherein it differs from the ordinary witneſs.

1. The extraordinary teſtimony of our adoption is a more ſenſible and ſtrong im

preſſion upon the ſoul; which ſeems to be diſtinguiſhed in itſelf from themore now

fucceflive, and rational operations of the human faculties. The ſpirit of a chriſtian

fearching out his own intereſt in the love of God, exerciſes his reaſoning powers, lays

down theſe propoſitions: Hethat believes in Chrift, or hethat loveth God, is a child
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of God. Again , I believe in Chriſt, or I love God : And then it infers this conclu -,

fion ; therefore I am one of his children . Now the Spirit of God in his ordinary

and uſual influences, does ſo gently , fo ſecretly , and in ſuch a con -natural inanner ,

aſiſt theſe operations of the ſoul, that it ſeems to be all our own work ; and the influ

ences of the Spirit are ſeldom ſenſibly diſtinguiſhed from the operations of our own

faculties ; and we learn, that we have the aliitance of the holy Spirit herein , rather

by the doctrine of ſcripture , and by its fanctifying effects, than by any powerful fen

ſations of a ſuperior influence on our ſouls : But in the extraordinary witneſs the cafe

is otherwiſe ; for the ſuperior and external influence appears ſtrong and ſenſible. The

holy Spirit impreſſes the concluſion , or the aſſurance of our adoption , : with power

upon the ſoul, without any ſucceſſive deduction of it from any foregoing propoſitions,

ſets it in a bright light, and perſuades the ſoul to believe it.

2 . This extraordinary witneſs is uſually ſhort and ſudden, the other is more durable ;

this is only a cordial to encourage us in an hour of danger , or ſupportus in a fainting

ſeaſon ; the other is our common food, and our daily refreſhment. It has been ſaid

of this favour, it is rara hora, brevis mora : A viſit feldom beſtowed, and of ſhort

continuance,

3 . The ordinary witneſs of the Spirit of God with our ſpirits, proving our regene

ration and adoption in a rational way , may in ſomemeaſure be made out to others ;

but the extraordinary witneſs of the Spirit is like the white ſtone of abſolution , and

the new name written in it ; Rev. ii. 17. which none knows but he that receives it.

It is like hidden manna, with which God, at ſpecial ſeaſons, may feed his children in

ſecret.

· 4 . The extrordinay witneſs of the Spirit fills the ſoulwith greatand exceeding joy,

and brings it, as it were, within the confines of heaven : It is joy unſpeakable, and

glorified as the apoſtle Petercalls it : 1 Pet.i.8 . The othermaintains the foul in ſuch ade

greeofpeace,comfort, and well grounded hope, as carries the chriſtian onward through

the difficulties and duties of life, though without ſuch raptures of inward joy . There

is an unknown ſenſation of heavenly light and love, which runs through the ſpirit of

a chriſtian , under ſuch extraordinary aſſurances of divine love ; and it has been with

a faint at ſuch a timeas it was with Peter in the mount, when he ſaid, Lord, it is good

for us to be here. Mat. xvii. 4 .When hewas overwhelmed with revelation and pleaſure,

ſuch a ſoul has felt more than feeble nature was able to bear, and has cried out, “ it is

enough, Lord ; or, it is too much for a ſtate of fleſh and bloud , Lord : Either with

hold thy comforts, or enlarge the veſſel ; for I cannot bear thele joys.” . .

5 . This extraordinary witneſs of the Spirit doth not belong to every ſaint. Many

a chriſtian , it may be, paſſes the whole courſe of his life, and practiſes a regular faith

and holineſs for many years, without this exceſs of joy, this aſſurance of God's love.

Believers are generally led on in a rational way of evidence and hype ; and walking in

the paths of holineſs, having good hope through grace , hold faſt an humble confi

dence unto the end . The extraordinary witneſs is exceeding rare and uncommon, at

leaſt in our days.

I proceed now to finiſh this diſcourſe, by offering to your thoughts a few ad

vices concerning theſe witneſings of the Spirit of God, both in his ordinary and ex

traordinary ways.

1. Though you have never felt any ſuch immediate influences ofthe Spirit of God ,

giving you an extraordinary aſſurance of your intereſt in his love , yet have a care of

ridiculing and reproaching theſe peculiar and uncommon operations of the holy Spirit :

Take
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Take heed of pronouncing them all at once the deluſions of the devil, the viſions of

an heated fancy, or vain and idle dreams. It is certain thatGod has beſtowed ſome

ſuch favours on men in the primitive days of chriſtianity. It is certain alſo , that there

is no place of ſcripture that declares, that theſe influences are utterly ceaſed, or that

God will beſtow no more ſuch divine favours. It is certain yet further , that wiſe, and

judicious, and holymen , have had very extraordinary impreſſions of this kind made

on their ſouls, ſo that they were almoſt conſtrained to believe that they were divine ;

and the effects of theſe impreſſions have been holy and glorious: We ſhould ſet a

guard therefore on our hearts and our tongues, left we caſt a reproach and ſcandal on

ſuch ſacred appearances, which the Spirit of God will hereafter acknowledge to have

been his own work .

2 . Let not humble chriſtians, who walk with God according to the ordinary me

thods of his grace, be diſcouraged, though they have never found this extraordinary

witneſs of the Spirit, nor taſted of theſe peculiar favours. Value the evidentmarks

and characters of the children ofGod, wrought in your hearts,more than exſtaſies of

joy and pleaſure. Value mortification to ſin more than raptures; for mortification is

a certain ſign that the Spirit of God dwells in us, and thatwe are heirs of life, Rom .

viii. 13 . If you by the Spirit do mortify the deeds of the fleſh you ſhall live. Heaven

is the place of complete joy ; heaven is the ſtate where ſight and ſenſe ſhall be exer

ciſed ; but we are here ordained to live by faith , 2 Cor. v . 7 . Wemay have the af

fiſting preſence of the Spirit of adoption, and by that Spiritmay ſay unto God,“ Abba

Father ,” without the extraordinary witneſſing of that good Spirit.

3 . Dare not believe any ſudden raptures to proceed from this extraordinary teſtimo

ny of theholy Spirit, unleſs you find ſome conſiderable meaſure of thoſe ſanctifying

effects of them which I have deſcribed ,I have granted that in particular ſeaſons of trial

when the natural ſpirits ſink and fail, and teniptations are exceeding ſtrong ,God may

give this immediate teſtimony, on purpoſe to bear up the ſoul from ſinking; yet we

ſhould not dare to truſt ſuch fort of vehement impreſſions, and pronounce them di

vine, if we neither find any of the plain ſcripturalmarks of the children of God

upon us, before or after theſe impreſſions. There is great danger of depending up

on ſuch raptures, if they leave no evident and laſting effects of ſanctification behind

them . Where the Spirit ſhines with ſuch a divine light, he will warm theheartwith

uncommon love, and the ſoulmuſt be conſcious of ſome ſuch rational evidence of a

doption, ſuch a love to God in the heart, as will effectually prove that God has firſt

loved us.

Perhaps this is one reaſon why ſome chriſtians fall under ſo many doubts and fears,

becauſe they livemore upon their inward ſenſations of joy, their tranſports of plea

ſure in religion , which they call the extraordinary witneſs of the Spirit, than they

do upon the characters of the children ofGod,which ſhould be written in their hearts,

and by which they ſhould endeavour to ſearch out and to evidence their intereſt in the

favour of God.

4 . Let every believer walk humbly before God, in all the paths of holineſs. Take

heed left at any time you reſiſt the bleſſed Spirit, in his fanctifying influences , leſt he

withdraw your comforts of every kind . Be not deceived , for the Spirit of God will

not be trified with . If you low to the fleih , after you have received any witneſſings.

of the Spirit, youmay expect to reap deſertions, ſorrow , pains, and long mourning .

Keep a conſcience tender, and afraid ofevery ſin ; grieve not the holy Spirit of God,

whereby ye are ſealed to the day of redemption . Eph. iv. 30.

5 .Wait
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5 . Wait on God in all his holy ordinances , and wait for the manifeſtations of his

love. It is in a regular attendance on the public and private duties of religion, that

wemayhope to meet with thewitneſſing Spirit ; there the principles of grace arewont

to be awakened , and called forth into lively exerciſe ; and where your love to God

your father, and to Yeſus your ſaviour, is excited , and your ſouls exert themſelves as

becomes the children of God, you havemoſt reaſon to expect the preſence of the ho

ly Spirit, to bearwitneſs to your adoption, and to your intereſts in his love. He will

never beſtow conſolations of an ordinary or extraordinay kind, where there is a wil

fulneglect of the duties he haspreſcribed . Frequent the ſervices of his holy temple ;

the out- goings of God our king are in his ſanctuary. His power and glory , his grace

and kindneſs aremade viſible in his houſe . There has he promiſed his own preſence ;

and where his preſence is, he often brings with him the witneſſing Spirit. i

AN
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AN

E S S A Y

ON. THE

POWERS and CONTESTS

OF

: F L E S H and S P I R I T .

T is agreed by all the more ſober and thinking part of the world , that man is

a compounded creature ; and it is made evident from this plain and eaſy obſer

vation, viz . thathe puts forth hourly ſuch different kinds of action as one

ſimple being could never perform . Fleſh and ſpirit are the two ingredients

that go to the compoſition ; yet they keep their own natures ſtill diſtinct, un

mingled, and unconfounded. By the fleſh we eat, drink , walk , and neep , and are

a-kin to brute animals ; by the ſpirit wethink , know , and chufe, and hold kindred

with angels.

It appears to every careful obſerver, that each of theſe parts of theman have their

particular and diſtinct natures, qualities and operations.

The fleſh , or body , includes in it the limbs, bloud, and breath , with all the groſſer

and finer materials, ſolid or fluid ; that make up the animal ; it hasmany inward

ferments and appetites of it 's own ; it has ſeveral viſible , aswell as hidden motions;

and it receives various impreſſions, made by outward objects of ſenſe, which are pro

per to itſelf, and in which the ſpirit has no ſhare.

On the other hand, the foul or ſpirit includes the underſtanding and will, which are

it's chief powers : It has it's thoughts and conceptions, it's judgments and reaſonings,

it's acts of choice, averſion and deſire, in great variety ; which are peculiarly it'sown,

and belong not to the fleſh .

But while wedwell in this preſent world , there is ſuch a near and ſpecial union be

tween foul and body, that there are very few operations or affections of the mind ,

which do not receive a ſenſible turn or influence from the qualities and ferments, the

impreſſions, powers, and paſſions, of fleſh and bloud.

Sometimes theſe anirnalmotions attend or follow theacts or exerciſesof the mind,

and yet even then they increaſe them in many caſes: So when the ſoul is aſhamed , the

VOL. II. bloud
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bloud fluſhes in the face, and the ſhame is doubled ; when the ſpirit is angry, the cheeks

kindle, or grow pale , and the inward wrath burns fiercer. So in a fit of fear , the

bloud retires, the Heſh trembles, the natural ſpirits flutter, or ſink into faintneſs, and

the foul ismore terrified and overwhelmed.

At other times theſe inward ferments of the juices of the body are entirely before

hand with the foul ; thefe motions or impreſſions of the flesh , and ſenſe , and animal

nature, may firſt awaken , and then maintain theanger, or fear, or love, or other af

fections of themind. . .

Thus moſt of the actions of man in this preſent ſtate are of a mixed nature, where .

in both fleſh and ſpirit concur, and each perform their leveral parts ; though in ſuch a

manner, that, in many caſes, it is hard to ſay how far the fleſh and how far the ſpirit

have their diſtinct ſhares of influence. Yet there is one excellent and unfailing rule to

judge of this matter, if we could but always apply it right; and that is, whatſoever

knowledge, confent, or choice , is in any action , belongs to the mind ; and what im

pliesmere matter, ſhape, or proper motion , muſt be attributed to the body.

Theſe appetites and affections of human nature, which are the mingled operations

of Aeſh and ſpirit, are either lawful, facred , or ſinful; and they are properly and for

mally ſo called , partly according to the different objects of them , and partly accord

ing to their various degrees, or ſome other circumſtances of timeor place, thatmay

attend them ; as will be made evident by ſuch inſtances as theſe . Thus it will appear

that the ſame action or paſſion may be determined to be lawful, facred , or ſin

ful, if it be exerciſed toward different objects, or in different degrees. Thus it is

lawful to be hungry and thirſty , and to deſire proper food , bread and wine ; and to

deſire , with faith and holy affections,to eat the bread and drink the wine at theLord's

ſupper is a ſacred action . But to cover thatmeat or drink, that bread , or that wine,

which belongs to anotherman, is finful; for it is a violation of the tenth command,

and becomes a tranfgreflion . So to fear the greatGod, or to love him , is a ſacred

affection . To fear a robber, or a roaring lion , or to lovemy houſe, or my fervant,

are very lawful affections : But if my love or my fear of any creature exceeds my

fear ormy love of Godmycreator, it becomes hereby ſinful. It is lawful, or rather

it is religious and holy, to be angry, to hate, and to be aſhamed, when fin is the ob

ject of theſe paſſions; but to be aſhamed of virtue and religion , where I am called

to profeſs them , or to hate niy neighbour, or even mine enemy, or to be angry with

out a cauſe , or above a proper degree, are all criminal paſſions, and render a man

guilty before God. .

Themere motions and ferments of fleſh and bloud, or whatſoever ſhare mere ani

mal nature has in theſe actions or affections of theman , can have no moral good or

evil in them , conſidered apart from the ſoul; nor are they properly called lawful or

ſinful in themſelves ; for they are the pure operationsof brutalmatter, till the ſoul

or the will indulges them , or approves them , commands them , or complies with

them . Yet if the objects of theſe feſhly motions be forbidden by the laws of God ,

or if the degree be exceſſive, or the time or place unlawful, then theſe motions and

ferments of the fleſh may be called ſinful; not formally in themſelves, butoccaſion

ally ; becauſe the ſoul ſo often complies with them , and becomes guilty ; and thus

theſe operations of the fleſh are ſad occaſions of ſin . ; )

Now in this preſent fallen ſtate , wherein all the children of Adam are found, theſe

linful motions and ferments, appetites and paſſions abound in our fleſh and bloud ;

partly as we derive too much of them from our ſinful parents, and partly as we

have
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have too much encouraged and ſtrengthened them ourſelves, by frequent practice

and indulgence.

It is evident alſo , that the greateſt part of the actions of our lives aje ready to be

influenced by appetite or affection ; and it is plain , that the outward ſenſes of the

body, or the inward ferments, motions, and impreſſions of feſh and bloud have ſo

large a ſhare in them , that they are called the deeds of the body, the deſires, luſts

and affections of the fleſh , in many places of ſcripture ; thence it comes to paſs that

our fleſh becomes the chief cauſe and occaſion of ſin to the ſoul.

Now though it be difficult, as I have hinted, in many particular actions, to de

termine preciſely how far the influence of the fleſh reaches, and how far it is the act

of the mind or ſpirit, yet it is of great uſe in the chriſtian life to ſearch into theſe

matters, in order to find how far our actions are criminal and guilty, that we may

abaſe our fouls beforeGod, and take ſhame to ourſelves ſo far as we are culpable ; and

on the other hand ,that from amelancholy or ſuperſtitiousmiſtake, wemay not charge

ourſelves with more guilt than God charges us with , or lay heavier loads upon our

own conſciences than the divine law lays upon us.

We ſhall find theſe enquiries alſo of excellent uſe to lead us to proper methods for

the mortification of fin , and to fhew us the juſtice and wiſdom of divine conduct,

and the holineſs and beauty of the providence of God, in appointing our preſent

ſtate of trial, in order to a future judgment.

I. The firſt thing I ſhall diſcourſe on here , is the unhappy influence that our fleſh

or animal nature, has to tempt us to ſin . And then

II. I ſhall ſhew what powers the ſoul is furniſhed with to reſiſt the ſinful motions

of the fleſh , and to maintain the ſacred warfare.

This is the propoſition therefore that I ſhall firſt lay down in my diſcourſe ; viz.

That the principles, ſprings, and occaſions of our ſinful actions lie very much in the

fleſh ; and theſe have a fatal and unhappy influence to lead the ſoul or ſpirit into ſin .

I ſhall make this evident from the word of God , eſpecially from the writings of

the bleſſed apoſtles ; and ſhall confirm it by manycommon obſervations and an eaſy

train of reaſoning . '

When thoſe ſacred writers have occaſion to deſcribe ſin , in its principles or ope

rations, they uſe the wordsfeth , felhly , or carnal, the body, or themembers , with

much freedom and frequency. St. Peter ſpeaks of walking after the fleſh , 2 Pet. ii.

20. of alluring men by the lufts of the fleſh ; 2 Pet. ii. 18. of fleſhly luſts that war

againſt the ſoul, 1 Pet. ii. 11. St. Paul bids usmortify the deeds of the body, Rom .

viii. 12. and he calls the principle of ſin thebody of death , Rom . vii. 24. He ſpeaks

of ſin reigning in our mortal bodies, Rom . vi. 12. He places the ſinful principles,

which he calls the law of ſin , in our very members, Rom . vii. 23. And particular

ſinshe calls our members , Col. iii. 5 . And in correſpondence with him the apoſtle

James ſpeaks of lufts that war in our members, James iv . I . And John and Jude

makemention of the lufts of the fleſh , and garments ſpotted with the fleſh . And

there are few wordsmore frequent on St. Paul's tongue than the word fleſh , when he

would fignify fin ; the mortification whereof he calls crucifying the fleſh with its af

fections and lufts, Gal. v . 24 . He names adultery, fornication , idolatry, hatred ,

envy , murder, drunkenneſs, revellings, and ſuch like, the works of the fleſh , Gal,

V . 19. Perſons in a ſinful ſtatę are ſaid to be in the fleſh , Rom . viii. 8 , 9 . A courſe

of ſinning is called fowing to the fleſh , living after the fleſh , minding the things

P 2 of
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of the Aeſh , walking after the fleſh , fulfilling the deſires and luſts of the fleſh , in

ſeveral parts of his epiſtles.

But in ſanctified and unfanctified perſons, ſin , in the judgment of St. Paul, lies

very much in the fleſh , as to the ſprings, principles, and occaſions of it. See Rom .

vii. 5 . compared with the 18, and 25 verſes. In Rom . vii. 5 . St. Paul ſpeaks concern

ing the natural and unregenerate ftate : When we were in the fleſh , that is, all fleſh ,

no ſpirit, that is, no ſpiritual life, then the motions of fin did work in our members,

to bring forth fruit unto deaih. And when he ſpeaks concerning himſelf in a rege

nerate ſtate , at the end of that chapter, he deſcribes ſin ſtill as having its occaſion and

cauſe much feated in the flesh . See verſes 18 , and 25. I know that in me, that is, in

my fleſh , dwelleth no good thing ; I ſee another law in mymembers,warring againſt

the law of mymind. Withmymind I ſerve the law of God, butwith my flesh the

law of ſin . So that, conſidering himſelf either in a natural or in a regenerate ſtate ,

ſtill he ſuppoſes the great occaſion of ſinfulactions to proceed from the fleſh .

I confeſs that in ſome places of thenew teſtament, and perhaps in ſeveral of theſe

which I have now cited , theword fleſh may be uſed fomething figuratively , to ſigni

fy all the principles of ſin that are in human nature, whether they immediately re

ſide in the mind, or in the body, as the ſubject ; but the figure itſelf ſeems to be

borrowed from this very ſentiment, that the fleſh , with its affections and appetites

towards fleſhly objects, is the chief ſpring and occaſion of ſin .

I might add alſo , that there are ſomeother places of ſcripture , where the word

fleſh mnſt neceſſarily be taken in a literal and proper ſenſe, denoting the body to be

the ſeat or ſpring of many ſinful affections ; as Eph . ii . 3 . where the deſires of the

Aeſh are diſtinguiſhed from the ſinful deſires of the mind And 2 Cor. vii. 1 . where

both the filthineſs of fleſh and ſpirit is mentioned ; and there are very few places

which will not allow us to underſtand it in a literal ſenſe. And it is evident to any

one who compares the variousparts of the writings of this apoſtle, that he ſpeaks

ten times of the body, the fleſh , or the members, as the ſprings of fin , where he

once mentions the luſts of themind ; intimating , that the far greateſt part of the

fins of men are derived from their fleſh , and are owing to their compliance with the

ſinful deſires or affections of the body .

Iwould not be miſtaken here, as if I ſuppoſed the Aeh to be the only immediate

ſpring of all our ſins ; though perhaps, it is the original, and remote ſpring of all,

as I ſhall Thew preſently : But the ſoulof man , being once depraved, has many ſinful

qualities in it ; the underſtanding, and the will, the very mind and conſcience, are

defiled , Tit. i. 15 . The ſoul itſelf has ſome propenſities to things that are forbidden ,

as well as ſinful averſions to God , and things holy and heavenly. There are the

luſts of themind aswell as luſts of the Aeſh . There is a filthineſs both of Aeſh and

fpirit. The devils, who have no Aeſh and bloud belonging to them , are vile ſinners ;

theſe are called ſpiritual wickedneſſes in high places, Eph . vi. 12. or, as it may be

tranſlated , wicked ſpirits in heavenlies; that is, in the airy regions: So the ſpirit of

man has ſins of its own , that it borrows not immediately from the fleſh : There is a

pride in the mind, ariſing from learning, and intellectual powers, and accompliſh

ments ; there are vain and exceſſive deſires of human knowledge ; there is a ſinful

curioſity , prying into ſecret futurities ; there is a glorying in felf, a vanity of mind,

and ſelf-confidence , inſtead of truſting in God, and giving him the glory of all :

There is, indeed, a ſecret diſike and averſion to God and holineſs, in the ſoul of

every unfanctified ſinner ; theſe are more ſpiritual iniquities .

I might
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I might add alſo, that there are ſeveral of thoſe ſins which , in ſome appearances

of them , are numbered among the works of the Aeſh , becauſe they are often exci

ted , and almoſt always increaſed, by the humours and ferinents of the body ; which

yet , in ſome other operations and appearances, begin in the ſpirit, belong chiefly to

the ſoul, and muſt be called ſpiritual ſins, or luits of themind ; ſuch as malice

and envy, ſelf-conceit, emulation , hatred of good men , & c. which are doubtleſs

found in the fallen angels, thoſe evil ſpirits, who have no Reſh about them . Now

as an unſanctified ſoul may be ſometimes guilty of theſe when in the body, fo ,

when it is diſmiſſed from fleſh , wemuſt grant, that it would be filled with all theſe

iniquities, theſe ſpiritual lufts, for ever , though none of the carnal ſins, no appe

tities to fleſhly objects , ſhould follow it into the ſeparate ſtate .

But the point which I propoſe to prove is this, that though theremay be ſeveral

ſins that arile chiefly from tne mind, yet there are multitudes of diſorderly appetites,

ſintul inclinations and averſions, as well as vio 'ent immoderate tendencies towards

lawful objects , ſeated in our animal nature, in our feſh and bloud , in this mortal

part of our frame and compoſition , wherein we are a -kin to the beaſts that periſh ;

and it is by the ſenſes, by theſe ſenſitive motions and ferments of felh and bloud ,

that the human ſoul is moſt frequently led into temptation and ſin : And more efpe

cially I may venture to ſay, that the ſoul of a true chriſtian , which is ſanctified by

the Spirit of God, and has a new and heavenly temper and biaſs, and a divine na .

ture given it, owes moſt of it' s actual tranſgreſſions to the feſh , and the lufts there

of, to which it is united in the preſent ſtate.

There is one objection that ſeemsneceſſary to be anſwered ; and that is drawn from

the words of our ſaviour, Mark vii. 21, 23. For from within , out of the heirt of

men, proceed evil thoughts, adulteries , fornications, murders , & c. All theſe evil

things come from within , and defile theman . Now ſome perſon may ſay, it is evi

dent, that by the hearthe did not mean that inward bowel ſo called , but the ſoul it

ſelf ; becaule, according to the vulgar philoſophy, and common ſentiments of the

Jews, the ſoul of man had its chief reſidence in the heart ; and upon this account

they attributed to the heart the ſeveral affections and inward operations of the ſoul,

whether they were ſinful or holy ; and in this fenfe our ſaviour may be ſuppoſed to

attribute to the foul, or fpirit in man , all theſe wickedneſſes.

But it is eaſy to ſolve this difficulty twoways.

I That neither the philoſophy of the Jews, nor the common language which

our faviour uſed, did make any nice diitinction in thoſe principles ofhuman actions

what ſhare the ſpirit had in them and what the fleſh ; but they uſed the word heart,

for all thoſe inward powers of the man whence outward actions proceeded ; and this

becauſe the ſprings and motions of the bloud and life , as well as the ferments of fe

veral pafſions, were found there : So that our ſaviour uſing the common language of

the people, does by no means exclude the inward ferments of the fleſh from their

ſhare in theſe ſinful actions ; but rather includes them in the word heart.

2 . If we could ſuppoſe the word heart in this place to ſignify merely the ſoul

or ſpirit, yet it would by no means exclude the inward ferments of the fleſh from

being the firſt ſprings and occaſions of many of theſe ſinful practices ; for they do

not become ſins till the ſoul has conſented to them ; nor can they break forth into

outward acts without the command, or, at leaſt, the ſinful compliance of the ſoul.

Thus all thoſe actions that may juſtly be called evil and wicked , ſuch as Cbrift here

mentions, proceed from the ſoul, ſo far as they are truly and properly ſinful ; and
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1.
Conſiderand bloud. Theſe mion is always preſent woud Aows high andwe to

yet the firſt ſecret occaſions and incentives of many of them may ſpring very much

from the powers of the fleſh .

Now as I havemade it to appear in ſome good meaſure, that the ſprings and prin

ciples of ſin lie very much in our fleſhly natures, from the frequent expreſſionsof ho .

ly ſcripture, ſo it may be madeyetmore evident ſtill, by theſe following conſidera

tions, drawn from reaſon , obſervation , and experience.

I. Conſider how different are the ſins of men , according to their peculiar conſtitu

tions of fleſh and bloud. Theſe may be called the ſins that eaſily befet us, Heb . xii.

1. becauſe our temper and conſtitution is always preſent with us.

Thoſe that are of a briſk and ſanguinemake, whoſe bloud flows high and vigor

ous, how often are they tempted by the gay ſcenes of life, to purſue vanity , and to

indulge forbidden pleaſures ? Luxury and intemperance are their peculiar vices: they

follow after carnal mirth with eager guſt, as well as with long forgetfulneſs of God ,

and of things fpiritual. By this means they indulge a fatal ſecurity , and groundleſs

preſumption of long life here, or happineſs hereafter, being ever animated by lively

ſenſual fancies, appetites, and paſſions.

On the other hand , thoſe that have melancholy humours mingled with their natu

ral conſtitution , are inclined to ſullen vices, to an unfociable and uncharitable beha

viour among inen, as well as they are often tempted under the influence of theſe pre

vailing humours of the body, to deſpair of themercies of God , and, upon this ac

count to abandon all religion .

Somehave a greedineis of deſirewrought into the very frameof their natures; and

theſe are inclined to ſelfiſh and covetous iniquities, and often are found hard -hearted

and uncompaſſionate to the neceſſities and cries of the poor.

Others are four and peeviſh in their native temper, having an exceſs of ſharp

juices mingled with their fleſ and bloud ; and theſe are eaſily awakened to ſudden

wrath and reſentment, and kindled into a fame of ſinful anger upon the firſt and

ſlighteſt provocation .

I might inſtance in ſeveral other qualities of the conſtitution, whereby multitudes

of iniquities ariſe amongſtmen , and ſufficiently diſcover that the fleſh is a moſt fruit

ful ſpring of temptations, and a conſtant occaſion of ſin .

2 . Conſider how many particular ſinswe may be inclined to , by reaſon of ſome

ſudden diſtemper of body, or long and habitual diſeaſes that attend Aeſh and bloud

When the four or acid humours in animal nature riſe to an irregular height, or

when the body is frequently exerciſed with ſharp and tedious pains, even a well-temper

ed man becomes peevilh and fretful; he vexes his own ſpirit with impatience ; he

murmurs againſt the hand of God ; and this ſecret uneaſineſs, though it dares not ap

pear in viſible rage againſt his creator, yet it cannot contain itſelf in ſilence, but

breaks out with too much evidence and guilt, quarelling with his fellow -creatures

round about him : He tiresouthis beſt friends with perpetual diſquietude ; he loſes

hismeek and gentle temper; and theman that was wont to be always pleaſed and

eaſy, now reſents every thing, and ſcarce any body can pleate him .

This appears with bright evidence to be occaſioned by bodily diſorders ; for even

our natural hunger makes us peevilh : When ſharp and corroſive juices prey

upon the ſtomach itſelf, for want of food , how touchy and fretfuldoes our temper

grow , till a good meal provides matter for thoſe digeſtive juices to act upon ? then

the fleſh grows eaſy, and the good humour returns.

But to purſue the obſervation concerning diſeaſes.
When
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When the natural ſpirits are reduced very low by long weakneſs, how cold and un

active are ſome good men ? When phlegmatic humours prevail in the body, how

Nothful are ſome chriſtians in every duty ?How backward to all active ſervices ofGod

or man ? Even thoſe very perſonswho were once chearful and zealous, and ready to

every good work .

After the famemanner, when, through diſtemper of body, black and melancho

ly juices get the aſcendant over themore fprightly animal powers, how often do we

find perſons of a ſweet affable behaviour grow fullen and unfociable ? Thoſe who were

fond of company and converſation feek dark corners, and ſolitary chambers of re

tirement ; they grow liſtleſs to every diverſion, and will hardly admit a viſitant, or

give anſwers to the common queſtionsof life.

Again , when the powers of nature are broken by continual diſeaſes, the man of

courage becomes fearful, and ſtarts aſide from duty, at every appearing difficulty :

Theman of faith gives into fears and doubts, to perpetual unbelievings, and ſuſpici

ous thoughts, with regard to the promiſes of God , and all the encouragements of

the gospel.

And to put this matter beyond all diſpute , experience teaches us, that the very

fame perſons who have been fretful, peeviſh , nothful, fullen , or exceſſively timo

rous, under the influences of theſe ſeveral diſtempers of body; when , by themeans

of medicine they have been reſtored to health , they have returned again to the chear

ful practices of thoſe ſingle and ſocial virtues, which ſo long lay cramped , confined ,

and buried under the diſeaſes of the fleſh .

Now if the occaſion of theſe ſeveral ſorts of fins, both of omiſſion and commiſſion ,

did not chieily ariſe from the fleſh , why ſhould the ſame chriſtian ſo remarkably find

hiswhole temper and his conduct altered for the worſe by the diſeaſes of his body, and

reſtored again by the recovery of his health ?

3 . Conſider how different are the ſins of youth and old age ; how contrary are

their ſeveral temptations.

The youth delights in gay company, public vanities, ſenſual amuſements, luxury

and profuſeneſs ; he contemns money, and deſpiſes his eaſe, to purſuewith labour

the gratifications of fancy and wanton appetite ; and hereby he neglects all the duties

of retirement, and ſerious thoughtfulneſs. The old man loves his eaſe above all

things, except his money ; heneglects and deſpiſes the pleaſures of the fleſh , and gly

diverſions ; but he daily hoards up his gold for fear of want ; and in counting over

his treaſurehe waſtes the latter hours of his life, which he ſhould ſpend in a prepara

tion for death at hand.

The youth fears nothing, and ruſhes on to guilt headlong ; the old man is frigh

ted at every thing , and ſhrinks back from the moſt neceſſary duties.

Whence are all theſe differences of ſin ? The natural philoſopher will give happy

hints toward the folving this queſtion with eaſe and truth : Heknows that one is

occaſioned by the florid bloud, and juices, and active powers of young human nature;

theſe hurry the ſoul on to purſue every fleſhly delight. The other is owing to the lans

guid and groſs ſtagnanthumours that mingle with the bloud of old age : Theſe ren

der him dull and unactive ; and his perpetualfears of want, and poverty , and of e

very other evil, ariſe partly from the poor low ſtate of thoſe feeble ſpirits that

attend that laſt and expiring period of life . The unholy ſoul is too eaſily influen

ced by both theſe extremes, in the different ſeaſons of its dwelling in this mortal

and ſinful fleſh ; and the ſoul that is ſanctified finds it hard work to reſiſt.

4 . Les
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4 . Let us conſider yet again , how great a part of the ſins of men ariſe from the

preſence of tempting ſenſible objects , and theſe are conveyed to themind by the

ſenſitive powers of the fleſh . What influence could the whole world of enticing ob

jects have on the ſpirit, if the notices of them werenot brought to the ſpirit by the

ſenſes ? The preſence of alluring temptations ſtrikes ſtrongly on the outward organ of

ſenſe, awakens the carnal appetite , and with a powerful, an unhappy , and an almoſt

conſtraining force, perſuades the ſoul to guilty practices and enjoyments. At other

times it cauſes a ſinful neglect of proper duties toGod orman ; or, at leaſt, it calls

in vain thoughts to mingle with our ſervices, both civil and religious ; and thus gives

them a ſenſual taint, and pollutes and ſpoils them . . .

Particular circumſtances of timeand place, where ſenſual temptations attend us,

become unhappy occaſions of defiling the ſoul. And where is the time, orwhere

the place, in which ſuch objects or occaſions are not to be found ? The day -light

opens before us the ſcenes of a vain world , crowded with ten thouſand allurements to

ſin ; nor can the ſhadows of the night conceal or baniſh thoſe temptations that attack

usatother avenues beſides the eye. A wanton ſong, an immodeſt touch , the ſcent

of dainty neats, or the remembered reliſh of delicious wine, are fufficient to provoke

the fleſhly appetites, and to infame the ſoul to the purſuit of iniquity . Thus every

fenfe has a hand in the conveyance of ſin to the ſpirit.

Not the board , northe bed , notthe ſhop, nor the exchange ; no , not the cloſet ,

nor the temples of worſhip, are ſecure from temptationsthat aſſault the ſoul, by means

of this wretched feſh . Weare in danger when in the midſt of company ; norare we

ſafe when ſolitary and alone. How often have eyes and ears been the unhappy torches

to kindle either unlawful love , or malice and revenge, according as a man hath been

caſually led within ſight or hearing of the perſon that has allured him to pleaſure, or

put him to pain ? Pictures and ſtories havemany a timebecomefatal inſtruments of the

lamemiſchief. When we ſit at a well- ſpread table , doth not our palate often tempt

us to improper food, and to riot upon a beloved diſh ? Weventure to taſte of the

luſcious compound, even though we ſuſpect, or are almoſt certain , it has ſickneſs or

diſeaſe lurking in it ; and ſometimes we indulge the freedom of appetite in the moſt

wholeſomne proviſions, to a vicious exceſs and ſurfeit. How many a wretch is enticed

to become a glutton , or a drunkard, or to ruſh on to the purſuit of adultery and

polluted pleaſure, by his paſſing through ſome inſnaring occurrences of life ,

and having the ſoul united to this linfulfeſh ? Thewanton eye, and the greedy palate

are tempting engines, that draw the mind away to forbidden objects.

It is upon this accountthat our bleſſed Lord gives advice in his excellent ſermon :

If thy right-eye offend thee, pluck it out ; or, if thy right-hand offend thee , cut it

off, and caſt them both away from thee ; for it is profitable for thee that one of thy

members ſhould periſh , and not that thy whole body ſhould be caſt into hell. Matt, v .

29, 30 . And though our Lord maybe ſuppoſed here to ſpeak metaphorically , and to

bid us partwith those beloved ſins that are dear to us as an hand or an eye, yet he de

ſigns to teach us that the eye, and the hand, and the fleſhly powers, may become

wretched occaſions of ſin to us ; and if there were no other way to avoid the danger,

it is better to bear the pain of parting with thoſe miſchievous and offenſivemembers,

than yield to their temptations, and ruſh on to guilt and eternalmiſery.

Imighthere alſo take notice, that the very preſence of all ſorts of corporeal ob

jects, even themoſtneceſſary , and themoſt innocent, may become occaſions of ſin ,

at ſpecial ſeaſons ; as when we are engaged in any part of divine worſhip, the com

mon and obvious appearances round about us, the walls, the doors, the windows,

the
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the civil lite the foul awayhe duty of its not reaſon houſe of Helbet with, eve

he furniture of the place, or the perfons preſent, impreſs our ſenſes, and often turn

away the thoughts from the ſacred work . Weforget God to purſue the creature,

even in his own awful preſence, and in themidſt of our folemn devotions. A curious

ear ſhall wrap up the ſoul in the melody of the ſong, till it has loſt the divine ſenſe

and meaning. A vain and wandering eye roves among the faces, the poſtures, and

the dreſs of our fellow -worſhippers, and calls the mind away from prayer and devout

attention . Oh how often does the criminalindulgence of theſe ſenſitive powers carry

the ſoul afar off from God and religion ! How does it break off many a holy medi

tation in a moment ! What long intervals does it make in our addreſſes to our creator,

and interline our prayers with folly and ſin ! So, when we are employed in any buſineſs

of the civil life , that is our propor preſent duty , our ſenſes glance at ſome other ob

ject, and draw the ſoul away to a quite differentwork , which is ſinful at that ſeaſon ;

though perhaps itmight be the duty of the next hour, or the proper buſineſs of the

morrow . And where is theman that has not reaſon to complain often of this ſort of

temptations every day, while his fpirit dwells in this houſe of fleſh ?

5. Conſider further, that moſt of the temptations thatwemeet with , even when

the outward objects are abſent, ariſe from the images of them remaining in the brain ;

which is, as it were, the ſhop, or ſtorehouſe, of the memory and the fancy . The

impreſſions which thoſe objectsmade on the outward ſenſes, when they were preſent,

are conveyed to the brain , and laid up there, ready to appear at the firſt call of the

mind , when theſe objects are withdrawn. But they oftentimes alſo ſtart out unbid

den , and a whole ſcene of wickedneſs is ſpread all over the imagination , before the

ſoul is aware ; and ſometimes when the ſoul expreſsly forbids it too : Then the cor

rupt appetites are kindled, and ſinful paſſions awake again . Thusthe temptations

return, and folicit the ſpirit to ſin , even when the objects are afar off, and out of

reach : For fancy and memory are but the pictures of ſenſe ; it is ſight and hearing

at ſecond hand. Now if the ſoul ſeeks and calls for theſe tempting viſions to ap

pear, or if it indulges theſe impure exerciſes of the imagination ; if it delights itſelf

in theſe criminal ideas when they happen to ariſe, and pleaſe itſelf with theſe painted

ſhapes of iniquity. then it too frequently repeats the ſin , and renews its own guilt and

defilement.

Such is the compoſition of our natures, that the images on the brain , the traces

and footſteps of paft ſenſations, and the ſprings of fancy and paſſion , are linked to

gether by unknown and unperceived ties: ſo that when one is touched and awakened, a

whole train of images appears at once, and awakens all thoſe fancies, and thoſe guilty

paſſions, which were linked and connected together when that leading image was firſt

painted on the brain through the organs of ſenſe. So one line of a comedy, or the

door of the play-houſe , or the ſound of an actor, or a hero's name, ſhall call over

again all thoſe alluring and miſchievous ſcenes which firſt drew the heart away from

God and religion , ſpoiled the labours of a pious education , and plunged the young

finner into early debaucheries.

Beſides all theſe miſchiefs that ariſe from the recollection of paſt occurrences , there

is an infinite variety of new ſcenes of vice , that fancy can furniſh out on the ſudden ,

by mingling, joining, enlarging , multiplying, and coinpounding, the vicious images

that the brain can ſupply it with . Thus in this ſhop of vanity , this workhouſe of fin ,

and theſe ſecret chambers of imagery , new -deviſed iniquities are coined continually ;

new engines are forged every minute, by a buſy and fruitful fancy, to charm the ſoul,

and tranſport it to freſh guilt and ruin .Thus the treaſury of the brain and thoſe inward
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and hidden parts of the fleſh , becomemany times as effectual occaſions of ſin , as all

theoutward fenfes joined together, and an army of tempting objects.

6 . There is another conſideration too, that wil make it appear to any perſon of

an enquiring and thoughtful genius, that ſin has much of its feat and root in the

fleſh , if we do but reflect how many iniquities we commit, which , in their outward

appearance, are very nearly imitated by brute creatures, which have no intelligent

ſpirit, no rational foul , whoſe bloud is the very ſoul, ſpirit, and life of them , as

the ſcripture ſpeaks. Lev . xvii. 14 . Eccl. iii. 21.

Is there not ſomething like envy working in a dog , when he forbids the ox from

the crib or the manger, and yet he neither wants nor taſtes the hay nor the corn him

ſelf ? Is he not the picture of inalice, when he grins with fury , and growsmad with

rage, againſt the harmleſs traveller ? Does not the wafp , that little angry infect, fix

a ſting in us fometimes without any provocation ? And thus it becomes the very i

mage and proverb of ill-nature as well as the dog ; ſo that men of ſuch a temper are

called dogged and waſpilh . Does not our Lord Jeſus himſelf give Herod the name

of a fox for the ſame reaſon , viz . becauſe of the craft, the plunder, and the various

and bloudy injuries which were practiſed by thatman among his ſubjects , and are

well repreſented by the natural actions of that ſubtil and miſchievous animal amongwell
repreſenteres . See Luke xiii. 3.imed with food

Is not the ſwine often overwhelmed with food by its own greedinefs ? And does

not that foul animal imitate the glutton well ? You grant all this proceeds from the

very make and frame, the bloud and juices of theſe animals, and from the keenneſs

or other peculiar qualities of their natural ſpirits : And why may not the firſtmo

tions and ſtirrings of the ſame vices in us proceed from the ferments of our bloud

too ? Have you never obſerved thereſemblance of pride working in a peacock , or a

well-fed horle ; how thofe brutal beings exult and glory , the one in his beauty, the

other in his ſtrength and his peculiar endowments ? This proud ferment heaves and

(wells their bodily natures : And why may not ſome of our pridebe ſuppoſed to be

gin there too ?

I confeſs theſe animals have no rationalmind in them , no thinking ſpirit, no will,

either to reſiſt or conſent to theſemotions of the fleſh or bloud ; ſo that they are un

der no moral law : Theſe actions of theirs are agreeable to their original nature, and

are under a divine appointment rather than a prohibition ; therefore they are not cap

able of fin and guilt . But man , who hath theſe ſame animalmotions and ferments

of the fleſh , and the ſame appetites, and ſprings of paſſion , had nothing vicious in

his original frame and conſtitution , but derived all that is faulty from his firſt pa

rents, who were wilful finners, and who ſpoiled their whole nature ; and upon this

account he will hardly be found innocent. .

But his guilt appears much more evident, when we conſider that man has alſo an

intelligent mind , a reaſonable ſoul, capable , in ſomemeaſure, of reſiſting theſe ir

regular tendencies of the Aeſh ; therefore hebecomes guilty in the light of God, by

wilful conſent to them , and indulgence of them , contrary to the forbidding law of

his creator. Now this propoſed conteſt between fleſh and ſpirit is ordained by God

our maker in infinite wiſdom , to be a proper ſtate of trial for us, in order to future

rewards and puniſhments.

7. I might add , in the laſt place , another argument to prove that our fleſh is the

chief occaſion of ſin to the ſoul, from this conſideration ; that the ſoul at firſt is taint

ed , corrupted, or defiled , with original ſin , by its union to finful fleſh .

You
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uman ſpecies. mt of it's being, by the old derived from Adam , it of

. You will immediately enquire, how is this poſſible, ſince the ſoul is a pure fpiritu,

al being, created immediately by God himſelf, and therefore innocent and holy ; and

ſince it cannot touch , nor be touched , by any thing corporeal, ſuch as fleſh and

bloud ? In what manner can the ſoul, though united to the body, receive any ſuch

ſinful pollution, or ſinful impreſſion, from the body ?

Take this accountof it in ſhort, in theſe few propoſitions,

1. Though the ſpirit of man be incorporeal, and is created by God without de

praved or ſinful qualities in it, yer it never exiſts, or comes into being , but as a part

of human nature , and that not as a piece of new workmanſhip , but as a part of

mankind propagated from parents by the continued power of God's creating word ;

“ Be fruitful and multiply ." When the infant-body of man is fo far formed as to

become fit for union with a rational foul, the ſoul comes into exiſtence in union with

thebody, by the original law of creation, and becomes a part of the man , as much

as the breath , which is borrowed from the air, or the bloud, which is made out of

the food of themother ,

2 . Thence it follows, that the ſoul is not to be judged of, or conſidered , as a ſin

gle ſeparate being, but as in union with fleſh and bloud . as making up a compound

creature of the human ſpecies.

· 3 . Since in the very firſt moment of it's being , by the old and general rules or laws

of creation and providence, it belongs to a human body, derived from Adam , it is

eſteemed as propagated by the parents, and it becomes hereby a ſon or a daughter of

fallen man , and is naturally , by the law of creation , involved in the fame circum

ſtance of ruin , hasno claim to preſerving or ſecuring grace, above themere and un

taught faculties of its intelligentnature. Then

4 . Since this body has many ſinful ferments and irregular appetites in it, convey

ed down from the original finner, thenew -made ſpirit being created and joined to the

Heſh , is perpetually itnpreſſed and allured by theſe motions, paſſions, and appetites

of the fleſh , and willingly complies with thoſe that are criminal as well as thoſe that

are innocent; and thus the young creature contracts actual and perſonal guilt, per

haps, as ſoon as it is capable of exerting any actions with underltanding ; and ſuch

as are properly human , and capable of moral differences.

Thus the ſoul is defiled by communion with the fleſh ; and, according to the ori

ginal law of creation, which is called the covenant of God with Adam , it partakes of

a finful nature from degenerate parents, and by degrees becomes an actual ſinner.

But I proceed no further on this head , having delivered my ſentiments in another

place more at large, in the deep and difficult controverſy of original ſin ; which may

be beſt accounted for in this manner, as far as myjudgment reaches.

What I have ſaid here is ſufficient to thew that , in the preſent ſtate of human na

ture, the fleſh is the chief cauſe and occaſion of ſin to the ſoul.

MEDITATION I.

And are we tempted to ſin fo often by our fleſhly powers ? Then how little ſhould

wereckon ourſelves debtors to the Reih ? How much miſchief has it already doneus?

And how much ſtillhave wereaſon to fear from its influences, as long as we continue

to dwell in it !

Little do you think , O finners ; little do you think what an enemy you careſs,

while you pamper the fleſh , and make proviſion to fulfil the luſts of it , it is a foe

that fits cloſe to you , and is a partner of your very natures ; and thus it has a thou

Q 2 ſand
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ſand opportunities to do you miſchief, when other adverſaries are afar off : Ithas done

you already more injury than the devil and the world joined together ; for in all the

pernicious and ſecret ſnares which they have laid for your ſouls, and all the open at

tacksthat they have made upon your virtue, or your peace, the fleſh has ever been an

accomplice with them , and helped onward the fatal deſign ; beſides themany guilty

practices into which it has drawn you , without the aſſiſtance either of the world or the

devil. Not all the deceitful vanities on the earth , nor all the armies of hell, could

lead your ſouls aſtray from God , and your own happineſs, in half ſo many inſtances

as they have done, if you had not ſuch a ſecret traitor ſo near you , that is in league

with them for your ruin . And ſhall this enemybe your counſellor and your guide ?

Shall this fleſh be your chief darling, which has been ever warring againſt your ſoul ?

Would you not diſtruſt a man that has dwelt with you from your childhood, and

every day of your life has led you into ſomemiſchief ? Would you not be watchful

and jealous of all his motions, who has betrayed you into ſomeſnare almoſt every

hour ? Would you not guard againſt his perverſe practices, if, whenever he took a

walk with you, he had thrown you into a pit, and defiled your garments ? Such a

dangerous attendant is this fleſh of yours in the preſent degenerate Itate.

Why then will yebe ſo fond of this tempter , this deceitful companion ? Why will

you ſpend your beſt moments, the prime of youth , and the very flower of life, to

dreſs and adorn , to flatter, and pleaſe, and gratify, ſuch a wretched traitor to your

foul, ſuch a foe to your eternalwelfare ? The very beſt of men have already given

too much reſpect to it. Butwhen a perſon is fanctified by divine grace , the Reſh be

gins then to be fubdued to ſome uſeful ſervices to God : Then the eye by reading,

and the ear by hearing, and the feet by going to attend upon the divine word, are

made to help forward his ſpiritual and heavenly intereſt ; and many a hundred fer

vices of this kindmuſt themembers of the body do, in order to make the ſoul any

tolerable recompenſe for all the injuries that the foul has received from its corrupt ap

petites and paſſions. Well therefore might the apoſtle ſay , we are by no meansdeb

tors to the fleſh , to live after the fleſh , Rom . vii. 12. Nor do weowe any more of

our ſtrength , time, thought, or contrivance , to gratify it's vain or ſinful inclina

tions ; for they that are Chriſt's have ſo far crucified the fleſh , with the affections and

lufts of it, as to keep it under, and hold it in ſubjection , that it may not get the

maſtery over the ſoul. Gal. v .24. and 1 Cor. ix . 27.

Nouriſh and ſupport the Aeſh , that is your duty : Heal it when it is ſick , and

endeavour to preſerve it in health , that it may be a proper ſervant to the ſpirit . It

was made for this end ; and the foul ſhould know its own dignity, and keep the bo

dy in its place : But dare not pamper it with too much fondneſs, left it uſurp the do

minion , and cauſe the ſoul to walk after it in the ſinful appetites and inclinations

thereof ; which is quite contrary to the character of the ſaints, as they are deſcribed

by the apoſtle , Roni, viii. 1 . Thoſe that are in Chriſt Jefus, to whom there is no con

demnation , walk not after the deſh , but after the ſpirit .

MEDITATION II.

Is thebody ſuch a foul and wretched ſpring of ſin ? Then what a heaven of puri

ty and pleaſure is provided for the children of God at their death , and is contained

in thoſe few words of the apoſtle , abſent from the body ; 2 Cor . v . 8 . ? When a child

of Adam has received a new nature by the new - creating power of theholy Spirit, and

is become a ſon or daughter of God , it is thenceforward as it were, a priſoner in this

untoward
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untoward manſion of Aeſh and bloud : It is in a ſtate of perpetual conflict, yet it

cannot change theſe old fenſual appetites, nor correct at once theſe long habits of ir

regular deſire. It labours daily in this work ; itmaintains a vigorous warfare againſt

the feſh ; but, through the power of ſenſible enticing objects all around us, it is too

often carried away into ſinful compliances. Owretched man that I am , faith the a

poſtle, what an unhappy law , or ſpring of ſin , is there in mymembers, that carries

me away from the better dictates of the law of my renewed mind and bears me cap

tive to the law of ſin that is in my Aeſh ! O wretched man indeed ! and who ſhall de

liver me? O bleſſed hour of death , that ſhall break the chain and ſet the priſoner

free ! O ſweet and gloriousmoment of releaſe from this body, which taintedmy fpi

rit early with its poiſonous influences ; and, by drawing me away perpetually by its

dangerous attachments to things ſenſible , has keptme long at a painful diſtance from

my God !

The IMPROVEMEN T .

T H E former part of this diſcourſe propoſed this ſentiment, viz . That

the principles and ſprings, or occaſions of ſin , lie chiefly in our bo

1 dily natures, in our feſh and bloud : And as I have made this to ap

pear from ſeveral places of ſcripture, ſo I have proved it from rational obſeryations ;

viz . how great an influence the different conſtitutions of mankind, their caſual di

ſtempers, and their various ages of life , have upon the ſoul, to incline it to the prac

tice of different ſins ; and all theſe are plainly derived from fleſh and bloud . I have

conſidered further, what ſinful actions ariſe from the preſence of tempting objects im

preſſing the ſenſes ; and when the images of them are treaſured up in the brain , they

become the feeds of impure imagination and ſinful appetite. Many of our fins alſo

are nearly imitated by the brutes that periſh , whoſe bloud is their life and ſoul; and

even original ſin is conveyed to us by the fleſh .

Hence wemay learn to judge aright concerning ſeveral caſes of difficulty in the

chriſtian life, relating to ſins and temptations, and find an anſwer to ſome practical

queſtions of great importance.

Queſtion . I. Whether the firit ſtart or motion of our nature towards unlawful ob..

jects, is properly ſinful, and brings guilt upon the ſoul ?

Anſwer . The mere ferments of the bloud and ſpirits, the appetites and motions,

that belong purely and only to the fleſh , and ſpring entirely from it, are not properly

ſins; becauſe the fleſh , conſidered in itſelf, is butmere matter : Now mere matter ,

whether it were united to a rationalmind orno, would be thusmoved and acted by

natural ſprings and impreſſions, and is under no moral law ; and where no law is,

there is no tranſgreſſion. · The brutal or animalnature, abſtracted from the ſoul, is

not capable of knowledge or will, conſent or diſſent; butthe firſt moment that the

ſoul indulges or conſents to any of theſe irregular ferments , theſe ſprings of unruly

paſſion in the bloud and yields to theſe inordinate appetites of the fleſh , it commits fin ;

as ſoon as it complies with any of theſe deſires, that are contrary to it's duty , the ſoul

becomes guilty in the fight of God ; for the proper notion of ſin is the tendency of

an intelligent being to things diſagreeable to the divine law ; the practice of what is

forbidden , or the neglect of what is commanded ,
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If the eye beholds food, though theman be aſſured there is hidden poiſon in it,

yet the hungry ſtomach will have a natural appetite toward it, and this is not ſinful ;

but if the ſoul comply, and the man eats it, or deſires to eat it, he breaks the ſixth

command, which forbids allmurder. Our ſaviour has ſufficiently decided this part

of the controverſy in his fermon on themount, that the ſoul's very deſire and conſent

to ſin is finful, Vatt. v . 27. And the fuller and ſtronger the conſent of the will is,

and the further it goes on to encourage or impel the body to the forbidden action , fo

much greater is the ſin .

When our blefled laviour ſpake theſe words, he that looketh upon a woman , to

luſt after her, hath committed adultery already in his heart, Mat. v . 28 , it cannot

be ſuppoſed that he intended to give a law that ſhould make the inward motions or

· ferments ofmere animal nature ſinful ; for theſe were not originally and naturally ſub

ject to the immediate command of the ſoul in the ſtate of innocency, ſo as to be raiſed

or frevented abſolutely and immediately by the will, as the motion of the hand or

foot is. But his deſign is to ſhew , that the ſoul itſelf inwardly conſenting to theſe a

nimal ferments and motions, or encouraging or indulging them but one moment, is

really ſinful in the ſightof God, even though the man did never proceed to the out

ward and actual commiſſion of thoſe fins in the fleſh : And hereby he vindicated the

law of God from thoſe narrow and corrupt expoſitions which the ſcribes, and doc

tors, and interpreters of thoſe days put upon it, who would allow nothing to be ſin

ful but the outward act .

This will appear with fuller evidence, if we conſider that there might be in the

fleſh of innocent Adam , fomenatural appetites towards objects that might be for

bidden by the expreſs and poſitive law ofGod ; for the Aeſh , merely conſidered in it.

ſelf, has a natural propenſity to things that pleaſe and gratify it, without any regard

to the unſeen circumſtances or moral relations of things ; without any reſpect to a law

that permitsor prohibits them . Thus Adam , or his partner, might feel an innocent

inclination in their animalnatures, towards any fruit in the garden that was pleaſant

to the eyes, and good for food, even to that of the tree ofknowledge : And this indeed

wasneceſſary, in order to make a proper ſtate of trial; and it was fit and becoming

divine wiſdom , to appoint ſuch a tree to be the teſt of their obedience. Now while

they continued innocent, the ſoul reſiſted this inclination of the fleſh , under a ſenſe

that the fruit was forbidden ; but the firſt moment that they indulged the fleſh in this

irregular appetite, or conſented to it , they made themſelves tranſgreſſors ; then their

nature was corrupted ; thus they did eat the unlawful food , and became the parents

of a ſinful race.

The chief differences therefore in this matter, betwixt innocent and fallen man , are

theſe :

1. That it is probable his felh might have no naturalinclination to objects appa

rently hurtful in themſelves, but to ſuch only as might bemade unlawful by ſome

attending circumſtances, or by an expreſs and poſitive law . And

2 . Theſe inclinations alſo , perhaps, were but few and feeble, in compariſon of the

multitudes of violent appetites, and irregular deſires, that are found in our degene

rate natures, to all ſorts of unlawfulobjects. And

3 . That his ſoul had power in itſelf, by due conſideration , to reſiſt and fubdue

theſe appetites of the fleſh , though not abſolutely to prevent them ; whereas, in our

preſent corrupt ſtate , we are foon tranſported and hurried away into a ſinful compli

ance with them : The ſpirit is ready to yield as ſoon as it feels the temptations of the

body s
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body; fo that there are ſcarce any ſuch inordinate ferments or propenfities ariſing or

ſtirring in our fleſh and bloud , but the ſoul more or leſs confents to them in fomede.

gree.

Thus, though the firſt motions towards ſin that are in our members, are not in

themſelves properly ſinful, nor is the ſenſe or perception of the mind ſinfulneither,

for this is natural and neceſſary , according to the compoſition of human nature, if

the mind were never ſo holy : Yet theſe motions ſeldom ariſe in our members, eſpe .

cially in an unregenerate ſtate , but the ſoul is defiled , and becomes guilty ; and that

is by fome conſent of will, ſome degree of indulgence to them , or compliance with

them . Well then may we cry out with the Pfalmiſt, Pfalm xix . 12 .Who can under

ſtand his errors ? Cleanſe us O Lord from themultitudes of our tranſgreſſions, and

themillions of our iniquities : Cleanſe us from ſecret offences, and keep us free from

preſumptuous ſins.

Queſtion. II. Whether all impure imaginations and blafphemous thoughts are pro

perly ſinful ; and render us guilty before God ?

Anſwer. It is poſſible that ſome peculiar qualities of the conſtitution, ſomediſ

tempered humours of the body, or ſome ſort of improper food , may excite impure

images on the brain ; and this is often done alſo by the caſual and unavoidable, oc

curences of human life. An indecent picture, an immodeſt or profane fong, or the

vile, the impious, or uncleanly language of the wicked world , may ſpread a dange

rous ſcene over the fancy . The devil alſo is a watchful and a buſy adverſary, and we

know not what ſecret power he has to draw evil pictures on the brain , to write blaf

phemy there, or to awaken ſome old traces of immorality . The powers and devi

ces of wicked ſpirits are a great and unfearchable ſecret to us, who dwell in the fleſh .

Hemay buzz into the ear fome impious fyllables , or lewd and profane founds, eſpeci

ally when his chain is a little lengthened , and he has a divine permiſſion to approach

human nature.

But all theſe things that I have here deſcribed may be impreſſed on the animal

powers of an innocent perſon : The ſoul may have a very painful perception of all

this without actual ſin , ſuppoſing ſtill, that it ſtrives and wreſtles both againſt its own

fleſh and bloud, and againſt thoſe principalities and powers of darkneſs ; fuppoſing

that it fights, watches, and prays for divine aid , and uſes all the holy armour and

the weapons of ſacred appointment, to fence againſt theſe aſſaults of fleſhly and fpi

ritual enemies, theſe ſore invaſions of it's holineſs and peace.

I confeſs it is hard in this fallen and imperfect ſtate , to be thus attacked on any

fide, without ſome degree of compliance in an unguarded moment ; and eſpecially

if we are beſet on all ſides, and aſſaulted by the fleſh , the world , and the devil ác

once . It is ſeldom or never that the beſt of men can paſs through ſuch a ſcene of

conflict and ſharp trial, without ſomething of defilement. Our faviour himſelf in

deed was aſſaulted by Satan, and by theworld , but the prince ofdarkneſs found no

thing within him to promote or aflift his temptations. John xiv . 30 . . But he finds fo

much tinder in our nature, ready to catch fire , and blaze, at every ſpark of iniquity ,

that it is ſcarce poffible we ſhould paſs through ſuch dangerous hours of conteft, and

keep our ſpirits pure and unpolluted .

Yet ſtill it muſt be determined , that where there is perpetual reſiſtance, and no

manner of indulgence of theſe vicious ſcenes, where there is no conſent of the will

to them , nor à neglect of any proper and appointed means to oppoſe and ſuppreſs

them , there is no ſin .

Jeep
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Let this be a word of conſolation and ſacred encouragement to thofe poor melan

choly chriſtians who are ſorely buffeted by Satan , and his helliſh ſuggeſtions, or are

vexed with the wild and unruly inſults of fancy , under fomediſtemper of the fleſh .

Let them enquire whether theſe evil thoughts be not their conſtant burthen ; whether

it isnot their daily and hourly toil of ſpirit, to ſuppreſs and caſt them out ; whether

they do not inake this thematter of their holy complaint and mourning before God

night and day ; whether they are not wreſtling hard with theſe adverſaries of their

peace, and pleading hard at the mercy-ſeat, for grace to reſiſt and ſubdue them :

Then let them take the ſame encouragement that St. Pauldoes, who is an excellent

example both of ſuch ſufferings, and of ſuch hope and conſolation . 2 Cor . xii. 7 - 10 .

Hehad a thorn in the fleſh , he had an angel of Satan ſent to buffet him , he beſought

the Lord thrice , that is, often and earneſtly , for deliverance : And though God did not

anſwer him immediately by a full releaſe from the temptation, yet he afforded him

ſuch a ſufficiency of grace, that he could glory in hope of final victory . Nor did

he call the buffetings of Satan , nor the thorn in the Aeth , his own ſins; but his in

firmities, which he durſt even glory in , from his great aſſurance of the grace of

Chriſt, to aſſiſt him in the combat, verſe 9 .

Ihave written this to prevent the humble holy ſoul, that lies under theſe exerciſes,

from charging itſelf with more guilt than the law or juſtice of God charges it with :

Let ſuch a one alſo take comfort from thoſe words of the apoſtle , as there is no con

demnation to them that are in Chriſt Jeſus, who walk not after the feſh , in the courſe

of their lives , Rom . viii. 1 . ſo there is no guilt in ſuch inſtances of ſinful imagination ,

where there is no indulgence.

Yet here it is neceſſary to take notice, that ſome perſonshave heretofore given ſo

criminal an indulgence to their ſenſual luſts, or have been ſo freely engaged in pro

fane or immoral converſation in their younger years, that they have tainted their fan

cy with many foul and impious repreſentations, inſcribed it with vicious wordsand

images, and lodged a fatal treaſure of iniquity there . They have often recalled theſe

ſcenes with ſo much delight, thatwhen divine grace has been pleaſed to awaken them

to a ſenſe of their folly , and give a pious turn to their fouls, they have been many

years perplexed with the vile workings ofimagination : Theſe ſcenes of iniquity have

returned unbidden , and riſen up inceſſantly, in ſpight of all their lacred labour to a

boliſh them : Theſe have filled their ſpirits with forrow and perpetual anguilh ; and

there is juſt reaſon they ſhould deeply humble themſelves beforeGod on this account.

For though it is poſſible ſuch wicked thoughts may be ſuggeſted to holy fouls, who

have kept themſelves in their youth from this ſort of defilement; yet when perſons

themſelves have been ſo far acceſſory to their own guilt and miſery, they ought to

take freſh occaſion from their preſent temptations, to renew and maintain repentance

for their old ſins.

Beſides the habit or cuſtomary return of ſuch .corrupt imaginations, that theſe

unhappy ſinners have entailed upon themſelves, they have alſo given hereby ſuch a

fatal handle to the temptations of the devil, and furniſhed ſuch a pleaſing habita

tion for unclean ſpirits, that lewd and blaſphemous thoughts have been continually

impoſed upon them with eaſe , by the ſport and malice of the tempter ; theſe have

given them many grievous days and reſtleſs nights, conſtant fatigue and combat, and

ſorrow of heart; nor could they ever free theſe inward receffes of the brain , theſe

ſecret chambers of the fancy , from the impure pictures which they themſelves have

hung up there, till the whole mortal tabernacle has been demoliſhed . Thoſe wicked

images
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images have been graven ſo deep , and laſted ſo long, that all their pious labours and

tears have never been able to blot them out, till the Heſh itſelf has been deſtroyed in

death .

Betimes then , 0 ye young finners, awake betimes to ſerious piety, and flee every

youthful luſt ; avoid the perſons and the places that would tempt you to ſenſual or

profane practices; turn your eyes away from the very appearances of guilt, and from

all defiling repreſentations ; let your ears be deaf to all the languageof profaneneſs

or immodeſty , leſt you ſuffer a fatal inroad to bemade upon the avenues of the fan

cy, and admit ſuch a guilty treaſure of miſchief and iniquity there , thatmay .Jay a

foundation for toil and anguiſh , and much bitterneſs of ſoul, in the following and

the better years of life.

riuni,

ances and wild
operations of

oils above the ear
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: Queſtion . III.Whether wemay be guilty of fin in our dreams, in hours

under a fever , or in ſeaſonsof diſtraction and madneſs ?

Anſwer . I join all theſe three together, becauſe they all agree in this, that the

repreſentations made on the brain are ſo ſtrong and predominant in all of them , that

imagination is almoſt equal to ſenſe ; it imitates ſight and hearing, and the appear

ances and actions of life ſo nearly , that the ſoul cannot diſtinguiſh them ; and ſome

times the wild operations of the brain overpower even the preſent impreſſions made

upon the ſenſes, and fancy prevails above the ear or the eye. Dreaming is but ſleep

ing diſtraction , as the diſtraction of a delirious hour is but a waking dream .

Now where the images of fancy are ſo prevalent, the ſoul even of a holy man may

be ſo far overpowered , as that reaſon is quite thrown out of its ſeat ; the underſtanding

is dazzled and deceived by the glaring flaſhes of imagination ; the notions of con

ſcience, the rules of duty , and the ſacred motives of religion, are , as it were, con

founded and overwhelmed , and loſt for a ſeaſon , under the conſtant ſtrong impref

ſions of the animal ſpirits revelling in the receſſes of the brain : And where the diſor

der riſes to ſuch a degree as this, the ſprings of carnal appetite and paſſion are ſoon

touched and awakened ; and being of a kindred nature, are ſuddenly inflamed ; ſo

that a man of piety may be hurried to conſent to ſinful practices, under any of theſe

waking or deeping diſtractions. In ſucli a caſe the guilt ſeemsto be leſſened ſo far as

the reaſon is drowned in confuſion and darkneſs, and the thought and conſcience over

powered and cheated with falſe impreſſions. Perhaps at the end of this diſorder,

when theman awakes into day light and reaſon again , he knows nothing ofwhat has

paſſed ; or if he recollects the folly , he bluſhes and mourns over the infirmity of

his nature , and while he aſks forgiveneſs ofGod , he can ſcarce forgive himſelf, that

he ſhould yield the leaſt conſent to criminal inclinations.

Where the confuſion of thought does not ariſe to ſuch an overwhelming degree,

but there are ſome debatings of reaſon , ſome notions ofduty, ſomeworkings of con

ſcience, and yet the ſoul complies at laſt, there the guilt is increaſed , and riles higher

in proportion to the exerciſe of the intellectual faculties. But this crime can never

becomenear to the guilt of the ſame actions, done in a waking hour, or in a ſeaſon

of health , and ſoundneſs of mind and memory.

I have known a man of ſerious piety take the name of God in vain , and curſe

under the power of diſtraction , which he would have abhored with all his ſoul, if

he had been in his ſenſes, and notabſolutely overpowered by the diſordered humours

of the fleſh .

Yet take this awful caution by the way : That where theſe diſorders or diſeaſes of

the brain , neeping or waking , are cauſed by our own folly or wickedneſs, by luxury,

VOL . II . by
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by unmortified luſts, or by any immoral practices, the cafe ſeems to be far worſe,

and perhaps the guilt of every irregular action is proportionably enhanced and aggra

vated thereby ; as in the wild freaks of a drunkard , who has indulged his vicious ap

petite, till it has overcome all his better faculties ; for there reaſon itſelf, and the

common judgment of mankind, determine the crimes then committed againſt the

fociety to be juſtly puniſhable : He that kills a man in his drunken fit, muſt be put

to death when he is grown fober. And how far God will impute every thing that is

criminal, and whether he will not deal with ſuch a one in rigor, according to the

full guilt of the crime, can be determined only by God himſelf. He fees all the fe

cret motions of the fleſh and ſpirit ; he weighs every circumſtance in a true balance;

he knows perfectly all the rules of ſtrict and impartial juſtice ; and will judge the

world with divine equity and wiſdom .

Let us watch and pray then, left we enter into temptation in the healthful and

waking hours of life : Let us carefully fhun all thoſe practices that have any ten

dency to diſcompoſe the brain , or introduce diſeaſe, or diſorder into that part of our

animal powers ; leſt if we bring theſe inconveniencies upon ourſelves by our own

guilt or negligence, we expoſe ourſelves to more juft cenſure and puniſhment, for the

unhappy effects and attendants of ſuch a diſordered imagination . .

And there is another reaſon too why we ſhould take care at all times to employ our

thoughts and our time aright ; and that is, that wemay introduce a better habit into

animal nature, and providebetter againſt thoſe ſeaſons wherein either the daily courſe

of nature, or the afflictive providence of God , may ſeem to give the powers of the

Aeth an exceſſive or fuperior influence over the faculties of the mind . Let us never

indulge the corrupt appetites, the unlawful deſires, or the ſinful paſſions that work

within us : Let us be watchful againſt every riſing enemy, and ſubdue the vicious

propenſities of nature, by holy diligence in our proper duty, and by earneſt addreſſes

to the throne of grace : Let us treaſure up in our imagination the ſacred hiſtories of

the bible , and fill our memory with the things of religion ; that the ideas of better

things than riches, honours, and pleaſures, may be ever ready to ſtart up and ap .

pear to the ſoul, when it is at leiſure from other neceſſary buſineſs. This might

happily furniſh out ſafer and ſweeter ſcenes to entertain fancy atmidnight-hours, or

when the brain labours under worſe diſorders by reaſon of ſome bodily diſtemper .

The wiſe man tells us, that a dream cometh through themultitude of buſineſs, Eccl.

v . 3 . And by the multitude of thoughtsthat paſs through the mind , and are enter

tained with delight, in the vigorous and wakeful parts of life, the animal powers of

fancy and paſſion will generally be in ſomemeaſure influenced and regulated . The

beſt way then to cure covetous, or ambitious, or luxuriousdreams, is to fight againſt

the workings of theſe iniquities when we are awake ; for a very pure fountain , even

under ſome caſual diſturbance, will not ſend forth its ſtreamsſo much defiled , and ſo

muddy, as where the ſpring is filthy or corrupt, and under ſome diſturbance too .

Queſtion IV . Whether all perſonsare equally defiled with original ſin ?

Anſwer. Wemuſt here diſtinguiſh between the guilt of ſin belonging to the per

ſon, and the power of ſin that is in the nature .

Now whatłoever guilt is derived to any perſon from Adam , by communion with

him in his firſt apoſtaſy, the ſame is derived to all the poſterity ; nor is this the thing

that is doubted or enquired here.

But as to the power of ſin in the nature, it is evident that there are notthe ſamede.

grees of ſinful propenſity, vicious appetite, and paſſion , in the bodies of all, even

from
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from their very birth and infancy. The conſtitution of animal or fleſhly nature in

fome, is much more ſullen or greedy, more wanton or peeviſh , more Rothful, or

proud and haughty , than it is in others, according to the various mixture of the

bloud and humours, and the different ferments that ariſe thence, whereby the ſoul is

early impreſſed and governed , and habituated to particular vices betimes.

Though weare all conceived in ſin , and ſhapen in iniquity, Pſalm li. 5 . yet there

are ſomewho are emphatically wicked in their very conſtitutions, who are more re

markably eſtranged to all that is good from the womb, and go aſtray as ſoon as they

are born, ſpeaking lies, Pſalm lviii. 3. Whereby the pfalmiit may ſeem to intimate

that ſome perſons have wickedneſs more eminently running through their families ;

they are born and bred utter ſtrangers to God , honeſty, and goodneſs ; and they have

· a ſort of craft and knaviſhneſs mingled with their temper, that they practiſe lying as

ſoon as they can ſpeak .

It is evident enough to the obſervation of every man, that ſome perſons are of a

more temperate, more chaſte, moremodeſt, more friendly and kind diſpoſition , e

ven in animal nature ; they are more plain -hearted , and of a more honeſt and fin

cere make from their very infancy ; they have more of the dove and of the lamb

in them , than of the fox, the bear, or the lion ; and the ſoul is not led aſtray to the

practice of the contrary vices, either ſo far , or ſo early , as thoſe who, perhaps, from

their immediate parents , have received fleſh and bloud more tainted with theſe ini

quities. And if thisbe called a different degree of original fin , I will not ſtand now

to conteſt the word, nor can I utterly deny the matter.

But ſtill it is abnndantly evident alſo concerning every one of us, who are ſons or

daughters of Adam , how ſinful or how holy foever our immediate parents were, that

we bring vicious propenſities enough with our fleſh and bloud into this world , that if

we encourage and indulge them , and walk after the fleſh , we ſhall ſoon be found ſuf

ficiently wicked here, and grow meet for a juſt condemnation hereafter ; and this will

be thecaſe of the beſt conſtitution, unleſs a mighty change paſs upon nature , by the

power of renewing and fanctifying grace . All that is born of the fleſh is fleſh , or

ſinful ; and except a man be born of water and the ſpirit, that is, regenerated by the

Spirit of God, which is typified by baptiſmal water, he cannot enter into the king .

dom of God, John iii . 3 , 5 , 6 .

Queſtion V .Whether the ſame ſin always carries equal guilt with it in different per

ſons, who have the ſame advantage or the ſamedegrees of knowledge ?

Anſwer. It ſeems to be ſuppoſed in the queſtion , that differentmeansor different

meaſures of knowledge make the finnermore or leſs guilty in the ſight ofGod ; and

indeed our faviour himſelf has determined that point beyond all diſpute, Matt. xi.

21, 22. Chorazin and Bethſaida having ſeen themiracles of Chriſt, and heard his

doctrine, were inuch more culpable than Tyre and Sidon , whoſe great ignorance would

render their caſe inore tolerable in the day of judgment.

But to anſwer this queſtion , let it be conſidered that there are other things beſides

knowledge thatmake ſinsmore or leſs heinous. The ſame crimecommitted under a

ſmall and ſingle temptation , is much more culpable then when the temptations are

many and ſtrong ,whether they be within us orwithout us. Now if a perſon of a ſharp

and fretful conſtitution, or whoſe natural juices of the fleſh are ſoured by long ſick

neſs and pain , ſhould fall into frequent pallions of ſinful anger, notwithſtanding all

his labourand watchfulneſs againſt it, he is not quite ſo criminal in the ſight ofGod

as another, who has no ſuch peeviſh and fretful ſprings of paſſion in his nature, nei

R 2 ther
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ther by original conſtitution , nor by any accidental diſtemper. The man that per

petually carries about with him the vigorous and active feeds of any ſinful appetite or

affection, may take ten timesmore pains in mortification than another doeswho is of

a happier temperature, and yetmay fall more frequently into his own peculiar iniqui

ties , and be overcomeby the ſin that eaſily beſets him : Nor is his guilt ſo great as it

is in thoſe who are bleſſed with a better animal nature , but either take no care to

guard, againſt thoſe ſins, or perhaps excite nature to practiſe the ſame iniquities , be

yond its own inbred appetite.

And for this reaſon it is evident, that a perſon , who in different periods of life,

commits the ſameſins, may deſervemuch more blame at one time than another; ſo

wanton practices aremore hatefuland criminal in old age, and Nothfulneſs and inac

tivity in duty is a greater fault in the days of youth ; becauſe in thoſe different ſeaſons

of human life , there is leſs temptation to thoſe fins ariſing from the fleſh .

So fear , and ſudden anger, and ſorrow , whereſoever they are found exceſſive in

perſons of enfeebled conftitutions, labouring under ſharp pains, or oppreſſed by ner

vousmaladies, and weak natural ſpirits , have not quite ſo much guilt in them as thoſe

ſins would have in the ſame perſons, when they were in a ſtate of vigour and health ;

for then they had leſs uneaſineſs within to join with the provocations and temptations

from without ; and beſides they were much inore capable of bridling the inferior

powers, of countermanding the animal motions and evil ferments : Then they could

more eaſily maintain a wiſe ſelf -government, they could range their thoughts in better

array to reſiſt theſe ſudden attacks of the fleſh .

Imight add further alſo , that under theſe ſort of infirmities, they aremore expoſed

to ſudden ſurprizes; the hurry of the natural ſpirits ſhakes the whole network of the

nerves in a moment ; they throw all the bloud into theface at once ; or, by a contra

ry operation, ſpread an univerſal chill and tremor over the body, and cloath the coun

tenance in paleneſs and the image of death .

They flaſh like gunpowder, they force the ſweatthrough every pore, and convey a

ferment of paſſion through thewhole nature at once, ſo that the ſoul is ſometimes ſei

zed into a ſudden conſent to the ſinfulmotions of the body before it is aware ; which

dangers are much more eaſily prevented in a calm and healthful ſtate of life .

But here let me inſert a cautionary remark or two, to guard againſt the abuſe of

this doctrine, which is deſigned for the relief of holy , humble, and dejected ſouls.

1 . Caution. Many who return frequently to the commiſſion of the ſame ſin , ex

cuſe their own ſothful and ſottiſh negligence by throwing the blame on their conſti

tution ; let them take heed , left it be found that it is their own wilful indulgence of

ſinful appetite and temptation , and not conſtitution , hath made the habit of ſin fo

ſtrong within them , and hath formed their very temper into ſuch vice and iniquity ,

which was by no means born with them in any uncommon degree, but is owing to

their own wicked practice : God ſees through ſuch vile hypocriſy and diſguiſe as this,

and will puniſh the finner with a double ſtroke of vengeance, one for his guilty ſen

ſuality , and the other for his hateful diffembling. If Iwould give an inſtance of this

pretence, I think it is found no wheremore frequently than among the drunkards,

the paſſionate, and the unclean ; and ſuch perſons alſo diſcover the vanity of their

pretences, in that they always excuſe their ſins, and ſeldom or never mourn under

them .

2 . Caution . If your iniquity that frequently beſets you , ariſe from any bodily

diſorder, which you have brought on yourſelf by your own ſins, dare notmurmur,

and chargethe providence of God with this your diſeaſe or impotence, butmaintain
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a humnbling ſenſe of your own guilt, which , perhaps, God hath thus chaſtiſed in

righteouſ eſs : And let younger ſinners avoid all thoſe guilty practices that may turn

their very nature and better conſtitution into vice and raging appetite , or into ſuch

diſeaſes as may expoſe them to the violent and unruly inſults of Helh and bloud. Let

them takeheed of indu ging vehement deſires or averſions, even to common , indif

ferent, or lawfulobjects , leſt affectiun get the aſcendant, and ſubject the fleſh ; and ,

by that means, the ſoul alſo , to a ſlavina habit of appetice and paſſion . '

3. Caution . Let not thoſe perſons, whoſe happier conítitution , or uninterrupted

health , gives them fomeadvantages in this refpect, throw off their daily watchful

neſs, or neglect prayer, left a vain felf-confiderc betr. y them into foui iniquities :

And let them remember too, that their guilt will be the greater.

Nor ſhould thoſe whoſe appetites and paſſions are become more unruly, either by

the original temperature of their fleſh and bloud , or by particular diſtempers, in

dulge themſelves.more eaſily in a ſinful compliance, under pretence that tiir guilt

is leis ; unleſs they are content to dwell for ever in ire and forrow , upon this concis

tion , that ſome of the ſorrows of hell be ſharper than theirs , and ſome part of the

flame be hotter and fiercer. O rather think that you are called by the provide of

God to a ſtricter watch , to more frequent and fervent prayer , and to a more liburi

ous reſiſtance of the fieth ; and the grace of Chriſt is ſufficient to aſſiſt the weakeit

warrior, and make him an overcomer even in the hardeſt confiict.

But this naturally leadsmeon to the next queſtion .
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Queſtion VI. Whether there be not a very unequal diſtribution of providence in

theſe various conſtitutions of mankind? And how can this be reconciled to ſtrict juf

tice, to make the difficulties of the state of trial ſo much harder in oneman than it

is in another, by expoſing him to much ſtronger temptations?

Anſwer. This difficulty, which dwells on the lips of profane finners, is eaſily

ſolved by attending to a few ſuch propoſitions as theſe :

1. Thismuſt be laid down as an eternal and an unmoveable truth , that the great

God has all poſſible perfections belonging to his nature, and his whole conduct in pro

vidence is ever regulated by thoſe perfections ; ſo thathe can no more be unjuſt, than

• he can be impotent or ignorant ; norcan any part of his conduct be unrighteous, any

more than it can be weak or unſkilful.

2 . It is evident to the univerſal obſervation of heathens as well as chriſtians, that

mankind is a fallen and degenerate rank of beings, who have loſt their primitive in

nocence and happineſs ; and are running on to deeper guilt and miſery , with head

long and thoughtleſs hafte : Though it is only the ſcripture that informs us how this

came to paſs, which philoſophers, by the light of nature, could never find out.

3. If the whole race of creatures, which were ſo degenerate , had been put'under -

the moſt difficult teſts of obedience, in a ſtate of trial appointed in order to their

recovery from ruin , not one of them had any juſt reaſon to complain , or murmur a

gainſt their ſovereign ruler in the methods of his wiſdom working toward their re

covery.

4 . If ſome of theſe fallen and degenerate beingshave therefore fomeeaſier circum

ſtances of trial appointed to them , ſuch ought to be very thankful indeed, butothers

ought by no means to quarrelwith their maker, or treat their fellow -creatures with

envy. Is thine eye evil becauſe he is good, Matt . XX. 15 .

5 . Perhapsmany of thoſe who have leſs inward temptations in the fleſh , are, in

the courſe of providence , expoſed to greater outward temptations in theworld ; and

in
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this caſe, the ſtate of trial for both of them may be equally difficult; the one is ba

lanced with the other,

6 . How great ſoever the difficulties appear which any ſoul is expoſed to by the

unhappy circumſtances of fleſh and bloud , to which it is united, there is ſufficient

relief provided in the covenant of grace ; there is ſufficient atonement and pardon in

the bloud of Chriſt to remove the deepeſt guilt, and ſufficient aids of the bleſſed Spi.

rit promiſed in the goſpel, to mortify themoſt violent appetites, and perverſe affec

tions of the feſh ; and there are many ſouls now in heaven, who wreſtled hard with

as vile conſtitutions of body here on earth as you are vexed with , buthave been

made conquerors by the power of this goſpel,

7 . Conſider alſo , that the harder the fight is, the brighter ſhall be the crown, and

the moſt laborious combat ſhall be attended with the faireſt prize. Maintain your

conflict with fleſh and bloud, though the ſtrife may be never fo . ſharp and painful ;

hold out till you are called up to the world of ſpirits, and you ſhall find that your

labour was not in vain .

Have a care then , O man , of contending with God thy maker ; nor let the earthen

veſſel ſay to the potter, “ Why haft thou formed me thus ? ” If thou giveſt a looſe

to thy corruptions becauſe they are ſtrong, thou practiſeſt the ſame folly as if the

keeper ſhould give a looſe to a lion , becauſe it is a very wild and large one, and let

him run at random becauſe he is full of rage. What doſt thou think the event will

be, O ſinner ? When thy native appetites are ſtill grown ſtronger by indulgence, and

becomeutterly ungovernable, and thou art plunged into unſpeakable guilt, and end

leſs miſery, what a cutting reflection it will be to thy conſcience , that, inſtead of

watching, praying, and ſtriving againſt thine inbred ſins, thou wert ever quarrelling

at the greatGod thy maker, that he did not form thy nature juſt according to thy

directions : Eſpecially when thou ſhalt ſee othersadvanced to high ſeats in glory, and

reaping the joys of the chriſtian conqueſt, who had as many adverſaries to wreſtle

with in the days of their felh , and each of them as violent and asmighty as thine.

Queſtion VII. If the ſprings of ſin lie ſo much in the fleſh , are not ſome methods

of reforming the fleſh proper to be practiſed, in order to facilitate the work of mor

tification , to cure our ſinful diſteinpers, to prevent actual tranſgreſlion, and break

the habits of ſin ?

Anſwer. Since the ſeeds and occaſions of ſin lie ſo much in the fleſh and bloud ,

doubtleſs it is our duty to take ſomecare that theſe feeds of iniquity be ſuppreſſed

and killed , as far as poſſible, by all propermethods ; ſuch as do not neceſſarily inter

fere with other commandsofGod, or plain duties of chriſtianity . Butin allmatters

of this nature, perſons are in danger of running into extremes,

The papiſts require a certain abſtinence from meats, and forbid to marry , without

a due attendance to the circumſtances of times, places, and perſons; whereby ſuper

ſtition is ſupported, and ſinful appetites are often irritated , inſtead of ſuppreſſing

them . At other times they wear fackcloth on their fleſh , they ſcourge and whip

themſelves, they lay their bodies under much painful diſcipline, and ſometimes too

underbloudy correction, in order to mortify ſin . But it wasnever required of God,

that we ſhould break the ſixth command in order ro keep the ſeventh ; for the advice

of Chriſt about parting with a right-hand , or a right-eye, Mat. v . 29. is to be taken

metaphorically for the mortification of darling ſins, or at leaſt, in a comparative

ſenſe, that it is better to bearthe loſs of a limb than to be eternally miſerable, if there

were no other poſſible way of eſcape.

Beſides,
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dicads.

Beſides, it is part of their deſign alſo in popery, to make ſome ſort of atonement

and ſatisfaction for paſt ſins by theſe ſuperſtitious ſeverities, which are ſo far from be

ing acceptable to God in this ſenſe, that they diſhonourthe bloud of Chriſt, and will

be abhorred of the Father.

Someproteſtants run to another extreme,and becauſe our religion is ſpiritual, there

fore they neglectmany due reſtraints of the fleſh , and think to ſecure themſelves from

ſin merely by the exerciſes of the mind , without due guard or care to keep the body

under proper diſcipline, in order to mortify the luſts thereof. They are ready to ima

gine that this is too legal a way of mortification , that it detracts from the liberty and

privilege of the chriſtian ſtate, to keep under the fleſh by any ſuch methods of ſelf

government.

But in oppoſition to theſe two extreams, the ſcripture ſeemsplainly to lead us to a

medium ; and the rules which may be drawn from the word of God , may be chiefly

compriſed under theſe few heads.

1. Never dare indulge the craving of the fleſh in any one ſinful appetite or incli

nation ; much leſs make proviſion for it, to fulfil the luſts thereof, Rom . xiii. 14 .

Here indeed you ſhould be well informed what is and what is not finful, and not

bind the body to extravagant and unreaſonable reſtraints, under a miſtaken notion

of ſin and duty . But when you are once upon juſt grounds ſatisfied what is unlaw

ful, then , if finful neighbours, or if ſinful ſelf entice, conſent thou not ; for every

man is tempted when he is drawn away of his own luſt, and enticed, Prov. i. 10 .

James i.14. Compliance with ſin is the way to make ſin ſtrong : Every ſuch indul

gence gives it courage to demandmore, and makes the inclinations grow into a con

firmed habit. It is the character of the children of wrath , that they fulfil the de

ſires of the fleſh , Eph. ii. 3 .

2 . Keep out of the way of temptation . Whatſoever place, company, diverſion ,

or unneceſſary buſineſs, you have found ready to provoke a corrupt paſſion , avoid it

asmuch as poſlible . Remove thy way afar off, and come not nigh the door of her

houſe , Prov . v . 8 .

3 . Deny the Aeſh ſometimes in its lawful appetites, to teach it ſubjection , and let

it learn to be governed , by being ſometimes reftrained and diſappointed in its inno

cent deſires, that it may with more eaſe be withheld when unlawful objects appear.

The holy apoſtle ſeems to have this in his eye, when he tells the Corinthians, that he

that ſtriveth for themaſtery muſt be temperate in all things : And he aſſures them ,

that he keeps his own body under , and brings it into ſubjection , 1 Cor. ix . 25, 27

And in the laſt verſe of the eighth chapter, he will eat no fleſh while the world ſtands

rather than make his brother offend. Surely then he would uſe the ſame ſelf-denial,

rather than be in danger of giving himſelf leave to offend.

4 . Keep the body in ſuch temper and circumſtances as may render it fitteſt for the

preſent duty. " If exceſs of faintneſs and feeble ſpirits make it unfit for ſervice, re

freſh it with the proper comforts of life. If through exceſs of vigor and a forid

ſtate of the bloud, it grow unfit for any duties of religion, or lead the mind aſtray

to dangerous vanities and allurements, itmay ſometimes be kept under by diligence

in labour, by ſparing diet, and diminiſhed hours of neep. When Jeburun waxed

fat, he kicked ; Deut. xxxii. 15. And the danger of Sodom was plenty and luxury,

which the ſcripture deſcribes by fulneſs of bread, joined with abundance of idleneſs,

Ezek. xvi.49.

And it is upon this account that you find faſting joined with prayer, in the new tef

tament as well as in the old ; and perhaps the word watching,which is coupled there

with ,
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y.willing woul, to glorify God. therm

with , may in ſome placesbe ſuppoſed to include its literal ſenſe alſo : for abſtinence

from full meaſures of food and ſleep may give occaſional aſſiſtance to the ſoul in de

vout exerciſes; and where experience finds that a full indulgence either of ſeep or

food unfits the body, or clogs the ſoul in any dutiesof religion, there thoſe appetites

of the fleſh are certainly to be reſtrained

· I mightadd , in the laſt place, that if any ſharp diſeaſes of the body, or diſordered

humours, awaken the ſinful ferments of any paſſion or appetite , in a more than or

dinary manner, ſeek relief from the phyſician , to reſtore the fleſh to its beſt itate of

ſervice to the ſoul; that it may be delivered, through the divine bleſſing, from vex

ing diſquietudes , from ſudden ſurprizes of ſin , from the feeble flutterings of animal

nature, from languor and heavineſs, and every other infirmity ; and may join chear

fully and regularly with thy willing foul, to glorify God, thy maker and thy ſaviour.

But after all, never imagine thattheſe, or any other methods ofmortification, will

be effectual to ſuppreſs and cure one ſin , without converting and renewing grace ,

without the knowledge and faith of Jeſus Chriſt, who is the only redeemer of man

kind, appointed to ſave us from our ſins; theonly phyſician able to cure our ſpirit

tualmaladies. It is a deep ſenſe of the univerſal corruption of nature, together with

a betruſting our whole ſelves into the hands of Chriſt, to be ſanctified and ſaved , is

the only effectual and ſure way to holineſs. It is faith muſt purify the heart, Acts xv.

9 . It is by the influences of the great and precious promiſes of the goſpel, that we

muſt be made partakers of a divine nature, and eſcape the corruption that is in the

world through Iuft, 2 Pet. i. 4 . All our labours, ſhort of regeneration, and an en

tire change of the whole foul, by the mighty work of the Spirit of Chriſt, are but like

nipping the bloſſoms of a poiſonous tree , like cutting off the twigs, or lopping the

branchis,while the fatal ſtock ſtands firm ſtill, and the rootmaintains its life and full

.vigour. Thus it will be ever ſpringing with new ſhoots, and bring forth fruits of

guilty and mortal favour. But converting grace is a blow at the root ; it kills the fir

ful principle , or, at leaſt, gives it a deadly wound . Seek earneſtly therefore the Spi

rit of Chriſt, to renew your whole natures : Walk under the influences of this bleſſed

Spirit, and you ſhall not fulfil the luſts of the fleſh , Gal. v . 16, 24 For it is only they

that are Chriſt's, who have crucified the fleſh , with its affections and luſts ; and if, by

the aſſiſtances of this Spirit, you mortify the deeds of the body, you ſhall have a lile

here on earth , made up of the peace and beauty of holineſs, and you ſhall die out

of this world, into a diviner life of glory . Amen,

Ꭰ E ATH
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TO

Sir JOHN HARTOPP, Baroner.

$ IR ,

n o deſcend from ſuch parents as yours, is no common favour of heaven ;

nor is it the bleſing of every deſcendant to inherit the natural virtues of

his progenitors : yet I know that you eſteem your happineſs incomplete,

without the imitation of their heavenly graces, and the attainment of their
fublimeſt hopes.

Forgiveme, Dear Sir , if I take the liberty to ſay, it is with a ſort of fond pleaſure

that I have beheld your victories over the moſt dangerous ſcenes and temptations of

youth ; and every ſtep in your progreſs towards perfect triumph , is an addition to my

joy. The world and the church hold their eyes fixed upon you , whileGod and angels,

and, perhaps, the ſouls of your ſacred anceſtors, look down from on high to obſerve

your conduct. Never was there a more proper time to awaken your zeal for the re

ligion of Chriſt, than in a day of ſpreading infidelity and heatheniſm ; nor can there

be a fitter ſeaſon to exert your utmoſt efforts for the ſupport of ſerious piety, than in

an age of numerous and growing iniquities. Your juſt ſenſe of religious liberty will

fhine in its faireft glory , while you ſtand as a barrier againſt the fearful inroads of a

wild and unbounded licentiouſneſs. Nor can your attachment to the cauſe and intereſt

of the proteſtant diſlenters appear with morehonour, than while they are defamed and

ſcorned by the proud and the profane, and while their own imprudent conteſts ſtand

in need of your candour and charity .

Many are the advantages you enjoy for this purpoſe . Divine providencehas placed

your circumſtances above the bribery of a flatteringworld , and a corrupt generation .

Your ſuperior ſenſe has no need to ſtand in awe of fools, who make a mock of ſin

and godlinefs . Let your native modeſty and gentleneſs then arm itſelf with an un

ſhaken courage in the cauſe of God ; and fear not the malicious ſcoff and cenſure of

finners, ſince you have nothing to expect or hope from them .

Go on , Sir, and proſper in the things of heaven , and becomean example of ſhin

ing holinefs in a degenerate world . Let the libertines of the nation know , that you

alſo dare to think freely for yourſelf, and with all that freedom of thought you dare

to chuſe the paths of your holy anceſtors. .

The peculiar favour of God has provided you a conſort, whoſe natural and pious

accompliſhments and aſſiſtances will attend you through all theway . Theſe will ſof

ten the ſeeming ſeverities of ſtrict religion with the tendereft endearments of life , and

make the pleaſures of it double and tranſcendent. The name, the title and the cha

racter of your excellent father deceaſed, require and demand an eminent degree of

goodneſs in his fucceffor . The pious lady yourmother, now in heaven , would have

S 2 rejoicevi
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rejoiced in the preſent proſpect, and would have purchaſed your felicity even with her

own life : and your numerous relatives around you ſuſpend their happineſs upon

yours. The piety you have ſhewn towards your worthy parents from your infancy,

and the affectionate honours which you now pay their memory, give me further aſ

ſurance that this is your aim , and your glorious ambition . And that you may ever

keep in mind their example and your duty, you have commanded me to make pub

lic theſe diſcourſes, which were framed on the occaſion of their deceaſe .

You well know , Sir, I am no friend to looſe panegyrick , nor am I wont to beſtow

it on the dead or the living. What I have written of the late Sir John HARTOPP at the

end of the fecond diſcourſe, is the firſt attempt that ever I made of concluding a

funeral ſermon with a diſtinct and particular character of the deceaſed, through the

whole ſpace of twenty -three years of myminiſtry ; and ſurely the world will not en

vy nor detract from the juſt honours of a name fo much beloved . As for the lady ,

your mother, the affected retirement to ſuch a degree, that it would have placed her

in a wrong light to have drawn out her virtues at length , and ſet them to public

view . I have therefore only interſperſed a few hints of her eminent piety, as the text

and argument led me into them : And indeed this is the utmoſt that I have ever done

before on ſuch occaſions.

I havemuch reaſon to aſk pardon that I have ſo far enlarged theſe diſcourſes, and

eſpecially the laſt ; for I hate the thoughts of making any thing in religion heavy or

tireſome. But having entertained myſelf many a time with ſome of theſe medita

tions on the buſineſs and the bleſſedneſs of ſeparate ſpirits, I took this opportunity of

ſhewing them to the world , enſhrined in the luſtre of two ſuch names as adorn my

title-page.

. To render the reading of them yet more agreeable to yourſelf and to all your

friends, Ihave caſt them into diſtinct ſections, thatmy readers may leave off almoſt

where they pleaſe , and peruſe ſo much of them at one time as ſuits their preſent in

clination and convenience.

• You know ,Sir, I pretend to no authority to pronounce effectual bleſlings upon you ;

but you will accept the ſincere good wiſhes of aman that loves you, and is zealous

for your felicity in the upper and lower worlds. May the beſt of mercies deſcend

daily on yourſelf, your lady, and your little offspring ! May the cloſet, the parlour,

and public aſſemblies be conſtant witneſſes of your piety ; and the houſe where a Sir

JOHNHARTOPP dwells, be a houſe of prayer and of praiſe in every generation, nor the

namebe extinguiſhed in your family till the heavens be no more !May the ladies your

fifters live happily under the ſweet influence of that mutual affection that has been

always remarkably cultivated amongſt you ! Their intereſts are your care : And I am

well perſuaded that their ſollicitude and tender concern for your welfare , will ever de

ſerve and find ſuch returns of love, as I have long obſerved with delight ! May the

prayers of your progenitors in paſt ages be anſwered in hourly benefits deſcendingon

you all, and be fruitful of bleſſings in ages yet to come ! Such a lovely ſcene , with

ſuch a long and joyful proſpect, will advance the ſatisfactions of my life, and give

pleaſure even in a dying hour, to him who had once the honour to be your affectio

nate monitor, and muſt ever write himſelf,

of your pieile'in every day the
ladies been

SIR,
July 6 ,

1722 .

Your obliged , humble ſervant,

I.WATTS.
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The P R E FACE to this book of Death and

- Heaven ,

When it was tranſlated into theGerman language, and pub

liſhed at Halle in Saxony, 1727.

To the R E A D E R .

TERE is communicated to you a treatiſe, in which the late piousMr. Frank,

profeſſor of divinity at Halle, found ſo much edification and ſatisfaction,

I that he engaged an able perſon to tranſlate it into ourGermantongue, to make

others partake of the ſame ſpiritual benefit. This treatiſe conſiſts of two funeral ſer

mons, which an Engliſh divine, who perhaps is ſtill living , compoſed on the death of

two eminent perſons, which he enlarged afterwards for their publication . The ſub

ject of the firſt is death, taken from i Gor . xv. 26 . The ſecond is heaven , from

Heb. xii. 22. From this laft he takes an occaſion of Aying with his thoughts into the

bleſſed manſions of the juſt made perfect, by giving us not only a very probable and

beautiful idea of the glory of a future life in general, but alſo an enumeration of the

many ſorts of employments and pleaſures, that are to be met with there .

After the ſeveral falſe notions, people of different complexions have of eternal life,

are laid open, the author of the preface goes on and quotes fomeGerman authors, who

have writ upon that ſubject, and ſays at laſt : I hope nobody will preſume to aver

this doctrine to have been ſo far exhauſted by thoſe authors, that nothing new could

be faid upon it. For ſeveral learned writers in England,who in meditating and ſearch

ing after hidden truths, have ſhewn an extraordinary capacity , prove the contrary ;

and amongſt others there is the treatiſe, called, The future ſtate, publiſhed 1683, by

a gentleman whoſe name is concealed, which appeared in French 1700 , and is now

printed in German with a preface of the famous Dr. Pritius, fenior, at Frankfurt ad

Mænum . There is among Sir R . Blackmore's eſſays, one upon the future beatitudes .

The traces of theſe two Engliſh gentlemen are followed by our preſent Engliſh divine

I.Watts, who, however, in many points has outdone theſe his predeceſſors, and ad

vanced a ſtep farther in his contemplations.

Though the firſt ſermon containsmany elegant paſſagesworthy to be read, yet the

latter ſeemsto be a more elaborate piece, becauſe it ſets the doctrine of eternal life in

a greater light, and enriches itwith many probable inferences drawn from the word of

God. Hepropoſes his excellent thoughts in moſt emphatical terms, in that beauti

ful order and with ſuch a vivacity of ſtyle, that hekeeps the reader in a continual at

tention , and an eager deſire to read on . It is plain theauthor's mind was ſo taken

up with the beauty of heaven , that his mouth could not but ſpeak from the abun

dance
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dance of his heart. There is a ſecret unction in his expreſſions, which leaves a ſweet ſa

vour in the reader's heart, and raiſes in him a deſire after the bleſſed ſociety he ſpeaksof.

And though the reader ſhould not entirely agree with the author's notions, yet he will

not peruſe this treatiſe without a particular edification and bleſſing . I cannot deny but

theauthor's conjecturesmay be ſometimes carried a little too far, but that doth not

prejudice the ſubject in the leaſt. Beſides, he is generally ſo happy as to find ſome

arguments for his probable notions in the word of God, and to anſwer very dexter

ouſly all the objections, that can bemade againſt him .

May the ever-livingGod give a bleſſing to thiswork, and grant that thoſe ſweet

and reliſhing truths propoſed in theſe leaves may make ſuch an impreſſion upon the

mindsof the readers as thoſe noble truths deſerve. May he prevent all the abuſe of

this delightful ſubject, and never permit it to beturned into a mere dry or fruitleſs

ſpeculation ; but may he inflameevery reader with a holy deſire after a bleſſed eter

nity , and rouze and excite all thoſe, that have not begun yet to tread the path of ſal

vation, to enter into the ſamewithout delay, that they may not reſt in amere de

lightful proſpect of the land of Canaan , nor be for ever excluded by their unbelief

from the eternal enjoyment of it.

Given at Halle, July 10, 1727.

JOHN JACOB RAMBACH ,

S. Theol. Prof. Ordinar.

THE
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CONQUEST over DEATH ,

Deſcribed in a

FUNERAL DISCOURSE in memory of the

Lady HARTOPP, deceaſed .

The INTRODUCTION.

| Perfuade myſelf that none of you are unacquainted with that mournful provi.

I dence that callsme to the ſervice of this day * . The wordswhich were borrowed

from the lips of the dying, I am deſired to improve for the inſtruction and comfort

of thoſe that live. They are written in

1 Cor. xv, 26.

The laſt enemy that ſhall be defroyed, is death.

THEN a nation hath lain for whole ages under the power of ſomemigh

ty tyrant, and has ſuffered perpetual ravages from his hands, what glad

neſs runs through the land , at the fure prediction of his ruin ? and how

is every inhabitant pleaſed , while he hears of the approaching downfal

of his great enemy ? " For this is he that has Nain my father or mymother, my

children or my deareſt relatives, and is ſtill making havock of the remnant of my

friends, while Imyſelf ſtand in hourly danger.” This pleaſure. grows up into more

perfect joy, when we are aſſured this is the laſt tyrant that ſhall ariſe, the laſt enemy

that ſhall afflict us ; for 'he ſhall have no fucceffor, and we ſhall be for ever free .

Such ſhould be the rejoicing of all the ſaints , when they hear ſo deſirable and divine

a prorniſe as the words of my text; The laſt enemy that ſhall be deſtroyed, is death .

• To improve this glorious propoſition , let us conſider theſe four things, with a re

flexion or two upon each of them .

I. How

Nou. 9 , 1711, the lady Hartopp died , and this diſcourſe was delivered at Stoke-Newington , Nov . 25,
following
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- I. How death appears to be an enemy to the ſaints.

“ II. Why it is called the laſt enemy, or the laft that ſhall be deſtroyed .

III. How it is to be deſtroyed , and what are the fteps or gradual efforts to

wards its deſtruction .

IV. What are theadvantages that the ſaints receive by the deſtruction of this laſt

enemy.

- SECTION I TRE pin

Death an enemy even to good men . . . . . ..

THE firſt enquiry is, how ,or in what ſenſe death appears to be an enemy to the
I ſaints .

That it is in general an enemy to human nature, is ſufficiently evident from its firſt

introduction into the world ; for it was brought in as an execution of the firſt threat

ning given to Adam in paradiſe, Gen. ii. 17 . in the day thou eateſt thou ſhalt die . It

came in as a punifhment for ſin , and every puniſhment in ſome reſpect oppoſes our

intereſt, and our happineſs. When it ſeized on man at firſt, and planted the feeds of

mortality in his nature , he then began to be deprived of that peace and health, that

vigour and immortality which he poſſeſſed before his fall, till at laſt it broughthim

down to the duſt , and ever ſince, all the ſons of Adam have found and felt it an ene

my to their natures. .

• To finners indeed it is an enemy in a more dreadful fenſe, and its attendants are

more terrible a thouſand-fold . For beſides all the common miſeries of the Aeſh

which they ſuſtain , it delivers over their ſpirits into everlaſting miſery ; it finiſhes

their reprieve and their hope for ever ; it plunges them at once into all the terrors of

a moſt awakened conſcience, and cuts them off from all the amuſements and cares of

this life, which laid their guilt and their conſcience aſleep for a ſeaſon . Death con

ſigns over a ſinner to the chains of the grave, and the chains of hell together , and

binds and reſerves him a priſoner of deſpair for the moſt complete torments of the

ſecond death .

But I would confine my diſcourſe here only to believers , for it is with reſpect to

them this chapter is written . Iknow death is often called their friend , becauſe it puts

an end to their fins and ſorrows ; but this benefit ariſes only from the covenant of

grace, which fanctifies it to ſome good purpoſes to the children of God . It is con

Itrained to become their friend in ſome inſtances, contrary to its own nature and its

original deſign : But there is reaſon enough , if we take a ſurvey of its own nature ,

and its preſent appearances, to call it an enemy ſtill, upon theſe following accounts.

1 . Death has generally many terrible attendantsand forerunners when it comes ;

terrible to nature and the fleſh of the moſt exalted chriſtians.

: Here, ſhould I begin to defcribe the long and diſmal train of death , the timewould

fail me. Shall I mention the ſickneſs and the pain , the ſharp anguiſh of the body,

and ſometimes the ſharper methods of medicine to relieve it, all which prove

uſeleſs and vain in that day ? Shall I recount the tediousand uneaſy hours, the tire

ſomeand ſleepleſs nights , when the patient longs for the flow return of the morning ;

and ſtill when the light breaks, he finds new uneaſineſs, and wiſhes for the ſhadow

and darkneſs again ? Shall I ſpeak of thedulneſs of the natural ſpirits, and the clogs

that hang heavy upon the ſoul in thoſe hours ; ſo that the better part ofman is bound

and oppreſſed, and ſhut up, and cannot exert itſelf agreeable to the character of an

intellectual being ? - Beſides
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Beſides, all the deſigns of the mind are interrupted and broken in death ; all that

the ſaint intended to do for God, is cut off at once, and his holy purpoſes are preclu

ded , which often adds to the trouble of a dying chriſtian : Pſalm cxlvi. 4 . When man

returns to his earth, in that very day his thoughts periſh .

Shall I put you in mind of the ſighs and ſorrows of deareſt friends that ſtand a

round the bed all in tears, and all deſpairing ? Shall I ſpeak of the laſt convulſions of

nature , the ſharp- conflict of the extrememoments, and the ſtruggling and painful

effortsof departing life, which none can know fully but thoſe that have felt them , and

none of the dead comeback to give us an account? Is it poſlible for us to ſurvey theſe

ſcenes of miſery, and not to believe that the hand of an enemyhas been there ? The

bodies of the ſaints are the temples of the holy Ghoſt, and themembers of Chriſt, 1 Cor .

vi. 15 , 19 . Death murders theſe bodies, theſe members of the Lord ,and ruins theſe

temples to the duſt, and may well be called their enemy upon this account.

2 . Death acts like an enemy, when itmakes a ſeparation between the ſoul and the

body. It divides the nature of man in halves, and tears the two conſtituent parts of

it alunder.

Though this becomes an advantage to the ſoul of the ſaint through the covenant

and appointment of grace, yet to have ſuch an intimate union diffolved between fleſh

and ſpirit carries ſomething of terror in it ; and there may be an innocent reluctance

in the nature of the beſt chriſtian againſt ſuch an enemy as this : therefore St. Paul,

in 2 Cor .v . 4 . does not directly deſire to be uncloathed, but rather to be cloathed upon ,

that mortality might be ſwallowed up of life ; that is, to be tranſlated at once into

an immortal ſtate . The ſoul and body have been long acquainted with each other , and

the ſoul has performed almoſt all its operationsby the uſe of the ſenſes and the limbs:

It ſees by the eye, it hears by the ear, it acts by the hands, and by the tongue it con

verſes. Now to be ſeparated at once from all theſe , and to be at once conveyed into

a new ſtrange world , a ſtrange and unknown ſtate both of being and action , has

ſomething in it ſo ſurprizing, that it is a little frightful to the nature of man, even

when he is fanctified and fitted for heaven. .

And as the ſoul is diſmiſſed by death into a ſtate of ſeparation , ſo the body, like a

fallen tabernacle , is forſaken , lies uninhabited and defolate . Shall I lead your thoughts

back to the bed where your dear relatives expired and give you a ſight of the dead,

whoſe beauty is turning apace into corruption , and all the lovelineſs of countenance

fled for ever ? The body, that curious engine of divine workmanſhip , is become a

moveleſs lump : Death lits heavy upon it, and the ſprightlineſs and vigour of life is

periſhed in every feature and in every limb ? Shallwe go down to the dark chambers of

the grave, where each of the dead lie in their cold manſions, in beds of darkneſs and

duſt ? The ſhadows of a long evening are ſtretched over them , the curtains of a deep

midnight are drawn around them , the worm lies under them , and the worm covers

them .

A faint is no more exempted from all theſe frightful attendants of death than a

finner is. Thoſe eyes that have been perpetually lifted up to the God of heaven in

prayer , lie cloſed under ground . That tongue that has ſpoken much for God in the

world, lies ſilent in death . Thoſe hands that have miniſtred to the neceſſities of the

ſaints, and thoſe feet that have gone often to the houſe of God , death has confined

them in his chains. Thoſe natural powers that have been active in the ſervice of the

goſpel, can ſpeak , can move,can act no more . But I need not recite theſe things to

you, the images of them are too freh and painful, and ſit too heavy upon your re .

membrance .

VOL . II. 3. Death
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3. Death is an enemyto the faint, ſo far as it hinders himn from the enjoyment of

his perfect heaven , for it keeps one part of him in the grave for many years or ages.

Let usthink of the duſt of the antientmartyrs, the duſt of the apoſtles, and the

holy prophets : Let us look many ages backward to the duſt of David , and Abraham ,

and Noah , to the duſt of Adam , the firſt of men : How long have their fouls waited

in heaven, as it were in a widowed eſtate ? How long has their fleſh been mingled

with common earth , and lain confined under the bands of death , uſeleſs to all the

glorious purpoſes of their formation, and their being ? A tedious extent of time !

Four or five thouſand years, wherein they have done nothing forGod in the body,

and in the body received nothing from God ? For death hinders a believer from ſome

of the buſineſs of heaven, and ſome of the bleſſedneſs of it.

1. From ſome of the buſineſs of heaven : It is only the ſoul that is then receiv

ed to glory, and dwells there alone for a ſeaſon,while death keeps the body priſoner in

the grave ; it is only the ſoul that glorifies its maker in that upper world , the world

of ſpirits, for the fleſh lies ſilent in the duſt : The grave cannot praiſe thee, death can

not celebrate thee, O Lord ; Iſa . xxxviii. 18 . Thebody is redeemed with the bloud of

Chriſt, as well as the ſoul, but death puts fetters upon it, and forbids it to ſerve its

redeemer .

2 . The believer is reſtrained alſo by death from ſome of the bleſſedneſs ofheaven ;

it is only the ſoul enjoys the delight, and that too only in its abſtracted nature, and

pure intellectual capacity ; it is cut off by death from all that rich variety of pleaſure

which riſes from its communion with ſo noble a frame as the body of man is. It has

no ſenſes to receive the ſatisfactions that ariſe from the material part of heaven : It has

no eyes to behold the glorified fleſh of our Lord Jeſus Chriſt ; no ears to hear his

voice ; no tongue to converſe with its faviour. And though we are ſure there is a

holy correſpondence between Chriſt Jeſus and ſeparate fouls, for we are ſaid to be pre

ſent with the Lord , when we are abſent from the body, 2 Cor . v . 8 . yet this corre

ſpondence cannot be ſo complete and glorious, as it ſhall be, when with our eyes we

ſall ſeeGod in the form of a man.

It is granted , that the ſeparate heaven of fouls is abundant pleaſurebeyond what

we can now conceive or expreſs ; and our friends, departed in the faith , enjoy the

delightful preſence of their Lord , and the heavenly converſe of their fellow ſpirits.

That honoured and deceaſed ſaint, whom we this day mourn, dwells with that Jeſus

with whom ſhe had long been acquainted : She converſes with him in heaven, whom

ſhe loved much upon earth : She finds herſelf ſafe for ever in his hands, to whoſe

care ſhe committed her immortal concerns ; and ſhe rejoices in the ſight of him a

bove, with whom ſhe held many hours of ſweet correſpondence by faith here below .

Doubtleſs alſo , ſhe holds ſweet converſation with the holy ſouls that went to heaven

before her. A foul ſo greatly deſirous of ſpiritual diſcourſe as ſhe was, ſo conſtantly

prepared for piousconference and mutual communications of ſacred knowledge,muſt

needs enjoy that privilege, and that pleaſure, in that upper world , where there is no

thing all round her, but what is holy and divine. But it is certain ſhe cannot enjoy

that perfection of humble ſociety with Chriſt in his glorified human nature, nor with

fellow -faints, while ſhe is deprived of one part of herſelf, her body lying ſilent and

moveleſs in the priſon of the grave : and ſhe yet waits for themore complete ſatisfac

tion of all her hopes, when death her laſt enemy ſhall be deſtroyed, and her body re

deemed from the duſt, together with the bodies of all the ſaints. This leads me to

the next particular.

4 . Death
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IL

4 . Death is an enemy to believers, becauſe it divides them for a ſeaſon from the

company of theirknown and valuable friends, and parts the deareſt relatives aſunder.

Though dying faints be tranſmitted into better company, even to the ſpirits of the

juſt made perfect, yet it is a mournful thought to be ſeparated ſo long from thoſe

whom they loved with ſo ſtrong and juſt an affection . It adds a ſharpneſs even to

the laſt agonies, when we think we muſt leave parents, children, or friends behind

us, whom we love ſo tenderly ; that wemuſt leave them ainidſt the ſorrows and the

temptations of a vain world and a corrupt age ; that wemuſt leave them ſtruggling

with all the difficulties, the hardſhips, and the dangers that attend a chriſtian in his

travels through this wilderneſs, and not ſee their faces again in the fleſh , nor con

verſe with them in themanner we were wont to do, till the heavensbenomore.

Upon this account alſo death is a worſe enemy to thoſe that ſurvive, for they ſuf

tain the biggeſt loſs : It deprives them of their dear and delightful relatives without

any recompence, for the world grows ſo much themore undeſirable to a faint by the

death of every friend. Children are torn away from the embraces of their parents,

and the wife is ſeized from the boſom . This is, as it were, tearing the flesh aſunder

of thoſe whoſe hearts are joined ; this gives occaſion to bitter ſorrows, to long and

heavy complaints. How ſuddenly are we ſometimes deprived of the deſires of the

eyes, and the comforts of life , the ornaments, and the ſupports of our earthly ſtate ?

And wehave loſt all their love, and their counſel, and their care ; all their ſweet ſym -

pathy of joys and ſorrows, all their agreeable converſation and heavenly advice.What

a tedious way have we to walk through without ſuch a guide or helper ? Wehave

loſt the benefit of their watchful eye, their holy jealouſy for our ſouls, their fervent

and daily prayers . But there are records in heaven , where all the prayers of the

ſaints are kept ; and God often turns over his regiſter , and, in diftant ſucceſſive years,

pours down bleſſings upon the poſterity , and multiplies his graces amongſt them , in

anſwer to the requeſts thatwere offered up on earth by the ſaints that are now with

God.

5 . The laſt reaſon I ſhall mention to prove death an enemy to the ſaints , is the

terror that it fills the mind with long before-hand . There are but few that, in their

beſt eſtate on earth are got quite above theſe terrors, and there are none can ſay, I

have been always free from them : ſo that in the younger days of their chriſtianity at

leaſt, all have been afraid of death ; and theſe fears are enemies to our peace , Some

ſpend all their lives in this bondage of fear, and that upon different accounts.

A chriſtian of weaker faith cries out within himſelf, ~ How ſhall I paſs that awful

moment that ſets my ſoul naked before the eyes of a holy God , when I know not

whether I am cloathed with the righteouſneſs of his ſon or no, whether I ſhall ſtand the

teſt in that day ? I dread that folemn, that important hour that ſhall putmeinto an

unchangeable ſtate of miſeries that are infinite , or of infinite bleſſedneſs. How ſhall

I, that am a ſinner, ſtand before that tribunal and that judge, in whoſe ſightno mor

tal can be innocent ? My evidences for heaven are dark and cloudy, that I cannot

read them ; they have been often fullied with freſh guilt, and I doubt whether I ain

new born or no, or reconciled to God. And what if I ſhould be miſtaken in this

affair of the greateſt moment ? The miſtake can never be rectified ; therefore I ſhake

at the thoughts of death , that hour of deciſion ; for my faith is weak .”

Another faint of a ſtrong and lively faith , but of a timnorous temper, cries out,

“ How ſhall I bear theagonies and the pangs of death ? I am not afraid to enter in

to eternity : the grace of Chriſt, and his gofpol, have given me hope and courage e

nough to be dead ; but I am ſtill afraid of dying ; it is a hard and painful work , how

T2 ſhall
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ſhall I ſuſtain the ſharp conflict ? I ſhiver at the thoughts of venturing rough that

cold flood that divides betwixt this wilderneſs and the promiſed land.”

Another chriſtian is too much unacquainted with the world of ſpirits, with the na

ture of the ſeparate heaven , with the particular buſineſs and bleſſedneſs of holy fouls

departed ; and he is afraid to venture out of this region of fleſh and bloud , into a

vaſt and unknown world . Though he has good hope through grace , that he ſhall

arrive ſafe atheaven ; yet the heavenly country is ſo unknown a land, and the valley

of entrance to it ſo dark , that he fears to paſs into it through the ſhadow of death .

Another is terrified at the thoughts of death , becauſe heknows not how to part

with his dear relatives in the Aeth , and to leave them expoſed to an unkind age and

a thouſand dangers. " If I had none to leave behind me, I could die with chear

fulneſs ; but while I think of ſuch a ſeparation , thethoughtofdeath has terror in it."

Thus upon various accounts a good man mayhave fearful apprehenſions of dying ;

and that which carries ſo much terror about it, may well be called an enemy.

Beforeweproceed any further , let usmake two reflections on the firſt generalhead.

I Reflexion . If death be an enemy to the beſt of men in ſo many reſpects, then

we may infer the great evil of ſin : For it was ſin that brought death into this our

world ; Rom . v . 12. By oneman ſin entered into the world , and death by fin ; and fo death

paſed upon all men, for that all have finned.

Weare too ready to conceive a night opinion of the evil of ſin , becauſe it is ſo

common to the beſt of men , and ſo conſtant an attendant on human nature daily

and hourly ; we entertain too gentle and harmleſs thoughts of it, becauſe its biggeſt

evil is of a ſpiritual kind , and inviſible ; we ſee not that infinite majeſty which it dif

honours, that ſpotleſs holineſs ofGod which it offends, the glory and perfection of that

law which is broken by it : We can take but ſhort and ſcanty notices of the injury

that it does to God the ſupreme ſpirit, whilewe are ſhut up in tabernacles of Aeſh .

But here in theſe ſcenes of death , wemay ſurvey the ſenſible and mighty injury that

ſin has done to thenature of man , and thence infer how offenſive it is to God. By

our eyes and our ears, we may be terriby convinced , that it is no little evil that

could occaſion ſuch ſpreading and durable miſchief.

Wecannot frame a juſt notion of whatman was in his ſtate of perfect innocency ,

in his originalbeauty , and honour, and immortal frame; and therefore wecannot ſo

well judge of the vaſtneſs of the loſs which we ſuſtain by fin : but wecan ſee and feel

the formidable attendants of death , and learn and believe that it is a root ofunknown

poiſoned bitterneſs, that has produced ſuch curſed fruit : Eſpecially if we remember

that all the ſorrows before deſcribed, fallupon the ſaints themſelves, even where ſin is

pardoned , and death has loſt its ſting. But if we deſcend in contemplation to the

endleſs and unknown miſery that waits upon the death of a ſinner, and ſay, all theſe

are the effects of ſin ; how inexpreſſibly dreadfulwill the cauſe appear ? The wiſeman

has pronounced them fools, by inſpiration, thatmake a mock at ſuch miſchief, Prov .

xiv . 9 .

II. Reflexion . Wemay here learn the greatneſs of the love of Chriſt, that would

venture into the land of death , and conflict with this mighty enemy, and yield to

the power of it for a ſeaſon , for our fakes. Greater lovehath noman than this, that a

man lay down his life for his friends, John xv . 13. Hereby perceivewe the love of God,

becauſe he died for us; 1 John iii. 16 . Rom . v . 8 .

Many terrible attendants of death did our Lord meet and ſtruggle with beyond

what any of his faints can feel. Death , like a lion , ran furiousupon him , as it does

upon a finner, its proper prey. Hemet death in its full ſtrength and dominion , for

he
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he had all our ſins upon him ; and death had its own ſharp ſting when our Lord en

tered the combat. There was the wrath ofGod which was threatened in the broken

law to mingle with his pangs and agonies of nature : Thismade his ſoul exceeding

ſorrowful ; all his inward powers were amazed, and his heart oppreffed with heavi

neſs : Mark xiv . 33, 34. He was almoſt overwhelmed in the garden , before the

thorns or the nails camenear him ; and on the croſs he complains of the forſakings

of God his almighty friend , when death his mighty enemy was juſt upon him ; and

all this, ſaith he, to every believer, I bore for thy fake : Mylove was ſtronger than

death .

SECTION II.

Death is the laſt enemy.

I Proceed now to the ſecond general propoſed , and that is to enquire, in what ſenſe

death is ſaid to be the laſt enemy, or the laſt that ſhall be deſtroyed : For wemay

join this word laft, either to death , or to deſtruction , and in each ſenſe it affords

comfort to the ſaints.

1. It is the laſt enemy that the ſaints have to grapple with in this world . The three

great adverſaries of a chriſtian are the fleſh , the world , and the devil, and they aſ

fault him often in this life. Death comes behind, and brings up the rear ; the ſaint

combats with this enemy, and finiſhes all the war . Every believer has lifted himſelf

under the banner of Chriſt, who is the captain of his ſalvation . When he firſt gives

himſelf up to the Lord , he renounces every thing that is inconſiſtent with his faith

and hope, he abandons his former Navery, undertakes the ſpiritual warfare, and en

ters the field of battle .

It is a neceſſary character of the followers of Chriſt, that they fight with the fleſh ,

fubdue corrupt nature, ſuppreſs their irregular appetites, give daily wounds to the

body of ſin , Col. iii. 5 . Rom . viii. 13. They fight againſt this world ; they refuſe to

comply with the temptations of it, when it would allure them aſtray from the path

of duty ; they defy its frowns and diſcouragements, and break through all its oppo

ſitions in their way to heaven, James iv . 4 . They reſiſt Satan when he tempts them

to ſin , and vanquiſh him by the ſword of the Spirit, the word of God, Eph . iv . 11,

12, 17 . and when he accuſes them , and attempts to bring terror into their ſouls,

they overcomehim , and caſt him down by the bloud of the lamb, Rev . xii. 10 , 11.

They are made conquerors over theſe adverſaries in the ſtrength of Chriſt. Now the

pangs of death are the laſt troublers of their peace ; death is the laſt enemy that at

tacks them , and ſomehave very terrible conflicts with it.

Itwas in theſe agonies, in this ſharp contention , the words of my text were uttered

by that honoured ſaint whoſe memory will be always precious, and whoſe loſs we this

day mourn . This chearful language of hope, among many other ſcriptures, broke

out from her lips . Thus lively was her faith in a dying hour. Methinks I hear her

ſpeaking the wordswith a firm truſt in the promiſe ; “ The last enemy that mall be de

ſtroyed is death ." And this encouraged her onward through the few remaining ſtrug

gles of life and pain . It is as if ſhe had ſaid , “ I have given myſelf up long ago to

Chriſt, I engaged myſelf young in his ſervice, I have fought with ſin , I have learned

to ſubdue Aeſh and ſenſe, and to live by the faith of the ſon of God : I have not

courted the flatteries of the world , the vain ſhews of life ; and I have been enabled

to deſpiſe the frowns of it, and been kept ſtedfaſt in my profeſſion, in the moſt diſs

couraging
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couraging and the darkeſt times. Through the grace of Chriſt I have overcome the

evil-one; there remains but one enemy more, whoſe name is death ; and I truſt in

the ſame grace ſtill to obtain complete victory.” : Rejoice ye dear relatives, let all the

friends of the deceaſed rejoice, her name is now written down in heaven amongſt the

overcomers.

2 . Death may be called the laſt enemy becauſe it is not utterly deſtroyed till the

reſurrection , till Chriſt hath done all his work upon earth , till he has ſubdued all his

other adverſaries, and made uſe of death as his Nave, to deſtroy many of them . It

is in this ſenſe eſpecially that the words of my text are written by St. Paul, 1 Cor .xv.

24 , 25 . Then cometh the end, when he mall have delivered up the kingdom to God, even

the Father ; when he mall bave put down all rule, and all authority, and all power ; for

hemuſt reign till he hath put all enemies under his feet. The laſt enemy that mall be deſtroy

ed , is death .

With regard to each particular chriſtian , all other enemies are deſtroyed when he

dies, for whither he goes, they cannot come; he puts off the body of fleſh and of

fin together ; he leaves every corrupiion behind him , when he ałcends to the compa

ny of the ſpirits of the juſt made perfect. The ſmiles and the frowns of this vain

and vexing world , are too far off to influence the inhabitants of heaven ; and Satan,

the tempter and accuſer , is for ever forbid entrance at the gates of that holy city .

But death holds one part of the ſaint in his priſon , the grave: And though the de

parted ſoulhas overcome the terrors of this enemy, and triumphs in this expreſſion ,

death , where is thy ſting ? yet the body is confined as a priſoner under his power :

But the hour is coming , when thoſe that are dead ſhall hear the voice of the ſon of

God and live. All the priſons of the ſaints ſhall be broke to pieces, and burnt up,

and the keeper deſtroyed for ever .

Let usmake theſe two reflexions on the ſecond generalhead of this diſcourſe .

; I. Reflexion .What abundant encouragementmay we derive from hence , to engage

us betimes in a war with all the other enemies of our ſalvation , that having overcome

them , wemay be aſſured death is the laſt enemy we ſhall meet with : And then alſo

wemay face death with a braver courage, may conflict with it with better ſucceſs,

may vanquiſh it by a lively faith , and rejoice in the proſpect of its final deſtruction .

The ſame armour of God, the ſame divine weapons, and the ſame almighty alliſt

ances by which we have ſubdued our former advei ſaries, ſin , Satan , and theworld ,

ſhall be ſufficient to gain this conqueſt too . Wecannot begin the holy warfare too

foon ; none of us are too young to be aſſaulted by death ; but let it come never ſo

early in the morning of our days, it is the laſt enemy that we can fear, if we are lif

ted in the armyof Chriſt, and have begun the glorious war.

I would addreſs myſelf to the younger branches of the mourning houſe, and ſay,

have ye had ſuch a noble example of victory over ſin and death in vain ? Will ye

bafely ſubmit to the ſlavery of the fleſh , and yield tamely to the oppoſitions of this

world , which were ſo bravely reſiſted by her that is gone before you ? Will ye love

this world, which is at enmity with God , and has ever been at enmity with all the

ſaints ? Are ye content to have your names for ever excluded from that honourable

liſt of conquerors, where the namesof your anceſtors ſhine before the throne ofGod ,

and are recorded with honour in the memory of his churches ? Think how dreadful a

moment that will be, when you ſhall look death in the face, if ye have not begun to

wage war with ſin and Satan before ! How dreadful to have many enemies at once aſ

ſaulting you ! the luſts of your own heart, raging deſires after the enjoyments of this

world , the horrors of conſcience, the buffetings of the devil, and the pangs of

death .
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death . What will ye do in the day of ſuch a viſitation ? And remember , that though

death be the laſt enemy of the ſaints , it is not thuswith ſinners ; it does buc tranfinit

thern into the world of damned ſpirits, where enemies multiply upon them , and

grow more outrageous. Beſides the bitter anguiſh of their own conſcience, they have

the wrath of a God whom they have long provoked, and the malice of evil angels

their tormentors, to conflict with to all eternity . Butwehope better things of you ,

and things that accompany ſalvation , though we thus ſpeak , Heb . vi. 9 .

II. Reflexion .What divine comfort is there in my text for aged chriſtians and dying

faints, who have been watchful and vigorous in their war with fin , and gained many

victories over this world and Satan , who is called the God of it ? What a delightful

view ſuch perſonshave, when upon the borders of life ! Bear up with divine boldneſs

ye heirs of glory , for you have butone adverſary more to fightwith : Let your faith

and patience , and holy courage, hold out a little longer, and victory and triumph are

yours for ever. There is no enemy lies in ambuſh behind the tomb ; when you have

paſſed the bars of death , you are outof thereach of all adverſaries. Beyond the

grave, the coaſt is all clear for ever : The country flows with rich and unraited plea

fures ; every inhabitant is an inward friend, and peace and joy and love ſmile in eve

ry countenance.

Will an old ſaint complain thathe findsmany infirmities attend his age, that his

ſenſes are feeble, that his eyes are dim , that Satan now and then ariſes from hell,

and caſts a gloom and darkneſs around his ſoul, and buffets him ſorely in that dark

neſs ? Willhe complain that his natural ſpirits are heavy, that theworld is trouble

ſome to him , and every thing in life painful! Methinks it is a conſolation equal to

all theſe ſorrows, that he is juſt entering into the laſt field of battle ; the laſt hour of

controverſy is begun ; a few ſtrokesmore will decide the ſtrife, and make him an e

ternal conqueror. Bebold I comequickly, faith our Lord , bold faſt that which thou haft

gained , that noman takethy crown, Rev. iii. 11.

all theſe forrows, that thing in life painful! Methinksy; thattheworld is trouble

SECTION III.

The deſtruction of death .

T HE third thing we are to enquire , is, how death is deſtroyed, and what are

the ſteps, or gradual efforts towards its deſtruction .

The perſon thathas this honour put upon him to ſubdue this univerſaltyrant is our

Lord Jeſus Chriſt : ſo the words inform us all roundmy text. Though his media

tion for finners was ſufficient to have prevailed with God to deſtroy death at once , vet

itwas agreed upon in the eternal counſels, that for wiſe ends and purpoſes it ſhould

be done by degrees. His bloud was of ſufficient value to have procured for his elect

a deliverance from every enemy at once, and a tranſlation to heaven as ſoon as they

were born ; but it was wiſely concerted betwixt the Father and the ſon , that we

ſhould paſs through temptations, difficulties, and death itſelf ; that by feeling the

ſharp aſſaults of our enemies, we might be better acquainted with the greatneſs of

our ſalvation , and pay a larger tribute of thanks and honours to our deliverer .

The ſteps whereby death is deſtroyed , are theſe :

1 . It is ſubdued by the death of Chriſt ; Its fting was then taken away , that is,

the guilt of ſin , i Cor. xv. 56 , 57. The ſting of death is ſin , and the ſtrength of

ſin is the law : but thanks be to God who giveth us the victory, through our Lord Jeſus

Chriſt. Which verſesmay be thusexplained : Death was the puniſhmentthreatned

by
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by the law for ſin , but Chrift, as our furety , having ſuſtained the execution of that.

threatning, and anſwered the law by a ſatisfaction equal to the offence, death hasno

more power over him . God has raiſed him up, having looſed the pains of death ,

becauſe it was not poſſible that he ſhould be holden of it ; Afts ii . 24 . And as Chrift

by his dying is ſaid to finiſh tranſgreſſion, and make an end of ſin , becauſe he has

taken away its power to condemn believers , though he has not yet utterly deſtroyed

its being , ſo he is ſaid to have aboliſhed death, 2 Tim . i. 10 . Becauſe he has ſo far

diininiſhed and made void its power , that it ſhall not do any final miſchief to the

ſaints. It is like a ſerpent whoſe ſting is taken away, and whoſe teeth are broken

· out; it may frightus, and do us ſome injury, but it cannot inflict a venomousor fa

tal wound. Now the believer, by a lively faith , ſhares in this victory of Chriſt over

· death , and gives thanks to God for it. Heknows that though itmay hurthis body,

and bring it down to the gravefor a ſeaſon , yet it cannot ſend the ſoul to deſtruction ,

nor confine the body to the duſt any longer than Chriſt ſhall permit.

2 . Death is taken captive and enſlaved by Chriſt at his reſurrection and aſcenſion,

and made to ſerve his holy purpoſes; Pfal. Ixviii. 18. Thou haſt aſcinded on high, thou

haft led captivity captive. This is ſpoken of our Lord Jeſus, who has taken into his

own dominion , death and the devil, who led the world captive. The enemy is not

eſcaped out of the hands of this conqueror, but is put under his yoke, and conſtrain

ed into his ſervice.

Death , in its firſt character, was the very threatening and curſe of the law ofGod,

and includes in it all miſery : but Chriſt having borne the curſe, has redeemed his peo .

ple from it ; Gal. iii. 13. And now he has taken asmany as he pleaſes of the threat

ningsand terrors of the law into his own new covenant, the covenant of grace ; and

has ſanctified their nature , and made thein bleſſings to the ſaint : he has turned the

curſe into a bleſſing ; Deut. xxiii. 5 . ſo that afflictions, and pains, and ſorrows, and

death itſelf, are no longer a curſe to them , for they are ordained by the wiſdom and

grace of Chriſt to promote their beſt Intereſt.

Death , in its original deſign , was the under- ſervant of God's avenging juſtice : it

was the jaylor to bringthe foul out of the body before the divine tribunal, there to

receive its condemnation to hell. It was the executioner both to torment and to def

troy the fleſh , and ſend the ſpirit into everlaſtingmiſery . ButChriſt having anſwered

all the demands of this avenging juſtice, has alſo purchaſed the ſovereignty over

death ; and though ſometimes, when it ſeizes a ſaint, itmay for the preſent ſignify

his diſpleaſure, as in i Cor . xi. 30 . yet it always fulfils the deſigns of his love, and

conveys them into his own delightful preſence : therefore as ſoon as we are abſent

from the body, we are ſaid to be preſent with the Lord , 2 Cor . v . 8 . and when we

depart from the fieth , it is to be with Chriſt, Phil. i. 23. Death was ordained at firſt

to be a ſlave to Satan , by the righteous appointment of God, both death and the

devil are executioners of his wrath ; and Satan is ſaid to have ſomepower overdeath .

Hcb. ii. 14 . But Chriſt, by dying, has ſubdued Satan , ſpoiled him of his deſtroying

weapons, has made void his authority , eſpecially with regard to believers ; he has

taken death out of his power, and manages it himſelf : and thus he delivers them

who through fear of death were held in a long and painfulbondage, ver.15.

It is in ſuch views as theſe that the apoſtle ſays to theCorinthian believers, all things

are yours, things preſent, and things to come, this world in the joys or ſorrows of

it, life and death , all are yours , and ye are Chriſt's, I Cor . iii. 22, 23. You have

an intereſt and a ſhare in the poſſeſſions and the power of Chriſt over all things ſo far

as may promote your happineſs : Chriſt makes all things, even death itſelf, work

together
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together for the good of his people, Rom . viii. 28. By death he puts an end to the

body of ſin , and frees the ſoul from all thoſe ruffling paſſions, thoſe inquietudes of

the bloud, and diſorders of nature; thoſe ſtrong and perverſe appetites that coit the

chriſtian ſomuch toil to ſubdue, and brought him ſo often under guilt, darkneſs, and

forrow . By death he delivers the believer from the pains and infirmities of the body,

the perpetual languiſhings of a weakly conſtitution , and the anguiſh of acute di

feaſes. He conſtrains death to give theweary ſaint releaſe from all themiſeries of the

preſent ſtate , and to hide him from the fury of the oppreſſer. The grave is God's

hiding place from the ſtormsand tumults of theworld , there the weary are at reſt ,

and the wicked ceaſe from troubling : and inſtead of conſigning us over to the full

malice of the devil, death is made ameans to convey usaway from all his aſſaults ,

and tranſlate us into that country, where he has no power to enter. And when the

ſoul is diſmiſſed into the bofoin of a reconciled God, by the miniſtry of death ; the

body is put to reſt in the grave ; the grave, which is fanctified into a bed of reſt for

all the followersof Chriſl, ſince their Lord and maſterhas lain there.

In the goſpel of Chriſt, thename of death is altered into Neep . Chriſt, who has

ſubdued it, ſeems to have given it this new name, that it might not have a frightful

ſound in the ears of his beloved . Though it was ſometimes called ſleep in the Old

Teſtament, yet that chiefly regarded the ſilence, and darknſs, and inaAtivity of that

ftate ; whereas in the new teſtament, and in the xiith of Daniel, it is called ſleep , to

denote that there is an awaking-time. The ancient chriſtians, upon this account,

called the church -yard, where they buried the dead , 2014entúpsov, a neeping-place .

And though the grave may be termed the priſon of death, yet death is not lord of

the priſon ; he can detain the captives there but during the pleaſure of Chriſt, for he

who is alive for evermore, has the keys of death and hell, that is of the ſeparate

ſtate , Rev . i. 18.

Now this is the true reaſon why chriſtianshave ſpoken ſo many kind things of death ,

which is theking of terrors to a naturalman . They call it a releaſe from pain and

fin , a meſſenger of peace, the deſired hour, and the happy moment. All this is

ſpoken while they behold itwith an eye of faith in the handsof Chriſt, who has ſub .

dued it to himſelf, and conſtrained it to ſerve the deſigns of his love to them .

3 . When it has done all Chriſt's work , it ſhall be utterly deſtroyed. After the

reſurrection , there ſhall be no more dying. The faints ſhall riſe immortal, and dwell

in heaven for ever, in the complete enjoyment of all that is included in the name of

LIFE. As the angel in prophecy lifts up his hand, and ſwears by him that lives for

ever and ever, that time İhall be no longer, Rev. x . 6 . fo Chriſt Jeſus, the Lord of

angels, ſhall, as it were, pronounce with a fovereign voice, that death ſhall be no

more . He ſhall ſend the great arch - angel with the trumpet of God ; it ſhall found

through the deepeſt caverns of the grave , and ſhall ſummon death from its inmoſt

receſſes. The tyrant ſhall hear and obey , and reſtore all his captives out of priſon ;

the dead ſhall hear the voice of the ſon of God , and live, John v . 25, 28 , 29. They

that have done good unto the reſurre&tion of life, and they that have done evil unto the re

furrection of damnation . After this our Lord has no employment for death , his ſlave ;

the bodies of men ſhall die nomore : There ſhall be no more any ſtate of ſeparation

between the fleſh and ſpirit, Rev . xx. 14. And death and bell, or Hades, were caſt into

· the lake of fore ; that is, there ſhall be no more death , no grave, no ſeparate ſtate of

fouls, all theſe ſhall be for ever deſtroyed.

I. Reflexion . We may infer from this third general head, the great power and

glory of our Lord Jeſus Chrift; we may learn the honour that is due to him from

mortals ;VOL. II,
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mortals ; it is he that hath ſubdued death , and that by his own dying. A wondrous

method of victory ! a ſurprizing conqueſt ! and he lives for ever to deſtroy it in his

appointed time. How great and honourablemuſt he be in the eyes of all mankind,

who has vanquiſhed ſo univerſal a conqueror ? How deſirable is his perſon , and how

delightful the ſound of hisnameto every believer ! for he ſuppreſſes all their enemies

and ſhall deſtroy them even to thelaſt.How welldoes he fulfil the great engagement ?

Iloſea viii. 14 . I will ranſom them from the power of the grave : I will redeem them from

death : O death, I will be thy plagues ; O grave, I will be thy deftruétion ; repentance hall

be hid froin inine eyes. Let us ſalute him the prince of life, Asts iii. 15 . and adore him

under that character. He diſpoífelles death of all its dominions. He approves him

ſelf a complete ſaviour of all his ſaints, and a redeemer of his captive friends.

II. Reflexion . Wemay learn alſo from this head of diſcourſe, the power and ex

cellency of the goſpel of Chriſt, for it diſcovers to us how this great enemy is van

quiſhed , and when it ſhall be deſtroyed ; and thus it lays a foundation for courage at

death , and gives us aſſurance of a joyful riſing -day. Death being aboliſhed by the

mediation of Chriſt, immortality and life are brought to light by his goſpel, 2 Tim . i.

10 . that is, there is a brighter diſcovery of the future ſtate, and of everlaſting hap

pineſs, than ever before was given to the world .

Here in the name of Chriſt, and of his goſpel, wemay give a challenge to all o

ther religions, and ſay, which of them has borne up the ſpirit of man ſo high above

the fears of death as this has done ? or has given us ſo fair , ſo racional, and ſo di

vine an account how death has been overcome by one man , and how by faith in his

name we may all be made overcoiners ? How vain are thetrifles with which thehea

then prieſts and their prophets amuſed the credulous multitude ? What ſilly and in

ſipid fables do they tell us of ſouls paſling over in a ferry -boat to the other world ,

and deſcribe the fields of pleaſure , and the priſons of pain in that country of ghoſts

and ſhadows, in ſo ridiculous a manner , that the wiſe men of their own nations de

ſpiſed the romance, and few were ſtupid enough to believe it all. If we conſult the

religion of their philoſophers, they give usbut a poor, lame, and miſerable account

of the ſtate after death . Someof them denied it utterly , and others rave at random

in mere conjectures, and Aoat in endleſs uncertainties. The courage which ſome of

their heroes profeſſed at the point of death, was rather a ſtubborn indolence, than a

rational andwell- founded valour ; and not many arrived at this hardineſs of mind ,

except thoſe that ſuppoſed their exiſtence ended with their life, and thought they

ſhould be diſſolved into their firſt atoms. Ariſtotle, one of the greateſt men amongſt

them , tells us that futurity is uncertain , and calls death the moſt terrible of all ter

ribles.

If weſearch into the religion of the Jews, which was a ſchemeofGod's own con

trivance and revelation to men, we find the affairs of a future world lay much in the

dark ; their conſciences were not ſo thoroughly purged from the guilt of ſin , but

that ſume terrorshung about them , as appears from Heb. x . 1, 2 , 3 . and having ſo

faint and obſcure notices, of the ſeparate ſtate of ſouls, and of the reſurrection,

theſe were the perſons, who in a ſpecialmanner, through the fear of death were all their

lije- time (1:bjeet to bondage, Heb . ii. 15 .

But chriſtianity lays a fair and rational foundation for our confidence and triumph

in the dying hour. It ſhews how guilt is removed by an all- fufficient ſacrifice ; and

makes it evident that no hell, no vengeance, no ſhadowsofmiſery await the believeri

in that inviſible world . Thisma'ses the chriſtian venture into it with a certain bold

neſs, and a becoming preſence of mind. The doctrine of Chriſt ſhews ushow the ſting
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of death is taken away, and calls us to fightwith a vanquiſhed enemy, a ſerpent

without a ſting : it gives us aſſurance that we ſhall riſe again from the duſt with bodies

frelher and fairer, glorious in their frame, and their conftitution immortal ; for death

ſhall be no more. Exalted by ſo ſublime a hope, what is there in death ſufficient to

depreſs our ſpirits , if our faith were but equal to this admirable doctrine ? The holy

apoitles are witneſles, the noble armyof martyrs are witneſſes, and many a faint in

our day is a witneſs to this truth , and giveshonour to this goſpel. How many thou

fandshavemet death , and all its frightful attendants, with a ſteady ſoul, and a ſe

rene countenance ; and have departed to heaven with ſongs of praiſe upon their lips,

a ſmile upon their face, and triumph in their eyes ? And this was not owing to

any extravagant Hights of enthuſiaſm , nor the fires of an inflamed fancy, but

it has been performed often , and may be done daily by the force of a regular

faith , on the moſt folid and reaſonable principles ; for ſuch are the principles of the

goſpel of Chriſt.

SECTION IV .

Bleſings gained by the deſtruction of death.

THE fourth and laſt generalhead of diſcourſe , is an enquiry into the advantages

I which the ſaints receive by the deſtruction of this laſt enemy.

This is a large and endleſs field , for it includes a great part of the happineſs of

the final heaven . But I ſhall attempt to mention briefy a few of the benefits that at

tendmy text, and thatwithout a nice diſtinction of particulars.

When death is deſtroyed , we ſhall ſhare in the joy and triumph of Chriſt, for abſo .

lute conqueſt over all his enemies ; for there is ſcarce any glory given to Chriſt, con

ſidered as man, but the ſaints are ſaid to be humble partners in it, or at leaſt to en

joy the reſemblance. Is he appointed the judge of all ? It is promiſed alſo to the

laints that they ſhall judge angels, and the twelve tribes of Iſrael. Do we ſuffer with

him ? we ſhall alſo reign with him . If we conquer death by faith , we ſhall riſe and

triumph. Here we labour and fight with many adverſaries , and wethink we have

routed them , but they rally again , and give us freſh vexation , ſo that we hardly

know how to attempt a fong of victory on this ſide the grave. Beſides, death ſtill

remains for our trial and conflict : but there we ſhall rejoice over all our enemies,

ſubdued , deſtroyed , and aboliſhed for ever.

Then.God will be all in all to his faints. This is a conſequent which St. Paul

mentions in the verſes where my text is : God will manage the affairs of his heavenly

kingdom in a more immediate way , than he hasmanaged his kingdom on earth .

Cbriſt having deſtroyed all the enemies of his church , and preſented it ſafe before the

father, has finiſhed all thoſe divine purpoſes for which the mediatorial kingdom was

entruſted with him : then he ſhall reſign his commiſſion to the Father again , and the

ever bleſſed God ſhall in a more immediate and abſolute manner reign over all the

creation . He ſhall more immediately impreſs devils and damned ſpirits with a ſenſe

of infinite wrath ; and with a more immediate ſenſe of his love and eternal favour,

ſhall he for ever bleſs all the inhabitants of heaven. So much as this ſeemsto be im

plied in the words of the apoſtle, i Cor. xv . 24 , 25, & c . But it is impoſſible that in

this ſtate we ſhould know either the full extent, or the juſt limitations of that pro

miſe; God ſhall be all in all. Our honoured and departed friend had theſewords

dwelling upon her heart ; theſe were often in her lips in the days of her faith and

U 2 hope,
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hope, and in the hours of her paſſage through the dark valley : She enjoys part of

the pleaſure of them in her preſent heaven , and with pleaſure ſhe expects the more

abfolute accompliſhment, when thereſurrection ſhall complete the bleſſedneſs of all

the ſaints.

Another conſequent of the deſtruction of death , is the imployment of all the

powers of human nature in the ſervice of God, and they ſhall be neither weak nor

weary . For all the inconveniences that attend mortality ſhall be ſwallowed up and

loft for ever .

Alas how poor and imperfect is the ſervice which our bodies yield to God in this

world ! How heavily do our ſouls complain of the clog of this fleſh , and move on

wards heavily in the diſcharge of duty ! and in the grave the body is quite cut off

from all ſervice . But when death ſhall be diſpoſſeſſed , when we ſhall ariſe from the

duſt, and put on bodies of glory ; then with our whole natures and with alltheir

powers, we ſhall do honourto God our creator, our redeemer , and our king. The

time will comewhen we ſhall hunger no more, neither thirſt any more ; and the re

freſhments of neep ſhall be no more neceſſary to ſupport life . When death ſhall be

deſtroyed, neep , the image and picture of death , ſhall be deſtroyed too. There

ſhall be nothing that looks like death in all that vital world , that world of immorta

lity . Weſhall ſerve the Lord day and night in his temple ; that is continually , for

there ſhall be no night there, Rev. vii. 15 , 16 . and xxi. 25 .

Then we ſhall taſte all the true bleſſedneſs that human nature is capable of, and that

without danger of exceſs or ſin . When God firſt united theſe two pieces of his work

manſhip , the ſoul and body, and compoſed a man , he deſigned him the ſubject of

various pleaſures, wherein each part ſhould have been ſubfervient to the other, to ren

der the felicity of the creature perfect. It is ſin and death that have entered into our

natures, and prevented this noble deſign in our preſent ſtate : but the counſel of the

Lord ſhall ſtand. And when he raiſes up the body from the grave, it ſhall leave all

the ſeeds of death behind it. The faculties and the ſenſes ſhall awake in all their

original ſprightlineſs and vigour, and our future heaven ſhall be furnilhed with ob

jects ſuited to entertain thoſe powers, and to convey intenſe pleaſure to glorified minds

without danger of fatiety or wearineſs . When the timecomes that there ſhall be no

more death , God ſhall wipe away all tears from our eyes ; there ſhall be no ſorrow

nor crying, nor any more pain : for the former things are paſſed away, and he that

ſits upon the throne ſhall ſay, behold Imake all things new ! Rev. xxi. 4 , 5 .

Then ſhall we enjoy the conſtant ſociety of our beſt friends, and deareſt acquain

tance ; thoſe that have arrived at the new Jeruſalem themſelves, and have aſſiſted us

in our travels thither . And we ſhall delightfully entertain , and be entertained with

the mutualnarratives of divine grace, and the wiſe and holy methods of providence,

whereby wehave been conducted ſafe through all the fatigues and dangers of the wil

derneſs to that heavenly country.

And that which ſhall add an unknown reliſh to all the former bleſſings, is the full

aſſurance that we ſhall poſſeſs them for ever. For every one of our enemies are then

deſtroyed , and the laſt of them is death . Here on earth it is a perpetual pain to the

mind to think , that thoſe whom we love are mortal ; the nextmoment may divide

them from us far as the diſtance of two worlds. They are ſeized on a ſudden from

our eyes, and from our embraces; and this thought allays thedelight that we take in

their company, and diminiſhes the joy : but in that world all our friends are immor

tal, we ſhall ever be with the Lord , and ever with one another too, 1 Thef .iv. 17.

. : May
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their lives, and in death they were nur we ....

May I be permitted here to make a ſhort reflexion on that mournful providence

that has joined too lovely relatives in death * , and given occaſion for the ſad ſolemni

ties of this day ? The piousmother led the way to heaven but a few days before the

pious daughter followed , each of them the parent of a reputable family , and the de

ſcendants from a progenitor t , whoſe name is in honour among the churches. As

mutual affection joined their habitations in life , ſo the care of ſurviving friends has

laid them to reſt in their beds of earth together. Wetruſt they are alſo joined in the

world ofbleſſed ſpirits on high , and they ſhall be joined again in theworld of glorified

ſaints in the morning of the reſurrection . Death their common enemyhas taken

them both captives together ; has bound in his chains themother and the daughter :

but they are priſoners of hope, and together they ſhall obtain a glorious releaſe.

I would copy a line from thatmoſt beautiful elegy of David , and apply it here

with more juſtice than the pſalmiſt could to Saul and Jonathan , 2 Sam . i. 23. Lovely

and pleaſant, were they, in their lives, and in death they were not divided . Silent

were they , and retired from theworld , and unknown except to their intimate friends:

But God was a witneſsof their hours of divine retirement. The graces of chriſtia

nity , and the virtues of domeſtic life, which are the proper ornaments of the ſex,

were the mark of their utmoſt aim and ambition : nor did they ſeek the flatteries of

the court, or the city , nor affect the gaieties of a degenerate age. Humble they

were, and averſe from public ſhew and noiſe ; nor will I diſturb their graves by mak

ing them the ſubject of publick praiſe. In the hearts of their families, their memory,

their image, and their examplewill live. O may the brighteſt and beſt part of their

image and example live in the character and practice of all that are left behind !

What a dreadful and overwhelming thought is it to ſuppoſe that any of that ho

noured and numerous houſhold ſhould be divided aſunder at the laſt day ! Give all

diligence then , my worthy friends, to make your calling and your election ſure ;

devote yourſelves to theGod of your predeceſſors; truſt in the ſame ſaviour ; tread

in the ſamepaths of holineſs ; and purſue the ſame glory . What a joy will it be to

that pious lady that is gone before , to find , that thoſe that were dear to her as her

own ſoul have overcome ſin and death , and in a bleſſed ſucceſſion arrive at the ſame

heaven ! Let me intreat you to give her this ſatisfaction , and not diſappoint her

prayers and her hopes. Let your venerable ſurviving parent, who is now confined at

home under ſorrows and ſharp pains, obtain this pleaſure. Let that dear partner of

her joys and cares behold the power of religion appearing and reigning in all your

hearts before his eyes are cloſed in death . Give both of them this conſolation at the

appearance of Chriſt, that they may ſay , “ Lord, here we are, and the children that

thou haft given us. Here we are with our anceſtors , and our offspring , and

our kindred around us, adoring thy rich grace together, and entring together into

the ſtate of perfect glory which thou haſt prepared.”

It remains only that I ſhould propoſe fome reflexions on the laſt head of diſ

courſe for the meditation of this whole aſſembly , and eſpecially for thoſe that are en

gaged in the ſpiritual warfare, and proceed to daily conqueſts.

Shall death, with all its attendants, be deſtroyed for ever ? And are theſe the bleſ

ſings that ſhall ſucceed ? Then enter into this joy beforehand by a lively faith , and be

image and exam

, and
overwhelming,thou vided

afunder at the lacur election ſure ;

gin

• Thelady Hartopp, daughter of Charles Fleetwood , Eſq; and wife to Sir John Hartopp , of Nervington ,

baronet, died Nov. 9 , 171 . Mrs. Gould , their daughter , and wife to Mr. Gould , now Sir Natwari '

Gould of Newington , died fix days after , viz . Nov. 15 .and left their houſholds behind them oppritai Hidrome

doub e ſorrows.

+ Charles Fleetwood of Norfolk, Eſq;
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gin the ſong of triumph death, where is thy ſting, O .grave, where is thy vieto

ry ? : Cor. xv. 55. Rejoice not over me, O mine enemy, when I fall I ſhall ariſe'; Mic.
vii. 8 .

*After you have foughtmany battles with Satan, ſubdued many ſins, and encoun

tered a thouſand temptationswith ſucceſs, perhaps you find new adverſaries ſtill ari

ſing ; look forward then to this joyful hour, and ſay , " But I ſhall one day be for

ever free from all theſe toils and labours of war, for allmy enemies ſhall be over

come, ſince death the laſt of them ſhall be ſubdued.”.

When you feel the infirmities of this mortalbody hang heavy upon your ſpirits,

and damp your devotion , read the words of this promiſe , and rejoice ; “ Theſe pains

and theſe languors of nature ſhall one day vaniſh and be nomore ; for death with all

its train , muſtbe deſtroyed.” .

When ſomeof your deareſt friends are ſeized by this tyrant, and led away to the

grave in his chains, while you are wounded to thevery foul, remember, that Chriſt

your captain , and your faviour, ſhall revenge this quarrel upon your laſt enemy ; for

he has appointed the hour of his deſtruction . Mourn not therefore for the dead, as

thoſe that forrow without hope, for thoſe that neep in Jeſus, the Lord ſhall bring

with him when he comes ; i Theſ. iv . 13. And he ſhall join you together in a bleſſed

and durable friendſhip , where it ſhall be eternally impoſſible for enemies to break in

upon your peace ; for death , the laſt of them ſhall be then deſtroyed . And the Lord

has left us this comfort in the end ofhis ſacred writings, ſurely I come quickly . Let

each of us with a chearful heart reply , even ſo come, Lord Jeſus. Amen .

THE
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HAPPINESS of ſeparate fpirits, & c.

Attempted in a

I

FUNERAL DISCOURSE in memory of Sir

JOHN HARTOPP, Bar . deceaſed .

The INTRODUCTION.

IT is a ſolemn and mournful occaſion that has broughtmeto this place this day * .

| Divine providence, and the will of ſurviving relatives, callme to pay the laſt

ſacred and pious reſpect to the memory of thedeceaſed ; a worthy gentleman , and

an excellent chriſtian , who has lately left ourworld in a good old age.

It is ſomething more than ten years ſince I was engaged in the ſame ſervice to the

memory of his honoured and pious lady, when by a double and painful ſtroke the

mother and the daughter were joined in death ; when the two kindred families were

ſmitten in the tendereſt part, and each of them ſuſtained a loſs that could never be

repairedt.

This town was the place which they had all honoured with their habitation , and

ſpent the largeſt part of their lives amongſt you ; but they are now become inhabi

tants of the heavenly city, they dwell in the world of bleſſed Spirits, and I would

lead your devouteſt thoughts to follow them thither. Come then , let ourmedita -

tions take their riſe from thoſewords of the great apoſtle, in

Heb. xii. 23.

----- The Spirits of juſtmen made perfect.

TT is a much ſweeter employment to trace the ſouls of our departed friends into

thoſe upper and brighter regions, than to be ever dwelling upon the dark prof

1 pect, and fixing our eyesupon death ,and duſt, and the grave : and that not only

becauſe it gives us a comfortable view of the perſons whom wemourn , and thus it

relieves ourmoſt weighty and finarting forrows; butbecauſe itleads us to conſider cur

. . OW ?

* Sir John Hartopp died April 1, 1722. in the 85th year of his age; and the fubitance of this diſcourie

was delivered briefly at Stoke Newington , April 15 , following

+ See a particularaccount, pag . 149. of the foregoing diſcoure i the mugin .
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own beſt intereſt, and our higheſt hopes, and puts us in mind of the communion that

we have with thoſe bleſſed ſpirits in heaven , while webelong to the church on earth .

Weare come ſays the apoſtle, verſe 22. We, in the goſpel ſtate, are come to mount

Zion , to the heavenly Jeruſalem , to the innuinerable company of angels, and to the

ſpirits of juſtmen made perfect .

What ſort of communion it is that good men here below maintain with thoſe ex

alted ſpirits, is not my preſent buſineſs to deſcribe ; therefore I apply myſelf imme

diately to the words of my text, and confine myſelf to them only.

And here I ſhall conſider theſe four things :

I. Who are particularly deſigned by the ſpirits of the juſt ; and here I ſhallmake

it evident the apoſtle intends not merely the ſpirits of good men , but ſuch good fpi

rits as are diſmiſſed from their mortalbodies.

II. We ſhall enquire, wherein conſiſts the perfection to which they have arrived,

and what are the excellencies in which they are made perfect.

III. What ſort of perfection it is they enjoy, and what are the peculiar characters

of it.

IV . How they arrive at this perfect ſtate, and what influence the diſmiſſion from

their bodies has towards their attainment of it.

And then conclude with a few remarks for our inſtruction and practice, ſuitable to

the preſent providence .

SECTION I.

Of the ſpirits of the juft.

N UR firſt enquiry is, whom are we to underſtand by the ſpirits of the juſt here

ſpoken of

Thename of juſt or righteous men , taken in a large and general ſenſe, as it is of

ten uſed in ſcripture, ſignifies all thoſe who fear and love God, and are accepted of

him . In the new teſtament they are frequently called ſaints, believers, or children

of God : but in both parts of the bible they are often deſcribed by the naine of juſt,

or righteous, and they are properly called ſo upon theſe three accounts.

1. Their perſons are made righteous in the ſightof God, having their ſins for

given , and their ſouls juſtified through the death and righteouſneſs of Jeſus Chriſt .

So the word is uſed, Rom . v . 19. By the obedience of one ſhall many bemade righteous.

They have ſeen themſelves all guilty and expoſed to the wrath of God, they have fled

to lay hold on the hope ſet before them , they have mourned before God, and been

weary of ſin , they have received the great atonement, they have committed their

caſe by a living faith to Jeſus the righteous, the furety and the faviour of periſhing

finners , and that God hath received them into his favour, and has imputed righte

ouſneſs to them , even that God who is juſt, and the juſtifier of them that believe in

Jeſus. Now this ſenſe cannot reaſonably be excluded from the character of a ſaint,

though the word righteous ismore frequently taken in the following ſenſes.

bly be excluded frohe
following ſendes. 11. Their
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11. Their natures aremade righteous, and fanctified by the Spirit of grace. They

have a principle of grace and holineſswrought in them , ſo the word ſignifies, Eph.

iv . 24 . The new man , which is created after the image of God , in righ couſneſs and

true holineſs. They were once finners, diſobedient and unholy, as they were born

into this world ; but they are born again , and made new creatures by the grace of

the holy Spirit. Their underſtandings are enlightened to ſee the dreadful evil of ſin ,

and the divine beauty of holineſs. Their wills are turned froin folly and vanity ,

from the love of earth, and ſenſe, and ſin , to a holy contempt of the world , and a

hatred of all that is ſinful; from a neglect of religion to deſires after God, and a de

light in him ; from a mere formal profeſſion of the goſpel, to the faith and love of

Chriſt, and a zealous purſuit of holineſs ; and they place their higheſt hopes and their

joys in things divine, ſpiritual and eternal.

III. Their lives are righteous, and conformable to the will of God revealed in his

word . So the term righteous ſignifies, i John iii. 7 . He that doth righteouſneſs is

righteous. The juſt man makes it the buſineſs of his life to do works of righteouſ

neſs, taken in the largeſt ſenſe ; to worſhip God , to ſeek his glory, to obey his will,

which is the rule of righteouſneſs ; to do him all the ſervice on earth that his ſtation

and circumſtances admit of, and to deal faithfully and juſtly among men, and do

them all the good that lies in his power.

Theſe are the juſt men whoſe ſpirits are ſpoken of in my text.

Now it is evident the apoſtle heremeanstheir ſpirits which are in heaven , and de

parted from theſe mortal bodies, becauſe the train of bleſſed companions, which he

deſcribes juſt before, leads our thoughts to the inviſible world .

If we can ſuppoſe any part of theſe two verſes to refer to earth , and our preſent

ſtate, it muſt be when he ſays, ye are come to mount Zion , to the city of the living

God , that is, to the viſible church of Chriſt, under the goſpel diſpenſation . But then

he adds, you are come alſo to the heavenly Yeruſalem , which may probably include

all the inhabitants of heaven in general; and deſcending to particulars, he adds, to

an innumerable company of angels, and to the general aſſembly and church of the

firſt-born who are written in heaven : whereby wemuſt underſtand thewhole inviſi

ble church of God amongmen, if we do not confine it to thoſe who are already of

the church triumphant. And next he leadsus to God the judge of all, and to ſpirits

of juſt men made perfect ; that is, ſpirits releaſed from fileſ and bloud, who have

ſtood before God their judge, and are determined to a ſtate of perfection in heaven ,

Beſides , when St. Paul fpeaks of fellow -chriſtianshere on earth , it is not his man

ner to call them fpirits, but men , or brethren , or ſaints, & c. therefore by the naked

and ſingle term fpirits, he diſtinguiſhes theſe perſons from thoſe who dwell in mortal

bodies, and raiſes our thoughts to the world of bleſſed ſouls, releaſed from the

wretched ties and bondage of Aeſh and bloud, the ſpirits of good men departed from

this earth , and dwelling in the better regionsof heaven .

Iwould here takenotice alſo, that the apoſtle perhaps in this place chufes rather ta

call thein juſt or righteousmen , which is a term uſed frequently both in the old and

new teſtament, that he might include the patriarchs and the jewiſh ſaints as well as

the ſouls of departed chriſtians. Abraham , Ifaac , and Jacob , Noah, Daniel, and

David , Job, Moſes and Elijah , dwell in that happy world , with a thouſand other

ſpirits of renown in the ancient church , as well as the ſpirits of thoſe that have ſeen

the Meliab , and believed in Jeſus of Nazareth . What a noble and wondrous aſlem

bly ! What an amazing and bliſsful ſociety of human ſouls, gathered from various

Vol . II. nations,
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nations, and from all ages, and joined together in the heavenly Jerufalem , the family

of God above !

I ſhall proceed now to the ſecond thing I propoſed. -

SECTION II.

Of their perfection in knowledge, holineſs, and joy.

THEſecond enquiry isthis, wherein conſiſts the perfection at which theſe ſpirits

I are arrived ?

The word perfect cannot be taken here in its moſt extenſive, abſolute, and ſublime

ſenſe, for in that ſenſe it can belong only to God ; he is and muſt be the ſum and

centre of all perfection for ever ; all excellency and all bleſſedneſs in a fupreme de

gree meet in him ; none beſides him can pretend to abſolute perfection .

Nor is the word uſed here in its moſt fublime ſenſe , in which itmay be applied to

a creature; for when the ſpirits of juſt men aremade never fo perfect, the bleiled ſoul

of our Lord Jeſus Chriſt will be more perfect than they ; for in allthings he muſt have

the pre-eminence, Col. i. 18.

Perfection therefore is taken in a comparative fenfe here , as in many other places

of ſcripture. So St. Paul callsthoſe chriſtians on earth perfect, who are advanced in

knowledge and chriſtianity far above their fellows; as in i Cor. ii. 6 . I ſpeak wiſdom

among them that are perfekt . Phil. iii. 15 . Let asmany as are perfect be thus minded . So

that bleſſed ſouls above areonly perfect in a comparative fenſe. They are advanced in

every excellency of nature, and every divine privilege, far above all their fellow

ſaints here on earth .

I deſire it alſo to be obſerved here, that

The word perfection doth not generally imply another fort of character than what

a man poſſeſſed before; but a far more exalted degree of the ſame character which he

was before poſſeſſed of. .

The perfection then of the ſpirits of the juſt in heaven , is a glorious and tranſcen

dent degree of thoſe ſpiritual and heavenly qualifications and bleſſings which they en

joyed here on earth in a lowermeaſure; implying alſo , a freedom from all the defects

and diſorders to which they were here expoſed, and which are inconſiſtent with their

preſent felicity .

If I were to branch it into particulars, I would namebut theſe three, viz . 1. A

great increaſe of knowledge without the mixture of error. 2 . A glorious degree of

holineſs without themixture of the leaſt fin . 3 . Conſtant peace and joy without the

mixture of any ſorrow or uneaſineſs.

Let us conſider them diſtinctly .

1. A great increaſe of knowledge, without the mixture of error ; and in this ſenſe

it is perfect knowledge.

Part of the happineſs of ſpirits conſiſts in contemplation ; and the more excellent

the object is which we contemplate, and the more perfect our acquaintance with it ,

the greater is our happineſs. · Therefore the knowledge of God , the infinite and eter

nal Spirit, is the true felicity of all the ranks of created ſpirits in the upper and low

er worlds. What unknown and unrivaled beauties are contained in the attributes of

his nature ! What a heavenly pleaſure is it to loſe ourſelves amongſt the boundleſs

perfections of his ſelf- ſufficiency and eternalexiſtence , his wiſdom , his power, his

juſtice,

ce

wy.
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juſtice, his holineſs, his goodneſs, and his truth ! And what a divine harmony a

mongſt them all ! '

How does the philoſopher entertain and feaſt himſelf with daily diſcoveries of new

wonders amongſt the works of God, and beholds the print of the hands of his crea

tor on them all ! What ſuperior glories are ſeen by the inquiring chriſtian amongſt the

greater wonders of his grace ! and he receives the diſcovery of them with ſuperior

delight, for his eternal life is in them . John xvii. 3 . This is life eternal, that they might

know thee the only true God, and Jeſus Chriſtwhom thou haſt ſent. To know the father

and the ſon according to the revelation which they have given of themſelves in the

goſpel, is not only the way to obtain life eternal, and conſequently the buſineſs of the

faints below ; but the knowledge of this ſon and this father in their natural glories,

in their perſonal characters, in their ſublime and myſterious relations to each other ,

and in their moſt amazing contrivances and tranſactions for the recovery of loitſinners,

may be matter of the moſt pleaſing enquiry , and delicious contemplation , to the an

gels themſelves, i Pet. i. 12. Theſe are the things which the angels deſire to look in

to . And the ſpirits of the juſt made perfect are employed in the ſame delightful

work ; for which they have much more concern , and a dearer intereſt in it.

Weknow ſomething ofGod by the light of nature. The reaſon that is within each

of us, ſhines like a ſlender candle in a private room , and givesus fometwinkling

and uncertain notions of our creator. The notices that we obtain by the light of

grace, or the goſpelhere on earth , are far brighter and furer, like the moon at mid

night ſhining upon a dark world , or like the riſe of the morning ſtar , and the dawn

ing of the day. But the knowledge which departed fpirits obtain of their creator

and their redeemer in the lightof glory , is far ſuperior to thatof nature and grace,

as the luſtre of the meridian - ſun exceeds the pale moon -beams, or the glimmering

twilight of themorning,

· This is what the apoſtle deſcribes, i Cor. xiii. 9 , 10 , 11, 12. For we know but in

part, and wepropheſy in part. But when that which is perfeit is come, then that which

is in part ball be done away. When I was a child , I fpake as a child , I underſtood as a

child , I thought as a child ; but when I became a man, I put acvay childiſh things. For

now we ſee through a glaſs darkly ; but then face to face : Now I know in part ; but then

fall I know even as alſo I am known. The imperfection of ourknowledge in this

world conſiſts much in this, that we are liable to perpetualmiſtakes. A thouſand

errors ſtand thick around us in our enquiries after truth , and we ſtumble upon error

often ' in our wiſeſt purſuits of knowledge ; for we fee but through a glaſs darkly, but

then we ſhall know , even as we are known, and fee face to face ; that is, we ſhall

have a more immediate and intuitive view of God and Chriſt, and of the holy Spirit,

without ſuch mediums as are now neceſſary for our inſtruction . We ſhall know

them in a manner ſomething a -kin to the way wherebyGod knows us, though not in

the ſame degree of perfection ; for that is impoffible . Yet in theſe reſpects our

knowledge ſhall bear ſome reſemblance to the knowledge of God himſelf, viz .

that it ſhallbe not merely a rational knowledge, by inferences drawn from his works,

not merely a knowledge by narration, or report and teſtimony, ſuch as we now en

joy by his word ; but it ſhall be ſuch a ſort of knowledge as wehave of a man when

we ſee his face, and it ſhall alſo be a certain and unwavering knowledge, without re

maining doubts, without error or miſtake. O happy ſpirits that are thus divinely

employed, and are entertaining themſelves and their fellow ſpirits with thoſe noble

truths and tranſporting wonders of nature and grace, of God and Chriſt, and things

X 2 . heavenly ,
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heavenly, which are allmyſtery , intanglement and confuſion to our thoughts in the

preſent ſtate !

II. This perfection conſiſts in a glorious degree of holineſs without the mixture of

the leaſt ſin ; and in this ſenſe it is perfect holineſs.

All holineſs is contained and ſummed up in the love and delightful ſervice ofGod

and our fellow creatures.

When we attempt to love God here on earth , and by the alluring diſcoveries of

grace try to raiſe our affections to things of heaven, what ſinful damps and coldneſs

hang heavy upon us ? What counter-allurements do we find towards ſin and the crea

ture, by the miſchievous influences of the Aeſh and this world ? What an eſtranged

neſs from God do the beſt of chriſtians complain of ? And when they get neareſt to

their ſaviour in the exerciſes of holy love, they find perpetual reaſon to mourn over

their diſtance, and they cry out often with pain at their hearts , “ What a curſed ene

my abides ſtill in me, and divides mefrom the deareſt object ofmy deſire and joy !"

But the ſpirits of the juſtmade perfect, have the neareſt views of God their father,

and their ſaviour; and as they ſee them face to face, fo , inay I venture to expreſs it,

they love them with a union of heart to heart : for he that is joined to the Lord in the

neareſt union in heaven , may well be called one fpirit with him , ſince the apoſtle ſays

the ſame thing of the ſaints on earth , 1 Cor . vi. 17.

As our love of God is imperfect here , ſo is all our devotion and worſhip .

While we are in this world , ſin mingles with all our religious duties : Wecome

before God with our prayers and our ſongs, but our thoughts wander from him in

the midſt of worſhip , and we are gone on a ſudden to theends of the earth . Wego

up to his temple, and we try to ſerve him there an hour or two ; then we return to

the world , and we almoſt forget the delights of the ſanctuary, and theGod we have

feen there . But the ſpirits of the juſtmade perfect are before the throne ofGod and

ſervehim day and night in his temple ,Rev.vii. 15 .And though they may not be literal

ly engaged in one everlaſting act of worſhip , yet they are ever buſy in ſome glorious

ſervices for him . If they ſhould be ſent on any meſſage to other worlds, yet they

never wander from the ſight of their God : For if the guardian angels of children

always behold the face of our heavenly father, Matt. xviii. 10. even when they are

employed in their divine errands to our world ; much moremay we ſuppoſe the fpi

rits of juſt men made perfect never loſe the bliſsful viſion , whatſoever their employ

ments ſhall or can be.

And as our acts of worſhip on earth , and converſe with God, are very imperfect,

ſo is our zeal and activity for God extremely defective ; but it ſhall be ever bright

and burning in the upper world .

When we would exert our zeal for God on earth, how many corrupt affectionsmix

with that zeal and ſpoil it ! Dead Aies, that cauſe that noble ointment to ſend forth

a ſtinking favour ! How much of ſelf, and pride, and vain ambition too often min

gleswith our deſires to ſerve Chriſt, and his goſpel! Somehave preached Chriſt out of

vain -glory, or envy ; and a mixture of thoſe vicesmay taint our piousminiſtrations.

When weſeem to drive furiouſly like Jebu to the deſtruction of the prieſts and the

worſhip of Baal, too often the wild - fire of our luſts and paſſions, our envy and wrath

and ſecret revenge join together to animate our chariot-wheels. When we are ready

to ſay with him , “ come and ſee my zeal for the Lord,” perhapsGod efpies in our

hearts too much of the ſamecarnal mixture ; for Jebu exalted the true God , that he

might eſtabliſh himſelf a king, 2 Kings x. 16 . But the ſpirits of the juſt are perfect

in zeal, and pure from all mixtures. Their very natures are like the angels, they are
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ſo many fames of ſacred and unpolluted fire, the miniſters of God that do his plea

ſure, and then hide their faces behind their wings; when they have done all for God ,

they fall down and confeſs they are nothing.

Temptation and ſin have no place in thoſe happy regions. Theſe are the evils that

belong to earth and hell ; but within the gates of heaven nothing muſt enter that

tempteth , nothing that defileth , Rev. xxi. 27. It is themixture of ſinful thoughts

and idle words, ſinful actions and irregular uffections, thatmakes our ſtate of holi

neſs ſo imperfect here below . We groan within ourſelves, being burdened ;we would

be rid of theſe criminal weakneſſes, theſe guilty attendants of our lives: But the ſpi

rits above are under a ſweet neceſſity of being for ever holy ; their natures have put

on perfection ; the image of God is ſo far compleated in them , that nothing contrary

to the divine nature remains in all their frame ; for they ſee God in all the fairert

beauties of his holineſs, and they adore and love. They behold him without a veil,

and are changed into theſame image, from glory to glory, 2 Cor. iii. 18. If theſe words

are applicable to the ſtate of grace, much more to that of glory . They fee Chriſt as

he is, and they are made completely like him , i John iii. 2 . which is true concern

ing the ſtate of ſeparate ſpirits, as well asthe hour of reſurrection .

As their love to God is perfect, ſo is their love to all their fellow - ſaints.

We try to love our fellow .creatures and fellow -chriſtians here on earth ; but we

have ſo many corrupt paſſions of our own, and ſo many infirmities and imperfections

belong to our neighbours alſo , thatmutual love is very imperfect . Love is the ful

fulling of the law , Rom . xiii. 10. But we ſhall never fulfil that law perfectly till we

are joined to the ſpirits of the juſt in glory , where there is no inhabitant without the

flame of ſacred love, no ſingle ſpirit unlovely or unbeloved.

In thoſe happy manſions there is no envy raiſed by the perfections or the honours

of our neighbour ſpirits; no detracting thought is known there, no reproachful word

is heard in that country ; and, perhaps, no word of reproach is to be found in the

whole heavenly language. Malice and Nander, and the very names of infamy, are

unknown in thoſe regions; and wrath and ſtrife are eternal ſtrangers. No divided o

pinions, no party quarrels, no ſeeds of diſcord are ſown in heaven . Our little angry

jars and contentions have no place there, and the noiſe of war and controverſy ceales

for ever. There are no offences given , and none are taken in that world of love.

Neither injury , nor reſentment, is ever known or practiſed there , thoſe bitter and fa

tal ſprings of revenge and bloud . Univerſal benevolence runs through the whole

kingdom ; each fpirit wiſhes well to his neighbour as to himſelf ; and till we arrive

there , weſhall neverbemade perfect in love, nor ſhall we ſee the bleſſed characters

of it deſcribed in the ſcriptures fully copied out in living examples.

In that holy world dwells God himſelf, who is original love ; there reſides our

Lord Jeſus Chriſt, who is love incarnate ; and from that ſacred head flows an eternal

ſtream of love through every member, and bleſſeth all the inhabitants of that land

with its divine refreſhments. Holineſs is perfect among the ſpirits of the juſt, be

cauſe love is perfect there. •

Objection . But are there not ſeveral graces and virtues that belong to the ſaints on

earth that are finiſhed at death , and can have no room in heaven ? How then can

perfection of holineſs in heaven conſiſt in an increaſe of the ſame graces we practiſed

on earth .

Anſwer.Yes ,there are ſeveral ſuch virtues and ſuch graces, as faith and repentance,

and godly forrow , patience, and forbearance , love to enemies, and forgiveneſs of in

juries, & c. But all theſe ariſe from the very imperfection of our preſent ſtate , from

the
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the ſins or follies of ourſelves or our fellow creatures . Faith ariſes from the want

of ſight; repentance from the returnsof guilt; godly -ſorrow from the workings of

ſin in us : patience owes its very nature and exerciſe to the amictionswe ſuſtain from the

hand of God ; and forbearance and forgiveneſs reſpects the injuries that we receive

from our fellow creatures. But in heaven, faith , ſo far as it regards the abſence of

God and Chriſt, is loſt in ſight and enjoyment, as the light of a glimmering taper is

loſt in the blaze of ſun -beams, Repentance of old ſins, ſo far as it is attended with

any painful or ſhameful paſſions, ceaſes for ever in heaven ; and there is no new guilt

for us to repentof : there ſhall be no evil working in us to give pain to the ſpirit ;

no aſfiction from God to demand a patient ſubmiſſion ;'no injuries from men to be

borne or forgiven .

But there is the ſame pious temper ſtill continues in the ſpirits of the juſt made

perfect, which was the ſpring of thoſe graces on earth ; and could the objects or oc

caſions of them return , every ſpirit there would exerciſe the ſame grace , and that in

a more glorious and perfectmanner, for their very natures are all over holy.

III. The laſt thing I ſhallmention, wherein the perfection ofthe ſaints above con

ſiſts, is , their conſtant peace and exalted joy, without any mixture of ſorrow or un

eaſineſs ; and this is joy and peace in perfection.

If our knowledge, our love, and our holineſs are imperfect on earth , our joys muit

be ſo . The miſtakes and the follies to which we are liable here below , the guilt that

pains the conſcience, and the ſin that is reſtleſs and ever working within us, will bring

forth fruits ofpreſent forrow , where they do not produce the fruit of eternal deach .

A faint in this world will groan under theſe burdens ; and it is divinely natural for him

to cry out, O wretched man ! - who ſhall deliver me from the body of this death ? Rom .

vii . 24 .

Thus there aremany things that are within us, and that belong to us in this world ,

that forbid the perfection of our joys. And beſides all theſe, we are attached and

tied down to many other uneaſineſſes, while wedwell on earth .

This world is a fair theatre of the wiſdom and power of God, but it is hung

round and repleniſhed with temptations to fallen man , proper for a ſtate of trial ;

ſoft and Aattering temptations, thatby the ſenſes are ever drawing away the ſoul from

God and heaven , and breaking in upon its divine repoſe and joy : and while we are

ſurrounded with a thouſand dangers, we cannot be ſaid to dwell in perfect peace.

The follies and the crimes of others afflict the ſoul of a good man , and put him to

pain , as the righteous ſoul of Lot was vexed in Sodom from day to day with their

unlawful deeds, 2 Pet. ii. 8 . The greater vexations, and the little teazing ac

cidents of life that attend us, diſturb the ſacred reſt of the ſaint, and rufe or wound

his fpirit. And the beſt of men on this account are ſometimes ready to cry out with

David , Pſal. cxx . 5 , 6 . Woe is me that I lojourn in Meſhech , and dwell in the tents of

Kedar : Myſoul bath long dwelt with them that hate peace. O that I had wings like a

dove, for then would I fly away, and be at rejt; Pfal.lv . 6 .

And ſometimes God himſelf is abſent from the ſoul that longs after him ;he hides

his face, and then who can behold it ? We are ſmitten with a ſenſe of ſin , and the

conſcience is reſtleſs. Wewander from thing to thing in much confuſion of ſpirit ;

we go from providences to ordinances, from one word in the bible to another, from

ſelf-examination and inward guilt to the bloud of Chriſt, and the mercy of the father;

and it may be outward ſorrows fall on usat the ſametime, guilt and judgment attend

us ar once : The deep of affliction calls to the deep of ſin at the noiſe of the foods

of divine anger, Pfal. xlii. 7. We are kept in the dark for a ſeaſon , and we ſee not

the
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hat world there is noforto never ſay I am fick ; for the pricehteous are diſmiſſed

the light of his countenance, nor know our own intereſt in his love.We go forward ,

as you did , but he is not there; and backward , but we cannot perceive him , & c.

All the comfort that a good man hath at ſuch a feaſon , is to appeal to God , that he

knoweth the way that I take ; when he hath tried me, I humbly hope I ſhall come

forth as goid , Job xxiii. 8 , 9, io .

But the ſpirits of the juſt made perfect , are in peaceful and joyous circumſtances .

They know God, for they fee his face ; they know that they lovehim , for they feel

and enjoy it as the warmeſt and ſweeteſt affection of their hearts : and they are ſure

God loves them too ; for every moment they taſte his love, and live upon it in all

the rich varieties of its manifeſtation .

O what unknown and endleſs ſatisfactions of mind ariſe from the full aſſurance of

the love of God ! What tongue can expreſs, or what heart can conceive the ſacred

pleaſure that fills every ſoul in heaven , under the immediate impreſſions of divine

love ! When the poor trembling doubting believer , that knew himſelf to be infinitely

unworthy of the favour of God , or of themeaneſt place in his houſe, ſhall be ac

knowledged as a ſon in themidſt of his father's court on high , and amongſtmillions

of congratulating angels !

No cloud ſhall ever interpoſe, no melancholy gloom , no ſhadow of darkneſs ſhall

ever ariſe in thoſe regions; for the countenance of God, like the ſun in its higheſt

ſtrength , ſhall ſhine and ſmile upon them for ever. And through the length of all

their immortality, there ſhall not be the leaſt interruption of the ſweet intercourſe of

love, on God 's ſide, or on theirs.

In that world there is no ſorrow , for there is no ſin ; the inhabitants of that city , .

of the heavenly Jeruſalem , ſhallnever ſay I am ſick ; for the people that dwell there

in ſhall be forgiven their iniquity, Iſa . xxxiii. 24. When the righteous are diſmiſſed

from this Aėlh , they enter into peace, their bodies reſt in their beds of earth, and

their ſpirits walk in heaven, each one in his own uprightneſs, Iſa . lvii, 2 .

And as there is no ſin within them to render them uneaſy , to there is no trouble

ſome gueſt, no evil attendant without them , that can give them fear or pain ; no ſin

ners to vex them , no tempter to deceive them , no fpirit of hell to devour or deſtroy :

Iſa . xxxv . 9 , 10 . No lion ſhall be there, nor any ravenous beaſt Mall go up thereon, it

allnot be found there: but the redeemed Mall walk there. And the ranfomed of the Lord

Tall return and come to Zion with ſongs, and everlaſting joy upon their heads: they ſhall

obtain joy and gladneſs, and ſorrow and fighing fall flee away.

God himſelf ſhall neverbe abſent, and then they cannot be unhappy, They be

hold his face in righteouſneſs, and they are ſatisfied when they awake with his like

neſs, Pſal. xvii. 15 . When they leave this world of dreamsand ſhadows, and awake

into that bright world of ſpirits, they behold the face of God, and are made like

him , as well as when their bodies ſhall awake out of the duſt of death in themorn

ing of the reſurrection, formed in the image of the bleſſed Jeſus. That glorious

ſcripture in Rev. xxi. 3 , 4 . be the ſenſe of it what it will, can never be fulfilled in

more glory on earth than belongs to the ſtate of heaven . The tabernacle ofGod is with

men , and he will dwell with them , and they ſhall be bis people, andGod himſelf ball be

with them , and be their God. And God mall wipe away all tears from their eyes; and

there mall be nomore death, neither ſorrow , nor crying, neither all there be any more

pain : for the former things are paſſed away .

The faints above ſee their bleſſed Lord and ſaviour in all his exalted glories, and

they are with him where he is, according to his own prayer and his own promiſe,

Jobn xvii. 24. and xiv. 3 . They are abſent from the body, and preſentwith the Lord .

earth than belongs

and they ſhall be bis pour fears from their eyes ; an

They
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They have eſteemed him on earth above all things, and longed after the ſight of his

face, whom having not ſeen they loved, i Pet. i. 8 . but now they behold him , the

dear redeemer that gave his life and bloud for them , they rejoice with joy much

more unſpeakable and full of ſuperior glory.

Thushave I ſhewn wherein this perfection of ſpirits in heaven conſiſts. It is a high

and glorious degree of all thoſe excellencies and privileges they were bleſſed with on

earth , without any mixture of the contrary evil. It is a perfection of knowledge,

holineſs and joy.

And canſt thou hear of all this glory , O my ſoul, and meditate of all this joy,

and yet cleave to earth and the duſt ſtill ? Haſt thou not often mourned over thy

ignorance, and felt a ſenſible pain in the narrowneſs, the darkneſs, and the confu

ſion of thy ideas, after the utmoſt ſtretch and labour of thought? How little doſt

thou know of the eſſence of God , even thy God, and how little of the two united

natures of Jeſus thy beloved ſaviour ? How ſmall and ſcanty is thy knowledge of thy

ſelf, and of all thy fellow - ſpirits,while thou art here impriſoned in a cottage of clay ?

And art thou willing to abide in this dark priſon ftill, with all thy follies and miſtakes

about thee ? Does not the land of light above invite thy longing and awaken thy de

ſires ; thoſe bright regionswhere knowledge ismade perfect, and where thy God and

thy redeemer are ſeen without a veil ?

And is not the perfect holineſs of heaven another allurement to thee , O my ſoul ?

Doft thou not ſtretch thy wings for fight at the very mention of a world without

temptation and without ſin ? How often haſt thou groaned here under the burden of

thy guilt, and the body of death ? How hard halt thou wreſtled with thy inbred

iniquities ? An hourly war , and a long toilſome conflict ! How haft thou mourned

in ſecret, and complained to thy God of theſe reſtleſs inward enemies of thy peace ?

And art thou ſo backward ſtill to enter into thoſe peacefulregions where theſe enemies

can never come, and where battle and war are known no more, but perfect and ever

laſting holineſs adorns the inhabitants , and crowns of victory and triumph ?

O the ſhattered and imperfect devotion of the beſt faints on earth ! O the feeble

fluttering efforts of praiſe ! What poor hallelujahswe ſend up to heaven on notes

of diſcord , and as it were, on broken ſtrings ! Art thou not willing, O my ſoul,

to honour thy God and thy ſaviour with ſweeter harmony ? And yet what a re

luctance doſt thou ſhew to enter into that world of joy and praiſe, becauſe the dark

ſhadow of death hangs over the paſſage ? Come, awake, ariſe, ſhake off thy fears ;

and let the ſenſe and notice of what the ſpirits of the juſt above enjoy, raiſe thy

courage, and excite the to meet thee firſt ſummons with ſacred delight and rap

ture .

But I fear I have dwelt too long upon theſe three laſt particulars, becauſe they are

matters of more obvious notice, and more frequentdiſcourſe ; yet they are ſo enter

taining, that Iknew nothow to leave them . But I would not ſpend all my time on

common topics, while I am paying honour to thememory of an uncommon chriſtian .

I proceed therefore to the next general head .

SECTION
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SECTION III.

Of the various kinds and degrees of the employmentsand pleaſures of heaven.

I TAVING ſhewn that by the ſpirits of juſt men in my text, weare to underſtand

U the ſouls of all thepious and the good that have left the body ; and having de

ſcribed their perfection as a ſtate of complete knowledge, holineſs and joy ; the third

thing I am to conſider , is, what ſort of perfection this is, or what are ſomeof the

ſpecial characters of it. And here I beg your attention to ſome pleaſing ſpeculations

which are agreeable to the word of God, and to the nature and reaſon of things, and

which have often given my thoughts a ſacred entertainment.

I. It is ſuch a perfection as admits of great variety of employments and pleaſures,

according to the various turn and genius of each particular ſpirit. For theword per

fection doesnot neceſſarily imply a ſtate of univerſal and conſtant uniformity .

That themind of every man here on earth has a different turn of genius, and pe

culiarmanner of thought, is evident to every wiſe obſerver. And why ſhould not

every pious mind or ſpirit carry to heaven with it ſo much of that turn and manner,

as is natural and innocent ?

I grant it is a poſſible thing, that many different genius's ofmen on earth may per

haps be accounted for by the different conſtitution of the body, the frameof the

brain , and the various texture of the nerves, or may be aſcribed to the coarſer or

finer bloud, and corporeal ſpirits ; as well as to different forms of education and

cuſtom , & c. Theſe may be able to produce a wondrous variety in the tempers and

turns of inclination , even though all ſouls were originally the ſame : But I dare not

aſſert that there is no difference betwixt the ſouls themſelves, at their firſt creation

and union with the body. There are ſome conſiderations would lead one to believe,

that there are real diverſities of genius among the ſpirits themſelves in their own

nature.

God, the great creator, hath ſeemed to delight himſelf in a rich variety of pro

ductions in all his worldswhich we are acquainted with . Let us make a pauſe here,

and ſtand ſtill and ſurvey the overflowing riches of his wiſdom , which are laid out

on this little ſpot of his vaſt dominions, this earthly globe on which we tread ; and

wemay imagine the ſame variety and riches overſpreading all thoſe upper worlds

which we call planets or ſtars.

What an amazing multiplicity of kinds of creatures dwell on this earth ? If we

ſearch the animated world and ſurvey it, we ſhall find there are ſome that fly , ſome

that creep or ſide, and ſomewalk on feet, or run : And every ſort of animals cloathed

with a proper covering ; ſome of them more gay and magnificent in their atcire

than Solomon in all his glory ; and each of them furniſhed with limbs, powers, and

properties fitted for their own ſupport, convenience and ſafety . How various are

the kinds of birds and beaſts that paſs daily before our eyes ! The fields, and the

woods, the foreſts and the defarts, have their different inhabitants. The ſavage and

the domeſtic animals, how numerous they are ! and the fowlboth wild and tame !

What riches of dreſs and drapery are provided to cloath them in all their proper
" . .. " wana apy and proven
habits of nature ? What an infinite number of painted inſects fill the air , and over

cui r

ſpread the ground ? What bright ſpangles adorn their little bodies and their wings

when they appear in their ſummer livery ? What interwoven ſtreaks of ſcarlet beauty ,

Vol. II . mingled
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mingled with green and gold ? Webehold a ſtrange profuſion of divine wiſdom year

ly in our own climate, in theſe little animated crumbsof clay , as well as in the ani

mals of larger ſize . And yet there aremultitudes of new ſtrange creatures that we

read of in the narratives of foreign countries : And what a vaft profuſion of enter

tainments for them all ? ,How are the mountains and meadowsadorned with a ſur

prizing plenty of graſs and herbs, fruits and flowers, almoſt infinite, for the uſe of

man and meaner animals ?

In the world of waters a thouſand unknown creatures ſwim and ſport themſelves,

and leap with exceſs of life even in the freezing ſeas : Millions of inhabitants range

through that liquid wilderneſs with ſwifteſtmotion, and in the wonders of their frame

and nature proclaim the ſkill of an almighty maker. Others of the watry kind are but

half alive , and are toſſed from place to place by the heaving ocean Think of the levia

than, the eel, and the oyſter, and tell me ifGod has not Mewn a rich variety of con

trivance in them : And as various as their nature is , ſo various is the means of their

life ; proper beds of lodging are provided for them , and variety of food ſuited to

· uphold every nature .

Mankind is a world of itſelf, made up of the mingled or united natures of Aeſh

and ſpirit. What an infinite difference of faces and features among the fons and

daughters of men ? And how much more various are the turns of their appetites,

tempers , and inclinations, their humours and paſſions ? And what glorious employ

menthath divine wiſdom ordained for itſelf, in framing theſe millions of creatures

with underſtandings and wills of ſo unconceivable a variety, ſo vaſt a difference of ge

nius and inclination , to be the ſubjects of its providential government ? And what

a ſurprizing harmony is there in the immenſe and incomprehenſible ſcheme of divine

counſels, ariſing from the various ſtations and buſinefies of men ſo infinitely diver

fified and diſtinct from one another, and centring in one great end the divine glory ?

An amazing contrivance, and a deſign worthy ofGod !

Now is the pure intellectual world alone deſtitute of this delightful variety ? Is

the nature of ſpirits utterly uncapable of this diverſity and beauty, without the aids

of fleſh and bloud ? Hath the wiſdom of God diſplayed no riches of contrivance

there ? And muſt there be ſuch a dull uniformity no where but in the country where

fpirits dwell, ſpirits the nobleſt parts ofGod's creation and dominion ? Has he poured

out all the various glories of divine art and workmanſhip in the inanimate and bru

tal or animal world , and left the higher ſort of creatures all of one genius and one

turn and mould , to repleniſh all the intellectualregions ? Surely it is hard to believe

it .

In the world of angels we find various kinds and orders. St. Paul tells us of thrones

and dominions, and principalities, Col. i. 16 . and St. Peter ſpeaks of angels, and au

thorities, and powers, 1 Pet. iii. 22. and in other parts of theword of God we read

thenames of an arch -angel, a ſeraph , and a cherub. And no doubt, as their de

grees and ſtations in the heavenly world differ from each other, ſo their talents and

genius to ſuſtain thoſe different ſtations are very various, and exactly ſuited to their

charge and buſineſs. And it is no improbable thought, that the ſouls of men differ

from each other asmuch as angels.

But if there were no difference at firſt betwixt the turn and genius of different

ſpirits in their original formation, yet thiswe are ſure of, thatGod deſigned their ha..

bitation in felh and bloud, and their paſſage through this world as the means to form

and fit them for various ſtations in the unknown world of ſpirits. The ſouls ofmen

having dweltmany years in particular bodies, have been influenced and habituated

to
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to particular turns of thought, both according to the various conſtitutions of thoſe

bodies, and the more various ſtudies and buſineſſes , and occurrences of life. Sure

ly then wemay with reaſon ſuppoſe the ſpirits departing from fleſh to carry with themi

ſome bent and inclination towards various pleaſures and employments.

So we may reaſonably imagine each ſinful ſpirit that leaves the body, to be more

abundantly inflamed with theſe particular vices which it indulged here, whether am

bition , or pride, or covetouſneſs, or malice, or envy, or averſion to God , and to all

goodneſs : and their various ſorts of punilhments may ariſe from their own variety

of luſts , giving each of them a peculiar inward torment.

And why may not the ſpirits of the juſt made perfect have the ſamevariety of

taſte and pleaſure in that happy world above, according as they are fitted for various

kinds of ſacred entertainments in their ſtate of preparation, and during their reſi

dence in felh and bloud ? He that hath wroughtus for the ſelf-ſaine thing is God, 2 Cor.

V . 5 .

In the world ofhuman ſpirits made perfect, David and Mofes dwell : Both of them

were trained up in feeding the flocks of their fathers in the wilderneſs, to feed and to

rule the nation of Iſrael, the choſen flock of God. And may we not ſuppoſe them

alſo trained up in the arts of holy government on earth , to be the chiefs of ſome

bleſſed army, ſome ſacred tribe in heaven ? They were directors of the forms ofwor

ſhip in the church below under divine inſpiration : And might not that fit them to

become leaders of ſome celeſtial aſſembly , when a multitude of the ſons of God a

bove come at ſtated feaſons to preſent themſelves before the throne ? Both of them

knew how to celebrate the praiſe of their creator in ſacred melody ; but David was

the chief of mortals in this harmoniouswork : And may wenot imagine that he is

or ſhall be a maſter of heavenly muſick , before or after the reſurrection, and teach

ſome of the choirs above to tune their harps to the lamb that was ſlain ?

But to come down to more modern times, is there not a Boyle ( a ) and a

Ray (6 ) in heaven ? Pious fouls who were trained up in ſanctified philofophy ; and

ſurely they are fitted beyond their fellow -ſaints, to contemplate the wiſdom of God

in the works of his hands. Is there not a More (c ) and a Howe, ( d ) that have exer

ciſed their minds in an uncommon acquaintance with the world of ſpirits ? And

doubtleſs their thoughts are refined and improved in the upper world , and yet ſtill

engaged in the ſamepurſuit. There is alſo a Goodwin (e) and an Owen, ( f who have

laid out the vigour of their inquiries in the glories and wondersof the perſon of Chrift,

his bloudy ſacrifice, his dying love, and his exalted ſtation at the right -hand ofGod .

The firſt of theſe, with a penetrating genius, traced outmany a new and uncommon

thought, and made rich diſcoveries by digging in the mines of ſcripture . The lat

ter of them humbly purſued and confirm ’ d divine truth ; and both of them were e

minent in promoting faith and piety , ſpiritual peace and joy, upon the principles of

graceY 2

(a) The honourable Robert Bojle, Eſq; amoſt pious enquirer into niture, and an improver of the expe .
rimental philoſophy.

'76 ) Mr. John Ray, one of the miniſters ejected for nonconformity 1662, he employed moſt of his itu .

die ; afterwards in the cultivation ofnatural philoſophy, in collections and remarks on the variety of plants,

birds, beaſts , fiſhes, & c. and writ ſeveral treatiſes to improve natural philoſophy in theſervice of religion .

ic) Dr. Henry More, a great ſearcher into the world of ſpirits,and a pious divine of the church ofEngland .

( d ) Mr. John Horue, a name well known and highly honoured for his fagacity of thought, his exalteu

ideas, and converſe with the ſpiritualworld , as appears in his writings. .

(e ) Dr. Thomas Goodwin . And

) Dr John Owen , two famous divines of prime reputation among the churches in the laſt century.
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grace and the gofpel. Their labours in ſome of theſe ſubjects, no doubt, have pre

pared them for ſome correſpondent peculiarities in the ſtate of glory. For though

the doctrines of the perſon, the prieſthood , and the grace of Chriſt, are themes

which all the glorified fouls converſe with and rejoice in ; yet ſpirits that have been

trained up in them with peculiar delight for forty or fifty years, and devoted moſt of

their time to theſe bleſſed contemplations, have ſurely gained ſomeadvantage by it,

ſome peculiar fitneſs to receive the heavenly illumenations of theſe myſteries above

their fellow - ſpirits.

There is alſo the foul of an ancient Eufebius, (8) and the later ſpirits of an Uher (b)

and a Burnet, (i)who have entertained themſelves and the world with the ſacred hiſto

ries of the church, and the wonders of divine providence in its preſervation and re

covery. There is a Tillotſon , (k ) that has cultivated the ſubjects of holineſs, peace,

and love, by his pen and his practice: There is a Baxter, (1) that has wrought hard

"for an end of controverſies, and laboured with much zeal for the converſion of fouls,

though with muchmore ſucceſs in the laſt than in the firſt.

Now though all the ſpirits in heaven enjoy the general happineſs of the love of

God and Chriſt, and the pleaſurable review of providence ; yet may we not ſuppoſe

theſe ſpirits have ſomeſpecial circumſtances of ſacred pleaſure , ſuited to their labours

and ſtudies in their ſtate of trial on earth ? For the church on earth is but a training .

ſchool for the church on high , and as it were a tiring-room in which we are dreſt in

proper habits for our appearance and our places in that bright aſſembly.

But ſomewill reprovemehere, and ſay , what muſt nonebut miniſters, and authors,

and learned men have their diſtinguiſhed rewards and glories in the world of ſpirits ?

May not artificers, and traders, and pious women be fitted by their character and

conduct on earth for peculiar ſtations and employments in heaven ?

Yes doubtleſs, their zeal for the honour of God, their fervent love to Chriſt, their

patience under long trials, and the variety of their graces exerciſed according to their

ftations on earth, may render them peculiarly fitted for ſpecial rewards on high :

The wiſdom of God will not be at a loſs to find out diſtinguiſhing pleaſures to re

compenſe them all; though where the very ſtation and buſineſs of this life is ſuch

as makes a nearer approach to the bleſſedneſs and buſineſs of heaven, it is much ea

fier for us to gueſs at the nature of that future recompence.

Let me aſk my own ſoul then , “ ſoul what art thou buſy about ? What is thy

chief employment during thy preſent ſtate of trial ? I hope thou art not making

proviſion for the Aeſh to fulfill the luſts thereof ; for then thou art fit for no place

in heaven , the doors will be for ever ſhut againſt thee. But what ſpecialworks of

the ſpirit art thou engaged in ? Doſt thou redeem what hours thou art able, from

neceſſary buſineſſes of life, to do more immediate ſervice forGod , to converſe with

things heavenly ? Art thou ſeeking to gain a proper meetneſs for the ſublimer em

ployments of that upper world , and a reliſh of themoſt refined pleaſures.”

But

(8) Eufebius, one of the fathers of the chriftian church, who wrote the hiſtory of theprimitive ages of

chriſtianity .

. (5) Dr. John Uber, in the laſt century archbiſhop of Ardmagh, whoſe chronological writings and his
piety have rendered his namehonourable in the world.

(i) Dr. Gilbert Burnet, late biſhop of Saliſbury, whoſe ſerious religion and zeal to promote it among the

clergy , made him almoſt as famous as his Hiſtory of the English reformation .

(k ) The names of Dr. John Tillotſon , late archbiſhop of Canterbury, and of

(2) Mr. Richard Baxter, a divine of great note among the proteſtant difſenters,need no further paraphraſe

to make them known.
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But Iproceed to the ſecond particular.
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II. The perfection of the ſpirits above, not only admits of a rich variety of en

tertainments, according to the various reliſh and inclination of the bleſſed, but it is

ſuch a perfection as allows of different degrees even in the ſame bleſſedneſs, ac

cording to the different capacities of ſpirits, and their different degrees of prepara

tion . Theword perfection does not always require equality .

If all the ſouls in heaven were of onemould, and make, and inclination , yet there

may be different ſizes of capacity even in the ſamegenius, and a different degree of

preparation for the ſamedelights and enjoyments ; therefore though all the ſpirits of

the juſt were uniform in their natures and pleaſures, and all perfect; yet one ſpirit

may poſſeſs more happineſs and glory than another, becauſe it is more capacious of

intellectual bleſings, and better prepared for them . So when veſſels of various ſize

are thrown into the ſame ocean , there will be a great difference in the quantity of the

liquid which they receive, though all might be full to the brim , and all made of

thericheſt metal.

Now there is much evidence of this truth in the holy ſcripture. Our ſaviour inti

mates ſuch differences of rewards in ſeveral of his expreſſions. Matt. xix . 28 . he

promiſed the apoſtles, that they mall fit on twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of

Ifrael. And it is probable this may denote ſomething of ſuperior honour or dignity

above the meaneſt of the ſaints. And even among the apoſtles themſelves he ſeems

to allow of a difference; for though he would not promiſe James and John to ſit

next to him , on his right-hand and his left in his kingdom , Matt. XX. 20, & c. yet he

does not deny that there are ſuch diſtinct dignities, but ſays, It ſhall be given to them

for whom it is prepared of his Father, ver . 23.

Again our Lord ſays, Matt. x . 41, 42, he that receives a prophet , and entertains

him as a prophet, ſhall have a prophet's reward ; and he that entertains a righteous

man, agreeable to his character , and from a real eſteem of his righteouſneſs, ſhall

have a righteousman's reward : And even the meaneſt fort of entertainment, a cup

of cold water given to a diſciple, for the ſake of his character, ſhall not go without

fomereward . Here are three forts or degrees of reward mentioned , extending to the

life to come, aswell as to this life : Now though neither of them can be merited by

works , but all are entirely conferred by grace , yet, as one obſerves here, “ The Lord

hath fixed a proportion between the work and the reward; ſo that as one has different

degrees of goodneſs, the other ſhall have different degrees of excellency."

Our faviour aſſures us, that the torments of hell ſhall admit of various degrees

and diſtinctions ; ſome will be more exquiſite and terrible than others : It ſhall be

more tolerable for Sodom and Gomorrab in the day of judgment, who never ſinned

againſt half ſo much light, then it ſhall be for Chorazin , Bethſaida, and Capernaum

where Chriſt himſelf had preached his goſpel, and confirmed it with moſt evidentmi

racles, Matt. xi. 21 - 24 . And the ſervants who did not the will oftheir Lord, ſhall

be beaten with more or fewer ſtripes, according to their different degrees of know

ledge and advantages of inſtruction ; Luke xii. 47, 48 . Now may we not, by a pa

rallel reaſoning , ſuppoſe there will be various orders and degrees of reward in hea

ven , as well as puniſhment in hell ; ſince there is ſcarce a greater variety among the

degrees of wickedneſs among ſinners on earth , than there is of holineſs among the

ſaints ?

When the apoſtle is deſcribing the gloriesof the body at the great reſurrection ,he

ſeems to repreſent the differences of glory that ſhall be conferred on different faints,

-
-

-
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by the difference of the great luminaries of heaven : 1 Cor . xv. 41, 42. There is one

glory of the ſun, another glory of the moon, and another glory of the ſtars ; for one ſtar

differs from another in glory : So alſo is the reſurreЕtion of the dead.

The prophet Daniel led the way to this deſcription , and the ſame Spirit taught the

apoſtle the ſame language : Dan. xii. 2 , 3 . And many of them , that Neep in the duſt of

the earth , fhall awake, ſome to everlaſting life, and ſome to mameand everlaſting contempt;

and they that be wiſefall ſhine, with common glory , as the brightneſs of the firmament;

and they that turn many to righteouſneſs, ſhall have a peculiar luſtre, as the ſtars, for

ever and ever . And it there be a difference in the viſible glories of the ſaints at the

reſurrection , if thoſe who turn many to righteouſneſs ſhall ſparkle in that day , with

brighter beans than thoſe who are only wiſe for their own ſalvation ; the ſamerea

ſon leads us to believe a difference of ſpiritual glory in the ſtate of ſeparate fpirits,

when the recompence of their labours is begun .

· So, 1 Cor . iii. 8 . He that planteth , and he that watereth , are one, and every man ſhall

receive his own reward according to his own labour. If all be rewarded alike, the apo

ſtle would nothave ſaid , each man ſhall receive according to his own labour. Surely

ſince there is a diſtinction of labours, there willbe a diſtinction of rewards too.

And it is with this view that the ſame apoſtle exhorts the Corinthians, i epift. xv .

58 . Therefore, ny bzloved brethren , be ye stedfaft, unmoveable, always abounding in the

work of the Lord, for as much as ye know that your labour is not in vain in the Lord.

Now that great labour and diligence, that ſtedfaſtneſs in profeſſion , and that zeal in

practice, to which the apoſtle exhorts them , might ſeem to be in vain , if thoſe who

were far leſs laborious, leſs zealous, and leſs ſtedfaſt, ſhould obtain an equal recom

penſe .

It is upon the ſame principle that he encourages them to holy patience under af

fictive trials, 2 Cor . iv. 17. when he ſays, our light offliction which is but for a moment,

worketh for us a far more exceeding and eternalweight of glory ; while we look not to the

things that are ſeen , and temporal, but to the things inviſible and eternal. Now if

the faint, who was called to heaven almoſt as ſoon as he was made a chriſtian , and

went through no ſufferings, ſhould poſſeſs the ſameweight of glory with themartyrs

and confeffors, under the long and tedious train of cruelties which they ſuſtained

from men , or painful trials from the hand of God ; I cannot ſee how their afflictions

could be ſaid to work for them a far more exceeding weight of glory ,

He urges them alſo to great degrees of liberality from the ſamemotive; 2 Cor. ix .

6 . This I ſay, he that ſoweth ſparingly, Mall reap alſo ſparingly ; and be which foweth

bountifully, ſhall alſo reap bountifully. Which words may reaſonably be conſtrued to

fignify the bleſſings of the life to come, as well as the bleſſings of the preſent life ;

for this apoſtle ſpeaking of the ſame duty of liberality , expreſſes the ſame encou

ragement under the ſamemetaphors ; Gal. vi. 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 . Let him , that is taught in

the word , communicate to him that teacheth in all good things. Be not deceived , God is

not mocked ; for whatſoever a man ſoweth , thet Mall be alſo reap : For he that focüeth to

bis fleſh , Mall of the fleſh reap corruption ; but he that ſoweth to the ſpirit , ſhall of the fpi

rit reap life everlofting. And let us not be weary in well doing ; for in due ſeaſon weſhall

recp, if we faint not. When God diſtributes the riches of his glory amongſt the

ſaints in heaven, hepours thein out in a large and bountifulmanner upon thoſe who

have diſtributed the good thingsof this life bountifully to the poor ; but he rewards

the narrow fouled chriſtian with a more ſparing hand .

. With the ſame deſign does the apoſtle encourage chriſtians to great watchfulneſs

againſt ſin and hereſy, aswellas miniſters to a ſolicitous care of their doctrine and

preaching ;
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preaching ; 1 Cor. iii. 12, 13, 14, 15. If any man build gold , ſilver, or precious

itones upon the true foundation Jeſus Chriſt, and raiſe a glorious ſuperſtructure of

truth and holineſs, he Mall receive a reward anſwerable to his ſkill and care in build

ing ; for his work ſhall ſtand, when it is tried by the fire of the judgment day :

But if he build wood, hay, and ſtubble upon it, evil inferences, and corrupt prac

tiſes, or trifles, fruitleſs controverſies, idle ſpeculat ons, and vain ceremonies, his

works ſhall be burnt, and he ſhall ſufer loſs, ſhall obtain a far leſs recompence of

his labour : Yet, ſince hehas laid Chriſt for the foundation , and has taught and prac

tiſed the fundamental doctrines and duties of chriſtianity, though mingled with much

folly and weakneſs , he himſelf ſhall be ſaved ; yet in fo hazardous a manner as a

man that is ſaved by fire, who loſes all his goods, and juſt eſcapes with his life.

When you hear St. Paul or St. John, ſpeaking of the laſt judgment, they give

hints of the ſame diſtinction of rewards, 2 Cor. v . 10 . For wemuſt all appear before

the judgment- ſeat of Chriſt, that every onemay receive the things done in his body, according

to that hehath done, whether it be good or bad . Eph . vi. 8 . Whatſoever good thing any

man doeth , the ſame mall be receive of the Lord , whether he be bond or free. Rev . xxii.

12. And behold , I come quickly ; andmy reward is with me, to giveevery man according as

bis work hall be. Though the higheſt and holie't ſaint in heaven can claim nothing

there by the way of merit, for it is our Lord Jeſus Chriſt alone, who has purchaſed

all thoſe unknown bleſſings, yet he will diſtribute them according to the different

characters and degrees of holineſs which his ſaints poſſeſſed on earth ; and thoſe larger

degrees of holineſs were alſo the free gift of God our ſaviour.

I have often repreſented it to my own thoughts under this compariſon . Here is a

race appointed ; here are a thouſand different prizes, purchaſed by ſome prince to be

beſtowed on the racers : And the prince himſelf gives them food and wine, accord

ing to whatproportion he pleaſes, to ſtrengthen and animate them for the race. Each

has a particular ſtage appointed for him ; ſome of ſhorter, and ſome of longer dif

tance. When every racer comes to his own goal, he receives a prize in moſt exact

proportion to his ſpeed, diligence, and length ofrace : And the grace and the juſtice

of the prince ſhine gloriouſly in ſuch a diſtribution . Not the foremoſt of the racers

can pretend to have merited the prize ; for the prizes were all paid for by the prince

himſelf ; and it was he that appointed the race, and gave them fpirit and ſtrength to

run : and yet there is a moſt equitable proportion obferved in the reward, according

to the labours of the race. Now this ſimilitude repreſents the matter ſo agreeably to

the apoſtle 's way of ſpeaking , when he compares the chriſtian life to a race, 1 Cor . xi.

24, Esc. Gal. v . 7 . Philip. iii. 14. 2 Tim . iv . 7 . Heb. xii. 1 . that I think it may be

called almoſt a ſcriptural deſcription of the preſent ſubject.

The reaſon of man and the light of nature, entirely concur with fcripture in this

point. The glory of heaven is prepared for thoſe who are prepared for it in a ſtate

of grace, Rom . ix. 23. It is God who makes each of us meet for our own inheri

tance among the ſaints in light, Col. i. 12. and then he beſtows on us that inheritance.

As grace fits the foul for glory, ſo a larger degree of grace advances and widens

the capacity of the ſoul, and prepares it to receive a larger degree of glory. The

work of grace is but themeans, the reward of glory is the end : Now the wiſdom of

God always fits and adjuſts the means in a due proportion to anſwer theend he deſigns

and the ſame wiſdom ever makes the end anſwerable to the means he uſeth ; and

therefore he infuſes more and higher glories into veſſelsmore enlarged and better

prepared .

Some
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Someof the ſpirits in heaven may be trained up by their ſtations and ſacred ſer .

vices on earth for more elevated employments and joys on high . Can we imagine

that the ſoul of David , the ſweet pſalmiit, the prophet, and the king of Iſrael, is not

fitted by all his labours and trials, all his raptures of faith , and love, and zeal, for

ſome ſublimer devotion and nobler buſineſs than his own infant child , the fruit of his

adultery ? And yet our divines have generally placed this child in heaven , becauſe

David ceaſed to mourn for him at his death , and ſaid that he himſelf ſhould go to

him ? 2 Sam . xii. 20 , 23. Deborah , the propheteſs, judged Ifrael, ſhe animated their

armies, and ſung their victories : Is not Deborah engaged in ſomemore illuſtrious

employment among the heavenly tribes, than good Dorcasmay ſeem to be capable

of, whoſe higheſt character upon record is, that ſhewas full of alms-deeds, and made

coats and garments for the poor, Aets ix 36 , 39. And yet perhaps Dorcas is prepa

red too for ſome greater enjoyments, ſome ſweeter reliſh of mercy, or ſome ſpecial

taſte of the divine goodneſs above Rahab the harlot; Rahab, whoſe younger charac

ter was lewd and infamous, and the beſt thing that we read of her is, that her faith

under the preſent terror of the armies of Iſrael taught her once to cover and conceal

their ſpies: And unleſs Themade great advances afterward in grace , ſurely her place

is not very high in glory.

The worſhip of heaven , and the joy that attends it, inay be exceedingly different

in degrees according to the different capacity of ſpirits ; and yet allmay be perfect

and free from ſinful defects . Does not the ſparrow praiſe the Lord its maker upon

the ridge of a cottage, chirping in its native perfection ? And yet the lark advances

in her Hight and her ſong as far abovethe ſparrow , as the clouds are above the houſe

top.

Surely ſuperior joys and glories muſt belong to ſuperior powersand ſervices.

Can we think that Abraham and Mofes, who were trained up in converſe with God

face to face, as a man converſes with his friend , and who followed him through the

wilderneſs and unknown countries in a glorious exerciſe of faith , were not prepared

for a greater intimacy with God, and nearer viewsof his glory in heaven , than Samp

ſon and Jephthab thoſe rude heroes, who being appointed of God for that ſervice,

ſpent their days in bloudy work , in hewing down the Philiſtines and the Ammonites ?

Forwe read little of their acquaintance with God, or converſe with him , beſide a pe

tition now and then , or a vow for victory and for Naughter ; and we ſhould hardly

have charity enough to believe they were ſaved , if St.Paulhad not placed them among

the examples of faith in his eleventh chapter to the Hebrews. Can we ever believe

that the thief upon the croſs, who ſpenthis life in plundering and miſchief, andmade

a ſingle though ſincere profeſſion of the name of Jeſus juſt in his dying hour, was

prepared for the ſame high ſtation and enjoyment in paradiſe, ſo near the right-hand

of Chriſt, as the great apoſtle Paul, whoſe prayers and ſermons, whoſe miracles of la

bour and ſuffering filled up and finiſhed a long life, and honoured his Lord and ſa

viourmore than all thetwelve apoſtles beſides ? Can we imagine that the child that is

juſt born into this world under the friendly ſhadow of the covenant of grace, and

weeps and dies, and is taken to heaven , is fit to be poffeffor of the ſame glories, or

raiſed to the ſame degree there, as the ſtudious, the laborious, and the zealous chriſ

tian , that has lived above fourſcore years on earth , and ſpent the greateſt part of his

life in the ſtudies of religion , the exerciſes of piety, and the zealous and painful

ſervices of God and his country ? Surely , if all theſe which I have named muſt have

· equal knowledge and joy in the future world , it is hard to find how ſuch an exact

equity
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equity ſhall be diſplayed in the diſtribution of final rewards, as the word of God ó

frequently deſcribes. "

Objection . But in the parable of the labourers hired to work in the vineyard ,

Matt. xx . 9 - 12 . does not every man receive his penny, they who were called at the

firſt and third hour, and they who were called at the laſt ? Were not their rewards all

equal, thoſe who had wrought but one hour, and thoſewho had borne the burden and

heat of the day.

• Anſwer. It is not the deſign of this parable to repreſent the finalrewards of the

ſaints at the day of judgment, but to ſhew that the nation of the Jews, who had

been called to be the people of God above a thouſand years before, and had borne

the burden and heat of the day, that is, the toil and bondage of many ceremonies ,

ſhould have no preference in the eſteem ofGod above the gentiles who were called at

the laſt hour, or at the end of the Jewiſh diſpenſation ; for it is ſaid , ver . 16 . the laſt

thall be firſt, and the firſt laſt, that is, the gentiles, who waited long ere the goſpel

was preached to them , ſhall be the firſt in receiving it ; and the Jews to whom it

was firſt offered , from an inward ſcorn and pride ſhall reject it, or receive it but ſlow

ly : And Chriſt adds this confirmation of it, for many be called , but few choſen , that

is, thoughmultitudes of Jews were called to believe in Chriſt, that few accepted the call.

There is another reaſon why this parable cannot refer to the final rewards of hea .

yen ; becauſe ver. ii. it is ſaid , Some of them murmured againſt the good -man of

the houſe. Now there ſhall be no envy againſt their fellow - faints, nor murmuring

againſt God in the heavenly ſtate . But the Jews, and even the jewiſh converts to

chriſtianity , were ready often to murmur that the goſpel ſhould be preached to the

gentile world , and that the heathens ſhould be brought into privileges equal to them

lelves.

Thus it fufficiently appears from the frequent declarations of ſcripture, aswell as

from the reaſon and equity of things, that the rewardsof the future world ſhall be

greatly diſtinguiſhed according to the differentdegrees ofholineſs and ſervice for God ,

even though every ſpirit there ſhall be perfect ; nor is there any juſt and reaſonable

objection againſt it.

Is it certain then that heaven has various degrees of happineſs in it, and ſhall my

ſpirit reft contented with the meaneſt place there, and the leaſt and loweſt meaſure ?

Haſt thou no ſacred ambition in thee, O my ſoul, to ſit down with Abraham , Iſaac,

and Jacob ? Ordoſt thou not aſpire , at leaſt, to the middle ranks of glorified ſaints,

though perhaps thou mayeſt deſpair of thoſe moſt exalted ſtations which are prepared

for the ſpirits of chief renown, for Abraham and Moſes of ancient time, and for the

martyrs and the apoſtles of the lamb ? Wilt thou not ſtir up all the vigour of nature

and grace within thee, to do great ſervice for thy God and thy ſaviour on earth , that

thy reward in heaven may not be ſmall ? Wilt thou not run with zeal and patience

the race that is ſet before thee, looking to the brighteſt cloud of witneſſes, and reach

ing at ſome of the richer prizes ? Remember that yeſus thy judge is coming apace :

Hehas rewardswith him of every ſize, and the luſtre and weight of thy crown ſhall

moſt exactly correſpond to thy ſweat and labour.

But I muſt not dwellalways on this head : I proceed therefore to the next.

III. The ſpirits of the juſt in heaven enjoy ſuch a perfection as is conſiſtent with

perpetual changes of buſineſs and delights , even in the ſame perſon or ſpirit. They

, may be alwaysperfect, but in a rich and endleſs variety .

VOL . II. ICZ
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It is only God who poſſeſſes all poſſible excellencies, and powers, and happineſſes

at once, and therefore he alone is uncapable of change : But creatures muſt poſſeſs

and enjoy their delights in a ſucceſſion , becauſe they cannot poſſeſs and enjoy all that

they are capable of at once . And according to this conſideration theheavenly ſtate is

repreſented in ſcripture in various formsboth of buſineſs and bleſſedneſs.

Sometimes it is deſcribed by ſeeingGod , Matt. v . 8 . by beholding him face to face ,

I Cor . xiii. 12 . by being preſent with the Lord, 2 Cor. v . 8 . by being where Chriſt is to

behold his glory , John xvii. 24. Sometimes the ſaints above are ſaid to ſerve him as

his ſervants, Rev . xxii. 3 . Sometimes they are repreſented as worſhipping before the

throne, as being fed with the fruits of the tree of life , and drinking the living foun

tains of water, Rev. vii. 15 , 17 . and xxii. 1, 2 . and let it be noted that twelveman

ner of fruits grew on this tree , and they were new every month alſo . Sometimes

they are held forth to us as ſinging a new ſong to God, and to the lamb, Rev . xiv . 3 .

And at another time they are deſcribed as wearing a crown of righteouſneſs and glo

ry, of ſitting on the throne of Chriſt, of reigning for ever and ever, and ruling the

nations with a rod of iron, 2 Tim . iv . 8 . 1 Pet. V . 4 . Rev .xxii. 5 . Rev. ii. 26 , 27 ,

And in another place our happineſs is repreſented as ſitting down with Abraham ,

Ifaac, and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven, Matt. viii. II, Now ſurely this rich

variety of language, whereby the heavenly ſtate is propoſed to us in ſcripture, muſt

intend a variety of entertainments and employments, that rnay in ſomemeaſure an

Swer the glory of ſuch expreſſions. .

It is not only the powers of our underſtanding that ſhall be regaled and feaſted in

thofe happy regions with the bliſsful viſion of God and Chriſt, but our active powers

ſhall doubtleſs have their proper entertainments too . When angels are ſo variouſly

and delightfully employed in ſervice for God, in his ſeveral known and unknown

worlds, we cannot ſuppoſe the ſpirits of juſt men ſhall be eternally confined to a ſe

dentary ſtate of unactive contemplation .

Contemplation indeed is a noble pleaſure, and the joy of it riſes high when it is

fixed on the ſublimeſt objects, and when the faculties are all exalted and refined .

But furely ſuch a fight of God and our dear redeemer aswe ſhall enjoy above, will

awaken and animate all the active and ſprightly powers of the ſoul, and fet all the

ſprings of love and zeal at work in the moſt illuſtrious inſtances of unknown and

glorious duty .

I confeſs heaven is deſcribed as a place of reſt, that is, reſt from fin and forrow ,

reſt from pain and wearinels, reſt from all the toilſome labours and conflicts that we

endure in a ſtate of trial; but it can never be ſuch a reſt as lays all our active powers

aſleep, or renders them uſeleſs in ſuch a vital and activeworld . It would diminiſh

thehappineſs of the ſaints in glory to be unimployed there. Thoſe fpirits who have

taſted unknown delight and ſatisfaction in many long ſeaſons of devotion, and in a

thouſand painful ſervices for their bleſſed Lord on earth , can hardly bear the thoughts

of paying no active duties, doing no work at all for him in heaven , where buſineſs

is all over delight, and labour is all enjoyment. Surely his ſervants ſhall ſerve him

there , as well as worſhip him . They ſhall ſerve him perhaps as prieſts in his tem

ple, and as kings, or viceroys, in his wide dominions; for they are made kings and

prieſts unto God for ever, Rev . V . 10 .

But let us dwell a little upon their active employments, and perhaps a cloſe and

attentive meditation may lead us into an unexpected view and notice of their ſacred

commiſſions and embaſſies, their governments, and their holy conferences, as well as

their acts of worſhip and adoration .

That
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That heaven is a place or ſtate of worſhip , is certain , and beyond all controverſy ;

for this is a very frequent deſcription of it in the word of God. And as the great

God has been pleaſed to appoint different formsofworſhip to be practiſed by his faints,

and his churches under the differenteconomies of his grace ; ſo it is poſſible hemay

appoint peculiar forms of ſacred magnificence to attend his own worſhip in the ſtate

of glory. Bowing the knee, and proſtration of the body, are forms and poſtures

of humility practiſed by earthly worſhippers . Angels cover their faces and their

feet with their wings, and cry, holy , holy, holy , LordGod of hoſts ! Ifa . yi. 2 , 3.

But what unknown and illuſtrious forms ſhall be confecrated by the appointment and

authority of Chriſt , for the unbodied or thebodied ſaints in heaven to adorn their ſa .

.cred offices, is above our reach to deſcribe or to imagine.

Letus conſider now what parts of worſhip the bleſſed are employed in .

The various parts of divineworſhip that are practiſed on earth , at leaſt ſuch as are

included in natural religion , ſhall doubtleſs be performed in heaven too ; and what 0 .

cher unknown worſhip of poſitive and celeſti il appointment ſhall belong to the hea

venly ſtate, is asmuch above our preſent conjecture, as the formsof it are .

Heaven is repreſented as full of praiſes. There is the moſt glorious and perfect

celebration of God the father and the ſaviour in the upper world : And the higheſt

· praiſe is offered to them with the deepeſt humility .

The crowns of glory are caſt down at their feet, and all the powers and perfections

vith all his labours of creation , his cares of providence, and the ſweeter

myſteries of his grace, ſhall furniſh noble matter for divine praiſe.

This work of praiſe is alſo exhibited in ſcripture, as attended with a ſong and

heavenly melody. What there is in the world of ſeparate fpirits to anſwer the repre

ſentations of harps and voices, weknow not. It is poſſible that fpirits may be capa

ble of ſome ſort of harmony in their language, without a tongue, and without an

ear, and there may be ſome inimitable and tranſporting modulations of divine praiſe

without the material inſtruments of ſtring or wind . The ſoul itſelf by ſome philo

ſophers is ſaid to be meer harmony; and ſurely then it will notwait for it till the body

be raiſed from the duſt, nor live ſo long deſtitute of all melodious joys, or of that

ſpiritual pleaſure which ſhall ſupply the place of melody, till our organs of ſenſe

fhall be reſtored to us again .

But is all heaven made up of praiſes ? Is there no prayer there ? Let us conſider a

little : What is prayer, but the deſire of a created fpirit in an humble manner made

known to its creator? Does not every ſaint above deſire to know God , to love and

ſerve him , to be employed for his honour, and to enjoy the eternal continuance of

his love and its own felicity ? May not each happy ſpirit in heaven exert theſe deſires

in a way of ſolemn addreſs to the divinemajeſty ? May not the happy ſoul acknow

ledge its dependence in this manner upon its father and its God ? Is there no place

in theheart of a glorified ſaint for ſuch humble addreſſes as theſe ? Does not every fe

parate ſpirit there look and long for the reſurrection , when it is certain that embodied

ſpirits on , earth who have received the firſt fruits of grace and glory groan within

themſelves, waiting for the redemption of the body ? Rom . viii. 23. And may we

. not ſuppoſe each holy ſoul ſending a ſacred and fervent with after this glorious day,

and lifting up a deſire to its God about it, though without the uneaſineſs of a ſigh or

a groan ? May it not under the influence of divine love breathe out the requeſts of its

heart, and the expreſſions of its zeal for the glory and kingdom of Chrift ? May not

the church above join with the churches below in this language, Father , thy king

dom come, thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven ? Are not the ſouls of the

martyrs

-
-

-
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martyrs that were Nain , repreſented to usas under the altar, crying with a loud voice,

how long, O Lord , holy and true ? Rev. vi. 9 , 10. This looks like the voice ofpray

er in heaven .

Perhaps you will ſuppoſe there is no ſuch ſervice as hearing ſermons, that there is

no attendance upon the word of God there . But are we ſure there are no ſuch enter

tainments ? Are there no lectures of divine wiſdom and grace given to the younger

ſpirits there, by ſpirits of a more exalted ſtation ? Ormay not our Lord Jeſus Chrift

himſelf be the everlaſting teacher of his church ? May he not at folemn ſeaſons ſum

mon all heaven to hear him publiſh ſome new and ſurprizing diſcoveries, which have

never yetbeen madeknown to theages of nature, or of grace, and are reſerved to en

tertain the attention , and exalt the pleaſure of ſpirits advanced to glory ? Muſt we

learn all by themere contemplation of Chriſt's perſon ? Does he never make uſe of

fpeech to the inſtruction and joy of ſaints above ?

Moſes and Elijah camedown once from heaven to make a viſit to Chriſt on mount

Tabor, and the ſubject of their converſe with him was his death and departure from

this world, Luke ix. 31. Now ſince our Lord is aſcended to heaven , are theſe holy

fouls cut off from this divine pleaſure ? Is Jeſus for ever filent ? Does he converſe

with his glorified ſaints no more ? And ſurely if he ſpeak , the faints will hear and

attend . .

Or it may be that ourbleſſed Lord , even as he is man, has ſomenoble and unknown

way of communicating a long diſcourſe, or a long train of ideas and diſcoveries to

millions of bleſſed ſpirits at once, without the formalities of voice and language ;

and at ſomepeculiar ſeaſons he may thus inſtruct and delight his ſaints in heaven .

Thus it appears there may be ſomething among the ſpirits of the juſt above that is

analogous to prayer and preaching, as well as praiſe.

O how guſtful are the pleaſures of celeſtial worſhip ! What unknown varieties of

performance, what ſublime miniſtrations there are, and glorious ſervices , none can

tell. And in all this variety, which may be performed in ſweet ſucceſſion , there is

no wandering thought, no cold affection , no divided heart, no liſtleſs or indifferent

worſhipper. What we call rapture and extaſy here on earth, is perhaps the conſtant

and uninterrupted pleaſure of the church on high in all their adorations.

But let theworſhip of the glorified ſpirits be never ſo various, yet I cannot per

fuademyſelf that mere direct acts or exerciſes of what we properly call worſhip , are

their only and everlaſting work .

The ſcripture tells us, there are certain ſeaſons when the angels, thoſe ſons of God ,

come to preſent themſelves before the Lord , Job i. 6 . and ii. 1 . It is evident then ,

that the intervals of theſe ſeaſons are ſpent in other employments : And when they

preſent themſelves before God, it does not ſufficiently appear that mere adoration and

praiſe is their only buſineſs at the throne. In the very place which I have cited, it

ſeemsmore natural to ſuppoſe that theſe angelic ſpirits came thither rather to render

an account of their ſeveral employments, and the ſucceſs of their meſſages to other

worlds. And why may we not ſuppoſe ſuch a blefled variety of employmentamong

the ſpirits of men too ?

This ſuppoſition has ſome countenance in the holy fcripture. The angel or meſ

ſenger who appeared to St. John, and ſhewed him various viſions, by the order of

Chriſt, forbids the apoſtle to worſhip him , for I am thy fellow ſervant, ſaid he, and of

thy brethren the prophets, and of them which keep the ſayings of this book , Rev. xxii. 8 , 9 .

Theſe words naturally lead one to think , that though he appeared as a meſſenger

from Cbrift, and in the form of an angel, yet hewas really a departed ſaint, a brother ,

a fels
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a fellow -prophet, perhaps the ſoul of David, or Iſaiah , or Mofes, who would count

it an honour even in their ſtate of glory to be thus employed by their exalted Lord ;

and they alſo keep or obſerve and wait for theaccompliſhment of the ſayings of that

book of the revelations, as well as the churches of their brethren , the ſaints on

earth .

I freely allow immediate divineworſhip to take up a good part of their everlaſting

day, their fabbath ; and therefore I ſuppoſe them to be often engaged , millions at

ance, in ſocial worſhip ; and ſometimes acting apart, and raiſed in ſublimemedita

tion of God , or in a fixed viſion of his bliſsful face, with an act of ſecret adoration ,

while their intellectual powers are almoſt loſt in ſweet amazement : Sometimes they

are entertaining themſelves and their fellow ſpirits with the graces and glories of the

man Chriſt Jeſus, the lamb that was Nain in the midſt of the throne : But at other

times they may be making a report to him of their faithful execution of ſome divine

commiſſion they received from him , to be fulfilled either in heaven or in earth , or in

unknown and diſtant worlds.

There may be other ſeaſons alſo when they are not immediately addreſſing the

throne, but aremoſt delightfully engaged in recounting to each other the wondrous

ſteps of providence, wiſdom and mercy, that ſeized them from the very borders of

hell and deſpair, and brought them through a thouſand dangers and difficulties to the

poſſeſſion of that fair inheritance . When the great God ſhall unravel the ſcheme of

his own counſels, ſhall unfold every part of his myſterious conduct, and ſet before

them the reaſon of every temptation they grappled with , and of every ſorrow they

felt here on earth , and with what divine and ſucceſsful influence they allwrought to

gether to train them up forheaven , what matter of ſurprizing delight and charming

converſation ſhall this furniſh the ſaintswith in that bleſſed world ? And now and then

in the midſt of their facred dialogues, by a ſympathy of ſoul they ſhall ſhout toge

ther in ſweet harmony, and join their exalted ſongs to him that ſits upon the throne

and to the lamb. “ Not unto us, O Lord, not unto us, but to thy power, to thy

wiſdom , and to thine abounding mercy, be renown and honour to everlaſting ages.”

Nor is it improper or unpleaſant to ſuppoſe that among the reſt of their celeſtial

conferences, they ſhall ſhew each other the fair and eaſy ſolution of thoſe difficulties

and deep problems in divinity,which had exerciſed and perplexed them here on earth ,

and divided them into little angry parties. They ſhall look back with holy ſhameon

ſome of their learned and ſenſeleſs diſtinctions, and be ready to wonder ſometimes

what trifles and impertinences had engaged them in dark and furious diſputes. Dark

neſs and entanglement ſhall vaniſh at once from many of thoſe knotty points of con

troverſy , when they behold them in the light of heaven : And the reſt of them ſhall

be matter of delightful inſtruction for ſuperior ſpirits to beſtow upon thoſe of lower

rank , or on fouls lately arrived at the regions of light.

• In ſhort, there is nothing written in the books of nature, the records of provi

dence, or the ſacred volumes of grace , but may miniſter materials at ſpecial ſeaſons

- forthe holy conference of the ſaints on high . No hiſtory nor prophecy, no doctrine

nor duty , no command , nor promiſe, nor threatning in the bible, but may recall the

thoughts of the heavenly inhabitants, and engage them in ſweet converſation . All

- things that relate to the affairs of paſt ages and paſt worlds, as well as the preſent

regions of light and happineſs where they dwell, may give them new themes of dia

logue and mutual intercourſe. "

And though we are very little acquainted whilſt we are on earth , with any of the

planetary worlds beſides that which we inhabit, yet who knows how ouracquaintance

may

Allawcet converſat
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.may be extended hereafteramongſt the inhabitants of the various and diſtant globes?

And what frequent and ſwift journeys wemay take thither, when we are diſencum

bered of this load of fleſh and bloud, or when our bodies are raiſed again , active and

ſwift as ſun -beams? Sometimes wemay entertain our holy curioſity chere, and find

millions of new diſcoveries of divine power and divine contrivance in thoſe unknown

regions; and bring back from thence new lectures of divine wiſdom , or tidings of

the affairs of thoſe provinces, to entertain our fellow - ſpirits, and to give new honours

to God the creator and the ſovereign. So a pious traveller in our lower world viſits

Africa or both the Indies : At his return he ſits in a circle of attentive admirers, and

recounts to them the wondrous products of thofe climates, and the cuſtoms and

manners of thoſe diſtant countries : He gratifies their curioſity with fome foreign va .

rieties ,and feaſts their eyes and their ears at once : Then at the end of every ſtory he

breaks out into holy language, and adores the various riches and wiſdom of God the

creator.

To proceed yet one ſtep farther. Since there are different degrees of glory, we

may infer a variety of honours as well as delights prepared for the ſpirits of the juſt

made perfect.

Some part of the happineſs of heaven is deſcribed in ſcripture by crownsand thrones,

by royalty and kingly honours:Whymay we not then ſuppoſe that ſuch fouls, whoſe

fublimer graces have prepared them for ſuch dignity and office, may rule the na

-tions, even in a literai Tenſe ? Why may not thoſe ſpirits that have paſt their trials in

Heſh and bloud , and come off conquerors , why may they not ſometimes be appoint

ed viſitors and ſuperintendants over whole provinces of intelligent beings in lower

regions, who are yet labouring in their ſtate of probation ? or perhaps they may be

exalted to a preſidency over inferior ranksof happy ſpirits,may ſhinebright amongſt

them as the morning- ſtar, and lead on their holy armies to celeſtial work or worſhip .

The ſcripture itſelf gives us a hint of ſuch employments in the angelick world , and

fach preſidencies over ſomeparts of our world, or of their own. Do wenot read of

Gabriel and Michael, and their management of the affairs of Perfia , and Greece, and

Judah, in the book of Daniel ? And it is an intimation of the famehierarchy, when

ſome ſuperior angel led on a multitude of the heavenly hoſt to ſing an hymn of

praiſe at Bethlehem , when the ſon of God was born there, Luke ïi. 9 , 13 . Now if

· angels are thus dignified , may not human ſpirits unbodied have the fame office ? Our

ſaviour, when he rewards the faithful ſervant thathad gained ten pounds, bids him

take authority over ten cities , and he that had gained five, had five cities under his

.- government, Luke xix . 17, & c. So that this is not a mere random thought, or a wild

invention of fancy, but patronized by theword ofGod.

. Among the pleaſures and engagements of the upper world , there ſhall be always

ſomething new and entertaining ; for the works and the dominions of God are vaſt

beyond all our comprehenſion . And what a perpetual change, what a glorious but

*improving rotation of buſineſſes and joys ſhall ſucceed one another through the ages

of eternity , we ſhall never know till we comeamongſt them . This thoughtleadsme

to the laſt particular, viz .

praiſe at bhus
dignified, maye faithful ſervant trained five, had

IV . The perfection which the bleſſed ſpirits enjoy, gives room for large additions

and continual improvement.

Their knowledge and their joy may be called perfect, becauſe there is no mixture

of error or forrow with it ; and becauſe it is fufficient every moment for the fatisfac.

tion of preſent deſires, without an uneaſineſs of mind . But it may be doubted

whether
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whether any creatureever was, or ever will be ſo perfect, that it is not capable of ad

dition or growth in any excellency or enjoyment.

The man Chriſt Jefus, in his preſent glorified ſtate, has not ſuch a perfection as

this. Hewaits daily to ſee his Father's promiſes fulfilled to him ; he waits till all

things are put under him , and his enemies be made his actual footſtool: But weknow

that all things are not yet put under him , Heb . ii. 8 . that is , all the nations are not

yet ſubject to his ſpiritual kingdom , nor become obedientto his goſpel. As faſt as

his kingdom grows on earth , fo faſt his honours and his joys ariſe ; and he waits ſtill

for the complete union of all his members to himſelf the ſacred head : Hewaits for

the morning of the reſurrection, when he ſhall be glorified in the brightand general

aſſembly of his faints, and admired in all them that believe, 2 Thell. i. 10 .

O that illuſtrious and magnificent appearance ! That ſhining hour of jubilee, when

the bodies of millions of ſaints ſhall awake out of the duſt, and be releaſed from

their long dark priſon ! When they ſhall encompaſs and adore Jeſus their ſaviour and

their God ,and acknowledge their new life and immortal ſtate to be owing to his pain

ful and ſhameful death : When Noab, Abraham , and David , and all his pious pro

genitors ſhall bow and worſhip Jeſus their ſon and their Lord : When theholy army

of martyrs, ſpringing from the duſt with palmsof victory in their hands, ſhall a

ſcribe their conqueſt and their triumph to the lamb that was Nain : When he ſhall

preſent hiswhole church before the preſence of his own and his Father 's glory, with

out ſpot, and faultleſs, with exceeding joy ! Can we imagine that Chriſt himſelf, even

the man Jefus, in themidſt of all this magnificence and theſe honours, ſhall feel no

new ſatisfaction, and have no reliſh of all this joy, above what he poffeffed while his

church lay bleeding on earth , and this illuſtrious company were buried under ground

in the chains of death ? And yet you will ſay Chriſt in heaven is made perfect in

knowledge and in joy, but his perfection admits of improvement.

Now if the head be not above the capacity of all growth and addition , ſurely the

members cannot pretend to it. But I ſhall propoſe ſeveral more arguments for this

truth in the following ſection .

SECTION IV .

Of the increaſe of the faints above in knowledge, bolineſs and joy.

THATthere is, and hath been , and will be continualprogreſs and improvement

1 in theknowledge and joy of ſeparate fouls, may be eaſily proved manyways,

viz. from the very nature of human reaſon itſelf : from the narrowneſs, theweak

neſs and limitacions even of our intellectual faculties in their beſt eſtate : from the

immenſe variety of objects thatwe ſhall converſe about : from our peculiar concern

in ſome future providences,which it is not likely we ſhould know before they occur :

and from the glorious new ſcenes of the reſurrection .

1 . Wemay prove the increaſe of knowledge amongſt the bleſſed above, from the

very nature of human reaſon itſelf, which is a faculty of drawing inferences, or ſome

new propoſitions and concluſions, from propoſitions or principles which we knew be

fore . Now ſurely we ſhall not be difpoffeffed of this power when we come to hea.

ven. What we learn of God there, and the glories of his nature, or hisworks, will

affiſt and incline us to draw inferences for his honour, and for our worſhip of him .

And if we could be ſuppoſed to have never ſo many propoſitions or new principles

of knowledge crouded into our minds at the firft entrance into heaven , yet ſurely our

reaſoning
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theuſe of reaſon. immediat
e

fight in a divinewiſdom dema

reaſoning faculty would ſtill be capable of making ſomeadvance by way of inference,

or building ſome ſuperſtructure upon ſo noble a foundation . And who knows the

intenſe pleaſure that will ariſe perpetually to a contemplative mind, by a progreſſive

and infinite purſuit of truth in this manner, where we are ſecure againſt the danger

of all error and miſtake, and every ſtep we take is all light and demonſtration .

Shall it be objected here, that our reaſon ſhall be as it were loſt and diffolved in

intuition and immediate ſight, and therefore it ſhall have no room or place in that

happy world ?

To this I would reply , that we ſhall have indeed much more acquaintance with

ſpiritual objects by immediate intuition , than we ever had here on earth ; but it does

not follow thence , that we ſhall loſe our reaſon . Angels have immediate viſion of

God and divine things ; but can we ſuppoſe they are utterly uncapable of drawing an

inference, either for the improvement of their knowledge, or the direction of their

practice ? When they behold any ſpecial andmore curious piece of divineworkman

Hip, can they not further infer the exquiſite ſkill or wiſdom of the creator ? And are

they not capable of concluding, that this peculiar inſtance of divine wiſdom demands

an adoring thought ? Thus intuition or immediate ſight in a creature , does not utter

ly exclude and forbid theuſe of reaſon .

I reply again , can it ever be imagined, that being releaſed from the body, we ſhall

poffefs in one moment, and retain through every moment of eternity, all the innu

merable ranks, and orders, and numbers of propoſitions, truths and duties, that

may be derived in a long ſucceſſion of ages by the uſe of our reaſoning powers ? But

this leadsme to the ſecond argument, viz.

2 . The weakneſs and narrowneſs of human underſtandings in their beſt eſtate,

ſeemsto make it neceſſary that knowledge ſhould be progreſſive.

Continual improvement in knowledge and delight among the ſpirits of the juſt

made perfect, is neceſſary for the ſamereaſon that proved their variety of entertain

mente and pleaſures, viz . becauſe creatures cannot take in all the vaſt, the infinite va

riety of conceptions in the full brightneſs and perfection of them at once, of which

they are capable in a ſweet ſucceſſion . Can weever perſuade ourſelves, that all the

endleſs train of thoughts, and ideas, and ſcenes of joy, that ſhall ever paſs through

the mind of a ſaint through the long ages of eternity , ſhould be crouded into every

ſingle mind , the firſt moment of its entrance into thoſe happy regions ? And is a

human mind capacious enough to receive, and ſtrong enough to retain ſuch an infi

nite multitude of ideas for ever ? Or is this themanner of God's working among his

intellectual creatures ? Surely God knows our frame, and pours in light and glory as

we are able to bear it. Such a bright confuſion of notions, images and tranſports ,

would probably overwhelm themoft exalted ſpirit, and drown all the noble faculties

of themind at once. As if a man who was born blind , ſhould be healed in an in

ftant, and ſhould open his eyes firſt againſt the full blaze of the noon -day fun ; this

would ſo tumultuate the ſpirits, and confound the organs of ſight, as to reduce the

man back again to his firſt blindneſs, and perhapsmight render him incurable for

ever . . . . .

3. This argument will bemuch ſtrengthned, if we do but take a ſhort view of

the vaſt and incomprehenſible variety of objects that may be propoſed to ourminds in

the future ſtate, and may feaſt our contemplation , and improve our joy.

The bleſedGod himſelf is an infinite being : His perfections and glories are un

bounded : His wiſdom , his holineſs, his goodneſs, his faithfulneſs, his power and

juſtice, his all-ſufficiency, his ſelf- origination , and his unfathomable eternity , have

ſuch
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ſuch a number of rich ideas belonging to each of them , that no creature ſhall ever

fully underſtand . Yet it is but reaſonable to believe, that he will communicate ſomuch

of himſelf to us by degrees , as he ſees neceſſary for our buſineſs and bleſtedneſs in

that upper world . Can it be ſuppoſed thatwe ſhould know every thing that belongs

to God all at once, which he may diſcover to us gradually as our capacities improve :

Can we think that an infant-ſoul thathad no time for improvement here, when it en

ters into heaven ſhall know every thing concerning God, that it can ever attain to

through all the ages of it's immortality ? When a bleſſed ſpirit has dwelt in heaven a

thouſand years , and converſed with God and Chrift, angels and fellow - ſpirits during

all that ſeaſon, ſhall it know nothingmore of the nature and wonderous properties of

God than it knew the firſtmoment of it's arrival there ? *

But I add further, the works of God ſhall doubtleſs be the matter of our ſearch

and delightful ſurvey, as well as the nature and properties of God himſelf. His

works arehonourable and glorious, and ſought out of all that have pleaſure in them ,

Pſal. cxi. 2 , 3 . In his workswe ſhall read his name, his properties, and his glories,

whether we fix our thoughts on creation or providence .

Theworks of God and his wonders of creation in the known and unknown worlds,

both as to the number, the variety , and vaſtneſs of them , are almoſt infinite ; that

is, they tranſcend all the limits of our ideas, and all our preſent capacities to con

ceive. Now there is none of theſe works of wonder , butmay adminiſter ſome en

tertainment to the mind of man , and may richly furniſh him with new matter for

the praiſe of God in the long ſucceſſions of eternity.

· There is ſcarce an animal of the more complete kind , but would entertain an ans

gelwith rich curioſities, and feed his contemplation for an age. What a rich and

artful ſtructure of fleſh upon the ſolid and well compacted foundation of bones !

What curious joints and hinges, on which the limbs are moved to and fro ! What an

unconceivable variety of nerves, veins, arteries , fibres, and little inviſible parts , are

found in every member ! What various fuids, bloud and juices , run through and

agitate the innumerable ſender tubes, the hollow ſtrings and ſtrainers of the body !

Whatmillions of folding doors are fixed within, to ſtop thoſe red or tranſparent ri

vulets in their courſe , either to prevent their return backwards, or elſe as a meansto

fwell the muſcles and move the limbs ! What endleſs contrivances to ſecure life, to

nouriſh nature, and to propagate the ſame to future animals ! What amazing lengths

of holy meditation would an angel run upon theſe ſubjects! And what ſublime ſtrains

of praiſe would a heavenly philoſopher raiſe hourly to the almighty and all-wiſe crea

tor ! And all this from themere brutal world !

But if we ſurvey the nature of man , he is a creature made up ofmind and animal

united , and would furniſh ſtill morenumerous and exalted materials for contempla

tion and praiſe ; for he has all the richeſt wonders of animal nature in him , beſides

the unknown myſteries of mind or ſpirit. Surely it will create a ſacred pleaſure in

happy fouls above, to learn the wonders of divine ſkill exerted and ſhining in their

own formation , and in the curious workmanſhip of thoſe bodily engines in which

they once dwelt and acted .

Then letthem deſcend to herbs and plants. How numerous are all the products

of earth upon her green ſurface, and all within her dark bowels ! All the vegetable

• Vol. II. andA a

* God himſelf hath infinite goodneſs in him , which the creature cannot take in at once ; they are taking

of it in eternally . The ſaints lee in God ſtill things freſh , which they ſaw not in the beginning of their

bleſſedneſs. Dr. T .Goodwin .
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and themineral kingdoms! How many centuries would all theſe entertain a heavenly

enquirer !

The worlds of air, and the worlds of water , the planetary and the ſtarry worlds,

are ſtill new objects rich with curioſities ; theſe are allmonuments of divine wiſdom ,

and fit ſubjects for the contemplation of the bleſſed . Nor can we be ſuppoſed to

have for ever done with them allwhen we leave this body ; and that for two reaſons.

One is, becauſe God has neveryet received the honour due to his wiſdom and power,

diſplayed in the material creation , from thehands or tongues of men . And the o

ther is, becauſe the ſpirits of the juſt ſhall be joined to bodies again , and then they

ſhall certainly have neceſſary converſe with God 's materialworks and worlds ; though

perhaps they have moreacquaintance with them now in their ſeparate ſtate, than we

are apprized of. .

And beſides all theſe material works of God, what an unknown variety of other

wonders belong to theworld of pure ſpirits , which lie hid from us, and are utterly

concealed behind the veil of fleſh and bloud ! What are their natures, and the reach

of their powers ! What ranks and orders they are diſtributed into ! What are their

governments, their ſeveral employnients, the different cuſtomsand manners of life

in the various and moſt extenſive regions of that intellectualworld ! What are their

meſſages to our earth , or the other habitable globes, and what capacities they are en

dowed with to move or influence animate or inanimate bodies ! All theſe , and a

thouſand more of the like nature, are made known doubtleſs to the inhabitants of

heaven . Theſe are things that belong to the provinces of light and immortality ,

butmany of them are myſteries to uswho dwell in theſe tabernacles ; they lie far be

yond our ken , and are wrapt up in ſacred darkneſs, that we can hardly do ſo much

as ſhoot a gueſs at them .

Now can we ſuppoſe that the meanet ſpirit in heaven has a full and entire ſurvey

of all theſe innumerable works of God , from the firſt moment of it's entrance thi

ther, throughout all the ages of immortality , without the change of one idea, or

the poſſibility of any improvement ? This would be to give a ſort of omniſcience to

every happy ſpirit, which is more than is generally allowed to theman Chriſt Jeſus.

And if therebe ſuch a thing as degrees of glory among the ſaints above, we may be

well aſſured that the loweſt rank of bleſſed fpirits is not advanced to this amazing

degree.

Is there no new thing , nei:her under nor above the ſun, that God can entertain any

of his children with in the upper world , throughout the infinite extent of all future

ages ? Are they all made at once ſo much likeGod , as to know all things ? Or if

each of them have their ſtinted ſize of knowledge, or their limited number of ideas

at their firſt releaſe from the body, then they are everlaſtingly cutoff from all the ſur

prizes of pleaſure that ariſe from new thoughts, and new ſcenes, and new diſcoveries.

Does every faint in heaven read God's great volumeof nature through and through

the firſt hour it arrives there ? Or is each ſpirit confined to a certain number of leaves,

and bound eternally to learn nothing new , but to review perpetually his own limited

leſſon ? Dares he not, or can he not turn over another leaf, and read his creator's

name in it, and adore his wiſdom in new wonders of contrivance ? Theſe things

are improbable to ſuch a high degree, that I dare almoſt pronounce them untrue.

The book of providence is another volume wherein God writes his nametoo. Has

every ſingle ſaint ſuch a vaſt and infinite length of foreknowledge given him at his

firſt admiſſion into glory , thatheknowsbeforehand all the future ſcenes of providence,

and the wonders which God ſhall work in the upper and lower worlds? I thoughtthe

lion
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lion of thetribe of Yudah ,the root and the offspring of David , had been the only perſon

in heaven or earth that was worthy to take the book , and to looſe the ſeven ſeals

thereof, Rev. V . 5 . Surely the meaneſt of the ſaints does not foreknow all thoſe

great and important counſels of God , which our Lord Jeſus Chriſt is intrusted with .

And yet we may venture to ſay, that the ſpirits of the juſt in heaven ſhall know

thoſe great and importantevents that relate to the church on earth , as they arile in

ſucceflive ſeaſons, that they may give to God, and to his fon feſus Chriſt , revenues

of due honour upon this account, as I ſhall prove immediately .

And indeed if the limits of their knowledge in heaven were fo fixed at their firſt

entrance there, that they could never be acquainted with any of theſe ſucceſlive pro

vidences of God afterwards, we here on earth have a great advantage above them ,

who fee daily the accompliſhment of his divine counſels, and adore the wonders of

his wiſdom and his love ; and from this daily increaſe of knowledge, we take our

ſhare in the growing joysand bleſſings of Zion .

But this thought leads me to the fourth argumentfor the increaſe of knowledge in

heaven .

4 . There have been, and there aremany future providences on earth , and tranſ

actions in heaven , in which the ſpirits of the juſt have a very great and dear concern

ment, and therefore they muſt know them when they come to paſs ; and yet it is by

no means probable, that they are known in all their glorious circumſtances before

hand by every ſpirit in heaven .

Let us deſcend a little to ſome particular inſtances, and ſee whether we cannotmake

it appear from ſcripture, with moſt convincing evidence, that the ſaints in heaven ob

tain ſomeadditions to their knowledge, by the various new tranſactions in heaven

and in earth .

When our bleſſed Lord had fulfilled his ſtate of ſorrows and ſufferings on earth ,

and aſcended into heaven in his glorified human nature, with all the ſcars of honour,

and the enſigns of victory about him ; when the lamb appeared in the midſt of the

throne with themarks of Naughter and death upon him , and preſented himfelf be

fore God in the midſt of angels and antient patriarchs, with the accompliſhment of

all the types and promiſes about him written in letters of bloud ; did not thoſe blef

ſed angels, did not the ſpirits of thoſe patriarchs, learn ſomething more of the myſ

teries of our redemption , and thewonderous glories of the redeemer , than what they

were acquainted with before ? And did not this new glorious ſcene ſpread new ideas,

new joys and wonders through all the heavenly world ? Can the principalities and

powers in heavenly places gain by the church on earth any farther diſcoveries of the

manifold wiſdom of God ? Eph . ii . 10 . And can we believe that when Chriſt , the

head of the church , entered into heaven in ſo illuſtrious a manner, that theſe powers

principalities and bleſſed ſpirits, got no brighter diſcoveries of divine wiſdom ? To

what purpoſe do they look and pry into theſe things, i Pet. i. 12 . if after all their

fearches they make no advances in knowledge ? And muſt angels be the only profi

cients in theſe ſublime ſciences, while human ſpirits make no improvement ? Can it

be ſuppoſed that thoſe ancient fathers, Abraham , Iſaac , and Jacob, to whom the

promiſes weremade, that all the nations ſhould be bleſſed in their feed , had no tran

iporting pleaſures when they firſt beheld that promiſed feed crowned with allhis glo

ry ? When they ſaw their ſon Jeſus aſcending on high , and leading captivity captive,

and the chariots of God that attended him were twenty thouſand , even an innume.

rable company of angels, Pſalm lxviii. 17,18.

Aa 2

-
-

-
-

. :
If
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If upon this occaſion wemay talk in the language of mortals, may we not ſuppoſe

thoſe ancient fathers raiſing themſelves on high , and overlooking the walls of para.

diſe, to gaze downward upon this aſcending triumph ? May we not imagine them

ſpeaking thus to each other in the holy tranſport ? 6. And is this our great deſcendant ?

Is this our long -expected offspring ? How divine his aſpect ? How god -like his air ?

How gloriousand adorable all the graces of his countenance ? Is this, faith holy David ,

my ſon and myLord ? the king of glory , for whoſe admiſſion I called the gates of

heaven to be lifted up , and opened the everlaſting doors for him in an antient ſong ?

Is this the man , whoſe hands and whoſe feet they pierced on earth , as I once foretold

by the ſpirit of prophecy ? I ſee thoſe bleſſed icars of honour ; how they adorn his

glorified limbs ! I acknowledge and adore myGod and my faviour. I begun his

triumph once on my harp in a lower ſtrain , and I behold him now aſcending on

high : Awake my glory, he comes, he comes with the ſound of a trumpet, and with

the pomp of ſhouting angels ; ſing praiſes, all ye ſaints, unto our God , ſing praiſes,

ſing prailes unto our king , ſing praiſes. Is this, faith Iſaiah, the child born, of whom

I ſpoke? Is this the ſon given , of whom I propheſied ? I adore him as the mighty

God , the father of ages, and the prince of peace. I ſee the righteous branch , adds

the prophet Jeremy, the righteous branch from the ſtem of David, from the root of

Felſe. This is the king whom I foretold ſhould reign in righteouſneſs : The Lord

my righteouſneſs is his name, I rejoice at his appearance, the throne of heaven is

made ready for him . This, faith Daniel, is the Meſſiah , the prince, who was cut

off, but not for himſelf : The ſeventy weeks are all fulfilled , and the work is done.

He hath finiſhed tranſgreſſion , and made an end of ſin , and hath brought in ever

laſting righteouſneſs for all his people . But was this the perſon , ſaith Zachary the

prophet, whom they fold for thirty pieces of ſilver ? Vile indignity and impious

madneſs ! Behold he now appears like the man who is fellow , or companion to the

Lord of hoſts. It is he, faith Malachi, it is he, themeſſenger of the covenant,who

came ſuddenly to his own temple. There I held him in my withered arms,

faith aged Simeon, and rapture and prophecy came upon me at once , and I expired

in joy and praiſes."

And we hope ourmother Eve ſtood up among the reſt of them , and beheld and

confeſſed the promiſed feed of the woman . “ O bleſſed ſaviour, that didſt break

the head of the ſerpent, though thy heelwas bruiled, and haſt aboliſhed the miſchief

thatmy folly and his temptation had brought into thy new created world ! ”

Now could we ever ſuppoſe all this to bedone in the upper regions, with no new

ſmilesupon the countenances of the ſaints, no ſpecial increaſe of joy ainong the fpi

rits of the juſt made perfect ? God himſelf ſtands in no need of the magnificence of

theſe tranſactions: Chriſt Jeſus receives the new honours, and all the old inhabitants

of heaven taſte new and unknown ſatisfaction in the honours they pay to their exalted

ſaviour.

Some of the ancients were of opinion , that the ſouls of the fathers before the af.

cenſion of Chriſt were not admitted into the holy of holies , or the bliſsful viſion of

God ; but that it was our Lord Jeſus, our great high -prieſt at his aſcent to the throne,

led the way thither :Herent the veil of the lower heaven , and carried with him the ar

mies of patriarchal fouls into ſomeupper and brighter, and more joyful regions,

whereasbefore they were only admitted into a ſtate of peace and reſt . Whether this

be ſo or no , the ſcripture does not ſufficiently declare : But whatſoever region of

heaven they were placed in , wemay be well aſſured from the very nature of things,

that ſuch tranſactions as the triumphant aſcent of Chriſt, could never paſs through

any
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any of the upper worlds without inlarging the knowledge and the joy of the blefied

inhabitants .

When our Lord Jeſus Chriſt ſat down at the right-hand of God , he prevailed to

open the book of divine counſels and decrees , Rev. v . 5 . and to acquaint himſelf with

all the contents : And this was neceſary that hemightmanage and govern the affairs

of the church and the world in the ſeveral ſucceſſive ages according to the counſels of

the Father. He therefore, and he alone among creatures, knows the end from the

beginning, as I hinted before. But as the ſeals of this book are opened by degrees,

and the counſels of God are executed in the lower world , doubtleſs the angels that

are minifters of the providence of Chriſt, carry tidings to heaven of all the greater

changes that relate to the church ; and Jeſus the ſon of God , the king of ſaints and

of nations, receives the ſhouts and honours of the heavenly world , as faſt as the joy

ful tidings arrive thither.

Nor is this ſpoken by mere conjecture, for the ſcripture informs us of the certain

ty of it. Wehave frequent accounts in the book of Revelations, of new ſpecial ho

nours that were paid to him that ſits upon the throne, and to the lamb at certain fpe - .

cial periods of time.

When he firſt took upon him the execution of his Father's decrees, the living crea

tures and elders fell down before the lamb, and they ſung a new ſong, ſaying, thou

art worthy to take the book , and to open the ſeals thereof; and ten thouſand times

ten thouſand angels echoed to the ſong with a loud voice, worthy is the lamb that

was ſain, & c. Rev. v . 8 , 9 , II. So when the ſervants of God were fealed in their

foreheads, the innumerable multitude of ſaints ſhoutel ſalvation to our God which

ſitteth upon the throne, and to the lamb, Rev. vii. 3, 9 , 10. So when the ſeventh

angel ſounded , there were great voices in heaven , ſaying, thekingdoms of this world

are become the kingdomsof ourLord and of his Chriſt, and he ſhall reign for ever

and ever ; and the fourand twenty elders fell upon their faces, and worſhipped and

gave thanks, Rev. xi. 15 , 16 . Again , when the old dragon and his angels were caſt

out of heaven , there was a loud voice, ſaying, now is come ſalvation and ſtrength , and

the kingdom of our God, and the power of his Chrift : for the accuſer of our brethren is

caſt down, Rev . xii. 9 , 10. So upon the fall of Babylon , chap. xiv . and the victory

of the ſaints, chap . xv. and the final deſtruction of Antichriſt, chap. xix . there are

new honours done by the ſaints to God the Father, and his ſon Jeſus. There are new

ſongs addreſſed to them at theſe ſurprizing revolutions on earth , theſe wonderous turns

of judgment on the world, and ntercy to the church ; all which ſuppoſes that the

heavenly inhabitants are acquainted with them , and thus their knowledge and their

joys increaſe. .

Objection . But does not the prophet Iſaiah ſay in the name of the church of Iſrael,

Abraham is ignorant of us, and Iſraelacknowledges us not ? Ifa . Ixiii. 16 .

Anſwer 1 . The ,words knowledge and acknowledgment often fignify a friendly

and beneficial care manifeſted in ſpecial acts of kindneſs and benefits conferred .

Therefore the tribe of Levi is ſaid neither to have ſeen his father, or his mother,

nor to acknowledge his brethren , nor to know his own children , Deut. xxxiii. 9 . be

cauſe the fons of Levi, ſlew every man his brother , and every man his neighbour, to

execute the vengeance of the Lord upon them , Exod . xxxii. 26 - 29. So Abraham and

Ifrael, in heaven , in the fame ſenſeknow not their poſterity on earth , when they ap

prove of the anger of God let out upon them , and afford them no defence . This

interpretation perfectly agreeswith the context. But it does not follow that Abraban

and Iſrael were utterly unacquainted with all thegreater events ofprovidence towards

vendet of God let out uporntext.' Butit does not
fprovidence towards
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the Jewih nation , though perhaps they might not know the leſſer and more minute

circumſtances of their aMictions or their deliverances.

Anſwer 2 . If we could ſuppoſe that the ſouls of the antient patriarchs were igno

rant of the affairs of their poſterity before the coming of the Meſſiah, yet ſince Chriſt

in our nature now dwells in themidſt of them , and has taken the book of divine

counſels into his own hands, ſince the greatGod -man rules all things in the upper

and the lowerworlds, it is not probable that Abraham and Iſrael are ſo ignorant of the

affairs of the church , as they were in the days of Iſaiah .

And not only the greater and more extenſive diſpenſations that attend the church

on earth , aremadeknown to the ſpirits of the juſt made perfect ; but even ſome lef

ſer and particular concerns are very probably revealed to them alſo .

Is it not ſaid , that when one finner on earth repents, there is joy among the angels

in heaven ? Luke xv . 7, 10 . For every ſuch convert is a new trophy of divine grace.

And when the ſpirits of the juſt in heaven Thall in ſucceſſive ſeaſons behold one and

another of their old relatives and acquaintance on earth entering in at the gates, and

received into heaven , can we imagine there is no new joy amongſt them ? Do the

pleaſures of angels increaſe when they fee a man brought into the ſtate of grace , and

ihall not the ſouls of men teſtify their exultation and delight, when they fee one of

their fellow - ſouls, perhaps a dear and intimate friend , tranſlated to the ſtate of glory ?

Surely every increaſe of that happy world ſhall diffuſe increaſing joy through the ho .

ly ones that dwell in it ; and thoſe ſhallhavethe ſweeteſt taſte of this joy, that had

the deareſt concern in it. O the tranſporting and celeſtial gratulations that paſs

between two ſouls of intimate endearment at their firſt meeting there !

The laſt argumentthat I ſhall uſe, and it is alſo the laſt inſtance I ſhall mention,

wherein the knowledge and the pleaſure of glorified ſaints muſt receive addition and

improvement, is, the great reſurrection -day.

The ſpirits of men are formed on purpoſe for union with bodies, and if they could

attain complete happineſs in the higheſt degree without them ,whatneed would there

be of new - creating their bodies from the duſt ? Upon this ſuppoſition the reſurrec

tion itſelf muſt ſeem to be almoſt in vain . But it is evident from the word ofGod , that

the fpirits of the juſt, with all the perfections that belong to a ſeparate ſtate , wait

yet for greater perfection when their bodies ſhall bereſtored to them ; for as they

ſuffered pain and agony in the body, they ſhall have a recompence of pleaſure too .

All the days of their appointed time they wait, till this bleſſed change ſhall come,

Job . xiv . 14 . God ſhall call, and the duſt of the ſaints ſhall anſwer: God the crea

tor will have a deſire again to the work of his own hands, verſe 15 . and the happy

fouls will have a deſire to be rejoined to their old companions.

O glorious hour ! O bleſſed meeting-time ! A magnificent and divine ſpectacle,

worthy to attract the eyes of all the creation ! When the long-divided parts ofhuman

nature ſhall be united with unknown powers and glories ! When theſe bodies ſhall be

called out of their long dark dungeon , all faſhioned a -new , and all new dreſſed in

immortality and ſun -beams! When theſe ſpirits ſhall aſſume and animate their limbs

again , exulting in new life and everlaſting vigour !

Now can we ſuppoſe it poſſible that all this vaſt and amazing change ſhall bemade

by the conflagration of the earth and the lower heavens, by the awful and illuſtrious

fplendors and folemnities of the laſt judgment, by the bodies of millions of ſaints

and ſinners riſing into a painfulor joyful immortality , and yet no new ideas hereby

communicated to the happy ſpirits ; no increaſe of their knowledge, or improvement

of their joys ? :
Shall
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Shall the apoſtles and the prophets, the confeſſors and themartyrs, ſtand at the

right-hand of Chriſt, and be owned and acknowledged by him with divine applauſe

in the ſight of the whole creation , and yet have no new tranſports of pleaſure run

ning through their ſouls ? Shall they be abſolved and approved by the voice of God,

with thouſands of applauding angels, in the face of heaven , eart 'i and hell, and all

this without any advancement of their knowledge, or their bleſſedneſs ? Shall St.

Paulmeet the Theſalonian converts in the preſence of his Lord Jeſus, thoſe fouls who

were once his labour and his hope, and ſhall they not at that dav appear to be his glo

ry and his joy ? Does not he himſelf tell them fo in his firſt epiſtle , chap. ii. ver . 19 ,

20 ? And can we believe that he or they ſhall be diſappointed ? Shall that great apo

ſtle ſee the immenſe fruits of his labours, the large harveſt of fouls which he gather

ed from many provinces of Europe and Aſia , all appearing at once in their robes of

light and victory , and ſhall he feelno new inward exultations of ſpirit at ſuch a ſight ?

And doubtleſs many thouſand ſouls, whom he never knew on earth , ſhall bemade

known to him at that day, and own their converſion to his ſacred writings. And

ſhall all this make no addition to his pleaſures ? The very mention of ſo abſurd a doc

trine refutes and condemns itſelf.

The faints at that day ſhall, as it were, be brought into a new world , and he that

ſits upon the throne ſhallmake all things new ; and as he crowns his happy followers

with new and unknown bleſſings, ſo ſhall he receive the homage ofnew and unknown

praiſes. This is a new heaven and a new earth indeed , boyond all our preſent ap

prehenſions; and themagnificent language ofprophecy ſhall be fulfilled in its utmoſt

force and brightneſs.

Doubtleſs there are pleaſures to be enjoyed by complete human nature, by imbo

died ſouls, which a mere ſeparate ſpirit is not capable of. Is it notpart of the bler

ſedneſs of human ſpirits to enjoy mutual ſociety , and hold a pleaſing correſpondence

with each other ? But whatſoever be themeans and methods of that correſpondence

in a ſeparate ſtate , ſurely it wants ſomething of that complete pleaſure and ſenſible inti

macy, which they ſhall be made partakers of, when they ſhall hold noble commu

nion in their bodies raiſed from the duſt, and refined from every weakneſs. Is it not

the happineſs of the ſaints in heaven to ſee their glorified ſaviour ? But even this

ſight is and muſt be incomplete , till they are endued with bodily organs again . What

converſe ſoever the ſpirits of the juſt have with the glorified man Jejus,while they are

abſent from the body, yet I am perſuaded it is not, nor can it be fo full and perfect

in all reſpects, as it ſhall be at the general reſurrection . They cannot now ſee him

face to face in the literal ſenſe, and they wait for this exalted pleaſure, this immedi

ate and beatific ſight. Job himſelf yet waits, though the worms have deſtroyed

his body, tillthat glorious hour, when in his fleſh he ſhall ſee God , Job xix , 26 .even

God, his redeemer , who ſhall ſtand at the laſt day on the earth , ver . 25.

Not only all the ſaints on earth who have received the firſt -fruits of the ſpirit,

wait for the adoption , that is, the redemption of the body, Rom . viii. 23. but the

ſaints in heaven alſo live there, waiting till the bodybe redeemed from the grave, and

their adoption ſhall appear with illuſtrious evidence : Then they ſhall all look like

the ſons of God, like Jeſus, the firſt beloved and the firſt-born. The ſpirits above,

how perfect foever they are in the joys of the ſeparate ſtate, yet wait for thoſe endleſs

ſcenes of unknown delight that ſhall ſucceed the reſurrection.

And there is abundant reaſon for it, to be drawn from theword of God ; for the

fcripture ſpeaks butvery little concerning the bleſſedneſs of ſeparate fouls, in com

pariſon of the frequent and large accounts of the glory and triumph that ſhall attend

the
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the ſound of the laſt trumpet, and the great riſing-day . It is to this bleſſed hour

that the apoſtles in their writings are always directing the hope of the ſaints. They

are ever pointing to this gloriousmorning, as the ſeaſon when they ſhall receive their

reward and their prize, their promiſed joy and their crown ; as though all that they

had received before in their ſtate of ſeparation , were hardly to be named in compa

riſon of that more exceeding and eternalweightof additional glory.

What new kinds of ſenſations ſhall entertain us in that day, what a rich variety of

fenſes we ſhall enjoy, what well appointed and immortal organs we ſhallbe furniſhed

with , inſtead of our preſent feeble eyes and ears, and what glorious and tranſport

ing objects ſhall ſurround us in thoſe unknown worlds, and fill the enlarged powers

of the ſoulwith ſenſible as well as intellectual delights : Theſe are wonders too fub

lime even for our preſent conjecture, and are all relerved in the counſels of God, to

complete the final felicity of the ſaints.

Thus wehavemade it appear, that theknowledge and joy that belongs to the ſpi

rits of the juit made perfect, may admit of large increaſe *

Butcan their holineſs be increaſed too ? Can perfect holineſs receive any improve

ment ?

I will not aſſert any thing in this matter, leſt the manner of expreflion ſhould

offend weaker minds : But I deſire leave to enquire, whether thoſe who know moſt

of God, do not love himn beſt ? Whether thoſe who have the brighteſt and fulleſt vi.

ſions of him , are not moit transformed into his image, and mademoſt nearly like

to him ? Now if the ſeparate fpirits in heaven are advanced to different degrees of

divine knowledge, may they not in this ſenſe have different degrees of holineſs too ?

Is it not poſſible that one faint ſhould love God more intenſely than another, and

be more impreſſed with his likeneſs, as he beholdsmore of his beauty ? Is it not

poſſible that a ſoul ſhall grow in the ſtrength and fervour of it 's love and zeal for

God , and be more exactly aſſimulated to him , as it gets nearer to God, and grows

up into higher meaſures of acquaintance with him ? Has not the angel Gabriel, the

apoſtle Paul, and the glorified human nature of Chriſt in any reſpect more of holineſs

or love, or likeneſs toGod, than the ineaneſt faint or angel in heaven ? Is not their

ſublimerknowledge and nearneſs to God attended with proportionable rays of divine

fanctity and glory ? Is not the divine image in theſe exalted ſaints more complete than

in the very lowest ?

And yet wemayboldly affert, that the meaneſt ſaint or angel there is ſo perfect in

holineſs , as to be free from all ſin : There is nothing to be found in any fpirit there ,

contrary to the nature or the will of God. So a ſoul releaſed from the body may

perhaps grow in likeneſs and love to God perpetually , and yet itmay have no ſinful

defects either in it's love or conformity to God from the firſt moment of it's entrance

into heaven .

I ſhall firſt illuſtrate this by two ſimilitudes, and then propoſe a rational and clear

account of it in a way of argument.

When the diſtant morning. ſun ſhines on a piece of poliſhed metal, themetal re

flects the face of the ſun in perfection , when the ſun firſt riſes on it. But the ſame

inftruments coming directly under the meridian ſun -beams, ſhall reflect the ſame

image brighter and warmer : And yet everymoment of this reflection from the morn

ing

* There is a little treatiſe, called , The future ſate, diſplaying the progreſive knowledge of the bleſſed in

heaven , written by a country gentleman, publiſhed in 1683, wherein are many ingenious thoughts on

this ſubject .
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ing to the higheſt noon , ſhall be perfect , that is, without ſpot, without blemiſh , and

without defect. Such perhaps is the holineſs of all the ſaints in heaven .

Or ſhall I rather borrow a ſimilitude from ſcripture, and ſay, the holineſs of the

ſpirits in heaven is compared to fine linen ? Rev . xix . 8 . The fine linen clean and

white is the righteoufnefs of the faints, τα δικαιώματα των αγίων. Now though a gar

mentmay be perfectly clean without the leaſt ſpot or ſtain , yet fine linen may grow

whiter hourly, as it is bleached by the conſtant influence of the heavens. So though

every ſpirit be perfectly cleanſed and purified from all ſin and defilement, yet it is not

impoſſible that the degrees of it's grace and holineſs , or conformity to God, may

grow brighter , and much improve by nearer approaches to God , longer acquaintance

with him , and the continued influences of his majeſty and love.

Now let mepropoſe a rational account of this matter to the conſideration of thoſe

whoſe minds are raiſed above common prejudices.

Theholineſs of an innocent creature conſiſts in attaining the knowledge of the na

ture and will of God, according to the utmoſt of its own preſent capacity, and the

means of diſcovery which it enjoys, and in the various exerciſes of love to God in an

exact proportion to it's knowledge : or to expreſs it briefly thus, an innocent creature

is perfectly holy , when it knows and lovesGod to the utmoſt reach of it's preſent

powers. If this be done, there is no ſinful defect , no guilty imperfection ; and yet

there may be almoſt an infinite difference in thevarious degrees of power and capacity,

of knowledge and love, amongſt innocent ſpirits : One ſpirit may be formed capa

ble of knowing much more of his maker than another , and may be favoured with

richer diſcoveries. Now if every new divine diſcovery raiſe an equal proportion of

love in the ſoul, then it is poſſible that any ſoulmightbe perfectly holy at it's firſt

entrance into heaven , and yet may make ſublime advances in holineſs hourly .

Can we ſuppoſe that innocent Adam , at his very formation in paradiſe, knew all

the wonders of divine wiſdom and goodneſs, that ever he was deſigned to attain , had

he lived ſinleſs and immortal ? And then can we believe ſince his knowledge of his

maker 's goodneſs and wiſdom was to receive continual advances, that he ſhould

admire him no more, and love him no better after a thouſand years converſe with him ,

than he did at his firſt creation ? Now the caſe of the ſaints in heaven is much the

fame. The rule and meaſure of their duty is theirknowledge, and the rule and mea

ſure of their knowledge is their own capacity, and their means of diſcovery. They

never fall ſhort of their duty, and therefore they have no ſin : And thus their holi

neſs may be every moment perfect, and yet perhaps every moment increaſing, as

their capacities are enlarged, and receive new diſcoveries, through all the ages of their

immortality .

Happy fouls, whoſe aſpiringknowledge, and love, and zeal, move onward hour

ly , and get ſtill nigher to their God ! Surely while they behold his face in the un

veiled beauties of his holineſs, they ſhall love him with warmer zeal, and be more a

bundantly ſatisfied with his likeneſs, Pſal. xvii. 15.

After all that I have ſaid on this ſubject, ſomewill inſiſt on this objection, viz .

Can there be any ſuch thing as imperfection in heaven ? Is it not ſaid to be a perfect

ſtate ? Now if the ſpirits above be always growing in excellency and holineſs, then

they are always defective and eternally imperfect ; which is very hard to ſuppoſe con - .

cerning the ſaints in glory , and contrary to the very expreſſion and letter of my text.

The anſwer to this is very eaſy , to all that will give their reaſon leave to exerciſe

itſelf upon juſt ideas, and to think and argue beyond the chimeof words.

VOL . II. Bb Perfece

ora
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,
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Perfe&tion , as I told you before, is not to be taken here in an abſolute, but in a

comparative ſenſe : Nothing is abſolutely perfect but God ; and in compariſon of

God the higheſt andmoſt exalted of all creatures is, and will be eternally imperfect

and defective : The heavens are not pure in his ſight, and he charges his angels with

folly , Yob iv . 18 . Even theman Chriſt Jeſus ſhall for ever fall ſhort of the perfection

of the divine nature to which he is united , and in this ſenſe will be imperfect for ever.

Butwhere any creature has attained to ſuch exalted degrees of excellency as are far

fuperior to what others have attained , it is the cuſtom of the ſcripture to call them

perfect, and that with a deſign to do honour to their character : So Noah was a juſt

man, and perfect in his generation ,Gen .vi.9 .Job alſo has this honour done him , he was

perfect and upright, yob i. 1. And the ſaints on earth are called perfect in many

parts of theword of God, even while they are here on earth , and have many de

fects and imperfections. So though it be literally true, that the ſaints in heaven are

continually imperfect in compariſon of God and Chriſt, and of what they themſelves

ſhall further attain ; yet the ſcripture, which delights to do honour to them , chuſes

rather to call them perfect, becauſe of the ſublime degree of exellencies they poffefs

above their fellow - ſaints on earth : And it is not fit for us to degrade them in our

cominon language by the diminiſhing and abaſing names of defect and imperfection ,

though their preſent perfection and excellency admits of everlaſting increaſe .

If any man , after he has read this treatiſe thus far, and has duly weighed all the

former arguments, can ſee force enough in this laſt objection to baffe or deſtroy them

all, or can find terror enough in themere found of the word imperfect to forbid his

affent; I deſire he may not be diſturbed in the poſſeſſion of his own ſentiments, till

the ſweet and ſurprizing ſenſations of evergrowing felicity convince him , that heaven

is a place of glorious improvement.

This ſhall ſuffice for the third general head ofmy diſcourſe , wherein I have ſhewn,

that the perfection of the ſpirits of the juſt is ſuch a perfection as admits of a rich

variety of employments and pleaſures, according to the various taſte and inclination

of the bleſſed ; it allows of their different degrees of felicity , according to their dif

ferent capacities and preparations : It furniſhes each bleſſed fpirit with a frequent

change of pleaſures, and it gives room for perpetual increaſe.

SECTION V.

• of the means of attaining this perfection .

R AY fourth and laſt enquiry is this, how do theſe good ſpirits of juſtmen arrive

IV at this perfection .

I anſwer, by the death of the body, and their departure from fleſh and bloud .

You will aſk what reaſons are there,why their departure from the body ſhould bring

them into this perfect ſtate ? I will contentmyſelf to mention theſe four.

I. Becauſe at death their ſtate of trial is ended,and the time of recompencebegins

by divine appointment : Now all their imperfectionsmuſt end with their ſtate of

I .

trial.

This is theaccount of thingsin the ſcripture, Heb. ix . 27. It is appointed for all

men once to die, and after death the judgment. At the hour of death thoſe words

are ſpoken aloud in themoſt dreadful ormoſt delightful language, Rev. xxii. 11. He

that is unjuſt or filthy, let him be ſo ſtill : Hethat is righteous and holy , let him be
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ſo ſtill. And then upon the determination of the ſtate, the reward or recompence

follows, ver . 12. Myreward is with me, to give to every man according as his work

hall be.

Many inconveniences and imperfections, and difficulties, are proper for a ſtate of

trial, and by theſemethods we are trained up for glory. Chriſt himſelf was ignorant

of many things in the day of his trial ; his knowledge on earth was imperfect , and

his joys were fo too : for he grew in wiſdom and knowledge, he was a man of for

rows, and acquainted with grief. Though he were a fon , yet he learned obedience

by the things that he ſuffered , and the captain of our ſalvation was made perfect

through ſufferings: Heb. v . 8 . and ii. 10 . But when the time of probation and ſuf- -

fering ceaſes, then perfection is come, and glory appears.

Hail, bleſſed fpirits above, who have paſſed your ſtate of trial well ! You have

run the laborious race under many burdens, and you havereceived the prize. You

have fought with mighty enemies, you have overcome a thouſand difficulties , and

you enjoy the crown. No more ſhall you complain of the mixture of error with

your knowledge, no more ſhall you groan under the perplexities of thought, thetu

mults of paſſion, the burdens of indwelling iniquity , nor cry out becauſe of op

preſſing enemies or forrows. The hour of your trial is finiſhed. You have been

ſincere and faithful in your imperfect ſervices, and you are arrived at the world of

perfection .

II. At the hour of death the ſpirits of the juſt leave all the natural and the ſinful

infirmities of fleſh and bloud behind them , which are the cauſes and ſprings of a thou

fand imperfections.

The very natural circumſtances and neceſſities of the body, and the inconvenien

cies that attend it in this frail ſtate, do very much embarraſs and clog the ſpirit in it's

purſuit of knowledge, or holineſs, or divine joy.

The Aeſh is a dark covering to the ſoul ; it beclouds our ideas, confuſes our con

ceptions, and prevents a clear and diſtinct knowledge of a thouſand objects. It is a

dull dark tabernacle for a ſpirit's reſidence . It has windows indeed to let in light,

but thoſe very windows, like painted or curled glaſs, too often diſcolour the objects,

or diſtort the ſhape of them . Theſe very ſenſes of ours frequently impoſe upon us

in the ſearches after truth, and repreſent thingsnot as they are in themſelves , and in

their own nature, but as they are uſefuland hurtful to us ; and often we paſs a falſe

judgment on the nature of things by their influence , and are led into many miſtakes

in our enquiries after knowledge.

Our fancy or imagination raiſes up falſe images of things, and we forſake the folid

and real truth , to follow the ſhapes, and colours, and appearances of it painted upon

fancy.

From our very infancy , our ſouls are impoſed upon by the animal; we draw in

early many falſe judgments, and eſtabliſh thein daily . We are nurſed up in prejudice

againſt a hundred truths both in the philoſophical, the moral, and the religious life ;

and it is the labour of an age even for a wiſe and good man to wear off a few ofthern

and to judge with any tolerable freedom , evidence and certainty .

A great part of our life is ſpent in Neep, wherein the ſoul is bound up from exert

ing any regular thoughts, confined every night to a periodical delirium , ſubjected to

all the fluttering tyranny of the animal ſpirits, and dragged away into all the wild

wanderings of dreaming nature ; and indeed the thoughts of many of us always,

and of all of us ſometimes, even when we are awake, are but little better , becauſe
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we perpetually dance after themotions of paſſion and fancy, and our reaſon feldom

judges without them . Alas! how imperfect is the beſt of us in knowledge here!

But knowledge is not the only good, of which the body deprives the ſpirit. The

neceſſities of the body, hunger and thirſt, weakneſs and wearineſs , and drowſy fpi

rits, ſit very heavy upon the ſoul, and hinder it in the purſuit of holy and heavenly

thoughts, break off many a divine meditation , and interrupt and ſpoil many a de

lightful piece ofworſhip . In ſickneſs or in old age, what long and weighty troubles ,

what tireſome infirmities clog the ſoul, and what reſtleſs pains of nature overwhelm

the ſpirit, and forbid the lively exerciſes of devotion !

And then alſo the ſinful appetites and perverſe affections of nature are very much

ſeated in fleſh and bloud : So much , that the apoſtle in many places calls the princi

ples of ſin by the general nameof fleſh . Read the latter end of the ſeventh chapter

of his epiſtle to the Romans. How doth he complain of the fleſh and members of

the body, which are fatal inſtruments of ſin and Satan ! Read the black catalogue of

iniquities, Gal. v . 19, 20, 21, and hear them called the works of the fleſh . Pride

and malice, and envy , and luſt, and covetouſneſs , and wrath , and revenge, are found

ſecretly working in fleſh and bloud. O how much are the ſprings of theſe ſinful

evils ſeated in the very compoſition of depraved animalnature ! And how is the poor

labouring ſpirit of a faint" dreadfully betrayed thereby into frequent actual guilt,

even notwithſtanding all it's care and watchfulneſs ! O wretched men that we are !

who ſhall deliver us ! Bleſſed be God, there is a time of releaſe.

· And as our knowledge and our holineſs are rendered very imperfect, by reaſon of

theſe ſenſible and corrupt engines of Aeſh and bloud , ſo are the joys and ſatisfactions

of the ſoul perpetually impaired and diminiſhed hereby . The heart of the ſaint is

in pain to feel ſin working in it, and the conſcience complainsunder the anguiſh of

guilt. Bleſſed be God for the balm that is found in the bloud of Chriſt to eaſe the

anguiſh of conſcience !

Beſides, what ſpirit can enjoy perfect peace, while it is tied to ſo many thouſand

nerves, each of which may become an inſtrument of intenſe pain and torture ? And

the body itſelf has ſharp humour's enough in it to corrode thoſe nerves, and fill the

indwelling ſpirit with agonies. What millions of ſeeds of painful diſeaſe lurk in ani

mal nature, that render this body a moſt uncomfortable dwelling ! And how many

thouſand ſtrokes and accidents are we liable to from abroad , whence new pains and

ſorrows are derived to the ſoul ! The wind and the weather, the rain and the hail, and

the ſcorching ſun , the air, the water, and fire , and every element, may affict the

animal, and pain the unhappy ſpirit.

But O happy ſouls, that are free from all the cumberſome and miſchievous influ

ences of Aeſh and bloud ! from theſe inſtruments of iniquity , and ſprings of deadly

guilt and torment ! Happy fouls, that are releaſed from fick and languiſhing bodies,

from feeble and burdenſomelimbs, and all the tireſome and painful diſorders of dying

nature ! that are raiſed beyond the reach and injury of all theſe lower elements, theſe

mediumsof diſeaſe and pain ! Rejoice and triumph , ye priſoners newly diſcharged ;

ye feel the pleaſurable truths that we gueſs at, but ye feel and enjoy them with a re

liſh of fublime pleaſure beyond all our conjectures. Rejoice and exult in your new

liberty , like a bird releaſed from the impriſoning cage, and ſing with ſweeteſt notes to

the praiſe of your redeemer. O worſhip and ſerve him in the full freedom of all

your active powers ; attend at his feet with intenſe delight, and love him with joy un

ſpeakable , and full of glory.

III.By

ngrience ,
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-- - power to entice the ſoul, then the ornfor
s
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III . By the death of the body, and their releaſe from it, theſe ſpirits ofthe juſt are

free from all the tempting powers and the ſinful influences of earth and hell.

This world of ſenſible allurements, and this world of ſinful men, hath a mighty

infuence on the ſpirits of the ſaints while they dwell in Aeſh and bloud. How often

are we deceived into practices of iniquity by the enticing vanities of this life ? How

often tempted by evil companions, by flattering miſchiefs and enſnaring circum

ſtances ? And many times too the fear of men , and the terror of their threatenings,

fright us to a neglect of duty, or hurry us into the commiſſion of ſome active iniqui

ty . Sometimes the pleaſing enjoyments of life tie our hearts to the creature by the

bands of exceſlive love ; and ſometimes the injuries and reproaches we receive from

them , kindle our fiery paſſions, and rouze up our ſinfulwrath and revenge.

This world alſo ismuch under the evil influences of the prince of darkneſs ; he is

called theGod of this world : It is greatly given up to the ravages of the roaring lion ,

and he worries the ſpirits of the ſaints while they dwell within his territories, though

he is not ſuffered to deſtroy and devour them .

But at themoment of death the happy ſpirit is releaſed from the ſenſes, and there

by from the impreſſionsof all ſenſible things. All the flattering vanities of this lower

world have no more power to entice the ſoul,then the groffeſt fenfualities could entice

a pure angel. Sinful companions can nomore invite, and threatening tyrants have

no more power to terrify.

The ſpirit is then got out of the territories of Satan ; he is prince of the power of

the air, but his dominion reaches no farther . The heaven where Chriſt is, never ad

mits him . Michael with his angels hath caſt out the old dragon and his angels, and

there is no more place found for them there. Happy ſpirits, delivered and ſecured

from the devil and the world at once, and from all their tempting and deſtructive

influences ! . .

Now when a ſanctified ſoul is thus releaſed both from it's union to ſinful fleſh and

bloud, and from all poſſible aſſaults of the powers of earth and hell, it may be worth

our enquiry , whether this releaſe be not ſufficient of itſelf to render the work of ſanc

tification complete, and bring it to a ſtate of perfection , ſuppoſing ſtill the ordinary

concurrence or influence of the ſanctifying ſpirit ? Or whether there muſt be any im

mediate, almighty and preſent change wrought in the ſoulby a new and extraordina

ry influence of the bleſſed Spirit at the very moment of death , by which ſanctification

is at once completed. Which of theſe is true Iknow not. I confeſs this laſt has

generally been the opinion of our proteſtant writers ; and perhaps it may be the truth :

But the ſcripture is ſilent.

Who can tell therefore whether a holy foul, that hath received the divine ſeed of

grace , which is called the divine nature , and is regenerated , and renewed, and fanc

tified by the holy ſpirit, hath not all it's remaining ſins and imperfections owing to

it's bonds of ſinful Aeſh and bloud ? And whether it 's compliance with ſo many temp

tations, is not to be attributed to it's cloſe attachments to corrupt animal nature and

ſenſible things ? And therefore whether this ſanctified nature would not become com

pletely free from ſin , when it is freed from all the influence of a tempting body

and a tempting world ? Whether the divine bent and biaſs that is given it by the

Spirit of God at firſt converſion , and by which itmaintains continual oppoſition to

ſinful fleſh , would notmake it's own way toward perfection without new and extra

ordinary operations ? Whether this would not be ſufficient to cauſe the ſoul for ever

to aſcend naturally toward God in deſire, and love, and delight, when all clogs and

embarraſſments are removed ? So a veſſel filled with upper air , and dragged down by

. ſome
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fome heavy weight to the bottom of the ſea , labours and wreſtles with the uneaſy

burden, and hath a perpetual tendency toward this upper region : But if the weight

be once taken off, it immediately of itſelf riſes through the water, and never ceaſes

it's motion till it come to the ſurface.

I confeſs this is a nicer ſpeculation, and of doubtful evidence ; though when St.

Paul lays his ſinful compliances and captivity ſo much to the charge of his fleſh and

members in the vii. chapter to the Roinans, and in other places of his writings, one

would be ready to think St. Paulwas of this opinion . However , this we are ſure of,

that a fanctified ſoul releaſed from the body, ſhall bemade free from every ſin , and

it's abſence from feth and the world have a large, if not a ſufficient influence to effect

this freedom .

And ifwe ſhould grant it, that a fouljuſt diſmiſſed from this world is not perfect

ly fanctified by themere infuence of this releaſe ; yet this perfection is ſufficiently fe

cured by it's diſmiſſion from fleſh ; for when abfent from thebody, it is preſent with

the Lord : And this leadsme to thenext particular , viz.

IV . At death the ſpirits of the juſt releaſed froin bodies, enter into another ſtate ,

a different world , where they have a thouſand advantages for improvement in know

ledge, and advances in holineſs and joy, vaſtly beyond what any thing in this world

could furniſh them with .

They ſeeGod , and are for everwith him . They behold him face to face, as Ihave

before explained it, in a more immediate and intuitive manner ; and doubtleſs ſuch a

fight fills the ſpirit with a clearer and brighter idea of the nature and attributes of

God, than all the former leſſons it had learned in the books of nature and of ſcripture

could ever give it.

They ſee our Lord Jeſus Chrift, our glorified ſaviour, in ſuch a way and manner

as glorified ſeparate ſpirits can converſe with ſpirits imbodied ; and one ſuch view

as this will perhaps lead us into more intimate acquaintance with his human nature

and his united godhead, than many years of converſe with him by all the mediums

of ordinances, thoſe divine glaſſes wherein we ſee him darkly , as the apoſtle ſpeaks,

and whereby God and Chriſt repreſent and manifeſt themſelves to ſaints on earth . '

And as our knowledge ſhall receive immenſe and ſurprizing improvements by theſe

new methods of diſcovery, ſo I think it ſhall in due proportion advance our holineſs

or conformity to God the Father, and his brighteſt image Chriſt Jefus : for we cannot

behold them in ſuch a manner without a glorious transformation into their likeneſs,

as Ihave hinted already.

When a foul, thathath a new nature given it by fanctifying grace, is placed in the

immediate view and preſence of God the moſt holy , it will ever be growing into a

greater degree of nearneſs and love, and it will be powerfully changed more and

more into the likeneſs ofGod himſelf, as a needle when placed within the reach of a

loadſtone's attractive power, ceaſes not it’smotion till it be joined in perfect union ,

and itſelf acquires the virtues of that wonderfulmineral.

Nor is it poſſible in heaven that we ſhould advance in knowledge and holineſs

without an equal improvement in felicity and joy . On earth indeed we are told , he

that will live godly , ſhall ſuffer perſecution ; and he that increaſes knowledge, increaſes

ſorrow , 2 Tim . iii . 12. and Ecclef. i. 18 . But as heaven is high above the earth, ſo

are the cuſtoms and the bleſſings of that ſtate ſuperior to this ; for there are no pre

ſent ſorrows to be known, nor any future to be feared : And holineſs has no enemy

there. All things round the faint, ſhall have a tendency to promote his bleſſedneſs .

The
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The ſpirit of a good man releaſed from the body, and aſcending to heaven , is

ſurrounded with thouſands and ten thouſands of bleſſed ſpirits of the humin and

angelic order : When it gets within the confines of the heavenly country, it ſweetly

and inſenſibly acquires the genius and tempºr of the inhabitants ; it breathes , as it

were , a new air, and lives, and thinks, and afts juſt as they do. It ſhines and burns

with new degrees of knowledge, zeal and love, and exults in the tranſporting con

munications of the ſamejoy. "

How vaſtly ſhall our underſtandings be improved by the kind narratives and in

ſtructions of the faints that arrived at heaven before us, and by converſe with the

miniftering angels .

You will ſay perhaps, thatwe ſhall have no need of their teaching when we get to

heaven, for we ſhall be near to God himſelf, and receive all immediately from him .

But hath the ſcripture any where excluded the aſiſtance of our fellow -fpirits ? God

can teach us here on earth immediately by his own fpirit, without the uſe of books

and letters, without the help of prophets and miniſters, men of like paſſions with

ourſelves; and yet he chuſes rather to do it in an inſtrumental way , and makes his

creatures in the lower world themeans of our inſtruction under the ſuperior influence

of his own fpirit : and whymay henot uſe the ſamemethods to communicate know

ledge to the ſpirits that newly arrive at that upper world ?

There we ſhall ſee the patriarchs of the old world, and prophets of the old dif

penſation , as well as the apoſtles and evangeliſts of Chriſt and his goſpel. There we

ſhall be converſant with thoſe blefled angels whom he has uſed as miniſters of his

vengeance , or his mercy, to perſons and churches, families and nations: and they

will not be unwilling to inform us of thoſe great and furprizing tranſactions of God

with men .

There we ſhall find a multitude of other eminent ſaints before and after Chrift.

Adam doubtleſs will take a peculiar pleaſure in acquainting all his happy poſterity

with the ſpecial form and terms of the covenant of innocency ; he ſhall tell us

the nature of the trees of knowledge and of life , and how fatally he fell, to the ruin

of his unborn offspring. Unhappy father , deriving iniquity and death down to his

children ! But with what immenſe ſatisfaction and everlaſting ſurprize he views the

ſecond Adam , his ſon and his faviour, and ſtands in adoration and tranſport, while

hebeholds millions of his feed that he once ruined, now raiſed to ſuperior glories

above the promiſes of the law of works, by the intervening influence of a mediator?

Enoch, the man that walked with God, and Elijah , the great reformer , ſhall inſtruct

us how they were tranſlated to heaven , and paſſed into a bleſſed immortality without

calling at the gates of death . Noah will relate to his fons among the bleſſed, what

was thewickedneſs of the old world before the flood, that provoked God their ma

ker to drown them all ; he ſhall entertain us with the wonders of the ark , and the

covenant of the rainbow in all it's glorious colours. Abraham , the father of the

faithful, and the friend ofGod, ſhall talk over again with us his familiar converſe with

God and angels in their frequent apparitions to him , and ſhall tell us how much the

promiſed feed tranſcends all the poor low ideas he had of him in his obſcure age of

prophecy. For we cannot ſuppoſe that all intimate converſe with our father Abra

ham ſhall be forbidden us, by any of the laws ormanners of that heavenly country,

fince heaven itſelf is deſcribed by our ſitting down as at one table with Abraham , and

dwelling in his bofom , Matt. viji. 11. and Luke xiv, 15 . and xvi. 23.

There Pauland Mofes ſhall join together to give us an account of the jewiſh law ,

and read wonderous and entertaining lectures on the types and figures of that o :co

поту,
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nomy, and ſtill lead our thoughts to the glorious antitype with ſurprizing encomiums

of the bleſſed Jeſus. Paul ſhall unfold to us the dark places of his own writings,

better than hehimſelf once underſtood them ; and Moſes ſhall become an interpreter

of his own law , who knew ſo little of the myſtery and beauty of it on earth him .

ſelf. ; .

There we ſhall acquaint ourſelves with ſome of the antient fathers of the chriſtian

church , and themartyrs, thoſe dying champions of the faith and honours of the

chriſtian name. Theſe will recount the various providences of God to the church

in their ſeveral ages, and ſhew the viſions of St. John in the book ofthe Revelation ,

not in the morning twilight of prophecy, but as in the light of noon , as a publick

hiſtory , or as an evening rehearſal of the tranſactions of the day . The witneſſes

themſelves ſhall tell us how they propheſied in fackcloth, and were Nain by the man

of ſin ; how they roſe from the dead in three days and a half, and how the church

was at laſt reformed from the popiſh myſteries of iniquity and ſuperſtition . Cranmer

and Ridley, Calvin and Luther, and the reſt of the piousreformers, ſhall make known

to us the labours and ſufferings of their age, and the wonders of pure chriſtianity

riſing as it were out of the grave, and throwing off the chains, the darkneſs and de

filements of Antichriſt : And thoſe holy ſouls who laboured in the reformation of

Great-Britain , while they relate the tranſactions of their day, ſhall perhaps enquire

· and wonder why their ſucceſſors put a ſtop to that bleſſed work , and have made no

further progreſs in a hundred and fifty years.

Did one of the elders near the throne give notice to the apoſtle John concerning

the martyrs, Rev. vii. 14 . Theſe are they which cameout of great tribulations, and have

waſhed their robes, andmade them white in the bloud of the lamb ; and ſhall we not ſup

poſe that the happy ſpirits above tell one another their victories over fin and tempta

tion , and the powers of this world ? Shall notthe martyrs who triumphed in their

own bloud , and overcame Satan and Antichriſt by the bloud of the lamb, and the

word of their teſtimony , ſhall they not make it known to the inhabitants of the up

per world , and tell it to the honour of Chriſt, their captain and their king, how they

fought, and died, and conquered ? Methinks I hear theſe noble hiſtorians rehearſing

their facred tragedy ; how they entertain a brightcircle of liſtening angels and fellow

fpirits with their own glorious and dreadful ſtory, dreadful to ſuffer, and glorious to

relate !

Shall it be objected here, that all the glorified ſaints cannot be ſuppoſed to maintain

immediate diſcourſe with thoſe bleſſed ancients ? Can thoſe ancients be imagined to

repeat the ſame ſtories perpetually afrefh , to entertain every ſtranger that is newly ar

rived at heaven ?

I anſwer, that ſince one ſingle ſpirit dwelling in fleſh can communicate his thoughts

immediately to five or ſix thouſand hearers at once by his voice , and to millionsmore

ſucceſſively by booksand writings, it is very unreaſonable to ſuppoſe, that fpiritsmade

perfect and glorified have not a power of communicating their thoughts to many more

thouſands by immediate converſe : and it is paſt our reach to conceive what unknown

methodsmay be in uſe amongſt them , to tranſmit their ideas and narratives in a much

ſwifter ſucceſſion, than by books and writings, through all the courts of heaven, and

to inform all the new comers, without putting each happy ſpirit to the everlaſting la

bour of a tireſome repetition .

Though every faint in heaven ſhould not be admitted to immediate and ſpeedy con

Verſe with theſe ipirits of renown in paſt ages, yet doubtleſs theſe glorious minds

have
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have communicated their narratives, and thememoirs of their age, to thouſands of

that bleſſed world already, and from them wemay receive a repetition of the ſame

wonderswith faithfulneſs and exact truth . Hiſtory and chronology are no precari .

ous and uncertain ſciences in that country .

It is very probable indeed, that we ſhall have more intimate nearneſs to and more

familiar communion with thoſe ſpirits that were of the ſameage and place with our

ſelves, and of the ſame church or family ; for we can more delightfully expatiate in

our converſe with them about the ſame providences and the ſamemethods of grace,

and agreeably entertain and improve each other with notices of the affairs of the

upper and lower worlds.

Nor muſt we ſuppoſe ſuch ſort of hiſtorical converſe among the bleffed ſpirits is

merely deſigned to fill the mind with new and ſtrange ideas. This pleaſure con

ſidered by itſelf, is not facred enough for the ſpirits of the juſt made perfect.

There is not a narrative in the world , but ſhall diſcloſe ſomewonderous inſtances of

divine wiſdom or mercy , power or faithfulneſs, patience and forgiveneſs, or wrath

and juſtice : The ſpeaker ſhall feel the workings of all proper reverence, zeal and

love ; and every hearer ſhall be impreſſed with correſpondent affections, and join in

adoration and holy wonder.

And while we ſpeak of themeansand advantages that glorified ſpirits enjoy for their

improvement in all the parts of their felicity, ſurely wemay expect the greateſtand

the beſt aſſiſtances, even thoſe of the holy Spirit, to render all theſe means more

effectual. Is he not promiſed to abide with us, to be in us, and dwell with us for

ever ? John xiv , 16, 17. Is henot repreſented as dwelling in the ſpirits of the

juſtmade perfect,when it is ſaid , the Spirit that dwelleth in them ſhall raiſe their mor

tai bodies from the dead ? Rom . viii. 11. May we not then reaſonably infer, That

that glorious Spirit, who hath been our enlightener, our comforter, and our fanctifier

on earth , will be our perpetual enlightener, our eternal ſanctifier , and our everlaſting

comforter ; He that hath ſo wonderfully begun the divine work in us, and laid

foundations of joy in knowledge and holineſs, will he not finiſh and perfect his

own work , and add the top-ſtone to crown theheavenly building ?

O bleſſed ſtate of ſpirits diſcharged from the priſon of fleſh and this world ! this

wicked world , where Satan the evil ſpirit has ſo wide a range, and ſo poiſonous

an influence, and where ſinfulmen ſwarm on every ſide, and bear the largeſt ſway !

What divine advantages are you poffefled of, for the improvement of all your ſacred

excellencies and joys ! When we can raiſe our thoughts a little, and ſurvey your

privileges, we feel ſomewhat of an inward wiſh to dwell among you, and ſenda

breathing medication , or a glance of warm deſire towards your world and your lo .

ciety . We poor priſoner-ſpirits, when we hear ſuch tidings from the country at

which you are arrived, we ſtretch ourwings a little, and are ready to wiſh for the

fight. ' ButGod our ſovereign muſt appoint the hour ; he fees that we are not

yer refined enough . Keep our ſouls, O Father, in this erect poſture , looking, reach

ing and longing for the celeſtial world , till thou haſt completely prepared us for the

promiſed glory, and then give us the joyful word of diſmiffion .

Thus I have endeavoured to make it appear on what accounts a diſmiſſion from

the body is both the ſeaſon when , and the meanswhereby the ſpirits of the juſt arrive

at this perfection. Their ſtate of trial is ended at death , and therefore all incon

veniences and imperfections muſt ceaſe by divine appointment : By death the ſoul

is releaſed from all the troubleſome and tempting infuences of Aeſh and bloud ; it

VOL. II
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is delivered from this ſinful world , it is got beyond the reach of Satan the tempter

and the tormenter ; and it is ſurrounded with a thouſand advantages for improve

ment in knowledge, holineſs and joy.

SECTION VI.

Remarks on the foregoing diſcourſe.

REMARK I. ARE the ſpirits of the juſt made perfect at the death of the body ?

A Then wemay be aſſured that they neither die nor Neep ; for

Neep and death are both inconſiſtent with this ſtate of perfection which I have

deſcribed.

The dead ſaints are not loſt nor extinct. They are not periſhed out of God's

world , though they are gone from ours. They are no more in the world that is

enlightened by the ſun and moon, and the glimmering ſtars ; but they themſelves

ſhine gloriouſly, like ſtars of different magnitude, in the world where there is no

fun, nor is thereany need of the moon to ſhine in it, for the glory ofGod enlightens

it, and the lamb is the everlaſting light thereof, Rev . xxi. 23. They are loſt from

earth , but they are found in heaven . They are dead to us at preſent, but they are

alive to God their Father, and to Jeſus their ſaviour ; they are alive to the holy an

gels, and all their fellow -ſaints in that upper world .

If there had been any ſuch thing as a ſoul neeping or dying , our ſaviour would

never have argued thus with the Sadducees, Luke xx. 37, 38. nor have proved the

doctrine of the reſurrection from the doctrine of the ſeparate ſtate of ſouls : It is as

if hehad ſaid , Abraham , Iſaac and Jacob are dead long ago ; but God is the God

of Abraham , Iſaac and Jacob Gill. Now God is not the God of the dead , but the

God of the living ; therefore the ſouls of thoſe partriarchs are yer alive, for they all live

to God in the ſeparate ſtate , and they ſhall appear in their complete human nature,

foul and body, at the reſurrection . This is the language and the force of our favi

our's argument, and therefore I muſt believe the ſoul of Abraham is alive now ,

When Jefus promiſes the penitent thief upon the croſs. Luke xxiii. 43. This day

ſhalt thou be with me in paradiſe ; can we perſuade ourſelves that he intended no

more than that the thief ſhould be with him in the grave, or in a ſtate of indolence

and inſenſibility ? Does he not aſſure him in theſe words, that there is a ſtate of

happineſs for ſpirits diłmiſſed from the body, whicher the ſoul of our Lord Jejus was

going , and where the dying penitent ſhould find him ?

So when the infidel jezes ſtond Stephen the firſt martyr, Afts vii. 59 . while he

expreſſed his faith andhope in theſe words, Lord Jeſus, receive my ſpirit : was this

fpirit of his to be laid alleep till the reſurrection ? Can we ſuppoſe the dying faint

would have made ſuch a requeſt upon ſo lethargic a principle , and in the view of

ſuch a ſtupid ſtate ? No, ſurely ; for he expected, and deſired , and prayed to be

received to dwell where Chriſt is, and to behold that glory which he had a glimpſe

of in the agonies of death .

Would the apoſtle Paul have been ſo willing to be abſent from the body, where

he did much ſervice for his faviour, if he had not a joyful view of being preſent

with the Lord ? As he expreſſes it, 2 Cor : v . 8 . What doth he mean by this

· bleſed language of preſence with the Lord, if his ſoulwas to lie aſleep in a ſenſeleſs

and unactive Plate till the ſecond coming of ffus ? Or would he have told the

Philippians, chap. i. verſe 23. thathe had a deſire to depart, and to be with Chriſt,

which
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which is far better, if hehad hoped for no advantage for his ſpirit by it, but a

mere ſtupid indolence and reſt in the ſilentgrave ?

Beſides, we are told of rebellious Spirits that are in priſon , i Pet. iii. 19 , 20. and

of Sodom and Gomorrah ſuffering the vengeance of eternal fire , Jude, verſe 7 . Whe

ther this be material fire, ormerely a metaphor to expreſs torment, is not neceſſary

to enquire here : But ſurely wecan never imagine that the juſtice ofGod hasprovided

the priſon of hell and fiery torments for the ſouls of the wicked , ſeparate from

bodies, and yet that themercy and goodneſs ofGod has provided no heaven of hap

pineſs for the ſpirits of thoſe that have loved , honoured and obeyed him all the days

They dwelt in the feſh . There is then , there is certainly a ſtate ofhappineſs prepared

for holy ſouls immediately after death .

When we think of our pious friends departed , our fooliſh imagination is too ready

to indulge and improve our ſorrow . We lit ſolitary in the parlour and the cham

ber , we miſs them there, and we cry, " They are loft." We retire melancholy

to the cloſet, and bewail a loft father, or loſt mother, or perhaps a nearerand dearer

relative. Wemiſs them in our daily converſation , we miſs thein in all their friend

ly offices, and their endearing ſenſible characters, and we are ready to ſay again ,

6 Alas ! they are lost." This is the language of Aeſh and bloud, of ſenſe and

fancy . Come let our faith teach us to think and ſpeak of them under a more

chearfuland a juſter repreſentation : They are not utterly loſt, for they are preſent

with Chriſt and with God . They are departed our world , where all things are im

perfect, to thoſe upper regions where light and perfection dwell. They have left

their offices and ſtations here among us, but they are employed in a far diviner man

ner, and have new ſtationsand nobler offices on high . Their places on earth indeed

know them no more, but their places in heaven knew them well, even thoſe glo

rious manſions that were prepared for them from the foundation of the world .

Their place is empty in the earthly ſanctuary, and in the days of folemn aſſembly ,

but they appear above in the heavenly Jeruſalemn as fair pillars and ornaments in the

temple of God on high , and ſhall for ever dwell with him there.

It is a very natural enquiry now , but where are theſe places of bleſſed ſpirits ?

What part of the creation is it, in which they have their reſidence ? Is it aboveor be

low the ſun ? Is their habitation in any of ihe planetary or ſtarry worlds ? Or are they

Aed beyond them all ? Where is the proper place of their preſence ?

Let me propoſe a brief anſwer to theſe curious queſtions in a few propoſitions.

1. The chief properties of ſpirits are knowledge and activity ; and they are faid

to be preſent there , where they have an immediate perception of any thing , and

where they lay out their immediate activity or influence. So our ſouls are ſaid to be

preſent with our bodies, becauſe they have immediate conſciouſneſs or knowledge

of what relates to the body , and they move it, and act upon it, or influence it , in

an immediate manner.

2 . God , the infinite Spirit, has an immediate and univerſal preſence ; that is, he

is immediately conſcious of, and acquainted with every thing that palles in all the

known and unknown parts of the creation, and by his preterving and governing

power manages all chings. Whereſoever he diſplays his glory to ſeparate fpirits,

that is heaven ; and where he exerts his vengeance, that is hell.

3 . Finite ſpirits have not ſuch an immediate and univerial preſence. Their

knowledge and their activity are confined to certain parts of the creation : And

wherelover they are, if they are under the immediate influences of divine glory,

they are in heaven ; if of his vengeance , they are in hell.

CC 2 4 . They
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4 . They are uſually repreſented as having ſome relation to a particular place or

places ; becauſe while we dwell in fleſh and bloud , we know not how to conceive

of their preſence ſo well any other way : and therefore they may be deſcribed in

fcripture or in common diſcourſe, as being in heaven , and above the heavens, and

in the third heaven, and as coming down to earth , & c . according as they are ſup

poſed to put forth any actions there or to have an immediate cognizance of things

that are done in thoſe places : for the chief notion wehave of the preſence of ſpirits

is their immediate conſciouſneſs, and their immediate agency,

5 . But if they are provided with any ſubrile etherialbodies, which are called

vehicles, in and by which they act as ſoon as they leave Aeth and bloud , then they

may properly be ſaid to reſide in thoſe places where their vehicles are, even as our

ſouls at preſent are ſaid to be in a room , or a cloſet, or a field , becauſe our bodies are

there, in and by which they act.

6 . There muſt be ſomeplace where the glorified body of Chriſt is, and the ſouls

of departed faints are, in ſome ſenſe , with him . There Enoch and Elijab are in

their immortal bodies, and other ſaints who roſe at the reſurrection of Chriſt. They

may be, for ought we know , in or among ſomeof the planets , or amongſt the ſtars ,

though the diſtance of the fars is ſo prodigious and amazing, according to the ex.

acteſt calculations of the new philoſophy , that if the motion of a ſpirit or glorified

body were no ſwifter than that of a cannon -bullet, they would not get ſo far as

the ſtars in a thouſand ages ; nor would the journey of ſo ſwift a traveller to any of

the planets, except the moon , coſt leſs than the labour of ſeveral years.

7 . Theſe things are ſo puzzling to our reaſon , fo confound our imagination , and

ſo far tranſcend the reach of our preſent faculties to enquire and determine, that it

is ſufficient for us to know and believe, that the fpirits of the juſt made perfect have

an exiſtence under the bliſsful influences of the grace and glory ofGod . And though

we freely ſpeak of them , and the ſcripture leads us to conceive of them , as dwell.

ing in a world of light, and in ſome ſpecial place ofmagnificence and apartments of

glory, or asmoving from one place to another ; yet perhaps it is to be underſtood

chiedy in condeſcenſion to the weakneſs of our preſent capacities, or in relation to ve.

hicles to which they may be united . But our ignorance in theſe matters ſhall be no

hinderance to our arrival at heaven , if we tread the paths of faith and holineſs, though

weknow not in what part of the creation it lies.

I proceed to the ſecond remark .

REMARK II. If all the ſpirits of the juſt that depart from this world are made

perfect, then there is much better company above than there is below . The ſociety

in heaven is much more agreeable than the beſt ſociety on earth .

Here we meet with a multitude of finners ; they are ready to mingle in all the

affairs of life , and ſometimes hypocrites join with us in the ſacred ordinances of the

fanctuary . The apoſtle himſelf hath told us, that in the civil concerns of this life

we cannot avoid them ; for if we will keep no company with ſinners, wemuſt have

nothing to do in this world , we muſt needs go out of it, i Cor. v . 10 . But in the

world above there are nothing but ſaints ; no inhabitant there but what is holy .

There are no perſons there that will tempt or defile us, or lead us aſtray from the

paths of purity or peace . Holineſs to the Lord is inſcribed on every ſoul there ; nor is

there one Canaanite in that upper houſe of the Lord of hoſts. Zech. xiv , 21.

But this is notall. For there many of the ſaints themſelves here on earth that

make but very indifferent companions. Someof them are ſhamefully ignorant, im

prudent and fooliſh ; and we have much ado to bear with their folly . Some of them

are
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are moroſe and contentious, captious and peeviſh , envious and cenſorious, and ready

to take offence on the Nighteſt occaſions ; a look or a ſmile placed wrong ſhall dif

oblige them , a miſtaken word ſhall affront them for a month , and it is very hard

work to humour and pleaſe them : Orwe ourſelves perhaps are fooliſh and impru

dent, we are peevith and reſenting, and our fellow chriſtians have asmuch to do to

bear with us or to pleaſe us. There are ſome perſons, concerning whom we have

reaſon to hope, that their hearts in the main are right with God, but either by the

iniquity of cheir animal natures, or the power of their temptations, they look ſo like

themen of this world, that it is hard to diſtinguiſh them , and their ſociety is

dangerous, or at leaſt very unproficable and undeſirable. Some of us fall into groſs

miſtakes, and lead our friends into error, and hand in hand we forſake the truth .

Sone of us are melancholy, and ſit in darkneſs ; then we ſpread a gloom and heavi.

neſs over all our converſation , and baniſh all the joys of earth and heaven : or at

beft, it may be, and in our ſprightly days, we fill up the viſiting hour with trifles

and impertinencies, and there is little of heavenly and divine converſation among

us. Poor low groveling ſubjects furniſh our tongues, and entertain our ears, be

cauſe we are ſo very imperfect here on earth in knowledge, in holineſs, or in

divine joy .

. But what a glorious difference is there in the ſociety above, where we may be ſe

cure from all miſtake and fallhood , from all impertinence and folly in the longeſt

diſcourſe or conference ! for every ſpirit there is ſo perfect in knowledge, as to

be free from error, and has ſo divine a turn of mind, that nothing reliſhes but what

is holy and heavenly. No quarrels, no complaints are found there to imbitter our

converſe , to diminiſh the pleaſure of ſociety , or to draw the heart away from

God.

If we would know what the ſociety of heaven is, let us renew thememory of

the wiſeft and holieſt, the kindeſt and the beſt companions that we were ever ac

quainted with here on earth ; let us recollect the moſt pleaſing hours thatwe ever

enjoyed in their ſociety ; let us diveſt them of all their miſtakes and weakneſſes, of

all their fins and imperfections ; and then by faith and hope let us diveſt ourſelves

of all our own guilt and follies too : let us fancy ourſelves engaged with them in

delightful diſcourſe on the moſt divine and moſt affecting ſubjects, and our hearts

mutually raiſing each other near to God , and communicating mutual joys : This is

the ſtate of the bleſſed , this the converſation ofheaven , this and more than this

ſhall be our entertainment when we arrive at thoſe happy regions.

This chought would very naturally lead me to the mention of our honoured and

departed friend , but I withhold myſelf a little , and muſt detain your expectation

till I have made a remark or two more.

REMARK III. Are the ſpirits of the juſt, who are departed from earth , made

perfect in heaven ; then they are not the proper ſubjects for our perpetual ſorrows

and endleſs complaints. Let us moderate our grief therefore , for that very pro

vidence that has fixed them in perfect holineſs and joy . ..

We lament their abſence, and our loſs indeed is great ; but the ſpirit of chriſtian

friendſhip ſhould teach us to rejoice in their exaltation . Is it no pleaſure to think

of them as releaſed from all the bonds of infirm nature, from pains of mortality ,

and the diſquietudes of a finful world ? Is it not better to lift our eyes upward ,

and view a parent or a beloved friend adorned with perfect grace and complete in

glory, exulting in the fulneſs of joy near the throne of God, than to behold

him labouring under the tirelome diſorders of old age, groaning under the anguiſh

and
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and torment of acute diſtempers, and ſtriving with the troubleſome attendants of

this ſinful and painful ſtate ? Do we profeſs fondneſs and affection for thoſe that are

gone , and ſhall wenot pleaſe ourſelves a little in their happineſs, or at leaſt abate our

mourning ? Doth not faint Paul tell the Corintbians, this is what wewiſh , even your

perfection ? 2 Cor . xiii. 9 . and ſhould not ſaints, in the lower world , take ſome

ſatisfaction , when a fellow -faint is arrived at the ſum of his own wiſhes, even perfect

holineſs and joy on high ? .

But I correct myſelf here ; nature muſt have its way and be indulged a little ;

det it expreſs it's ſenſible pain at the loſs of ſuch endearments. A long feparation

from thoſe who are ſo near a -kin to us in fleſh and bloud, will touch the heart in a

painful place, and awaken the tendereſt ſprings of ſorrow . The Nuices muſt be al

lowed to be held open a little ; nature ſeemsto demand it as a debt to love, and

grace does not utterly forbid it : When Lazarus died, Jeſus groaned and wept

John xi. 33, 35 ,

Yet letnot ſorrow triumph and reign , and like a flood break over all its bounds ;

rather give the ſtream of it a little diverſion into a better channel. Come, let us take

the advice which our bleſſed ſaviour gives to the daughters of Jeruſalem ,who attended

him to his croſs with tears, Luke xxiii. 28. Weep not forme, but if youmuſt weep,

do it for yourſelves and your children ; becauſe you are ftill left in the valley of fin

and ſorrow , while the ſaints departed are arrived at the land of peace, and their

feer ſtand upon the mountains of paradiſe .

Could the voice of thoſe bleſſed fpirits made perfect reach our ears, we ſhould hear

them ſpeak in the language of their Lord , “ Weep not for us, but for yourſelves ;

you are ſtill encompaſſed with temptations and difficulties, we have ſurmounted them

all : You are wreſtling with many errors, and intangled in dark and noiſy contro .

verſies ; we are perfect in knowledge, and ſee divine myſteries in a divine light :

You are labouring in the race ; we are crowned , and have received the prize : You

are ftriving in the field of battle , and wewell remember the toilſome and painful

conflict ; we pity you , and call you rather to weep for yourſelves than for us ; wehave

finihed all the war through divine grace , and are ſecure in the city of triumph : You

are yet travelling through the valley of tears, we are refreſhing ourſelves in the gar

dens of pleaſure , and on hills of everlaſting gladneſs. Hold on with courage, and

faith , and patience ; there are manſions of joy prepared for you alſo , and wewait

your happy arrival.”

REMARK IV . Are the Spirits of juſt men in heaven made perfect, in the ſame

excellencies and privileges which they poſteffed on earth ? Then if our curioſity ,

or our love, has a mind to know what are the circumſtances of our pious friends

departed , or how they are employed above, let us review what they were here

below , and how they employed themſelves when they were with us ; for, as I told

you , in this life, we are trained up for the life of glory : We ſhall then be advanced

to a glorious and tranſcendent degree of the ſame graces ; and there will be

ſomething in the future flate of rewards anſwerable and correſpondent to the pre

ſent ſtate of labour and trial.

This thought neceſſarily calls our meditations backward a little to take a ſhort

ſurvey of ſome peculiar characters of our excellent friend departed, that wemay

learn to rejoice in the preſent perfection of his graces and glories .

SEC
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SECTION VII.

The character of the deceaſed.

U H EN I name Sir John HARTOPP, all that knew him will agree that

VV I name a gentleman, a ſcholar, and a chriſtian : and neither of theſe cha.

racters, in the beſt and moſt valuable ſenſe of them could forſake him at his en

trance into heaven .

He ſhone with eminence among perſons of birth and title * on earth ; while his

obliging deportment and his affable temper rendered him eaſy of acceſs to all his

inferiors, and made him the delight of all his friends. Though he knew what was

due to his qualicy in this world , yet he affected none of the grandeurs of life , but

daily practiſed condeſcenſion and love, and ſecured the reſpect of all, without aſſuming

a ſuperior air .

Then ſurely he carried this temper with him to the upper world , where gentleneſs

and goodneſs reign in the highest perfection ; and doubtleſs he practiſes now all

the ſame graces of converſation among the bleſſed ſpirits there, but in a far ſuperior

manner, according to the unknown laws and cuſtoms of that region of light and

love.

He had a taſte for univerſal learning ; and ingenious arts were his delight

from his youth . He purſued knowledge in various forms, and was acquainted

with many parts of human ſcience, Mathematical ſpeculations and practices were

a favourite ſtudy with him in his younger years ; and even to his old age, he

maintained his acquaintance with the motions of the heavenly bodies, and light and

ſhade whereby time is meaſured .

And may we not ſuppoſe that there are entertainments amongſt the works ofGod

on high to featt the ſpirits of ſuch a genius? Maythey not in that upper region look

down and ſurvey the various contrivances of divinewiſdom , which created all things

in theſe lower worlds in number, weight and meaſure ? May not our exalted friend

give glory there to his maker , in the contemplation of the ſame heavenly bodies,

though hedwells in the region where night and ſhadows are never known, and above

the need or uſe of ſun -beams.

But the book ofGod was his chief ſtudy, and his divineſt delight. His bible lay

before him night and day ; and he was well acquainted with the writers that ex .

plained it beft. Hewas deſirous of ſeeing what the Spirit of God ſaid to men in

the original languages. For this end , he commenced fonie acquaintance with hebrew

when he wasmore than fifty years old : And that he might be capable of judging

of the true ſenſe of any text in the new teſtament, hekept his youthfulknowledge

of the greek language in ſomemeaſure even to the period of his life.

But tarihly languages are of little uſe in heaven . There are too many defects

and ambiguities in them to expreſs the bright, the complete, and the diſtinct ideas

of ſeparate ſpirits. We may allow our learned friend therefore to be diveſted of

there when he droptmortality. Now he is out of the body, and caught up to

dwell in paradiſc where faint Paul, made heretofore a ſhort viſit , 2 Cor. xii. 2 , 4 .

he hears and he ſpeaksthoſe unſpeakable words, it is not poſſible for a mortal tongue

to utter. The things of heaven are not to be expreſſed in any foreign language.

Among

* His grandfather, Sir Edward Harlopp, was created a baronet by King James I. 1619. which was

but a few years after the firit inſtitution of that order,
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Among the various themes of chriſtian contemplation , he took peculiar pleaſure

in the dočtrines of grace, in the diſplay of the glories of the perſon of Cbrift, God

in our nature , and the wonderous work of redemption by his croſs. Headored him

as his Lord and hisGod : And while he truſted in his righteouſneſs as the great me

diator, and beheld him as his crucified ſaviour, he was ever zealous to maintain the

honours due to his divine nature and majeſty .

And wemay be ſure this is a ſtudy in which he is ſtill engaged, and he ſpends the

days of his eternity in the pleaſurable contemplations of his glorified redeemer, and

the ſacred myſteries of his croſs, and his throne, which things the angels deſire to

pry into.

His practice in life was agreeable to his chriſtian principles, for he kriew that the

grace of God, that brings ſalvation to men , teaches them to deny all ungodlinefs,

and to live ſober, righteous and religious lives, that in all things they may adorn the

doctrine of God their ſaviour.

Now that this part of his character is continued and exalted in the region of the

blefed fpirits, is too evident to need any amplification or proof ; for holineſs in eve

ry part of it is made perfect there, and all under the ſweet conſtraint of love.

His converſation was pious and learned , ingenious and inſtructive : He was inqui

ſitive ir to the affairs of the learned world , the progreſs of arts and ſciences, the con

cerns of thenation , and the intereſt of the church of Chriſt : And upon all occaſi

cnswas as ready to coinmunicate as hewas to enquire . What he knew of the things

of God or man , he reſolved not to know them only for himſelf, but for the benefit

of all that had thehonour of his acquaintance. There are many of his friends that

will join with me to confeſs, how often we have departed from his company refreſhed

and advanced in ſome uſeful knowledge. And I cannot but reckon it among the

bleſingsof heaven, when I review thoſe five years of pleaſure and improvement,

which I ſpent in his family in my younger part of life ; and I found much inftruſtion

myſelf, where Iwas called to be an inſtructor.

Nor can I think ſuch enquiries and ſuch communications as are ſuitable to the al

fairs of the upper world , are unpractiſed among the ſpirits of juſt men made perfect

there ; for man is a ſociable creature , and enjoys communion with his fellow - ſaints

there , as well as with his maker and his ſaviour. Nor can the ſpirit of our honoured

and departed friend, be a ſtranger to the pleaſures of ſociety amongſt his fellow

ſpirits in thoſe bleſſed manſions.

His zeal for the welfare of his country, and of the church ofChriſt in it, carried him

out to themoſt expenſive and toilſome ſervices in his younger and his middle age.He

employed his time, his ſpirits, his intereſt and his riches for the defence of this poor

nation , when forty years ago it was in the utmoſt danger of popery and ruin * .

And doubtleſs the ſpirits of the juſt in heaven are not utterly unacquainted with

the affairs of the kingdom of Chriſt on earth . He rejoices and will rejoice among

his fellow -ſaints , when happy tidings of the militant church, or of the religious in

tereſts of Great- Britain , are brought to the upper world byminiſtering angels. He

waits there for the full accompliſhment of all the promiſes of Chriſt to his church ,

when it ſhall be freed from ſins and ſorrows, from perſecutions and all mixtures of

ſuperſtition, and Mall be preſented to the Father a glorious church without ſpot or

wrinkle, in perfect beauty andjoy,

His

* Hewas three times choſen repreſentative in parliament for his county of Leiceſterſhire, in thoſe years

when a ſacred zeal for liberty and religion (trove hard to bring in the bill of excluſion, to prevent the duke

of York, afterwards king James II. from inheriting the crown of England.
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:: His doorswere ever open,and his carriage always friendly and courteous to themi

niſters of the goſpel, though they were diſtinguiſhedamong themſelves by names of

different parties ; for he loved allthat loved our Lord Jeſus Chriſt in fincerity .

Hechoſe indeed to bear a part in conſtant public worſhip with the proteſtant dif

ſenters, for he thought their practicemore agreeable to the rules of the goſpel : He

joined himſelf in communion with one of their churches, which wasunder the paſto

ral care of the reverend Dr. John Owen, where he continued an honourable member

under ſucceſſive paſtors till the day of his death . Nor was he aſhamed to own and

ſupport that deſpiſed intereſt, nor to frequent thoſe a Temblies, when the ſpirit of

perfecution raged higheſt in the days of king Charles and king James the ſecond. He

was a .preſent refuge for the opprelled , and the ſpecial providence ofGod ſecured hiin

and his friends from the fury of the oppreſſor. Hewas always a devout and diligent

attendant on public ordinances till theſe laſt yearsof his life, when the infirmities of

age growing upon him , . confined him to his private retirements.

But if age confined him , death gave him a releaſe . He is exalted now to the

church in heaven , and has taken his place in that glorious aſſembly , where he wor

ſhips among them before the throne: Therehe hasno need to relieve his memory by

the ſwiftneſs of his pen , which washis perpetual practice in the church on earth , and

by which means he.often entertained his family in the evening worſhip on the Lord's

day with excellent diſcourſes ; ſome of which he copied froin the lipsof ſome of the

greateſt preachers of the laſt age : There hisunbodied ſpirit is able to ſuſtain the ſub

limeſt raptures of devotion, which run through theworſhippers in that heavenly ſtate ;

though here on earth I have fometimes ſeen the pious pleaſure too ſtrong for him :

and while he has been reading the things of God to his houſhold , the devotion of

his hearthas broken through his eyes, has interrupted his voice, and commanded . a .

ſacred pauſe and ſilence.

He enjoyed an intimate friendſhip with that great and venerable man Dr. Owen ;

and this wasmutually cultivated with zeal, and delight on both ſides, till death divid

ed them . The world has already been acquainted , that it is to the pious induſtry of

Sir JOHN HARTOPP, that we are indebted for many of thoſe ſermons and diſcourſes of

the doctor, which have been lately publiſhed in folio . A long and familiar acquain

tance enabled him alſo to furnith many memoirs , or matters of fact, toward that

brief account of the doctor's life, which is prefixed to that volume, though it was

drawn up in thepreſent form , with various enlargements, by another hand .

Now can we ſuppoſe two ſuch fouls to have been ſo happily intimate on earth , and

may we not imagine they found each other among the brighter ſpirits on high ? May

wenot indulge ourſelves to believe, that our late honoured friend hath been congra

tulated upon his arrival by that holy man that aſſiſted to direct and lead him thither ?

Nor is it improbable that he has found other happy ſouls there, who were num

bered among his pious acquaintance on earth . Shall I mention that excellent.man

Sir THOMASABNEY, who was his late forerunner to heaven , and had not finiſhed two

monthsthere before Sir John Hartopp's arrival? Happy ſpirits !May I congratulate

your meeting in the celeſtial regions! But the world and the churches mourn your

abſence ; and the proteſtant diffenters lament the loſs of two of their faireſt orna

ments and honours. . .

And is therenot the ſamereaſon to believe, that our departed friend hath by this

time renewed his facred endearments with thoſe kindred ſpirits, thatwere once related

to him in ſome of the neareſt bonds of Aeſh and bloud ? There they rejoice together

in unknown fatisfaction, they wait and long for the arrivalof thole whom they left

Vol. II. Dd behind :

a
long and

facto
ough 10
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behind, and for whoſe immortal welfare they had a ſolicitous concern in the ftate of

their mortality.

This thought opensmyway to addreſs the poſterity, the kindred , and the friends
of the deceaſed, in the fifth remark .

SECTION VII .

An addreſs to the friendsand relatives of the deceaſed.

REMARKV. TF the perfection ofbleſſed ſpirits above conſiſts in a glorious increaſe of

I thoſe virtues and graces which were begun below , letus fee to it then ,

that thoſe graces and thoſe virtues are begun in us here , or they will neverbe perfected

in us hereafter. If our ſpirits have nothing of that divine righteouſneſs wrought in

them on earth , we can never be admitted into the company of the ſpirits of the righ

teous inade perfect in heaven .

It is an old ſaying among divines, but it is a moſt rational and a certain truth , that

grace is glory begun, and glory is but grace perfected . The ſaints above have the

ſamedivine nature, the fame ſanctified inclinations, and are engaged in many of the

ſame ſacred employments with the ſaints below , but all in a ſuperior degree, and in a

. more tranſcendent manner.

As for you , my friends, who have the happineſs and honour to be defcended from

ſuch parents, or to be nearly related to ſuch ſaints, you have ſeen thevirtues and graces,

the exemplary character and piety of them who are gone before : you have had ma

ny bright and ſhining examples in your family ; you are the children of the bleſſed of

the Lord, and may you for ever be bleſſed with them ! and in order to it, ſee that

you aremade like them now , that ye may be followers of them , who through faith

and patience inherit the promiſes.

This is a proper ſeaſon to examine yourſelves, and call your ſouls to account in ſuch

language as this : My father , my mother , myhonoured and ſuperior kindred are

gone to glory : Their graces are perfected ; and are not mine begun ? What, have I

no evidences for heaven yet ready ? no exerciſes of faith , of love, of repentance, of

true holineſs ? Are they arrived at heaven , and am I not yet travelling in the ſame

road ?

They were convinced of ſin , and the danger of eternal death , ſo as to give themſelves

no reſt till they found ſalvation . Have I ever been convinced of the fin of my nature,

and the guilt ofmy life ? Have I beheld myſelf expoſed to the anger ofGod , and in

danger ofeverlaſting miſery , ſo as to cry out withmyſelf,What ſhall I do to be ſaved ?

They have ſeen Jeſus the ſon of God , the all- ſufficient ſaviour, and have com

mitted their ſouls by humble faith into his hands, to obtain pardon for the ſake of

his atonement, to be juſtified through his righteouſneſs, to be renewed andmadeho

ly by the grace of his Spirit, and to be preſerved to eternal glory . Now what have

I feen of the excellency , or all ſufficiency, or neceſſity of Chriſt as a mediator ? Have

I been perſuaded to truſt in him formy acceptance with God, to givemy ſoul up to

him asmy guide, guard and ruler , to be formed after his image, and to venture all

myimmortal concerns with him to be brought ſafe to heaven ? Have I ever received

him as my Lord and my ſaviour, under thoſe condeſcending characters and offices

which he luftains for a ſinner 's ſalvation ?

They have believed in him while hewas unſeen , and they loved him , though they

ſaw him not; they rejoiced in him as their all, and they knew nothow to live with

out
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outhim . How is it with my ſoul in this reſpect ? Do I love Jeſus the Lord ? Is he

the deſire of my heart, and the delight of my life ?

Though they were keptby the grace of God from the pollutions of the world , and

upheld their unblemiſhed character to the laſt, yet they found ſin to be their moſt

dangerous enemy; they have felt it bitter and painful to their ſouls, and they long

groaned under it as their daily burden. What is my grief ? what my chief ſorrow ?

Do I groan in this tabernacle being burdened, becauſe of this inward enemy ? And

do I long to be rid of it ? Aremyſinful affections like a pain at my heart, and do the

workings of ſin within meawaken my continual repentance ?

They maintained a ſacred tenderneſs of conſcience , and were afraid to indulge them

felves in that company, in that practice, and in thoſe liberties of life which have of.

ten proved a dangerous ſnare to ſouls. Now can I appeal to God , who ſeesmy.

heart, that I am cautious and watchful againſt every ſnare, that I ſtand afar off from

every temptation, and abſtain from all appearance of evil ?

They took ſweet pleaſure in retirement, in prayer , and other holy exerciſes : This

was the refreſhment of their hearts , and the throne of grace was their refuge under

every diſtreſs and difficulty . . Let me aſk myheart, what ismy pleaſure, my inward

delight ? Do I find a ſweet reliſh in devotion ? And when outward troubles perplex

me, do Imake themercy- ſeat my ſpeedy and conſtant refuge ?

They lived upon their bible , they counted the goſpel their treaſure, and the pro --

miſes,and the words of God written there, were more valuable to them then all their

Qutward riches. But what ismy life ? What ismy treaſure ? What is myhope ?

Do I count heaven and the goſpelmy chief inheritance ? Do I converſe much with

my bible, , and find foad and ſupport there ? Do I look at things unſeen and eternal,

and feed and reſt upon the promiſed glories of another world , when Imeet with diſ

appointments here ?

They had a large ſhare of chriſtian experiences, a rich ſtock of divine and ſpiritu . .

al obſervations by much converſe with God and with their own ſouls. What have I

got of this kind for the ſupport of my ſoul? or are all theſe ſtrange things to me?

Believeme, my dear and honoured friends, theſe are matters of infinite impor

tance ; I am ſure you will think ſo one day : And I truſt and perſuademyſelf, you :

think them ſo now . I cannot give myſelf leave to imagine that you put theſe thoughts.

far from you . Some of you have made it appear that they lie next your heart, and

that your ſouls are deeply engaged in theways of God and goodneſs. O that every

one of you would give the ſame comfort and joy to your friends ! Be not ſatisfied

with a mere negative holineſs, an unſpotted character in the eyes of the world , but.

let the world know that you dare be religious, and profeſs univerſal piety in a dege. .

nerate age. Let thoſe that honour thememory of your parents, and love your ſouls,

rejoice in your public chriſtianity . Let them know , that there are the foundations of

heavenly glory laid within you all, and the bleſſed work begun on earth , that ſhall :

ſurely be made perfect among the ſpirits of the juſt in heaven .

Andmethinks I would not have you contented with the loweſt ſeat there ; but ſtir

up yourſelves to a moſt unwearied purſuit of holineſs in the ſublimer degrees of it.

And thus labouring in the chriſtian race, contend for ſomeof the brighter prizes,

ſome of the richer crowns of glory. Be not ſatisfied to fit at a great diſtance below :

your parents departed, even in the heavenly country : But ſtrive with a holy ambi- .

tion that you may comenear them , that thewhole family togethermay arrive at ſome

ſuperior degrees of bleſſedneſs. And O may divine grace grantme the pleaſure to

be a witneſs to your exalted ſtations, and to worſhip and rejoice amongſt you there ! :

Amen .

Dd 2 THE.
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THE

P R E F A CE.

N free and familiar conferences it is never required that ſuch a juſt accuracy of

ſentiment or language ſhould be obſerved , or that men ſhould be confined to

1 ſuch exactneſs of method, as in a ſet and ſtudied treatiſe on anyappointed theme,

Occaſional incidents frequently ariſe , and turn the converſation aſide into an unexpect

ed channel: Or ſometimes, perhaps,we recal the ſame ſubject, and the ſame ſenſe may

be repeated again. And in thewarmth of diſcourſe ſome freedomsof thoughtand

expreſſion may break out, which ſtand in need of the candour of thoſe that hear

them , and it is ever allowed in ſuch caſes.

Let itbe noted alſo , that when perſons of different characters are introduced in a

:free diſcourſe, the narrator is not bound to defend all that one or any of the parties

preſent happen to utter : Hewill not pretend to ſupport every thing that PITHANDER

urges in vindication of the inſufficiency of human reaſon in matters of religion ; nor

dares he venture to make all the conceſſions on the ſide of its ſufficiency, nor advance

all the ſuppoſitions that SOPHRONIUS the moderator hath done in this diſpute.

But,upon the whole, if there be any thing ſuggeſted in theſe conferences which

may occaſion Logisto and his companions, who are under temptations to infidelity ,

to bethink themſelves a little ; if it may awaken any of them ſo far as to raiſe ſome

doubts about the ſufficiency of their boaſted reaſon , and lead them to ſee and con

feſs the neceſſity of divine revelation, in order to reform the world, and to reſtore

mankind to true religion and the favour of God, the writer hath attained his chief

deſign, and ſhall rejoice in the ſucceſs.

There is no objection which the author has found in any public writing raiſed a

gainſt this book , but ſuch as are already expreſsly and in plain language both pro

poſed by LOGISTO , and anſwered by PITHANDER or SOPHRONIUS. And he intreats

ſuch opponents to read the book over before they write againſt it, before they treat it

with inſult, and pronounce victory and triumph on their own ſide.

The chief objection which the author has heard of, that hath been raiſed in con

verſation againſt theſe conferences, is, that the deilt does not argue ſo ſtrenuouſly as

he might have done, nor purſue his cauſe with ſufficient vigor and conſtancy ; but

that he ſeemsto be too ſoon and too eaſily convinced by the reaſoning of his antago

niſt or the moderator, in ſeveral of the ſubjects of controverſy between them ;

whereas our modern infidels would have ſcorned to have dropt the argument or

yielded up the cauſe without more conteſt.

To this the author aſks leave to reply , that if he had cited the books whence he

drew Logisto's arguments, the objectors, perhaps, would think better of them ;
for
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for they are not borrowed from the meaneſt writers. Nor has he ever repreſented

Logisto falling under conviction , but where he thinks the arguments of PITHANDER

or SOPHRONIUS carry ſufficient weight and convincing power with them : He con

feſſes indeed , that if he had drawn the teazing law of controverſy further, and pro

longed a wrangling dialogue beyond this point, perhaps it would ſet the writers on

that fide in a juſter view , agreeable to their own practice; but ſtill it would have been

mere cavilling, inſtead of diſputing, it would have rendered the reading tireſome,

and have ſwelled the volume too much .

Beſides, the character of Logisto is an inquiring deiſt, not a reſolved and obfti

nate unbeliever; and if he had been repreſented and ſupported in all the windings

and turnings of a ſophiſtical caviller, who avoids the light, and who would never

be ſatisfied , this would have thrown Logisto quite out of his character . However,

if any of themodern diſbelievers of revelation coinplain that the author has repre

ſented them as too fair diſputants, as feeling the force of an argument too ſoon, and

as yielding to juſt conviction beyond what they are in reality , he hopes hemay ob

tain an eaſy pardon for this ſort of injury, from gentlemen who make ſuch high pre

tences to a ſincere ſearch after truth , and a ready ſubmiſſion to the power of reaſon .

· As for any improvements that aremade in this ſecond edition, they chiefly con

fiſt in fome additional force given to particular arguments, ſome further illuſtrations

of what might appear leſs evident, and other ſmall corrections interſperſed through

the whole work .

THE
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THE

STRENGTH and WEAKNESS

OF

HUMAN REASON argued .

In FOUR CONFERENCE S.

The FIRST CONFERENCE.

HE declining ſun had abated the heat of the day, when SOPHRONIUS took

his cuſtomary walk through the fields which bordered on hisown eſtate.

Having roved onward , in meditation , to a greater diſtance than he firſt

deſigned, it came into his thoughts that he had not paid a viſit for two

months before to his neighbour Logisto : So he called in at his door, to paſs away

an hour with him in friendly diſcourſe, as they were ſometimeswont to do, upon any

profitable theme that might offer in the vaſt and unlimited range of religion or

learning .

Logisto was a young gentleman of much larger circumſtances ; and as he had a

ſprightly genius, ſo he had taken ſome care to cultivate it, and was a great admirer

of human reaſon. Hehad often of late fallen into company with ſome of our mo

dern infidels, and for want of due caution , and better acquaintance with the true

grounds of chriftianity , he had unhappily imbibed too many of their opinions. Yet

the man had a candid ſoul, and ſeemed to be ſincerely deſirous of truth :Hewas ever

inquiring after ſome further evidences of the chriſtian doctrine, and as heartily at

tentive to the objections that weremade againſt it. Hehad now ſeen ſomewhatmore

than thirty years of life, and he thought it washigh time to ſettle his belief and his

practiſe in matters of religion, on a foundation thatmight juſtify his conduct to his

own conſcience, and to God his judge. Hewas willing to receive an argument from

the lips of laity or clergy, and could converſe freely with a chriſtian miniſter, in hopes

to borrow light and inſtruction from him : Nor would he treat that rank of men

with thoſe diſdainful airs which are become ſo faſhionable among the pretenders to

infidelity . Logisto had appointed to ſpend that very evening in a ſet conference

with PITHANDER, the rector of the pariſh where he dwelt, upon that important

pointof controverſy , " Whether human reaſon were ſufficient to guide and conduct

mankind to future happineſs ? "

VOL . II. Ee PITHANDER

isdainful airs which med to ſpend that very well upon that
important
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PITHANDER was a man in years, but of vigorous parts, nor yet declining in his

reaſoning powers: A perſon of a grave and manly deportment, and a pious life, be

coming his chara: ter : Hewas a warm advocate for the chriſtian faith : Hepreached

the goſpel with zeal and diligence, to the edification of his flock , and had lately

read ſome writings of his excellent dioceſan , drawn up in an epiſtolary way,upon the

ſubject of the preſent deſigned debate, wherein the inſufficiency of human reaſon in

matters of religion , was ſtrongly maintained. Hepublicly recommended theſe pal

toral letters to the diligent and ſerious peruſal of all his pariſh ; for he was charm

ed with theſe writings, as the beſt vindication of our holy religion , which he had

ever metwith in fo few pages, and highly valued it as a noble defence of chriſtianity

worthy of a chriſtian biſhop.

PITHANDER had juſt entered LOGISTO 's houſe, in order to fulfil their mutual ap

pointment, and they were gonedown to an elegant ſummer-houſe at the lower end of

the garden , before SoPHRONIUS knocked at the gate . When he was admitted , he choſe

to take a turn on the graſs-plot, while the ſervant went to give notice to his maſter.

Logisto eſpied him afar off ; for hewas of a tall and comely ftature , which , together

with his grizzled hair, had rendered liis perfon inore diftinguiſhed and conſpicuous.

" See here, faith he to PITHANDER , a propermoderator for our intended debate, if

you pleaſe to allow SOPHRONIUS to bear a part in the converſation of the evening."

" I have ſome knowledge of him ,replied PITHANDER ;he is a gentleman of good

reading, and generally a pretty fair reaſoner : Were it not for one thing, I ſhould like

him very well for a moderator ; for I think he is in themain an honeſt man : But

he indulges ſuch a latitude of thought on ſome ſubjects, that I expect he will too

eaſily allow reaſon to be a ſuſficient guide to lead heathens to heaven ; for he not

only ſpeaks favourably of the preſbyterians, but I myſelf once hcard him ſay , that

he believes even the papiſts and the quakers inay have ſome good things among

them , and ſome good men too ?

• Good ſir , ſaid Logisto, when ſhall we have done with all theſe party diſtinc

tions, and this narrowneſs of ſpirit ? Muit charity be always a dangerous thing ? If

you know SoPHRONIUS, you know a man of ingenuity and honour ; he hath a cer

tain ſagacity with hiin , whereby he ſpies the force of an argument at once ; and

knows the vaſt difference there is betwixt diſputing and cavilling : He can tell you

immediately where an objection pinches hardeſt, and is ſo honeſt as to feel and

confeſs it, even when it is urged againſt his own opinions. He goes generally to

church , and I take him to be a very ſincere believer in his bible ; and upon this ac

count, my good friend , I have more reaſon to ſay, he is unfit for a moderator in

our preſentdiſpute , than you can have to think him ſo , on account of his modera

tion and his generous charity . I am well aſſured, that he is no bigot, that he never

runs into any extremes, nor follows any opinion for the ſake of party : I think we

may ſafely take him for a moderator between us ; and I ſhall be glad to have him

not only ſhew us whathe obſerves of ſtrength or weakneſs in each of our arguments,

but ſhall requeſt his final ſentiments on the theme of our controverſy ."

Upon this PITHANDER ſoon agreed to the propoſal: “ Let him , then , ſaid he, hear

our preſent debates, if you pleale , and pronounce at laſt on the ſubject.”

By this timeLogisto's ſervant had got down to the ſummer-houſe , and having

told his maſter of his new -come gueſt, he was ordered immediately to wait on him

down the long myrtle walk , and let him know how much his company was deſired .

When they had paid mutual ſalutations, Logisto informed SOPHRONIUS of the

intent of their meeting, of the ſubject of their intended conference, and of the of

fice
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fe of the
grit :

He
little any

fice to which they had both appointed him ; and they joined to intreat his confent.

After a few becoming excufes, SOPHRONIUS choſe rather to obey their order, than to

diſappoint the deſign of the evening : And fee, ſaid he, the ſun growslow , there

fore let your debate commence.

Upon this, LOGIsto began .

Log. My buſineſs, PITHANDER, is to prove, that “ human reaſon , without any

revelation from heaven , is fufficient to guide and conduct mankind in a way of reli

gion , to the favour of God, and future bleſſedneſs.” Now that wemay underſtand

one another perfectly , and keep up the fame ideas of the termswe uſe , throughout

thewhole diſpute , I will try firſt whether we cannot ſettle the ſenſe of them to our

mutual ſatisfaction .

Pith . Then let us hear, fir , your explication of the terms.

Log . I queſtion whether I can do it better than a late writer on this ſubject has

done : I willmake uſe of his words therefore, which are contained in the firſt page

of his book : I have juſt bought it :Here it lies byme in the ſummer-houſe, and Iwill

read the lines to you , ſir, with a very little alteration .

6 By reaſon I underſtand that faculty or power of themind by which men difcern

and judge of right and wrong, of good and evil, of truth and error, and the like.

Bymatters of religion , I underſtand not merely the practiſes of piety toward God ,

but of virtue and ſobriety with regard to our neighbours and ourſelves, and in gene

ral all thoſe thingswhich men are accountable for to the maker and governor of the

univerſe ; and thereby render themſelves the proper objects of reward or puniſh

ment. By guidance and conduct in matters of religion , I underſtand an ability or

capacity, if carefully and faithfully exerciſed , to diſcover what are theſe duties of pi

ety and virtue, or what it is which man in reaſon and equity is accountable for , and

which will render him the proper object of divine favour or diſpleaſure ; and like

wiſe a capacity to diſcover ſuch motives to enforce the practice of theſe duties, as

will be a balance to all thoſe temptations which ihe preſent conititution of things un

avoidably ſubjects him to . And by a ſufficiency to guide and conduct a man in mat

ters of religion , I underſtand ſuch a capacity or power in man, when duly exerciſed ,

as is ſufficient to anſwer theſe purpoſes without any thing ſuper-added ; and which will

render him , in juſtice and equity, inexcuſable if hemiſcarries.”

Give me leave to add this one thing , thatby mentioning future bleſſedneſs in my

ſtate of the queſtion , you ſee I intend to declare myprofeſſion of the immortality

of the ſoul,and a ſtate ofrewards and punihments to be diſpenſed in the other world ,

byGod the righteous governor and the judge of all, according to our behaviour in

the preſent ſtate . Well, PITHANDER, do you agree to this account of the terms we

ſhall uſe in this diſpute ?

Pith . Yes, I think Ido, fir ; for I ſee nothing neceſſary to be objected againſt it

at preſent.

LOG. Then, ſincewehave ſettled the meaning of the queſtion, I will now enter

upon the argument, and endeavour to prove the ſufficiency of human reaſon to guide

and conductmen to happineſs, in a way of religion , though they have no revelation .

Pith . I think , ſir, it will be neceſſary for us ſtill to enquire, and agree yet more

particularly , how far this idea of religion reaches, what are the chief articles it com

prehends ; that is, what are thoſe truths which are neceſſary to beknown and believ

ed, upon which theſe duties depend ; and what are thoſe duties which are neceſſary to

be practiſed to obtain the favour of God , and happineſs in another world ?

Ee 2 Log . I

-
-
-

-
-

-
-
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Log. I perfectly approve ofyour propoſal, ſir ; and when wehave ſettled theſe ar

ticles, let us ſee firſt, whether reaſon be not ſufficient to guide or inſtruct us in the

knowledge of them all ; and afterward we will debate , whether the ſamereaſon can

notby them conduct us to heaven ; that is, whether reaſon has not a ſufficient natu

ral power by propermotives to inforce the practice of the dutieswhich it teaches us,

and bring us thereby to happineſs. Theſe are the two things which Imean by guid

ing and conducting.

Pith . I conſen : to this method, ſir ; and ſince perhaps you and I ſhall hardly agree

at once upon all the articles of this neceſſary religion , I dare venture to propoſe that

SOPHRONIUSmay bedeſired to reckon them up, as an impartial perſon between us. I

hope he will not fail to do juſtice in this part of the argument.

Log . Pray, SOPHRONIUS, pleaſe to take this trouble upon you : It will be no dif

ficult matter for you , who are ſo well acquainted with theſe diſputes, to tell us at ſo

ſhort a warning, whatmere reaſon makesneceſſary for man to believe and practiſe, if.

ever he would hope to obtain the favour of God .

Sophro. Since you both requeſt it, gentlemen, I comply , and venture to give my

thoughts in this matter : and Ihope I ſhall mention only ſuch articles as you will both

aſſent to the neceſſity of them , and ſuch as I hope alſo you will both believe to be

fufficient, where there is no divine revelation .

Doubtleſs man muſt know and believe, in the firſt place , that there is aGod, and

that this God is but one ; for God is too jealous of his honour and his dignity , and

too much concerned in this important point, to laviſh out happineſs and his heaven

ly favours on any perſon who makes other Gods to becomehis rivals , or who exalts a

creature, or a mere chimera, into the throne of God . Hemuſt believe alſo , that

God is a being of perfect wiſdom , power, and goodneſs, and that he is the righ

teous governor of the world .

Man muſt alſo know , that he himſelf is a creature of God , furniſhed with a fa

culty of underſtanding to perceive the general difference between good and evil, in

the moſt important inſtances of it ; and endowed with a will, which is a power to

chuſe or to refuſe the evil or the good : That he is obliged to exert theſe powers or

faculties in a rightmanner, both towardGod and toward himſelf , as well as his neigh

bour. I do not inſiſt upon it, that hemuſt know thoſe propoſitions explicitly, and

in a philoſophicalmanner ; but hemuſt have ſome ſort of conſciouſneſs of his own na

tural powers , to know and diſtinguiſh , to chuſe or to refuſe good or evil, and muſt

be ſenſible of his obligations to inquire and practiſe what is good , and to avoid what

is evil.

Asfor the duties that relate to God ,man is obliged to worſhip him with reverence,

to honour him in his heart and life , on the account of his wiſdom and power mani

feſted in the world ; to fear his majeſty , to lovehim , and hope in his goodneſs, to

give him thanks for what inſtances of it he partakes of, to ſeek to him for what bleſ

ſings hewants, and to carry it toward him in all things as his maker, his lord, and

his governor.

Hemuſt know alſo , that ſinceGod is a righteous governor, if he doesnotmake

good men happy in this world , and thewicked miſerable , then there muſt be another

world , wherein he will appointſomehappineſs for the good, and miſery for the wick

ed ; or in general, that he will ſometimeor other distribute rewards and puniſh

ments to all perſons, according to their behaviour : For this has a very conſiderable

influence into all holineſs of life, and every part of morality, which will hardly be

practiſed withouttheſemotives.

As
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As for the duties which relate to other men , every man muſt know and believe,

that as he is placed here amongít a multitude of fellow -creatures of his own ſpecies

or kind, he is bound to practiſe truth or veracity , juſtice and goodneſs toward them

according to the ſeveral relations in which he may ſtand, as a father , brother, fon ,

huſband, neighbour, ſubject, maſter, ſervant, buyer , feller, & c.

And with regard to himſelf, he muſt know that he is bound to exerciſe fobriety

and temperance, and to maintain a due government over his appetites and paſſions,

that they run not into exceſs and extravagance.

And finally , ſince every man will frequently find himſelf coming ſhortof his duty

to God and man, and betrayed into ſin by the ſtrength of his temptations, his appe

tites and paſſions, in the various occurrences of life , he muſt repent of his fins, be

ſincerely ſorry for what he has done amiſs, humbly aſk forgiveneſs of God, and en

deavour to ſerve and pleaſe him in all things for the time to come, and hemuſt exer

ciſe a hope or truſt in the mercy of God , that upon repentance and new obedience,

God will forgive ſinners, and take them again into his favour.

Pith , I grant that theſe articles ſeem to be the ſum and ſubſtance of natural reli

gion, and the moſt important and neceſſary parts of it : And I thank you Sophro .

NIUS, for ſo particular an enumeration of them : Though if I had a mind to diſpute ,

I would enquire, whether there were not ſomemore particulars neceſſary to complete

true religion ; I mean , the religion of ſinning creatures, in order to ob :ain the fa

vour of God ; and if I ſhould ſtrenuouſly inlift upon theſe things, Locisto, perhaps

you would find it hard to excludethem utterly from ſuch a religion as ſhallbe effectual

to ſalvation .

Log. And if I had a mind, PITHANDER, to diſpute too, I would ſay, here are

ſeveralmore articles broughttogether than I thought of, and our friend SOPHRONIUS

hath named rather too many fun amentals for a heathen to believe and practiſe . But

in the main , I confeſs, I know not well how to reject them with juſtice ; and, to a

void contention , for the preſent I will ſubmit to this enumeration , and we will argue

upon them .

SOPHRO. Gentlemen , I would fain have thismatter well adjuſted and agreed between

you in the very beginning of your debate, that there may be no altercation about it

afterward. If you pleaſe therefore, I will very briefly give you my reaſons, why I

ſuppoſe theſe articles of belief and practice to be ſufficient, where there is no revela

tion , to lead men into the favourofGod, and alſo why I can allow of very little a

batement of them ; though I am ſatisfied , many perſons, ſince the world began ,

and even ſomeof the chriſtian faith , have been ſaved without any formal knowledge

of them in a regular ſcheme of propoſitions.

Firſt then , I can hardly think that a God of holineſs and juſtice will require leſs

than what I have repreſented , in order to obtain his favour, and future happineſs :

For thoſe perſonsmuſt be very unfit inhabitants for heaven , where happineſs coniiſts

in the knowledge and love ofGod ,who have never learned on earth to know , and

love, and honour theonly trueGod, or who do not acknowledge him as governor of

the world , nor hope nor fear any rewards or puniſhments from his hands, or who

bear no true love to their neighbour, nor govern themſelves by any rules of ſobriety,

but allow and practiſe injuſtice and intemperance , or who never repent of former ſins,

nor aſk God to forgive them .

On the other hand , thoſe who know and fear, who love and honour the only true

God , and are deſirous to know his will, and to obey it as far as they know it , who

are ſober with regard to their own conduct, and juſt andmerciful with regard to their

neighbours,

-
-

--
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neighbours, who are ſenſible they often fail in their duty, and ſincerely repent of ſin ,

who implore forgiveneſs of God , and hope in his mercy ; theſe perſons, I ſay, muit

certainly be in the main approved of God , notwithſtanding cheir many failings.

And I ihink God is too merciful a being to condemn ſuch perſons to everlaſting

puniſhment, or finally to reject thoſe who ſincerely love and obey him , though in

îtrict juſtice their many ſins and failings may deſerve it. PITHANDER will pleaſe

to remember alſo , that God himſelf has told us by the apoſtle Peter , Axis X . 35.

In every nation be that feareth God and worketh righteouſneſs is accepted with bim , though

it is not ſuppoſed that any man can do it in fuil perfection .

Log . Well, PITHANDER, what have you to ſay againſt theſe reaſonings ? For

my part, I think they carry great force with them ; and we may both readily

give our aſſent. I will therefore begin my argument, if you pleaſe ?

Pith . I am very unwilling to oppoſe what SOPHRONIUS has ſaid : But I hope

he will not take it ill, if I aſk the favour of an anſwer to one queſtion , before I

give my complete aſſent to it, and before our debate begin .

Sophro. With utmoſt freedom , ſir, propoſe any objection , and I will either

give a fair anſwer to the difficulty you propoſe, or ſubmit to the force of it, and

retract my opinion in this matter ; for I am always ready to learn and receive in

ſtruction from any man , and particularly from gentlemen of your cloth ; though I

dare ſubject my underſtanding and conſcience to no maſter but Chrift.

Pith . Then , ſir , ſince you thus roundly profeſs yourſelf a chriſtian , I would

take the freedom to inquire, whether in every diſcovery of grace and mercy which

God has made to ſinfulmankind, he hath not always enjoined fome poſitive inftitu .

tion and duty , over and above the mere duties which the light of nature or reaſon

could dictate to innocent or ſinful man ? When he gave our firſt parents any hope

of favour after their fin , did he not enjoin facrifices, at leaſt as a ſhadow or token of

atonement ? Did he not appoint fome faith or hope in a mediator or ſaviour, viz .

the feed of the woman , that ſhould break the head of the ſerpent, or deſtroy the

works of the devil ? Was not this poſitive inſtitution of ſacrifices continued alſo to

Noch and to Abraban , together with ſome clearer accounts of a Meſſiah given to

Abraham , and a demand of hope or truſt in him ? Were not the ſame poſitive in

ſtitutions and requirements of ſacrifice and truſt in a Meſſiah, a ſaviour, given to

Moſes and the Jews, together with many other sitesand ceremonies, in order to their

acceptance with God ? And when Jeſus Chriſt came into the world , a faith or

truſt in this Meſich, or truſt in the mercy of God through him , was made a

neceſſary qualification of our acceptance with God , beſides repentance and new

obedience, and an humble deſire of forgiveneſs of paſt offences.

I grant indeed , that the ordinances which were given to Abraham , to the Jews,

and to the gentiles to whom the goſpel of Chriſt was preached , were not required

of all the world . The ſpecial rules given to Abraham obliged the family of Abra

bam ; thoſe given to Moſes obliged only the Jews ; the particular and poſitive duties

of chriſtianity could oblige no families or nations but thoſe to whom they were once

madeknown : But the poſitive inſtitution of ſacrifices, and the hopes of ſome pro

miſed ſaviour were appointed to Alam and Noah, and their families, and theſe

appointments therefore belongs to all nations of mankind, for they were given to

them all in thoſe two general fathers of the world. My query now is, whether

or no any nations under heaven, who never heard of Chriſt, can have any com

fortable hopes of acceptance with God if they practiſe not theſe poſitive duties of

revelation ,
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revelation , viz. facrifices and truſt in ſomemediator or ſaviour, over and above

the natural duties of repentance, aſking pardon of God , and new obedience ,

which the light of nature requires of every ſinner ?

Sophro. Your query , PITHANDER, is of great importance in this controverſy ;

and I am glad you ſtarted it, that I may clear the ſtage for your further diſpute ,

and make your work the eaſier on both ſides.

I will not diſpute with you about the divine inſtitution of facrifices after the ſin

of Adam , for this is very probable, though not exprelly revealed : And I will readi.

ly grant, that in every further diſcovery of divine mercy to ſinfulmen , there hath

been generally ſomething of ſuch poſitive inftitutions required, as well as the natural

duties of repentance and future obedience, & c. But let us conſider theſe few

things, viz .

Firít, That God is a being of infinite goodneſs and holineſs in himſelf, and de

lights in ic in his creatures, and therefore muſt delight to exerciſe fome mercy to

ward thoſe who are holy, who return ſincerely to his fear, and love, and holineſs,

and are ſo far partakers of his likeneſs, even though they happen to be ignorantof all

poſitive inſtitutions.

Let us conſider, in the ſecond place , that the duties of repentance, the fear and

love of God , and new obedience, and a humble ſeeking of pardon at the hands

of God , are much more proper and more important qualifications to fit a ſoul for

the favour of his maker, and for heavenly bleſſedneſs, than any poſitive rites or

appointments whatſoever.

And let us, in the third place, conſider yet further, thatGod hath made this the a

vowed rule of our duty and of his dealings with men, that he loves and values

mercy more than ſacrifice ; that is, that he eſteemsand prefers the natural duties of

morality and piety above any poſitive rules or rites ; and this he hath frequently mani.

feſted in the old teſtament and the new , as well as the light of nature teaches it.

Now upon all theſe conſiderations, I think , wemay be bold to ſay , that if theſe

duties of true repentance, humble requeſts of forgiveneſs, and endeavours after new

obedience, be performed according to the preſent utmoſt capacity of a ſinful creature,

who is not acquainted with any poſitive duties of divine inſtitucion , God will ſurely

ſhew himſelf well pleaſed with ſuch an humble penitent : Wemay, I think , infer

with ſome aſſurance, that God will never utterly exclude ſuch a perſon , and finally

baniſh him from his favour merely for want of his practice of ſome poſitive duties

or inſtitutions which he himſelf never heard of by any revelation , and which he

could never come to the knowledge of by the beſt exerciſe of his reaſon .

Beſides, air, if we conſider the accounts which ſcripture has given us of thoſe who

were the beloved ſervants of God in ancient ages, even his chief favourites, ſuch as

Noab, Abraham , Moſes, Joſhua, David , & c. you find them indeed offering facrifice

according to the poſitive inftitutions of God, but you find very little of their own

perſonal truſt in a mediator or ſaviour, or in the mercy of God through a media

tor : much leſs do we find an account of the actual exerciſe of their faith in any

atoning ſacrifice of a Meſſiah to come. But beſides their duties of repentance, aſking

pardon , and new obedience, & c. their hope ſeems generally to have been fixed on

the mercy of God himſelf, without ſo particular an exerciſe of faith through a me

diator, lo far as we can learn by their devotional writings, or the hiſtory of their

own tranſactions with God : I do not ſay , they did never place their hopes in ſuch

a Meffiab, or ſaviour to come; for I believe ſome of them had ſuch a fiducial regard to

him :
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him : But Imay venture to ſay, that we find very little of this in their own devotions,

even though ſeveral of them had this future ſaviour revealed to them from heaven ,

and to the world by their lips or writings.

As for the doctrine of atonement for ſin by the death of this ſaviour, though I

ſuppoſe it to be the real ground and foundation of all the pardoning grace chat ever

was diſpenſed tomankind, and though I conceive it to be a moſt important, if not a

neceſſary part of the religion of Chriſt, where the goſpel is fully publiſhed , yet St.

Peter did not know it a little before Chriſt' s death , Matth . xvi. 22 . when his fondneſs

for the perſon of Chriſt would have forbid his ſufferings : And Cornelius was accepted

of God before he was taught the doctrine of Chriſt or his atonement : his prayers

and alms, his piety and charity came up before God and were graciouſly accepted ;

Asts X . 4 , 25 .

Upon the whole view of things, I think , from ſcripture and reaſon together we

may juftly conclude, that where Chriſt and the goſpel are publiſhed , all humble ſin

cere penitents, aſking pardon of God , and hoping hismercy, though they know

nothing of the particular way or method wherein it is , or hath been , or ſhall be

revealed , ſhall not fail of pardon and acceptance with God at laſt, nor miſs of ſome

tokens of his favour. This grace hath Jeſus procured, andGod will beſtow it.

Pith . Your way of arguing, ſir, carries ſo much light and conviction in it ,

that I cannot well deny your argument. And I am inclined to believe, that my

excellent dioceſan , the preſent biſhop of London , in his ſecond paſtoral letter, was

much in this ſentiment when he expreſſed himſelf, p. 46 . in theſe words. “ As

to the heathens, though the light of reaſon is but dim , yet they who have no bet

ter light to walk by, and who honeſtly make uſe of that as the only guide God

hath given them , cannot fail to be mercifully dealt with by infinite juſtice

and goodneſs.

Log . I am very glad the reaſoning of SOPHRONIUS is ſo happily ſupported by

the authority of the biſhop, and both together have perſuaded you to yield up

this point, that God , will accept of penitent ſinners without their actual truſt in

facrifices, or any poſitive rites of worſhip.

Pith. I am not aſhamed to confeſs, ſir, that I pay great honour and deference

to the ſentiments of my ſuperiors in the church ; yet I would willingly ſee good rea

ſon alſo for what I believe : And I declare now , that I can give my aſſent in themain

to what SOPHRONIUS hath delivered . If any little ſcruple remain , it will be adjuſted

in the courſe of our debate.

But before you begin your argument, ſir, I intreat you to remember both the

preciſe point of queſtion ,and the extent of it ; and that is, so whether human reaſon ,

in the preſent ſtate of things, be ſufficient to guide all mankind to ſuch a degree of

the knowledge and practice of religion , ” as our friend has deſcribed , " ſuch asmay

intitle them co the favour of God and future happineſs.” Permit metherefore, ſir, to

mention four particulars, which are to be excepted or excluded from the preſent

diſpute, as not being the proper and preciſe ſubject of it.

Log. Let us hear, PITHANDER , what are the four things you exclude from

our debate ?

Pith . In the firſt place, fir, be pleaſed to obſerve, that we are not inquiring , whe

ther the reaſon of man, in its original powers of innocency and perfection , could

find out all the neceſſary parts of natural religion, viz. theknowledge of his maker,and

his duty to him and his fellow creatures, as SOPHRONIUS has deſcribed then ), ſo far

as to ſecure to himſelf the love of his maker in that innocent ſtate : Butwhether

inan , in his preſent corrupt and degenerate cirumſtances, who is ready to miſtake

error
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error for truth , whoſe reaſon is much blinded and byaſſed by the prevailing in

fluences of fleſh and ſenſe, and perpetually led aſtray by appetites and paſſions, and

ſo many thouſand prejudices which ariſe from things both within him and without

him ; I ſay , whether human reaſon , in this degenerate ſtate of man , be ſufficient to

teach him ſuch a religion , as will reſtore a ſinner to the favour ofGod, ſecure to

him everlaſting felicity , and render his immortal ſoul happy in the love of his

creator.

Log . Pray PITHANDER, let us hear no more of this old dull ſtory of the de .

generate and corrupt ſtate of man . It is a notion , indeed , that has prevailed for

almoſt ſeventeen hundred years among chriſtians, and even among the Jews long

before them : but I can ſee little foundation for it. I think man is a very excellent

being, as he was at firſt, and his reaſon , and his other facultiesof ſoul, are noble powers ,

and have always been , and always will be, ſufficient to direct and bring him to the

happineſs for which his nature was made, notwithſtanding all your pretences of a

bruiſe gotten by ſomeantient fall, which , as you ſay, reached all mankind in their

powers, and weakened them even to this day.

SOPHRO. Forgive me, Logisto, if I preſume to interpoſe a word here, when I

find you ſpeaking with ſuch ſpirit and warmth againſt an opinion which is not pe

culiar to the Jews and chriſtians ; for ſeveral of the heathen philoſophers acknow .

ledged and maintained it by the mere influence of the light of nature and reaſon .

Antoninus, the philoſophic emperor, confeſſes, that we are born mere ſaves, that is,

in the ſenſe of the Stoics, faves to our vicious inclinations and paſſions, deſtitute of

all true knowlege and true reaſon . Book XI, Sect. 27. The Platoniſts are well

known to believe a pre- exiſtent ſtate wherein all ſouls ſinned, and they loſt their

wings whereby they were once capable of aſcending upward, and ſo they funk into

theſe bodies, partly as a puniſhment for former follies. This was called in their form

of ſpeech , lepopěúnois, or a moulting of their wings.

Their daily experience in themſelves, and their wiſe obſervation of theworld, con .

vinced them , that all mankind come into the world with propenſicy to vice rather

than virtue, and that man is not ſuch a creature now as he came from his maker' s

hand , but is ſome way or other degenerated from his primicive recticude and glory,

though they indulged ſtrange gueſſes at the cauſe of it, and indeed they were utterly

at a loſs to find how it came to paſs. This is only revealed in the bible.

. Log . I thank you, SOPHRONIUS, for your gentle reproof. It is not at all im .

proper for you to interpoſe , when you find any thing too keen and pungent eſcape

from eicher of our lips in the courſe of diſputation . This is one part of amodera

tor's office, and I beg PITHANDER 's pardon ,

But without more compliments , we will purſue the point in hand. Let the hea.

thens, Jews, and chriftians of elder times lay what they pleaſe of this degeneracy,

ſome of your own writersnow adays, who are in greateſt credit amongſt you , if they

do not fufpect the reality of the ſtory of Adam and Eve, and the ſerpent, yet at least .

they deny ſuch fatal effects of it as you have generally aſcribed to the fall of man .

To ſay the truth , they are almoſt grown weary of maintaining ſo harſh and ſo on .

reaſonable a doctrine. Your learned Dr. Clarke tells us, “ that in Solomon 's days, as

well as in ours, God mademan upright ; and notwithſtanding all that can be faid

of the meanneſs and frailneſs of our nature , notwithſtanding all the diſadvantageswe,

can allege ourſelves to lie under in conſequence of ſin having been brought into the

world , yet God hath made man upright ; man , that is, the ſpecies or whole race of

men. The uprightneſs therefore that Solomon ſpeaks of in Ecclef. vii. 29. cannot be
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the original uprightneſs which was forfeited by the ſin of our firſt parents, but that

continued uprightneſs with which every man comes into the world notwithſtanding

the fall.” See Dr. Clarke's ſerm , XIV . printed in his life-time. . . .

Pith . I am ſorry to find a chriftian writer talk at the rate this learned author

does in that fermon . And indeed if the corruption of human nature be ſo ſmall,

and it's preſent powers ſo ſufficient for the purpoſes of religion and virtue, as he

repreſents them in that diſcourſe , I wonder how he could ſpeak of ſo univerſal a

depravation amongſt mankind , as he does in his excellent book of revealed religion,

Prop . v , vi, vii, which made revelation ſo neceſſary . But I wave this point at pre

fent, left it ſhould draw us aſide too ſoon from our intended ſubject into another de

bate, viz . about original ſin . . .

. I would therefore only takenotice to you , LOGISTO, and I ſuppoſe you will eaſily

grant, thatman in his preſent condition , is liable to many miſtakes in his ſearch of

truth and duty ; and that he often fails in practice of the rules of duty when they

are knowrf ; and that there is ſomething more that is neceffary to be known and prac

tiſed , that a ſinful creature may recover the love and favour of his maker when

he is offended , than there was for an innocent creature in order to keep himſelf in

the love of God ; and that is, as our friend SOPHRONIUS has expreſſed it, the

duty of repentance on our part, and the grace of forgiveneſs on the part ofGod .

Log . This is not to be denied, ſir , and therefore I readily allow it. But what

then ? Is not the reaſon of man ſufficient to find out theſe things ?

Pith . Give me leave , ſir , to ſay again , that we are not inquiring, whether

human reaſon, in its beſt eſtate , could find out the religion of an innocent creature ,

whereby he might continue in his maker's love ; but whether, under all prefent

diſadvantages , prejudices, miſtakes, paſſions, & c. his reaſon be ſufficient to find

out all things neceſſary for a guilty creature to obtain forgiveneſs of his offended cre.

ator, and to procure to himſelf immortal happineſs in a future ſtate , notwithſtanding

his paſt offences.

Log . I approve of your accuracy, my friend , in this point, and I affirm , that

the reaſon of man , in his preſent itate, though he often errs, and often offends.

God, is yet fufficient to initruct and lead him into all that is needful to obtain

pardon and happineſs. Well, what is the next thing you would except out of our

diſpute ? :

Pith . In the ſecond place then I would obſerve, that we are not to debate,

whetherwe, who have been educated in a chriſtian nation , and have been trained up

from our infancy to hear and learn a thouſand things which the ignorant heathens

never hear of ; I ſay , whether we, by our force of reaſon, can draw out a connected

ſcheme of religion in the ſeveral truths and duties of it, which might lead a finner to

obtain the favour of God : but whether one who was born and brought up in the

dark regions of heatheniſm , and never had any happy hints given him by tradition

or by converſation , could find out by his own reaſoning powers ſuch a ſcheme of

virtue and godlineſs, as would be ſufficient to bring him to the divine favour, and

the felicity of another world ?

Weare greatly miſtaken in ſuppoſing that the underſtanding of a heathen would

lead him into all thoſe well-connected ſentiments concerning God and man, virtue and

piety , which are found even among common perſons educated under the bright in

Auence of chriſtianity ,

D .

Mr.
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Mr. Locke, in his reaſonableneſs of chriſtianity ; page 269. ſays, “ That if chriſtian

philoſopers have much outdone the heathens in their fyftems of morality ;" he a.

ſcribes it to their knowledge of revelation : 166 Every one, fays he, may obſerve a

great many truths which he receives at firſt from others, and readily affents to , as :

confonant to reaſon , which he would have found it hard , or perhaps beyond his

ſtrength , to have diſcovered of hiinſelf. Nacive and original truth is not ſo eaſily

wrought out of the mine, aswe who have it delivered ready dug and faſhioned to

our hands, are apt to imagine.”

Permit me to add , fir, with all juſt difference and reſpect to your bright genius

and your happy reaſoning powers, I can hardly imagine, that you yourſelf would

have been able, with utmoſt ftudy, to draw up luch an accurate and compre

henſive ſcheme of natural religion , as SOPHRONIUS has now given extempore, if

you had been ſo unhappy as to be born and bred among none but heathens. I

believe it will be granted by all, that neither Plato, nor Ariſtotle, nor Seneca, nor

Epictetus, nor Cicero, nor the greateſt names and wits of antiquity , have left us ſo

clear, and rational and compendious a ſyſtem of religion and virtue, as our friend

SOPHRONIUShas ſet before us in the preſent converſation .

Log, I allow this further limitation of the queſtion, PITHANDER, though I can

hardly adınit your reaſon for it. I am therefore free to affert, that even in hea .

then countries , where not the leaſt ray of christianity has ſhined , their own reaſon

of itſelf has light enough to guide men in their way through this world to a

beiter.

Pith. I proceed then, ſir, in the third place, to ſay , we are not inquiring at

preſent,what degree of knowledge here and there a heathen philofopermay poſſibly

arrive at, who gave himſelf up to recirementand ſtudy, under the advantages of a

learned education ; but what aquaintance with religion the bulk of mankind in

the heathen countries could acquire by their own reaſon , many of whom have but a

dow genius, poor natural parts, and choſe uncultivated , and whoſe views are very

narrow ,and their powers of reaſoning exceeding feeble ? What could they do to find

out the rules of religion and virtue for themſelves, who are continually buſied in the

affairs of life, to provide meat, drink , and cloathing for themielves and their

houſhould , or purſuing the grandeurs, honours, or pleaſures of life with impetuous

appetite and conſtant application ? Could human reaſon , for, as it is found in theſe

buſy people, eſpecially in the low ranks of life, or in perſons of low parts, frame

fuch a religion for themſelves, and ſuch rules of virtue, as to inciile theni to their

maker's favour.

Miſtake nie not, Logisto, as if I here granted, that the philoſophers, even in

Romeor Albens, the brighteſt and the beſt of them , did ever find out ſich a ſcheme

of religion as would lead mankind to heaven and eternal happineſs, or ſuch a ſyſtem

as could be effectual to reform the world , or were ever like to do it. Dr. Clarke

himſelf has ſufficiently ſhewn to the contrary in his treatiſe of revealed religion . See

his v . and vi. propoſitions, which he hath abundantly proved at large. The learn .

ed Mr. Millar in chat excellent work , bis hiſtory of the propagation of chriſtianity ,

has made it plain beyond all juſt exception , vol. I. page 36 - - - 50 . Edit. 3 . This

book is cited with honour by the biſhop of London , in his ſecond paſtoral letter,

which hath ſet this matter alſo in a ſtrong light, from page 7 . to page 38. Mr. Locke

himſelf, whon all the world admires as a maſter of reaſon , and who allowed asmuch

power to human reaſon as one could well deGre, aſſerts in his reaſonableneſs of

chriſtianity , page 268. “ Natural religion, in it's full extent, was no where, that I

Ff 2 know
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know of, taken care of by the force of natural reaſon. It ſhould ſeem by the little

that hath hitherto been done in it, that it is too hard a thing for unafiited reaſon

to eſtabliſh morality in all its parts upon itstrue foundations with a clear and convincing

light.”

You ſee, LOGISTO, what great names I produce to you, even among modern

and rationalwriters, who will not allow the heathen philoſphers to be able to furniſh

the world with a good ſchemeof religion and virtue. But ſuppoſe theſe virtuoſo 's

had done it with much labour and fatigue of thought, yet can you imagine the un

learned and vulgar part of the world , the labourers for daily bread,could ever frame

ſuch a ſcheme for themſelves ? Could human reaſon in the poor and buſy part of cities,

towns, and villages, find out ſuch a religion as would lead them into the favour of

God ? The grand iniquiry is not, whether reaſon could poſſibly conduct a few bright

and ſtudious men to religion and happineſs ; but whether it is ſufficient, as the caſe

of human nature and the circumſtances of human life now ſtand , under ſo many

weakneſſes and prejudices, ſo many buſineſſes and cares of life, to reform the bulk

of the world , or to guide them into ſuch a reformation asmight bring them to heaven .

Log . Well, I grant this point alſo and affirm the ſufficiency of reaſon in heathen

blackſmiths, in coblers and milk -maids, in the followers of the plough , and the

drudges of the mill, to find out and practiſe religion fufficient to ſave them .

Pith . Then, dear ſir, I will try your patience but with one exception more, and

that is, that though human reaſon in the buſy tribes of the world , as well as philo

ſophers, ſhould have been capable of learning religion and virtue in ſuch a city

as Rome or Athens, in Europe , as Pekin in China ; as Smyrna or Epheſus, in the leffer

Aſia , and other polite countries,where they are aided by their converſe with learned

men and philofophers * , yet are the reaſoning powers of the favage nacions in Africa

and America ſufficient for this purpoſe ? For I conceive this is the preſent point of our

debate , whether allmankind , even the meaneſt figures of it, in the darkeſt, the moſt

barbarous and uncultivated nations of the earth , have in themſelves ſuch a principle

of reaſon as is a ſufficient light to guide them to happineſs.

Log . Well then, I hope we have now ſettled the point with great exactneſs ; and I

declare I am of thismind, that every rational being, in all the regions and quarters of

the world , has ſuch principles of underſtanding and will within him , if he will but uſe

them aright, as are ſufficient to lead him into the knowledge and practice of religion

and virtue, ſo far as to procure for him a happy immortality : That his reaſon is able to

lead him into ſuch an acquaintance with his maker's will, and obedience to it , as to en

gage the favour of his benevolentmaker towards him , or to recover his favour when as

any timehe has ſinned, and expoſed himſelf to his anger. And indeed, ifman has.

not ſufficient powers for this purpoſe , I ſhould think God had dealt worfe with man .

kind, who, as you all ſay, was made after his maker's image, than he has with any

of

* Yet let it be obſerved here, that the common people and the gentlemen, even in polite countries,

received their religion rather from their prieſts and their rulers, than from the lectures and reaſonings of

their philoſophers : They much more eaſily , willingly, and univerſally learned and practiled all

the impious and Mameful idolatries and ſuperſtitionsof their country, than ever they would hearken to

the lectures of their philoſophers , whoſe moral dictates of virtue and mortification , and whoſe abſtracted

reaſonings on the chief good,were neither ſuited to their taſte nor to their under/tanding : and eſpecially when

many of theſe philoſophers neglected to practiſe their own rules of virtue, and all of them complied with

the religions of their country , vile and abominable religions and ſuperſtitious rites which tended to corrupt

all their moral principles, and to deſtroy their virtue , if ever the ſeeds of ic began to appear, as I hall

Alew afterward.
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of the lower ranks of creation , even the inſects and the poor creeping things of

the earth .

Pith. The equity of the greatGod in dealing with his creaturesmay perhaps be

debated another time , but I think we have now fully ſelected and diſtinguiſhed the

plain argument that lies directly before us; and that which you ſo often affert is this,

that the light of reaſon in every man in the world is ſufficient to find out his way to

the favour of God, and happineſs by religion and virtue : And what theſe articles

of virtue and religion are , what theſe doctrines and duties which are ſo neceſſary for

this purpoſe , SOPHRONIUS has juſt now informed us, I entreat you , ſir, proceed now

to the proof of your affertion according to the particular articles SOPHRONIUS has

propoſed .

And to ſave time, I will not in lift upon your proof of all of them , but only thoſe

that ſeem moſt difficult : And firſt, be pleaſed , ſir, to tell us, how a wild heathen

would find out that there is but one God ? .

Log . As reaſon very eaſily diſcovers to us that there is a God who has made all

things by the evident tokensof wiſdom and power which appear in the works of his

hands, ſo the ingenious Dr. Clarke informs us in his fermon of the unity of God , that

« The doctrine of the whole world being under the government of one God, is the

natural notion which the light of reaſon itſelf has univerſally implanted in the minds

of men : For the plain connexion and dependence of one thing upon another ,

through the whole material univerſe , through all the parts of the earth , and in the

viſible heavens, the diſpoſition of the air, and ſea, and winds, themotion of the ſun ,

and moon , and ſtars, and the uſeful viciſſitudes of ſeaſons for the regular production of

the various fruits of the earth , has always been ſufficient to make it evidently appear,

even to mean capacities, had they not been perpetually prejudiced by wrong inltruc

rion , that all things are under the direction of one power, under the dominion of one

God, to whom the whole univerſe is uniformly ſubject.” Thus far Dr. Clarke. And

do you not think this argument would lead mankind to the unanimous belief that

there is but one trueGod ?

Pith. No, ſir , by nomeans: I can never think it could convince ignoranthea

thens, of the unity ofGod , if it ſhould ever happen to come into their minds : far

I think it hath hardly evidence enough to give conviction to a common reaſoner in

the chriſtian world . The force of it does not appear fo very plain and clear to de

mand a ready affent and ſubmiſſion : I donot think the union of all beings in the

univerſe under one Lord , is ſo very nianifeſt and ſo obyious a thing. And indeed ,

I ſhould have expected to find a much ſtronger argument for the unity of God ,

from a writer of ſuch fameand reputaion, and eſpecially in a ſermon that waswritten

expreſsly on that ſubject, which he every where maintains with peculiar zeal.

But ſuppoſe this argument ſhould be thought ſtrong and evident, to a perſon who

is before convinced of the unity ofGod : yet an American in the north would tell

you, as they have told other inquirers, that the Europeans, & c. who live beyond the

great ſea, that is, the ocean , dwellin a different world from them , and may have a

God, and every thing elſe , peculiar to themſelves : But that the Americans came in .

to being quite another way, and ſprung from another man or woman, who came

down from heaven in antient times. For though they have ſome ideas of beings a .

bove them , yet they have not ſo much as a name for God among them . So that

they would as readily conclude, from the diſtance of the European and Ainerican

worlds, that they had different ſuperior powers , or gods, as the antientGrecians con .

cluded that three gods divided the univerfe among them ; that heaven and eartki
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had one god, viz. Jupiter ; the ſea another god, viz. Neptune ; and hell, or the

world of departed fouls, had a third god, viz . Pluto.

Log. This is ſtrange doctrine indeed : Yer ſince you tell me this is the opinion

of the wild creatures in America , I am not ſo well acquainted with them as to con

tradict it. But why do you cite the ſeveral names of the old poetical gods againſtme,

as though the rambling and irrational fancies of the old heathen poets were to be re

garded , when we are talking of the powers of reaſon to find out the one true

God ?

Pith. I grant, Sir, there were a thouſand fables of the poets concerning theſe

heathen gods, which could not be heartily believed, at leaſt by thinking men : But,

alas ! Sir, it is a very unthinking world in which we dwell : And the prieſts, and

the princes, and the people had really the ſame gods whom I have named, wich

many others, and they actually raiſed temples to them , and worſhipped them with

ſacrifices and divine honours, and they had no other gods but ſuch as theſe .

Log . But the philoſophers knew there was but one true God .

Pith . Permit me, ſir , to ſay, that few of them knew or owned this : If the

Plaioniſts had generally this opinion ; yet the Stoics themſelves, as well as mean

er feets, talk of more gods than one continually . And pleaſe to remember,

fir, our preſent debate is about the bulk of the heathen world, and not about a

few , philoſophers. How can the world find out ſo eaſily , that God is but one ?

Log . Well, what think you then of another argument ? It is very evident, and

reaſon aſſures us, that the creator of all things is a being that hath all power, and

wiſdom , and goodneſs neceſſary to create and govern the univerſe : And if one

God has all this perfection of wiſdom , and power, and goodneſs , then another ſuch

a being would be utterly needleſs and uſeleſs ; for one more, or one hundred more

ſuch beings, could have no more wiſdom , power , or goodneſs than one. Now we

can never ſuppoſe that a God is a uſeleſs or a needleſs being ; and therefore there

cannot be any more gods than one, becauſe all the reſt would be needleſs be

ings, and intirely uſeleſs ; for they would have nothing for them to do, which one

could not do.

: Pith . I grant this argument is in itſelf convincing to a good reaſoner : yet if

theſe two are the eaſieſt ways you can think of to prove the unity of God , I doubt

there are multitudes of creatures in the wild heathen world , that, with their utmoſt

efforts of reaſon, would never of themſelves ariſe to theſe ſentiments, nor form theſe

arguments: And if both of them were put together, and propoſed to heathens, I

queſtion whether they would make their way into every underſtanding among thoſe

wild and uncultivated herds of mankind, and convince them all, that there was

but oneGod : Much leſs can I ſuppoſe, they would ever find out theſe arguments

of themſelves.

The bulk of the heathen world have generally believed and worſhipped many

gods, though many of them did confeſs that one was ſupreme ; and almoſt every

nation hath had its own God : And in direct oppoſition to Dr. Clarke's argument,

when they ſaw ſuch a vaſt variety of parts in the univerſe, they commonly appro

priated particular parts of the creation to particular gods ; ſuppoſing them to have

only the overſight of the affairs , if I may ſo ſpeak , of their own province. As

groſs as this error is, yet it is plain and certain matter of fact, that the heathens in

antient times, and in almoſt all nations, did argue thus, and do to this day.

; Beſides, ſince there is ſuch an innumerable and everlaſting train of wickedneſs

and diſtreſſes, that is, moral and natural evils, among the children of men , the

heathens
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heathens might be ready to ſuppoſe, asmany amongſt them have done, that there

was fome equally powerful principle of evil, as there is of good ; for man fuftains

as many ſorrows, miſeries and miſchiefs as he enjoys comforts and bleſſings. And

ſince there are ſuch infinite calamities in the world by ſtorms, earthquakes, famines,

plagues, wars, murders, diſeaſes, and the univerſal dominion and neceſſity of death ,

they might be eaſily confirmed in this falſe opinion , and refuſe the belief of one

ſupremeGod .

Log . Really , PITH ANDER, you amaze me; I never met with any man before,

who would not allow the unity of God might be found by the reaſon of men .

Pith . Miſtake menot, fir, I do not deny that it may not be found : but I ſay ,

it is not very obvious and eaſy to the rude and uncultivated reaſon of every hea .

then : ſo that I queſtion whether one in ten in the common race of mankind , or

one in a hundred in the countries who lie under the prejudices of polytheiſm , would

find it out merely of themſelves, without any helps or hints from tradition , or their

wiſer neighbours, and would firmly believe the truth of it. It is only revelation

that has ſo fully confirmed and preſerved or reſtored this fundamental point of all

true religion , and ſet it in a clear and eaſy light. Hear, O Iſrael, the Lord our

God is one Lord , and there is no other God but he, Mark xii, 29 , 32.

But proceed , ſir, to the next point, viz . the goodneſs of God , and ſhew me

whether that lies within the compaſs and reach of reaſon, fo as to be eaſily proved

by an untaught American .

Log . By what you have ſaid , my friend, you think , perhaps, that the goodneſs

of God is an attribute of the divine nature ſcarce to be found out at allby the poor

wild Indians : But do not the variety and fufficiency of proviſions thatGod hath made

for the food, and life, and plealure of every creature in the world , plainly few. .

his univerſal goodneſs ? Muſt not every man, who opers his eyes upon the creation ,

be ready to confeſs it ?

Pith. But a poor Indian would be as ready to ſay , that the vaſt variety of pains.

and necefficies, of diſeaſes and miſeries, and deaths, 'to which all mankind are made

Jiable in common with the reſt of creatures, do incline him to believe , that though :

God has goodneſs in him , yet he is not perfectly good ; otherwiſe he would pre

vent theſe innumerable evils : And if we chriſtians ourſelves, with all the advantages

of the bible , find ſome difficulty in maintaining the perfect goodneſs of God, when

he ſuffers ſo much both of ſinful and penal evil to enter into this world , and abound ,

while he could eaſily have prevented it ; I fear the ignorant favage, with all his rea .

foning powers, would be much more ready to think, that God was not ſo good a

being as he ſhould be ; or, as I ſaid before, that there was ſome almighty evil

power, ſomemiſchievousGod, which oppoſed him , ſo that he could not do all the

good he would. But pray, ſir, go on to the next head , and ſhew me that the

juſtice of God is an attribute ſo eaſy to be found.

Log. I own, that the wild heathens have argued thus againſt divine goodneſs :.

But his juſtice, ſurely, may be found with eaſe : It is true, in this world all things

come ſo much alike to all men , that God does notmake ſo ſenſible a diſtinction

between themen of virtue, and the men of vice, as to give ground to a rude hea.

then to infer his juſtice : But then reaſon may teach them , that ſince. God is an all

wiſe and good being , he will not let good men always be ſufferers, 'nor appoint

evil men to be always happy ; for this is contrary to the reaſon and harmony : ob

things. And therefore they may readily infer , that there muſt be another world ,
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or a ſtate after this life, in which God will reward the righteous, and punilh the

wicked ; and this is what I mean by his juftice.

Pith. Whatever a deep philoſopher mighe do , or a reaſoner in a chriſtian coun - .

try, I am afraid a poor Indian labourer , a digger, a fiſher, or a huntſman , would

be as ready to infer, that whatſoever mighty being it was that made the world at

firſt , yet he now lets it run at random , and doch not much regard the actions of

his creatures, whether good or bad : And perhaps he would be more ready to think ,

that it was asmuch or more his own buſineſs, and his intereſt, to make the beſt that

he could of this world , and to free himſelf from the miſeries of it by fraud or force,

by right or wrong, rather than to bear the injuries and oppreſſions, as well as the

common calamities of life , with patience, and to expect that ſome almighty and

inviſible being ſhould reward him in the next world , if he were never ſo virtuous,

ſince he ſees to very few inſtances of ſuch a righteous rewarding power, among all

the events ofthis life , or when he rather finds that thewicked oppreſſors are themoſt

proſperous and happy.

But, to paſs over this head alſo , tell me, ſir , how you would prove to a wild A .

merican , or rather , how a wild American would prove to himſelf, that there is any

ſuch thing as another world , or ſtate of retribution after this life ? Yet I think it

is generally acknowledged, that true religion , in the practice of it in this world,

as things ftand, ſeems very much to depend upon this point, and is greatly pro

moted by it .

Log . Nay, PITHANDER, if you do not allow this argument for a future ſtate

drawn from the wiſdom and juſtice of God , and the want of a juſt retribution of

virtue and vice in the preſent ſtate , I confeſs I am at a loſs how the poor heathens

can prove it : But I muſt inſiſt upon it, I think this is a good argument.

Pith . And I think it is of weight among perſons that are well civilized , and

taught to exerciſe their reaſon well : But it would be no eaſy matter for every ſingle

ſavage, boch man and woman, to prove that God is juſt : Nor would the doctrine

of future retributions be readily found out among the wretched inhabitants of the

caſtern or weſtern Indies, who are ſo unpractiſed in the art of reaſoning, if they were

left only to their own rude labours of thought. I will not deny but ſome of the

heathens, and even in ſome of the iſands of America, have had ſuch a ſentiment :

but theſe, perhaps, are but few in number : the bulk of them on the north conci

nent ſeem to have no ſuch opinion : Nor is it likely their wild reaſoning powers ſhould

work this way, or ſhould reach ſo far..

Log . Indeed , fir, you ſurprize me again with ſuch talk as this ; for , in my opi.

nion , nothing can bemore repugnant to the wiſdom and juſtice, as well as the good

neſs of God , than to ſuppoſe that this ſhort life was deſigned as a ſtate of probation

for mankind , in order to their exiſting hereafter in a ſtate of perpecual happineſs or

miſery , and yet that God doth not let them know there was to be ſuch a ſtate im

mediately ſucceeding this life.

Pith . If I were to give a particular anſwer to this objection , I would ſay, that

however this our ſhort life may be deſigned by God himſelf as a ſtate of probation

for perpetualhappineſs or miſery in the next, yet perhaps it is not abſolutely necef

ſary that God ſhould acquaint his creature, man , with it : For in whatſoever ſtate a

creature is placed , it is his duty to exert his utmoſt power to ſeek out the knowledge

of his maker's will, and to practiſe ic without intermiffion , ſo long as his creator

pleaſes to continue him in that ſtate : And then he may, if his maker think proper,

be
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Dung

be removed into ſome new ſtate of further trial: For if God may confine oneman

fifty , ſixty , or ſeventy years to a ſtate of probation in this world , why may he not

diſmiſs another out of it at ten , twenty, or thirty years end, and appoint him to

fill up the remnant of his probationary ſtate in another world , or in two or three

fucceffive worlds, if he pleaſe ? What is there in the pure nature of things to forbid

it ? And what can mere reaſon fay to diſprove it ?

But, on the other hand, if a creature in this world has neglected his duty, and

behaved amiſs, he may juſtly expect anger and punilhment from his maker, into

whatſoever unknown ſtate he ſhall remove him . Now this is ſufficient to vindicate

the juſtice of God, if he had not put it ac all into the power of a creature to find

out which is his ſtate of probation , or how long it ſhall laſt, or how many proba

tions he ſhall go through , or when his ſtate of retribucion ſhall begin , or how long

that ſhall endure.

I confeſs, indeed , that the knowledge and certain expectation of the ſtate of re

wards and puniſhments after this life , is a moſt deſirable thing for mankind, ſince

it has a great and powerful influence on the practice of virtue and religion here ;

and I allow , that it may be ſo far found, by a careful and wiſe exerciſe of reaſon ,

upon the ſurvey of things in this world, that a righteousGod will not deal with the

good man and the wicked , juſt in the famemanner in all the future ſtates, but will

make a ſenſible difference becween vice and virtue : Conſtant and perſevering piety

ſhall be ſome way or other rewarded at laſt, and obſtinate iniquity and irreligion

ſhall be puniſhed . But all that I maintain at preſent againſt you, ſir , is this, That

the doctrine of future and certain rewardsat the end of this life , is not ſo neceſſary

to be manifeſted to creatures in this life, as to caſt an accuſation of injuſtice againit

God , if he does not make them ſenſible of it : nor is it ſo evident to ourmere rea

ſoning powers, nor ſo eaſy and ſo obvious to every man in the world , as you may

imagine : You know , fir, the whole ſect of the ſadducees denied it : Nor is it ſo

plain , that the wild tribes of the Negroes, or the Iroquois ſhould readily find it out ;

For, in fact, many of them are ignorant of it to this day.. Your Gilence, Lo

GISTO , diſcovers a generous conviction .

Then let us proceed to ſome other points in natural religion , and inquire , how

eaſy it would be for the bulk of the heathen world to find them out: Pray tell me,

fir , how an American might eaſily convince himſelf, that God governs the world at

all, or takes any notice of it, when he ſees things run at random , and a thouſand

events amongſtmankind, fo unſuitable to the conduct of a wiſe governor, ſo far as

our view of things can - reach.

Log . Surely an American has reaſon enough to find out and be aſſured of this,

that the almighty being who made all things, muſt certainly have the knowledge

of all the creatures that he hasmade, and of all their actions : And that he cannot

but ſee the virtues of the righteous with approbation, becauſe they reverence their

maker, and practiſe what is right : And that he beholds the vices of the wicked with

diſguſt and reſentment, becauſe they neglect their duty , or diſobey the laws of na

ture which he has written in their hearts : And therefore, though he does not im

mediately interpoſe to ſhew his approbation or reſentment by preſent ſenſible rewards

or puniſhments, yet he will certainly .do it one time or another.

Pith . I think , ſir, this is little more than a bare repetition of the ſame thing

you urged in other words, and few American ſavages exerciſe their reaſon ſo far.

Give me the liberty therefore, ſir, to amplify what I have ſaid : When theſe rude

creatures fee year after year, and age after age, that there is no ſuch equitable dif

VOL. II. tinctionG g
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tinction made by providence between the good and the bad , when the wicked

flouriſh in health , in ſucceſs, and plenty, when the peaceful and ſober man falls

perhaps under more oppreſſions and injuries than the men of wrath and violence,

and labours under natural wants and diſeaſes in common with other men : When

they obſerve iniquity and oppreſſion fill the feats of power and government among

men in this life, and that among chriſtians as well as heathens , and that all die a

like, and go down to their graves without any ſenſible and remarkable diſtinction

in favour of the men of virtue ; I tell you, friend , the bulk of the wild American

world will have much ado to think that a wiſe God governs the world , or even ſo

much as regards or knows the actions of his creatures. They will be ready to take

up with thoſe atheiſticalſentimentsrepreſented in ſcripcure , “ How doth God know ?

Can hejudge through the dark cloud ? Thick clouds are a covering to him , thathe ſeeth

not. That which befalleth beaſts, befalleth alſo the ſons ofmen , they have all one breath ;

as the one dieth , ſo dieth the other; ſo thata man has no pre-eminence above a beaſt ; all

go unto one place, all are of the duſt , and all turn to duſt again :What profit is it thatwe

ſhould ſerveGod, or pray unto him ? Wedeſire not theknowledge of his ways.” If it coſt

Solomon, thewiſeft ofmen, fomelabour of thought and inquiry, and coſt David his fa .

ther, before him , ſuch a painful inward conflict to ſolve theſe difficulties , as appears in

Pſal. lxxiii. and Ecclef. ii. 16 . how much need may we ſuppoſe the tribes of the hea .

then world have of ſome brighter teacher than their own rude faculties to find out

and determine, that this world , and the inhabitants of it, are at all governed by

an all wiſe and almighty being ?

Log . I confeſs, PITHANDER , ſome of theſe are difficulties of which I was not

ſo well apprized before-hand, and I am convinced it is not ſo eaſy for a wild heathen

to find out ſome of theſe neceſſary truths as I imagined. But however , let us go

on . What is the next article of natural religion that you ſuppoſe would hardly come

within the reach of the reaſoning of a wild American ?

Pith. Why truly , LogisTO, I think the worſhip of an inviſible God , with

prayer, or praiſe, or thankſgiving, is not ſo very obvious a duty to thoſe rude and

ignorant creatures, nor does it appear to them ſo neceſſary as wewho dwell in Europe

are ready to fancy. Pray let ushear then , how their own uninſtructed reaſon would

lead them to this general and neceſſary duty of the worſhip of the inviſible being

who made them , or any particular inſtances of it ?

Log . One would think this a very eaſy matter for the meaneſt principle of rea .

fon , and the loweſt capacity to find out: For if they once come ſo far as to acknow .

· ledge that the world was made by a being of great wiſdom and power, ſurely they

may readily infer, that they ſhould admire and reverence this wiſdom and power

that made them , and all things around them : They may ſpeedily and naturally

draw ſuch obvious conſequences, that he alone is Lord of all things, that he can

ſupply all their wants, and beſtow all bleſſings upon them , and therefore they ought

to pray to him under every diſtreſs, and to give thankswhen they receive any of the

comforts of life from his hands.

Pith . Ah ! my friend, this is eaſily ſaid by a man of your ſprightly powers of

reaſoning, who have been trained up in the knowledge of the beſt philolophy, and

acquainted with religion from your early years : But you know that even in Greece

and Rome, the learned parts of the world , and in the learned ages of it, there were

many who profeſſed and learned the epicurean doctrine, that the gods did neither

make the world , nor concern themſelves about it ſince it was made : That all

things were left to nature and chance, and that chere was no manner of ſuperior

government
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government or divine inſpection of the affairs of mankind, and therefore they paid

no worſhip , no acknowledgments by prayer or praiſe.

And as for an ignorant American , if he ſhould be brought to believe that an invi

fible power made this world , yet he is ſo much addicted to judge of every thing

by what ſtrikes his ſenſes, that he will not ſo eaſily conceive, that any inviſible po

wer governs any of the affairs or events of it, except where he cannot account for

fome particular ſtrange events or appearances, and then perhaps he will attribute

them to inviſible and inſenſible caules. For in the account that hath been given of

the Americans by travellers, we are told , when they ſee ſtrange effects produced , and

know not the cauſe , they aſcribe'ic to a being that is ſomewhat above themſelves ,

that is, ſomeparticular being, which has dominion over that event, or in that par.

ticular place, but ſcarce ever riſe to the idea of one ſupreine and univerſal governor ;

much leſs do they proceed ſo far in religion as to give the one true God the glory

and honour due to him on account of their comforts .

But, on the other hand , when their whole buſineſs is to provide a little food for

themſelves, and the ſkins of beaſts for their cloathing, and when they ſee that it is

their own bow and arrows, or their little ſnares or engines, that furniſh them with

beaſts, or birds, or fiſhes for their proviſion ; when they find the ſtrongeſt, and the

ſwifteſt, and the moſt cunning men amongſt them catch more game than the reſt ,

ſecure themſelves beſt from their enemies, and preſerve their huts and their poor

properties ſafeſt from invaders, they naturally attribute their poſſeſſions of all the ne

ceſſaries and conveniences of life to their own ſtrength , or ſkill, or ſwiftneſs ; and

they do not much think of any ſuperior inviſible being, whoſe providence gives them

ſucceſs : And thus in their rude way of thinking they can ſeldom find any reaſon

either for prayer or thankfulneſs : And when they do, it is paid to idols, not to the

true God.

· Beſides, when they obſerve the natural and conſtant ſucceſſions of day and night,

of ſummer and winter, when they fee fruits and flowers return in their ſettled fea

fons, when they take notice of clouds and ſunſhine, rain and drought, fudden heat

or cold coming at certain or uncertain times, when they find how much the conve

niencies or inconveniencies of life ariſe from theſe viciſitudes of things, they aſcribe

all that is conſtant and regular to a courſe of nature ; and what is accidental or irre

gular among theſe common appearances, they aſcribe to mere chance, and look no

further. They content themſelves to mind their proper buſineſſes of hunting, fow

ling, and fiſhing to ſupport their lives, and never think of any providence of an

all-wiſe and almighty being , unleſs they ſee ſomevery uncommon and extraordina

ry event, as hurricanes or earthquakes, ſome terrible ſtorm , or ſome ſpreading de

ſolation , which perhaps they may attribute to ſome inviſible mighty being that is

angry with them .

Log . But ſurely they muſt all know that they did not make themſelves, and

that ſome almighty being made them , and therefore he alone can preſerve them ,

and to him therefore they ſhould be naturally and eaſily led to addreſs their acknow

ledgments and praiſes.

Pith. When you infer, LOGISTO, that praiſe and acknowledgments are due to

the almighty being thatmade them , they will hardly allow of your prime propofi

tion , nor do they ſuppoſe , that any other being , beſides their parents, had a hand

in making them : And this cuts off all their devotion to an inviſible creator. For

though they may perhaps be led to think, that a being of great wiſdom and power

made this world at firſt, and formed the firſt creatures that were in it, if they ever

Gg 2 look
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look ſo far backward , yet now they imagine he has left the great engine of the world

to work of itſelf : And that feeds produce trees, fruits, and flowers ; thatfiſhes pro

duce fiſhes ; birds make birds ; lions and ſheep produce new lions and ſheep ; and

men and women breed children. Nor do they imagine there is any need of any

ſuperior power to preſerve them , ſince they find their parents who produced them

have no other hand in their preſervation but by taking care of them when they are

children : and when they are grown up , they preſerve themſelves by providing food

and raiment for themſelves, and other neceſſaries.

Nor indeed is it lo very eaſy a matter foran untaught American , under his prejudices,

riſing from the cuſtoms and opinions of his anceſtors, to find out that any God at

all has a preſent influence on the events of the world , or the affairs of men ; but only ,

as I hinted before,when they ſee ſomeuncommon appearance in nature or providence ,

it awakens them to think of ſome ſuperior power governing that event : and then per

haps they may aſk this fancied power to favour their enterprizes ; but much oftener

they endeavour to pacify ſomeGod when they ſuppoſe he is angry, by ſomeaukward

ſuperftitions, or perhaps with murder and human facrifices.

Log . Then you will grant, my friend , that there are ſome ſeaſons wherein they

worſhip God , though it be in a wretched way ?

Pith . Truly, I can hardly grant this, ſir ; for it is a plain caſe , that many of

theſe people pay all the religion they have to ſomethings viſible or inviſible , which

are not God , as the apoſtle ſays, 1 Cor . x . 20 . The gentiles ſacrifice to devils, and

not to God .

Log . But the gentiles of whom Paul there ſpeaks, did not mean to do honour

to miſchievous beings, though the apoſtle is pleaſed to call all their gods by the

name of devils.

Pith . I grant they did not always mean ſo , though it was ſo in reality ; for de

vils were really the godsof this world , that is, the heathen world . But it is plain ,

that the antient heathenshad alſo their miſchievous gods, their Vejoves, whom

they ſometimes worſhipped for fear of their malice, as well as their good-natured

gods, and they did ſervice and ſacrifice to both of them . And many, if notmoſt,

of theſe lavage American and African nations have a more awful and religious appre

henſion of ſomeunſeen great evil power or powers that bring calamities upon them ,

than they have of any wiſe and good being which is the author of their bleſſings.

And they generally pay their devotion and worſhip to theſe powerful malicious be

ings rather than they do to any other God. Self-preſervation and fear are more

deeply wrought into our nature, at leaſt in the degenerate ſtate , than gratitude and

love : And if thoſe poor ignorant creatures had an unequal idea of ſome good God

to what they have of a malicious one, that is, a devil, yet they incline to worſhip

the devil for fear , leſt he ſhould hurt them , muchmore than they are inclined to wor.

Thip God , and give him thanks and honours for benefits received, or pray to him for

what they want : for they generally take it for granted, that the great and good be

ing, if ever they think of ſuch one, will do them good from his own kind and bene

ficent temper : But the evil being will never do them any good, but will amict and

vex them , and will not ſuffer them to enjoy good things, unleſs they bribe and paci.

fy him with worſhip and facrifices: But they ſeem to have no notion of that holy re

verence and love which is due to the true God .

Some of theſe rude nations make images for their Gods ; and thebulk of the peo

ple are ſo ſtupid as as to pay rites of adoration to the very images they have made;

Though ſome of the wiſer forc ſuppoſe chefe images to be inhabited by ſpirits, which

can do them good or harm . The
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The travels of Europeans through the barbarous regions, which are continually

publiſhed among us, and their narratives of the affairs, ſentiments, and cuſtoms of

the rude and wild nations, give abundantconfirmation to what I have ſaid upon this

theme, and effectually thew us how unable are mankind , with all their reaſon , in the

ſtupid , rude and unpoliſhed tribes of Africa , or America , to find out a religion for

themſelves, to ſearch out the nature and attributes of the true God , or to determine

what honours are due to the almighty power that made and governs all things.

The jewiſh prophet ſays much the lame things concerning the ſtupor of the hea.

then idolaters in his age about affairs of religion. Ifa. xliv , 15 , – 20 . 5 Hemaketh a

graven image out of a tree, he falls down and faith to it, deliver me, for thou art my

god . None confidereth in his heart, neither is there knowledgeor underſtanding to ſay ,

I have burnt part of it in the fire, and ſhall I make the reſidue of it an idol, a god ? Shali

I fall down to the ſtock of a tree ? He feedeth on aſhes, a deceived heart hath turned

him aſide, thathe cannot deliver his ſoul,and ſay, Is there not a lye in myright hand ? " '

Log . Though I am not ſo much moved by what Ifaiah faith , conſidered as a

jewiſh prophet, yet it muſt be granted indeed , that the accounts which ſome of the

antient writers, as well as ſome modern travellers, give us of barbarous nations, af

ford us too much ground to ſuſpect, that the reaſon of man is ſo darkened and ſtu . -

pified among theſe wild tribes of the heathen world , that it will go but a little way :

to ſearch out true religion in the doctrines or the duties of it.

But, it may be, the great God, who knows the weakneſſes and the prejudices of

all his creatures, will not require much practice of that religion or piety , which are

due to God, at the hands of ſuch poor forry wretches as theſe are , and if they do

but behave tolerably well with regard to the duties they owe to themſelves and their

fellow - creatures, he may have compaſſion upon their ignorance, and receive them -

to his favour.

Pith . I cannot allow this by any means, my friend , that a wiſe and holy God

will provide a heaven and eternal happineſs, in his favour and preſence, for crea

tures that never inquire after him , that ſcarce know any thing at all of him , and

never pay him any manner of honour on earth, which is the place of their probati.

on. But however, let us proceed to enquire , How much the native reaſon of ſuch

favages would find out of their own duty to their fellow -creatures.

Log. Well, here I think I ſhall prove my point effectually , how much foever I

may have failed in the former caſe of duty to the true God . Will not their own

native reaſon teach them that theymuſt ſpeak truth to one another ; that they muſt

be faithful to their promiſes and contracts ; that they muſt pay what they owe ;

that they muſt neither rob , nor plunder, nor ſteal, nor take away the life nor pro

perty of another, who has not firſt deſerved ſuch a puniſhinent by fome robbery,

or murder, or theft committed againſt his neighbour ? Will not their reaſon pow .

erfully and evidently ſhew them , that there is a natural rectitude and fitneſs in theſe

practices of veracity, honeſty , and juſtice between man and man ? That it is a fit ,

a reaſonable , and proper thing that a man ſhould do no injury to thoſe who do not

hurt him ? That he ſhould be honeſt in all his dealings, and that he ſhould help

his neighbour in diſtreſs, and be kind to themiſerable , who cannot help themſelves ?

Pith . I grant, that the reaſon and conſcience that is in man , will generally ſhew

him , that there is a reaſonableneſs and fitneſs in theſe practices, which we call virtues,

if he will but ſet himſelf ſerioufly and honeſtly to think of them . But yet if one of

theſe Americans, or his wife, or children , ſtand in great need of ſome of the wild

fowl, the veniſon , the parched corn , or thedeer-ſkin , which are the property of his

neighbour,
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neighbour, he would be ready to think it, perhaps, a much more fit and reaſona

ble thing that he ſhould ſteal, or plunder, or even kill his neighbour, to gain theſe

proviſions, than that he and his family ſhould be expoſed to any hardſhips for the

want of them . The principle of ſelf-love, and of ſeeking the eaſe and happineſs

of ourſelves, or thoſe that are dear to us, might dictate to ſuch an unphiloſophical

tribe, that it is more reaſonable and more fit to plunder, and ſteal, or do any inju .

ry to their neighbour, if they could do it with ſafety to themſelves.

Log . But the reaſon, even of Americans, if it be exerciſed a little , will further in .

form them , that without the obſervance of truth , faithfulneſs, honeſty, juſtice, and

innocence, there can be no ſafety to man , woman , or child ; they cannot preſerve

their own property, life , or peace ; that the ſtrong, the ſwift, and the cunning , will

deprive the reſt of all their comforts and poſſeſſions ; and therefore, in order to ſee

cure their own life and property , they muſt not invade the life or property of another.

And will not their own reaſon tell them alſo , that they muſt be compaſſionate to

the miſerable ; that they muſt help their neighbours in diſtreſs ; that they muſt be

kind and bountiful to thoſe with whom they dwell ; or elſe they can never expect

that others ſhould be kind and bountiful to them , ſhould relieve any of their wants,

or help them under their greateſt diſtreſſes ? Thus the very law of ſelf-preſervation ,

which is written ſo ſtrongly in the very nature of men , leads them to practiſe the

duties of juſtice and goodneſs towards their neighbours.

Pith . I may venture to grant what you have now ſaid upon this ſubject : And

theſe are the reaſons, and the only reaſons, upon which even the barbarous nations

generally practiſe ſome degrees of juſtice and goodneſs towards one another. But is

this proper virtue ? Has this any merit in the light of God, or any pretence to his

favour ? Can this be religion, when men are reſtrained from doing injury to their

neighbours, or excited to do them good merely upon civil principles, without any

idea or apprehenſion of the will ofGod , who requires it ; or when they do it mere

ly for fear, left they ſhould be expoſed to the ſame injuries among men by way of

retaliation , or in hopes to obtain the like good return from them ? Can this ſort of

virtue intitle any man to the love of God, and rewards in a future world, which has

no regard to God at all ? Will this fort of reaſoning conduct men to heaven, if their

practices were never ſo agreeable to theſe principles ?

True virtue and religion ariſe chiefly from a ſenſe of the reaſonableneſs and fitneſs

of things, and from a deſire to obey the will of God . If I would be truly virtu

ous, I muſt conſider that it is unrighteous and unreaſonable to take away my neigh

bour's life or property, though I myſelf ſhould never endangermy own property ,

nor be taken and puniſhed for doing it. And ſuch virtue as is pleaſing to God ,

and can make any pretences to obtain his favour, and a future reward, muſt ariſe

from a ſenſe of theſe duties to our fellow -creatures, as being agreeable to the will

of that almighty power that made us, and has placed us in ſuch particular re

lations to other men . And without ſome notions or principles of this kind, I fear

the outward abſtinence from fallhood and injury, or the mere practice of external

beneficence to a neighbour, will go a very little way to obtain the love of God ,

and future happineſs.

Let it be granted then, that honeſty and kindneſs may be much practiſed by ſome

heathen nations, on the principle of ſelf-preſervation , and perhaps it is conveyed

from generation to generation , till it has become as much a cuſtom and habit among

them as any of their national civilities, their oddities and fooleries, and then they

may go on to practiſe it in the main , becauſe their fathers did it : Let it be granted

yes
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yet further, that mere natural temper, and the animal conſtitution of Aleſh and

bloud may ſometimes incline fome particular heathens to practiſe goodneſs, compaſ

fion , hoſpitality , forgiveneſs of injuries, meekneſs, and peace , even as the conſtitu

tion and temper of a ſheep is meek and unreſenting , in compariſon of a dog or a

lion : This may be called natural virtue, but it is not proper morality nor religion ,

if the practiſer has no regard to the juſtice and order, the rightneſs and fitneſs

of things, and the law or will of his maker ; which principles, I believe, can very

feldom be found in any of thebarbarous nations we ſpeak of.

Suppoſe it be granted again , Logisto, that ſome few of theſe rude tribes ofman

kind are led , by any principles whatſoever to practiſe honeſty, juſtice, and goodneſs ,

yet permit me to obſerve, that the very notion and obligation of theſe ſocial virtues

is contradicted and deſtroyed by the profeſſed principle ofmultitudes of the heathen

world . Though plunderin private perſons has been generally counted a crime, yet ly .

ing , cheating, and ſtealing ,when it has been practiſed with great dexterity and cunning,

has been allowed and commended by the common voice of a nation . The Egyptians

were early a civilized nation , yet Aulus Gellius tells us, Book XI. chapter 18. that the

old Egyptians held all thefts to be lawful. And Diodorus Siculusmentions a law among

them , that the chief muſt bring what he ſtole to the prieſt , who was to divide the

booty , viz . one quarter to the thief, and three to the owner . Even the Lacedemo-,

nians, who dwelt in Greece, a polite country, publicly encouraged artful thievery ; :

but your clumſey lurchers, that were catched in the fact, were given up to ſomepu

niſhment : And there are few of the unpoliſhed regions of the world where falfood ,

lying, and cheating are not practiſed , by all that are able to do it, with impunity . -

And even robbery and plunder in great bodies and communities of men has been

eſteemed a virtue rather than a crime. How many kings and people do we read of

in antient hiſtory, how many captains and large armies, who thought it ſufficient :

reaſon to invade the properties, and deſtroy the lives of their neighbours, merely to ·

gain a wider dominion , and to make themſelves greaç and rich by the ſpoils of

thoſe that dwelt around them ? Reflect a little, whence did the Roman empire riſe

to its grandeur ? Was it not by ſuch public injuries and rapines, robberies, and mur.

ders ? And who among them queſtioned the lawfulneſs of this ? Whence ſprang the

tame of Cæfar, and Alexander , and other barbarous and brutal creatures , that were

called heroes ? Was it not from this acknowledged principle , that they might def.

troy their fellow princesand their armies, if they would not pay tribute to them , or

might do any miſchief to their neighbours, who had done none to them , if they

would not ſubmit to their dominion ? What are many of the bloudy wars that are

carried on among the petty princes of Africa and America ? Are they owing to any

better principle than this, that if they have power enough , they may take occaſion

to make captives and Naves of their fellow nations, if they pleaſe , in order to fell

them to merchants in a way of trade, or to make breakfaſts and dinners of them ?

Is this that native reaſon , Logisto, which you would teach men to rely upon,

without any aids from heaven, for their ſafe conduct in the paths of virtue, to ob

tain the favour of God, and eternal felicity ? Is this that innate principle, which

you would have mankind intirely depend upon, to teach the rules and practices of

morality , and juſtice, and goodneſs, which is ſo eaſily perſuaded to let them call

vice virtue, and virtue vice ? Which ſuffers whole nations, both kings and people ,

to be ſo ſhamefully led aſtray into the practice of conſtant and public villainies,

without any remorſe or regret ? Is this wretched degenerate and perverſe power of

reaſoning fit to be their only guide, while it permits them to work up theſe public

robberies,
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robberies, and murders, and ſpreading deſolations into the notions of honour, vir

tue, and dignity ? But I read your generous conviction in your countenance, and

am ſilent.

Let us proceed to the next general head, and pray pleaſe to inform us now , whe

ther human reaſon be ſufficient, in a plain and eaſy manner, to lead the bulk of

mankind to find out and diſcharge their duties toward themſelves, in the practice of

temperance and fobriety , with a reſtraint of their appetites and paſſions within pro .

per bounds.

Log . Yes, I think that may be done, PITHANDER , in ſuch a manner as this.

Appetites and paſſions may be all reckoned among the powerful natural propenſi

ties with which man is endued , in order to preſerve his own perſon and family, to

continue his ſpecies, to ſecure himſelf from evil or injury, and to promote his own

eaſe and happineſs. This I might prove by giving inſtances in a multitude of par

ticulars, if it were needful. It follows then , that the gratification or indulgence of

theſe paſſions and appetites is reſtrained within the bounds of reaſon , when they nei

ther carry us ſo far asto do any injury to our neighbours, nor abuſe any of our own

faculties or powers of body or mind, but keep them in their proper exerciſe.

Thus, for example ; a man may be lawfully angry for an injury or affront recei.

ved from his neighbour, fuppoſing the paſſion to ariſe ng higher than the demeric

of the affront or injury ; but if he let it ſwell and burn to ſuch a degree as to break

in upon the peace and property of his neighbour, beyond the reparation of his own

damages, and the neceſſary ſelf-defence againſt future injuries, he then indulges it

to a criminal exceſs : Or if he ſuffers the flame to ariſe ſo high within him as to dil

compoſe his own nature , and to unfic him for his duty toward God, his neighbour,

or himſelf.

· In the ſamemanner his natural appetites may be indulged ſo far as to ſupport his

nature, or to maintain his ſpecies, or to give himſelf pleaſure or eaſe , in ſuch a man

ner as does notmake an inroad upon the peace or property of the ſocieties in which

he dwells, nor unfit his own fleſh or ſpirit for any of the duties of life. But it is

evident, that gluttony and drunkenneſs abuſe a man 's own natural powers ; adul.

tery invades the property and peace of his neighbour ; and fornication has an evi.

dent tendency to break the peace and welfare of ſocieties, to introduce children in

to the world under great and neceſſary hardſhips and inconveniencies, who muſt

either die for want of care, or grow up to ſhame and ſorrow , without due and pro

per proviſion for their comfort and happineſs.

Pith. I acknowledge, fir, your reaſoning upon this ſubject has, for the moſt

part, a great deal of truth and juſtice in it, except in thoſe inſtances wherein you

ſeem to allow every private perſon to judge and determine in his own caſe , about

the degree of injury or affront which he has received , and the degree and manner

of retaliation or recompencewhich he demands ; which judgment and determina

tion rather belong to the agreementof a whole fociety, or the ſenſe of a magiſtrate,

upon whom that power is devolved.

But I would not interrupt the courſe of our dialogue with too many objections,

nor divert the current and tendency of it from its main end and deſign ; and there

fore I let this paſs for the preſent. Tell me then, ſir, with a ſincere heart, Can

you imagine that ever a ſingle creature in the wilds of Africa , and the American fo

reſts, could ariſe to this degree of reaſon, and to theſe fine inferences and deductions

of the rules of morality , by the dint of his own underſtanding ? The poor wretch

that has been trained up from his infancy merely to filh and hunt, to plant a little

ntort pour
reaſoning upon in thoſe

inſtances where

Indian
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Indian corn, and to parch it by the fire or the ſun , to tie a ſkin round his body to

keep him from the cold , or to dig the trunk of a tree into a hollow canoe for fail

ing , and who has been employed all his life in ſome of theſe low labours and cares ;

can you ever imagine, that the native reaſon of ſuch animals as theſe, can ſpin out

of their own bowels ſuch philoſophical diſcourſes, ſuch moral arguments and infer

ences ? And eſpecially, when the deſign of them is to lay a reſtraint'upon thoſe

reſtleſs and violent powers of natural appetite and paſſion ? Miſtakemenot, ſir, I

do not pronounce it utterly impoſſible in the nature of things, that reaſon ſhould ex

erciſe itſelf in this manner ; but it appears next to an impoſſibility , that ſuch ſort of

moral reaſoning ſhould be found in any one hut or wigwam among twenty nations

of theſe American ſavages.

Log . Surely , my friend, you depretiate human nature to a very great degree,

and repreſent it in ſuch colours, as though the glorious light of reaſon, which ſhines

in every ſon and daughter of man, had raiſed them but little above the beaſts of the

earth , and the birds of the air.

Pith, If you pleaſe, ſir, to read the accounts that travellers give us of theſe rude

and unpoliſhed countries , you will find the conſtant cuſtoms and practiſes of whole

nations perfectly agreeable to the colours in which I repreſent them . Hiſtory and

matter of fact ſufficiently declare human nature, in its prelent ſtate , to be thus far

debaſed and brutified , and that the glorious faculty of reaſon is ſo far overwhelmed

and benighted by ſtupid ignorance, that it feeks not after theGod who made them ,

and it is ſo wretchedly led captive by paſſion , appetite , and a thouſand objects of

ſenſe , as ſcarce ever to exert itſelf in any inquiries about the themes of ſelf-denial

and mortification , much leſs to find out all theſe inftances of virtue, or duty toward

God or themſelves.

Beſides, ſir , pleaſe to conſider , that paſſion and appetite are ſuch powerful and

ruling ſprings of judgment, as well as of action , in degenerate mankind, that they

diſguiſe and colour the truth as they pleaſe , and turn vice into virtue, or evil into

good , by the vivacity and force of their repreſentation. The faculty of fancy is

almoſt always engaged on their ſide, and that helps to throw falſe colours on things,

and leads the untaught and unwary reaſoner into a thouſand errors. The violence

of hope and fear, of deſire and averſion , of love and wrath , perſuade and almoſt

compel che reaſon of an Iroquois, or a Negroe, a Holtentot, or a Laplander , 10 deter

mine every thing to be right or wrong according as theſe paſſions repreſent it.

And ſince it is ſo hard for European philoſophers, and even for chriſtians, to judge

aright by their own reaſon in particular caſes, wherein appetite and paſſion are con

cerned , much harder is it, and almoſt impoſſible , for cheſe ſavages of America or

Africa , & c. to frame to themſelves a ſchemeof virtue in theſe felt denying inſtan

ces. You , yourſelf, ſir , have granted the truth of what our friend SOPHRONIUS

expreſſed in the end of his diſcourſe, viz . that all men every where will frequently

find themſelves betrayed into ſin by the ſtrength of appetitesand paſſions : And how

perpetually will theſe wild creatures be thus expoſed to ſin againſt God , when their

reaſon has yielded itſelf ſuch a captive to ſenſe, as not to inquire and ſettle the rules

of duty ?

Let us proceed then , ſir , to the laſt article , which I ſhall deſire you to prove, or

Tather to ſhew me, how an untaught heathen ſhall be convinced that he is a ſinner

againſt God ; and, when convinced , what he ſhould do to appeaſe God 's anger ;

and if he ſhould repent of ſin , how fhall he know that God will forgive him upon

his repentance, and receive him into his favour ?

Vol. II . нь Log .
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· Log : Firſt, I cannot think it ſuch a difficulty to convince human creatures, that

they have ſome way or other done what they ſhould not do, or neglected what they

ought to do with regard to God , or to their neighbours , or themſelves : And thus

reaſon is ſufficient for conviction of fin ; for it is ſufficient to enable them to com

pare their actions with the rectitude of the nature of God , and with the general

rules of their duty which they know , and to obſerve how much they have wander

ed from them .

Pith. I grant it no hard matter, ſir , when they are once led into an acquaint

ance with the rectitude of God's nature , and are brought to the knowledge of their

own various duties, to make them ſenſible that they come very ſhort in the perfor

mance of them : And I cannot but think , that reaſon and conſcience do ſometimes

convince Negroes and Hottentots of ſome crimes. But reaſon , as it operates in thoſe

wild creatures, Thews them ſo very little of the holy nature of God, of their rela

tions to him , and of their duty toward God or man , as you have found in this diſ

pute, that it plainly follows, that this fame reaſon of theirs will go but a very little

way in making them ſenſible of any failures in their duty. How all they be con

vinced they ſin againſt God, in forgetting him from day to day, and from year to

year, in neglecting to reverence him for his greatneſs, to praiſe him for his good.

neſs, or to pray to him and depend on him for his further bleſſing, when their

whole nation has continued in this conſtant courſe of in piety from age to age, with .

out remorſe ? when none of them have been ever led ſo far by their own reaſon,

as to know theſe duties, and bind them upon their own conſciences ? And ſuppoſe

they ſhould be made ſenſible, that they have now and then cheated their neighbours

by lying and fallhood , that they have plundered or ſtole their goods from them ,

or that they have been ſometimes ſhamefully drunk , or guilty of fornication ; yer

their conſciences will bring but a very feeble charge againſt them for theſe things as.

criminal, if they have not been evidently convinced , that truth and juſtice, chaſti.

ty and temperance were neceſſary duties.

And yet further, Logisto, be pleaſed to conſider, that if they ſhould be never

ſo much convinced that chey have done amiſs in drinking to exceſs, becauſe it in

jures themſelves, or in doing any kind of injury to their neighbour ; yet they would

not readily conclude, that they did any injury to God hereby ; ſince their realon

has not yet led them to the thought, thatGod is the great inſpector and governor

of the world , and that he has in any way and manner forbid theſe fins, or required

the contrary duties.

Nor is it any wonder, that a rude American ſhould juſtify himſelf and his con

duct from any diſhonours done to God, though he has forgot and neglected him

all his life , and has wallowed in lewd and drunken debaucheries, unleſs he has alſo

been guilty of ſome moſt flagrant acts of impiety , injuſtice, and villainy. Such

very fagrant and notorious crimes, perhaps, might recoil upon his conſcience, and

ſmite him with conviction . But as for the multitudes of common fins, a wild ſa

vage in the African or American regions would take no notice of them , but think

himſelf and his neighbours good and innocent enough . Nor is this at all ſtrange,

fince the rude herd of mankind, even amongſt chriſtians, are ready to ſay, when a

neighbour dies ; “ Alas, poor man ! he is gone : but ſurely he is gone to heaven ;

for though he did not mind much of religion indeed , yet he was an honeſt creature ,

he would not wrong a man of a farthing, and he was ever ready to do his neigh

bour a kindneſs : It is true, he would drink now and then a little too much, nor

was he always ſo careful to ſpeak truth , and perhaps he would ſwear when he was

in
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in a paſſion , but never when he was ſober ; he was no man 's enemy but his own,

and did no injury but to himſelf.” Now if this groſs ignorance , and ſenſeleſsneſs of

ſin , be found even in the lands of chriſtian knowledge, we may eaſily ſuppoſe the

poor ſavages will hardly think themſelves ſinners againſt God at all.

Log . I own what you ſay , PITHANDER, has ſome weight in it : though you

muſt acknowledge too , that there are certainly ſome ſecret workings of conſcience

in all men , which give them fome inward notices, when they violate the rule of their

duty , eſpecially in groſſer inſtances, and ſmite them with an inward reproach , though

it may notbe ſo frequent, nor in ſo explicit a manner, as I was ready co imagine, be

fore we had talked over this matter ſo particularly.

Pith , I have granted it, fir ; and it is very likely, at ſome reaſons of groſſer

tranſgreflion , or when their natural ſpirits are low , they may feel ſuch inward re

proaches of conſcience more plain and pungent : But having no fixed and ſettled

rules of duty , theſe little uneaſineſſes quickly vaniſh , like a qualm of ſickneſs that

paſles over the ſtomach , they forget their own iniquities , and they are prone to fan .

cy, that God forgets them too : And thus they go on again to their old barbarity

and injuſtice , their gluttony and drunkenneſs. I grant, this conduct is greatly cri

minal, yet it is the common caſe , till, by degrees, conſcience grows callous and in

ſenſibie, and they lin without remorſe .

Log . I confeſs, when we obſerve ſo little of the workings of conſcience in men ,

to convince them of ſin , in ſuch a knowing and rational land and age as ours, when

we obſerve how much the voice of conſcience is neglected , and how eaſily is it ſi

lenced , when we find it growshard and ſtupid by degrees, and at laſt permits men ,

without any remorſe , to commit all villainies, in ſpice of all the remonſtrances of

God and man, it is no wonder that conſcience has a very feeble influence in ſuch wild

and unknowing, and unpoliſhed countries, where irreligion and intemperance are

the cuſtom and faſhion , from generation to generation.

Pith . Well then , fir, ſince you allow me this, pleaſe to proceed , and inform

me, how they ſhall come to know , if they ſhould be once convinced of ſin , that

they muſt repent of it ; that is, be ſorry for it, and abſtain from it ?

Log . This repentance is the moſt natural and obvious practice that the reaſon of

man can dictate to him , to appeaſe an offended God : It is going as far as he can ,

to undo what evil he hath done ; and therefore the reaſon of every man would con

duct hiin to penitence under a ſenſe of paſt fin .

Pith . But we do not find this duty towards God has been ſo conſtantly taught,

or practiſed ſo very much by human reaſon , even among the philoſophers and the

inhabitants of Rome or Albens, as to imagine that the Indian ſavages ſhould preſcribe

this duty to themſelves. Though here and there a wiſe man might mention re

pentance as a duty, yet it is evident the polite nations of heatheniſin were generally

for offering ſacrifices of one kind or other , to make compenſation for their crimes,

without much ſollicitude or care about repentance as a duty to God, and a watchful

care of better obedience. And in thoſe parts of America where they made preten

ces to any ſenſe of religion , it was a frequent thing, as the Spaniſh writers of the

country of Mexico inform us, to ſeek out ſome beautiful girl, and offer her a ſacri.

fice to their offended idols, when they thought their gods were angry with them :

penitence and reformation , virtue, and piety of heart and life, are liccle thought

of among wild heathens as the means of obtaining divine pardon , or as neceſſary

for that end .

H h 2 Loc .
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Log. I confeſs, my friend , you putme in mind of many hiſtories which I have

' read , not only of heathen , but of popiſh countries, where the doctrine and practice

of penances, and ſacrifices, and rich offerings to ſaints and idols, gods and goddef

ſes, are the immediate remedy to which men apply themſelves afrer ſin , and which

papiſts and heathens make their ready refuge, after a ſenſe of guilt, rather than to

practiſe the inward and ſpiritual duties of repentance and mortification, and maintain

a future courſe of watchful holinefs.

Pith . Let us drop this point then , ſir ; and now I entreat you to prove, that

if a heathen ſhould truly repent, and be forry for his ſin , even as it is committed

againſt God, and ſhould endeavour to perform his duty better for time to come, will

his reaſon aſſure him , that God will forgive his fin , receive him to his favour, and

make him happy ?

Log . Yes, certainly , PITHANDER, he need not doubt it ; for if doing evil be

the only foundation of God's difpleaſure, ceaſing to do evil, or returning to do

well, muſt take away that diſpleaſure. God is too good a being, not to approve

and forgive ſuch a penitent.

And not only the goodneſs , but even the wiſdom of God would oblige him .

to forgive thoſe who repent, ſince the finner then becomes what God in his wife

dom requires him to be : Whereas if God puniſhed him , it could only be with a

deſign to correct him , and make him pious and virtuous for time to come: But.

when this happy end is attained without puniſhment, there is then no need of it : :

And God has no cruelty in his nature, to incline him to puniſh a creature without

neceſity .

Pith . To this I anſwer, That the correction or amendment of the particular

offender, is not the only end of puniſhment, but the vindication of the wiſdom and :

juſtice of the lawgiver, and his law , which are like to be inſulted , and the laws

continually broken afreſh , if offences were always paſſed by : with impunity, and if

the criminal were always pardoned upon repentance. It is neceſſary for a gover. .

nor ſometimes to teach his ſubjects what an evil thing it is to tranſgreſs his law , by

the proper puniſhment of thoſe who offend . The honour and authority of govern...

nientmuſt be ſometimes ſupported and vindicated by ſuch feverities: And though it :

may pleaſe a ſovereign ſometimes to pardon an offender out of his great goodneſs,

when he is truly penitent for his crime, yet no degrees of penitence can aſſure the

offender that he ihall certainly and intirely be forgiven , or can clain forgiveneſs ac .

the hands of the fovereign ; becauſe repentance makes no recompence at all for the

diſhonour done to the authority of the law , and of him that made it. His future :

obedience is all due, if he had never ſinned ; and therefore it cannot compenſate for :

paſt neglets and tranſgreſſions.

Log . But when fintulman is truly penitent for his faults, it is the beſt thing that

a creature can do in ſinful circumſtances, and the beſt recompence thathe can make

to an offended God , who is a righteous and merciful governor, and will require no

more than the ſinner can give.

· Pith. But a finner can " dare poenas, ” ſuffer puniſhment, to make a fort of com . .

penſation , by forfeitirg and loſing his peace , and thus doing honour to the law in

a paſſive manner, when he would not do it by. active obedience. Suppoſe, ſir , if I

dare ſuppoſe a thing almioit impoſſible , that ſo worthy a gentleman , and ſo loyal a .

ſubject as LOGISTO, ſhould rebel againſt his preſentmajelty King GEORGE the ſe - .

cond , Tould murder a fellow . ſubject, or violate any of the laws of the land by a

capital crime, and after he had continued ſome time in a vicious courſe , he ſhould .

repent,
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repent, and aſſure his majeſty , that for time to come he would be a very faithful

ſubject, has he ſufficient ground to claim or to expect a pardon , merely becauſe he

is ſorry forwhat he hasdone, and reſolved ſincerely to do ſo no more ? King GEORGE

is indeed a man of mercy, but would that repentance of yours be any reparation

for the injury you have done to the authority of the king , or the welfare of the

ſtate ? Do you not know , ſir, that the government takes no cognizance of ſuch re

pentances ? Even the moſt ſincere penitent cannot claim a right to have his trealon .

pardoned . Government requires that criminals be puniſhed to maintain the autho .

rity of the law and the lawgivers : The life of the criminal is forfeited and due to

the ſtate : Criminals muſt be made examples of juſtice, that the honour of govern

mentmay be maintained , and that other ſubjects, who ſee or hear of this puniſh

ment, may be ſecured in their obedience and duty, by ſuch public examples of pu

niſhment and terror. -

Now to apply this to the caſe in hand : The great God ſufficiently makes it apa

pear , in the conduct of his providence, and in his government of the world , that

he does not puniſh offending creatures merely to promote their own correction , re

pentance, and reformation . How many thouſands of ſinful men are cut off by

earthquakes, famine, peſtilence, inundacions, & c. and ſent down to the grave,

where there is no reformation or repentance ? How many Ginners, who have been

already truly penitent and reformed , have borne theſe deſolating teftimonies of the

diſpleaſure of God againſt ſin , and felt a heavy ſhare of theſe public calamities ?

Nay, have there not been ſome of the moſt virtuous and holy creatures upon earth

now and then given up by the providence of God , not only to .common calamities,

but to peculiar miſeries and ſmarting forrows, as juſt tokens of divine reſentment

for ſome paſt ans ? And their own conſciences, have acknowledged the juſtice of it,

God will magnify his law and make it honourable, and will make even penitent

finners know , what, an evil and bitter thing it is to offend his majeſty, and break

his laws.

And as it has pleaſed the righteous governor of the univerſe to make even penitent .

offenders ſometimes inſtances of his juſt diſpleaſure againſt ſin in this world , that

other inhabitants of the earth may fee , and fear, and obey, ſo how do we know ,

how far the ſeveral orders of angels or inhabitants of other worlds, ſhall be witneſſes

of the puniſhment of guilty mortals in the inviſible, or future. ſtate , and be thereby

deterred from ſin ?

The repentance of a criminal is no reconpence to God, conſidered as the univerſal

governor of his intellectual creatures : His ſupreme authority muſt be maintained ,

and his honour be vindicated , through his univerſal empire : And how can heathens ,

aſſure themſelves , by the mere light of reaſon , that the wiſdom of his government:

doth not find it neceſſary to make all the criminals of human race become ſome

way or other examples of his juſt reſentment? It is only divine revelation that in

forms us with any certainty, thatman ſhall find forgiveneſs with God , and that par--

don ſhall follow repentance ,

Log . Do you not allow then , ,my friend , that the light of nature can go ſo far :

as to ſay, it is at leaſt probable, that God will forgive a repencing ſinner, though :

reaſon may not make it certain ?

Pith. I confeſs ſome thingswhich SOPHRONIUS delivered , concerning the hope:

of pardon for repenting ſinners, in confirmation of his ſchemeof natural religion, ,

at the beginning of this conference, have great weight with me. Though I am :

ſure repentance cannot claim pardon,on the finner's part at the hand of God, yetz

I know
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I know not how ſtrong a claim the wiſdom and mercy of God may bring againſt

· the full execution of juſtice in ſuch a caſe. God may forgive a finner in part, and

releaſe him , in fome degree, from the complete demerit and puniſhment of his

ſin , though he does not forgive him intirely . The learned Dr. Clarke, though he

makes but little of briginal ſin , yet in Vol. II. Serm . ix . page 198. he ſays, “ We

are the poſterity of a ſinful parent, and ourſelves alſo are actual finners ; and ac

beſt we are but very imperfect and undeſerving penitents, and our utmoſt endea

vours of repentance can acmoſt but afford ground of hope for the abatement of pu

niſhment, and not any expectation of reward."

But let us ſuppoſe and allow , that it is probable God will at laſt forgive an hum .

ble penitent creature that has offended againſt him in time paſt, if he earneſtly im .

plore divine forgiveneſs, if he grow up to a ſettled hatred of his iniquity , and be.

have himſelf with all watchfulneſs in the practice of his duty for time to come,

both toward God , toward his neighbour, and himſelf. I think I muſt believe, that

God loves holineſs ſo well, that he will not for ever puniſh a creature that repents

ſincerely , and that he cannot but love a creature which ſincerely loves God ; and

therefore if among ſinfulrebels he ſhould find any ſuch remarkable penitent, in the

ſavage regions of the earth , I grant he ſhall not finally and eternally be baniſhed

from the preſence of his maker, into miſery, or at leaſt he may have very encoura

ging hopes of ſome favour and acceptance at laſt, if he can and will exerciſe his rea

fon lo far upon theſe ſubjects and inquiries.

Log . I am glad SOPHRONIUS is here in this diſpute , and I am well pleaſed to fee

PITHANDER not only ready to yield to conviction at firſt, upon the appearance of

the light of reaſon , but to retain ic through all our conference.

Pirh . But there are ſtill ſome conſiderable difficulties remaining, ſir, upon this

point ; there is ſome darkneſs hangs about this gleam of light. Suppoſe a heathen

ſhould be brought to believe and hope, that God may forgive his paſt ſins upon

ſincere repentance, his renewed obedience, and hishumble addreſſes to him for that

purpoſe, yet can his reaſon teach him , that God will forgive daily and repeated

ſins, after knowledge and vowsof obedience ? That he will forgive the ſame finner

relapſing a hundred times over ? That he will forgive his fins, even to the end of

his life ? Or that he will forgive him intirely and perfectly ſo as to make him under

go no penalty at all, and paſs through no purgatory in the other world , to make

fome degree of expiation for paſt offences ? This doctrine of a painful purification in

another ſtate , was ſuppoſed by ſome of the antientheathens, and is ſtill believed by

one party of chriſtians, whereby ſouls of imperfect virtue do penance for the crimes

committed in this life ? Can his reaſon tell him , how long this ſtate of penance and

purgation will endure ? Can it aſſure him , that God will take the finner into his fa

vour, fo far as to give him a laſting ſtate of happineſs hereafter, who has been ſuch

a vile criminal here ? And , I was going to ſay, Can his reaſon aſſure him , ſince

his beſt repentance is ſo very imperfect, that he ſhall not be put upon another ſtate

of trial in a future world , and that his ſoul ſhall not be ſent to animate any other

body, partly to puniſh him for his crimes in this, and partly to go through a new

probacion , with regard to ſome further ſtate of happineſs or niſery ? And not only

one, butall theſe doubts will grow much ſtronger , if the repentance itſelf be doubt

ful and feeble, or much interrupted by returning ſins.

I am ſure, LOGISTO , you are a gentleman of greater reading than to imagine

theſe are mere fancies of my own : Your acquaintance with the heathen writers in

forms you of their purgatory : Plato expreſsly declares, that thoſe " who ſeem to

re are ſtill ſome contou
gh
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have lived a middle ſort of life , that is, with ſome virtues and ſome vices, go into

the lake of Acheron , and being cleanſed and puniſhed are then diſmiſſed , and receive

the recompence of their well-doings." See his Phædo. And you know , fir, their

doctrine of tranſmigration of ſouls, which is ſaid to be derived originally from Py

thagoras the philoſopher, and has ſpread widely among the nations.

The poets borrowed their repreſentations from the philoſophers, though they have

dreſſed them with ornaments peculiar to their own genius. Virgil ſends Æneas into

the other world , and there he finds, in or near the elygan fields, ſeveral ſouls who

were ordained to return to other bodies ;

And

« Incluſas animas, ſuperumq; ad lumen ituras,

Animæ quibus altera fato

Corpora debentur

And the ſouls even of the beſt men, before they are admitted to Elyfium , or the

ſtate of the bleſſed , muſt go through fire and water, and various pains and pu

rifications.

Log . I keep a few of the claſſics here in this ſummer-houſe, and ſome polite

writings for my diverſion. Here is a good edition of Virgil ; come, turn to the

place, and let us ſee the lines.

Pith . With all my heart, fir ; it is in Boak VI. toward the end , ver. 735.

« Quin & ſupremo cum -lumine vita reliquit,

Non tamen omne malum miſeris, nec funditus omnes

Corporeæ excedunt peſtes.

Ergo exercentur pænis, veterumq; malorum

Supplicia expendunt: aliæ panduntur inanes

Sulpenſa ad ventos : aliis fub gurgite vaſto

Infectum eluitur ſcelus, aut exuritur igni.

Quiſque ſuos patimur manes. Exinde per amplum

Mittimur Elyſium , & pauci læta arva tenemus."

Infer
n

ad vento
s
: aliis pandu

ntur
inanec

LOG . I find after their purgatory , Virgil allows but a few of them to be happy ,

fo great and univerſal does he ſuppoſe their deflement in this mortal ſtate, But as

for the bulk and multitude of theſe departed fouls, pray what becomes of them ?

Pith . Surely , ſir, you have read the following lines, where he teaches us, that

they return to bodies again after a thouſand years penance.

« Donec longa dies perfecto temporis orbe

Concretam exemit labem , purumque reliquit

Æthereum ſenſum , atque aurai fimplicis ignem . . .

Has omnes, ubimille rotam volvere per annos,

Lethæum ad fluvium deus evocat agmine magno :

Scilicet immemores, ſupera ut convexa reviſant

Rurſus, & incipiant in corpora velle reverti." .

LOG . Since we are got into the company of the muſes, PITHANDER, let us

fee what our engliſh Virgil, Mr. Dryden, ſays in his tranſlation of this period . I will..

read them to you .

Noc
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and thoſe Maner in Fuit expire
s
:

the few , ſo cleaner

Not death itſelf can wholly waſh their ſtains,

Buc long contracted filth , ev’ n in the ſoul remains. .

The reliques of inveterate vice they wear ;

And ſpots of ſin obſcene in every face appear.

For this are various penances enjoined ;

And ſome are hung to bleach , upon the wind ;

Some plung' d in waters, others purg' d in fires ,

Till all the dregs are drain ’d , and all the ruſt expires :

All have their Manes, and thoſe Manes bear :

The few , ſo cleans'd , to theſe abodes repair ,

And breathe, in ample fields, the ſoft elyſian air . J

Then are they happy , when by length of time

The ſcurf is worn away, of each committed crime.

No ſpeck is left of their habitual ſtains ;

But ihe pure æther of the ſoul remains.

But, when a chouſand rolling years are paſt

(So long their puniſhments and penance laſt ;)

Whole-droves of minds are , by the driving god,

Compell’d to drink the deep Lethæan food :

In large forgetful draughts to ſteep the cares

Of their paſt labours, and their irkſome years ;

That unrememb'ring of its former pain ,

The ſoul may ſuffer mortalfelh again .

Pith . And it is the doctrine of Pythagoras, as repreſented to us by another of

the poets, that human ſouls return into the bodies of beaſts as well as men . Ovid

informsus ſo in the XV. book of his .- metamorphoſes.” Have you got it here ?

Log . Yes, ſir, Ovid is at hand , and as vain and fabulous a writer as he was in

ancient times , yet if his ſoul was tranſmigrated into any human form in this age, I

am perſuaded he would be wonderfully pleaſed to be found in ſuch company as

yours, gentlemen , and to hear himſelf called upon to give his ſenſe of the doctrine

of Pythagoras, ſince it puts a ſort of philoſophical air and dreſs on his wild ſtories

of the transformation of gods and men .

Pith . See here then, ſir, the opinion of that antient philoſopher in the language

of poeſy.

.66 Morte carent animæ , femperque priore relicta

Sede, novis domibus vivunt, habitantque receptæ ;

Omnia mutantur : nihil interit : errat & illinc

Huc venit ; hinc illuc ; & quoſlibet occupat artus

Spiritus ; eque feris huniana in corpora tranſit,

Inque feras nofter."

Which Mr. Dryden thus tranfates ;

Then , death, ſo call'd , is but old matter dreſs'd

In ſome new figure, and a vary 'd veſt :

Thus all things are but alter'd , nothing dies :

And here , and there, th ’unbody'd ſpirit Aies,
By
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By time, or force, or ſickneſs diſpoffeſsid ,

And lodges, where it lights, in man orbeaſt,

Orhunts without, till ready limbs it find,

And actuates thoſe according to their kind ;

From tenement to tenement is toſs ’d ,

The ſoul is ſtill the ſame, the figure only loſt.”

And Lucan fays of the northern countries, lib . I. Pharſ. that they had the opinion of

tranſmigration of ſouls, and therefore they feared not death .

“ — Populi quos defpicit arctos

Felices errore ſuo, quos ille timorum

Maximus, haud urged leti inetus.”

And on this account they eſteemed it a very cowardly thing in war,

" Redituræ parcere vitæ ,”

that is, to be fond of this life, or ſolicitous to ſave it, when it would be ſo ſoon re

ſtored again .

Ceſar tells us this was the doctrine of the Druids, our anceſtors, in Britain . “ Di

ſciplina Druidum in Britannia reperta imprimis hoc volunt perſuadere, non inte

rire animas ; fed ab aliis poſt mortem tranſire ad alios, & c. Lib . VI.DeBello Gall.”

“ The doctrine of the Druids was found in Britain . This is one of the prime articles

of it, that ſouls do not die ; but after the death of the body they paſs from one to a

nother.” The antient Brachmans were known to be profeſſors and teachers of this

opinion ; and in the country of Malabar, in the Eaſt - Indies, their ſucceſſors, the Bra !

mins, teach the people the ſame notion ſtill ; and eſpecially , that the ſouls of men ,

who have behaved ill in this world , are ſent at their death into brute animals, partly

to make atonement for ſins paſt, and partly for a new trial.

Now , ſir, if thoſe among the antient heathens, in various nations of Europe and

Aſia , who profeſſed to be wiſe above their neighbours, and who endeavoured to uſe

their reaſon in matters of religion and a future ſtare, were led into ſuch wild errors,

and had ſo little certainty about pardon of ſin , and future rewards or puniſhments,

what hope can you have, that untaughtreaſon , in the wilds of America , and in Afri

can deſerts, ſhould have better ſucceſs in their roving and looſe inquiries about religi. .

ous affairs, and the future ſtate of men ?

Log . I know not wellwhat to reply to ſome of theſe doubts and queries of yours.

Upon the whole, I do not ſee how the inere reaſon of man , without any alfiſtance,

can get through all theſe difficulties, ſo as to aſſure a ſinner of certain reſtoration to

divine favour and the enjoyment of immortal bleſſedneſs at death , upon ſuch poor,

ſorry , and interrupted repentances as will be found among theſe heathens : And I ain

now ready to think , that ſome of my infidel-acquaintance talk with too much aſſu - ?

rance and triumph upon theſe ſubjects, becauſe they never entered far enough into :

inquiries about them , to learn the difficulties with which their opinions are ſurround -."

ed . We are too ready to think the great God amere weak good -natured thing, fucht '

as ſome magiſtrates have been in wicked nations, and that he utterly neglects to lay !

due reſtraints upon the vices ofhis ſubjects, thathe diſregards the demands of juſtice,

and the rights of government. If I miſtake not, your hebrew poee introduces God:

VOL. II. himſelfli
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himſelf making this reflexion upon ſome of the looſe and profligate Fellowsof that

age, who were not willing to have vice too ſeverely puniſhed ; “ Thou thoughteſt I

was altogether ſuch a one as thyſelf ; but I will reprove thee, and ſet thy fins in order

before thine eyes. Pfal. 1. 21.

Pith. Dear fir, ſince you have done David the honour to cite him in our debates.

I beg leave to repeat the awful addreſs he makes to thoſe vicious creatures in the

very next words : “ Conſider this, ye that forgetGod , leſt he tear you in pieces.

and there be none to deliver.” Puniſhment belongs to guilt, and God , the gover

nor of the world , has a right to inflict it if he pleaſe . I grant, theſe perſons of

whom the pſalmiſt here ſpeaks, were impenitent ſinners : But there are many paſſages

in ſcripture that concur with our natural reaſon, and inform us, that God may, and

ſometimes doth , puniſh in ſome degree thoſe favourites whom he finally pardons.

In Pſal. xcix. 8 . David ſays, “ Thou waſt a God that forgaveft them , though thou

tookeft vengeance of their inventions. Nor can all the light of reaſon aſſure us,

that God will intirely forgive a penitent in this world or in the other , without ſome

puniſhment.

. Loc . I would readily yield , PITHANDER , as far as your argument carries evidence

with it. But though we cannotbe fully aſſured , that repenting criminals ſhall be

completely pardoned, yet you have granted , there is very probable ground for a pe

nitent to hope, thatGod will forgive him at laft ; and if reaſon can lead him but to a

probability of this final forgiveneſs, it gives ſufficient ground for the practice of re

pentance and future obedience, though there may be ſome ſore puniſhments in his

way to final happineſs.

Pith . Pleaſe to conſider, dear fir , that though I have allowed that the force of

reaſon, under happy, advantages and improvements, and in it's beſt exerciſes, may

reach thus far, yet when the reaſon or conſcience of a poor untaught african ſavage

has been by any providence ſo far awakened , as to think himſelf a criminalbefore

God , and has his ſoulmade deeply ſenſible of ſin , I hardly ſee how he can , upon

juſt and folid grounds, get through all the difficulties which Ihavementioned . Will

his own rude and uninſtructed reaſon tell him , thatGod will probably forgive him a

hundred times over? ThatGod will call him to no pains and ſufferings in a future

ftate , on accountof his ſins in this life ? Or if he endures ſome pain , can his reaſon

teach him , that God will probably take him afterward into his favour, ſo far as to

give an immortal reward to any of his poor pretences to virtue, which are ſo often

interrupted and defiled by ſin ? And whatever inferences you and I may be able to

make in Great Britain , I doubt the ſkill of a negro on this theme.

LOG . I am ſenſible I have been too confident upon theſe matters ; and I begin to

think there is ſome need of a revelation to give men more clear diſcoveries of true

religion, and more evident, ſubſtantial, and encouraging hopes of the pardon of ſin

and eternal happineſs.

But however, my friend , you ſeem at preſent to have got the better ofme, by run :

ning over all the particular articles which SOPHRONIUShas mentioned, as belonging to

natural religion , and I confeſs I cannot ſee how a wild negro, or an american, can ſo

well find them outas I imagined ; yet I cannot but think ſtill, that human reaſon muſt

or ſhould have ſufficient ability to guide and to conductmankind to the favour of

God, and happineſs in a way of religion , and I have ſomething further to offer upon

this head : Andwhen I lead the argument, and caſt it into another form , we ſhall try

whether your ſkill can refute it.

Poth. Let

denied by an
innanof necro on thistheme.
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Pith. Let your arguments be propoſed, fir, in what new form you pleafe, I think

I ſhall be able to ſhew you their weakneſs, or if they are convincing , I deſire to be ſo

honeſt as to yield to their force. But the hours are paſſed away , fir, with uncommon

ſpeed in ſuch an agreeable converſation : The ſun hath been ſet almoſt this half hour:

I think it was fullmoon yeſterday , and weſhall have the light of that planet to guide

us home in a little time, which is far more than the american ſavages have to guide

them to heaven , or the african tribe of negroes to relieve their midnight darkneſs.

If you pleaſe, Logisto , we will agree and meet here to -morrow evening , and carry

on the diſcourſe. But let us have SOPHRONIUS's imparcial ſentiments on our debate

thus far , before webreak up.

Log . With allmyheart, gentlemen, and I ſhall be very glad to ſee you both here

to -morrow on ſo agreeable an occaſion : And now I entreat you , SOPHRONIUS, to make

uſe of no compliments, but fulfil the office of an impartial moderator, for which we

both chuſe you ; for our buſineſs is the ſearch of truth .

Soph . Gentlemen, I have been a carefulhearer of your free and learned debate,

and I cannotbut obſerve with pleaſure, that you have avoided all the little paltry me

thods of cavilling, into which difputants are too often betrayed when they aim at vic

tory more than truth , and when each perfon is reſolved to maintain his own opinion

at all adventures. By this happy temper and conductwhich has appeared in this con

ference, I am in no pain about giving you my freelt thoughts on the ſubject, ſince I

am in no danger of diſpleaſing perſons of your generous ſentiments. . ir

Give meleave then , in the firſt place , to take notice , that you have confined the

greateſt part of your diſcourſe to the ſufficiency of human reaſon, in the rude and

uncultivated nations of Africa and north America , to lead them to the favour of God

and happineſs, by the knowledge and practice of religion : And indeed, I cannot but

think you have wiſely fixed this ſcene for your controverſy , and limited your diſcourſe

to this ſort of people, which are ſome of the moſt barbarous and brutiſh on the

earth , and where reaſon has no ſuppoſed aſſiſtances from revelation . .

Logisto has taken great pains to prove, that human reaſon , even in ſuch Tavage .

nations as theſe, is ſufficient to guide and conduct them in the way of religion , to

the favour of God, and future happineſs : or elſe indeed , the propoſition is not uni

verſally true, " That the reaſon of all men is ſufficient for this purpoſe ;" and, in my

opinion ,he has gone a great waytoward proving the natural ſufficiency of human rea

ſon for this purpoſe ,by ſhewing how rational every article ofnatural religion appears ,

and by whatnatural and juſt ſteps of inference , it may be derived from ſuch princi

ples as lie within the reach of mankind , and his reaſoning powers.

On theother hand, Pithander has ſhewn us plainly in fact, how unaſliſted reaſon

is turned aſide perpetually from the truth , and that theſe ſeveral nations, in many ſuc

ceſſive ages, have been born , and lived , and died, by thouſands and ten thouſands,

and have never fought nor found out any tolerable ſchemeof natural religion, and

hardly done any thing toward it ; not that he ſuppoſes them to be innocent and blame

leſs in theſe ſhameful neglects of God, and averſionsto true religion ; but it is ſo in

fact, from age to age, and there are many evident cauſes or occaſions of it.

Give me leave, Logisto, to ſum up in one view the various conſiderations that

PITHANDER has intimated in ſeveral parts of this debate, why he thinkshuman rea

fon, in theſe favages, to be inſufficient to lead them to true religion. .

1 . He conſiders the early and inveterate prejudices of whole nations againſt the

principles and rules of true religion , the obſtinate and deep-rooted prepoffefſions

which they labour under, and the groſs and ſhameful errors which they are led into

Ii 2 from
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from their youngeſt infancy by all who are about them : And their crime is, that

there is ſcarce a foul of them , that everbethinkshiinſelf ſo far, as to queſtion the

truth of what his parents and neighbours havetaught him in his childhood , let it be

never ſo much contrary to reaſon and virtue.

: 2 . He conſiders their irreligious cuſtoms, and the vicious practices, which run

through the whole nation ; which nationalcuſtoms are held ſo ſacred in their eſteem ,

that it is a ſufficient proof of truth or duty to them to ſay , “ It is the conſtant opi

nion or cuſtom of their country.” Every thing that their anceſtors have believed or

done is reaſonable in their account, without any examination .

3 . Heconſiders the natural thoughtleisneſs of theſe creatures, about any thing that

is ſpiritual and divine, without ſomehint given them , that ſhould ſet their realon at

work : They eat and drink , and lie down and riſe whole years together , and never

think of the true God , and the honours due to him if ſome peculiar providence, oc

currence, or converſation doth not turn their thoughts this way.

· And to this we might add, their general aſtoniſhing ſtupidity in matters of God

and godlineſs, if ever they hear any diſcourſe of them , their averſion to the ſpiritual

parts of religion , and utter diſregard of every thing that belongs to it.

i 4 . He conſiders the weakneſs of their untaught reaſon , to diftinguiſh truth from

error, if ever itwere ſet a working on fpiritual things. Reaſon, as well as our other

powers, learns to exerciſe itſelf by practice and inſtruction ; and without inſtruction it is

very rude and giddy, and ever wandering into folly and madneſs. Theſe rude and

barbarous creatures, therefore, muſt not only be put into a right track of thought at

firſt, but be kept in it too ; or otherwiſe they preſently run into groſs miſtakes, even

in the plaineſt and commoneſt principles of religion , ſuch as the exiſtence and unity

of God, and the worſhip chat ought to be paid to him , and the common virtues of

juſtice and fobriety. Such poor favages as theſe, if their faces were once ſet toward

religion and truth, would be readily led away into a variety of errors which ſtand

thick on every ſide, unleſs they had ſome other guide, ſome better clue and direction

than their own reaſoning powers.

5 . Heconſiders the inceffant and everlaſting influence of ſenſible things upon their

minds, which continually , though unreaſonably, divert them from a right exerciſe of

their reaſon aboutmatters of religion and virtue. The urgent neceſities of nature,

the conſtant return of their appetites, the ſolicitude and care to ſupply them , and

the frequent riſe and efforts of their unruly paſſions, all join together, not only to

hinder the better powers of their nature from ingaging cloſely in the purſuit of reli

gion, but alſo tend to blind their minds, and lead them aſtray from the truth . They

are criminal, indeed, in indulging theſe inferior powers to the neglect of their ſouls,

.and their beſt intereſt ; but ſtill they do univerſally indulge them .

And I might add, in the laſt place, he has intimated, that if they feel any efforts

of their own reaſon toward the ſearching out of the trueGod and his worſhip, if they

are awakened by the inward dictates or reproofs of conſcience now and then , to make

ſome reſiſtance to their brutal cuſtoms, and ungodly practices; yet theſe inward efforts

of conſcience and reaſon are ſo feeble , that they ſuffer thein to be quickly over -pow

ered and extinguiſhed , by the temptations that ſtand around them within and

without.

Pith . I own my great obligations to you , SOPHRONIUS, for ſo happy a recollection

of my ſcattered thoughts, and ſo beautiful a diſpoſition of them , as gives force , per

fpicuity , and elegance to my argument.

Soph. Sir,
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Sophro. Sir , I have done nothing butmy duty in ſumming up the evidence, before

I pronounce the ſentence. Had there been any thing in Logisto's part of the con

ference which had needed ſuch a rehearſal and new diſpoſition , hemight be aſſured , I

ſhould nothave failed either in mydiligence or readinels to aſſiſt or ſet forth his argu

ment to as good advantage.

But, compliments apart : Thus, gentlemen , having briefly recapitulated the de

bate between you , all that I ſhall ſay, by way of an arbitrator in the preſent diſpute ,

ſhall be contained in a few following propoſitions: Perhaps I ſhall not be able to place

them in ſo juſt and regular a form : But I can truſt your candour : Converſation does

not require ſuch exactnes. And I would particularly beſpeak Logisto's pardon ,

before Imention the two firſt of them , becauſe they ſuppoſe the truth of chriſtianity,

and the bible, which he ſeemsto doubt of at preſent. But he ſhall find that I name

them only to introduce the reſt , and that I ſhall makenomanner of uſe of theſe two

propoſitions againſt his preſent argument, or in favour of PITHANDER. I prcceed

therefore ,

I. I am perſuaded, that God never did or will forgive the ſins of any man upon

earth , whether jew , heathen , or chriſtian , nor receive any of our ſinful race into his

favour, but upon the account of what Jeſus Chriſt his ſon , the mediator,has done and

ſuffered , for the atonement or expiation of ſin , and the recovery of man to the fa

vour of God : So that if heathens are ſaved , I think it is owing to the merit of Chrift,

and his death . There is ſalvation in no other, nor is there any other namewhereby

men may be ſaved . If any of thoſe who never heard of Chriſtmightbe ſaved without

the influence of his atonement and mediation , why might not they that have heard

of him be ſaved without it alſo ? Thus there would be no need of him to become a

mediator, or to make atonement forthe ſins of the one or the other ; and thus Chrift

would have lived and died to very little purpoſe.

II. With moſt fincere eſteem and love, and, ſhall I add , with tender compaſſion

to Logisto, I aſk leave to declaremybelief of the conſtitution of the goſpel, with

all the ſolemn threatenings that are annexed to it, which I would call my ſecond pro

poſition ; viz . “ He that lives where the goſpel of Chriſt is publiſhed , with it's pro

per and neceſſary evidences, and yet refuſes all his life -timeto believe and receive it,

cannot be ſaved";” but lies under that ſentence of condenination which is frequently

denounced in the new teſtament, “ He that believeth not, ſhall be damned : If ye

believe not that I am he, that is, the Mefiah , ye ſhall die in your fins.” Nor would

the bleſſed God ever denounce ſuch terrible ſentences as theſe , for mere errors of the

mind , without any vice of the will. God well knows where he has given ſufficient

light and evidence ; and he alſo knows, thathowever an honeſt aud ſinceremindmay

happen to be led aſtray for a ſeaſon , yet nothing but criminalnegligence, or culpa

ble prejudices, or ſome ſinful averſion to the goſpel, can influence men , under ſuch

evidences, conſtantly and finally to reject it : It is plain to me, even from theſe

ſcriptures , that no man who truly fears and loves God, and ſeeks to know or to do his

will, can or will be guilty of conſtant and final oppoſition to the goſpel, where it is

furrounded with it's proper atteſtations. And upon this account, dear LOGISTO, I

am perſuaded, your ſincere inquiries to find out the true religion, will iſſue in a hear

ty belief and profeſſion of chriſtianity, though your thoughts may be at preſent flut .

tering abroad with ſomeuncertainty where to fix .

Log . I cannot with -hold myſelf, gentlemen , from interrupting our moderator in

his diſcourſe, that Imay makemyacknowledgments for his tender concern aboutmy

bett
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beſt intereſts , which he has expreſſed in ſo affectionate and reſpectful a manner. I

muſt confeſs, I have no obſtinate and rooted averſion to the chriſtian religion , if I

can find that there is any real need of it, and that it ſtands upon folid foundations,

and if I could anſwer ſome few difficulties that belong to the bible . But left Imake

too long an interruption of your diſcourſe, I intreat you, SOPHRONIUS, proceed to

your third propoſition.

Sophro. III. Though I ſuppoſe no man ſhall be ſaved butby virtue of the media

tion and death of Chriſt, nor doth the goſpel permit me to allow falvation to thoſe

who wilfully and finally reject it, under clear light and evidence; yet there is good

reaſon to believe, that there have been many ſinners actually ſaved,who neverbelieved

in Jeſus Chriſt the ſon of Mary, nor everheard of his name, nor had any notion of

his atoning death and ſacrifice . Such were ſome of the early deſcendantsof Noah,

who lived long before this name was known in the world , among whom wemay

reckon Abimelech king of the Philiſtines, Melchiſedec king of Salem , Job in the land of

Uz *, with his four friends, and many others, who feared God , and wrought righ

teouſneſs : And ſuch weremany good men among the jews, who might be made

partakers of the benefits of the death of Chriſt, and his ſacrifice, though they

had generally no notion of ſuch a ſort of Meſah, or ſaviour, aswas to be made a

facrifice for the ſins of men : Nor is this at all incredible, ſince St. Peter himſelf, who

had been a diſciple of Chriſt fo long, did not believe this doctrine even a little before

his maſter's death , when he complimented hismaſter concerning his crucifixion , Mat.

xvi. 22. and ſaid , “ Be it far from thee , Lord, this ſhall not be unto thee."

See p . 215 .

Nor is it unreaſonable to have the ſamecharitable thoughts concerning ſeveral o

ther perſons of the heathen world , during the continuance of the jewiſh church and

ſtate, who had either maintained the knowledge of the true God , by tradition from

Noab, or recovered it by converſe with the jews, and worſhipped him as a God of

juſtice and mercy, with fear and hope : Such was Cornelius the centurion, and Lydia ,

and ſeveral others, who were called devout perſons, and ſuch as feared or worſhipped

God, in the hiſtory of the Aets, chap . X. 2, 7 . and xvi. 14. and xvii. 4 . And

it is poſſible, that ſince the firſt age of chriſtianity theremay have been ſome fuch re

ligious perſons, of this ſame character , who were ſaved , though they never heard

the doctrine of Jeſus Chriſt ; for if they had ſo much religion as would have ſaved

them before that time, ſurely they ſhall never be excluded from ſalvation forwant of

hearing of the doctrine of Chriſt, if they did not lie within the reach of it.

IV . If any perſons in the heathen nations are ſaved without the actualknowledge

of Chriſt, or any divinerevelation , I think I may venture to ſay, that they can ob

tain it no other way but by the knowledge, and ſincere belief, and practice of that

religion whoſe articles I enumerated, at your requeſt, in the beginning of your diſ

pute: And I then gave you myreaſons, why I think theſe articles are ſufficient, and

why

that time, ſurely they hansdid not lie within the
reactual

knowledge

* Some will object here , did not rob believe ir: Jefus Chrif , his redeemer , who ſhall ſtand at laſt on

the earth ; Job xix . 24, & c. ?

· ANSWER . It is granted , that in fome bright hours, and particularly in the text cited, he was carried

by inſpiration above che level of the diſpenſation under which he lived , ſo far as plainly to rejoice in this

glorious ſaviour of mankind, even theſame perſon who was afterward manifeſted in the world under the

name of Jeſus Chriſt : And ſo might ſeveral other pious men under the antient diſpenſations and perhaps

many or moſtof them might hope for ſome ſuch faviour : but it can ſcarce be proved , that all of them

had an explicit notion of luch a glorious Meſſiah, and that they actually truſted in him as a mediator ;

much leſs doesait appear, that they all truſted in him as an atoning ſacrifice, though they might wait and

hope or him , as ſome future deliverer,
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why they are neceffary : I told you then, why I conceive that a good and gracious

God will finally accept of the ſoul who ſincerely believes and practiſes them ; and

why I can hardly ſuppoſe a holy and righteousGod will accept of any thing that comes

very much ſhort of theſe articles.

V . Since all theſe articles of natural religion, which I beforementioned, ariſe from

the mere conſideration of the nature of God, and man in his preſent ſtate , and the

relations in which man ſtands to God, and to his fellow -creatures, and ſince they ſtand

ſo connected together, that they may be, and have been actually drawn out and fram

ed by the exerciſe of our reaſoning powers, by perſons who dwell under the light of

chriſtianity, then it is not utterly impoſſible in the nature of things, that the ſame

articles ſhould be drawn out and framed, by the exerciſe of reaſon , among thoſe who

never enjoyed the preaching of the goſpel of Chriſt : though it muſt be confeſſed ,

it is almoſt infinitely eaſier for a chriſtian to do it, than for a heathen . Yet ſtill it is

poſſible, in the nature of things, that mere human reaſon may be ſo cultivated and

improved, without revelation, as to produce ſuch fruits of knowledge as theſe are .

This appears , in ſomemeaſure, by the fine ſchemes and thoughts of ſome of the

greek and roman philoſophers, on the themes of rational, mathematical, phyſical,

and moral knowledge, as well as in ſomeparts of religion , and by the great progreſs

a few of them have made in knowledge and truth , on ſome of the ſubjects which you

have been debating .

· I confefs indeed, I hardly think thoſe polite writers and philoſophers would have

gone ſo far in virtue and religion , if theyhad borrowed no help from divine tradition ,

and converſe with the jews, or their neighbours . But after all, I cannot ſay that

ſuch a ſcheme of religion as I have here propoſed, lies utterly out of the reach of

human reaſon , in the nature of things, ſince the ſeveral ſteps of it may be all con

nected by ſtrong inferences. .

VI. Though there be ſeveralwhole nations of the earth funk into fuch a brutal ftu

pidity , as the ſavages in the deſerts of Africa , and the wilds of America , thatthey know

nothing of religion ; and though ſcarce any of the heathen philoſophers,much leſs any

whole nations, ever arrived at any clear and explicit knowledge of ſuch a ſhort and

plain ſyſtem of natural religion as I have propoſed ; yet it doesnot follow , thathuman

reaſon is not ſufficient to lead them into it. A man who is aſleep is a reaſonable crea

ture ſtill, and the reaſon that is in him is ſufficient to enable him to diſcourſe and acc

like a man ; buthemuſt be firſt awakenedby ſome happy accident, and his reaſon fet

a working in a proper track . A man that is intoxicated with liquor, and thereby led

aſtray into a thouſand fooleries, and is preparing miſchief and miſery for himſelf, yet

has the principle of reaſon in him ſtill, and if he does not go on to drink , he may

recover the exerciſe of his rationalpowers, and thereby find out a way to extricate

himſelf from the dangers which ſurround him .

Now I look upon the bulk of the heathen world in ſuch kind of circumſtances as

theſe . Reaſon , ſo far as it relates to God, and religion , and eternal happineſs, ſeems

to be aſleep in them ; ſome happy hintsmay poſſibly awaken it, and ſet it a moving

in a right channel, though without revelation it will be ever ready to wander, and go

aſtray . Reaſon, in far the greateſt part of them , ſeemsto be intoxicated and drawn

away into endleſs fooleries, inſtead of religion , led aſtray by wild appetite and paſ

fion , perverted by a thouſand prejudices, and by the univerſal cuſtoms of the coun

try , and ſeduced far from all the paths of truth and duty . Now if any occurrence

ariſe which may bring them to a ſtand, free them from the intoxicating influences of

prejudice, cuſtom , paſſion , & c, it is poſſible, in the nature ofthings, thatthe pow

ers
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ers of reafon may then trace out ſuch a religion , which , if ſincerely practiſed , may

lead them to finalhappineſs.

VII. But ſincewe find bywretched and deplorable experience , that there have been

very few among the beſt of the heathen nations, whoſe reaſon being left to itſelf,

without any traditions of divine revelation , have worked well this way, and traced

out all the moſt important and neceſſary principles of religion ; and ſince alſo we

have ſeen what ſhameful ignorance, even of the chief of theſe principles, is found

univerſally reigning among the ruder and more unpoliſhed nations, ſo that ſcarce a

man of them knows the true God , or believes or practiſes the neceſſary duties to

wards God, and but very imperfectly toward his neighbour or himſelf ; we may

plainly infer, this ſufficiency ofhuman reaſon to guide all men in matters of religion ,

is but littlemore than a ſpeculative and abſtract idea of ſufficiency ; it is a fufficiency,

at beſt , that has very little or no influence : It is ſuch a natural capacity, or remote

power, or ſuficiency, as is ſcarce likely to become effectual, in practice , in one ſoul

among ten thouſand of theſe rude and brutal creatures which wehave been ſpeaking

of. And whatſoever fpeculative, natural, or remote ſufficiency in matters of reli

gion and happineſs , may be aſcribed to human reaſon among the rude and barbarous

nations of the earth ; yet it can hardly be called a proximate and practical ſufficiency

for this purpoſe : So that there ſeems to be a plain neceſſity of ſome higher means

and advantages than they are poffeffed of, in order to introduce any thing of real re

ligion actually amongſt them . This appears evident to me, ſince I have ſcarce

grounds enough to ſuppoſe there is one ſingle perſon in ſeveral of theſe favage nations,

that has arrived at ſo much religion and holineſs, as to be fit, according to the re

preſentations of ſcripture, to enter into the preſence of God, and heavenly bleſſed

neſs , under all the guidance and conduct of their own reaſon ; ſo ineffectual is it to

combat with their natural ſtupidity, their innumerable prejudices, the inceſſant influ

ence of their brutal education and cuſtoms, and their ſtrong propenſities to vice .

Log. Permit me, gentlemen , after the moderator has ſpoken , to put in one word ,

which perhaps has been too much neglected in our preſent debate, though it has been

at firſt agreed to belong to the queſtion ; and that is this : If all mankind uſed and

exerciſed their reaſon well, and as they ought to do , I query whether it would not

only have a remote, but alſo a proximate and practical ſufficiency , to find out the

articles of natural religion , ſo far as is neceſſary for future happineſs : For it is evi

dent enough, that neither the ſavage nor the polite nations which we have had oc

caſion to ſpeak of, have uſed their reaſon as they might and ought to have done on

religious ſubjects.

SOPHro. What you propoſe , ſir, I think may be ſafely granted by PITHANDER ,

even if he adınit my diſtinction of this remote and proximate ſufficiency. But the

ſurrounding darkneſs and ignorance in which moſt of theſe heathens were born , the

prejudices and cuſtoms of their nations, which they imbibe almoſt from their birth ,

their perpetual avocations by preſent ſenſible objects, the everlaſting urgency of their

appetites and paflions, their native propenſities to vice , and the conſtant temptations

that attend them , are ſuch a powerful hinderance to thisright and due exerciſe of their

reaſon on things moral, divine, and ſpiritual, and on things future and eternal, that

though there be a natural ſufficiency in human reaſon to find out ſuch a religion as

might ſave them , yet it is ten thouſand to one, if ever they duly and rightly exercile

it. It is highly improbable, that ever their thoughts ſhould be directed into ſuch a

track , and guarded and led onward in it ſo far, till they have found out ſuch arti

cles of faith and practice in religion , as you yourſelf lave granted to be neceſſary.

And
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• And it is upon this account, Logisto, I ſay , that reaſon which is remotely ſuffici

ent in the nature of things, may be called practically inſufficient for the purpoſes of

religion and happineſs ; ſince ſo very few , or none, will actually exerciſe their rea

ſon well ; this is the chief thing which I mean by the practical inſufficiency of it, that

not one in a thouſand, or perhaps in many thouſands, will ſo imploy their reaſon as

to guide them to religion and happineſs under thepreſent circumſtances of the hea

then world , and eſpecially in the brutal and ſavage nations.

Pith . Methinks, SOPHRONIUS, I feel myſelf inclined to acce your diſtinction,

and to agree to your reaſoning on this ſubject .

Log . For my part, I thank you heartily , SOPHRONIUS, for your good company,

and for your concluding Diſcourſe. I muſt confeſs, I cannot ſee how to get over the

difficulties which PITHANDER has before propoſed , and which you ſeem to confirm .

Nor do I find any juſt ground to oppoſe your diſtinction of this ſpeculative and prac

tical ſufficiency of reaſon in matters of religion, and your preſent application of it :

For according to the light in which PITHANDER and you have ſet theſe affairs, I think

Imuſt yield that our experience and obſervation ſeem to make it evident, that it is

but a poor ſufficiency thathuman reaſon, in theſe rude nations, has, to guide them

into the knowledge of acceptable religion .

Yet Ihave ſtill ſome difficulties upon mymind ; for there are ſeveral ſolid arguments

drawn from various topics , relating to God and man, to prove that it is neceſſary

God ſhould furniſh all mankind with ſufficient powers for their own happineſs : And

theſe ſhall be the ſubject of our diſcourſe to -morrow , when you pleaſe to favourme

with your company.

· Pith.My ſincere thanks are due alſo to SOPHRONIUS, for the office he has ſuſtained ,

and ſo happily executed in this our conference.

Log . Though the moon be riſen ſo high , and the ſky ſo free from clouds, that your

walk homewards will be pleaſant, yet my ſervant ſhall wait on each of you to your

dwellings. Here, Davus, attend theſe gentlemen . Good night, dear ſirs, and re

member the appointed hour to-morrow .

The SECOND CONFERENCE.

C OPHRONIUS and PITHAnder being met in Locisto 's ſummer-houſe at

the appointed hour, aftermutual falutations, the conferencebegan thus :

Log . Was it not agreed, gentlemen, that I ſhould now produce my other

arguments, drawn from varioustopics, relating to God and man , to ſew that reaſon

is, and muſt be ſufficient to guide, conduct, or bring man to happineſs in the way

of religion ?

Sophro. I think , ſir , you have already gone through but one part of your intend

ed enquiry concerning the ſufficiency of reaſon, and that is, “ Whether the light of

reaſon be a ſufficient guide to teach allmen the neceſſary doctrines and duties of reli

gion .” Then it remains to be diſputed, “ Whether the powers of reaſon are able to

Thew ſuch obligations and motives, and to ſet them before every perſon in ſuch a view

as ſhall be ſuficient to inforce the practice of the duties required, and thus bring a

Vol . II . Kk man
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man to the favour of God, and happineſs ?” If I remember aright, fir, you propo

ſed this method of debate yourſelf at firſt, and this is what I ſuppoſe you mean to in

clude, when you ſay, “ Reaſon is ſufficient, not only to guide, but to conduct and

bring men effectually to happineſs in a way of religion."

As for thoſe general argumentswhich you ſpeak of,which may be drawn from the

nature of God, and the nature ofman , they will better be introduced at laſt, becauſe

they tend to prove both parts of your prefent queſtion at once , viz . that reaſon is

ſufficient, both in it's inſtructions to teach men religion, and in it'smotives to bring

them to the practice of it ; or that it has both light and power enough for this pur

poſe.

* Loc . You are in the right, SOPHRONIUS, this was mymeaning in the expreſſion I

uſed of conducting men to happineſs, and this was themethod which I myſelf pro :

poſed laſt night : But Imuſt confeſs, I am ſomething diſcouraged to purfue the fe

cond query, by the ſucceſs PITHANDER has had in the former part of our debate . And

yet, methinks, human reaſon ſhould be ſufficient to conduct man ſafe to the happi

neſs that is ſuited to his intellectual and immortal nature , and to bring motives ſuf

ficient to inforce the practice of neceſſary duties. I will begin my argument there

fore on this ſubject, and try what can be ſaid .

Pith . I think SOPHRONIUS has ſet the matter right, and I intreat Logisto to pro

ceed to his proof.

Log . Then I begin thus. When two things are ſet before us, whereof our rea

ſon tells us, with great aſſurance, that one is vaſtly more excellent and deſireable

than the other, reaſon does what is ſufficient to engage us to chuſe that which is moſt

excellent. Now to apply this to the buſineſs in hand : Reaſon , working in a heathen ,

may aſſure him , that virtue hath much beauty and lovelineſs in it, becauſe it is acting

what is fit and right, and according to the nature of things : Büt vice is a hateful

thing , contrary to what is right and fit : Reaſon can ſhew him , that the everlaſting

favour of ſuch an almighty and all- ſufficient being, as God, and the happineſs and

joys of a future ſtate, which are the rewards of virtue and religion , are vaſtly pre

ferable to all the delights of ſenſe, which are but ſhort and yaniſhing, and to all the

forbidden indulgences of appetite and paſſion , which often leave a ſting behind them :

I think then , that reaſon does it's office , and performswhat is ſufficient to incline the

man to chuſe virtue , the favour of God , and future happineſs, above all preſent and

tempting ſenſualities, and to inforce the practice of religion and goodneſs. Again ;

When two things are ſet before us, whereof our reaſon aſſures us, that one will

bring a hundred times more pain and ſorrow upon us than the other, reaſon does

what is ſufficient to engage us moſt carefully to avoid that which brings the greateſt

miſery, and to endure the leſs evil for the ſake of avoiding the greater : and there

fore when reaſon , working in a heathen , aſſures him , that anguiſh of conſcience , and

the diſpleaſure and wrath of an almighty God, through all our ſtate of immortality ,

which will be the conſequent of a vicious life , willbe inexpreſſibly harder to bear than

a little troubleſome ſelf-denial, which he finds in the preſent life, in the reſtraints of

his paſſions and appetites, and in the practice of virtue, reaſon then does what is

ſufficient to incline the man to avoid vice and to practiſe virtue; becauſe it teaches

him , that it is far better to venture the leſſer pains of ſelf-denial here in this life, in

order to avoid themore terrible pains and ſorrowswhich the diſpleaſure of God may

bring both upon his body here , and his immortal foul hereafter. How can any

thing be ſufficient, PITHANDER , to bringmen to religion and heaven , if ſuch motives

as theſe are not ſufficient ? And theſe are the motives that reaſon finds outand produces.

Pith .
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Pith . Though your argumentſeems to run on , ſir , in fo ſmooth a current, and

to carry ſuch perſpicuity and force with it, yet it is not very difficult to give ſeveral

folid anſwers, which will ſhew it's weakneſs.

Firſt then, ſir, you will pleaſe to obſerve, that your argument ſuppoſes theſe dif

tinct characters of virtue and vice , of lovely and hateful, to be ſer before heathens,

even of the ſavage kind, in their proper colours, and the immortal rewards and pu .

niſhments, that attend them , to be found out and aſcertained by their reaſoning

powers. But I intreat the favour of you , fir , to bethink yourſelf, how very fhort

you came yeſterday of your intended proof, that allheathens can find out thoſe truths

or duties which belong to religion , or can ſet forth the diſtinct characters of virtue

and vice , in their lovely or unlovely appearances. Think again , fir, how much you

have failed of any plain proof of the doctrine of a future and eternal ſtateknowable

by theſe heathens, how unable the ſtupid Americans are to find out, that God will cer- ·

tainly receive penitent finners to his favour, at leaſt into ſuch a degree of favour as to

free them from all puniſhment, and to make them happy for ever in another world ;

nor have you proved that their reaſon will ſhew them , that God willmake the men

of vice for ever miſerable. Now if theſe things are not effectually proved, nor ſo

much as the probability of them made evident and eaſy to the ſtupid Africans, where

are your ſtrong motives to virtue ? What is become of your ſufficient obligations to :

practiſe religion ? They vaniſh and diſappear at once : And therefore in the ruder

nations of the earth , theſe motives can have no power to inforce religion or virtue, ,

for they have no exiſtence there in the minds of men , nor are likely to have any ex - -

iſtence by themere workings of their rude reaſon .

Forgive me, good LOGISTO , if I take the freedom here to ſuppoſe, that this ar

gument of yours, for the power of reaſon to enforce the practice of virtue and reli

gion , was framed in your thoughts, and glowed there with ſuperior fervour and

force, while you imagined theſe diſtinct characters of moral good and evil, theſe

lovely features and excellencies of virtue, theſe hateful ideas of vice, and the mo

tives of everlaſting rewardsand puniſhments, to be all eaſily found by the light of rea

fon, in every heathen : but ſince you are diſappointed in the proof of their reaſon as

a ſufficient guide or light to teach them their duty , you muſt accept the diſappoint

meat too of your expectations of the ſufficient force or power of reaſon to influence

the practice of it. -

Log . Imuſt confeſs, PITHANDER, I came to this conference yeſterday big with ex

pectation of proving reaſon in all men, even in the rudeſtheathens, to be a very ſuf- ·

ficient guide ; and though I do not yet yield up all that point entirely , yet I am con

ſtrained to acknowledge your replies have greatly weakened my arguments in that

firſt part of our debate, and thence follows a degree of debility of myarguments in

the ſecond . You ſaw in the beginning of the preſent diſcourſe, I was ſomething

conſcious of it.

· Pith. I acknowledge, ſir, your ſincerity and goodneſs ; but pleaſe to permit me

to proceed in the next place, and ſhew , that whereſoever unaſliſted reaſon has pre

tended to find out the future and immortal recompences of virtue and vice, it is

with ſo much doubt and uncertainty as renders the force of themotive very feeble.

Reaſon , in it's beſt exerciſes, even in the moſt polite nations, can hardly ariſe high

er than to give them a grand probability , that there is an immortal or everlaſting

ſtate of happineſs in the other world provided , for the rewards of the brighteſt virtue

on earth . SOPHRONIUS has carefully avoided the making the certain knowledge of it

a fundamental article : For ſince all mankind are finners, and there is none perfectly

Kk 2 righteous,
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righteous, no not one, how can reaſon aſſure them , that ſuch imperfect virtue ſhall

have an immortal reward ?Much leſs could their reaſon inſure ſuch happineſs to thoſe

who have been great and long ſinners , even though they ſhould repent : For can

niere reaſon ever aſſure theheathens, that they ſhall exiſt for ever ? Why may not

God annihilate ſuch imperfect and ſinful creatures as they are, and do it even as a fa

vour granted to the penitent, ſince for their ſins they have deſerved to have beenmade

miſerable in their natural itate of immortality , that is, to have been for ever miſera

ble ? And he might ſtill reſerve the more profiigate and impenitent criminals to

ſome future puniſhment, to ſhew the diſtinction his juſticemakes between the good

and the bad, or rather, between criminals of leſs and greater guilt : And yet even

this puniſhment, perhaps, ſo far as reaſon could certainly teach us, need not be im

.mortal or everlaſting.

Such mere doubtful hopes and fears therefore as can be raiſed by ſuch feeblo , pro

bable, and uncertain proois of everlaſting pain or pleaſure , are but weak things, Lo

GISTO, to oppoſe the ſtrength and violence of vicious appetite, and unruly paſſion in

mankind. Things preſent and ſenſible , whether they be pleaſing or painful, they are

ſtill certain , and therefore they will generally have much more powerful influence than

theſe diſtant and inviſible ſuturities which are ſet before men in a doubtful and un

certain light. It is the light of revelation only that aſcertains theſe important points

of religion , and diſcovers an everlaſting heaven and a hell, with full evidence and

aſſurance , and this adds a far ſuperior ſtrength to the motives and obligations of

religion .

And in the ſecond place, with your permiſſion , LOGISTO , I would proceed farther,

and ſhew , that human reaſon is very inſufficient for theſe purpoſes, in compariſon of

the bleſſed goſpel of Chriſt formany new and differentmotives and obligations to virtue

and piety are preſented in the religion of Chriſt, and the goſpel, far beyond what the

reaſon of man , untaught and una riſted by revelation , could ever furniſh us with .

It is the holy ſcripture, it is Mofes and the prophets, it is Chriſt and his apoſtles ,

who ſet before us the dreadful evil of ſin , both in it's nature, as it is contrary to the

eternal rectitude and thewill ofGod ; and in it's demerit and conſequences, as it de

ferves the indignation of God , and is threatened with death and everlaſting puniſh

ments in another world . It is the ſcripture that repreſents to us the excellency and

the neceſlity of religion and moral goodneſs, in a much brighter and more eaſy light

than ever all the reaſonings of the philoſophers have done, and makes the plough -boy

and the ſhepherd to underſtand and receivemore truth and duty in a few lines, and

in half an hour, than the philoſopher , with all his boaſted reaſon , had been labour

ing and digging for half his life, and at laſt had broughtit forth into lightmingled

with darknels and much uncertainty.

It is the ſcripture that makes the duties of religion practicable, by bringing into a

near view all thoſe admirable and lovely examplesofvirtue and piety practiſed among

inen , in the glorious characters of Moſes, jomua , Abraham , and David , Samuel, Job,

Daniel, & c . and above all by Jeſus, the author of our religion ? What ſtrong aſſu

rances of the love, compaſſion , and tenderneſs of God toward good men in this

world , are given us in ſcripture, as well as thebright diſcoveriesof the glorious world

to come: It is the goſpel reveals tomen the aſtoniſhing love of God, in ſending his

own ſon down to earth to becomea ſacrifice , and to make atonement for the ſins of

rebellious creatures, and the amazing condeſcenſion and compallion of Chriſt to un

dergo ſuch ſufferings for our ſake. Theſe are illuſtrious incentives to virtue and good

' neſs, which reaſon knowsnothing of : And time would fail me to talk over half the

glorious and divine encouragements that we find in thebook of ſcripture to make us

active
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active and conſtant in the practice of religion , and to incline us to diſdain and ſur .

mount all the difficulties , and hardſhips, and terrors which lie in our way to heaven .

And what can the poor native untaught reaſon of an Indian furniſh him with , to

combat all his vicious inclinations, the ſinful cuítomsof his country, and the pro

fligate and ſavage courſe of life in which he is educated and ingaged, that can appear

comparable to the divine weapons and armour with which the goſpelhas furniſhed us

for this ſacred warfare ? And yet we ſee all theſe glorious motives and obligations

of chriſtianity do not prove effectual to reſtrain multitudes of the chriſtian world from

vice and irreligion , nor incline them to virtue and holineſs, in oppoſition to the

temptations of the fleſh and the world : How weak and inſufficient then muſt reaſon

be, poor african or american reaſon, to attain ſuch divine effects ?

Log . Then ſurely , PITHANDER , you will not ſay any inore, that reaſon does not

offer ſufficient obligations to virtue, becauſe the bulk of a nation are not reclaimed

by it from their vices ; for by the ſamerule , out of your own mouth , I might con

demn the goſpel of inſufficiency too. I mightargue concerning the ſcripture andthe

religion of Chriſt, that it does not provide ſufficient motives to virtue and goodneſs,

becauſe thebulk and multitude, even in chriſtian nations, are not infuenced by it,

either to learn or to practiſe their duty, but are carried away perpetually into vicious

courſes by appetite and paſſion , by ſinful cuſtom and evil companions, and utter

forgetfulneſs of God, and all that is good.

Pith . But you muſt ſtill allow , ſir, that the chriſtian revelation has a vaſt prefer

ence above themere principle of human reaſon , in that it's motives are more nume

rous and more powerful beyond all compariſon . And if the motives to religion ,

which our reaſoning powers can propoſe , may be called ſufficient to equal, or rather

to exceed , all temptations to vice and impiety , becauſe in the balance of reaſon they

appear more weighty, then the principles andmotives of chriſtianity muſt bemore

abundantly ſufficient, becauſe , with an infinite ſuper-abundance, they outweigh all

the temptations of Aeſh and fin , when put into the ſame balance of reaſon . . .

And, on the other hand , if the motives of the goſpel, numerous and powerful as

they are, prove ineffectual to many thouſands that hear them , ſurely the motives of

mere reaſon, which are much fewer and feebler, are very inſufficient in compariſon

with thoſe of revelation .

In the third place, let it be obſerved ,that there are large and conſiderable numbers

of mankind, in all ages, who have been effectually influenced by the goſpel to re

nounce every vice, and to practiſe piety toward God , and virtue toward men , and

eſpecially where the chriſtian religion has appeared in it's full liberty and luſtre. But

any numbers of truly pious and religiousmen arenot to be heard of ainong the moſt

polite nations of heatheniſm . How ſhamefully vicious in practice were many of the

philoſophers of greateſt fame, if the report of Diogenes Laertius, and others, may be

credited ? Flow very few of them lived according to the light of nature, and the e

ternal rules of piety and virtue ? But what if here and there a goodman or two has

been found in heathen countries, whereknowledge Aouriſhed, ſuch as Italy or Greece,

or the leffer Afio , in antient times ? Perhaps in our age, in Great- Britain there are

fifty to one, and it may be more than a hundred ; and if we ſhould compare the

numbers of religious perſons in the britiſh iſles, with thoſe of Africa or north Ame

rica , I have ſome reaſon to think the proportion would excced ſeveral thouſands to

one .

Log . Then, my friend , according to your own argument, ifthemotives and ob

ligations of chriſtianity are proved to be ſufficient to inforce the practice of religion ,

and
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.

and to conduct aman to heaven, becauſe they have been found effectual and ſucceſs

ful in the hearts of fome hundreds or thouſands, I think I maymake this inference,

and you muſt grant it, that the motives of reaſon are not utterly inſufficient for this

purpoſe, if they have been effectual to bring but here and there one to practiſe reli

gion , and thereby lead them to the divine favour. And if it be ſufficient for a few ,

why not for all whohave the ſame natural faculties ?

Pith . Will you pleaſe, ſir, to reſume your own inference , and apply it thus ?

Reaſon has been ſufficient in a Euclid to trace out a noble ſcheme of geometrical

theorems; in a Locke to write an excellent eſſay on human underſtanding ; and in a

Virgilto compoſe an admirable heroic poem ; will you infer therefore that reaſon in

all men is ſufficient to frame geometrical ſchemes, write fine eſſays and heroic poems?

Wiil this concluſion hold , ſir ? Can all mankind become Lockes, and Euclids, and

Virgils ? Remember, good ſir, we are debating about ſuch a ſufficiency as may ren

der allmankind holy and happy. Not that I ſuppoſe it is as hard to trace out reli

gion as it is to be a Locke or an Euclid'; but this application of your argument ſhews

how weak the inference is : and though here and there onemay happen to do it, it

will not follow , that all mankind can do the ſame.

Beſides, fir, this ſmall number, this here- and -there one, that you ſpeak of, who

had been led by reaſon to religion, are found only perhaps in european nations, or

in weſtern Aſia , where they have had correſpondence with jews or chriſtians, or have

received fome traditional notices, or hints of divine revelation, without which, I

much queſtion , whether there would have been , in fact, one truly religious man in

the world : So that it is to the notices and fragments of revelation , conveyed to men

from Noab, or Job, or Abraham , or the jews, or from ſome other inſpired perſon ,

that I aſcribe the real godlineſs of any perſon among the gentile nations, rather than

to the mere force of human reaſon in its preſent degenerate ſtate : For I much quer

tion , whether you can inform meof one perſon , one ſingle perſon , of true piety and

virtue in the wilds of Africa or America , in all their nations, and in many paſt ages,

unlefs they have had ſomeaſſiſtances from perſons of other nationswho had acquain

tance with revelation .

Log . What ! will not you allow one good man to have been found , for ſeveral

ages, among all theſe heathen nations, without revelation ? That is hard indeed :

Doth not ſuch a degree of uncharitableneſs border upon cruelty ? Can you think the

God ofmercy is ſo cruel, as your preſent ſentiments repreſent him ?

Pirh . Sir, if it were a proper place here , I could ſhew you , that this repreſenta

tion of things is very agreeable to the language of God in his facred writings, and

yet he is a God of mercy ſtill. Butwe ſhall have occaſion to enter into this argu

ment, when you come to talk upon the equity and goodneſs of God. At preſent I

content myſelf to ſay, that ſince very few in any heathen countries, after the diviſion

of the world into jews and gentiles, in the days of Moſes, have been truly religious

perſons, in compariſon with the multitudes under the light of divine revelation , it is

evident, that reaſon has not this ſufficiency to inforce the practice of religion , in any

tolerable proportion , to what revelation or ſcripture has ; and therefore, in a com

parative ſenſe , it may well be called inſufficient, while revelation is juſtly called ſuf

ficient in this ſenſe.

Log . Well then , fir, you ſeem to acknowledge a degree of inſufficiency in reve

Jation itſelf, ſince it is but comparatively ſufficient ?

Pith . I am not in pain to grant this, ſir, that ſcripture itſelf, or the goſpel of

Cbrift, conſidered merely as a written book , or as a mere ſyſtem of doctrines ,

rules,
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rules, and motives, doth not pretend to ſuch a complete and powerful ſufficiency of

itſelf : That is, though in itſelf it has a vaſt ſuperiority to all other rules andmotives,

yet it pretends not to ſuch an effectual influence over the hearts of men , in oppoſi

tion to all preſent temptations, and the powers of fleſh and ſenſe , by the mere out

ward propoſal of it's motives without the promiſed aids of the holy Spirit. It is this

heavenly influence that renders even the goſpel-motives ſo efficacious.

It is to the aids of this ſuperior grace of God , concurring with the revelation of

the goſpel, that the primitive preachers and defenders of chriſtianity direct their diſ

ciples in order to obtain victory over their ſenſual and vicious inclinations. Rom . viii.

13. “ If by the Spirit ye mortify the deeds of the body, ye ſhall live.” It is to the

operationsof the holy Spirit of God, or theagency of God by his Spirit, that they

afcribe the mighty change of their natures from vice to virtue, from ſin to holineſs

and purity of heart and life, which is called regeneration , or being born of God.

1 Pet. i. 22. “ Ye have purified your ſouls in obeying the truth by the Spirit.” 1 John

ii. 29. “ Every one that doth righteouſneſs is born of God.” And iii. 9 . “ Whoſoever

is born ofGod doth not commit ſin ,” that is, freely, and readily , and frequently as

before. “ It is he that is born ofGod that overcometh theworld in all the allurements

of field and ſenſe ; " 17ohnv. 4 . And this, in the language of our faviour, “ is being born

of the ſpirit ;" John iii. 5 , 6 . If the Corinthians were fan &tified from their vices of heart

and life, it is by the Spirit of ourGod ; i Cor. vi. 11. If the Theſſalonians arebrought

to ſalvation , it is through fanctification of the ſpirit, as well as belief of the truth ;

2 Tbel . ii. 13. Even all the important diſcoveries of divine motives contained in the

goſpel,which St. Paul calls, “ the weapons of his warfare , 2 Cor . x . 4 . and which are

mighty to the pulling down of ſtrong-holds of ſin in the heart, it is only through

God ; that is, through the preſent power of God.” And St. Paul tells us, in Rom .

viii. 26. “ It is the ſpirit ofGod that helpeth our infirmities , and teaches us to pray ; "

and the aids of this ſpirit are promiſed to them who ſeek it. Luke xi. 13. “ Your hea

venly Father will give the holy Spirit to them that aſk him ."

Loc. But why this long bead- roll of your ſcriptures cited to me, who doubt of the

truth of them , and cannot yet believe any thing ſo ſacred and divine in them as you

imagine ?

Pith. I hope, ſir, you will permit the firſt preachers and teachers of our religion

to know what their own doctrine is, without determining whether it be divine or not:

and I cite them for no other purpoſe but to ſhew you, that they themſelves acknow

ledge, that the glorious ſufficiency, which even the bleſſed goſpel of Chriſt has to con

duct and bring ſouls to heaven, in a way of religion , does not ariſe only from the

ſtrength that it 's motives have, as powerful as they are, to perſuadethe heart of man

to practiſe true religion , in oppoſition to all manner of temptations ; but it ariſes

alſo from the promiſed aids of grace , or ſupernaturalinfluences of the bleſſed Spirit,

concurring with the moral influence of theſe motives.

Log . Iſee we are now running into enthuſiaſm apace. I hoped we ſhould have

none of this kind of diſcourſe here. Pray tellus, PITHANDER , what does this divine

Spirit do to make men religious, more than give them this goſpel, or confirm the

truth of it, as you ſuppoſe, by gifts and wonders ?

Pith. If it would not lead us too far from our preſent ſubject, perhaps I could ſet

this matter in a very rational light. At preſent I ſhall only ſay, that in ſomeun

known way and manner, it may either give further light to the underſtanding, or a

ſecret bias and propenſity to the will, or, at leaſt, it may ſet theſe motives, both of

reaſon
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reaſon and revelation before the ſoul in a ſtronger and more perſuaſive view ,and more perſuaſive view , and by

this means effectually prevail with theman to become thoroughly religious. . . :

Log . Bút may not the poor heathens in the dark regions of the earth , who are

left to the mere inſtructions of nature and reaſon , and have fewer advantages than

the chriſtians pretend to ; I fay, may not theſe poor wretches be favoured by a mer

cifulGod with ſome ſuch aſſiſtances from heaven, to help them in their inquiries af

ter religion and happineſs, and to aſſiſt them in their endeavours to practiſe the one,

and obtain the other ? Will a mercifulGod beſtow ſuch inward aſſiſtances on thoſe

who have ſo much outward light, and yet give none at all of it to thoſe who ſit in

darkneſs ?

Pirh . I thank you , Logisto , that you feelyourſelf reduced ſo far as to make this

inquiry ; to which I ſhall offer thele two plain replies.

Firſt, I will by no means deny, that ever God favours theheathens with this bler

ſing. And , doubtleſs, ſuch is the beneficent and compaſſionate nature ofthe bleſſed

God , that if he ſees theheart of any poor ſavage breathing toward heaven , and ex

erting any feeble efforts towardsvirtue and religion , he is not wanting to encourage

it with all proper aſſiſtances of light and ſtrength , till the creature refuſes to proceed,

and turns itſelf aſide froin God and his grace. But whatever a mercifulGod mav do

out of his abundant compaſſion, to enlighten and aſſiſt ſuch poor periſhing creatures,

yet theſe favage nations of whom we have been chiefly ſpeaking , and indeed the

greateſt part of the heathen world , appear to have had very little of this help , and

and they have no reaſon to expect it, or hope for it, ſince they do notmake religion

and virtue the matter of their ſerious inquiry : they have no ſolicitude about the true

God , or his ſervice, or his favour, nor do they addreſs themſelves to God , in order

to attain his aid . The grecian philoſophers boldly deſpiſed it, declaring, that " they

need not aſk the gods for virtue ; for this waswithin their own power, and they could

acquire it of themſelves." . The impious expreſſions of the Stoics on this ſubject are

well known to the learned , that si their wiſeman was ſuperior to the gods in this,

that their godswere wiſe or good by nature, butman by his own choice."

Beſides, thoſe individual perſons among the heathenswho ſeek not theſe aids from

heaven , have no promiſe of encouragement that they ſhall have theſe divine favours

beſtowed upon them * , and they live indeed like perſons abandoned to their own

vices ; ſo that onemay venture to pronounce partly in the language of ſcripture, con

cerning theſe nations in general, while they are without divine revelation, they are

without God , without Chriſt, and without the Spirit too , and without hope in the

world .

My ſecond reply is this, that if you allow , Logisto, ſuch influences or aſſiſtan

ces from heaven to be neceſſary , or almoſt neceffary, in the preſent corrupt and

wretched ſtate of the heathen world , to guide and conduct them to happineſs in a

way of religion , why may not you be eaſily led to believe thatGod has actually given

ſome divine influences, fome ſpecial revelations and inſtructions to ſome of the an

tient inhabitants of this miſerable world , to the patriarchs, to the jewviſh prophets,

to Chriſt, and his apoſtles, which havebeen committed to writing for the inſtruction

of the world , on purpoſe to make the way to heaven more evident and eaſy to

wretched

. There are general promiſes indeed in the old teſtament, that the goſpel ſhall be given to ſomeheathen

nations ; but there is no particular perſon , or age, or ſingle family of heathens which can claim thele aids

of the holy Spirit, while they donot pray for them , nor uſe the natural advantages and powers which they

have already in the fincere purſuit of religion.
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- puwer neem in any caſe neceſſary that

wretched mankind, labouring under ſuch thick darkneſs, ſuch huge prejudices, and

ſuch innumerable temptations ?

: Loc . Why truly, I think I may allow of ſome divine influences of light from the

merciful God , to lead his unhappy and bewildered creatures into the way of religion

and happineſs, by a diſcovery of the important truths and duties of religion to them ,

with as much or more reaſon than I can allow of divine influences of power upon

the hearts of men, to enable them to practiſe theſe duties : And, ſurely, if the influ

ences of power ſeem in any caſe neceſſary, the influences of light or knowledge are

much more fo : This was a happy thought of yours, PITHANDER , and I give you

my thanks for it.

SOPHRO. I think , gentlemen, you yourſelves plainly perceive, that this debate be

tween you is broughtnearly to an iſſue. There is no need of my reſuming the caſe,

or ſpeaking any thing upon the ſubject.

Log. Yes, pray, SOPHRONIUS, let ushave your thoughts upon it, and perhaps

they may introduce ſome further converſation, to elucidate this argument yet more

perfectly .

· Sophro. If Imuſt give my ſentiment in this matter, about the fufficiency of rea

ſon to perſuademen to religion , and inforce upon them the practice of virtue, Imuſt

determine the pointmuch after the ſamemanner as I concluded the debate of yeſter

day, about the fufficiency of reaſon to guide us into the articles of religion , and that

ſhall be done in theſe few propoſitions :

I. In natural, corporeal, and neceſſary agents, that cauſe or principle can only be

properly called ſufficient to produce the effect, which doth and will actually and cer

tainly produce it, where all other external things are found which are naturally necef

ſary to this particular effect . So an acorn is ſaid to be ſufficient to produce an oak ,

when it is planted in a proper ſoil, and has the neceſſary outward advantagesof rain ,

and fun, c. So a clock is ſufficient to ſhew the hours of the day, when all the

'weights, and wheels, and ſprings of movement, and mechanical parts of that en

gine are rightly formed and ſituated , adjuſted and put in motion. But in ſpiritual,

and voluntary, and moral agents, a cauſe or principle may be pronounced ſufficient,

in the nature of things, to produce the effect, where the effect is not actually pro

duced , ſuppoſing that the motives are ſuch asmay and ought to influence the will,

to produce the effect . Whereſoever the obligations to duty are juſt and ſtrong, and

appear ſo to the attentivemind , and according to the rules of reaſon ought to per

ſuade the will to chuſe the good, and refuſe the evil, there theſe obligations may be

' called fufficient naturally to reform the man , though the will may be led aſtray by a

thouſand other influences, and may not be once in ten thouſand times effectually per

· ſuaded to refuſe the evil, and to chuſe the good. .

II. Whereſoever themotives and obligations to religion which ariſe not only from

the fitneſs of things, but alſo from the favour or diſpleaſure of God, and from ever

laſting happineſs and miſery in a future ſtate , are traced out by reaſon in the heathen

world , though they are not all ſet in their full light and ſtrength , but ariſe only to a

degree of doubtful probability , yet they may be called , in ſome fenſe, naturally ſuf-,

ficient to inforce the practice of religion : and the reaſon is plain , becauſe even the

mere probability of the love or anger of an almighty being, and of an eternal ſtate

of miſery or happineſs, ought to over -balance all our preſent views of certain plea

fure, or certain uneaſineſs, which belong to this ſhort and periſhing life ; and ſo they

ought to incline a reaſonable man to chuſe the hardſhips of virtue, with the love of

VOL. II. LI
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God, and the probable or doubtfulhopes of eternal peace, and to refuſe the pleaſures

of vice, with the anger of God , and the probable danger or fear of eternal pain ,

III. Though I allow the ſufficiency of reaſon to inforce the practice of virtue and

piety in this fenſe , yet when we conſider how very little influence it has ever had, en

ven in polite nations, to reform the world , or to rendermen truly religious, and no

influence at all, ſo far as we can find, in the darker corners of the earth , thoſe habia

tations of atheiſm , idolatry, and cruelty , I think we can account it little more than

a mere ſpeculative and notional ſufficiency, ariſing from the nature of things ; but

fince it is confirmed by experience of ſucceſs in ſo very few , if any, evident inſtances ,

it can ſcarce be called a practical ſufficiency to bring men to heaven in a way of reli

gion , where it acts, or rather ſleeps, in fuch a manner as to let whole nations of mi

ſerable mankind run on in the practice of ſhameful vices, from one generation to an

other, thoughtleſs of the trueGod, virtue, and religion , and careleſs about his love

or his anger in a future ſtate.

Upon the whole, I think , we muſt conclude, that ſince human reaſon , in a re

mote and ſpeculative ſenſe, may be ſufficient to guide and conduct all mankind to re

ligion and future happineſs, Logisto is ſo far in the right, and may be allowed to

fay, reaſon is ſufficient. But ſince , in a practical or experimental ſenſe, we find rea

fon has ſcarce any, or rather no ſufficiency to attain theſe ends, PITHANDER may con

tinue to maintain his opinion alſo , that reaſon is inſufficient : yet it ought to be re

membered , that it is in this ſenſe only , and with this limitation .

Whenſoever therefore I read any chriſtian writers, who are men of good under

ftanding, and of moderate principles, aſſerting that human reaſon , in heathen na

tions, is not ſufficient to guide and conduct men to happineſs in a way of religion , I

take them to mean , ſuch a practical inſufficiency as I have diſtinguiſhed and deſcribed

here : And in this ſenſe I would underſtand the biſhop of London in his ſecond paſto

ral letter, when he declares reaſon to be inſufficient, as well as Dr. Clarke in his dif

courſe of revealed religion : And when I hear of other chriſtian authors, or preach .

ers, maintaining the ſufficiency of reaſon for this purpoſe, I would ſuppoſe, they

mean no more than ſuch a natural and remote fufficiency, which will ſcarce ever be

come really effectualwithout revelation , and eſpecially in the rude and barbarousna

tions of the earth . .

Though I muſt confeſs, it would better guard their expreſſions, on both ſides,

from miftake, ſince the controverſy is on foot , if they pleaſed to uſe ſomeſuch diſtinc

tion or limitation , when they pronounced either upon the ſtrength or weakneſs ofhu

man reafon , and neither called it abſolutely ſufficient or abſolutely inſufficient for the

purpoſes of religion and happineſs. And I am ready to perſuademyſelf, LOGISTO

by this time is almoſt inclined to believe, that natural reaſon unaſliſted in all mankind ,

is not proximately and practically ſufficient, to make them holy and happy here and

hereafter.

. . Thus it happens ſometimes, thathuge controverſies may be allayed and ſilenced ,

and contending parties reconciled , by a plain and eaſy diſtinction .

“ Himotus animorum , atque hæc certamina tanta

Pulveris exiguijactu compreſſa quiefcunt.” . Virg.

And if things do really ſtand in the light in which Ihave endeavoured to ſet them ,

if reaſon has only ſuch a remote and ſpeculative ſufficiency , to guideand conduct ſin

fulmankind to happineſs in a way of religion, if there are ſo very few , if any, who

were
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were ever guided and conducted by italone to happineſs, then there is amoſt evi

dent neceſſity of brighter light, clearer diſcoveries of duty , ſtronger motives and ar

ſiſtances, ſuperior to what reaſon can furniſh us with , to makemankind truely wiſe

and bleſſed : and this light, and theſe motives and aſſiſtances are eminently to be

found in the religion of Chriſt .

Log. How much ſoever I may be inclined to receive your opinion , SOPHRONIUS,

and to abide by your determination in this controverſy, yet. I cannot think fit to de

clare myſelf roundly and poſitively upon this ſubject , till I have tried the force of all

the arguments which I have in reſerve : But perhapsyou will think it toomuch to en

ter upon anynew topics at preſent.

SOPHRO . Well then , gentlemen , I would propoſe at preſent to relieve the fatigue

of intenſe thinking, and cloſe debate : And at the ſame time, in order to confirm

what I have offered about the practical inſufficiency of reaſon in matters of religion ,

permitmeto read two ſhortmanuſcripts, which I brought hither to entertain you this

evening , ſince I found your debate yeſterday ran very much upon the ſufficiency of

reaſon , even in the moſt ignorant nations, to lead them to religion and happineſs .

The manuſcripts are nothing but a ſhort abſtract of all the ſenſe of religion that I

could find in hiſtory among the northern americans, and the ſouthern africans. . .

The firſt relates to the rudenations of the north America , collected many years ago,

formy own uſe, outof a largervolume, written by father Hennepin , a miſſionary of

Flanders, who travelled over all that country, and made a conſiderable ſtay in ſome

parts of it.

All the notion of a God or religion which they generally have, is this : They fee

ſome bodies produce ſtrange effects, which they cannot comprehend, they ſee ſome

appearances of nature or art which are very unuſual, and then they aſcribe the cauſes

of theſe effects or appearances to ſome being that is above themſelves, and call it in

their language Otkon , or Manitoo, or Atahouta , which means, a ſort of ſpirit, either

good or evil. So when they ſee a gun makea falh and a noiſe, and immediately ei

ther a wild bull, or two or three wild fowl fall down dead , they cry, it is iron with

an otkon in it ; for they are not able to comprehend the meaning of it. So when

they find a great caſcade or water- fall, which ſeems a little frightful, and dangerous

to approach, they fay, a ſpirit dwells there. And for ſuch reaſons they call all that

dwell beyond the great lake, that is, the ocean , ſpirits ; for the europeans perform

ſeveral things which they underſtand not. When the author was among the ſati, he

began to make him a vocabulary in their language, and when they found he could

not underſtand their words ſometimes till he had conſulted his vocabulary, they thought

his book was a ſpirit, which told him what they ſaid .

And this ſeems to be the ſpring of the notion which they have of their own ſouls

and according to the ſameway of reaſoning, they think that guns, and bows, and

arrows, and wild bulls, have ſouls alſo . When they die , theyhave a notion of their

fpirits going into the country of ſouls, where they fancy that the ſouls of every ani

mate and inanimate thing on earth are to be found . They bury their bows, arrows,

ſhoes, pipes, earthen pots, rackets, that is, their broad net-work ſandals, made of

thongs of leather, & c. that ſo the ſouls of their bows and arrowsmay aſſiſt them

in hunting the ſouls of elks and bevers in the country of ſouls , and that the ſouls of

racketsmay be uſeful to them in travelling over the ſnow in that country . There are

fome particularbones of the bulls and beverswhich they kill, that are kept choicely

by them , and are counted a ſort of preſent manſions for their ſouls, and they uſe

them well, left, ſay they , the foul of the bulls which we have killed , ſhould go and

LI 2 tell
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tell the other bulls, that we have cut them to pieces , and eat them ; and then they

imagine that the reſt of the bulls would never come within their reach , or be catched

by them , either in this world or the other .

They think that the ſouls of the europeans go to a different country from that of

the americans, and ſome of them are afraid to be baptiſed, left we ſhould make them

Naves in the country of ſouls. When one of them aſked the author, whether there

be good game forhunting in our country of ſouls, as there is in theirs, he anſwered ,

there is no need of it : Immediately they clapped their hands to their mouths, and

ſaid, thou art a lyar ; can any thing live without eating ?

Scarce any of theſe favages have any notion of a God ; they do not ſeem to com

prehend a plain argument on that ſubject. The author had much ado to make them

underſtand what he meant, when he would give them the idea of a God ; for they

have no word for a God in their language, and yet it is very expreſſive in other things.

Hecalled him therefore, the great maſter of life, and the great captain of heaven

and earth , and when he preached a God to them , they enquired, whether he could

fend them fomeelks and bevers.

It is true, among ſomeof theſe nations a ſudden glimmering of a deity ſometimes

comes on their minds. Some think the ſun to be ſuch a great ſuperior power , but

not withoutmuch confuſion . Some fancy him a ſpirit that commands the air . And

ſome of the more ſouthern inhabitants of that country, imagine an univerſal ſoul be

longs to the wholeworld , juſt as every particular-being has a particular ſoul.

Father Marquette, who is cited by this author, ſays, every one of the Illinois has

his peculiar god, whom they call Manitoo. It is ſometimes a ſtone, a bird, a ferpent,

or any thing they dream of ; and they think this Manitoo will proſper their hunting,

their fiſhing, their wars: They blow the ſmoke of their tobacco on their Manitoo,

which they count a ſalutation of their god. For the moſt part, ſays our author, thoſe

who own a God, have ſcarce any ſenſe of religion , and but few of them have any

outward geſtures to convince men of their eſteem for a deity ; they have no temple,

no prieſts, no ſacrifices, nor ſcarce any forms of worſhip , unleſs it be to evil or ma

licious ſpirits, from whom they fear they ſhall receive ſomehurt : And to theſe ſome

of them have made ſome kind of offerings. They throw in tobacco , or bevers

ſkins to a caſcade or fall ofwater ,which is difficult to paſs, and cannot eaſily be avoid

ed, to ingage the deity that preſides there , in their favour : And if, after the practice

of any of their ſuperſtitions, they find any degree of ſucceſs, they are then eſtabliſhed

in it, though they ſhould miſtake ten times for one that hits.

As the generality of theſe nations have little ſenſe of religion, dreamsamong them

ſupply all other defects, and ſerve inſtead of prophecy, laws, rules of action , and

undertakings in war or hunting . If in their dreams they were perſuaded to kill a

man , they would hardly fail to do it. Parents dreams ſerve for their own and their

childrens actions, and the dreams of the captain for all the people of the village..

Some of them ſuppoſe, that Otkon , or Atabouta , made the world , and one Melloo,

or Otkon , going a hunting with his dogs, were loft in a great lake, which overflowed

the whole earth in a little time ; but afterwards, this Otkon gathered a little earth ,

by the help of ſomeanimals, and repaired the world. Others ſay , the woman that

made the world came down from heaven, and fluttering in the air awhile, but

finding no ground, when the earth was thus overflowed , the tortoiſe offered her back

to her , on which ſhe lighted, and by little and little ſuch a quantity of mud and dirt

gathered about the tortoiſe 's back , that it increaſed ſo as to make America .
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In the ſouthern parts of this vaſt northern country , the people are ſomething more

ſenſible, and are attentive to the things of theirreligion . But in thenorth there is

ſcarce any thing to be met with but an unconceiveable blindneſs, blockiſh inſenſibili

ty , and prodigious remoteneſs from their maker, ſo that whole ages would ſcarce be

ſufficient to reduce them to piety and virtue. Theſe are the ſentiments of the tra

veller. ;

And they have, faith he, ſuch vices amongſt them as are directly contrary to the

ſpirit of chriſtianity . Their cruel and barbarous revenges are practices which they

cannot part with . They will wait three or four days behind a tree, to kill a man

whom they hate. Gluttony and drunkenneſs in a high degree prevail amongſt thein ,

and mere brutiſh addictedneſs to eating and drinking ; their intemperance of every

kind, their inconſtancy to the partners of their bed, immoderate letchery, polygamy,

changing and forſaking their wives, are great hinderances to their converſion , becauſe

chriſtianity forbids thein .

They have ſuch a univerſal indifference to every thing of religion in which they are

inſtructed , that it is very amazing. They would ſuffer themſelves to be baptized ſix

times a day, for a glaſs of aqua -vitæ , or a pipe of tobacco. They will ſometimes

offer infants to the font, but without any motive of religion . They look upon all

ourmyſteries as tales and dreams, as ſomeof them do upon their own accounts of

any thing facred . If you bid them pray, and teach them prayers, they readily com

ply : Bid them fall on their knees, not finoke, be uncovered,hearken tome, & c. they

do all. Say, to -morrow is ſunday, or a day of prayer ; they ſay, I am glad of it :

Tell them , you muſt make a vow to the maſter of life , that you will never be

drunk again ; they ſay, I will do it ; and are drunk again to -morrow , if they can

get brandy. They do every thing with ſuch a careleſs air, ſuch a negligent thought

leſsneſs, and univerſal indifference, that it is to little purpoſe to have them do any

thing . · If images or beads are given them , they uſe them for ornaments. In a word

if they hope to get any favour or preſent for themſelves, or their nation, ſomeof

them will do any thing in theſe reſpects, that you enjoin them .

They never contradict any man's ſpeech or opinion , and think it is civility to

leave every man to his own ſentiment ; therefore they will believe, or pretend to be

lieve, all you ſay. So that a man muſt not go to America to become a martyr for

his faith. They never kill any body for a different opinion : And when they tell

you their tales of the woman and the tortoiſe, they reprove you of incivility, if you

contradict them , and ſay, they believed all you ſaid, and therefore you ought to be

lieve all they ſay. If any manner of impreſſions of religion have been made upon

themſelves or their children , yet when the ſeaſons of hunting come, away they go,

with their tribe, for many months together, and loſe all that they had learned , and

make the labours of a miſſionary endleſs and vain . :

At laſt this miſſionary, the author, laments and declares : That this people are ſtill

fo ſavage, that in all the many years labours that I ſpent among the Iroquois, be

ſides my great expedition among ſeveral others of thenations, I did very little good

beſides one or two infants that I baptized. One among the Iſati, and for want of

accommodation , I did it withoutany ceremony, taking one chriſtian for the witneſs

of the baptiſm , only ſpilling the water on the head of the little ſavage, ſaying ,

" Creature of God , I baptiſe thee in thename of the Father, Son , and holy Ghoſt,

then I took half my altar- cloth and ſpread over the body of the infant : A little after

it died ; and I was glad , ſays this poor friar, it pleaſed God to take this little chriſtian

out of the world ; for it is to be feared, if it had lived , it would have trod in it's fa

ther's
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ther's ſteps. I have often attributed my preſervation, amidſt the greateſt dangers,

to the care I took for it's baptiſm . The greateſt things, he ſays, that miſſionaries

can yét do, is to baptize a few infants, and dying adult perſons, who deſire it. But

after all the cares and intire facrifice of a miſſionary 's life , it would be a happy recom

pence, if they had the glory to convert one ſingle foul. But they muſt cry out,it is be

yond their force, and only the Spirit of God can do it. Thus farmy epitomeof the

religion of theſe north americans.

The other manuſcript is an abſtract of the religious affairs of the ſeveral nations of

the hottentots, at the cape of Good-Hope,which I took out of a very entertaining book ,

written originally in high german, by Peter Kolben , tranſated into engliſh , and pub

liſhed in the year 1731. The authorwas particularly employed to collect themate

rials of his hiſtory , and had a long reſidence there , in the dutch ſettlement, for that

purpoſe, and often made excurſions for full information of all their affairs.

The account he gives of their religion is this : They believe a ſupremebeing, the

creator of heaven and earth , and of every thing in them . They call him Gounja

Gounja , or the God of gods, and ſay he is a good man ; that he does nobody any

hurt, and from whom none need be apprehenſive of any ; and that he dwells far a

bove the moon

But it does not appear, that they have any inſtitution of worſhip directly regard

ing the ſupremeGod. I never ſaw , or could hear, that any one of them paid any

act of devotion immediately to him . I have talked to them roundly on this head ,

and endeavoured to make them ſenſible of the folly and abſurdity of neglecting his

worſhip, while they worſhip what they call gods that are inferior and dependent on

him : but they will rarely reaſon upon the matter, or attend to any thing that is ſaid

upon it. The moſt ſenſible of thein , when they are in humour to anſwer on this

head , will tell you the following very remarkable matter : That their firſt parents ſo

grievoully ſinned and offended againſt theſupremeGod, that he curſed them and all

their poſterity with hardneſs of heart ; ſo that they know little of him , and have ſtill

leſs inclination to ſerve him . The reader , without doubt, will be aſtoniſhed to hear

ſuch a tradition as this at the cape of Good-Hope, which ſeemsto relate to the curſe of

Adam , or of Ham : I aſſure him , the bottentotshave ſuch a tradition .

Forſaking the worſhip of the trueGod, though they acknowledge his being , and

ſomeof his attributes , the hottentots adore the moon as an inferior and viſible god.

They ſuppoſe the moon has the diſpoſal of the weather, and invoke her for ſuch wea

ther as they want. They aſſemble for the celebration of her worſhip at the full and

new moon conſtantly ; no inclemency of the weather prevents them . In ſhouting,

ſcreaming, ſinging, jumping , ſtamping, dancing, proſtration on the ground , clap

ping of hands, and an uninielligible jargon , lie all their formalities of theworſhip of

the moon ; and in ſuch expreſſions as theſe , I ſalute you ; you are welcome; grantus

fodder for our cattle, and milk in abundance. In rounds of theſe words and actions

they continue the whole night, till pretty far of the next day.

The bottentots likewiſe adore, as a benign deity , a certain inſect, peculiar, it is

ſaid , to the hottentot countries. This animal is of the dimenſions of a child 's little

finger; the back .green , the belly fpecked with white and red. It is provided with

two wings,and on it's-head two horns. .

To this little winged deity, whenever they ſet ſight upon it, they render the higheſt

tokens of veneration . And if it honours, forſooth , a village with a viſit, the inha

bitants aſſemble about it in tranſports of devotion , as if the lord of the univerſe was

among them . They ſing and dance round it troop-after troop, while it ſtays, in the

• higheſt
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higheſt ecſtaſy ; throwing to it the powder of an herb they call.Buchu , our botaniſts

call it, Spirea. They cover, at the ſame time, the whole area of the village, the tops

of the cots, and every thing without doors, with the ſamepowder. They likewiſe

kill two fat ſheep as a thank -offering for this high honour. And it is impoſible to

drive out of a bottentot's head , but that the arrival of this inſect in a village, brings

happineſs and proſperity to all the inhabitants. They believe that all their offences,

to that moment, areburied in oblivion , and all their iniquities done away.

If this inſect happens to light upon a bottentot, he is looked upon as a man without

guilt, and diſtinguiſhed and reverenced as a ſaint, and the delight of the deity , ever

after. His neighbours glory that they have ſo holy, a man among them , and publiſh

the matter far and near. The facteſt ox belonging to the village is immediately killed

for a thank -offering ; and the time is turned into a feſtivity in honour of the deity

and the ſaint.

This inſect I have often ſeen , and beheld the hottentots more than once at theſe ſo

lemnities.

The hottentots likewiſe pay a religious veneration to their faints and men of renown

departed : They honour them not with tombs, ſtatues, or inſcriptions, but conſecrate

woods, mountains, fields, and rivers, to theirmemory. When they paſs by theſe

places, they implore the protection of the dead , for them and their cattle , they muffle

their heads in their mantles, and ſometimes they dance round thoſe places, ſinging

and clapping their hands.

They worſhip alſo an evil deity , whom they look upon as the father of miſchief,

and the ſource of all their plagues. They call him Touquoq ;, and ſay, he is a little

crabbed inferior captain , whoſe malice againſt the bottentots will ſeldoin let him reſt,

and who never did , nor had it in his nature to do any good to any body. Theywor

ſhip. him therefore, ſay they , in order to ſweeten him , and avert hismalice.

It is this Touquoa, ſay they, who ſtirs up enemies againſt them . It is he whọ fruſ

trates all their good deſigns. It is hewho ſends all pain,and vexation. It is he

who afflicts them and their cattle with diſeaſes, and ſets on the wild beaſts to devour

them . It is he who is the author of all ill luck . And it is he, ſay they , who teaches

the wicked bottentots the curſed art of witchcraft ; by which, they believe, innumer

able miſchiefs are done to the perſons and cattle of the good. They therefore coax

him upon any apprehenſion of danger or misfortune, with the offering of an ox or a

Theep ; and, at other times, perform divers ceremonies of worſhip, to wheedle and

keep him quiet.

Father Tachart hath delivered their worſhip of this evil deity very well in the fol

lowing words : “ Wehonour Touquoa at times, ſay the hottentots, by killing a fat ox

or a ſheep, according to our apprehenſions of his deſigns to plague us. With the

fat we anoint our bodies, and with the fleſh we regale one another ; this being the

way to pleaſe or reconcile him to us, if we have offended , though weknow not how

we have offended. He reckons,what he pleaſes an offence, and plagues us when he

pleaſes, and it hasbeen always a cuſtom amongſt us thus to appeaſe him .”

I have now given , faith my author , the whole ſyſtem of the hottentot religion ,

every tenet of which , though labouring with thewildeſt abſurdities, they embrace ſo

heartily , and hold ſo dear, that I look upon it, as a greatmany others have done, an

impoflibility to raviſh one of them , out of a hottentot's boſom . Reaſon againſt them ,

and they wrap themſelves up in a fullen ſilence, or run away : And it is very rare

that you can get them to hear you upon any religioustopic. Never certainly were

there, in matters of religion, ſo obſtinate and ſo infatuated a people. Some botten

tots,
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While ; but have ever fernever heard of a bon, buttheir own.

bacco, wine, bran

tots, in the hands of europeans, have diſſembled a profeſſion of chriſtianity , for a

while ; but have ever renounced it, for their native idolatries , as ſoon as they could get

out of their hands. I never heard of a bottentot that died a chriſtian . They ſeein

born with a mortal antipathy to every religion, but their own.

Many a time have I allured them in ſmall companies, with tobacco, wine, bran

dy, and other things, to places of retirement, in order to eradicate their nonſenſical

idolatrous whimſies, and inſtruct them in the pure worſhip of God . As long as my

ſtore laſted , I had their company, who ſeemed to attend with a deſign to learn ; but

they only liſtened as ſpungers, in order to be treated with the other bottle, and laugh

atmewhen I was gone. At this bite they are as arch as other people . When my

ſtorewas ſpent, they immediately called out for more hire ; and without it, would

not ſtay to hear a word more of religion.

How have I laboured to bring them to a ſenſe of their duty to almighty God !How

have I plied them upon the abſurdity of acknowledging his ſuperiority to all other

gods, and yet refuſing him any act of worſhip ! And how diſappointed were all my

endeavours ! I was ſtill anſwered, when I could get an anſwer, with the tradition of

the offence of their firſt parents, and the blindneſs and hardneſs of heart with which

they were all curſed for it. From which, when I had taken all the advantages I could

to inform and awaken them , and preſſed them hard upon thematter, their refuge

was in this contradiction, that Gounja -Gounja , or theGod of gods, was a good man ,

who neither did , nor had it in his power to do, any one any hurt, though they had

told mebefore how he had curſed their anceſtors. When we had got ſo far, and I

had followed my blow upon their abſurdities and contradictions, they would often in

a rage deny all they had owned , and Aying from me, ſay , they neither believed in

God, nor would hear a word abouthim .

Thus much for their religion towardsGod : And though they are ſo incorrigibly

ſtupid in this reſpect, yet partly their native temper, and partly their common ſafety

and peace oblige them to be more careful in their conduct toward their neighbours.

And it muſt be acknowledged , in the main , they are affectionate and hoſpitable :

The generality of them are a loving honeſt people,meaning no harm uſually to thole

who do not injure them , unleſs a ſtranger be alone amongſt them in ſomepart very

diſtant from the european ſettlements : Though it is very ſeldom they are known to do

miſchief, except the bands of robbers, who are among them , and who live by plun

der. Indeed they make no ſcruple of lying, and impoſe upon any of the europeans

with what falfhoods they pleaſe , but it is chiefly where property is not concerned :

And though they do not uſually practiſe or encourage theiving, cheating, or plun

der , yet there are three impious and cruel cuſtoms among them , which contradict

the light of nature in a groſs manner, and yet they practiſe them with all freedom .

One is, their abuſive and abominable infolence toward their own mothers; for

when a young fellow is admitted into the ſociety of men , which is done with great

folemnity about eighteen years old , he is diſcharged from the tuition of his mother,

.and may inſult her, when he will, with impunity . Hemay cudgel her , if he pleaſes

only for his humour, without any danger of being called to an account for it. And

theſe things I have often known done. Nor are theſe unnatural extravagancies at

tended with the leaſt ſcandal. On the contrary , they are eſteemed as tokens of a

manly temper and bravery ; and the authors of them now and then obtain applauſe .

Immediately after the induction of a young fellow into the ſociety of men, it is an

ordinary thing for him to go and abuſe his mother, and make a reproachfultriumph

upon
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upon kis being diſcharged from her tuition , in teſtimony of the fincerity of his in

tentions to follow the admonitions of thedeclaimer, at his induction into the ſociety

of men .

When the old fellows are admoniſhed, and very often have I ad noniſhed them ,

againſt this horrid unnatural practice of leading their fons into cruelty and neglect

for their mothers, not a word will they hear with patience ;nor can any anſwer be ob

tained from them , beſides the darling one of the bottentots,whenever they are heated

and confuſed by any enquiry into their own matters ; it is hottentot cuſtom , and ever

was ſo : And with this they think you ought to be ſatisfied.

Another wicked and unnatural practice is, the ſtarving of their parents, when

they are able no longer to crawl out of their hutt, nor do any manner of ſervice in

it. Then the old man is obliged to make over all thathe has to his eldeſt ſon , or

his neareſtmale relation ; and the heir erects a hutt in ſome fulitary place , at a good

diſtance from their village, and aſking conſent of the village, which they never re

fuſe , the old man is conveyed to this hutt, and being laid in themiddle of it, with

a ſmall ſtock of proviſion placed within his reach, the company take their leave of

the old wretch , and abandon him for ever ; and there he is left from that hour, withr

out any one to comfort or aſlift hira, or ſo much as to look in upon him ; buthe isexpof

ed to die there, either of ageor hunger ,or to be devoured by ſome wild beaſt. When

the women are ſuperannuated , they practiſe the ſame in every reſpect , and leave them

to periſhi

The third inhuman and national iniquity is, their expoſing children, eſpecially

girls, or burying them alive, if the parents think they are not able to maintain them :

and eſpecially if therehappen to be twins, and one of them be a girl, ſhe is certain

ly condemned, if either the ſcarcity of themother's milk , or the poverty of the pa

rents, be alledged againſt breeding of them both. When they reſolve to rid them

felves of one, they carry the babe to a conſiderable diſtance from the village, and

look for a hole in the earth made by a hedge-wolf, tyger, or other wild creature' :

In ſuch a hole, if they find one, they lay the babe alive , then ſtopping up the mouth

of the hole with earth and ſtones , forſake it for ever. If they find not ſuch a ſepul

chre preſently , they tie the babe, ſtretched on its back , to ſome lower bough of the

next tree , and leave it to ſtarve or be devoured by birds or beaſts of prey. Some

times they leave the poor caft-away among buſhes .

Though the immortality of their own ſouls is an article that entersnot into the re

ligion of the bottentots, and which , for that reaſon , I mentioned not in my account

of their religion, and though they ſay nothing at any time concerning it in a religious

way, and perhaps never think of it with regard to their own ſouls, yet does it ap

pear very plainly , that they believe the ſoul outlives the body, and that from the fol

merilh

lowingpaey offer
prayerhills, or

wooshe dead
ſholilahild of them

1 . They offer prayers and praiſes to the good hottentots departed , and attribute or

dedicate to them ſome hills, or woods, or rivers.

2 . They are apprehenſive left the dead ſhould return and moleft them . They

therefore upon the death of any man, woman , or child of them , remove with their

bag and baggage to a new ſettlement, believing that the dead never haunt any places

butthoſe they died in , whether they be good or bad. But to what endthey conceive

fouls to exiſt out of the body, or whether they trouble their heads about it, I know

not. They ſuppoſe, according to all the intelligence I could get upon the matter,

that the malice of Touquoa is confined to this world, and cannot act beyond it. Nor

could I ever catch the leaſt hint among them to think , that any of them believe,

VOL. II. M m • that
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that either thegood at death go to any certain place of bliſs, or the bad to any place

of torment. Thus far the author of this narrative.

And thus, gentlemen , I have given you, in ſhort, all the account that I could

find of any ſenſe of religion , either in the hottentot nations, who poſſeſs a large tract

of land on the eaſt , fouth , and weſt of the cape ofGood -Hope, and in the ſeveral na

tionsof variousnames, who inhabit a great part of the inland country of north A

merica .

The only remark I make here ſhall be this, viz . thatthough both theſe travellers

ſpent much time in theſe countries, and took a great deal of pains with the natives

to inſtruct them in religion , and the knowledge and worſhip of the true God, yet

they could never find one foulamong them all, that learned to know and worſhip the

one trueGod , and to practiſe fincere and ſerious religion : So far were their own rea

ſoning powers from a practical ſufficiency to guide and conduct them in religious af.

fairs , that their reaſon would not hearken to inſtruction , it would neither teach them ,

nor let them learn theway to heaven .

Pith . You ſtand intitled, SOPHRONIUS, to our beſt acknowledgments, for the

pains you have taken in entertaining us with theſe two accounts of african and ameri.

can religion . And can you now , dear Logisto , deny the juſtice of theremark that

SOPHRONIUS has made ? Can you ever ſuppoſe, ſir, that ſuch ſort of people as theſe

have any reaſoning powers in them , ſufficient to frame and furniſh out a religion for

themſelves, ſuch as is ſuited to the majeſty of God , and to the dignity ofhuman na

ture, ſuch as can reſtore ſinfulmankind to a temper fit for the bleſſedneſs of heaven ,

or ſuch as can recommend guilty and ſinful creatures to the favour of a wiſe, a holy ,

and a righteousGod ? I mean , is the reaſon that is in them ſufficient to do it in a prac

- tical and experimental ſenſe, according to the diſtinction with which SOPHRONIUS has

endeavoured to reconcile our preſent controverſy ?

Log . I acknowledge we are greatly obliged to SOPHRONIUS for the abſtracts he

hath given us of the religion of theſe nations: And it muſt be granted , that theſe

narratives are moreworthy of credit, ſince the authors from whom heborrowed them

were not mere failors, who touched upon the coaſt and left it again in a few days,

butreſided there a conſiderable time, and ſpent ſome years in the countries, as well

as converſed with greatnumbers of the inhabitants. I know not what to anſwer, Ps

THANDER, with regard to theſe particular nations : but ſurely our learned friend has

choſen the moſt itupid , the moſt ignorant, the moſt brutal and obſtinate tribes of

mankind, to ſet before us as a proof of theweakneſs and inſufficiency of reaſon to

conduct men to the divine favour and happineſs in a way of religion. And by this

account of them , they ſeem to be ſo far degenerated from the rank of rational beings,

and funk into brutal life, that revelation itſelf could hardly recover them , if the

chriſtian religion were preached amongſt them : For SOPHRONIUS- has declared, that

where ſome ſingle attempts have been made of this kind, they have been without

ſucceſs.

Pith . Though obſervation , experience, and matter of fact aſſureus, that the ſo

lid clouds of darkneſs and irreligion which hang upon heathen nations, have been

impenetrable to all the inward light of their own reafon formany ages, yet the refor

mation of ſome of theſe nationsby the light of the goſpel is alſo ſupported by matter

of fact and experience; for true religion and morality have been actually introduced ·

this way among ſome of theſe very ſtupid people. The favages of north America ,

" that lie weſtward of ſome of the britiſh plantations, and near New - England, have

ſeveral chriſtian congregations ; and the daniſh miſſionaries of Tranquebar, in the

Eaſt
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3 .

Eaſt- Indies, have done great things this way, toward the converſion of the heathens

in the malabaric nations ; though it muſt be confeſſed , theſe eaſt indians are not fout

terly uncultivated and rude as the african hottentots.

But if thoſe rude and uncultivated creatures are firſt addreſſed bymen who are ſoft

and obliging, and appear to ſeek only their good , and that by any number of them

ſent for this purpoſe ; if they are treated in a rational way, and taught to exerciſe

their reaſon upon the obvious things of the world , and led up to themaker of all

things, by the wiſdom and power appearing in his works ; if theſe favages are taught

to read, and the ſcripture, which teachesmorality and natural religion ,aswell as re

vealed , be made familiar to them , if it be frequently preached to them in converſa

tion , as well as in public aſſemblies, if they have the new teſtamentalways at hand,

and they are taughthow to uſe and underſtand it, this will lead their minds into a

track of thinking and good reaſoning aboutGod and religion, about virtue and vice

and the rules of morallife : It will conſtantly furniſh them not only with ideas, but

with right ideas of theſe things, and ſuggest proper and juſt thoughts to their minds,

vaſtly beyond what the uncertain reaſonings of philoſophers would do : and as ſoon

as they begin to be convinced , that this is a revelation from God, by introducing

the traditional proofs of miracles and prophecies among them , their belief of it will

be abundantly confirmed , and all their leſſons before learned will have weight and au

thority upon their conſciences, and will have a much ſuperior influence upon them

towards the reforming of their ma. ners, and rectifying their hearts and lives, than if

they were left to draw out the notions of God and a future ſtate , and to trace out the

rules of morality and religion , merely by themſelves; ſince it is evident, their fa

thers have never done it in many ages paſt, nor is it probable the children would ever

do it in ages to come.

Log . Really, ſir, according to your own repreſentation of this matter , theremuſt

bemany ſcores of teachers employed in this work , and yet the operation would be

but Now .

Pith . I grant it, ſir, and it might take up many years to reduce ſuch barbarous

nations to the virtues of a moral and religious life, by any human methodswe could

uſe , even with the goſpel of Chriſt in our hands: But yet the work would certainly

be done with far greater ſpeed , and much better ſucceſs, and mankind would be led

into a much more juſt, uniform , and perfect ſchemeof piety and virtue hereby, than

if ſome philoſophers were ſent amongſt them , juſt to ſet their thoughts into a track

of reaſoning upon theſe ſubjects, and leave them to find out the truths and duties of

natural religion by their own natural powers , and by long trains of conſequences :

For I am very prone to think , that ſo wild a nation , having different capacities, dif

ferent humours and inclinations, ſtrong prejudices, appetites, and paſſions, beſides

all the concurrent avocations of nature, cuſtom , folly , & c . would never be led by

their own reaſonings into any right notions of true religion and virtue, though their

intellectual faculties ſhould be awakened and rouſed into exerciſe.

But to facilitate this great and bleſſed work , ſomehave ſuppoſed , thatwhenſoever

the appointed time is come, for calling in the remainder of the heathen world to virtue

and piety, and the faith of Chriſt, there will be a new and extraordinary effuſion of

the Spirit of God upon men for that purpoſe, and that the power of miracles and

tongues ſhall attend themiſſion of the goſpel through the barbarousnations , as in the

antient days of pentecoſt, when the apoſtles were ſent to convert theworld : For as

you find in thenarrative of theſe rude nations, that when they ſee any ſtrange effect

ſuperior to all their notions of the power of nature, they are very ready to attribute

M m 2 it
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be But I forbid myſelf to prod Skilful preachers of the reading, will be a mankin

it to ſome inviſible power, to ſomeunknown ſpirit; ſo when miracles ſhall bewrought

amongſt them , ſuch as Chriſt and his apoſtlesperformed, at the ſametimethat the

doctrines of religion , and the rules of virtue are taught them , in a clear and eaſy

manner, they will naturally be diſpoſed to attend and receive theſe things with a ſenſe

of divine authority ; and by the concurring influences of the grace ofGod , there will

be a wonderous reformation wrought amongſt them .

But I forbid myſelf to proceed in ſuch a digreſſion as this : All that I inſiſt upon at

preſent is, that ſomewiſe and ſkilful preachers of the goſpel, being fent among theſe

ſavage nations, with thenew teſtament, and the art of reading, will be a thouſand

times more likely to convert any of the rude and uncultivated tribes of mankind ,

than their own reaſoning could ever be.

Log . But how hard loever itmay be for reaſon to reform ſuch favage countries as

SOPHRONIUS has deſcribed in theſe his narratives, yet the reſt of the heathen world

are not to be concluded under the ſame characters of atheiſin , vice, and brutality ,

nor are they ſo hard to be reformed by reaſon .

Pith . But I intreat you, ſir , be pleaſed to remember, that you at firſt agreed ,

and undertook to maintain , that the reaſon of all mankind , and all nations of the

earth , was ſufficient for this purpoſe : And if it were not, then there is a neceſſity

of revelation , at leaſt for thoſe nations where reaſon is not ſufficient. Beſides, if the

reaſon of man be only ſufficient, in ſome of the beſt of the heathen nations, to find

out and practiſe ſuch an acceptable religion, then your propoſition concerning theſuf

ficiency of human nature, is not univerſally true, ſince there are other nations in

whom it is not ſufficient.

Log . I am forced to confeſs, that the narratives which SOPHRONIUS has given of

the ſtate of theſe wretched countries, goes very far to deſtroy the good opinion that

I had of the univerſal power of reaſon , and to incline me to give up the point in

difpure very much in your favour. But pray, SOPHRONIUS, tell us a little what you

think of the reſt of the nations of the world , excepting ſuch ſavage creatures as thoſe,

whoſe religion, or atheiſm , you have deſcribed , and in whom human nature is ſunk

into fuch a degenerate and ſenſeleſs ſtate ?

Sophro . Though there are not, perhaps, very many nations of the earth that are

ſo far brutified as theſe are, whoſe cuſtoms I have been now relating, yet there are

ſeveral other large countries in Africa and America , who comenot very far behind

them in groſs ignorance of their creator, in abominable ſuperſtitions and idolatries,

in barbarity and ſhameful vices. The little ſketches of accountwhich we have of

the inhabitants of Nova Zembla , in the north of Aſia, and of New -Holland, which

lies fouth of Java in the Eaſt - Indies, give us reaſon to expect, that we ſhould find

them every whit as deſtitute of the knowledge or practice of religion or virtue, as

any of the favages of which I have already ſpoken, or perhapsmore brutiſh than

they .

Europe, the beſt quarter of the world , has ſome countries ſhamefully ignorant :

The tribes of men in Lapland , and even in the northern parts of Ruſſia itſelf, are blind

and brutiſh enough : They have ſome ſuperſtitions among them , butno true religion .

I have read in the writings of travellers, and I havebeen informed, by thoſe who

have lived in thoſe countries , that theruſſes are devout idolaters, but immoral men :

They are very zealous to have images in their houſes, even in their beſt roomsor par

lours , and particularly that of St. Nicholas, who, as they ſuppoſe, governs the world ,

and beſides him many of them ſeem to know no other God. They atone for great

crimes by making many images of St. Nicholas, and dreſſing them up very fine. St.

Nicholas
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Nicholas always ſtands in ſome corner of their rooms, and to him they pay their de

votions themfelves, and expect their neighbours and viſitants ſhould pay it at firſt

when they enter into the room : They profeſs chriſtianity indeed , but mix it with ſuch

keathen fuperftitions, that it is not like the religion of the new teftament. They e

ſteem it a very ungodly thing for any inhabitant to have no image or god in ſome

part of the room , where they receive their friends; and yet they have ſcarce any no

tion of the obligations of truth and honeſty. . They make no fcruple to break the

moſt ſolemn engagements and alliances, when it is for their intereſt . Falſehood , and

deceit, and cheating is almoſt an univerſal cuſtom and principle among them , where

they can do it ſafely . And Scheffer 's hiſtory of Lapland informsus, that if the tribes of

the laplanders, who are more uncultivated , are yetmore honeſt , it is becauſe they have

no ſuch ſtore-houſes and ſafe cuſtody for their goods or properties ;and that if they were

falſe or thieviſh , there could be no ſafety or ſecurity to any of them in their poffeffi- ,

ons. It is mere ſelf-preſervation , and not a ſenſe of duty, that makes honeſty the

cuſtom of their country.

Butwhatſoever degrees of honeſty they have, yet as for the religion of the lapps,

it is half or more than half heathen ; for though they have received ſome notions of

the trueGod , and of Yeſus Chriſt, and his apoſtles, yet they worſhip their old gods,

Thor and Stor- junkar ftill : Thor is the god of thunder and lightening , who haspower

over life and death , and mankind, and is their chief deity ; and Stor -junkar is god of

the cattle , filh and birds, and gives them ſucceſs in hunting and fiſhing : And theſe

are worſhipped under wretched images and rude figures, and anointed with the bloud

and fat of their ſacrifices: their figures are drawn on their magicaldrums, and Chriſt

and his apoſtles among them ; and their ſuperſtitions are many, and extremely ridi

culous. The cuſtom of their anceſtors is their higheſt, their moſt ſacred and unal

terable reaſon for all their follies, and even for their virtues too .

What ſhall we ſay now of theſe worſhippers of St. Nicholas and his images, or of

Thor and Stor -junkar, theſe idolatrous lapps, theſe national cheats of north Ruſia ?

Can we ſuppoſe, that any of theſe groſs idolaters, or theſe devout and knaviſh nico

laites, who neither pay what is due to the trueGod or to man on earth , are fit for the

preſence of God and the bleſſedneſs of heaven ? Their own reaſon lets them go on

obſtinately in theſe idolatries and knaveries from age to age, and from one end of a

nation to the other , without remorſe, repentance, or reformation . . If their reaſon ,

be ſufficient to guide them , why are there no inſtances of recovery, from theſe national

vices and madneſſes? It is true, ſome of them pretend to pieces and ſcraps of chriſti: -

anity ; but even with theſe hints of twilight and glimmering aſſiſtances from the

goſpel, what has their reaſon done to recover them to virtue or real piety ?

Let us travel from northern Europe to the ſouthern part of America. What has

this ſelf -ſufficient reaſon done for the natives of Peru ? And what for the inhabitants

of Mexico , which , though it lies north of Peru , yet is much more to the ſouth than

the wild nations I have been before deſcribing ? They maintained ſuch horrid cuſtoms

and practices amongſt them , which paſſed for religion, when the Spaniards came firſt

to make a prey of them , that muſt be infinitely offenſive to the bleſſed God, rather

than any way capable of obtaining his approbation or favour. It would be endleſs

to repeat their various ſuperſtitions. I ſhall mention only the cruel and bloudy.rites ,

which were practiſed by the mexicans in their human ſacrifices, as Antonio de Herrara

gives us an account, in the third volume of his generalhiſtory of America . Many

of theſe wretched victims, which were taken in war, were ſucceſſively, carried up to

an elevated place , where the high -prieſt ſtood , and were held faſt by five men , one
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to each arm , one to each leg, and oneto hold the head : Then this inhuman facred

butcher, who was trained up to the office, with a broad and ſharp Aint, inſtead of a

knife, ripped up the breaſt of a man, tore outtheheart reeking with his hands, and

Ahewed it to the fun , offering him theheat and ſteam of it : Then he turned to the

idol or image, which was ſet near him , and threw the bloudy heart in his face : And

the bodies of theſe facrifices, thusmurdered in a long and diſmal ſucceſſion , were

tumbled down from that elevated place of ſlaughter , and were eaten in a feſtival, by

thoſe who had taken them priſoners . Sometimes, ſays he, theſe ſacrifices, after a vic

. tory, have ariſen to many thouſands in all the country ; for this was practiſed by all

the nations near Mexico. Why does their ſelf- ſufficient reaſon permit them to practiſe

theſe miſchievous impieties, and call it all religion ?

If we ſurvey thoſe countries of Aſia , where the goſpel was never preached , or ne

ver received , how little of true religion is found among the people of the continent,

or the numerous iſlands; Imean , religion that can pleate the true God ?

China itſelf is really a polite and ingenious nation , and their natural reaſon teaches

them a thouſand fine contrivances and manufactures, which relate to their preſent

life ; yet how little has it taught them that relates to the true God, or the life to

come ? They are ſo vain and conceited of their wit and ingenuity , that they ſay,

66 the europeans have one eye, the chineſe have two, and all the reſt of the world are

blind.” They boaſt themſelves to be the brighteſt and moſt rational people under

the heavens ; yet have they wandered into groſs darkneſs, and wild ſuperſtitions, as

father Le Comte at large informsus. This country is ſuppoſed to be peopled very ear

ly , by the children or poſterity of Noah, and they retained the knowledge of the

fovereign Lord of heaven , or the ſupreme Spirit of heaven and earth, and offered

facrifice to him anciently , even feven ſorts of animals. Their learned men tell us,

that for two thouſand years there were no idols nor ſtatues ſeen among them ; and great

morality and virtue were practiſed through the whole nation. Butnow they general

ly adore an idol, or fancied god, whom they call Fo, as theonly god of the world .

This was brought from the Indies , by computation of times, thirty two years after

the death of Chriſt. This poiſon began at court, and corrupted every town : The

nation is now infected with idolatry, and becomea monſtrous receptacle for all ſort

of errors.

It is hard to recount what ftrange fables, ſuperſticions, opinions about the tranſ

migration of fouls, idolatry, and downright atheiſın , divide the inhabitants of the

land, and at this preſenthave a ſtrong maſtery over them . The ape, the elephant,

and the dragon , have been worſhipped in ſeveral places, under pretence that the god

Fo had been ſucceſſively tranſmigrated into thoſe animals. China is now themoſt fu

perſtitious of all nations, with all her boaſted ſuperiority of ſenſe and reaſon : She has

loſt the true God , and gone on continually to increaſe the number of her idols, till

one may ſee all ſorts of them in their temples...

Yet if they worſhip an idol a great while, and they do not obtain what they de

fire, they load him with reproaches, and with ſtripes, they tie him with cords, pluck

him down from his ſeat, drag him along the ſtreets through mud and dunghills, to

puniſh him . Lately there was one of theſe idols called to account before a judge,

and was puniſhed by perpetual baniſhment, and had his temple de troyed, as being

uſeleſs to the kingdom : And the reaſon of his puniſhment was, his not ſaving the

life of a perſon , whoſe recovery their bonzess or prieſts, had promiſed in his name:

Yet, inſtead of coming to more true knowledge of the weakneſs of their gods,

the people grow more blind every day, notwithſtanding all their fufficiency of rea

son
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ſon to lead them into truth , and all theboaſted writings of their wiſe philoſopher

Confucius among them .

Theſe bonzes indeed give the peoplemany good inſtructions in rules of virtue ; but

they take care to recommend themſelves to their liberality : “ Entertain and nouriſh

up, ſay they, the bonzes ; build them monaſteries and temples , that their prayers

and voluntary penances may obtain for you exemption from that puniſhmentwhich

your ſins have deſerved . Burn paper gilt and walhed with ſilver , and habits made

of ſtuff and ſilk : All theſe in the other world ſhall be turned into real gold and ſil

ver, and into true and ſubſtantial garments, which ſhall be given to your deceaſed

fathers faithfully , who willmakeuſe of them as they have occalion. If you do not

regard theſe commands, you ſhall, after your death , be cruelly tormented, and ex

poled to ſeveralmetempſychofes, or tranſmigrations ; that is to lay, you ſhall be born

in the ſhape of rats, horſes, mules, and all other creatures,” This laſt pointmakes a

great impreſſion upon their minds.

I remember , ſays father Le Comte, that being in the province of Xanſi, I was ſent

for to chriften a lick perſon : It was an old man of threeſcore and ten , who lived

upon a ſmall penſion , which the emperor had given him . When I came into the

chamber, “ O my good father, ſays he, how much am I obliged to you , who are

going to deliver me from a great deal of torment ! Baptiſm , anſwered I, does not

only deliver from the torment of hell, but intitles us to the enjoymentof a place

in paradiſe : O how happy will it be for you to go to heaven , eternally to live in the

preſence of God ! I do not, ſaid the ſick man , underſtand what you mean, nor,

perhaps, have I explainedmymeaning clearly to you : You know I have lived a long

time upon the emperor's bounty : The bonzes, who are perfectly well acquainted with

all the tranſactions of theotherworld , aſſure me, that I ſhall be obliged, aftermydeath ,

by way of recompence formy penſion , to ſerve him , and thatmy ſoul will infalli

bly go into one ofhis poſt-horſes , to carry diſpatches from court, through all the pro

vince. They have therefore been adviſing me to mindmyduty in that new ſtate ;

not to ſtumble , nor kick , nor bite , norhurt any one: Run well, and eat little, and

be patient, ſay they, and you may move the gods to compaſſion, who often of a good

bealt make at length a perſon of quality , or a conſiderable mandarin . I proteſt , fa

ther , the very thoughts of it make me quake: it never comes into my mind but I

tremble ; yet I dream of it every night, and ſometimes,,methinks, in my Neep I

am already in the harneſs, ready, to run at the firſt jerk of the poſtillion. Then I

awake in a great lweat, and half mad, ſcarcely knowing whether I am a man or a

horſe. But, alas ! what will bemy ſorrow , when this willbe no more a dream , but

a reality .”

- This therefore , father, is the courſe I took . They tell me, that thoſe of your

religion are not ſubject to thoſe changes ; that men are alwaysmen , and are in the

other world of the ſamekind,as they are here . I beg of you therefore to receive me

among you . I know your religion is hard to obſerve ; yer if it had ten times more ·

difficulties, I am ready to embrace it ; and whatſoever trouble it putme to , I had ra- '

ther be a chriſtian than be turned into a beaſt." The father Le Comte, however gave

him a little better inſtruction , and, as he tells us, had the comfort to ſee him die a

good chriſtian . But in the main he aſſures us, the ſuperſtitions of the people are

ſo numberleſs, that he does not believe any nation under the ſun is ſo full of whim

fies as China.

And pray, LOGISTO , how much wiſer or happier ſhould we have been in this iſand

of Greai- Britain , notwithſtanding this ſelf-ſufficiency of our realon, if chriſtianity
had

1116 .
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had never comeamongſt us ? It is true, we have not many memoirs left of the reli

gion of our anceſtors in the days of heatheniſm . Strabo tells us, that the britons

'worſhipped Ceres, and her daughter Proſerpina above any other gods : The daughter

is known to be the queen of hell, and themother a ſort of earthly or infernal god

deſs. Whether theſe were originally britiſh deities, or whether they were introduced ,

together with theſe names of thein , by the romans, is hard to ſay . The Druidswere

our ancient prieſts and philoſophers, and, in many things, they were judges alſo in

civil affairs. The doctrine of tranſmigration of fouls, was one of their tenets , and

that gave the people courage in war, as Lucan tells us ; for the “ populi quos deſpicit

arctos," as cited yeſterday by PITHANDER, thoſe northern people, are ſuppoſed to

be the britons. Their religion wasmuch the ſame with that of the gauls ; for Cæfar

tells us, that the doctrine of their Druids came from Britain , and we are informed ,

-that they offered human facrifices as well as others, and conſulted the bowels of men

upon the altar, to learn the fortune of war, and the ſucceſs of their enterprizes .Had

you and I, ſir , been ſent into the world by providence in that age, would our reaſon

ever have worked it's way through all theſe loads of fuperftition ? Would our native

powers have found out the true God, and his worſhip , amidſt theſe national follies

and crimes, and traced out the way to his favour in a future ſtate ? Perhaps I might

·have been the victim to-day upon ſome impious and bloudy alcar, and PITHANDER,

or even Logisto, might have been the prieſtly Druid ripping open my breaſt, and

-ſearching out futurities by the beating of my heart, or the colour of my liver.

• Or perhaps we might have been now all three worſhipping the north german and

faxon idols : Thor , the god of thunder, whence our Thurſday comes, or Tuiſco , the

god of war, who gave Tueſday it's name,and been proſtrating our bodies in the duſt

before their images with vain and ſenſeleſs ceremony. Our great- grandfathers had

reaſoning powers as well as we, and yet they wereblind idolatérs : And notwithſtand

ing all our preſent politeneſs, and pretenſions to reaſon and refinement,wemight have

ftill, in every age, departed further from the true God,as thepolite chineſehave done,

and given up our ſouls, and our lives, and our future hopes , to as many wild and

·wretched varieties of whimſy and madneſs. Bleſſed be the day, when the light of

the goſpel broke in upon us, when the name of Chriſt, and his religion , was pub

liſhed in our inand, and the way of ſalvation was made known to our fathers !

But let us come to the civilized countries of antient Romeand Greece, and the leffer

Afia , where learning had its ſeat and empire for fomeages, where the reaſon of man

kind ſeemsto have exerted itſelf in it's beſt effects, and made the moſt evident dif

coveries : And what can we ſuppoſe concerning the common inhabitants ofthe towns

and villages in Aſia, Greece, and Italy, and all their pretences to religion ? Has their

reaſon led them in any ſafe road to heaven ? Can you yourſelf imagine them to be

ſuch as paid due honour to God , the true God, the creator and governor of the

world , in any tolerable degree ? Can you ſuppoſe, that their religious notions, their

devout practices, their idolatries, ceremonies, and ſuperſtitions, are fitted to refine

the ſouls of men , and prepare them for ſuch a heaven , as conſiſts in the contempla

tion and love of the bleſſed God, and his eternal worſhip and ſervice ? Were their

·religious affairs ever conducted and practiſed in ſuch a manner as to procure the fa

vour of God for ſinful creatures, and to bring them into a ſtate of reconciliation and

friendſhip with their maker ? Were the devotions, and ſacrifices, and ridiculous rites

of their national religions, the right way to heavenly bleſſedneſs ?

Suppoſe a few philoſophers amongſt them owned and acknowledged the one true

God , yet many even of the reputed maſters ofwiſdom and philoſophy deſbelieved the
being
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being of a God, or made him one and the ſamebeing or ſubſtance with the world ,

that is, the univerſe of things. They were engaged in endleſs quarrels whatGod was ,

and whether hewasmatter or mind. Some of them declared roundly, that they knew

him not : And thoſe of them who believed there was one almighty maker of all

things, an all -wiſe, and powerful, and beneficent being, whomade and ruled the

world , yet kept it too much confined to their ſchools, and concealed it from the bulk

of mankind . They held this firſt truth in unrighteouſneſs. There are ſcarce any of

all the fects of philoſophers,who do not often talk of gods in the plural number : It is

plain , that ſomeof them did it becauſe they did not know how many gods therewere :

And thoſe who believed there was but one true God, yet uſed the common language of

polytheiſts, becauſe they would not, or they durft not, publiſh this unity of God a

mongſt thecommon people . Socrates has been ſaid to loſe his life for being too free in

the defence of it, in oppoſition to their public polytheiſm and idolatry, though ſome

ſay he complied with them too. Cicero ſays, that “ it was hard to find out the true

God, the parent or creator of the world , and if you ſhould find him , it would be

very unlawful to make him known to the common people .” His words are theſe :

“ Illum quafi parentem hujus univerſitatis invenire difficile : & cum inveneris, indi

care in vulgusnefas. Lib .de univerf. page 2 .” and to the famepurpoſe in Lib. ii.de Na

tura deorum .And by the way wemay take notice, that the ſame great and learned wri

ter complains of the weakneſs ofhuman nature to guide itſelf without the cultivation

ofreaſon by learning and philoſophy. Tuſc. Quæft. lib . iii. And thushe leaves the bulk .

of world in a ſtate of unguided wandering.

As for theſe philoſophers themſelves, asmuch as ſome of them knew of the true

God , and the way of worſhipping him with a pure heart and pure hands, rather than

by their national ſuperſtitions, yethow honourably do they talk of the myſteries and

ceremonies of their gods, and of the piety of thoſe who obſerved theſe ſuperſtitious

rites, and who worſhipped the numerous idols of their country ? Marcus Antoninus,

one of the very beſt of them , who was a philoſopher and an emperor, fo far prides

himſelf in his reſpect to his idol-gods, that he thence expected ſafety to attend him ,

and ſucceſs againſt the rebellion of Caſſius; Wehavenot been ſuch negligent wor

ſhippers of the gods, ſaid he, as to fear that Caſus ſhall get the victory : And indeed

he followed the ſuperſtitions of Rome, and of other countries, with diligence .

There were ſcarce any of them all but complied with the national worſhip ofmany

gods, Mars, Bacchus, Apollo, Neptune, Jupiter, Juno, Minerva, Diana, Venus, and

the reſt of that ridiculous rabble of gods and goddeſſes. The bulk of the nations

worſhipped them in their houſes, and at their temples, thoughtleſs of the one true

God ; for they knew little or nothing of him . Epistetushimſelf, who perhaps paid

the greateſt regard to virtue among all the philoſophers before Antoninus, and whoſe

life , in other,reſpects, wasmore blameleſs than any of them , and who ſays ſomeve

ry good things concerning our reſpect to the gods, chapter xxxviii, yet he adviſes men

to “ worſhip the gods as the country does where they dwell* .” Let the heathens boaſt

then of their Epictetus and Antonine, the two brighteſt names among them : Their

ignorance of the trueGod, and their abominable idolatries and ſuperſtitions, caſt a

diſmal blemiſh on their virtues, and almoſt deſtroy all their pretences to true piety .

Can you ever ſuppoſe, ſir, that the bleſſed and holy God, the ſuprememaker and

VOL. II. - Nn governor

* Σπάνδειν δε και θίειν καλά τα πάτρια έκαςοε, or έκαςοις, προσήκει. Epictet, cap. xxxvii. It is proper
for us to offer drink -offerings and ſacrifices, to the godswhom he had been ſpeaking of, every where ac

cording to the cuſtom of the country ,
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governor of heaven and earth , can accept of ſuch ſort of devotions ; of drink -of

ferings and ſacrifices, and various rites of ridiculous invention, and ſuch as are paid

to falſe gods, to idols, and not to himſelf ? Are theſe the people thathewill bleſs

with his own favour and love , in a better world , who laviſh out their ſuperſtitions,

according to the wild cuſtomsof every country, and adore things that are notGod!

and never take any care to learn his true nature, or to glorify the one true God a

mongſtmen ?

The beſt of them , when they knew the trueGod , they did not glorify him as

God , as St. Paul aſſures us, nor were thankful for the common bleſſings they recei

ved from him ; but they turned his glory into ſhame, and in his room worſhipped

ſometimes birds, beaſts, and creeping things, images of wood or ſtone , or their own

fancied heroes, ſome of whom , according to their own account, were murderers and

adulterers , tranſlated into heaven after their death . And no wonder if the lives and

themanners of their common worſhippers were ſcandalous and impure, while theſe

were the characters they gave to their gods.

Here and there, indeed, among the philoſophers, and eſpecially the platoniſts, or

pythagoreans, and a ſtoic or two, you find a handſome ſpeech , or perhaps a diſcourſe

concerning the nature of God , and the imitation of him in his amiable perfections ;

but moſt of them , as I hinted , held this truth , even in their own hearts, in unrigh

teouſneſs, and very few ever carefully practiſed in religion , according to their own beſt

ſentiments.

Nor had they generally any eſtabliſhed notion of a future ſtate of rewards andpu

niſhments , according to the behaviour of men in this life . It is granted , that a few

of them , particularly Plato and his followers, have mentioned ſuch a thing : but A

riſtotle and his diſciples declared a future ſtate to be obſcure and uncertain , tò mésney

doxvès. And ſeveral of the philoſophers ridiculed not only the doctrine of the poets

concerning the elyſian fields and Tartarus, but roundly denied any life after this.

Some of them indeed, viz. the epicureans and the ſtoics, ſpoke of the change of the

ſame atomsof matter into new forms ofmen and beaſts in following ages : But this

was a ſorry ſort of reviviſcence without the ſame conſciouſneſs. Many believed the

doctrine of tranſmigration of ſouls, as PITHANDER has ſhewn ; and others among

them could not allow the real puniſhments of the wicked hereafter , ſince they imagi

ned, that “ God was never angry, nor would do hurt to men .” This, Cicero tells us

was the common opinion of all the philoſophers. “ Hoc commune eft omnium phi

loſophorum nunquam nec irafci Deum nec nocere. DeOfficiis Lib . iii. Seat. 27." How

then can he punilh the vileſt of ſinners ?

The ſtoics did not think that the platonic argument for future rewards and puniſh

ments, drawn from the unequal diſtributions of good and evil things in this life,was

juſt or ſtrong, becauſe they did not allow riches , health , eaſe of body, & c. to be

real goods ; nor pain , ſickneſs, poverty , loſs, oppreſſion , & c. to be real evils : And

therefore they thought the juſtice and wiſdom of the gods might be ſufficiently vindi

cated in the diſtributions of providence, without running to the doctrine of a future

ſtate , after this life : And on this account Antoninus himſelf, as well as other ſtoics,

talks ſo doubtfully about it, in ſeveral places of his writings. " Think of Socra

tes, Crito , Severus, the Cæfars, where are they now all ? Any where , or no where ?

All worldly things are but as the ſmoke, or indeed mere nothing . Book X .

Seet. 31.” He has many ſuch ſort of ſpeeches. That great philoſopher did not

know , whether the ſoul goes from the body by way of extinction , or diſperſion of

it's parts, or continuation of life in ſome other ſtate or place, though he pronounces

ubtfully about it where are they now deed mere nothing her did not
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it bleſſed to be always ready for it, without reluctance. Book XI. Sect. 3 . And in

deed , ſince they made virtue it 's own fufficientreward , and made vice it's own ſuf

ficientpuniſhment, and called it the Navery of the ſoul, their philoſophy did not ſo

plainly lead them to make any future rewards orpuniſhments neceſſary.

Cicero, whowas one of the greateſt genius's of antiquity, and did not confine him

ſelf to any fect, but took out of all what pleaſed him beft , was ſo little ſatisfied with

all the proofs of the immortality of the ſoul and it's future exiſtence, that his vaft

reading and his own invention could furniſh him with, thathe frequently profeſſes his

uncertainty and doubts about it. When he had reckoned up ſeveral opinions, he adds,

“ Harum fententiarum quæ vera ſit, deus aliquis videret . Some god may fee which

of all theſe opinions is true.” In which ſhort ſentence, he ſhewsat once his own

doubts both about the future exiſtence of the ſoul and aboutthe unity of God, or ra

ther ſuppoſes more gods than one.

Where now are theſe agreed principles of natural religion , of the knowledge and

worſhip of the true God, and of certain rewards and puniſhments in another world ,

for virtue and vice ? Were they taughtwith conſtancy and certainty any where but in

Plato's ſchool, much leſs in any numbers of ſchools of the philoſophers ? How little

agreementwas there among them about theſe principles.

If their reaſon was ſo far fufficient to find out and practiſe ſuch a religion as would

lead them into the favour of God , and happineſs, how came it to paſs, that there,

ſhould be never found any fixed ſyſtemsamongſt them of better rules of piety and

religion , than they have generally propoſed to the world , and a more rational and

uniform account of their principles and practices of what relates to God, and an

other world ?

Log . I do not pretend to have read over all the heathen philoſophers ; but I have

been informed, that there is no precept of true religion or morality which is not to

be found in their writings.

Sophro . I grantmany ſuch precepts are to be found ; but it will be very hard to find

them all there . Give me leave to enquire a few thingshere : .

1. Is it not a precept ofmorality or true religion, that all our actions ſhould be

done to the honour of ourmaker ? Where is this to be found in precept or practice

among the heatheri philoſophers ? Rom . i. 21. " When they knew God , they glori

fied him not as God .”

2 . Is it not an excellent precept or rule of true religion , that ſinners ſhould draw

near to God in humble worſhip , acknowledging their offences, condemning them

ſelves, mourning for their folly , aſking pardon ofGod, and deſiring a liſtance from

him againſt any future temptations, or a deliverance from them ? Now is there any

of the philoſophers among the heathens that has preſcribed to us this practice? ;

3 . If with much labour and pains of reading we could find out and collect the fe

veral rules of a ſyſtem of natural religion and virtue, here and there ſcattered and

hinted among all the philoſophers, yet what one philoſopher has delivered them all ?

Much leſs can weſuppoſe the reaſon of any one ſingle man alone could trace them all

out : Nor is there any book left us by all the heathens in the leaſt degree comparable

to that of the new teſtament, even to teach us the truths and duties of natural re

ligion.

4 . Among theſe principles and rules of religion and virtue which lie ſcattered in

the writings of the philoſophers, are there not ſomewhich are doubted , and ſome

directly oppoſed by others of theſe heathen ſages ? What endleſs diſputes were found

in their ſchools about the chief good itſelf, and the way to attain it, aboutGod him ,

Nn 2 felf,
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the some of the greatelt .

Mr. Fackſon , in his late
aftemsofhuman laws among

ſelf, about good and evil, ſin and virtue, preſent and future happineſs ? Thus the

light of reaſon , in theſe greatmaſters of it, has left matters of ſuch ſupremeimpor

tance as topics of diſpute for their readers, rather than as authentic rules of practice :

And of how little uſe could this be to all the illiterate world ? So thatmankind is ſtill

left at a vaſt uncertainty , ſince not one philoſopherhad any juſt authority to impoſe

his principles and rules upon the reſt of mankind. I add yet

5 . That if they had been never ſo perfect in the diſcovery of the rules of duty ,

yet they have never given motives actually and practically ſufficient to inforce the

practice of them , as PITHANDER has ſhewn already.

Very poor and feeble muſt their motives be for the practice of ſincere piety and

the pure worſhip of the only trueGod, when it was oppoſed, rather than encouraged ,

by ſome of the greateſt of their wiſe men, who had any power or influence in the

ſtate . That ingenious writerMr. Jackſon, in his late anſwer to chriſtianity as old as

the creation , page 14 . tellsus, that, “ All the very beſt ſyſtemsofhuman laws among

the gentiles eſtabliſhed ſuperſtition and idolatry, asmay be ſeen from Plato's iv . and

viii. book of laws, and alſo from Cicero's ii, book of lawsthroughout.” A foul ble

miſh upon the reaſon and religion of two of the greateſt men of heatheniſm . ·

The utmoſt, therefore , that I can ſay for them , is this, that the reaſoning powers

of theſe polite parts of the heathen world had very little, if any thing more than a

ſort of ſpeculative or notional ſufficiency , for true religion and future happineſs ;

for it's beſt rules were very imperfect , it's motives very feeble , and ſcarce ever effec

tual in fact and practice ; and wherefoever they were effectual in here-and-there a par

ticular perfon or his family , it was rather owing to the traditions they had of ſome

divine revelation , or to an acquaintance with ſome doctrines of the jews, in their va .

rious diſperſions. And theſe diſperſions of the jewsdid providence ordain for the

preſervation, or rather for the recovery, of the knowledge of the one God and his

worſhip and religion among the countries of heatheniſin , who had no remarkable re

velation made to themſelves, or had loſt it perhaps for ſeveral generations.

Log . But if I miſtake not, ſir, ſome ingenious modern writers have informed us,

that human reaſon has determined, with the greateſt eaſe , what opinions are true and

falſe , in all the main articles and duties of religion : They aſſure us, thatheathen *

deiſts generally agreed in the belief of one ſupremeſelf-exiſtent agent or God , and

of his providence in the government of mankind ; that they agreed in the unaltera

ble obligations of virtue, and the diſpleaſure of God againſt all vice and impiety ,

that there were rewards for good men, and puniſhments for the wicked in a future

ſtate : ThatGod was to be worſhipped with a pious heart, and with a conſcience free

from ſin ; that juſtice and goodneſs were to be practiſed for their own excellency and

delight, as well as in imitation of the bleſſed God : And they teach us, that all but

atheiſts agreed in theſe great and neceſſary points of religion .

Sophro . Then Imay juſtly infer, that nine tenthsof theheathen world were atheiſts,

with all their boaſted fufficiency of reaſon ; for it is pretty evident, that there was

not one tenth part of the heathen world , in the days of the grecian philoſophers, who

agreed to hold and profeſs all theſe principles, Logisto, which you have now reckon

ed up .

I would yet farther obſerve, that though any of our ingenious writers ſhould

give a looſe to their encomiums upon human reaſon , and tell us how far ſome of

the

* But how few were theſe heathen deilts, if you except the platoniAs ? The reſt were generally atheiſs

or polytheiſts, or doubters about the one trueGod.
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the heathen philoſophers were led by it in their diſcoveries of the trueGod and his

worſhip , though they ſhould make a fort of ſaints of them , yet we have no reaſon

to infer , in large and general terms, concerning the heathen nations, this was the

ſcheme of their religion , nor ſhould they tempt us to ſuppoſe theſe were the general

ſentiments of all the antient gentiles, and that this was the ſenſe of mankind , with .

out a revelation .

How wide this encomium even of the heathen philoſophers is from ſtrict truth ,

we have obſerved already. And yet if theſe thingsconcerning the philoſophers had

been ſtrictly true, we ſhould neither make nor believe any univerſal and unreaſonable

inductions from a few ſingle inſtances of philoſophers, in oppoſition to the common

multitude and bulk of mankind, in towns, cities and villages ? Let us remember

that the common people, even in theſe polite nations, received their religion rather

from their prieſts, and their rulers than from their philoſophers : they much more

willingly and readily learned , and more univerſally practiſed the impious and ridicu . .

lous idolatries and ſuperſtitions of their country, than ever they would hearken to

the moral or ſelf-denying dictates and abſtract reaſonings of their philoſophers; for

princes and prieſts had much more authority . Now many of theſe ſuperſtitions and

doctrines of their gods tended to corrupt theirmoral principles, and deſtroy and kill

the very feeds of virtue within them . How very few among them had any true no

tions of piety ?

Alas! ſir, to make ſuch general concluſions of the goodneſs of heathen religion ,

and ſufficiency of human reaſonings in all mankind to find it out, there ought to be

many more inftances of the knowledge and belief of the true God , and his fpiritual

worſhip, & c. and that among the heathens of Africa, and America, as well as Eu

rope ; and among the bulk of the inhabitants ofGreece and Afra minor, as well as the

few philoſophers : Whereas it is evident, that the groſs of the heathen world , even

in the cultivated and polite parts of it, were abominably over-run with ſhameful ig

norance, idolatry, and immorality , profaneneſs and ſuperſtition : And in ſomeof

the rude and unpoliſhed nations, there is ſcarce any thing but ſtupidity and error,

darkneſs and madneſs, inſtead of truth , fobriety , and goodneſs.

While in the learned part of the world the poets and the prieſts taught theſe wild

ſuperſtitions as things ſacred and divine, while the rulers commanded the obſervance

of them , and the philoſophers themſelves complied with them , what can weſuppoſe

the people would do but believe in the fame deities, worſhip them with the ſame ce

remonies, and imitate their ſuperiors in their religion , though it were never ſo ridi

culous and immoral ? And as for the rude and unlearned nations and tribes of man

kind , while their anceſtors .before them , and their companions all around them ,

gave themſelves up to impious, and immoral, and ſhameful cuſtoms, and they were :

never taught to think for themſelves, or to reaſon upon the ſubject, what can be ex

pected , but that they ſhould univerſally corrupt themſelves, and live from age to agę

without God or goodneſs ? The naratives which St. Paul gives us in his epiſtles of .

the gentile nations through which he travelled, and the accounts of our later travel. .

lers, conſpire to aſſure us of the moſt wretched and deplorable ſtate ofmankind there, -

in reſpect of religion and virue.

This is ſo copious a theme, Logisto, that one might talk upon it whole hours ,

with pertinence and juſtice, and, one would think, to the conviction of thofe who

are willing to hearken to truth . But I know in whoſe preſence I ſpeak : I am well ap

prized that the perſon to whom I addreſsmyſelf needsnomore than ſhort hints of

theſe

darkneſs and mapoliſhed nations, there faneneſs and fuperftitio
n with Shamefulig

While in the learned mead of truth ,- fobriety , and out itupidity and err
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theſe matters to refreſh his own memory, and givehim a compendious view of the

things which he himſelf has been well acquainted with , in his own converſe with the

antient writers of Rome and Greece, as well as the accounts which are given us of the

:more barbarousnations

Log . I confeſs, dear ſir , I am almoſt overpowered with conviction by the ſhort

account you have given us of theſe affairs , and the glaring light in which you have ſet:

them : But yet ſtill there remain ſome great difficulties upon mymind, which ariſe

from other arguments which I have heard and read on this ſubject. Shall I propoſe

them now , my friends ? Or ſhall we appoint to meet again more early nextWednes

day in the afternoon , and finiſh our conferences on this ſubject ?

Pith . Indeed, ſir, I fear wehave too much work upon our hands to be all finiſhed

this evening. And ſince you are ſo obliging, Logisto, to invite us to fuch a peace

ful and pleaſant retreat, and ſince I perſuademyſelf SOPHRONIUS will be ſo good as to

afford us a few hoursmore of his company, formy part, Iknow not how I can better

employ my time than in endeavouring, in ſuch ſociety, to ſearch after and to com

municate truth . It is indeed the appointed buſineſs and ſtation of my life to be a

teacher to others, yet I take pleaſure, gentlemen, to comehither and learn .

Sophro . But why wil ye not pleaſe, my friends, to favour mewith a viſit, and let

your laſt conference do my parlour the honour of finiſhing this friendly controverſy ?

I will not pretend to ſuch an eleg ‘nt and ſpacious garden as Logisto has, nor to ſo

neat and private a retreat for converſation , as this wherein we are now entertained : but

you ſhall be attended with the best accommodations which mydwelling will afford ;

and if you will give yourſelves the trouble to aſcend to my ſtudy , we ſhall there be

fufficiently retired from all other company.

Log . I doubt not, SOPHRONIUS, of the ſincerity of your requeſt, nor the conve

niency of your library, for ſuch a friendly conference : but ſince you have favoured

us thus far with your happy aſſiſtance in a debate which PITHANder and myſelf had

appointed here in this garden, I cannot with any ſatisfaction permit the ſcene to be

altered . Perhaps itmay ſeem a degree of incivility to deſire a viſit from you ſo often

without a return ; yet I promiſe you , ſir , I will write myſelf down indebted to you

for every ſuch favour, and when we begin any new ſubject of debate, SOPHRONIUS

ſhall appoint the place.

Sophro. Then ſince it is the pleaſure of Logisto to have it ſo , without any more

ceremony, we will attend him here nextWedneſday.

Pith. I agree, ſir, to your propoſal. I can never be in an ill ſituation at either of

your houſes, amidſt thehonour of ſuch company .

Log . Gentlemen, I own the obligation , and am your very humble ſervant.

The Third CONFERENCE.

TN the days that paſſed after the laſt meeting , LOGISTO had been reviewing feve

ral books which have been written in vindication of the ſufficiency of human

I reaſon to conduct men to happineſs in a way of religion ; and as he had renewed

his own difficulties, ſo he had furniſhed hismemory with ſome of their ſtrongeſt ar

guments :
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their valt prejudi
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c h lefs is it ſufficien
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cording tỏ the dis

guments : but he found none ſo hard to anſwer, as that great and important one,

which is derived from the wiſdom , the equity, and the goodneſs ofGod ; upon which

accounthe reſolved to reſerve this to the laſt.

When his company were come, he led them down to the uſual place of learned

converſation , and began the conference thus.

Log . The only thing that remains before us, gentlemen , is, that I ſhould propoſe

fome arguments, drawn from the reaſon of things, and from the nature of God ,

and man , why it appears.neceſſary thatthe principle of human reaſon ſhould be ſuf

ficient, in all mankind, to guide and conduct them to the belief and practice of ſuch

a religion , wherein they may obtain the favour of God, and happineſs in a future

ſtate.

Pith . I wait with ſome iinpatience , fir, to hear theſe arguments of yours, which

you have ſo often intimated : And yet it may not be improper, before you produce

them , to conſider , what is the particular propoſition your arguments can poſſibly

prove, or what it is you can expect from them .

Will you pleaſe to remember, ſir, it has been plainly proved and determined al

ready, and agreed in our paſt debate, as a certain matter of fact , that there are fe

veral large countries of heatheniſm wherein the inhabitants have not reaſon fufficient :

to guide them into true religion , conſidering their valt prejudices and averſions to

God and goodneſs ; much leſs is it ſufficient to enable them to practiſe it ; that is, ac

cording to the diſtinction of our worthy friend SOPHRONIUS, that though there may

be in them a remote, natural, and ſpeculative fufficiency for this purpoſe, yet their

reaſoning powers are ſo poor and low , ſo unpractiſed, and ſo much perverted by a

thouſand errors , evil cuſtoms, vicious propenſities, and wilful ignorance, that they

are not practically and experimentally ſufficient for this great deſign . This hath been

abundantly confirmed by the melancholy , and yet entertaining accounts SOPHRONIUS

hath given us of african and american heathens. Now I humbly hope, ſir, you will

not ſuppoſe that any of your arguments can deſtroy plain matter of fact, nor provę

that to be ſufficient, which has before been plainly declared and proyed , and agreed

to be inſufficient.

Log . Imuſt acknowledge, PITHANDER ,' I know not how to oppoſe what you ſay.

It ſeems to be plainly proved, that reaſon in theſe ſavages is not a ſufficient guide.

All that I can pretend therefore, is, only to ſhew , that if human reaſon is not in fact

ſufficient, even practically ſufficient for this purpoſe ; yet, at leaſt, it ought to be :

practically fufficient ; and perhaps my arguments will prove it.

Pith . Pray, ſir , be ſo good as to inform me, what you mean by ſaying, it ought :

to be ſufficient ? Will any of your arguments teach the all-wiſe God what he ough

to have done, and in what other and better condition he ought to have placed man - .

kind , than hehas ſeen fit to place them in ? Will your arguments give wiſdom to

your maker, or inſtruct him in rules of juſtice ? Or can any of your reaſonings in - .

form him , what ſuperior talents, and happier circumſtances, heought to have be- -

ſtowed upon his creatures ? Have you courage enough to reprove or arraign the con - .

duct of the ſupreme governor of the world towards his african or american ſubjects ?

Is it right, LOGISTO, to talk at this rate ? Or is it ſafe to venture on ſuch an unequal

conteft ? What elſe can you mean , ſir, by affirming, that reaſon ought to be ſufficient,

bus this, viz . that God ought to have given men better faculties, or he ought to have

beſtowed upon them clearer light, andbetter helps, or ought to have brought them

into the world with greater advantages than his wiſdom has thought fit to do ? And

what is this, but telling the all-wiſeGod, he has acted weakly , or charging the God ..

of
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of juſtice that he has dealt unjuſtly , or accuſing the father ofmercies that he has acted

cruelly toward his creatures ?

Log . I confeſs, good ſir, that you confound me a little with theſe enquiries. I

have no ſuch hardineſs of ſoul, as to dare to reprove mymaker, whom I adore with

themoſt profound veneration ; and I do acknowledge, that whatſoever he does,muſt

be right and juſt. And yet there are arguments which ſeem to prove, thatman ,

who as you agree , is to be tried and judged in the other world , for his behaviour in

this, ſhould , ſomeway or other, have ſufficient powers given him to know and ful

fil his duty : Otherwiſe , men would be excuſable in their greateſt ſuperſtitions and

immoralities , as being deſtitute , by the neceſſity of their circumſtances, of a ſuffi

cient guide in matters of religion and virtue : And this is the firſt argument which I

deſire leave to offer upon this head, as a difficulty which I cannot folve.

Pith . Perhaps, ſir , it is an effectual relief to this difficulty, if we luppofe man

kind to be furniſhed with ſuch reaſoning powers as are, in the nature of things, and

in a remote ſenf , ſufficient to guide and conduct men in their religious affairs : For

the neglect of uſing and improving theſe rational powers, is greatly criminal: And

it is this univerſal neglect of uſing them well, that renders them practically inſuffici

ent. If they employ not their reaſon in their moſt important concerns, you will

grant it is their own fault ; and this renders them condemnable for the neglect or a

buſe of it , and for the errors and vices proceeding from ſuch an unreaſonable conduct

of life . This is confeſſed by the writers of your own fide of the queſtion . .

Beſides, the reaſoning faculty , and the reinains of conſcience, which are found e

.ven in themoſt favage tribes ofmankind, may be called practically fufficient, though

not to conduct to happineſs completely, yet, to have taught them much more of the

firſt principles of virtue and religion , than moſt of them either know or practiſe ;

and thus to have with -held them from their groffeſt immoralities and ſuperſtitions.

· Yet further , reaſon may teach them the duties of an innocentman, but not to re

cover a finner toGod's favour. The obligations which their reaſon and conſcience

might lay on them to practiſe duty may be clear and ſtrong as far as they go ; and yet

theſe may not be ſufficient to bring finners to the favourof God and eternal happi

neſs. Devils are under clear and ſtrong obligation to love God , and to repent, and

obey him , through the dictates of a rational nature ; but this rational nature is not

ſufficient to bring them to happineſs and the favour of God .

It is granted , the heathens have great hindrances; but great as they are, they are

not ſo unſurmountable, but that moſt or all of them might have arrived at much

fuperior degrees of knowledge and practice in religion , than what any of them have

actually arrived at, if they had not been ſo ſhamefully and criminally negligent, ſo

exceeding fond of error and ſin , and ſo lazy in their ſearch after truth and duty.

Therefore they are by nomeans inexcuſable , as you expreſs it, in their greateſt im

moralities.

"Givemeleave, ſir, to repreſent this matterby a plain ſimilitude. Suppoſe Anergus

a Nave, to have a remote natural capacity ſufficient to trace out all the demonſtrations

in Euclid : Then you conſequently muſt ſuppoſe him alſo to have a proximate and

practical ſufficiency to trace out ſome of the firſt and plaineſt of them : Criton, his

mafter commands him to demonſtrate all the propoſitions there, or to practiſe all the

problems: buthe will not ſo much as ſet about the firſt and plaineſt of them : Is not

Anergus greatly criminal? If he would have traced out the firſt, he might perhaps

find a growing capacity, and a proximate and practicalſufficiency to demonſtrate the

next, and the next in ſucceſſion, till he came to the laſt. Is he not chargeable then

with
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with the guilt of not demonſtrating and practiſing thewhole ſeries, even though he

never actually had a practical and proximate ſufficience of reaſon or ability to graſp

the deepeſt andmoſt complicated theorems, or to perform the hardeſt problems, be

cauſe hewas lazy and thoughtleſs, and would not apply himſelf to the eaſieſt ? You

know , fir, how to apply this to the caſe in hand.

Log . Then you do not aſſert, that their reaſon is practically inſufficient to have

taught them the chief part of their duty , or to have enabled them to performn it, if

they had been well inclined to it , and ſincerely diligent in their attempts to their ut

moſt ?

Pith . No, ſir, I aſfert no ſuch thing : For it is their great and univerſal Noth and

negligence, and diſinclination both to learn and perform their duty, that is one of the

chief things that renders their reaſoning powers thus inſufficient in a practical ſenſe :

It is owing to their powerful prejudices, their evilmoral habits, and their ſtrong a

verſion to God and virtue, that they do not exerciſe their reaſoning powers to the ut

moſt of their capacity : And it is by thismeans they continue in darkneſs, guilt, and

death : Whereas if they had a real inclination , and ſincere deſire , to ſearch out and

perform their duty to God andman , if they obeyed every ſecret dictate of conſcience,

every hint of truth that aroſe within them , and uſed their natural light, both as to

belief and practice, to the utmost of their power, God would never be wanting to

any of his creatures ; I am perſuaded , he would have graciouſly accepted the utmoſt

that their reaſoning powers could perform : or, if it were neceſſary, he would have

given ſuch well-difpofed perſons, greater light, and greater ſtrength, to learn and

fulfil the neceſſary parts of religion ; " for to him that hath , ſhall be given ; that is ,

greater helps ſhall be given to him that improveswhat leſſer talents God hasintruſted

him with . But the caſe of theſe brutal creatures ſeemsto be repreſented in the latter

end of that text, “ Luke viii. 18. From him that hath not, ſhall be taken away that

which hehath , or ſeemeth to have ;" that is, thoſe who improve not the feeble light

that is given them , even thoſe feeble glimmerings of light Ihall be taken from them ,

and by the righteous judgment of God they ſhall be left in deep and utter darkneſs :

And thus they are greatly culpable, though their reaſoning powers are practically in

ſufficient.

Log . Very well, my friend ; I can hear thiswith more patience, ſince you impute

the crime to men's own abuſe of their rational powers, and not to God their creator.

I proceed therefore to a ſecond argument, and forgive me if I expreſs it in pretty

ſtrong terms: Does not the great and bleſied God equally behold all the dwellers on

the earth, free from partiality and prejudice ? And can he be ſuppoſed to make ſome

people his favourites, without any conſideration of their merits, and merely becauſe

they believe certain propoſitions, and practiſe certain duties, which he has revealed,

and which are taught and known generally in that country where they happen to be

born ; while others, and that a far greater number, ſhall from age to age want this

favour ofGod, becauſethey are deſtined to be born and live in places where ſuch pro

poſitions and duties were never revealed , where they are not known, and are very

hard or impoſſible to be found out, and for that reaſon they are not likely to believe

and practiſe thein ? What can more repreſentGod as an arbitrary and partial being,

than thus to ſuppoſe thathe ſcarce vouchſafes to bring themeans of happineſs within

the reach of ſo great a part of his creatures, while hehas given it ſo plentifully to

others ?

Pith . This ſpeech of yours, ſir , will require an anſwer atlarge ; and I am glad

you giveme occaſion to ſpeak my thoughts freely on this ſubject. -

VOL. II. Oo When
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When you uſe the words partiality and prejudice, you ſeem to conſider God as a

governor and a judge, diſtributing rewards or puniſhments to his creatures partially ,

and not exactly according to their former behaviour ; and in this reſpect, Imuſt af

firm , God beholds all men equally, and acts without prejudice or partiality in his re

tribution of the righteous and the wicked : In this fenfe , God is no reſpecter of per

ſons; the maſter and the ſervant, the prince and the ſubject, the learned and the ig

norant, ſhall receive a recompence according to their works.

But when we ſpeak of God as an original proprietor and poſſeſſor of his own blef

ſings, he may freely diſtribute his favours in a greater or leſs degree amongſt his.

creatures , as he pleaſes, without any charge of prejudice or partiality . And this is

ſufficiently viſible in the whole of his providence, and that among the brutal creation

as well as the rational. Are there notmany of the birds, and beaſts of the earth ,

and fiſhes of the fea , that in their ſeveral portions of ſenſitive good or evil, eaſe or

pain , are greatly diſtinguiſhed from each other ,merely by the hand of their creator ?

Here is one flock of ſheep frighted and worried daily, and ſome of them miſerably

torn to death , and deſtroyed, and the reſt of them wounded or maimed by a wolf or

a bear, while other flocks grow up, perhaps, for ſeveral years, enjoying the plenti

fulpaſture that the earth provides for them . Here is one neſt of doves plundered

by a hawk , and drenched in bloud, while twenty of their neighbours breed up their

young in all ſecurity. Here is a brood of young wild turkeys, hatched in a later or

moreunkindly ſeaſon , crippled with the cold , and languiſhing out their lives under

lingering infirmities ,while others that were brought into life a month or two ſooner,

enjoy all the bleſſings ſuited to their nature, and continue in this enjoyment, perhaps

for ſeveral years. What is this difference to be imputed to , but the will of provi

dence ?

A thouſand ſuch ſort of accidents happen notonly to birds and beaſts, to fiſhes ,

and every kind of brute animals, but to men ; and that not merely to the individu

als of mankind , but ſometimes to tribes, and families , and nations. Some are ac

tually born under the power of tyrants, and they commence and finiſh their lives in

tireſome ſlavery and bondage : Othersexult for ſeventy years, in free, and rich , and

plenteous circumſtances, while their neighbours are diſtreſſed from their infancy with

poverty and pain , and drag on life to old age under many calamities. Children of

the laneparents ſhall be oftentimes widely diſtinguiſhed in the bleſſings or the for

rows of nature, by the mere providence of God , when, perhaps, they are equally

virtuous, or, perhaps, equally wicked . Some are ſuffered to become blind , or to

be born cripples in their limbs, and in their underſtanding too , while others of the

ſame village, or the ſame houſe, perhaps, rejoice in the pleaſures and the vigorous

powers of mind and body. How comes it to paſs, ſir, that your genius is ſo bright

and ſparkling, while your neighbour Hebetundo, with all the expences of his educa

rion, could never conſtrue an ode in Horace, and ſcarce underſtands his catechiſm ?

Whence is it, that ſome families are ſo poor in their intellectuals, and propagate Noth

and dulneſs for half a dozen generations ? And yet, perhaps, at laſt a hero , a phi

lofopher, or a great divine ſhall ariſe amongſt them , and ſurprize the world ?

Tellme, LoGISTO , who makes the difference in all theſe inſtances ? Will you ſay ,

it happens thus according to the courſe of things, and the ſucceſſion of natural cau

ſes ? But pray inform me, who ſet natural cauſes at work in thismanner ,which ſhould

produce ſuch very diſtinguiſhing circumſtances , and that too, perhaps, in perſons

whoſe moral character is the ſame ? Orwhy is their infancy ſo much diſtinguiſhed by

bleſſings or ſorrows, before their moral character properly commences ? Whither

· Ihall
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ſhall we run to ſeek the cauſe of theſe varieties, but to the will of the creator and

diſpoſer of all things ?

Can you givemeany account, ſir, why the great God ſhould appoint ſuch parti

cular human ſouls to be united to animal bodies , which are born among the rigours

and ſtupidity of Lapland, or in themidſt of Africa or America , where reaſon is bu

ried under groſs and heavy prejudices , and whole nations labour under ſo many wants

and diſadvantages, with relation to this world , and the other ? How cameyour ſoul

or mine, to be joined to bodies who drew their firſt breath in Great- Britain , who have

ten thouſand bleſſings, in the animal and the rational life, beyond thoſe poor brown

ornegro ſavages, that come into the world under brutal parents, who breed them up

with cruelty, and ſell them for Naves ? What is it, dear fir, that makes this diſtinc

tion between us and them , but the fovereign diſpoſal of God and provi lence, who,

whatſoever reaſons he may have in his eternalmind , yet gives no account to us of

the reafons of his conduct ? Can you , or I, ſir, pretend to any claim of merit , that

we ſhould be born in ſuch families where we enjoyed the advantages of a liberal edu

cation from our infancy, and the knowledge of things human and divine, while the

inhabitants of the cottages of the Peake, in Derbyſhire, were never taught to know

letters, and are ſo groſsly ignorantof the things of God and men ? Whomade the

difference between us and the miners in Cornwell, who ſpend their days in darkneſs,

and are ever converſant with earth and lead or tin , while we range the ſciences with

pleaſure , and dwell in daylight, and amidſt the delights of learning ? To whom are

our praiſes due on this account, but to our common maker and Lord ?

If we were only to conſider ourſelves asmen left to find out theway to happineſs

by our own reaſoning powers, are not you and I, ſir, placed in much ſuperior advan

tages to the heathens in Africa , or even to the poorminers in Cornwall ? And why

may not the ſameGod make as great a difference between his creatures, in beſtowing

the ſuperior advantages of revelation on fome, rather than on others, according to

his own good pleaſure ? You yourſelfmuſt grant, that God has not favoured all men

with the ſamepowers, means, or opportunities to obtain future happineſs in the way

of natural religion , why may he not then diſtinguiſh his favourites in point of re

velation ?

It is enough for us, LOGISTO, if we can but maintain this point, thatGod does

not deal unjuſtly with any of his creatures: But it is evident, we muſt allow him to

diſpenſe his favours as he pleaſes ; he is not boundtomake us all equal in the bleſſings

or the powers of ſoul or body, with regard to this life , or the life to come, though

hehasmade us all men. . And as he has confeſſedly beſtowed on ſome perſonsmuch

nobler inward advantages, in the fagacity of their reaſoning powers , to find out the

way to virtue and happineſs , why may he not confer higher outward advantages on

fome, than hehas on others ? Why may he not give ſome of his creatures the light

of revelation , to guide them to happineſs, while he gives others only the light of

reaſon ? May not the great God, the poſſeſſor of all things in heaven and earth , do

what he pleaſes with hisown benefits ? If he has given the blindeſt and moſt unhap

py nations in theworld all that is due to them by nature, in their circumſtances, and

a natural fufficiency for their happineſs , he has done enough to ſecure his own provi

dence from any juſt accuſations. An african has no right to complain , thathe was

not born a briton ; nor a porter that he was not born a prince ; nor SOPHRONIUS and

I, that we were notmade prophets or apoſtles, If God has furniſhed allmen with

ſuch natural powers, as, being improved in the beſt manner, would lead them to

virtue, religion , andhappineſs , ſurely his creatures may give him leave to make ſo

Oo 2 much
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much diſtinction between them , as to ſet ſome of them in a plainer and eaſier road

to happineſs than he has others : And it is ſhameful ingratitude for us, in chriſtian

countries, to complain of our bountiful creator, who has afforded us ſuch peculiar

favours, and made our way to heaven plaineſt of all.

Log . I obſerve, PITHANDER , you keep cloſe to this diſtinction of SOPHRONIUS,

and talk of the natural powers of heathens in Africa , and their natural ſufficiency to

obtain happineſs ; but I think they ought to have, and therefore I think they have,

ſomething more than this natural and remote ſufficiency , to find out the way to hea

ven by their own reaſon . Is not fenſe and reaſon allowed by you all to have a proxi.

mate and practical ſufficiency to guidemen in the affairs of this life ? And ſurely one

would think , reaſon ſhould be a more ſure and infallible guide in matters of religion ,

than fenſe is, or can be, in the affairs of this world . This ſhall ſtand for my third

argument; and I would inforce it thus : The difference of good and evil, and the

natural obligations to virtue and piety , are asmanifeſt to the mind as any of the ob

jects of ſenſe can be, and they have that certainty and demonſtration, which the o

thers are not capable of. Surely natural religion has been , and ſhould be always

counted asmuch within the reach of natural reaſon , as any buſineſs that man has to

do, ſince it is the moſt neceſſary and moſt important of all.

Pith .Here, ſir , your argument again runs directly counter to matter of fact, which

has been examined , proved, and agreed between us. The differences of good and

evil, and the obligations to virtue, are not ſo exceeding obvious to heathens as you

imagine ; for though they may be proved by certain demonſtrations, yet theſe demon

ftrations are, ſome of them at leaſt, more deep and difficult ; and therefore the rules

of virtue and piety are far from being ſo plain and manifeſt, as the objects of ſenſe , or

the common affairs of this preſent life : Beſides, if they were , ſurely fome of theſe

wild ſavages, at leaſt, would have actually attained the knowledge of them , ſince

they do actually acquaint themſelves with objects of ſenſe ſufficiently for their own

poorand forry manner of life here on earth ; but in the affairs of religion , and a life

to come, they are all error and darkneſs. All their reaſoning powers leave them ut

terly ignorant of true religion , be it never ſo neceſſary and important. And ſuch ig

norance reigned very much in polite nationstoo , except among a few philoſophers,

ormen of a ſtudious and thoughtful frame of mind, who could argue upon moral

and intellectual ſubjects, and trace out a few demonſtrations and certainties about

them , which lie out of the road of americans, and almoſt out of the reach of theſe

unthinking creatures.

· Log . But ſurely , without being philoſophers, every oneby employing his natural

power of thinking, or his innate reaſon , in the beſt manner he was able, might and

could not but ſee the reaſonableneſs and obligation of piety and moral duties, viz .

thathe ought to worſhip his creator, to acknowledge and depend on him , and pray to

him for a ſupply of his wants ; that he ought to ſubmit to his providence, and be

thankful for the benefits of it ; that he ought alſo to be obedient to governors for the

good of ſociety ; to be righteous, juſt , and charitable to man his fellow -creature, be

willing to do him all the good he could , and abſtain from all injury and violence ;

that alſo he ought to uſe temperately the pleaſures and enjoyments of life. There

never needed any ſubtle reaſoning to prove theſe plain dutieswhich nature taught and

commanded ; and the tranſgreſſion of any of which is as repugnant to the plain evi

dence and dictates of natural reaſon , as it is to the revealed will of God .

Pirh . It has been already granted , that if every one employed his natural reaſon

in the beſt manner that he was able, there is a natural ſufficiency in his reaſoning

powers
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powers to find out theſe things, or at leaſt the chief of them : But the inſufficiency

lies very much in this, that their prejudices and averſions, & c. are ſo great and nu

merous, that not one in ten thouſand will employ his natural reaſon in the beſt man

ner, and this SOPHRONIUS calls a practical inſufficiency . If it were ſo eaſy a matter

to do it as you repreſent, how came ſo many millions of people to be ignorant of

theſe things : or to receive notions about them ſo groſsly and ſhamefully contrary to

truth ? How camewhole nations, without one exception , to be ſo blind and ſtupid ,

ſo impious and immoral, and to continue ſo from age to age.

Log . But here ſtarts up a fourth difficulty, and it lies entirely upon you chriſtians

to ſolve it. Remember, my friend , whatſoever argument can be brought from the

actual immorality , irreligion , and ſuperſtition ofmen, in any heathen ſtate , to prove

the inſufficiency of reaſon in matters of religion , willconclude, with equal ſtrength

againſt the ſufficiency of the ſcriptures, becauſe men are as vicious, as irreligious, and

as ſuperſtitious under the light and profeſſion of chriſtianity, as theworſt of heathens.

Groſs and abominable as the heathen ſuperſtitions were, yet they have been equal

led and even exceeded by popiſh idolatry ,which has prevailed formany hundred years

over the chriſtian world : As great lewineſs has been committed among papiſts, as

ever were known among the heathens, and that with impunity , and eſteemed ſo ve

nial as to be bought off with money. Thebloudy perſecutions and maſſacres execu

ted by the papiſts are far more cruel and inhuman , than the human facrifices which

the heathens offered to their gods: So that any crimes of the heathens againſt the light

of reaſon , will not prove the inſufficiency of reaſon to be their guide, unleſs you al

low the ſameor greater crimes committed by chriſtians will prove, that the goſpel is

inſufficient.

Pith . This objection has been already anſwered : But to ſpeak yet plainer on this

head ; it is granted , ſir, that the vices of profeſing chriſtians, the venial lewdneſs

of papiſts, their idolatries, their bloudy murders and maſſacres, are as bad or worſe

than the crimes of heathens, becauſe they fin againſt much brighter light, and far

greater advantages : But the greatneſs of the vices of popiſh or proteſtant chriſtians

cannot infer, that chriſtianity is inſufficient to guide, to reform , or ſave mankind ;

for it is not the greatneſs of the crimes, but the intire number or univerſality of the

criminals, that repreſents reaſon to be ſo practically inſufficient to ſave or reform

the heathen world .

Now you muſt grantme, thatmen are not ſo utterly and univerſally irreligious,

vile and vicious in chriſtian countries, even in popiſh nations, where the goſpel is ſo

corrupted, and much leſs in proteſtant lands, where religion is learned and practiſed .

with freedom , as they are in the regions of heatheniſin . There are multitudes of

knowing, and virtuous, and pious perſons in chriſtendom , and particularly in the

britiſh . ines, which ſhews the practical ſufficiency of the goſpel to reform mankind ;

whereas in the more learned and more polite heathen countries, there have been ex

ceeding few truly religious, and in the rude and barbarous regions, which have been

the chief ſcene of our diſpute, it will be hard to find one ſingle virtuous and pious

man or woman ; and therefore, I ſay, that in a practical ſenſe, reaſon may rather be

called inſufficient, though revelation cannot be called fo . .

Log . Let us proceed then to a fifth argument why reaſon , methinks, ſhould be

practically ſufficient to direct all mankind to thoſe duties which God requires of them , .,

and to conduct them to happineſs ; and that is, becauſe happineſs, that is, ſpiritual :

moral happineſs, is the end for which man was made, and therefore it is certainly to

be obtained by thoſe rationalmoral powers, which are the very principles God gave

man
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man for his guide and conduct to this happineſs. Otherwiſeman was made for an end ,

to the obtaining of which , themeans are inſufficient.

Pith . I anſwer this two ways. Firſt, it may be ſaid in a ſenſe , thatGod made.

mankind in general, in his firſt formation of them , for happineſs ; but hemade

them to obtain this happineſs in a way of free choice, by the diligent uſe of their ra

tional faculties in the beſtmanner : Now if far the greateſt part of the heathen world

will wretchedly and wilfully abuſe theſe faculties , if they will thoughtleſsly and raſh

ly chuſe the evil, and ruſh into it, if they will neglect to ſeek , or to inquire, or to

learn what is good, as well as to practiſe it, then though theſe faculties may be ſaid to

be naturally and remotely ſufficient for religion and happineſs, yet they are never

likely to become effectual for theſe purpoſes to one in a thouſand. When there is a

long eſtabliſhed habit and univerſal cuſtom of neglecting or abuſing their faculties

ſpread through whole nations from age to age, theſefaculties may be called practical

ly inſufficient, without any charge upon the creator of man , or his original conſtitu

tion of things.

I anſwer in the ſecond place, that God did not create all mankind for happineſs, in

ſuch a ſenſe,as to deſign they ſhould be allactually happy . This is ſufficiently evidentby

the event; for the greatest part of mankind are , and will be, ſinful and iniſerable :

Our daily experience and obfervation concur with our reaſon , to manifeſt this to us ;

and our ſaviour ſays, that few find theway to life .

Now may not the great and bleſſed God , the ſupremeLord of all, and governor of

the univerſe , have ſome very wiſe and unſearchable ends in not ſecuring certain happi

neſs to all his rational creation ; that is, in leaving ſome of them wilfully to neglect

their own happineſs, and to chuſe their own miſery ? May he not, conſiſtently with

his own perfections, ſuffer them , by their own folly and negligence, by their guilt

and madneſs, to forfeit the light and ſtrength of thoſe faculties which were at firſt

practically ſufficient to guide and conduct them to happineſs ? Or to render them dark

and feeble by an utter diſuſe, or an actual abuſe , of them ? .

It is granted, that man in his original ſtate had a proximate and practical ſufficiency

to obtain happineſs by virtue and religion ; yet ſince he is grown, tome way or other ,

a very corrupt and degenerate creature, his reafoning powers are now hardly to be

called a ſufficient guide, or rule, or law , for his conduct to the original happineſs for

which he wasmade.

Log . But what is there wanting to make a rule or law ſufficient to the end of it's

being a rule or law , butthat it be plain , and clear, and eaſy to be underſtood, and

inforced with ſufficient ſanction of rewards and puniſhments ? Now reaſon always

was and is ſuch a law to mankind, even ſince any ſuppoſed degeneracy , as well as

before.

Pith . Dear ſir, have you already forgot the two accounts which SOPHRONIUS has

given us of african and american ſavages, and their reaſoning powers ? Have you for

got the whole ſubject of our firſt day's conference ? Can you bring thefe things back

to your thoughts, and yet imagine, that theſe rules of religion and virtue, theſe fa

cred laws and ſanctions, which you ſpeak of, are plain , and clear, and eaſy to be

found out and underſtood by ſuch ſtupid and perverſe animals, with all their wretch

ed reaſonings? Have they, within their view , any ſuch ideas of theſe eternal obliga

tions to duty, either to God or man, or of theſe awful ſanctions of future puniſh

ments and rewards ? Can theſe holy rules and ſanctions be called plain , and clear ,

and eaſy to ſuch creatures , among whom we can hardly ſuppoſe there is one in a whole

nation , or a whole age, nay ſcarce one in many nations and many ages, who ever

found
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found out, or knew , or believed theſe rules and theſe ſanctions? I beg you , fir , not

to conſtrain meto repeat theſe things ſo often, by urging over again , what has been

abundantly anſwered , even to your own conviction .

Sophro. Pray, PITHANDER , letme intreat you to guard your temper a little. Per

haps Logisto has read over theſe arguments in ſomemodern pamphlets , ſince your

firit day's conference, and they being freh in his thoughts , may have renewed his

difficulties, and he is willing to have every obſtacle entirely removed that lies in the

way of his complete conviction of the truth , and his establiſhment in it.

LoG . SOPHRONIUS is much in the right. He has ſpoken the inatter of fact, and

the very ſenſe of my heart. I proceed therefore to propoſe another difficulty, and I

hope, PITHANDER , youwill not call this a repetition of what has been anſwered be

fore , ſince I borrow it from your own favourite writer St. Paul, whom Ihave never

yet cited againſt you. Do you remember what he writes in the first chapter of his

letter to the romans, that “ the eternal power and godhead are known by the viſible

things of creation ;” though he adds indeed , that " when they knew God , they glo

rified him notasGod, neither were thankful, but that they held the cruth in unrigh

teouſneſs ;" that is, they did not hearken to the truths which their reaſon taught

them , but unrighteoully impriſoned or ſtifled thoſe truths, and therefore they were

without excuſe : And did you never conſider , whathe ſays in his ſecond chapter of

that letter, verſes 14, 15 . “ The gentiles who have not the law ," that is, any writ

ten law , “ do by nature the things contained in the law ; theſe are a law to them

felves : which ſhew the work of the law written in their hearts, their conſcience alſo

bearing witneſs, and their thoughts excuſing or accuſing them ? ” What can be more

evident and expreſs than that this writer believes and declares, that the rules of duty

which the gentiles owed to God and man , were implanted in theirminds, and that

when they tranſgreſſed either of them , they ſinned againſt their knowledge, their own

conſciences accuſed them , and they were inexcuſable ? And yet that ſometimes they

obeyed ſomeof theſe rules, and then their conſciences excuſed them , or approved

their actions.

Pith . If ſuch a writer as St. Paulhad told me, that human reaſon , in all the hea :

then world , was practically ſufficient to guide them into true religion and happineſs, .

and there were no facts to contradict it, I pay ſuch a veneration to his writings, that

I would readily drop the diſpute , and give up the cauſe intirely : But I do not find

St. Paul ſays any ſuch thing, either here or any where elſe, nor can his wordsbe con

ſtrued to amount to ſuch a propoſition . And to make this plain , ſir , be pleaſed to ,

obſerve theſe three things :

Firſt, that the perſons he ſpeaks of, in the firſt chapter , are chiefly the learned

heathens, or at leaſt the inhabitants of the countries where learning flouriſhed , ſuch

as Egypt, Greece , Aſia , Rome, & c , ſuch as had found out and known the being and

chief attributes of God by his works; ſuch as knew the true God , and profeſſed :

themſelves to be wiſe ; fee verſes 19, 20, 21, 22 . But the apoſtle does not ſay, that

their knowledge reached ſo far as to lead them to ſalvacion , though by not worſhip

ping and honouring God, ſo far as they knew him , they rendered themſelves inexcu

fable. “ Verſes 20, 21. They did not glorify him as God when they knew hiin ;

they were not thankful for his mercies ; they became idolaters, and changed the glo

ry of the uncorruptible God into theimage of corruptible man , and into birds, and

four-footed beaſts, and creeping things, and worſhipped the creature more than the

creator. Verſes 23, 25. They did not like to retain God in their knowledge, and

therefore they are without excuſe. Verſes 20 , 21,28. Their fooliſh heart was dar

kened,
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kened , and they were juſtly abandoned of God , and given up to allmanner of ini.

quity .” They wilfully ſhut their eyes againſt the light, and therefore God, in his

righteous judgment, ſealed up their eyes, and gave them up to a mind void of dif

cernment, asmany of our critics render the word uitóxicos, and thus their own rea

ſon, by their abuſe of it, was rendered more inſufficient than it was before ; their

minds had gained a ſtrong bias toward error, as a natural conſequence of their ſin

and folly , and then , as a righteous judgment from heaven , they were abandoned to

follow thoſe errors without any reſtraints of providence or grace.

In the ſecond place let it be conſidered , that when theapoſtle ſays, Rom . ii. 14,

15. that the “ work of the law is written in their hearts, ” he can never mean , that the

knowledge of the laws of God and their duty practically fufficient for their future

happineſs, is actually found in the hearts of all theheathen world : For this is ſo con

trary to plain fact in thebarbarousnations, that the apoſtle could never intend to af

· ſert it. All thathe can be ſuppoſed to mean therefore is this, that there is a natural

and remote ſuficiency in their hearts, or their reaſoning powers, to find out their

duty , which I have already granted ; and that there are ſeveral of themore obvious

and common inſtances wherein their conſciences do actually know their duty , and

excuſe them when they practiſe it, or accuſe them when they neglect it. .

And this, in ſomemeaſure, is true concerning the rudeſt and moſt ignorant na - ,

tionsof the earth , that there are particular inſtances of duty , and ſome particular

rules of honeſty , juſtice , and compaſſion , which their conſciences ſometimes may

actually repreſent to them ; and according to their compliance or non -compliance

may approve or condemn them . But this is far from aſſerting, that every man and

woman in the heathen world has thewhole law ofGod actually written in their hearts,

or an actual knowledge of all the truths and duties neceſſary to religion and happi

neſs. The moſt rude and barbarous creatures in America , may ſometimes be awak

ened by nature and conſcience to do a few of the ſocial duties of life , which are con

tained in the law , without ſuppoſing them to have found out all the neceſſaries oftrue

religion : And they may alſo reſiſt the dictates of their reaſon and conſcience , ſo far

as to condemn them juftly , withoutthe leaſt probability of one in a thouſand follow

ing the leadings of reaſon and conſcience , in the inquiry and practice of the true re

ligion, ſo far as to ſave them .

And therefore it may be obſerved , that the apoſtle does not ſay, that any ſhall be

ſaved without the written law ; but that thoſe who have ſinned without it, ſhall pe

riſh without it : And though in ſome particular inſtances their conſciencesmay ex

cuſe them as well as accuſe them in others, yet in the whole of their practice he does

notaffirm their conſciences will actually excuſe any of them .

In the laſt place, I deſire it to be conſidered, that the apoſtle could never ſuppoſe

thebrutiſh and barbarous part of the heathen world to have any proximate or practi

cal ſufficiency for religion and ſalvation , or ſuch capacities and advantages as were e

ver likely to attain that end, when the characters which he gives, even of the more

polite nacionsthrough which he travelled , are ſo exceeding diſmal and deſperate, fo

widely diſtant froin the knowledge, fear , and love of the true God, and ſo univerſal

ly abandoned to groſs errors, idolatry , and ſhameful vices, that “ they were without

God, or atheiſts, and without hope in the world ; Eph. ii. 12.” In the firſt chapter

to the romans, which has been already cited , the wiſe men amongſt them , “ who knew

God, did not like to retain God in their knowledge, their fooliſh heart was darkened ,

they were given over to a reprobare mind, they were filled with all unrighteouſneſs ,

fornication , wickedneſs, covetouſneſs, maliciouſneſs, & c. Backbiters ,haters of God,

inventors
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inventors of evil things, diſobedient to parents, without underſtanding , without na

tural affection, implacable, unmerciful; ' 2 Cor . iv . 4 . “ Their minds are blinded by

the god of this world ,” that is, the devil and his angels, whom many of them wor

Thipped as their gods. And in Eph. iv . 18. “ Having the underſtanding darkened,

being alienated from the life of God , through the ignorance that is in them , becauſe

of the blindneſs of their heart ;" with many other expreſſions to the ſame purpoſe

in his epiſtles.

Let it be obſerved here, that the people where this apoſtle preached, and to whom

his letters are written , lie in Greece, or round about it, and were within the verge of

that learning and politeneſs which from Greece diffuſed itſelf round the neighbour na

tions and countries. Now if theſe things are ſpoken concerning the more knowing

nations, whatmoſt diſmal characters of deeper darkneſs, deſpair and death would the

apoſtle have given to the ſtupid laplanders, to the brutal creatures of New -Holland,

in human ſhape, to the ſavages of the wild regions of Africa and America , had the

courſe of his travels led him through their countries ? Surely you can never ſuppoſe ,

that he would have pronounced their reaſon , under theſe ten -fold clouds of ſtupidity ,

prejudice, and error, ever likely to break through theſe obſtacles, and to lead one in

à thouſand of them into the ways of truth , holineſs, and eternal life ? And this is

what we call a practical inſufficiency .

Log. Really, ſir, I think you have made it outbeyond my expectations, that

your good friend Paul, your apoſtle and oracle , wasmuch of your opinion in this

matter. I ſhall not cite him again in haſte for a witneſs on my ſide. But I will alk

leave to cite a great writer, whom you may callmy oracle , if you pleaſe, ſo far as

I pay deference to the authority of any man ; and that is Cicero, whom I take to be a

man of honour and virtue, and as bright a genius at leaſt as St. Paul was, and much

more improved in the learning of the philoſophers ; I cannot butfancy him to be one

of the greateſt men of all antiquity. For this reaſon Ihave two very good editions

of his works byme, one of which I always keep in this ſummer-houſe, and another

in my library. Let us therefore turn to ſomeplaces of his writings, to which a late

author has directed me, and ſee what he ſays of the univerſal power and ſufficiency of

reaſon to lead all mankind to their duty, to preſerve them from ſin , and to be, as

it were, a divine law within them . See his third book De Republica , and that noble

fragment there preſerved by Lactantius. “ Eft quidem vera lex recta ratio naturæ

congruens, diffuſa in omnes, conſtans, ſempiterna, quæ vocet ad officium jubendo ;

vetando, a fraude deterreat. Nec vero aut per fenatum aut per populum folvihac

lege poſſumus : Neque eſt quærendus explanator aut interpres ejus alius :Nec erit alia

lex Rome, alia Athenis, alia nunc, alia poſthac : Sed & omnes gentes, & omnitem

pore una lex & ſempiterna & immortalis continebit : Unuſque erit communis quaſi

magiſter & imperator omnium Deus ille legis hujus inventor, lator, & c.” In his ſe

cond book De Legibus, he ſays, “ Legem neque hominum ingeniis excogitatam ,

neque ſcitum aliquod effe populorum , fed æternum quiddam quod univerſum mun

dum regat." You ſee what a high eſteem he has every where for this law of nature,

written in the hearts of all men : He repeats it often ; you find it again Lib. iii. De

Officiis “ Ipſa naturæ ratio , quæ eft lex divina & humana, cui parere qui velit nun

quam committet ut alienum appetat, & id quod alteri detraxerit ſibi affumat.” . And

in the third book of his Tufculan queſtions, he ſays, “ _ Qui vero probari poffit ut ſi

bimederi animus non poffit ? & c. qui ſe fanari voluerint, præceptiſque ſapientum

paruerint, fine ulla dubitatione fanentur, & c .”.

Vol. II, : . Pp : : The
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The fenfe of all theſe expreſſions may be ſummed up in thismanner : “ Right

reaſon which is conformable to nature , is, thattrue law which is diffuſed or ſpread a

broad among all men ; it is conſtant, it is everlaſting, it calls us to our duty by it's

commands, it forbids us to practiſe iniquity , and deters us from it. Nor can we be

freed from our obligations to this law by ſenate or people. Nor need we ſeek any

other explainer or interpreter of it , it is ſo clear in itſelf. It is not one law at Athens

and another at Rome, one now and another hereafter ; but it is the ſame immortal

and everlaſting law that obliges all nations, and at all times. And there is one as it

were the common maſter and ruler of allmen, even that God who is the inventor

and the maker of this law , & 0. This natural reaſon is both a human and a divine

law , which is not invented by the wit or fancy of men , is not the ſtatute and decree

of any particular nations ; but ſomething eternal, that does or ſhould govern the

whole world . He that obeys it will never be guilty of coveting his neighbour's

goods, nor of aſſuming to himſelf that which he takes away from another, whether

it be in point of honour, of property , or eſtate . And if the mind of man has at

any timefailed in it's duty , and ſuffered itſelf to be corrupted with vice, there is no

doubt but it is able to heal and reform itſelf, ſince it is the mind that has found out

the very medicines for healing the body : and thoſe fouls who are willing to be heal

ed and reformed , and will obey the precepts of the wiſe men and philoſophers, ſhall

without doubtbe reformed and healed ; for philoſophy , that is, the doctrine ofreaſon ,

is the medicine of themind.” And no doubt this was the ſenſe of moſt of the great

men amongſt the antients , aswell as of Cicero, as would evidently appear, if wehad

time to ſearch out and make citations from their writings.

PITH . Give me leave, fir , to make theſe two anſwers to what you have drawn

from this greatman of antiquity.

Firſt, all that he ſays on the ſufficiency of reaſon, will reach no farther than the

conceſſions which have been already made, viz. That the power of reafon in every

man hath a natural and remote fufficiency to lead them to themoſt general notions

and practices of duty both to God and man : “ There are indeed ,” faith he, « in our

minds ſome ſeeds of virtue, which , if we would let them grow up , would lead us

by nature to bleſſedneſs. Tuſculan queſtions book iii.” And it is granted alſo , that this

power has been drawn out into a more regular exerciſe by ſome happy geniuſſes in

fome nationsthan it has in others : Where perſons of a thoughtful and philofophic

fpirit have rifen up in the heathen world , they have employed their own reaſon to

much better purpoſes than the reſt of mankind ; they have drawn out ſeveral of the

laws of nature into view ; they have communicated theſe to their countrymen ; and

the manners of the nation have been hereby more poliſhed , and ſeveralmore virtues

practiſed.

: Yet let it be obſerved, that Cicero in ſome parts of his writings, particularly in

thefe Tufculan queſtions, book iii. does not make the light ofnature practically ſelf- fuffi

cient for the bulk of mankind, even in learned nations. Hegrants indeed, thar

“ If nature had ſo framed us that we could behold herſelf, and take a complete view

of her, and that we were able to form our lives by her guidance, there would be

no need of our learning philofophy : But now ſhe has given us only very little ſparks

which we foon extinguiſh by our evil cuſtoms and depraved opinions, that the true

light of nature does no where appear." . And again “ As ſoon as we ſee the light

we are immediately in the midſt of all perverſe ſentiments and wickedneſs ; fo that

we ſeem to have fucked in error almoſt with the milk of our nurſe." This he ſays

even of the romans. But as for the barbarous and unthinking herds of mankind in

other
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other countries, alas ! how little do ſomeof them actually know even of this univer

fal and eternal law ? They do not awaken their thoughts atall, to inquire and ſearch

it out : It lies culpably and everlaſtingly dormant in the ſeeds of it in their hearts, and

produces neither knowledge, virtue, nor piety . There is need of ſome better in

terpreter or explainer of this eternallaw in theſe brutal and ſtupid creatures, than the

mere working of their own reaſon ; and there is need of ſome further powerfulhints

to be given their reaſon , in order to awaken and excite them to take any cognizance

of it for the purpoſes of true virtue or religion .

And even theſe very polite nations of Rome, and Athens, and the ſchools of the

philoſophers themſelves, have been greatly aſſiſted from ſometraditions of divine re

velation, and, perhaps, had their firſt and their beſt hints of religion derived to them

from thence. Someof them have confeſſed , they wanted ſuch help . Some haveac

knowledged, they borrowed it from thoſe who lived nearer to the gods: And others

itole their notions without confeſſing it. This has been traced out with great learn

ing by ſome writers, ſuch as Stilling fleet, Gale, Edwards, & c. And after all, the

rules of religion and virtue, which were drawn up by theſe philoſophers, have been

very imperfect and defective in many inſtances, as SOPHRONIUS has ſhewn before :

And at Athens and Rome they had very different opinions about the moſt important

ſubjects of God, virtue, the chief good, & c. and they have had grievous quarrels

and conteſts aboutmany parts of their moral philoſophy. Nor hath Cicero, nor Lo

GISTO yet proved , that the groſs and ignorant nations, the barbarous and ſavage peo .

ple of Africa and America , have any proximate and practical ſufficiency to guide

themſelves into virtue, religion, and happineſs, or that ever they would or could ar

sive at it, if left intirely to themſelves.

Let it be obſerved here , that ſeveral of theſe nations have not ſo much as a prieſt,

and there is ſcarce any ſuch thing as a philoſopher amongſt them , or any one who

pretends to teach either virtue or religion in the extent of a thouſand miles: Where

asyour own Cicero himſelf acknowledges, “ that it is by hearkening to the precepts

of philoſophers, that thebulk of mankind muſt be reformed and healed .” For he

was not ſo weak and inaccurate in his obſervation of men , nor ſo complaiſant to his

whole ſpecies, as to imagine, that every low genius of human nature , and all the

meaner ranks ofmankind, who are ever buſily engaged among the neceſſities, the la

bours, or the amuſements of this life, ſhould frame a ſcheme of religion and virtue

for themſelves, and ſpin out of their own reaſoning powers a whole ſyſtem of rules

for their own conduct toward God and man , in things that relate to this life , and a

other . Now by Cicero's own account of matters, what ſhall thoſe nations do to heal

or reform themſelves, who have not one of thoſe wiſemen or philoſophers among

them ?

Secondly , conſider what ſort of man Cicero himſelfwas, and whetheryou can think

him , with all his boaſted reaſon , fitted and prepared for the favour ofGod in a hea

venly ſtate. I will allow him to have as much virtue as moſt of the philoſophers

but he was guilty of onehuge and glaring vice, and that is, a moſt exorbitant am

bition , and exceſs of pride, which is hateful to man , provoking to God , and the ve

ry image of the devil : And yet this he indulged in a moſt ſhameleſs manner : His

writings and his behaviour are full of ſelf, and diſcover one ofthe proudeſt and vaineſt

mortals that ever trod upon the earth . At preſent I will point to no other proof of

it than his own letter to Lucceius,who was about to write the hiſtory of his own time:

There you ſee him ſacrificing even truth and honeſty to the grand idol of his pride.

" I beg you, ſays he to Lucceius, and I urge you over and over again, that you would

Рp2 · lay
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lay outyour wit to dreſs up the year ofmyconfulſhip ; laviſh outyour ornaments upon

it : Neglect the lawsofhiſtory ; do not conſider ſo much to ſay what truth requires, as

what will render that period and ſcene of my life ſhining and glorious. Is this your

virtuousman, Logisto ? Is this theman of honour, thatwould perſuade his friend

to convey falſehood and lyes down to pofterity ,merely to flatter his own ambition, and

to procure him fame in following ages ?

Log . Indeed, PITHANDER , this is ſuch a ſcandalous and ſhameleſs manner of ex

poſing his own vanity , and building his honour on the ruins of truth , that I could

ſcarce imagine that great and wiſe man would have ſuffered ſuch a letter to go out

from his hand. I fear ,my friend, you have cited this in groſs merely by your me

mory, and exaggerated ſome expreſſions to diſgrace his character , and blaze abroad

his frailty.

Pith . I own, ſir , it is many years ſince I read this epiſtle, and I have cited only

the general ſenſe of it, according to the impreſſion itmade on mymind when I read

it : But ſince you have hisworks here, let us turn to this famous letter . I think it is

in his fifth book , among his letters to Metellus and others. See how he begins :

" When I have been in your company , Lucceius, I have felt a ſort of ruſtic baſhful

neſs to ſay thoſe things which in your abſence I will now declare with freedom ; for

a letter neverbluſhes. I burn with an incredible deſire of having my nameadorned

and celebrated by your writings : - Think whether it be not better to divide the hiſto .

ry of the civil conſpiracy, “ that is, the conſpiracy of Catiline, which was ſuppreſſed

in Cicero 's conſulſhip ,” and relate it apart from the foreign wars: For when your

whole foul is ingaged in one argument, and fixed on one perſon, I plainly fee how

much more copious and ornamental all your writing will be. I am notignorant what

an impudent thing I am doing , when I urge you to adorn my actions: Buthe that

hath once paſſed the limits of modeſty , muſt become thoroughly and completely im

pudent." Then a little after follow the words I chiefly refer to, which are theſe :

* Itaque te plane etiam atque etiam rogo, ut & ornes ea vehementius etiam quam for

taffe fentis, & in eo leges hiſtoriæ negligas, amorique noftro pluſculum etiam

quam concedit veritas largiare. I aſk you plainly again and again , that you would

beautify this tranſaction of mine with more ornament than , perhaps, you think it ,

deſerves, and therein neglect the laws of hiſtory, and beſtow a little more of this

your favour on me than truth will allow ." You ſee, gentlemen, Cicero 's own pen

makes him as vain and ſhameleſs asmy repreſentation of him : And he ſpends above

a page in folio on the ſame ſubject, and frequently urges his friend to write this imme

diately ; " Ut & cæteriviventibusnobis ex libris tuis nos cognoſcant, & nofmetipſi

vivi gloriola noſtra perfruamur : That theworld may know meby your writings, and

I may enjoy in my life -timethe glory that belongs to me.” What glaring pride and

impudent falſehood fully the character of this heathen faint of yours,LOGISTO ?

Again ; let us ſee what his religion and piety were : Hecannot find whether there

was one God , or many : He talks often of the gods ir the language of the ſtoics :

as for the true parent ormaker of the univerſe, as SOPHRONIUS has cited him , Cicero

acknowledges, “ it was hard to ſearch him out, and when you have found him , he

forbids you to teach the knowledge of him to the bulk of mankind .” Is this the

man that deſerves the favour of the trueGod, who hardly knew him himſelf, and was

reſolved to conceal him from the world ?

As for his own religion, he complied intirely with the polytheiſm and idolatry of -

the nation , and worſhipped the multitude of their gods, that is, the ſtars, the devils,

the departed heroes, or the chimera 's which the city of Rome had adopted into the

number
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number of their deities. In many parts of his writings he vindicates thenational ce

remonies and idolatrous ritesof worſhip , ſuperſtition , and auguration , as neceſſary

to be obſerved ; and I think it is in his ſecond book of laws that he preſſes upon his

countrymen a ſtrict obſervance of all the religious rites eſtabliſhed by authority , and

declares all thoſe worthy of the laſt puniſhment, who ſhould attempt to diſturb them ,

as ſome of the vindicators of human reaſon frankly allow concerning him . Pray,

fir , what great influence had reaſon upon theheart and practice of ſuch a man as this,

who, when he could not believe the roman idols to be the true God who made or go

verns the world , yet uſes his utmoſt influence to make the world worſhip them , that

is, to inakemankind idolaters, to ſet up rivals to the trueGod , and procure divine

honours for them , without any public acknowledgment paid to the true God himſelf,

the creator and Lord of theuniverſe, and with an expreſs prohibition ofmaking him

known ?

Log . If I would ſhew myſelf a fair diſputant, and a ſearcher after truth , I know

not well what defence to make formy darling author Cicero, unleſs you will permit

me to ſay, that neitherhe, nor the reſt of the antient ſages, could imaginethere was

ſo much hurt in practiſing the religion of their native country , and in worſhipping

the gods of it, as the bible has taught both jews and chriſtians to conceive : And

that this vice of pride and ambition, of which PITHANDER brings ſuch a heavy

charge againſt Cicero , was ſo univerſal amongſt all great men , that they counted it a

piece of virtue and glory , rather than a crime.

Pith . But does nothuman reaſon , even your darling reaſon , teach you the ſame

that the bible teaches the jews and chriſtians ? Is not polytheiſm and idolatry con

trary to the nature of things, and to all the principles and rules of reaſon ? Is not

pride and ſelf- ſufficiency, and ſuch an ambitious deſire of fame, at the expence of

honeſty and truth , a very criminal thing in itſelf, and a high offence both againſt

God and man ? Was Cicero's own reaſon practically ſufficient to be his guide in mat

ters of religion and virtue, if it indulged him in ſuch corrupt and abominable prac

tiſes as theſe ? Or if it did make any feeble remonſtrances againſt them , his practice

ſtill ſhewshow weak , and vain , and inſignificant theſe remonftrances were ; and this

proves to us, on the other hand , the practical inſufficiency of his reaſon to reſiſt cri

minal inclinations, and enable him to oppoſe the idolatrous cultoms of his country.

Thus it appears, that either his reaſon was inſufficient to guide him right, or if it did

whiſper truth and duty to him , it was with ſo low a voice, as was very inſufficient to ·

make him obey .

Log . Pray, SOPHRONIUS, let us have your ſentiment upon this ſubject ; for I am

at a loſs to find a ſolid reply , and Imuſt be ſilent, unleſs I would run into cavilling ?

Sophro. Dear ſir , pardon me if I ſay, that I am as unable to refute PITHANDER 'S

manner of arguing as you are ; and I rejoice to ſee you ſo ſteady a friend to truth , as

to yield to an argument. But I will take occaſion , gentlemen, if you favourme

with your permiſſion , to make one remark upon this debate of yours, concerning

Cicero's opinion and practice with regard to every man 's compliance with the religion

of his country. Several of the great men of antiquity , of whom Cicero was one,

having loſt the divine revelations of Noah, their anceſtor, thought it neceſſary to in

troduce ſome doctrines and duties of pretended revelation , and particular ceremonies

of worſhip, among their countrymen , in order to oblige the conſciences and practi

ces of men to virtue, and to reſtrain them from vice, by ſomeguidance and authority

ſuperior to each man 's own reaſon ; becauſe they were generally convinced , that rea

ſon ,
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Son, as it is at preſent in the bulk of mankind, is very inſufficient to be their guide to

virtue, religion and happineſs.

Givemeleave upon this occaſion to read to you a page out of an ingeniouswriter

of the preſent age, wherein he citesyour own favourite author Cicero more than once .

It is in the 49 page of his book *, where he is arguing againſt the ſameill treatiſe

which doctor Waterland oppoſes, written by ſome ſuppoſed infidel, and intitled

: « chriſtianity as old as the creation .” “ The teſtimony of all ages, ſays he, teaches

us, that reaſon , whatever force and ſtrength it might have in particular men , yet ne

ver had credit or authority enough in the world to be received as a public and au

thentic rule, either of religious or civil life : This is allowed by all the great reaſon

ers of the heathen world : And the experience of it's inſufficiency as a guide of life ,

is given by many of them as the very cauſe of the invention and eſtabliſhment of re

ligion ,” that is,“ of ſome pretended revelation from heaven , and ceremonies of wor

ſhip ,” that the authority of religion , as Tully takes notice, might reſtrain thoſe whom

reaſon had been found too weak to keep in order . The life of man, as Plutarch tells

us from Euripides, was once like that of beaſts, governed by force and violence;

lawswere then contrived to repelinjuſtice ; but when theſe proved ſtill inſufficient, re

ligion was at laſt invented : By whoſe myſteries , as Tully obſerves,men from a ſavage

life became formed and cultivated , as it were, to humanity.

" Such an univerſal conſent muſt needs be owing to an univerſal conviction and

experience of the inſufficiency of reaſon, and ſeemsto be the voice of nature diſclaim

ing it as a guide in the caſe of religion : And thus our author's ſcheme, by the con

fefſion of all antiquity , and even by his own, muſt appear fooliſh and irrational, in

attempting to ſet up that for a perfect rule of life, which from the nature of things

never was or could be received as ſuch in any age or country whatſoever.

« Should he then gain his end, and actually demoliſh chriſtianity , what would be

the conſequence , what the fruit of his labours, but confuſion and diſorder ; till ſome

other traditional religion could be ſettled in it's place ; till we had agreed to recal ei

· ther the gods of the old world , Jupiter, Minerva, Venus, & c . or with the idolaters

of the new , to worſhip ſun, moon, and ſtars, or inſtead of Jeſus take Mahomet or

Confucius for the author of our faith ? And hence may be demonſtrated , the immora

lity alſo of his ſcheme, even upon his own principles.

Now though I cannot think this writer has argued ſo effectually againſt doctorWa

terland, in his remarks upon him , as to leave no juſt room for a defence of the ſcripture

hiſtory of the fall and circumciſion , & c . yet his ſketch or plan of an anſwer to the

author of " chriſtianity as old as the creation ,” has ſomevaluable thoughts in it, and

worthy of the reader's beſt notice.

Log . Well, gentlemen, I will purſue this manner of debate no longer : I ſee my

cauſe cannot be ſupported by it. I will immediately therefore betake myſelf to my

laſt and ſtrongeſt argument, to prove, that the natural and rational powers of man

. . muſt have a greater ſufficiency than this which you allow , to lead all mankind to re

ligion and happineſs ; for I think the contrary doctrine bears very hard upon thewiſ

dom , the juſtice, and the goodneſs of the great and bleſſed God . I am at a loſs to

find how it is conſiſtent with his juſtice and his benevolence to his creatures, to leave

ſuch millions of mankind, from age to age, under ſo poor a .capacity to find out or

to practiſe the way of pleaſing theirmaker in this world, and yet to judge and con

demn them in the other world for diſpleaſing him .
PITH .

* Remarks on doctor Waterland, & c .
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Pith. I grant, Logisto, this is a point of argumentwhich has great difficulties

attending it, and therefore I propofe that we adjourn the debate for one halfhour,and

if you pleaſe to give us your company, and lead us through the ſeveral walks and di

viſions of your beautiful garden we will there relax our thoughts for a feaſon , and I

hope we ſhall each of usreſumethe debate again with freſh fpirits, and to our mutual

fatisfaction .

Loc . With all my heart, gentlemen , I attend you with the greateſt readineſs and

delight.

The FOURTH CONFERENCE.

HILE LOGISTO was attending his two friends through the pleaſures of his

garden, he conveyed them to a very agreeable piece of elevated ground ,

whence they could ſurvey the neighbouring fields and meadowscovered

with cattle of divers kinds. Some were grazing upon the natural bounties of pro

vidence ; ſome reſted at their eaſe ; and others were ſporting variouſly, with life and

vigour, and joy, in the proviſions that weremade for the happineſs ſuited to their na

tures. The birds ſung their chearful airs upon the buſhes , being repleniſhed with

their proper food, or they exulted upon the wing with wanton pleaſure, tranſporting

themſelves from bough to bough ; and their little ſouls took in all the ſatisfaction of

their natures , and their harmleſs life . Even the very creeping infects, as well as

thoſe that were made for Aight, appeared joyful in their narrow dimenſions : The

worm , the emmet and the butterfly were pleaſed with their atomsor inches of being,

and in their low rank of exiſtence ſeemed to bear their witneſs to the beneficent hand

that gave them every thing neceſſary to their ſupport and delight. Logisto took no

tice of it, while they were taking their rounds, and at their return to the ſummer

houſe, he thus renewed the conference.

Log . And can you think , PITHANDER , that every worthleſs creature in the unia

verſe, not only the beaſts and the birds, but even the butterflies and the worms, have

powers given them by their wiſe and bountiful creator ſufficient for their happineſs ,

during their little extent of exiſtence; and ſhall notman , the lord of the lower world ,

man , the favourite of his maker, ſhall notman have ſufficient powers conferred up

on him , to lead and conduct him to his final happineſs ? Is it not inconſiſtent with the

juſtice and equity of a God, and much more inconſiſtent with the goodneſs of fa

magnificent and ſo bountiful a being, to make creatures of an immortal duration ,

capable of intenſe happineſs, and intenſe miſery, through allthat immortalexiſtence,

and not provide them with fufficient capacities in themſelves to make that long ſtate

of exiſtence happy ? And yet what multitudes of them , according to your account,

are brought into being, almoſt under a neceſſity of being miferable ? Did theſe intel

lectualand wretched creatures ever once deſire to exiſt ? Was not their exiſtence the

mere effect of their maker's ſovereign pleaſure ? And would the ſovereign pleaſure of

a wife, a righteous, and merciful God , ever bring creatures into ſuch an immortal

exiſtence , without fufficient powers to guide and conduct them to that felicity which

is ſuited to their natures ?

Nor
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Nor is the mere remote, natural, and ſpeculative fufficiency, which SOPHRONIUS

has taught you , any fufficient anſwer to this difficulty . Could ſo wiſe , ſo righteous,

and merciful a God bring millions of creatures into being with ſuch a poor proviſion

for their happineſs, as not one in ten thouſand ſhould be likely to obtain it ? This is

ſo near a -kin to an abſolute inſufficiency, that this doctrine ofyours ſeems to bear too

hard upon theperfections of God. What! has the bleſſed Göd dealt harder with his

Creature man than with any of themeanerworks of his hands ?

Pith. No, ſir, by no means : And if you could have known man in his original

ſtate of powers and bleſlings, furniſhed with a clear and ſagaciousmind, with reaſon

bright and ſtrong, and ſuperior to all his lower appetites and paſſions, you would ,

doubtleſs, haveacknowledged the tranſcendentadvantages for elevated happineſs, and

the ch ſufficiencies given to the creature man . You would have confeſſed , they

were ſuch as became a magnificent, a wiſe, and a bountiful creator to beſtow upon his

nobleſt piece of workmanſhip on this earthly globe. God hath not dealt worſe with

his creature man than with the reſt ; butman has dealt worſe with hismaker than any

of them . Hehas not followed the laws of his nature , but broke his allegiance to

his God, by chuſing evil inſtead of good : He has ruined his original happy ſtate ;

and, according to the conſtitution of things, his whole nature and race is tainted , ſo

that he is become viler than the brutes that periſh : Hehas forfeited his native blef- '

ſings, and he, with his race, are become rebels, and obnoxious to their maker 's dif

pleaſure.

* This, as SOPHRONIUS hinted in the firſt of our conferences, has been the ſenſe of

the more thinking heathens, as well as jews and chriſtians ; and without an eye ta

ſome ſuch ſort of original degeneracy , it is hard , if not impoſſible, to give a ſatis

factory account for the poor, dark , ſtupid , and wretched circumſtances in which ſo

great a part of mankind, are brought into this world , wherein they live and grow ,

up, age after age, in groſs ignorance and vice, thoughtleſs of their duty to the God

that created them , or their true happineſs in the enjoyment of his favour.

Loc . But ſince I am not yet ſo far convinced, nor ſo complaiſant as to confeſs this

original degeneracy, and ſince it would lead us, perhaps, too far from our preſent

point of debate , pray , my friend, try if you cannot ſay ſomething elſe to clear the

juſtice and the goodneſs of God from the imputation of dealing ſo hardly with his

creature man .

Pith , I cannotwave this matter of ſome original degeneracy ; for I think it is ſo

neceſſary to the ſolution of the difficulties which attend this point, that it is not to be

done without it : Yet it is not the only anſwer to them neither ; Iwill ſee what may

be ſaid from other topics alſo ; but I cannot promiſe you to avoid this.

Log . Well then , let us ſuppoſe mankind to come into the world in any circum

ſtances of degeneracy, yet ſtill it is agreed, that each of them has an immortal ſoul,

each of them is accountable to God for his own actions, each of them is rewardable

for his ſervices to God, and puniſhable for his neglects of duty, and for the indul

gences of vice ; therefore, ſurely , all mankind hath a right, by the common laws of

equity , to be furniſhed with the knowledge of thoſe things for which they are ac

countable, the difference of vice and virtue, and the duties they owe to God and to

man : They have a right to be endued with a ſufficient power to find out, and to

practiſe them : And if this ſufficiency of lightand power be not planted in the rea

Ton and nature of men , they have a right to have it by divine revelation : Otherwiſe

they would be excuſable in their fouleſt vices, in their neglect of duties, and their

practice
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practice of all ungodlineſs, becauſe they ſeem to be left under almoſt an unavoidable

neceffity of neglecting their duty , and of ſinning againſt their maker.

• Pirh . In ſuch a degenerate and ſinfulworld of creatures as we are, who have ſo

Mhamefully rebelled againſt him that made us, perhaps it is ſufficient to vindicate the

equity ofGod, if he has left in mankind ſuch a natural and remote power or fufficien

cy to find out and practiſe their duty as SOPHRONIUS has allowed in his diſtinction ; as

for the ruder ' and wilder nations, this is certainly and evidently the caſe : By their

brutal thoughtleſſneſs, their obſtinate prejudices from age to age, their vicious pro

penſities, and their long contracted habits of wilfulignorance and impiety, theſe na

tural powers of reaſon are fo diſuſed and unpractifed in matters of piety and virtue,

that they will ſcarce ever be rightly exerciſed , or lead them into the path of religion

and happineſs. They have forfeited the proximate and practical fufficiency of their

reaſon, and without the ſuperior light of revelation , they can hardly be ever ſuppoſed

to recover it .

Log . Dear ſir, I intreat you to conſider, that however the great and righteousGod

might puniſh the firſtman by ſuch a forfeiture, however ſuch mere reliques of a na

tural and remote ſufficiency be allthatwas afforded to the ſuppoſed firſt parent of our

race himſelf, who ſinned againſt God , yet can his children and poſterity , for a hun

dred generations, be involved in this forfeiture ? Though the equity ofGod may jur

tify itſelf in confining Adam himſelf to ſuch a limited and contracted capacity of at

taining happineſs after his ſin , yet can the equity or goodneſs of God be juſtified in

leaving his offspring in ſuch hopeleſs and calamitous circumſtances, with ſuch a nar

row pittance of reaſon and powers to find out their duty, to ſecure their own welfare ,

and obtain the felicity of their beings ? What was the crime of theſe poor ignorant

wretched infants , that could forfeit any part of the powers due to their natures ? What

have theſe millions of african and omerican fouls done, that they ſhould be born under

fo dark and diſmal a climate , in the midſt of ſuch impious cuſtoms, ſuch univerſal

oblivion or neglect of God , ſuch inſuperable prejudices , and wi-h ſuch ſtrong vicious

propenſities, that it is ten thouſand to one, as you confeſs, if ever any of them come

to the knowledge and favour of God , to the praciice of truereligion , and to the en

joyment of future felicity ? Has the equity, or wiſdom , or will of God acted fairly

with all theſe miſerable millions ? Has divine and infinite goodneſs ever expreſſed it

ſelf toward them as becomes a creator, a father of his creatures, and a God of un

· bounded love ? Or can his juſtice ever pronounce a ſentence of condemnation , as a

judge upon them , for ſinning againſt ſuch laws as they never knew , nor had a practi

cal and proximate capacity to find out ?

Pith . Pray, good Logisto, calm your ſpirit, and rebate your fire : Be not fo vé

hement and pathetic in your oratory for the ſinfulrace of ſinfulman : Take heed that

while you act the zealous advocate for rebel creatures, you do not repeat the crime,

and the danger of which I took the freedom to warn you before : Have a care of run

ning furiouſly upon an accufation of the all-wiſe and righteous creator. If you give

me leave, ſir , I will endeavour to foften and relieve theterror of this objection , by

laying before you ſeveralweighty conſiderations. .

But before I begin them , Imuſt remind you , that while you argue from the juſtice

and goodneſs of God , that there ought to be ſuch a proximate and practical fufficien

cy in all mankind, to obtain the favour of God in a way of religion , you argue a .

gainſt plain matter of fact again , and which you yourfelf have allowed, and that

more than once, in this afternoon 's conference,

VOL . II, Q . 9 ,
viin. Tic Forgive
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Forgive metherefore, dear ſir, if I am conſtrained to repeat again to you , thać

plain fact is an unchangeable and obſtinate thing, and will not bend to any of our ar..

guments, though derived from the divineſt topic . All our notions of the immenſe

goodneſs and eternal equity and juſtice of God, and our ſtrongeſt inferences from

them , can never prove any thing contrary to plain fact, nor demonſtrate that not to

be the caſe, which really and actually is the caſe . And I am ſure the argument is

much ſtronger and more convincing when turned into this form , viz . This is the fad

caſe of the african and american ſavages, and yet God is juſt and good ; therefore it is

certainly conſiſtentwith divine equity and goodneſs : This argument, I ſay, is much

ſtronger than for you to tellme, it is not agreeable to your notions of divine equity

and goodneſs , that this ſhould be their caſe, and therefore, in oppoſition to plain fact,

you infer, this is not their caſe.

Are you ſo ſure that your ſcanty notionsand your fallible reaſonings on the equity

and goodneſs of a God are exactly true, as you are ſure that theſe lavage nations are

unfit for heaven , and are far from any probable way of attaining it ? Are thoſe ſub

limeand incomprehenſible perfections of the deity, ſo eaſy to be judged of in their

natures ? And are you ſo certain of the inferences you draw from them , that theſe in

ferences ofyour's muſt regulate the divine conduct ? Are all theſe things fo plainly e

vident to you, and all within your compaſs, and graſp , and determination, as much ,

as this plain matter of fact, that theſe african and american herdsofmankind with all

their reaſoning powers,are not practically ſufficient to guide themſelves to future hap

pineſs ? Can you be ſo certain thatGod's juſtice and goodneſsmuſt oblige him to give

all men on earth ſuch rational powers as ſhallbe practically ſufficient for their guia

dance, and conduct in religion, as you are certain that there are on earth thouſands

and ten thouſands of human creatures, who to all appearance , are never likely to .

know , and worſhip , and love their maker, and be fitted for his enjoyment by the

mere powers of their own wild and untaught reaſon ?

Be content therefore, good Logisto, not to argue any longer even from theſe di

vine topics againſt certain matter of fact, nor aſſume ſo much to your reaſon , as to

teach God what he ought to have done: But I intreat you , ſir, to turn your argu

ment into a juſter channel. Let theſe your ideas of divine juſtice and goodneſs, and

the conduct of God , which you think muſt reſult from them , be only propoſed as

difficulties on this ſubject which want an anſwer, and which to you appear.knotty

queſtions: But let what is matter of fact reſt and abide fo.;. for,no reaſonings can al

ter it ; and let the bleſſed God be allowed to be juſt and good ſtill.

LOG . I confeſs, PITHANDER , this is a more modeſt way of talking; and becomes

ſuch poor and narrow underſtandings as our's are ,when we diſpute about the perfecti

ons of the great and bleſſed God, and his government and conduct toward his crea

tures : I conſent therefore, and would now only propoſe all that I have before pro

nounced, perhaps with too bold an air,merely as difficulties and darkneſſes in divine

conduct, which want fome further light and ſkill to ſolve them .

Pirh . Well, ſir, ſince you are brought thus far to acknowledge, that God is juſt

and good, and yet that multitudes of human race have not a practical ſufficiency to

lead them to happineſs, be pleaſed to conſider now , who are the perſons upon whom

it lies to folve thefe difficulties, to reconcile theſe two jarring propoſitions, and to ſhed

light upon theſe darkneſſes of providence. Does it lie upon chriſtians only, and

the believers of the goſpel? Doth it not fall upon the deiſts alſo ? Is it not as much

your buſineſs therefore, as it is mine, to relieve theſe hardſhips ? Do you not believe

as well as we, thatGod is wiſe , and good and righteous ? And are you not convinced ,

that
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that whole nations live under ſuch unhappy circumſtances, that their own reaſon is

not practically ſufficient to guide and conduct them into 'true religion and happineſs ?

Do you not own, as well as I, that this is the preſent conſtitution of things ? And

doth not your accuſation of this conduct of providence fall as heavy upon the God of

the deifts, as upon the God of thechriſtians ?

· Pray, bethink yourſelf a little , ſir , why muſt chriſtianity have the blameof all

thele hardſhips thrown upon it, as though it was that which brought ſo many ſtum

bling -blocks and darkneſſes into the ſcheme of God's government ? Are not you ,

who believe and reverence, and adore the wiſdom , and juſtice , and goodneſs of God,

as much bound to vindicate thefe perfections of the divine nature from any appearing

difficulties and accuſations of the conduct of providence, asweare, ſince you are con

vinced , that theſe difficulties are found in providence ? Pray, fir , deal fairly with

chriſtianity , and let it not always bear ſuch unjuſt criminations and reproaches. Let

the religion of the deiſts try to ſolve and clear up all theſe difficulties, which now ap

pear to lie upon their ſcheme as well as our's . .

Log. You ſurprizeme, PITHANDER, with this ſhort turn upon me. I had not the

leaſt ſuſpicion that you would lay the labouring oar upon me, to ſhove away the

burthen that I always thought belonged only to your ſcheme, and preſſed ſo hard

upon it. But what ſhall I ſay to this ? let me think a little. A philoſopher urged to

vindicate the conduct of the divine being toward the americansand bottentots ! Sure :

ly the conduct ofGod ſhould be vindicated by all thoſe who acknowledge his being,

ſo far as they are able to do it. The cafe appears plain , and upon conſideration , I

own what you ſay ſeems juſt and right : The difficulty lies upon us infidels, as much

as it doth upon you believers : And I confeſs I cannot remove nor relieve it : If you

can do it therefore, you will give me a further turn of thought in favour of the

chriſtian ſcheme.

Pith . I willnot pretend , ſir, to give a full ſolution of all the dark appearances and

difficulties which attend the providence of God , in many parts of his conduct, rela ,

ting to this world or another. But I will endeavour to ſet before you ſeveral conſi

derations or ſuppoſitions, which will go a great way, at leaſt, toward relieving the

hardſhips which attend this part of God's conduct toward the heathens, in that ſo

great a number of them are born, and grow up, and live and die under ſuch unhap

py circumſtances, as that their reaſoning powers are not in a practical ſenſe ſufficient

to guide and carry them to religion and happineſs.

Now , ſir , if I can but propoſe an hypotheſis or a rational and probable ſcheme of

fuppoſitions, drawn chiefly from the chriſtian doctrine and the bible, whereby theſe

difficulties and hardſhips may be ſoftened and relieved , I think you ought to eſteem

it a ſufficient anſwer to the objection , as you are a philoſopher : But as I profefs my

ſelf a chriſtian , fo I profefs to believemoſt of theſe ſuppoſitions to be real truths, and

therefore I call them a ſcheme of actual conſiderations, which relieve this difficulty,

and notmerely an hypotheſis.

Log .I long to hear theſe ſuppoſitions or conſiderations, call them what you pleaſe,

ſet forth at large, and in their full ſtrength and weight ; for I muſt acknowledge,

ſince theſe our conferences, I find myſelf ſomething diſpoſed to hearken to them .

Pith . Firſt then, let it be ſuppoſed, and I perſuademyſelf you will readily aſſent

to it, that when God mademankind at firſt , he gave them the knowledge of himſelf

and ofhis will, ſo far as concerned their duty to him and to their fellow - creatures : he

furniſhed them with ſuch principles and powers of reaſoning and free choice, as were : .

abundantly ſufficient for them to find out and practiſe what he required of them , in

R9220 order
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order to their continuance in hisfavour : And it is probable alſo , that hegave them en .

couragement to expectthe rewards of piety and virtue, in ſome future and happier ſtate.

But let it be ſuppoſed alſo , thathe put them upon a ſtate of trial by their own free

choice, that they might inquire out and practiſe all their particular and daily duties,

that they might chuſe what was good , and refuſe what was evil : whence it comes to

paſs , that though they were created in a ſtate of innocence and virtue, and had powers,

given them richly ſufficient to maintain it, yettheywere capable of abuſing theſe powers ,

of neglecting their duty , and ofſinning againſt their maker. i .

Secondly, it is but reaſonable alſo to ſuppoſe, that he gave them fufficient notice,

or taught their reaſon to inform them , that if they rebelled againſt him , by neg .

lecting their duty, or practiſing what was ſinful, they ſhould be expoſed to his

ſevere diſpleaſure, that they ſhould be liable to whạt pains and forrows the wiſdom

and juſtice of their maker and governor thought proper to inflict, as well as incur

a forfeiture of ſuch bleſſings and privileges, both corporal and intellectual, as he had

bountifully beſtowed upon them .

And among theſe pains and penal ſorrows, it is notat all improbable to ſuppoſe,

that their kind and beneficentmaker let them know , that if they indulged their ap

petites and paſſions in ſenſuality and vice , in exceſs and intemperance , if they were

carried away by the temptations of fleſh or ſenſe , to eat of ſuch meats as they knew to

be hurtful in their nature , or forbidden by their maker, this would introduce di.

feaſes and pains into their animal nature, and expoſe their bodies to ſickneſs and death ,

as well as their minds to the anguiſh of conſcience, and the bitter reflexions that

would ariſe from their own abuſed powers and bleſſings.

Thirdly , it may alſo be very reaſonably ſuppoſed, that God let his firſt human

creatures know , either in ſome expreſsmanner, or by the fagacious dictates of their

own reaſon , that they were to propagate their kind in their own likeneſs : And that

if they continued in a holy and a happy ſtate, their offspring ſhould alſo be propagated

holy and happy. But, on theother hand , if they abuſed their natural powers, if they

loſt the favour of their maker by finning againſt him , and incurred his diſpleaſure, if

they forfeited the ſenſual and intellectualbleſſings they enjoyed , if they impaired their

animal or their rational powers by a criminal abuſe of them , and brought folly and

miſery, ſickneſs and pain , diſeaſes and death , into their natures ; it is probable, I ſay,

that God gave them fome evident intimations, that they ſhould bring forth their off

fpring under theſe degenerate, enfeebled , and unhappy circumſtances, according to

thelaw and conftitution of their natures. .

And we may well ſuppoſe, that ſuch a conſtitution of things, and ſuch notice of

it given to the firſt parents ofmankind, would be a much more effectualmotive to

them to continue in the practice of religion and virtue,' and a more powerful guard

againſt their indulgence of ſin , than if merely their own ſingle happineſs or miſery

were to have been the conſequence or effects of it.

Fourthly , let us further ſuppoſe , what is ſufficiently evident to our daily obferva

tion and experience, that all mankind are now a degenerate , feeble, and unhappy

race ofbeings, that we are become ſinners in the ſight ofGod, and expoſed to his

anger : It is manifeſt enough , that this whole world is a fallen , ſinful, and rebel

lious province ofGod's dominion, and under the actual diſpleaſure of it's righteous

creator and governor. The overſpreading deluge of folly and error, iniquity and

miſery, that covers the face of the earth , gives abundant ground for ſuch a ſuppoſi

tion . The experience of every man on earth affords a ſtrong andmelancholy proof,

that our reaſoning powers are eaſily led away into miſtake and falſehood, wretchedly

bribed and biaſſed by ejudices , and daily over-powered by ſome corrupt appetites

OS
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or paſſions, and our wills led aſtray to chufe evil inſtead of good. The beſt of us

ſometimes break the laws of our maker, by contradicting the rules of piety and vir

tuewhich our own reaſon and conſciences ſuggeſt to us. There is none righteous

perfectly ; no, not one. Nor is there one perſon upon earth free from troubles and

difficulties, and pains and ſorrows, iach as teftify ſome reſentments of ourmaker.

Even from our infancy, our diſeaſes , pains, and ſorrowsbegin , and it is very re.

markably evident in ſomefamilies, that theſe pains and diſeaſes, the gout, the foul

diſeaſe , frenzy, & c. are propagated to the offspring , as they were ſometimes con

tracted by the vices of the parents ; and particular vicious inclinations, as well as par

ticular diſtempers, are conveyed from parents to children ſometimes through ſeveral

generations. The beſt of us are not free from irregular propenſities and paſſions

even in the younger parts of life, and as our years advance, our ſins break out, and

continue more or leſs through all our lives. Our whole race then are plainly dege.

nerate, ſinful, and guilty before God, and under ſome tokens of his anger .

Though I own that I borrow this ſet of thoughts from the bible, as well as from

reaſon and obſervation , yet I would ſay as little as poſſible to awaken your oppoſi

tion ; and therefore I fay not now , whether God made one pair of human creatures ,

ormore ; I do not here determine, whethermankind finned at once and fell from

God, and their duty, and their happineſs, in one ſingle family , or in one generation ;

or whether it cameby a more ſlow and gradual degeneracy , by increaſing habits of

vice, by the evil influence of viciousexamples, or by a complicated conſent ofmul

titudes, rebelling againſt their maker . In my prefent diſcourſe , as far as poſſible , I

would avoid every thing that mightgive you any uneaſineſs ; and therefore I confine

myſelf here to ſuppoſe only thoſe things which may be very probably ſuppoſed by the

exerciſe of our reaſoning powers, upon the paſt and preſent condition of mankind

throughout the world .

You know , Logisto, that I take it for granted , according to our ſcripture, that

God made but one pair of firſt parents, Adam and Eve, and that they having broken

the law of their God, have expoſed themſelves and their pofterity to ſuch a forfeiture

of their privileges, to ſuch a diſorder in their rational and animal powers, to diſeaſe

and forrow , miſery, and death . But I propoſe to you nothing elſe at preſent but an

hypotheſis.

Fifthly , ſuppoſe that our good and gracious God , in compaſſion to this ſinful and

miſerable race of creatures, has continued to them many of the forfeited comforts of

this life , has maintained their animalnature in ſome degrees of eaſe , and health , and

vigour, and given them fun and rain , and food and gladneſs, that they might trace

out the goodneſs of their maker : Suppoſe he has alſo preſerved their reaſoning

powers in ſuch a meaſure of ſtrength , as that they have a natural ability to ſearch

out the knowledge of theirmaker , and the moſt important rules of their duty to him ,

and to their fellow -creatures, though with much more pains and difficulty, and un

certainty, than in their primitive ſtate. Suppoſe alſo , that they are not only able to :

find out the main original points of religion and virtue, which God requires of an

innocent creature, by the due exerciſe oftheir reaſon, but that their reaſoning powers

are alſo naturally ſufficient to inform thein what an offending creature muſt do , in

order to obtain any hopes of pardon and acceptance with an offended God , that is,

that they muſt practiſe hearty repentance for paſt ſins, prayer for - divine for

giveneſs, and watchful endeavours to fulfil all duty , and avoid every ſin for time to

come.

I ſuppoſe therefore, that though mankind , according to the conſtitution and law

of the propagation of their natures, is brought into the world under unhappy cire

cumſtances,
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Sixthly; let us toward mankind, that he has maded orace and mercy towards

cumſtances, with prejudices againſt truth and goodneſs, and propenſities to evil, yet

there is in the nature ofman ſtill, ſuch a principle of reaſon and conſcience remain

ing, asnow and then gives him ſecret hints and intimations of the differences of good

and evil, and the different conſequences of them : And that if all theſe hints were

duly attended to , and rightly purſued, they would lead him to true repentance, and

give him encouraging hopes of acceptance in the ſight of God . And this rational

principle, I have granted, is found in ſomeconſiderable degrees among the more

learned and polite nations ; nor are the moſt rude and unpoliſhed tribes ofmankind

utterly deſtitute of it : And perhaps this is full as much as can be any way claimed ,

by a degenerate and ſinful race of creatures at the hands of an offended creator and

righteous governor. But I proceed ,

Sixthly , let us ſuppoſe farther, in order to vindicate the juſtice and goodneſs of

God in his conduct toward mankind , that he has made ſome particular and expreſs

revelation and diſcovery of his own laws, and his intended grace and mercy towards

man , in his degenerate ſtate ; and that this diſcovery of duty and grace has been made

to all mankind , that is, to all who are the parents and progenitors of the preſent

race of mortals ; and that it was committed to them for the uſe of themſelves and their

offspring. Suppoſe thatGod had, in ſomeexpreſs manner , taught them what they

ſhould do, asmen , to pleaſe him , and as finners, to remove his anger, and to be

come afreſh intereſted in his love , and to obtain happineſs in a way of religion . And

fuppoſe after this, thatmankind, or at leaſt the greateſt part of them , ſhould have

neglected to practiſe theſe rules of religion , or at leaſt the greateſt part of them ,

ſhould have neglected to practiſe theſe rules of religion , or to tranſmit them to their

offspring, is the wiſdom and goodneſs of God bound to be perpetually renewing his

diſcoveries of grace and mercy to every age ? Is it not ſufficiently manifeſt, in the

nature of things, that parents ſhould provide for their children's ſafety ? Has notGod

wrought it in ſomemeaſure, into the very conftitution of men , that they ſhould

take care of the welfare and happineſs of their offspring ? What is that natural and

almoſt univerſal tenderneſs that is found in parents towards their children ? Is it not

a dictate of theGod of nature to them , that they might take care of the true happi

neſs of thoſe whom they bring into the world, and that in their relations to God, as

well as their relations to this world ?

And has not the great and bleſſed God done all that juſtice or equity could require

for ſuch a ſinful and rebellious race of creatures, if he has taught one generation the

way to recover his favour and happineſs, and has wroughtthis principle not only in

to thepowers of their reaſon ,but even into their animal natures, that parents ſhould take

care ofthe welfare of their offspring,and ſhould teach them the rules of duty and felicity ?

Seventhly , ſuppoſe again , that notwithſtanding all this care and goodneſs of the

bleſſedGod in revealing his laws, and his grace, thatmankind by degrees have cor

rupted themſelves again , and run into ſuch an univerſal practice ofimpiety and vice,

thatGod has manifeſted his indignation againſt their fins, and their neglect of reli

gion , by an univerſal deſtruction of their whole race, excepting a few families.

Suppoſe he has taught religion afreſh to theſe few families who were ſaved from

the univerſal puniſhment and deſolation , and impreſſed a deep ſenſe of his juſtice,

and of the evil of ſin , upon their minds, by this ſpreading ruin of their fellow -crea

tures : Suppoſe hehas given further aſſurances of his grace and goodneſs, that if they

repent, and do his will, and truſt in his mercy , according to the inethods he pre

ſcribed, they ſhould be ſaved : yet after all, in ſome ſucceſſive generations, the

greateſt part of them corrupt themſelves again , and grow rebels againſt their maker :

What ſhall be ſaid in a way of vindication or apology for ſuch a race of criminals,

who
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who are neither to be kept in their duty by examples of vengeance, or diſcoveries of

grace ? What is there can reaſonably be alleged by way of accuſation againſt the

juſtice and goodneſs of the great God, if he leave them to periſh in their wilful ig

norance and rebellion ?

While Ihave been repreſenting this matter, Logisto, while I have been ſhewing

the repeated diſcoveries of grace and duty made to all mankind , I know you are lo

well acquainted with the bible, that your thoughts muſt needs run upon the grace

manifeſted to Adam and Eve after their firſt ſin , when God taught thein ſacrifices,

and , without doubt, promiſed them pardon and peace, and gave intimations of a

ſaviour and ſalvation , in much plainer language, and greater variety, than the ſhort

hiſtory of Moſes can be ſuppoſed to contain in a page or two in the book ofGeneſis :

And I doubt not but when I ſpeak of ſome univerſalvengeance deſtroying ſinfulman ,

and of a ſecond revelation of grace made to all mankind, who were laved out of

the general deftruction of the world, you readily apprehend the four couple of per

ſons faved out of the generaldeluge in the ark, that is, Noah, with his three fons,

and all their wives : And yet, even after all theſe inſtances of vengeance and grace ,

mankind grew moſt abominably ignorant, corrupt, and profligate, vicious; and

profane, in moſt of the families of the world .

Now is the bleſſedGod bound in every age of mankind to renew the diſcoveries of

hismercy and their duty, of the true religion , and the way of ſalvation , and that to

every family when it is evident that he had twicemade ſuch diſcoveries to all mankind

in the family of Adam , and in that of Noah , who were the two progenitors of all hu

man nature, in different ages ? And eſpecially , ſince we believe, God had both in

clined and commanded the headsof theſe families, Adam and Noah, to inſtruct their

children in theſe moſt importantconcerns, and ſince hehad ſo wrought into the conſtitu

tion of every parent a natural tender concern forthe welfare of all their offspring, to in

fluence them to communicate theſe inſtructions. Has not God, the wiſe and the

merciful, done all that juſtice can require , toward the propagation of the ſuperaddedi

light of grace through all the world , beſides the common light of reaſon which is

continued to them , and which in itſelf is naturally and remotely ſufficient to lead them

to religion and happineſs ?

Give me leave, ſir, to ſtate this caſe in two ſimilitudes, and ſee whether the e

quity and goodneſs ofGod, the creator and governor of theworld , may not be there .

by fufficiently vindicated in his conduct towardsmankind .

The firſt ſimilitude is this : Suppoſe a ſovereign prince has found theinhabitants of

ſome city of his dominion breaking the general laws of his kingdom , and rebelling,

againſt him , and on that account, they are baniſhed from that city, and from the

king's preſence, into a diſtant province, where they continue in their rebellion : their

pofterity are born under this baniſhment, and yet ſtill rebel, and break the laws of

their prince, and by degree forget theſe laws, and loſe the knowledge of their duty.

Suppoſe at any time the king publiſhes an act of grace, wherein he reveals their

general duty to them afreſh , and further declares to them , that whoſoever of this

race of rebels will repent of their crimes, will aſk forgiveneſs upon their knees, will

renew their oath of allegiance ; obey his will, and truſt in hismercy, ſhall be reſtored

to their city , and to the king's preſence and favour.

The king having appointed this method of grace, and publiſhed it to all the rebels,

he juſtly expects, that that generation and their poſterity ſhould carefully tranſmit the

knowledge of their duty to their offspring; and that all ſhould conform themſelves

both to his general laws, and to the appointed methods in this act of grace, till h®

himſelf ſhall alter it : And whatſoever new or furthermethods this,abfolute ſovereign

ſhall
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ſhall appoint to them hereafter, for the obtaining his favour, all that hear of it, both

they and their children, are bound to comply with it, if ever they would find favour

at court.

The king doth notthink himſelf obliged every year, nor every age to give the ri

ſing generation a new and immediate promulgation of his general laws, nor of this

act of grace, nor to repeat to them over again the teſtimony and proofs of it's royalty

and authority . Yet the children being rebels ſtill, may be ſtill juſtly continued in

their baniſhment, for their own and their parents rebellion , if they do not comply

with the appointed method in the act of grace which was publiſhed in their great

grandfather 's days.

Is it not a common caſe among mankind , that when any king makes a law with a

penalty , and publiſhes it once through his whole nation , he doth not think himſelf

bound to publiſh this anew , as often as new ſubjects are born in his dominions ?

And yet not only all the preſent ſubjects, but their poſterity alſo ,who break this law ,

are, in the cominon ſenſe of mankind , liable to the penalty , becauſe it is ſuppoſed ,

that nature obligesmen to communicate ſuch neceſſary knowledge to their own off

ſpring. Much leſs would any king who freely publiſhed an act of grace to rebels,

think himſelf obliged in juſtice to repeat the publication of this act to every new ge

neration of rebels who ſhould ariſe, and continue in the known and wilful rebellion

of their fathers ; for ſince he was not obliged to make any ſuch act of grace at first,

he can never be obliged to repeat the proclamation of it.

But let it be ſuppoſed yet further, that theking of the country ſhould hear of the

continued rebellion of thoſe ſubjects, and that they had perſiſted in the violation of

his laws, and deſpiſed and rejected, forgotten and loſt the proclamations of his grace ;

and ſuppoſe he ſhould ſend his army to deſtroy all that race of rebels, except a few

families , in order to manifeſt his juſt indignation againſt their crimes, and thereby

awaken thoſe that were left, to amore awful ſenſe of themajeſty and juſtice of their

king, and of their own duties to him : Yet further , we will ſuppoſe he ſhould ſend

another proclamation of mercy to theſe few families that he had ſpared out

of the general Naughter, with ſome plainer diſcoveries of his royal goodneſs in it,

and repeat afreſh to them what duties they ſhould perform , in order to partake of

this mercy : Now if after all this diſcovery both of his juſtice and his grace, this

race of rebels in two or three generations, hould ſo abandon themſelves to all man

ner of diſobedience , ſhould deſpiſe this new proclamation of mercy, and giving

themſelves up to riot and folly , Thould loſe the knowledge of the laws, and grace of

their ſovereign ; what poſſible apology could be made for this wretched race of re

bels, why they ſhould not be continued in their baniſhment, and under the diſplea

fure of their king ?

The rebellious children of theſe rebel ſubjectsmay complain indeed , that they were

never told , nor did they know the general laws of the kingdom , nor were they ac

quainted with theparticular acts of grace, and theſe ſpecial appointed methods of ob

raining pardon and favour.

But if the general laws of the kingdom were ſo far agreeable to the laws of reaſon

and nature, that if they would but feriouſly conſider with themſelves, and ſet their

reaſon at work in good earneſt , they might find out not only theſe general laws, but

10 much alſo of theparticular methods of grace , as to get ſome hope of pardon and

acceptance , if they ſincerely practiſed them ; then, I ſay, theſe children are highly

criminalfor not applying their rationalpowers to thework , and for not ſeeking out

and practiſing all that was within the verge and compaſs of their natural powers, in

order
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in order to be reſtored to the favour of the king. And ſuch criminal creatures juft

ly continue under the diſpleaſure of their ſovereign .

It is granted indeed , that the parents who rebelled againſt theking, and brought

up their offspring to rebellion andmiſery, who run counter to that compaſſion which

nature gave them for their offspring, and by continuing in their rebellion loſt the

knowledge of the laws, and the grace of their king themſelves, and never taught

them to their children , are much more culpable than the children , who never actual

ly knew them : Yet the children are far from being innocent, ſince their natural

powers, if they awakened them to a right and careful exerciſe,might lead them to ſo

much knowledge of the laws, and methods of grace of their ſovereign, as, if ſin

cerely practiſed , they mighthope to find mercy with him . The kingmay be wiſe,

and juſt, and gracious ſtill, and yet the race of rebels may be in ſuch circumſtances,

that notone in a thouſand are ever likely to be reſtored to his favour.

Take the thing in a little different view , under another ſimilitude : Suppoſe any

particular family upon earth had ſome painful and mortal diſeaſe hereditary to the

houſe, derived from the vices of their parents, andmore rooted in their conſtitution

by their own perſonalvices ; and ſuppoſe the bleſſed God had communicated a divine

receipt or medicine to their whole family , which would relieve and heal every one

thatmade uſe of it; is God obliged , by a miracle, or by inſpiration, to reſtore the

precious ſecret to this family, when they have loſt it by their own guilty negligence ?

When the parents took no care to preſerve the remedy, nor the children ever inqui

red for a cure ? Or when they wandered after themoſt vain andmoſt irrational pre

tences, and themoſt ridiculous experiments to healthemſelves ? Is it unjuſt for God

to let them die under their diſeaſe ? Do they not deſerve to periſh under their own di

Itemper and folly ?

• Suppoſe yet further, that thewiſe and righteousGod ſhould , in the courſe of his pro

vidence, ſuffer this diſeaſe to ſpread itſelf, and rage with mortal fury in ſome ſingle

generation , ſo as to deſtroy the whole race, except ſeven or eight perſons. Now by

ſuch a dreadful ſpectacle of death and deſolation , theſe perſonsmuſt have a very ter

rible ſenſe of this mortal diſtemper impreſſed upon their minds : And ſuppoſe God

should again diſcover to this ſurviving family the noble medicine whereby they might

be healed of this diſtemper : Suppoſe this family ſhould publiſh the terrors of the

late univerſal deſtruction , together with the precious remedy, to the following gene

rations, as Noah publiſhed the hiſtory of the flood , and the laws and grace of God ;

yet if allthis be deſpiſed and neglected by their poſterity , and the late deſolation, as

wellas the new notice of themedicine, be baniſhed from all their thoughts , and for

gotten in a few ages, what can be ſaid in excuſe for them , or what accuſation can be

brought againſt the wiſdom , juſtice , or goodneſs of God , if they are ſuffered to go

on and die .

The crime is yetmore inexcuſable, and the juſtice and goodneſs of God yet more

defenſible, if we ſuppoſe ſome chief ingredients of this ſovereign medicine, which

make a great part of the compoſition , to be in fome ſenſe within the natural reach of

their own faculties to find out, and within the native powerof their hands to acquire

and compoſe ; ſo far at leaſt as would greatly relieve the diſtemper , and give them

comfortable hopesofhealing, if they ſearched it out, and uſed it. But if theſe wretch

ed creatures under amortaldiſeaſe will never exerciſe their thoughts about a cure, will

never employ their reaſon carefully and diligently to ſearch and find out theproper in

gredients,nor uſe their hands to attempt the compoſition, but will trifle away all their

time in riot and ſenſuality, in dancing and ſinging, regardleſs of their own lives,

VOL. II. Rr whas
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what reaſonable charge or cenſure can be brought againſt the great governor of the

world , for permitting them to go on to death in their own madneſs ?

This is the caſe of mankind among the ſavage nations of the earth, who were all

derived from Adam and Nooh, their fathers, to whom the laws of God , and theme

thods of grace and ſalvation were communicated by God himſelf, and who took care

: to inform their immediate poſterity, whatthe world ſuffered by diſobedience to God,

at the fall and the flood, and took care alſo to teach them thoſe cruths and duties by.

the belief and practice of which they might be ſaved. It is probable, that ſome of

theſe families did retain true religion for ſeveral ages : But in a few ages, others de

ſpiſed and loſt the truths and duties of true religion : every generation grew worſe

than their fathers ; and now whole nations, without one exception , are led away by

prejudices and ſenſuality into endleſs follies , errors, and impieties, without any care

or effort of mind to recover the knowledgeof the laws of their maker , or the me

thods of his grace.

A due ſurvey of this laſt conſideration willmoſt effectually refute that wild and un

reaſonable charge againſt our doctrine, “ as if the greatGod left all the world, ex

cept the jews, for four thouſand years together , deſtitute of ſufficient means to do

their duty , and to obtain his favour ; " which is as falſe as I believe the book of Gene

fis is true , and has not ſo much as a colour of argument to ſupport it.

Butbefore I leave this head of the ſhameful degeneracy, and groſs apoſtaſy of the

heathen world , I cannot but takenotice of one very remarkable aggravation of the

crime both of parents and children , and that is , that though ſeveral of theſe nations

in a few ages loft and abandoned the worſhip of the true God, the knowledge of his

laws, and the diſcoveries of his grace , though the parents took no care to com

municate them to their children, nor the children to retain any notices of the n ; yet

theſe very nations are moſt obftinately tenacious of the idolatry and impious ceremo

nies, the ſavage and the vicious cuſtoms and practices of their anceſtors ; and their

parents are as careful to teach them , and to breed them up in theſe iniquities and

errors. If you aſk the wild americans, the laplanders, the bottentots, the reaſon of

their ridiculous opinions and practices , their univerſal anſwer is, that " it is the

.cuſtom of their nation, and their fathers and their grandfathers, for many ages, have

believed and done ſo before them .” This, in their eſteem , is a ſacred and ſufficient

reaſon for their immoveable perſeverance in their ownnonſenſe and madneſs: So impi

pully fond have they been of the tradition of their anceſtors, in their profane and vi

cious cuſtoms, while they ſo ſoon and ſo eaſily parted with the rules of virtue and re

ligion , and the promiſes and hopes of grace and ſalvation , which their anceſtors

taught them . And thus the very ſamehumour and practice which has had ſo ſtrong

and fatal an influence to maintain and propagate ſuperſtition , impiety , and vice a

mong them , is a heinous aggravation of their crimein loſing the rules of virtue, re.

ligion, and happineſs, ſince the ſame reverence for their early anceſtors, the fame

temper and practice would have preſerved the truths, duties , and rules of virtue and

religion.

It is timenow to proceed to the next conſideration , in order to vindicate the juſtice

and goodneſs of God in the preſent conſtitution of things. .

In the eighth place therefore, ſuppoſe that none of the race of mankind , whatſo

ever advantages or diſadvantages they lie under, ſhall ever be condemned in the other

world for the neglect of any duties, but what their own reaſon was in a practical and

proximate ſenſe ſufficient to find out : Now there are a fufficient number of theſe neg

lects to bring condemnation upon every part of the heathen world , whether learned

or
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or barbarous. Suppoſe that no creature ſhall be puniſhed hereafter for any ſin but

whatwas ſomeway or other committed againſt his own lightor conſcience, or for a

plain wilfulneglect of ſeeking further knowledge of truth and duty, by ſuch means

as were plainly and practically within their reach : Suppoſe that the great judge at laſt

fhall paſs a ſentence of death upon no ſoul but who ſhall bemade to recollect his

own guilty conduct, either by oppoſing the dictates of his conſcience, by ſtilling con

victions of ſin or duty, by ſuppreſſing fome inward principles or tendencies towards

truth or virtue, or at leaſt by a wilful neglect to purſue ſuch hints of knowledge as

have been given hiin in the courſe of providence , or by the good Spirit of God :

Will not this thought fairly relieve the objection , and vindicate the honour of the di

vine perfections ?

It is the character of theheathens, Rom .i. 18, 23, 28. “ That they did notlike to retain

God in their knowledge, that they held the truth in unrighteouſneſs ; they ſtifled the

dictates of their ownminds ; and when they knew God, they would not glorify him as

God .” Even the wiſe men of the nations, who were acquainted with the true God ,

wilfully complied with national idolatries, to the ſcandal of their own reaſon , and the

great provocation of their maker, ſo that he gave them up to judicial.blindneſs, for

their own vile abuſe of the light of their reaſon and conſciences. Is not the great go

vernor of the univerſe to be juſtified in this conduct ?

The deſign of the day of judgment is to juſtify or condemnmen according to

their works, and to make the equity of the great God , as governor of the world ,

appear in that ſentence of juſtification or condemnation : and therefore I am inclined

to believe, that no perſon in that day, ſhall fall under the condemning ſentence of the

judge, but who ſhall alſo be judged and condemned by his own awakened conſcience,

for thoſe very things upon which his condemnation proceeds from the lips of the

judge. Every mouth will be ſtopped by ſuch a procedure asthis, and all the hea

then world who ſhallbe condemned in that day , ſhall be made to recollect their own

reſiſtance of conſcience, and their wilful neglects , and by the light of their own rea

fon ſhall confeſs the juſtice of the ſentence, and the equity of him that condemns. .

Though it has been ſufficiently proved , that the barbarous and ſavage nations of

the earth have not a proximate and practical ſufficiency in their reaſoning powers to

find out the neceſſary truths and duties of religion, in order to obtain happineſs, yet

perhaps every ſingle creature amongſt them had a practical and proximate ſufficiency

to find outand know more of God and their duty, and to practiſe more rules of vir

tue than they ever actually found or practiſed .

And let it be added alſo , that if there were any ſoul amongſt them that had fol

lowed the leadings of his own reaſon and conſcience , together with every beam of

light, or hint of knowledge that occurred in the courſe of life, the bleſſed God

would have manifeſted his goodneſs in giving that foul ſome further hints of the ne

ceſſary truths and duties of religion. It is an univerſal law of heaven, “ To him

that hath, that is, improveth what he hath ,more ſhall be given :" And I am perſuad

ed , God would never with -hold his hand from communicating further hints ofknow

ledge, till he ſees the creature wilfully ſtop ſhort of what he might attain , and neg .

lect or ſuppreſs ſome intimations of truth or duty, which oneway or other were ſug

geſted to him . It is rebelling againſt ſome degree of light that provoketh God ta

with -hold grace from man, and would vindicate divine juſtice in it' s ſevereft fen

tence. But in the

Ninth place, as there is infinite variety of degrees of guilt in particular perſons,

and their conduct in this world , there ſhall be the ſame variety of the degrees of pu

Rr 2 niſhment
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niſhment in theworld to come. Every man ſhall be judged according to the advan -

tages he enjoyed. More is required from thoſe whoſe advantages were greater, and

their guilt ismore heinous in abuſing or neglecting them . God the all-knowing and

the righteous will weigh every circumſtance, both of his favours and our uſe or a

buſe of them , in the niceſt balance, and his fentence ſhall bear an exact proportion to

the demerits of every ſinner . “ He that knew not his maſter's will, ſhall be beate .

but with few ſtripes,” in compariſon with thoſe criminals who knew it and fought a

gainſt it. Suppoſe therefore that the puniſhment oftheſe rudeſt andmoſt ſtupid na

tions of the earth , in the future world, ſhall be exceeding ſmall, in proportion to the

very ſmall degrees of light and knowledge which they have enjoyed , or which have

lain fairly and practically within their rech ; will not this greatly relieve the dif

culty ?

And if even theſe lighteſt punishments which ſhall be aſſigned to themoſt ignorant

part of the heathen world, ſhould be thought ſomething ſevere, yet none can be

thought utterly unjuſt, if, as was beforementioned , none are puniſhed, butfor act

ing in ſomemeaſure againit the light of their own minds. . .

Now , ſir, if we could put all theſe nine ſuppoſitions togeiher , and place them in

ſuch a happy ſituation , as that they might, with their full force, project all their

light upon this ſingle ſpot of darkneſs in divine providence , about the ſtate and cir

cumſtances of the heathen world , I perſuade myſelf, they would illuſtrate this gloo..

my ſcene, they would clear up the difficulties, and relieve the charges which are caſt

tipon the conduct of divine juſtice and goodneſs in this affair.

Let us ſuppoſe, that mankind at firſt were placed in happy circumſtances, with a

rich ſufficiency of natural powers, to prolong and continue their own happineſs

through all their immortality, by knowing and doing their maſter 's will : Suppoſe

they had ſomeproper notice given them , that if they ſinned againſt God , they ſhould

not only expoſe themſelves, but their offspring alſo , to a forfeiture of the bleſſings

they enjoyed , and ſhould introduce pains, and weakneſſes , and death into their na

tures : Suppoſe it alſo evident, from obſervation and experience, from the weakneſſes

both of fleſh and ſpirit, from the pains and miſeries of human nature, as well as

from the univerſal corruption of morals in the world , that mankind has ſinned againſt

God, and is become a fallen and degenerate race of beings, under actual tokens of

his diſpleaſure ; yet that they are not ſo utterly diveſted of their originalpowers and

bleſſings, but that they have many of the comforts of this life left them to trace

out the goodneſs of their maker, and alſo a natural capacity to find out their duty ,

if they exerted this capacity to the utmoſt : Suppoſe yet further , that God hasmade

ſeveral new diſcoveries both of his nature, his laws, and his grace, as well as of

the ſeverity of his puniſhing juſtice, to thoſe families ofmankind whence all the reſt

have been derived ; but by degrees their criminal negligence, their irreligion , and

their ſenſual vices have prevailed fo far , as in ſome nations to blot out the remem

brance of the true God , his laws, and his grace from amongſt them ; May not the

goodneſs and juſtice of God be ſufficiently vindicated, if theſe criminal nations are

abandoned by heaven ,and fall under divine puniſhment for theſe abominable offences?

And eſpecially if the juſtice of God proceed no further againſt them than to condemn

and puniſh them for thoſe offences only, which havebeen committed againſt ſome

evident inward or outward manifeſtation of their duty, and the actual light of their

own conſciences ; which offences being comparatively but few in number , call for a

niuch lighter puniſhment than thoſe ſinners whoſe conſciences have had higher de

grees of light communicated to them in jewiſh or chriſtian nations ?

SOPHRO,
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SOPHRO . I thank you heartily, PithaNDER , for the large repetition you have

given us of your laſt ſunday 's morning-ſermon , for I was then at church , and heard

it with great fatisfaction .

· Pith . I acknowledge, ſir , I eſpied you there, and was almoſt aſhamed to think

how much I had borrowed from your diſcourſe, in ſome of theſe conferences, to

ward the compoſition of that ſermon : but gratitude and juſtice demand my hearty

thanksto SOPHRONIUS ; for I am conſtrained to confeſs, that I was not ſo well ſkilled

in this controverſy when I entered the liſt with LogisTO : And I am reſolved , ſir ,

for your fake, henceforth to entertain a better opinion of thoſe who are not intirely

with me in all the rites, laws, and powers of an eſtabliſhed church . Thus I have

learned at once from your agreeable converſation both wiſdom and charity .

SOPHRO. You overwhelm me, ſir , with honours and civilities. Ihope this con

ference hath not paſſed without myown conſiderable improvement, and am glad to

find growing charity among all that profeſs the chriſtian name, which I ſhall always

endeavour to promote and cultivate ; for without it I can never approvemyſelf a diſ

ciple of the bleſſed Jeſus.

Log . Gentlemen , your mutual compliments return ſo thick on each other, that I

have ſcarce room to put in my thanks to both of you, for the information I have re

ceived from both , I was wondering indeed, how Pithander came to deliver

ſo long a diſcourſe , in ſo regular a method and connexion on the ſudden in free con

verſation : But SOPHRONIUS hath explained it to me, when he ſaith , it is the re

petition of his ſermon laſt ſunday.

· I acknowledge you goodneſs, PITHANDER , that you have given me the pleaſure

of hearing this excellent diſcourſe , though I was not ſo good as to be at church : I

muſt confeſs, ſir, theſe ſuppoſitions or conſiderations of yours are not at all impro

bable , and carry a good force of argument with them . You give me a little better

opinion of the bible than I had before, ſince it teaches you to unfold ſuch a difficulty,

and to ſhew us that God may be wiſe and good , notwithſtanding the preſent wretched

condition of the heathens, who overſpread ſo great a part of this earth where we

dwello

But then there is another difficulty ariſeth here , and it is the very laſt I ſhall men

tion . “ Has God, who is ſo wiſe and good a being , left the greateſt part of his cre

ation to becomefinally miſerable ?” Is this conſiſtent with the deſignsof a being who

poſſeſſes infinite goodneſs and equal wiſdom ?

Pith . Truly, fir, the ſcripture ſeemsto inform us, that there are but few which

ſhall be ſaved : “ Strait is the gate and narrow is the way that leads to life, and they

are but few who find it ; whereasthe way to deſtruction is broad, and crouded with

multitudes :" Matth. vii. 13. 14. And the apoſtle John tells us, that though “ we who

believe in Chriſt, are of God, yet the whole world lieth in wickedneſs:" i John v .

19 . And if at laſt it ſhould prove, that there are far greater numbers condemned

to bear the anger of their maker, than thoſe who enjoy his love, they have nothing

juſtly to complain of but their own ill conduct, ſince they ſhall be all condemned ,

even by their own conſciences. God is juſt, even though all his creatures ſhould

make themſelves miſerable.

SOPHRO. Will you give me leave, PITHANDER , to try whether upon ſome prin .

ciples of philoſophy and the rules of government, together with ſome charitable turns

of thought, Imay not be able to give ſatisfactory anſwers to the preſent inquiry and

objection of Logisto ?
SOPHRO.
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Pith . With allmyheart, ſir, and I ſhall be happy to learn from you any further

methods of relieving the difficulties that are ſuppoſed to attend the conduct of provi

dence in it's tranſactions with the race ofmen. "

SOPHRO. In the firſt place then , what if I ſhould venture to tell you of another

ſuppoſition that has been raiſed from ſome charitable turns of thought concerning

thoſe rude and barbarous nations, thoſe guilty and unhappy creatures who lived and

died in ignorance and vice, whoſe parents had loſt the knowledge ofGod and their

duty before they were born, and who never camewithin the reach of the goſpel in

any of the diſpenſations of it, either by Noab or Abraham , Mofes or Chriſt ? What if

we ſhould ſuppoſe theſe wretches, by the overflowing mercy of God , ſhould be fa

voured with foineother ſtate of trial or probation , before thefinal ſentence of the laſt

day condemns them to perpetual miſery ? You know ſome perſons have ſuppoſed,

that in the inviſible regions where ſinful ſpirits are kept, the ſouls of the rebels who

were diſobedient in the days of Noah, and were drowned in the flood, enjoyed the

preaching of the goſpel by Jeſus Chriſt himſelf,and that after they had lain in priſon and

puniſhment ſomethouſandsof years Chriſt went into hell for that purpoſe, 1 Pet. iii.

19. “ and preached to the ſpirits in prifon, who were once diſobedient.” Now what if

theſe guilty and unhappy creatures,who never had any opportunity to acquaintthem

ſelves with the trueGod and his worſhip , and with any diſpenſation of his mercy,

ſhall be raiſed again in the ſecond reſurrection , after the millennium , or the happy

ſtate of the church, is expired ? And after they have ſuſtained puniſhment for their

former madneſs and folly from the time of their death till that day, what if they

Thould be put upon another trial under the diſpenſation of chriſtianity , that ſo none

of all the race of Adam may be finally condemned without having the actual know

ledge of the goſpel, at leaſt in ſome or other of the antient or later diſpenſations of it ?

This would not afford the leaſt glimpſe of hope to thoſe ſinners who have finally re

jected the divine revelations which have been made to them under any of the diſpen

ſations of the goſpel, and eſpecially under the light of chriſtianity : Yet this would

folve every difficulty , and remove every pretence againſt the juſtice of God ,

in his preſent conduct towards heathens. It is true, I cannot ſay that I can find

this in my bible : but a very learned and ingenious divine of the church of En

gland , who wrote about thirty years ago , thinkshe hath found it there, and that is

Mr. Staynoe, in his firſt volumeof the ſalvation of man by Jeſus Chriſt, to which

eſſay on this ſubject I refer you : but I venture no further into theſe depths and un

ſearchables of the divine counſel.

Yet it muſt be confeffed , that if there ſhould be any other ſtate of trial appointed

for thofe unhappy creatures, whom God is ſaid to wink at in the days of their ig .

norance , Arts xvii. 30 . and , perhaps, for this reaſon he is ſaid to wink at them , be

cauſe he intended another ſtate of probation for them ; I ſay, if there ſhould be ſuch

a ſtate, it is not improbable, that vaft multitudes of them might repent and believe,

and be ſaved .

Pith . This is a very ſtrange ſuppoſition indeed ; and I think there mightbe con

ſiderable objections raiſed againſt it from ſeveral places of ſcripture.

SOPHRO. I only mentioned it, ſir , as a ſuppoſition that is not impoſſible ; for I

cannot ſay that I comeheartily into it, and therefore I will not undertake to be an

advocate for it. Permit me then to make yet another ſuppoſition, in which many of

our divines ſeem to have been encouraged by ſcripture ; and that is, that before the

Hnal ſhutting up of the theatre of this world , there may probably be a long ſpace of

time,
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time, at leaſt a thouſand years, wherein virtue, religion, piety , and happineſs ſhall

be ſpread over the world as univerſally as vice and miſery are now . Suppoſe alſo in

this millennium there be a more regular ' aud numerous propagation of mankind ,

when at the ſame timethere ſhall be no wars, no public calamities and ſpreading de

populations of the world ; would not this blefied ſcene of things go a greatway to

provide and prepare ſuch multitudes of inhabitants for the heavenly regions as might

nearly equalthenumbers of finners in the ſix thouſand years paſt ?

But ſuppoſe after all, it ſhall be found in the great day of deciſion , that far the

greateſt part ofthe inhabitants of this ourworld have been wilful criminals againſt the

laws of their maker, and fall under a ſentence of condemnnation and puniſhment ; and

ſuppoſe that , upon the whole , it muſt be acknowledged , that there are ſome degrees of

ſeverity exerciſed by the Lord and governor of the univerſe againſt the inhabitants of

this little globe of earth ; wliy may he not chuſe to make the final inpenitents of

this our ſinful world a monument of his puniſhing juſtice, his hatred of fin , and his

vindication of his own injured honour ? Why may he not ſet them up as an awful

warning to millions of inhabitants of upper and larger worlds of his dominion , in

compariſon whereof, perhaps, this earth is no bigger than the priſon of Newgate,

when conpared with the large and ſpacious cities of London and Weſtminſter ?

Is it eſteemed any unreaſonable ſeverity in the government ofGreat Britain , if

twenty or thirty priſoners in Newgate are capitally puniſhed every year, in order to

deter the millions of inhabitants of theſe two great cities from the like crimes ? Does

not every governor find it proper and neceſſary that there ſhould be ſome examples

made of executing and ſuſtaining the penalties of the law ,when villains, by their own

crimes, have incurred theſe penalties ? Does not prudence itſelf ſometimes ſee it need

ful by ſuch executions to vindicate the wiſdom and juſtice of the government, to

maintain the authority of the laws, and to ſecure the reſt of the ſubjects in their con

ftant obedience ? And may not a ſovereign prince chuſe which criminals he pleaſes to

pardon in a rebellious province, and which of them he will make amonument of ter

ror to preſerve the honour ofhis government, and due obedience to his laws? And

if by this means he ſecures millions of his ſubjects in their allegiance to himſelf, and

in the enjoyment of a thouſand happy privileges, which he has beſtowed upon them ;

who can ſay , that this ſovereign has acted any thing unbecoming a wiſe or a gracious

ruler ?

Alas! Sir , we have too ambitious and over-weening a conceit of ourſelves, when we

imagine, that we, who dwell on this little ſpot of ground,are the whole of theintellec

tual creation ofGod ; or even that wemakeany great or conſiderable part of it. Per

haps the world of thoſe ſpirits which we call angels,may be as large and numerous as

our's: There are many ranksand degrees of them , thrones and principalities, dominions

and powers. The multitudes of their armies are ten thouſand timesten thouſand : And

there may be ſomereaſon to think , that even alltheſe ranks of intelligent creatures are

but an inconſiderably ſmall portion of the intellectualworks ofGod. Perhapsmoſt,

if not all theſe orders of angels might be formed with a regard to this earth only, to

be divine agents andmeſſengers to manage the affairs of this terreſtrial province of

God' s dominion . It is poſſible, that all the intellectual creatures of which God has

given us an account, from the beginning of Geneſis to the end of the Revelation, have

ſomeſpecial relation to this little world of our's. " Are they not all miniſtring ſpi

rits, fent forth to miniſter to them who ſhallbe heirs of ſalvation ?" Heb. i. 14 . And

the fallen angels in the grand ſcheme ofGod 's univerſal government, perhaps, have

all their poſts aſſigned to them , by divine order, or by divine permiſſion, to tran

fact
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lact no other affairs but what relate to mankind . It is poſſible , that all we call

angles and devils areonly God's inviſible miniſters of this hiskingdom of viſible crea

tures called men, both in their bodied and unbodied ſtate. Whymay not his other

viſible dominions among the ſtars, which I ſhall point out preſently, have alſo their

proper ranks of inviſible miniſters, by which his providence and governmentmay be

carried on among them ?

Letus conſider yet further , what innumerable ranks of beingsmay be found in the

vaſt univerſe which God has made, ſuperior both to men and angels, in a gradation

almoſt infinite. Let us think of the aſtoniſhing varieties and gradations of beings

belonging to this our globe, in air , on earth , or in the ſea, which lie in the

deſcending ſcale of creatures betwixt the nature of man , and the nature of

an oyſter, or if there be any animal of lower life : And why may there

not be another variety and gradation of beings as vaſt and aſtoniſhing in the

aſcending ſcale of exiſtences, all ſuperior to us, and yet the higheſt of them in

finitely beneath God , it's maker ? ſurely the wiſdom ofGod hath an inexhauſtible

ſufficiency of invention to contrive, and his power to produce ſuch gradations, and

ſuch varieties. How audacious a thing is it then, for ſuch little creeping animals,

who dwell on this clod of clay , to fancy ourſelves lo large a part of the workmanſhip

ofGod, or ſo conſiderable a portion of his extenſive dominions ? And ſince we are a

ſinful race of creatures, who have fallen from our original ſtate of holineſs and felis

city , why may not the bleſſedGod think fit to make the greateſt part ofour rebellious

world a monument of his juſt reſentment againſt ſin , while other numerous ranks of

being abide firm in their duty and in their happineſs, and perhaps, are confirmed in

their allegiance and felicity, partly by the warning they receive from the revolt and

puniſhment of the inhabitants of this earthly globe.

It is generally now agreed by philoſophers, that the planetary worlds, ſuch as

Mars, Venus, Jupiter , and Saturn , are repleniſhed with inhabitants, as well as this

earth , which is a planetary body like themſelves. They are placed in ſuch a ſituation

to the ſun, which is a central fire, and are carried round it in certain periods of time,

ſo as to receive light and heat from it in proportion to their diſtances and their revo

lutions, juſt as our earth does : and they ſeem to be asproperhabitations for a variety

of unknown creatures, as the globe on which we tread . Can we ſuppoſe, that the

air, the earth , and the water all round this our world ſhould be thus repleniſhed

every where as it is, with multitudesof inhabitants, and all, in ſomemeaſure, under

the dominion of mankind , whoſe race is propagated and ſpread all around it, and is

there not asmuch reaſon to conceive, that theſe vaſt bulky bodies, the planets, which

are ſo well fitted for the reſidence of animal and intellectual creatures , ſhould be

mere waſte wilderneſſes, huge ſolitudes of lifeleſs matter, without any vital beings to

repleniſh , poſleſs, and adorn them ? Without any intellectual tenants there , who

may give God the glory of his works ? This ſeemsnot only contrary to the dictates

of realon , and to the appearances of nature round about us, but to the words of

ſcripture itſelf ; for the prophet Iſaiah tells us, chapter xlv . verſe 18 . “ That the

God who created the heavens, and formed the earth , and made it, he created it not

in vain ; he formed it to be inhabited :” Whence the inference is very natural and ob

vious, that had he not formed it to bethe habitation of ſome creatures, it had been

made in vain .

And may we not make the ſame inference concerning thoſe huge planetary globes

of Saturn and Jupiter, which , perhaps, are two hundred times as big as this earth ?

They , ſurely, are made to be inhabited , and deſigned for ſome better and nobler

purpoſe,
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purpoſe, than merely to give us mortals a little glimmering light in the abſence of

the moon , to direct a wandering ſhip at midnight, and to entertain the curioſity of

an aſtronomer and his ſpying- glaſs. Theſe ſeem to be purpoſes too low and inean ,

too little and inconſiderable for the prodigious vaſtneſs of thoſe heavenly bodies, and

the regularity of their ſituations and motions round the fun . Thewiſdom of a God

does not aim at ſuch poor and unworthy deſigns, by ſuch ſtupendous fabrics as theſe

rolling worlds. Caucaſus, or Teneriff, or a taller mountain , if it weremade only for

the birth or reſidence of a mouſe , would be amore proportionate contrivance, and,

perhaps, a wiſer deſign.

And what if we makeyet another excurſion beyond the circle wherein Saturn rolls,

which isthemoſt diſtantof our planetary globes ? What if we ſuppoſe, with ſome

modern virtuofo's , that every fixed ſtar is a fun , or central fire, to inlighten and

warm a whole ſet of planetary worlds, which may roll round it ? And what if all

theſeworldsare furniſhed with intellectual inhabitants ? What a ſtupendous idea ſhall

wehave of themagnificence of the works of God , and the extent of his innumer

able dominions ? Where is the hurt or danger of it, if we ſhould yield to theſe rea

fonings, and to the philoſophy of the age, ſo far as to imagine theſe innumerable

worlds to be the appointed reſidences of conſcious beings ? Let us ſuppoſe them all

inhabited by animal and intellectual creatures of God, and, perhaps, better peopled

than this our earth is, eſpecially if ſin and death havenot entered amongſt them .

Now though we are not favoured with theknowledge of the ſtate , or laws, or cir

cumſtances of the inhabitants of thoſe worlds, becauſe we are a rebellious and cri

minal province ofGod's dominion , and deſerve to dwell in ignorance and darkneſs ;

yet thoſe upper regions and worlds may be favoured with a large and particular ac

count of the ſtate and circumſtances of this earth , and of the conduct of God to

wards the rebel inhabitants of it : And this notice of the degeneracy and rebellion of

mankind, together with the ſeverity ofGod, our common governor, againſt a great

part of men , may have a happy influence to ſecure their obedience, and to preſerve

the inhabitants of thoſe worlds in an everlaſting ſtate of duty and happineſs .

As it has pleaſed God , in his wiſdom and goodneſs, to reveal to us the heavy and

endleſs puniſhment he has inflicted on the evil angels for their firſt rebellion and diſa

obedience, and has told us, “ That he fpared not the angels who ſinned ; but caft

them down to hell, and has reſerved them in everlaſting chains under darkneſs unto

the judgmentof the great day," and ſome greater puniſhment to enſue, in order to

warn us of the dangerous crimes of pride and rebellion , 2 Pet. ii. 4 . Jude 6 . i Tim .

iii. 6 . So it is very probable, that the famedivine wiſdom and goodneſs hasmadeour

crimes and puniſhments on this globe of earth a monument of his juſt ſeverity, to

givewarning to ſome vaſt and unknown regions ofupper worlds, left they alſo ſhould

fin againſt their maker, after our example, and fall under his dreadful diſpleaſure ,

asmankind has done.

- Though it ſhould appear at the great day of judgment, that the largeſt part of the

inhabitants of this our earth are condemned to greater or leſs degrees of unhappi

neſs, yet, as I before hinted, perhaps all this earth , with all the number of it 's inha

bitants put together, are not ſo much in compariſon of the holy and happy worlds

of intellectual beings which God has created , as Newgate is in compariſon of the

populous cities of Weſtminſter and London : And if by 'the puniſhment of a few cri

minals there are millions preſerved in duty and happineſs, then the great and bleſſed

God will have a ſpacious and moſt illuſtrious diſplay of his goodneſs above and be:

yond the exerciſe of his more awful perfections of juſtice or vengeance : And even

VOL. II. SI the
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the exerciſe of theſe awful perfections upon a few of the ſubjects of his dominions,

will become as it were a means in the hand of his goodneſs, to make millions of them

for ever bleſſed.

Thus though the largeſt partof mankind may be ſinfuland unhappy, yet I am

perfuaded, that the far largeſt part of God's whole intelligent creation are holy and

happy beings; and if there are ſome thouſands of miſerable immortal fouls on this

little globe; yet theremay be, perhaps, above a thouſand whole worlds of conſcious

beings, who are happy in the favour of the God who made them , who love and

ferve him , and rejoice in his love through all the ages of their immortality. How

unreaſonable is it then for us to paſs a judgment either on the conduct of God, or on

the fate of his intellectual creation , by ſuch a narrow and limited ſurvey of his wife

dom , juſtice , and goodneſs, as this our little planetary globe of earth can afford us?

Log, Well, SOPHRONIUS, I am wonderfully pleaſed with this laſt ſpeech of your's,

This ſeemseffectually to ſecure the honour of the divine perfections againſt all charges,

if you could ſhew us the inhabitants of theſe caſtles in the air, theſe ætherialworlds.

But are not all theſe mere ſuppoſitions of wild fancy, and imaginary ſcenes ? What

certainty have you of ſuch unknown creatures and unknown dominions of God the

creator ?

SOPHRO. It is granted , Logisto, that theſe are ſuppoſitions, but they are ſuch

ſuppoſitions as Ihave ſhewn you are plainly built upon principles of reaſon : the force

of argument that maintains them is ſo ſtrong , that, in myopinion , it riſes to a ye

ry high degree of probability , and therefore they are not to be called imaginary ſcenes

orthe airy caſtles of wild fancy. If theſe reaſonings are good and ſolid , then it will

follow , that theſe unknown worlds are ſo far from being mere fancies, that they are

the ſolid and real ſtructures of God himſelf.

Beſides, fir , as I remember, it wasmentioned by PITHANDER , that if we can but

find out any ſuch hypotheſes or ſuppoſitions which may ſolve real difficulties in the

conduct of God and providence, this will effectually prove, that theſe difficulties are

not inſolvable : and much more effectual are they to remove theſe difficulties , when

the reaſon of things ſo far conſpires with theſe ſuppoſitions, as goes very near to prove

them great realities.

PITH . I am much inclined to come into theſe ſentiments of SOPHRONIUS, ſince

they carry ſuch an appearance of reaſon and truth in them , and ſince they have ſo

happy an effect as to repreſent far the greateſt part of the intellectual works of God

holy and happy, and hereby do ſo much honour to the equity and goodnefs of the

great creator.

Log . I cannot but approve ſuch a ſcheme as this, which beſtowsvirtue and hap .

pineſs upon almoſt all the intelligent creaturesofGod ; for I can hardly conceive, that

eyer a being of ſuch boundleſs wiſdom , power,and goodneſs, ſhould produce ſo ma

ny millions of creatures capable of pleaſure and pain , felicity and miſery, without

deſigning and ſecuring felicity to far the greateſt part of them , as far as is confiftent

with the freedom of their will.

SOPHRO . So far as things appear to me, Logisto, I cannot but agree with you in

this ſentiment ; and by ſuch conſiderations and reaſoningsastheſe, I think we have

removed the grand difficulty that lay upon your mind with the greateſtweight, viz .

How it ſhould come to paſs, thąt ſo many thouſand inhabitants of the heathen world ,

who are originally fallen from God, ſhould go on from age to age in the neglect of

God and virtue, Itill running on in the paths of miſery, and be fo far abandoned by

their
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their creator, as not to have a practical and proximate fufficiency in their own reaſon

ing powers to guide and conduct them to religion and happineſs.

But after all, fir, give me leave to ſay , that the nature of the great and bleffed

God is infinitely fuperior to all our powers and conceptions, his thoughts are fo far

above our thoughts, and his ways ſo far above ourways, that if there ſhould remain

fuch difficulties in the conduct of his providence towards his creatures, thatwe could

not fairly account for by our reafon, and by all our fuppofitions, yet we are ſtill bound

to believe matter of fact, when ourreaſon , experience, and obſervation aſſure us of

the truth of it. We cannot but believe, that theheathen world actually lies in a dark

and deplorable Atate ; and yet , on the other hand , weare bound to believe, that the

great God is perfectly wiſe, and righteous, and good. The ways and works ofGod

may be unknown and unſearchable, but they can never be unjuſt. There may be in

finite ſchemes within his comprehenſive view , whereby his wiſdomn can reconcile

thoſe things which we know not how to reconcile. Thoſe different propoſitions in

the ſcience of theology, as well as in mathematical learning, ſtand within his view

in a molt perfect and amiable confiſtency , which to our narrow thoughts appear ſo

diffonant, and almoſt inconſiſtent. If there are fuch fort of feeming inconſiſtencies

in fome parts of geometry, when we run into the doctrines of infinites and incom

menſurables , which yet all ſtand right in the eye of God, much more may we ſup

poſe , that in the works of the great God, and his divine ſchemes and tranſactions,

there may be many things which ſeem to us all difficulty and darkneſs, and yet be

fore him they ſtand in the faireſt andmoſt eaſy light.

When St. Paul had conſidered the long darkneſs that lay upon the gentile world

formany ages, the peculiar privilege of the jews, to be made, during thoſe ages, the

favourites of God ; when he conſidered again , theſe very favourites, almoſt thewhole

nation of them , ſo far left as to abuſe the Son of God himſelf, to run into infidelity,

and thereby to be abandoned of God , their benefactor and their king ; when again ,

in prophetic viſion , after this once favourite people had continued long under unbe

lief, guilt, and miſery, he ſaw that they ſhould be recovered, and reſtored to the true

religion, and the favour of God , in his xi. chapter to the Romans ; with what ec

Italy of devout ſurprize and adoration does he conclude his diſcourſe ! “ God hath

ſhut up both the gentiles and the jews,by turns, under unbelief, that hemight have

mercy upon both , in his own ſeaſon : God hath concluded them all in unbelief, that

hemighthavemercy upon all. O the depths of the richesboth of thewiſdom and

knowledge of God ! How unſearchable are his judgments, and his ways paſt finding

out ! For who hath known themind of the Lord , or who hath been his counſellor ?

Or who hath firſt given to him , and it ſhall be recompenſed unto him again ? For of

him , and through him , and to him , are all things, to whom be glory for ever .

Aneh , -

Log . I know not how to make a ſufficient acknowledgment to you, gentlemen ,

for the favour you have done me, and the light you have given me in theſe confer

ences. I am fully ſatisfied , that the bulk of the heathen world is in a very dark and

deplorable ſtate , and amongſt thoſe who have loſt all traditional knowledge of divine

revelation , their own reaſon is far from being ſufficient in any practical ſenſe , as you

have explained it, to lead them to virtue, religion and happineſs. Upon a juſt re

view , I am convinced , that had I been ſo unhappy as to be born amongſt them , my

reaſoning powers would have been exerciſed to no better purpoſe than their's are : For

why ſhould I be ſo vain as to imagine myſelf the wiſeſt man among ſo many thou

lands of the preſent age, and the millions of former generations ? I begin to ſee there

SE 2 is
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is a neceſſity of ſome better advantages, in order to reform mankind , and to render

them wiſe, and pious, and happy : Nor do I know how this can be attained, but by

fomefavourable diſcoveries ſent from heaven : And as for all other religions, that in

our age pretend to divinity and revelation , it is evident in itſelf, that none of them

can compare with the doctrines of the new teſtament, either for it's own internal ex

cellency, or the outward proofs that it came from God . I muſt confeſs therefore, I

think I am comeas far as king Agrippa, when he heard Paul's apology for himſelf ;

for you have almoſt perſuaded me to become a chriſtian.

Pits . Permitme, ſir, in the language of St. Paul, to makemy reply : Would to

God that not you only ,but all the young gentlemen of our age, who have been temp

ted to abandon the religion of their fathers, and to forſake the goſpel, and the faith

in which they were educated, would bethink themſelves ere it be too late , and be

come not only almoſt, but altogether as firm believers in Chriſt as I profeſs myſelf

to be. . .

Sophro. And as you have done me the honour, gentlemen , to putme into the

place of the learned , and made me your moderator during this conference, I aſk

leave now to reſign this honour and office : and ſince PITHANDER has formed ſuch a

benevolentand pious wiſh , Itake pleaſure to occupy the place of the unlearned, and

confirm it with a moſt ſincere and devout, Amen . : . : .

HU- .
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HUMILITY

Repreſented in the

CHARACTER of St.PAUL,

The chief SPRINGS of it opened ,

And it's various ADVANTAGES diſplayed ;

Together with ſome occaſional Views of the contrary Vice:
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THope there will be ſomething found in theſe papers,which is ſuited to rectify the

vicious diſorders of the mind , to ſubdue the fooliſh vanity of human nature,

and promote a meek and humble ſpirit : But I am ſure, they can have no ſuch

influence , while they continue to ſleep in a deſk where they have lain many years al

ready. If the divine grace ſhall ſo far attend the publication of them now , as to

make them attain theſe happy ends, my duty will be thankfulneſs and praiſe .

While I have endeavoured to trace out the pride of the heart in the various and

general appearances of it both in higher and lower life , I have carefully avoided the

particular deſcription of any perſon living . By this meansmy repreſentation of true

humility in themoral and religious ſprings and advantages of it, together with ſome

views of the oppoſite vice, may have a more kindly and powerful effect upon every

reader. Conviction and reproof are much better received when ſuch hints only are

given , as may lead conſcience in ſecret to ſearch out the criminals , and may teach

them to ſet their own folly and guilt and danger before themſelves. We all like to

do this work beſt in retirement and ſilence. And I hopemyreaders willbe ſo kind

and ſo juſt both to themſelves and to me, as to be more diligent in the diſcovery and

cure of any weakneſs of their own, than in pointing out cenſure for their neighbours ;

though it muſt be confeſſed there is ſufficient matter for it in every corner of the

world .

Surely if we could but look down upon mankind with an all- furveying eye as the

great God doth , we ſhould ſee a dreadful and univerſal ſpread of this vice of pride

over all the race of man, and an infinite number of miſchiefs derived from it, and

diffuſed through kingdoms and churches, through all human ſocieties and perſonal

affairs. Had we ſuch a view as this, one would think every ſon and daughter of

Adam ſhould labour night and day to root out this curſed and poiſonous plant, till not

a branch or fibre of it remained to infect the earth . Pride was the ruin of angels :

Pride was the fall of man : “ Ye ſhall be asGods” was the great temptation , and

the event is we are become like devils : Nor doth the array of Aeſh and bloud which

wewear, cover our ſhame or excuſe our iniquity .

God has ſent his Son Jeſus into the world in the likeneſs of man , and in all

the formsof humiliation , that hemight teach us by his word and his example to be

meek and lowly , and ſhew us how to regain the divine favour and image, by laying

the foundation of his goſpel and of our recovery in humility of ſoul: “ Bleſſed are the

poor in fpirit, for their's is the kingdom ofheaven ,” Matt. v . 3 . And next to hisown Son

God
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God has ſet his ſervant Paulfor our pattern , who calls himſelf, « leſs than the leaſt

of all the ſaints," and perſuades us to be followers of him as he is of Chriſt."

, I have notdrawn outat largehere the particular rules and directions for acquiring

theſe lovely virtues of chriſtian humility and meekneſs,having written ſo many chap

ters of advice how to ſubdue pride and wrath and other vices in my little treatiſe of

the paſſions, and to theſe I refer my readers under the divine bleſſing.

Newington , March

25, 1737

I HUMI
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HUMILITY

Repreſented in the

Character of St. Paul, & c.

Ephes. ïïi. 8.

Leſs than the leaſt of all ſaints.

INTRODUCTION.

T TOW meanly does this great and holy man , this chiefeſt ofthe apoſtles ſpeak of

U himſelf? To how low a degree does he ſink himſelf and his exalted virtues ?

To how narrow a compaſs does he reduce all his own natural talents, his acquired

excellencies and even his divine qualifications ? Leſs than the leaſt, enaxesótepos : It is

a greek wordmade on purpoſe to ſignify the exceeding diminutive idea he had of him

ſelf, and it is very happily rendered by our engliſh tranſlators.

How different is our common behaviour from that of holy Paul ? When we think

of ſelf weare ready to raiſe our thoughts beyond all meaſure and aggrandize our ideas

to a vaſt and ſhamefuldegree, as though we ſtood as fair and as large and as high in

the eyes of our fellow -worms as we do in our own eyes. Vain imagination ! Wretch

ed ſelf-fattery and fooliſh pride ! Wetakethe leaſt of words, the leaſt of ſyllables,

the leaſt of letters, I, and ſwell and amplify it, if Imay ſo ſpeak , to fill a page, or to

ſpread over a whole leaf, and we ſcarce leave a ſcanty margin for all other names to

ſtand in : Nothing leſs than a volume will contain or diſplay our characters and our

due praiſes . We fet ſo many fouriſhes round our own names and fill our own eyes.

with them , that we can ſee nothing elſe . All other names lie concealed and diſap

pear, while our own ingroſſes our right and admiration . Wemake every thing elle

look ſo little, as though it were fit only to lie neglected and forgotten , while ſelf, or

I, ſhould be alone beheld and alone regarded. But the great apoſtle who had more

excellencies and real honours than a thouſand of us put together, gives his thoughts

a different turn ; what am I? ſays he, a little mean worthleſs thing, to be intruſted
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with this glorious goſpel, and to have ſuch divine favours conferred on me? “ I am

nothing that is grand and exalted , but the leaſt of all the ſaints, and leſs than the

leaſt of them .” When , O my ſoul, when wilt thou learn to copy after ſo illuſtrious

an example, ſo divine a pattern of humility ? . .

But not to paraphraſe any longer on this matter here at large let us enter into

particulars.

Perhaps ſome perſonsmay expect that I ſhould ſpend timehere to diſtinguiſh and

determine exactly what ſort of opinion and eſteem we ought to have of ourſelves.

Surely a man of letters and education is not bound to think himſelf as illiterate as a

peaſant, nor a youth of ingenuity to fancy himſelf a fool: A perſon of figure and

quality muſt not ſuppoſe himſelf in all reſpects upon a level with the lower ranks of

mankind , nor can it be but that a man of ſenſe and virtue, of religion and goodneſs

muſt know himſelf to be of ſuperior worth and merit to the rude and the wicked mul

titude. Do not nature and reaſon direct us to judge of perſons as well as things ac

cording to truth ? Nor does the beſt of religions forbid us to paſs a true and right

judgment concerning our felves or concerning our fellow -creatures .

Beſides, it is proper and neceſſary that a man ſhould have in ſomemeaſure a juſt

idea of himſelf, that he may every where in his conduct and behaviourmaintain his

own character, and anſwer the demands of his own ſtation with juſtice and honour

both in the world and in the church . What is it then we are to underſtand by this

diminiſhing idea of felf, which was ſo honourable in the great apoſtle , and which is

ſo worthy of our imitation .

To this inquiry I ſhall give but a ſhort anſwer , for I allow all that is here propoſed

by way of query or objection to be juſt and true. I grant it is ourduty to know our

felves for many valuable purpoſes both in life and religion , and to form a juſt ſenti

ment, asnear aswe can, of our own qualifications, and our place and rank amongſt

our fellow -creatures. But as the honourable example of St. Pauldirects us, ſo the de

ſign ofmy preſent advice lies here, viz . that in paſſing a judgment concerning our

felves ,we ſhould always fet a ſtrong guard on the ſide of felf-love and flattery ; We

ſhould watch againſt the pride of our hearts, which is every moment ready to over

rate all appearances of what is valuable in us, and forgets to bring our defects into

the balance of the account; pride ſpies out thoſe excellencies in us which none elſe

can fee , while it conceals and leſſens our evil qualities ſo as to reduce them almoſt to

nothing. By this means the judgment that we form concerning our felves, is for the

moſt part miſtaken and criminal: Wehearken to the prejudices of our ſelf-love ; we

view our virtues through a magnifying glaſs in the ſunſhine, and caſt our vices into

ſhade and concealment. Wecarry always about us theſe falſe repreſentations of our

ſelves, this vain picture which is ſo very unlike the original : Weſpeak , and act, and

live , according to this bright and great and miſtaken idea of ſelf, and thereby we

plunge ourſelves into many errors, iniquities and miſchiefs.

And eſpecially when we happen to compare our felves with others, our envy ariſes

to aſſiſt the work , and offers it's wretched and dangerous aid to help on the compari

fon . Wefoon ſpy out all their blemiſhes and imperfections, and leſſen their charac

ter in order to exalt our own . Thus while pride on the one ſidebrightens and aggran

dizes our own image, and on the other ſide envy detracts from the image of our

neighbour, ſullies his virtues and darkens his honours, we act our relative parts in the

world in a very irregular manner , under the influence of theſe erroneous ſentiments

and ideas.

Themean opinion of ſelf therefore, that by the pattern of the apoſtle , I would re

.commend to my own heart and to all my friends, is this, that in taking a juſt eſtimate

able
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of every thing that relates to ourſelves or to our fellow - creatures, we ſhould keep a

ſtrict watch againſt the dangersoftheſe ſelfiſh paſſions and prejudices; and we ſhould

alwaysmake large allowances for thoſe falſe and glaring colours, wherewith our va

nity paints and adornsour own image, and for thoſe deceitfulweights which pride is

ever Ainging into ourown ſcale ,tomake our virtues appear ſolid and weighty ; and we

ſhould make the ſame allowances for thoſe dark and diſgraceful ſhades of vice and

folly which envy ſpreads over our neighbours character, and for thoſe reproaches

wherewith ſhe loads the oppoſite ſcale while we are weighing the virtues ofour neigh

bours , in order to make them ſeem lighter.

The bulk ofmankind are ſo generally given to err on this hand, that is, to over

value themſelves and depreciate their neighbours; and the number of thoſe who make

a miſtake on the other ſide is ſo exceeding ſmall, that in propoſing general directions

for our conduct there is ſcarce any need of a caution or guard againſt the humble and

ſelf -denying kinds of miſtake. Then is our opinion concerning ourſelves and our

neighbours agreeable to the rule and temper of chriſtianity , and generally nearer the

truth , when we ſink our idea of ſelf rather below what ſeemsto us to be our due, and

when we raiſe the idea of our neighbours a little above what appears to belong to them ,

for they doubtleſs have ſome virtues and good qualities unknown to us, and it is cer

tain we have ſome ſecret failings which do not uſually comewithin our own notice.

But I ſhall touch upon this ſubject perhaps once again , and therefore I proceed to the

general heads of my diſcourſe .

Here I ſhall enquire

Firſt, Whence comes it to paſs that St. Paul forms ſo diminutive an idea of him

felf, and calls himſelf leſs than the leaſt of all the ſaints : And

Secondly , What bleſſed advantages may we obtain by this leſſening view of our

ſelves in imitation of ſuch an example.

S E C TI O N . 1.

The ſprings of St. Paul's humility.

T H E firſt thing to be inquired is, whence comes it to paſs that St. Paulforms

T ſuch diminutive ideas of himſelf ? I anſwer,

I. From a conſtant ſenſe of his own former iniquities , and an ever -preſent con

ſciouſneſs of ſin that dwells in him . Youmay read this account in himſelf in many of

his epiſtles. I Cor. xv. 9 . “ I am the leaſt of theapoſtles, and am notmeet to be call

ed an apoſtle, becauſe I perſecuted the church of God .” 1 Tim . i. 13, 15 . “ I was

before a blaſphemer and a perſecutor and injurious : And in this view I am the chief

of finners.” Rom . vii. 14 , 18 , 24 . “ I am carnal, fold under ſin . In me, that is in

my fleſh , dwelleth no good thing : 0 wretched man that I am !" Each of us are beſt

acquainted with our ſelves, and know beſt what ourown former ſins and follies have

been. Some of us perhaps have been ſuffered to fall into more criminal actions and

ſhameful iniquities than others ; but there is not one of us who has not ſinned enough

to make him lie humble in the duſt, and think meanly of himſelf if our former ini

quities were alwayskept in view . But alas ! we are much inclined to forget our ſins,

to caſt them behind our back , to turn our eyes away from them ; it is a painful and

an uneaſy ſight; while at the ſame time wevainly turn our eyes to our own fancied

excellencies, and with pleaſure wedwell long in the ſurvey of our own real or imagin

ed qualifications and virtues: Weaggrandize our little worthleſs ſelves into idols , and

Tt2 tien
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then weworſhip the vain image which our pride has made. Wepay much incenfe

of ſelf- flattery and praiſe to the ſwelling and exalted idea of the little worthleſs name

I or Me; and when we have ſet up a falſe god for our own worſhip , we are fond to

have other men bow down and worſhip it too.

Come, my ſoul, come, let the holy apoſtle teach thee to ſecure thy ſelf againſt the

danger and deceit of this fooliſh pride : Let him inſtruct theehow to depreſs and keep

down this riſing tumour, this fermenting ſwelling thing, ſelf. Take a frequent ſurvey

of thy former ſins and follies ; look into thy heart, behold the hourly workings of

iniquity there; what abatements ofthy fancied honour, what defilements and ſtains

and inward ſhamewilt thou find upon thee ? Methinks, there is ſomething elegant

and exalted in the language of a famous engliſh poet * , while he is humbling the va

nity of human nature beneath the brute creatures, and even beneath the things which

haveneither ſenſe nor life .

« Let the proud peacock his gay feathers ſpread

And court the female to his painted bed :

Let winds and ſeas together rage and ſwell ;

This nature teaches, and't becomes them well.

Pridewas not made for man . A conſcious ſenſe

Of guilt and folly and their conſequence.

Deſtroys the claim , and to beholders tells,

Here nothingbut the ſhape of manhood dwells." Waller.

As if he ſhould ſay , “ Here is not that glorious thing , that honourable and holy

creatureman , as he was firſtmadeby the hands of God, and ſtamped with the divine

image: here is nothing but the mere outward ſhape and figure, ſhadow and ap

pearance of him , diveſted of his originaldignities, bereft of his inward and ſuperior

glories.”

If ſuch a faint as Paul, of the firſt degree, could call himſelf the chief of ſinners

and leſs than the leaſt of all the ſaints, and would frame a new word for it becauſe

there was none ready inade in all the copious language of the greeks, which was ſuf

ficiently diminutive to expreſs his humble thoughts of himſelf, what new leſſening

names, what unknown words of abaſementmuſt we form to give ourſelves our own

true character, who fall fo far beneath this apoſtle ?

II. While the apoſtle depreſſes himſelf ſo much below his fellow - ſaints, he not

only remembers his own failings, but he ſeems to look upon ochers without their

blemiſhes; and this is oneway whereby he comes to ſink the idea of his own charac

ter in compariſon of their's. His goodneſs and his love cover all their follies and

keep them as it were out of ſight, while he compares himſelf with them : “ Chari

ty covers a multitude of ſins.” Hepractiſes that great duty in his epiftle to the Ephe

fians when he calls himſelf « leſs than the leaſt of the ſaints, " which he recom

mends in his letter to the chriſtians at Rome, Rom . xii. 10 . Be kindly affectioned

one to another with brotherly love, in honour preferring one another . Oh when

fhall we arrive at this ſpirit and learn thisholy leſſon of love ? When ſhall we think of

our fellow chriſtians and leave their faults out of our ideas of them ? How ready are

we to ſpy out their blemiſhes, and fix our eye firſt upon their little ſpots and the

abatements of their virtue ? And then we exalt our felves while we forget our own

failings, and imagine that we are higher and better than all around us.

Doſt thou notknow , O my ſoul, more of the vices of thy nature and of the ſins
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of thy life , than thou knoweſt of any of thy fellow -chriſtians ? Why then ſhould thy

vanity tempt thee to think ſo much better of thy ſelf than thou doſt of them ? One

would think thy own guilt and follies, which are fo well known to thee, should do

more to abaſe thee in thy own eyes, than all thy ſuſpicions of the folly and guilt of thy

neighbours ſhould do, to ſink their character in thy eſteem . Reinember this, that for

themoſt part it is but a rumour an 1 ſuſpicion of the ſins of thy brethren that leffens

thy eſteem of them ; but thou haſt an inward conſciouſneſs and allurance of thy

own frailties and thy own vilenels, which mightmore powerfully abaſe thy pride and

teach thee to cry outwith the apoſtle, leſs than the leaſt of allthe ſaints.

III. I mightadd in the third place , another ſpring of his humility was an abiding

fenſe ofthe infinite greatneſs and holineſs ofGod, and the unſearchable excellencies

and glories of his fon Jeſus. This is a ſight which itains the glory of all fleth , and

brings the haughtineſs ofman down to the duſt. This I confets does not ſo directly

tend to this comparative humility, this abaſing himſelf below his fellows, but it has

a mighty influence on this virtue abſolutely conſidered, and therefore I name it.

The apoſtle maintains upon his ſpirit grand ideas of the greatGod, “ the bleſſed

and only potentate, theking of kings and lord of lords, who only hath immortality ,

dwelling in the light which no man can approach , whom no man hath ſeen nor can

ſee, to whom belongs honour and power everlaſting.” I Tim . vi. 15 , 16 . What

an atom , what a duſt of being, what a dark and diminutive thing is man under the

lively apprehenſion of a preſentGod, a God of ſuch majeſty and brightneſs ? And in

the words following my text he is ſurveying the grandeurs of Chriſt, by whom God

created all things, and the unſearchable riches of his grace, Eph . iii. 8 , 9 . And

how mean and little muſt every ſon of Adam appear in the preſence of this Son of

God ? Helooks upon himſelf as poor and contemptible in the view of ſuch unſearch

able riches and glory .

A finful and fallen man , who has been favoured with ſome attainments above his

neighbours, when he ſtands in the midſt of ſinful and fallen men , may perhaps ap

pear ſomething great and honourable ; but when he ſets himſelf before a holy God

and before Chriſt the ſon of his love, and the expreſs image of his glories, hemuſt

then think himſelf deſpicably little, and covered with meanneſſes and diſhonours.

So a worm or an emmet that is a little larger than his brethren may lift up itſelf

among fellow -emmets or fellow -worms; butthe foot of a man treads it to the duſt,

and it appears a worthleſs and unregarded thing .

Oh my ſoul, if thou wouldſt leffen thy ſelf, as a creature and a chriſtian ought to

do, live much in the ſight of God as ſeeing him that is inviſible. When God ap

pears in the glory of his holineſs, God in the perſon of his ſon Jeſus in his pre-exif

tent ſtate, as St. John tells us in chapter xii. then the ſeraphs cover their faces and

their feet with their wings in his preſence , and the holy prophet cries out, Woe is

me, for I am undone, I am a man of unclean lips; mine eyeshave ſeen the king the

Lord of hoſts.” Ifai. vi. 2 - 5 . Once have I ſpoken of myſelf, ſaith Job , to main

tain my own honours, yea twice, before I had ſeen God in his glory ; but now mine

eye has ſeen thee, behold I am vile, Iwill lay my hand upon mymouth , I lie down

in profound ſilence, I abhor myſelf and repent in duft and aſhes. Job. xl. 4 , 5 . and

xlii. 5 , 6 . Live much therefore, O my ſoul, in the views of God , the faireſt and

the firſt and the beſt of beings: Live much in the contemplation of Chriſt his ſon ,

in whom dwells all the fullneis of the godhead bodily , and who is the firſt and faireſt

image of the Father . Thou canſt never dare to ſwell and exalt thyſelf, thy little

worthleis
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worthleſs felf, in the preſence of ſuch majeſty, in the eye of ſuch adorable and divine

excellencies .

. The laſt thing I ſhall mention as a ſpring of St. Paul's humility, was his frequent

view and meditation of the condeſcenſion , the lowlineſs, themeekneſs, and ſelf-a

baſement of the bleſſed yeſis. As he charges the philippian converts, that the ſame

mind and temper ſhould be in them which was in Chriſt Jefus, Phil. ii. 5 . So by a

continual contemplation of him in his humbled eſtate , he learned to imitate ſo divine

an example, and he recommends his own conduct as a pattern for men , no farther

than ashe followed Chriji.

But this ſubject will fall in often by the way, while I am repreſenting the grace of

humility in it 's lovely appearances, and therefore I diſiniſs it now .

S E C Τ Ι Ο Ν ΙΙ.

The advantages of humility in regard of God.

TT is time to proceed to the ſecond general head of diſcourſe, viz . what advantages

I are to be derived from an imitation ofthis apoftle,this great example of humility ,

what unknown profit will ariſe from this holy diminution or leſſening of ſelf ?

· Surely many and various will be the benefits of ſuch a pious practice : Some with

regard to God , fome with regard to our neighbours , and others with regard to our

ſelves.

The firſt ſet of advantages that we ſhall derive from this practice of humility are

ſuch as regard God and religion , and theymay be thrown into the following par

ticulars .

I. We ſhall be kept ever dependenton divine providence and grace for every thing,

while we are deeply ſenſible of our own emptineſs, and we lie more directly under the

promiſes of divine ſupplies. While we feel that in and of our felves we are nothing,

we ſhall be continually waiting upon God for every bleſſing to be conveyed to us ac

cording to our wants : We ſhall never think our felves ſufficient for any work , duty ,

or difficulty without him , and we ſhall live upon him hourly for light and ſtrength ,

for grace and comfort. " We are not ſufficient of our ſelves, ſays the apoſtle, to

think one thought as of our felves, but our ſufficiency is of God , 2 Cor. iii. 5 ." Hu

mility and dependence go together : Thoſe whohave high thoughts of themſelves

are not ſo naturally inclined nor eaſily perſuaded to truſt in another. 6 Pſalm x . 4 .

The wicked through the pride of his heart will not ſeek after God .” But David as

a type of Chriſt in his ſtate of infirmity and fleſh , cries out, “ I am a worm and no

man, Pſal. xxii. 6 ." And therefore his heart is ever truſting in the Lord : So St.

Paul ever keepshis hold of the grace of God, and dependson the ſtrength of Chriſt,

under a conſtant and prevailing ſenſe of his own weakneſs . " 2 Cor . xii. 10 . When

I am weak then am I ſtrong : When I feelmy own weakneſs, I am ſtrong by a de.

pendence on the grace of Chriſt.” A weak chriſtian and an almighty ſaviour are a

fufficient match for the moſt formidable enemy : “ Mygrace, O Paul, is ſufficient

for thee againſt the thorns of the fleſh , and the buffets of Satan.”

The rich goſpel of grace was only made for the poor and the humble among the

fons and daughters of Adam . Forwhom is all that fulneſs of righteouſneſs and fulneſs

of grace treaſured up in Chriſt Jeſus, but for thoſe who are deeply abaſed under a

enſe of their own guilt and ſinfulneſs ? It is for thoſe who are dying and deſpairing in

themſelves
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themſelves that telus has brought in hope and life . We can never be chriſtians till

we are thus humbled and brought to the foot of God to receive all from his Son .

Remember, O my ſoul, it is this ſelf-poverty, this emptineſs and dependence

makes thee a prepared veſſel for the largeſt communications of divine influence and

bleſſing. Jeſus, the Son of God, came down from heaven furniſhed with all ful

neſs of heavenly graces, to beſtow only upon the poor and needy and the depending

creature. Hewas ſent to feed the hungry , to clothe the naked, to heal the ſick , to

give fight to the blind, to beſtow wiſdom upon the ignorant, to preach the goſpel to

the poor, and to call ſinners to repentance and ſalvation ; but the ſelf -righteous and

the wile , and the exalted haughty things of this world , he hath no bleſſings for

them , for they are full of themſelves, they do not feel nor imagine that they have

any need of his bounty. The doctrines and benefits of his goſpel are hid from the

wife , and the mighty, and the ſons of pride ; but they are revealed to babes and con

ferred on the poor. The humble ſouldwells neareit to the rich treaſures of grace,

and the empty veſſel is beſt prepared to receive the largeſt communications.

What is it then, O my heart, that ſhould tempt thee to maintain high thoughts of

thy ſelf, of thy own underſtanding , of thy own ſufficiency, when it is the ready way

to excludethee from all the aids of divine grace ? Hebath filled the hungry with good

things, but the rich he hath ſent empty away, Luke i. 53. God refifteth the proud, but

giveth more grace unto the bumble, Jam . iv . 6 .

II. When wehave low thoughts of our ſelves, our hearts and lips will be full of

acknowledgements for the daily favours of grace and providence. Weſhall take

notice of every favourable diſpenſation that attendsus, every ſupport and relief of

divine mercy which is communicated to us, and ſhall aſcribe all to the free and rich

grace of God . Learn this language, Oh my ſoul, “ I was ſinking and drowning,

and God ſetmy feet upon a rock , and eſtabliſhed allmygoings : I was wandering in

fooliſh and perniciousways, running down to deſtruction and death , but the bleiled

God ſenthis Son from heaven to ſeek and ſaveme, andby the voice ofhis goſpel and

the ſecret whiſpers of his Spirit he has directed my feet into the paths of holineſs and

peace and life eternal : I was ſick and God healed me: I was in trouble and theLord

relieved me: I was in darkneſs and he ſhed light uponmy path : I was in ſtraights

and his hand extricatedmeout of them : I was on the very borders of death and on

the verge of hell, helpleſs and hopeleſs in myſelf, but, glory be to his holy name, he

has given mehelp , and hope, and ſalvation .”

Such is the language of the bleſſed Paul, i Cor . xv . 10 , 11. “ I am nothing in

my ſelf, and if I appear to be any thing, it is by the grace of God I am what I am :"

Holy David in his devotions is full of the ſame humble acknowledgments : I

was poor and needy, but thou haſt been my helper and my ſtrength , I was ſur

rounded with enemies thou hait been my ſalvation :" This is the ſenſe of many

of his divine ſongs. And “ who am I or what is myhouſe that thou has brought

mehitherto ? " 1 Sam . vii. 18.

On the other hand the man who is full of ſelf is ready to aſſume all the honour of

his ſucceſs and his peaceful circumſtances to his own reaſon, to his own wiſdom , to

the diligence and ſtrength of his own right hand, or at leaſt to his ownmerit oftheſe

favours from heaven. He gives himſelf the praiſe of the bleſſings that ſurround

him : And if his. table is ſpread plentifully from the earth or from the waters, he

aſcribes that plenty to his own ſkill, he ſacrifices to his own net and burns incenſe to

his own drag, as theprophet expreſſes it in a noble metaphor, Hab. i. 16 . And thus

the
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theGod of heaven is robbed of his honours, and the praiſe is given to a creature

which is due to the creator only : Thus the proud man multiplies his iniquities and

commits facrilege and idolatry at once .

III. Another advantage of theſe humbling thoughts of ourſelves is this, that we

ſhall bear with more patience the afflicting hand of God upon us, and wait longer

for the moment of deliverance without murmuring . Theſe ſelf -abaſing ſentiments

underheavy ſorrows will incline us to confeſs, “ Lord, I have deſerved them all,” and

will teach us to ſpeak the language of the prophet Micah, chapter vii. verſe 9 . “ I

will bear the indignation of the Lord , becauſe I have ſinned againſt him , till he arife

and plead my cauſe ."

When, Oh my ſoul, wilt thou learn thisholy behaviour ? When wilt thou learn

this humble language ? If the Lord beſtow no temporal bleſſings upon me, I lie at

his foot ; he is not my debtor, I deſerve no bleſſing from hishands : If he take away

part of my ſubſtance and my wealth, I have deſerved to be deprived of it all, formy

unprofitableneſs, formyearthly mind, formy vanity and the pride of myheart. It

I have food and raiment I will therewith be content ; it is much more than I have de

ſerved. If I am ſick and in pain , I would remember that I am guilty , and he pu

niſhes leſs than my iniquities deſerve. If I am ſtripped naked of my earthly com

forts, I reſign them to his diſpoſal, I can claim none of them as my merit, or as

my property ; “ the Lord giveth , and the Lord taketh away and bleſſed be the

hame of the Lord :" Hehas done no more than he has right to do with a worthleſs

worm , and I lie in the duſt before him waiting his good pleaſure. Such a temper of

mind carries peace and ſerenity in it, not without ſome glimpſes of pious hope and

humble expectation . " I will lay my mouth in the duſt, if ſo be there may

be hope" in the grace of God, which loves to triumph over the unworthineſs of

creatures.

But let us now turn the tables, and view the different temper and conduct of the

man who has high thoughts of himſelf. When he is under the afflicting ſtroke of

heaven he imagines he has deferved ſome better treatment at the hand of God, and

though he dares not ſay this to his maker's face, yet the inward vexation and rage,

the diſquietude and reſentment of his heart under afflictions, is ſuch as would vent it

ſelf in loudmurmurs and reproaches againſt heaven if it durſt : And becauſe he dares

not ſuffer his paſſion and fury to riſe thusagainſt his creator, hegives it a vent and

lers looſe his impatience againſt every creature that comes in his way : Hence ariſes

the impious fretfulneſs, and the tormenting vexation of ſpirit that haughty perſons

feel under preſſing calamities ; they throw their fury all around them : Their impati

ence under thehand ofGod is exprefled by peeviſhneſs toward men : They make every

one that is near them a witneſs of that inward indignation and reſentment, which

they dare not directly aim at him that dwells on high . It is this riſing vanity, this

Jermenting and ſwelling idea of ſelf that gives lis ten -fold agony and ſmart when we

are caſt down and preſled under the hand of God . When we ſuſtain evils which we

cannot remedy, wemultiply and increaſe their load , and ſharpen every ſting of cala

inity by the pride and impatience of our own ſpirits. God is affronted by us, men

grow weary of helping us, we enhance the pain and anguiſh of every affliction , and

we provokethe hand of a holy and jealous God to keep us longer under the weight

of forrow , ſickneſs or diſtreſs, till it has done his work and prelied down the haughti

neſs of our fpirit.

IV . By
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IV . By diminiſhing thoughts of our ſelves we ſhall attain a nearer and greater confor

mity to the bleſſed Jeſus the Son ofGod . What is there in all the character of our dear

redeemer greater and more ſurprizing than his hombletemperand his humbled eſtate ?

The merit and honour of his humility and lowlineſs are aggrandized and brightened

by every glorious and divine idea that enters into his character . He is the bright

neſs of his Father's glory and the expreſs image of his perſon, yet he humbled him

ſelf to the form of a man, and to the likeneſs of ſinful Aeſh : He is the Son ofGod

and one with the Father, yet he became the ſon of man and was born of a poor

virgin of the deſpicable country of Galilee ; and when he was a man here upon

earth , how did his meek and gentle and condefcending behaviour manifeit his felf

abaſing virtues ? Heemptied himſelf of the ſplendors which he once poileffed , Phil.

ii. 6 , 7 . Hemade himſelf of no reputation , asthe engliſh tranſlatorshave rendered it,

and being found in faſhion as a man , he behaved like a fellow -creature, a friend and

a brother, though he was really ſuperior to angels and one with God, though his

namewas God with us, and his character was God manifeſt in the fleſh . See what

ſort of inference the apoſtle makes from ſuch a view of our bleſſed Lord ? verſes 3 .

4 , 5 . “ Let nothing be done through ſtrife or vain -glory , but in lowlineſs of mind

let each eſteem others better than themſelves. Look not every man on his own things.

that is, with a ſelf- flattering and exalted ſurvey of them , but let every man alſo look

on the things of others, paying all dueregard to their real worth and dignity . “ Let

this mind be in you which was alſo in Chriſt Jeſus.” Indeed there is no pof

fibility of leſſening our felves comparably to the ſelf-abaſement of the Son of God ;

and yet the nearerwe are like him the more ſhall we partake of the Father's love,and

we ſhall be in the way of divine advancement, in a humble imitation of the ad

vancementof Chriſt himſelf : Becauſe " he humbled himſelf to death ,thereforeGod

hath highly exalted him and given him a nameabove every name.” Phil. ü . 9 .

V . By a humble opinion of our felves, and by a lowly conduct and behaviour in

life we ſhall bring honour to the goſpel, and become the trueſt ornaments to the dis

vine religion which we profeſs. Never was any religion founded in ſo much humility

as that of the goſpel: The firſt principle of it requires thatwe be ſenſible of our own

guilt and finfulneſs, our danger and miſery, and our utter inſufficiency to relieve our

felves : And in the progreſs it ſhews us to derive all the good wehave and hope for

from the free mercy of God through a mediator. The firſt line of that excellent

fermon which Jeſus, theauthor of the goſpel, preached to his people upon the moun .

tain , isthis, « bleſſed are the poor in fpirit, for their's is the kingdom of heaven .”

Matt. v . 3 . Bleſſed are thoſe who have the loweſt and meaneſt thoughts of them .

felves, for the heavenly treaſures of divine grace are particularly offered to them ,

and they are moſt ready to receive them . It is the very defign of the goſpel to ſtain

the glory of all Aeſh , and to hide pride from man , to teach man that he is nothing,

and that he has nothing in and of himſelf, " that he that glorieth may glory in the

Lord ,” i Cor . i. 19, 31. Now theman that keeps theſe ſelf-abąſing virtues,, and

maintains a humbling ſenſe of his own nothingneſs in himſelf, and his univerſal de ,

pendence upon the grace of Chriſt, does acceptable honour to the goſpel which he

profeffes, and makes it appear in it's own proper and divine light,5 .
.
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The advantagesof humility in regard of men.

A S humility towardsGod is a neceſſary qualification of every chriſtian , ſo huma

A ble thoughts of our ſelves in regard of our fellow -creatures belong to the pro ,

feſſion and character of this goſpel : Forwhat have I to boaſt of above my brother ,

when we are all under the ſentence of common condemnation before God, all guilty

and miſerable in his fight, and are all intirely indebted to his free and rich :mercy for

every degree of excellency or advantage that we poſleſs ? 66 What haſt thou, O my

foul, that thou haſt not received ? Why doſt thou then glory and look big upon thy

fellows as though thou haſt not received it ? Who is it that haſ made thee differ .

from another ?” i Cor iv . 7 .

Oh !what a diſhonour does it bring upon the goſpel of Chriſt, when one, who takes

upon him the chriſtian name, exalts himſelf into conceit and vanity , and ſwells in

his own opinion of himſelf,, when he fets himſelf on high above his brethren , and

looks down upon them with haughtineſs and ſcorn ? Can ſuch a wretch be a chriſtian ,

while he is a reproach to the chriſtian name, and has not the firſt principle of chrifti,

anity, has nothing of the temper or fpirit of the goſpel in him ?

But ſome of theſe thoughts lead me to the ſecond rank of advantages which may

be derived from low and humble thoughts of our felves, and theſe are ſuch as regard

our neighbours or fellow .creatures. And the firſt of them is this. '

I. If we have a mean opinion of ſelf, we ſhall pay due eſteem and honour to every

thing that is valuable in other men , and not ſcorn and deſpiſe every body around us,

as though they were not worthy to be named the ſameday with our felves : Nor

ſhall we be ſo imperious and haughty in our behaviour even whereGod has given

ſome degrees of ſuperiority.

Perhaps we plumeour felves with the honours of our anceſtors and look downwith

diſdain upon thoſe whole family is of a lower rank than our's. But a grain of wiſs

dom will put us in mind that the honours of birth are no certain evidences of virtue.

ormerit : Theremay be fome high -born animals with forry and ſcoundrel ſouls ,

and ſomewho drew their firſt breath in a cottage, ſtrangers to . title and quality ,

whole eminencies are bright and ſhining. Add a grain of humility, and it will

teach us that all families were one in Adam , the firſtman, when our bloud ran in his

veins : We are all made of one common earth ; we are but the ſame coarſe materi

als, the fame clay moulded up into the form of man ; let this dwell upon the heart,

and we ſhall not carry it fo diſdainfully to our kindred - clods, nor look down with

ſuch ſcorn upon any of our earthly brethren , our fellow -worms, becauſe of thoſe ac ,

cidental advantages of which we imagine our felves poſſeſſed.

Or perhaps we fall into company that are unpoliſhed and unbred , they carry rul:

tic airs about them , while we have got a few forms of behaviour, and we publiſh

our fcorn of them to ſhew our breeding. Fooliſh inſolence and prepoſterous vanity,

which the well-bred and polite are never guilty of! But tell me, man , how long halt

thou learned thy genteel and elegant behaviour, theſe arts and forms of boaſted de

cency ? Can thou not remember the time when thy gait, and thy mein , thy

ſpeech and all thy airs were almoſt as aukward and uncouth as the very creature thou

derideſt ? And wouldſt thou have been willing to have had thy former aukward

nefies
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neſſes made the ridicule of the company? Couldſt thou ſo well bear to have been

the jeſt of the man above thee , that thou ſpendeſt thy jeſts ſo freely upon one in

low life, who is the very figure of what thou haſt been ? Haſt thou not humility ,

nor prudence, nor goodneſs enough to remember this ?

Or perhaps thou art dreſſed finer, and art a favourite among the great : But is

this ſufficient reaſon to ſcorn the poor ? Remember alſo thathe is thy brother by na

ture : Naked and caſt out of the favour of God together with thee : All fons and

daughters of Adam the great ſinner, all by nature children of wrath , ſtrangers to the

bleſſed God , outcaſts of paradiſe , and averſe to all that is holy : And if we behold

our felves in this ſtate , what is there in one little lump of this wretched and polluted

maſs of human nature, that it ſhould exalt itſelf upon any little pretences over the

reſt of the maſs, wherein it lay in common pollution and wretchedneſs ?

Or if wehope that we are called and ſanctified and become the children of God ,

who was it made the difference ? Was it not the free mercy of God that called us and

wrought the divine change in us ? What is there for us to boaſt of ? Let us allow

thoſe who we think are yet uncalled and unchanged by grace all the natural excellen

cies and moral qualifications that belong to them , and not fully and darken the evi

dences of our own chriſtianity by a haughty and ſcornfulcarriage toward our neigh

bours .

Let usremember yet further , thatmany others are called and renewed and fancti

Fied as well aswe, and perhaps have brighter evidences of their graces, and bear up

the character of the children ofGod with more honour than we do : And we ſhould

think ſo too if our pride and conceit would but ſuffer us to ſee their ſhining virtues,

their exalted piety . If we could butmaintain ſuch thoughts as theſe we ſhould not

aſſume ſuch haughty airs, ſuch inſolence of language over our fellow worms, that

are crept out of the ſame bed of meanneſs and defilement, and ſomeof them per

haps have a larger ſhare of purifying grace than our ſelves.

Or had I but a due degree of ſelf-abaſement, how ſwift and ready ſhould I be to

ſpy out the virtues which my neighbour poſſeſſes, and to pay due honour to all his va

luable qualifications ; even as the proud , the envious, and the malicious fpirits are

ready to ſpy out the blemiſhes of their fellows and to expoſe them .

It is the voice of thehumble man concerning his poor neighbour, “ Though he

may nothave ſo much of this world as God has given to me, yet, perhaps, he has

a larger and fairer intereſt in the inheritance on high : Hemay not have ſuch a large

acquaintance with human ſciences becauſe he has not had the advantages which I havę

enjoyed , but perhapshe is richer in grace, and has laid up a better treaſure againſt a

day to come. It may be he is not ſo much acquainted with courts and palaces , he

has little to do with chariots and horſes and rich equipage, but perhapshe is more

acquainted with God, oftener at the gates of heaven, and nearer a -kin to the ſpirits

made perfect, to the ſaints and angels on high .” Thus he prefers his neighbour in

the honours of the inviſible world , while in all things viſible he is much ſuperior to

him : Thus he fulfils the advice of St. Paul to the Philippians, chapter ii. verle 3 . and

66 in lowlineſs of mind eſteemsothers better than himſelf.”

Such a happy ſpirit as this reigning within uswill utterly forbid us to fall in with a

word of ſcandal when it is going current round the room : A wretched but a common

crime! Humble ſouls ever carry aboutthem ſuch a conſtant ſenſe of their own de

fects and follies that they dare not help onward the flying reproach . They find ſo

many errors in their own lives that they cannot dwell with delight on the blemiſhes

of their fellow -mortals. An inward conſciouſneſs and ſhame bluſhes in their bo

U u 2 fons
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ſoms, and impoſes ſilence upon their lips: Or perhaps compaſſion awakens them to

make ſome apology for the abſent ſufferer, or to ſtrike the ſcandal dead with a word

of juſt reproof.

If wehave a low opinion of our ſelves, our eyes will never acquire the diſdainful

caft, nor learn the ſcornful airs of thoſe who are full of ſelf. Our lips will never

aſſume the haughty tone and the inſolent language of the proud in heart. “ Speak

not;” ſay they to their inferior friends, “ we do not want your prattle, while I am

here : Anſwer not when I give my opinion : Do what I require, be ſilent and

dumb : Do you not know who it is fpeaks to you ?” At another time they will.

forbid you their company : “ go out of my ſight, avoid my preſence , it is not fit I

ſhould be ſeen in your company, you have neither dreſs nor manners fit to appear.

So the haughty hypocrites in the days of Iſaiah the prophet, “ Stand by thy ſelf for

I am holier and better than thou." Ifai. Ixv. 5 . So the proud mortals of every age

publiſh and pronounce their ſcorn of thoſe , whom providence has placed but a little

below them .

• Such fort of language, indeed , ſhould ſcarce ever be uſed bymaſters to their own

menial ſervants, but where the ſervant is very aſſuining , or intolerably impertinent :

Butfor perſons to treat lower friends or acquaintance at this rate , gives too evident

a ſignal of a proud ſpirit.

· Where the eyes and the lips have learned theſe diſdainful and imperious airs, it is

exceeding hard to unlearn them . A peacock may almoſt as ſoon be untaught to ſpread

his gay feathers, or the feas and the winds untaught to ſwell and roar, as a man full

of ſelf to put off his inſolence, to ſtand upon a level with his fellows, and to treat

thoſe about him with affability and candour, who are in any reſpect inferior to him ..

Watch , O my ſoul, againſt the firſt ſecret motions of vanity : when thy inward

thoughts begin to ſwell and thy heart to exalt itſelf,watch againſt every haughty air,

againit thehigh look and the ſcornful tone ; watch and ſubdue the earlieſt workings

of pride ; for if they gain but a little indulgence and ſtrength , all the powers of thy

reaſon will not be able to ſubdue them , and they will create thee long and heavy

'toil to gain the victory after many fore vexations of ſpirit, nor wilt thou ever become.

a humble creature without the abundant aidsof divine grace.

· II . If we have low thoughts of our ſelves we ſhall be thankful for every deſign of

kindneſs which our neighbours expreſs towards us, nor ſhallwe ſcorn the good offices.

of themeaneat, though perhaps wecan receive little or no advantage by them . God

the glorious and the ſublime, who inhabits eternity and dwells above the praiſes of.

his higheſt angels, looks down upon the heart of every humble worſhipper here on

earth , and receives our little worthleſs ſervices with a ſmile of approbation : If there

be a willing mind the gift is accepted according to what the giver is able to offer ;

2 Cor. viii. 12. nor are the two mites of a widow neglected or diſdained in the trea

fury of ourGod , Luke xxi. 2 . Remember, O myheart, the divine example, and

bean imitator of the bleſſed God in this reſpect, who made thee to wear his own

image.

Butmark how the haughty man who is full of ſelf receives the offers of kindneſs

from his inferior. He ſcarce vouchſafes to caſt an eye upon them unleſs it be in

ſcorn : Thus he upbraids his neighbour with his poverty : Hetreats his humble civi

lities with contempt, and deſpiſes all his good -will : Merit and modeſty bluſh and

fink down before him , and die under his frowns. O vile idea of a haughty ſcorner,

who putsmodeſty to the bluſh and lets merit die.

III. The
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: III . The humble man who has low thoughts of himſelf is beloved ofmen as well

as ofGod, and gains the favour of all around him . Heremembers that it is of one

bloud God has made all nations, andhe is moulded ofthe fame duft with his fellows,

and he thinks rather of thoſe eſſentials of human naturewherein he lies,upon a level

with the meaneſt ſon of Adam , than of thoſe accidental differences of wit or wealth

which haveraiſed him above ſomeof his fellows. Heknows that others have a right

to fome degrees of love and eſteem as well as himſelf, they have ſome pretence to

underſtanding and merit as wellashe.

If the poor and the ignorant aſk him a queſtion , though it be an impertinent one,

he does not turn ſhort upon them with a ſmart and furly ſpeech , nor turn away with

a difdainful ſilence: He makes the child and the ſervant love him by the loft and

friendly anſwer he gives even to their needleſs queries. His behaviour to his inferiors

has ſomething in it fo engaging, that there is not themeaneſt figure ofmankind goes

from his preſence without a pleaſing image of his goodneſs left upon their minds.

When he comes into company with his equals , he does not ſeize the dictator's

chair, nor affect to thew himſelf in any ſuperior forms. Hecomes to learn rather

than to inſtruct, and not only gives others leave to ſpeak in their turn , but he hears

their opinion with patience and pleaſure ,and pays due deference to all the appearances

of reaſon in their diſcourle , though he may ſometimes happen to prefer his own fen

timent. He is not fond of ingroſſing the talk to himſelf, nor of filling up thehour

of converſation with hearing his own diſcourſe , or ſpeaking his own praiſes: He

limits the motions of his tongue, he pays to every one the rights of ſociety, and he

enjoys the eſteem and love of all. Humility carries in it all the ſincere arts of com

plaiſance , and is the ſhorteſt way to form and accompliſh theman of breeding.

But a ſwelling haughty creature is a hateful thing . Inſolence of heart and tongue

are forbidding qualities. “ A proud look is an abomination to the Lord ,” and an ab

horred thing amongſtmen . Prov. xvii. 6 . Such perſons inay be feared but they

are never loved : They may have many cringes and compliments paid to them by

their neighbours, but they have no room in their eſteem , no place in their heart.

Prov. xxiv. 9 . " A ſcorner is an abomination to men :" He that takes this road to

grandeur widely miſtakes his way, forhe often ruins his intereſt inſtead of advancing

it. And if he ſhould happen to arrive at greatneſs he leaves behind him themore vir

tuous and taſteful pleaſures of friendſhip and love : If he could but hear with what

contempt and hatred he is treated behind his back , hewould indure much anguiſh of

foul with inward ſhame and laſting vexation : And it is pity but he ſhould hear ic :

ſometimes, to puniſh at leaſt , if not to cure his inſolence.

Has divine providence raiſed me to any accidental degrees of elevation abovemy

neighbours, letmy heart ſeek their love rather than their fear : Let mefind proper

ſeaſons to place myſelf as it were upon a level with them with alldue and condeſcen

ding decency, and thus let me ſeek and obtain the eſteem and hearty benevolence of

mankind, and particularly of thoſe whom providence has placed beneathme. There

is an art of bearing up one's higheſt character and dignity amongſt men without the

haughty airs, the exalted eye-brow and the infolent tone of voice .

IV . Low and humble thoughts of our felves will teach us to bear the admonition

of our friends with a gentler temper , and receive the bleſſing with a return of thank

fulneſs : We ſhall ſuſtain the reproaches of our enemies alſo with a greater calm of

foul, and ſtand the rudeſt ſnack of calumny with a more ſteady patience.

What
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• What is it but the pride of our hearts, and the great and ſacred image which we

frame of our felves , that makes us ſo haſty to reſent the ſofteſt admonition of a

friend ? Our hearts and lips ſtand always ready preſſed to vindicate our whole conduct,

and ſometimes we let looſe our fire and thunder on a ſudden upon thoſe who give us

themoſt friendly rebuke. Self is our ſhining idol,and noman muſt dare to ſuppoſe

there is any blemiſh or ſpot upon it. Therefore we repay the kindeſt advice with

railing, and revile men for the greateſt benefit they can beſtow upon us . Weform

ſo innocent and ſo venerable an idea of our felves, we fancy our beloved ſelves to be

wiſe, ſo unblameable and perfect, that we cannot endure to hear or ſuſpect there are

any failings belonging to us, and we reſent it as an high offence when they are point

ed out to us by the gentleſt hand. Weare jealous of every thing that oppoles our

opinion , that cenſures our conduct, or in the moſt friendly language diſcovers our

miſtakes : Paſſion and reſentment are ever upon the watch and ſtand ready to take

the alarm ; the eyes and the tongue are ſwift to diſcover theinward ferment, to pub .

liſh and betray the pride of the heart. O that each of us would but honeſtly enquire,

4 . Is this my picture ? Are theſe the features of my ſoul? Do I ever wear this aſpect,

or aſſumetheſe airs ?” But alas, which of us, O my friends, is entirely innocent and

blameleſs here ? How few follies had any of us carried into aged life, if we

had not had too much pride and ſelf- flattery to invite and encourage the admonitions

of our acquaintance, who ſaw theſe budding fooleries in younger years ? But we

were too rich , or too wiſe, or too vain to bear a reprover ; and thus our vices are

grown up with us to ſhame our grey hairs, and are now too much mingled with our

natures ever to berooted out.

While wemaintain this temper ofmind , it is no wonder we cannot bear the ruder

reproaches of the world , nor confine our ſelves in that dangerousmoment within any

bounds of fobriety or patience. Wekindle on a ſudden into undue rage, we ſwell

and burn with inward indignation and indulge our lips in a wild revenge: Or fome

times perhaps the pride of our ſouls mingled with a particular conſtitution of body

ſinks under the aſſaults of ſcandal with a ſhameful cowardiſe , and almoſt dies with

abjectneſs of ſpirit ; for courage is not always an attendant upon pride : The vain

man is not always a hero.

Oh unhappy creature, that is thusgalled inwardly with every ſtroke of the tongues

ofmen ! That vexes and frets it 's own peace away for want of due honours from the

world ! All the comforts and bleſſings of life are inſipid or diſ-reliſhing, all the gran

deur of circumſtances, the ſun - ſhine ofheaven , and the gaiety of the feaſons, have no

power to relieve or ſupport us. The ſoul of Haman amidſt all his honoursof ſtate and

his endleſs treaſures is ftill pining away with inward vexation , and his life languiſhes

from day to day, becauſe Mordecai does not riſe up to him and pay his compliments.

Have a care, O my foul, of copying after this wretched character: Have

a care of ſwelling to theſe painful dimenſions of pride, left thou render all

. the comforts of life taſteleſs for want of ſome little punctilio of honour which

the world will not pay thee. Look upon thy ſelf as a weak mortal, as a creature ca

pable of iniſtake and folly ; this thought will keep the avenues of thy ſoul ever free

and open for the counſels and warnings of thy friends, andmake a kind and faithful

admonition as welcomeas a word of yain applauſe. And even when enemies reproach

· thee, thou wilt be ſuſpicious of thy ſelf whether thou haſt not deſerved the reproach :

: Thou wilt make a freſh fcrutiny into thy own heart, and enquire there in ſecret ,

what real truth may be mingled with the injuſt revilings of men : And thus thou

: wilt be powerfully awakened to ſubdue every vice , to abandon every folly that tar

niſhes
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niſhes thy character, and make uſe of the rough language of a malicious world to

burniſh thy virtues and to keep them ever ſhining.

V . The lower eſteem we have of our felves, the more eally ſhall we be pleaſed with

perſons and things round about us : We ſhall bemore unmoved at the little accidents

oflife which may happen to croſs our humour, and we ſhall rather pity than terrify

thoſe who chance to diſpleaſe us where the will wasnot in it. What is it that fires

our reſentment at every little miſtake or ſuppoſed miſtake of thoſe that attend on us?

What is it rouſes, our angry, paſſions at every real or fancied miſcarriage of thoſe

with whom we converſe ? What is the ſpring of all this tumult of ſoul, this inward

diſturbance, but the vain and exalted idea which wehave conceived of our ſelves? As

though we muſt be exempted from the common laws and incidents of our frail and

mortal, ſtate ?

Let us colour over our guilt with the kindeſt ſalvo's , yet it is a certain truth , pride

and paſſion are near a -kin , and they are moſt times joined together in the temper of

men and in the conduct of life : Paſſion and pride are thus united in the deſcriptions

of ſin and in the rules of duty both in the books of morality and in the language of

Icripture. Prov. xxi. 24 . " Proud and haughty ſcorner is his name, who dealeth in

proud wrath .” Prov . xiii. 10. “ Only by pride cometh contention .” Indulge the one

and you ſupport the other : Subdue the one and the other is in a great meaſure pre .

vented or ſupprefied .

Indeed' a man willmuch ſooner confeſs his paſſion than his pride :. You will hear

him ſometimes acknowledging to his friend , “ It is the frailty of mynature, this

curſed paſſion ! I am of a warm andhaſty temper : May God and man forgive me!”

But you ſcarce ever hear him ſay , “ This pride is my folly , this pride is my ſecret

iniquity." Yet I was once acquainted with a chriſtian of a haſty and paſſionate tem

per, who hasmany years ſince left his frailties in the grave, and he would confeſs with

freedom and with a becoming ſenſe of his ſing, that there was no paſſion without

ſome degrees of pride.

-
-

VI. If wemaintain a mean opinion of our felves -we ſhall be much more ready to

practiſe benevolence in a diſintereſted manner, and to deny our felves for the con

veniency of thoſe about us: We ſhall not be ever projecting to exalt and gratify felf,

nor ſhall we think it ſo hard or painful a thing to be put out of our own way and our

courſe a little, and abate of our own convenience in ſome inſtances in order to give

ſome greater conveniency to our friends.

Self-denial is one of the firſt leſſons in the ſchool of Chriſt. Matth. xvi. 34. “ If .

any man will come after:me . let him deny himſelf :" Wemuſt learn to mortify our.

own humour if wewould be approved of Chriſt orbeloved of men

The proud and haughty .man is generally ſo ſelfiſh that he can never love his.

neighbour as he ought to love him , becauſe his opinion of ſelf riſes ſo high as to de

ſerve and engrafs, all his kind affections. Let him makewhat pretences he will to

friendſhip and goodneſs ; let him labour in works of beneficence and feed the hungry

and clothe the naked, yet in all his ſchemes, contrivances and labours he has ſtill

ſome ſecret deſign for his beloved ſelf : As his imagination ſwells.with this dear idea,

ſo his wiſhes and projects are ever full of it, even when he would fain appear to prac

tiſe a diſintereſted zeal for the good of others.

If ſelf and what belongs to ſelf is well, all iswell : If felf and family be rich and

happy, all is right the man is tolerably eaſy : But if any thing croſs his purpoſes

-
-

"But if any thing crom his purporaand
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and thewiſhes and humours of his heart, nothing is right, nothing is well : Hiscom :

plaints ſhall be heard aloud and the inan can find no reſt. . .ed

Oh ! if we could butkeep this dear ſelf from reigning,we ſhould notbe ſo narrow .

ſpirited and begin and end our projects in the little circle of felf : We ſhould not

fret and ſtorm at every thing that interrupts our pleaſures or that interferes with our

preſent deſigns: We fliould not riſe up in fury nor be laviſh of our loud reproaches

againſt every thing that diſturbs our eaſe or our indolence . We ſhall not then think

our felves worthy of fueli honour and reverence, as though every thing about us muſt

bemade to ſubmit to our purpoſes, and yield to our humours. Weſhall be content

to permit others to have ſome inclinations, ſome deſires, fomeconveniencies, as well

as our felves; and not imagine that the world was made only for our pleaſure ,

nor even the inferior parts of it merely to obey us. It is only the good and the humi

bleman who taſtes ſatisfaction in the welfare of his inferiors, who reliſhes the plea.

ſures of his fellow -creatures, and he feels a real and ſincere delight to fee every one

around him made cheerful and eaſy, though ſometimes it may be at the expence of

his own eaſe and convenience. There are joyswhich pride has never taſted.

The man ofhaughty thoughts and airs hasvery little acquaintance with the golden

rule of equiry that our ſaviour has given us, “ to deal with others as we deſire them

to deal with us." He ſcarce ever concerns himſelf to reflect how tenderly he would

wiſh to be treated , if he were in the place of thoſe whom he treats ſo rudely. His

pride will not ſuffer him ſo much as to ſuppoſe himſelf there. Hedoes not aſk him

ſelf, “ How would this diſdain , this overbearing inſolence, this diſturbance and

diſappointment ſit uponmyheart if my neighbourtreatedme in this manner ?” Sure

ly no mortal would reſent it more painfully than himſelf ; and yet he is utterly re

gardleſs what pain he gives to his fellow - creatures by this his ſcornfulbehaviour.

Hemay call himſelf a chriſtian , but I know notwho will believe hiin , while he makes

it appear to all men that he has nothing to do with that divine rule of love which our

blefled ſaviour borrowed from Mofes and gave it to all his followers : “ Love thy

neighbour as thy ſelf.”

When I feelmy ſelf impatient of the leaſt diſappointment, when I takeno thought

to make myneighbour eaſy , but grow furiouſly zealous to maintain my own humour

at the expence of the eaſe or the conveniency of all about me, how unlike am I to

the bleſſed Jeſus, who had a nobler ſelf than anymere creature ; and yet he denied it,

even in the tendereſt inſtances of reputation and of life itſelf for the good of his peo

ple ? Rom . xv. 3 . Whence St. Paul derives this holy inference, verſe 1 , 2 ; " We

then that are ſtrongoughtto bear the infirmities ofthe weak and not to pleaſe our ſelves :

But let every one of us pleaſe his neighbour for his good to edification : For even

Chriſt pleaſed not himſelf.” And the bleſſed apoſtle has added his own character to

confirm and enforce this practice of virtue and goodneſs 1 Cor . ix . 19 - 23. “ I

have made myſelf a ſervant to all that I might gain the more: To the weak I be

came as weak that I might win their ſouls : I am made all things to allmen , that I

might by all means fave ſome; and this I do , that Imay be partaker of the bleſſings

of the goſpel together with you .” O happy ſouls, in whom this humble and holy

temper prevails ! Happy ſouls indeed, who are fo dear to God, ſo much a -kin to

Chriſt and fo zealous of the peace and happineſs of men !

SECT
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SECTION IV .

The advantages of humility with regard to our felves.

T HUS I have finiſhed the ſecond rank of advantagesderived from a low eſteem

1 of our ſelves, viz . Thoſe which relate to our fellow -creatures. I come now

to conſider in the

Laſt place, What are the advantages of this virtue with regard to our felves, to our

own improvement and happineſs.

I. Weſhall not be ſo poſitive and rooted in all our own opinions, nor ſo uncapable

of diſcerning or rectifying our miſtakes. It is of conſiderable inportance to a fallible

creature to know that he is liable to a miſtake as well as his fellows, that hemay

ſearch out and correct his errors : But the man who is full of ſelf is never miſtaken :

Hehas no opinion to be dropped or altered , no retractation tomake: Rafh as he is, yet

he has no errors to be corrected in his own eſteem , and therefore he lives and dies in

full poſſeſſion of many falfhoods and in the daily practice of many follies. Pride is

one vice, but it ſupports a hundred .

What is it butthe over-weening conceit of our being wiſer and better than others

that renders us conſtantly ſo tenacious of all our opinions, and deaf to all further en

quiries and reaſonings ? What is it makes us ſet up for dictators to the world with ſo

much frontleſs aſſurance, and fix our own ſentiments as a teſt and ſtandard of truth ?

All the learned ſciences and the affairs of common life, trade and politics, mechanic

arts, poely and morals, are the daily ſubjects of theſe infallible declaimers, both at

the table, and the coffee houſe, and in private viſits, and yet more eminently at the

tavern : There indeed the wine brightens every idea into truth, it raiſes the courage

and the voice together , and eſtabliſhes every man triumphant in his own opinion .

The vain creature knowsall things.

But one would think that the facred and ſublime topics of religion ſhould be

treated with a more doubtful and ingenuous modeſty ; eſpecially where the holy wri

ters themſelves are not very expreſs and poſitive in their determinations. One would

think there ſhould be ſome abatements to our confidence, and that we might ſome

times ſpeak with a holy fear and ſuſpicion of our underſtandings in points of themoſt

abftrufe and divine argument, where wiſe and good men have often been divided .

Alas for our pride and folly ! For our wretched ignorance and our ſhameful conceit !

Let Mr. Baxter , who was a man of great ſagacity and a wiſe obſerver of human na

ture , ſet it before us in this admirable tetraſtic, wherein the verſes are ſuperior to

many of their neighbours.

“ Wecroud about a litttle ſpark ,

Learnedly ſtriving in the dark ,

Nevermore bold than when moſt blind ,

And we run faſteſt when the truth's behind.”

But we are generally too wiſe to tread one ſtep back again , though it be to lay hold on

the truth which we have out-run in our haite to aſſurance. Wehave ſometimes found

it in our ſelves and obſerved it in others that the firmneſs of a pretended orthodoxy

has not been always derived froin lightand evidence : Want of humility in the heart

Vol. II. X x
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is too often the reaſon why wehaveno want of confidence in our opinions, whether

they be true or falſe. Theboldeit and moſt peremptory aſſertions are no criterions of

truth : Nor are they always the reſult of a ſincere and unbiaſed examination , but the

fruit of our own conceit and of the high eſteem of our own underſtandings: We are

ſure we have been in the right even from our early years, or at leaſt from the day of

manhood, and wedeſire to be no wiſer, nor can any man make us ſo .

It is granted there may be ſome ſubjects that wehave ſearched to the bottom , we

have ſeen them through and through ; and by much labour and argument we are

able to pronounce upon them with juſt aſſurance. This may be allowed ſometimes

even to a wife and a modeſt ſpeaker : Butwhat is it, my friends, that emboldens the

bulk ofmankind , to talk with ſuch a deciſiveair upon allmanner ofthemes as they do,

when they haveread or ſtudied almoſt nothing of the matter ? Haſt thou found out,

O man , every truth in the heights and the depths, and known every ſecret thing ſo

well as to be incapable of miſtaking ? What inſpires thee to dictate as though thou

only wert the man of knowledge, and wiſdom mult die with thee ? What is it but

vanity and fulneſs of ſelf that gives any man ſuch aſſuming airs, and ſuch an over

bearing manner in coverſation , that others muſt not be ſuff red to ſpeak , while he

muſt be heard with ſilence and attention ? Nor is ſilence and attention enough with

out a ſubmiſſive faith. If you dare to doubt ofwhat the tongue of pride pronoun

ces, you dare to be impudent in his opinion , and he is ready to tell you fo to your

face. What is it elſe but this inward arrogance that caſts a ſcornful eye on any one in

the company who dares to offer at an argument againſt his poſitions? And a con

temptuous ſcoff is thought ſufficient to refute the nobleſt reaſoning . What is it but

pride and a domineering ſpirit that tempts any man to oblige others to bind their un

derſtandings and their conſciences for ever down to every punctilio of his own opi

nions, and reverence every ſentence as though the pen of the divine truth had written

them ? Happy had it been for the chriſtian world if this aſſuming and impoſing fpirit

had never been found , but only and always on the heretical ſide ! Then we ſhould

have had a more evident and diſtinguiſhed token where to ſeek for truth , that is,

where this pride and tyranny of ſouls had no place. But alas, this is a vain and

fruitleſs wish ! Every nation of chriſtendom has felt the infection and themiſchief.

Even the old idol at Romewith all his infallibility and thunder could ſcarcely demand

more ſovereignty over our belief than the poſitive men of our age even in the land

of liberty.

Butto proceed , What is it but our pride that breaks in upon the diſcourſe ofmany

a wiſer perſon than our ſelves ? Weare impatient to ſet forth our own talent of talk .

ing, and at the ſame time to publiſh our arrogance and ſhame, and perhaps ournon

fenſe too. Truth and merit are often modeſt, while ignorance and folly found their

trumpet, and the braſs will make itſelf heard while gold and jewels ſhine in ſilence.

Again , What is it but this fulneſs of ſelf that makes perſons ſo unable to bear the

leaſt contradiction , even in the common affairs of life ? They grow pale with anger

or kindle into rage when any of their ſentiments are oppoſed ; they feel the inward

ferment working and boiling up when their neighbour dares to be of anothermind :

And it is ſeldom that they have power or inclination to conceal their reſentment: It

generally boils over at their lips and betrays the ſecret fire. Some paſſionate ſpeech ,

fomewrathfulword or other breaks from their tongue and gives notice of their im

patience and high diſpleaſure. Wbat is all this but the fruit of pride and ſelf

ſufficience ?
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If men had a lower eſteem of themſelves, they would not always maintain ſuch a full

aſſurance , that truth and juſtice are ever on their ſide. By this aſſuming behaviour

they forbid all inſtruction , they ſtop all the avenues of reaſon and knowledge, by

which further lightmight enter into their ſouls and rectify any miſtaken ſentiment.

There is no man lies ſo far out of the road of illumination and truewiſdon , ashe that

is already very ſure his opinions are all ſun -beams. Prov. xxvi. 12. “ Seeſt thou a man

wiſe in his own conceit, there ismore hope of a fool than of him .”

It is with ſecret pleaſure and inward eſteem that Ihave often read thoſe four lines

which that excellentman doctor John Owen wrote under his own effigies.

“ Umbra refert fragiles dederint quas cura dolorque

Relliquias, ftudiis aſſiduuſque labor. :

· Mentem humilem ſacri ſervantem limina veri

Votis ſupplicibus qui dedit, ille vider.”

Which may be rendered thus in engliſh .

" This ſhadow ſhews the frail remains

Of care and grief and ſtudiouspains.

Themind in humble poſture waits

A ſuppliant at truth 's facred gates,

To find ſome gleamsof light appear,

And he that gave it, ſees it there."

What an elegance of humility lies couched in the laſt line, as it were retired from the

eye ofman , and ſeen to God only !

But let not any of us imagine that a ſubſcription to this great man 's doctrines of

grace, or a zealous vindication of hismoſt evangelical opinions is a ſuificient proof of

å humble ſpirit. Wemay depreſs and even nullify the prideand power of fallen man

with a ſpirit of pride and ſelf-ſufficiency. So Diogenes the cynic or dogged philoſo

pher is ſaid to have ſet his dirty feet upon ſome fine furniture of Plato 's bed, and

then he boaſted himſelf that he had ſunk down and humbled the pride of Plato : Yes ,

replied the more civil philoſopher , and that with a greater load of pride. Wemay

talk of our own vileneiš aud nothingneſs with haughty and vain -glorious language,

and defend themoſt felf-abaſing doctrines of the goſpel with an arrogant and impe

rious temper. Give me the man that lays nature low before God under a living

ſenſe and conſciouſneſs of it's guilt and wretchedneſs and impotence; who appears to

feel every word thathe ſpeaks, and his ſtyle and his airs are all as humble ashis divine

doctrine repreſents him . It is poſſible for usto take the language of heaven upon our

lips with a hell of fire and pride in our hearts, and ſupport even truth or grace itſelf

with intolerable and ſhameful baughtineſs .

II. As a low eſteem of ſelf willhelp us againſt many errors of the mind , ſo it will

guard us againſt the follies of the humouriſt, which are a vice of the will. The

wiſe and lowly mind has very few humours or unreaſonable inclinations, and therefore

he feels but little vexation or diſquietude. He can conform himſelf to preſent cir

cumſtances without pain , there is no difficulty to pleaſe him , he finds an eaſy chair in

every room of his houſe. It is the humouriſt that creates perpetual vexation to him

ſelf as well as to all around him : You muſt watch as for your life , if you would

X x 2 never
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never offend him ; you muſt be obſervant of all his motions and comport with every

notice of his pleaſure : You can hardly move or ſpeak , but you ſpeak or move a

miſs : And if you would correct yourmiſtake by doing the reverſe of what you did

before , this may be quite wrong alſo , and it is ſcarce poſſible for you to be in the

right. So difficult , ſo tirefome, ſo impracticable a thing it is to pleaſe theſe vain

animals, theſe pettiſh or wayward creatures, theſe everlasting children , which are

grown to the ſize ofmen and women .

Methinks I hear them diſdain the name of child and reſentmy deſcription : But

let them go on with their diſdain and reſentment, and ſwell with their own manly

idea : Yet let them know that till they put off theſe childiſh and humorous beha

viours, they are but infants in longer garments, with all that high opinion and that

overgrown eſteem they have of themſelves. They muſt begin their educa :ion again

and unlearn theſe follies, if ever they would find ſincere honour among men of wif

dom and goodneſs. What claim , what pretence has thatman to the eſteem and

love of men whoſe conduct is inſupportable to all thoſe who converſe or dwell with

him ? And what is it but the vaſt and vain idea he has ofhimſelf, that tempts him to

ſuppoſe, his will muſt be the abſolute rule of duty and ſubmiſſion to allwho are near

him or concerned with him ? .

Let ſuch perſons declaim againſt tyranny as often and as loud as they pleaſe , and

argue upon the theme with much wit and reaſon ; let them talk of liberty and ſavery

in philoſophical and juſt diſcourſes, and appear the moſt forward and zealous

patrons of the freedom of mankind , yet if they were exalted to a throne they would

be very tyrants, and the world around them muſt be all their ſlaves. Native vice

and inbred iniquity would prevail even above their own good reaſonings, and

mould their practice into that abſolute ſovereignty and dominion which their own

mind and conſcience muſt ever condemn, and which their own lips at ſpecial ſeaſons

have ſo plentifully and ſo juſtly expofed. .

This is ſufficiently evident by their conduct whereſoever they happen to have

power : They are already little tyrants in their own little dominions, and if they have

but oneinferior belongs to them , he ſhallknow and feel that they are lords andmaſters.

If their willbe croſſed in ſomecommon affair of life, their loud complaints ſhall break

out at the windows and the doors: The walls of the houſe ſhall eccho with the ſound

of their indignation , till the neighbours are alarmed and enquire into the domeſtic

miſchief. You ſhall ſee theſe fons of humour riſe from their table in a fury and re

nounce their food : The breaſt ſwells with inward paſſion and leaves no room for the

refreſhments of nature: The ſervants fly ſcattering into corners for fear : The peace

of their deareſt relatives is broken , the order of the family thrown into wild confu

fion , and tempeſt riſes fo high in their own boſom , that it will require ſome hours to

calm and compoſe it. Pride and humour have raiſed a ſtorm , and it is no ſmall la

bour to reduce the paſſions to peace, to ſmooth all the billows that roar and roll with

in , and to make the countenance ſereneagain .

And after all, what is the cauſe of this tumult? What groſs and unpardonable

crime gave occaſion for ſuch reſentment and violence ? Perhaps dinner was not ſet

upon the table exactly at the appointed moment, the clock has ſtruck five minutes

and the table is not covered ; or it may be the cook has not performed her part to

ſuch a preciſe degree of nicety and elegance as themaſter expected , or as the miſtreſs

had taught her . " This diſh is ſo inſipid and ſeaſoned fo low , it is impoſſible to

eat it, and the other is nothing but ſalt and fire.” It is ſtrange that for both theſe

reaſonsthepaſſionsmuſt burn and theheart broil with fury : “ What, faith he, ſhall I never
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be gratified at myown table ?” Or it is froſty weather, and the plates are not quite

warm enough, and therefore the maſter kindles ; “ muſt I ſtillbe ſerved ſo ? Have

ye all conſpired that I ſhall eat a cold dinner to day ?” And yet thisman profeſſes to

be a philoſopher, a man of virtue ; he diſdains to be led by thatmean and brutal

thing called appetite , and talksmuch of ſubduing the paſſions. I wiſh he could but

fuppoſe he had any to be ſubdued.

Or perhaps a word is inadvertently ſpoken in the dining room which uſed to be

forbidden there ; perhaps ſome grave and ſerious theme is ſtarted in a jovial hour,

or ſome innocent mirth at another time is thought to be unſeaſonably introducest.

Let the cauſe be what it will, the ear receives the ſudden offence, pride feels the af

front, the ſoul ferments into wrath , the tongue gives reproof in thunder and ſets

the ſofter part of the houſhold all in tears.

The next day a plate is let fall from a fervant's hand, or a glaſs is broken and the

wine ſpilled on the floor ; and if one were to judge of the miſchiefdone by the degree

of the ſudden clamour, one would be ready to imagine that the pillars of the houſe

were ſhaken or thrown down, and the outcry gave notice of inmediate ruin and

death .

My reader, it may be, will preſently enquire , where this houſe ſtands ? and where
I confeſs I wascharac

ter to be found? Enquire, where this houſe ftande

I confeſs I was never yet ſo unhappy as to live in ſuch a family , nor was I ever an

eye -witneſs to theſe diſorders. I muſt acknowledge alſo that I know not the perſons

nor the door of their houſe : Perhaps they are dead, and the riſing generation may

be grown calmer and wiſer : Nor will I preſumeto ſay where any of their kindred

dwell ; but I fear we need not go far to ſeek them . It is well if there be any ſtreet

in this great city which cannot ſhew us ſuch an inhabitant : It is well if a month can

paſs away in any town in Great- Britain , without ſomeſuch ferment of pride and paſ

ſion , fomedomeſtic tumult which has this unhappy original*.

Mark the tempeſtuous ſcene, O my ſoul, mark it whereſoever it occurs with juſt

and everlaſting abhorrence ; and ſtand aloof from the vice that raiſed it. Purſue and

practiſe , O my heart, the lovely virtue of humility : Acquire and maintain a low

idea of thy ſelf ; then thou wilt bear to have thy humour thwarted, and thy own

will oppoſed without ſuch clamorous and founding conſequences ; thou wilt bear the

croſs incidents of life without the ruffle and diſturbance of thy own inward powers,

without the pain and terror of thy kindred and friends, and without giving half the

ſtreet notice of thy folly.

But, “ ſtrange doctrine is this, ” ſaith the maſter of the houſe , “ muſt I not bear

rule in my own family ? Muſt I not be heard,” ſays the miſtreſs, « and obeyed by

myown ſervants ? Muſt not the authority of a father appear among his children ,

and the mother demand due honour? ” Yes by all means: And the ſuperior charac

ter ſhould always appear and ſhine bright before the houſhold in the wiſdom of the

command or reproof, and not by the loud and haughty words or the terrible airs of

the

* I almost reprovemy ſelf here and ſuſpect my friends will reproveme for introducing ſuch low ſcenes

of life, and ſuch trivial occurrences into a grave diſcourſe . I have putthe matter into the balances as well

as I can, and weighed the caſe , and the reſult is this. General and diftant declamations ſeldom ſtrike the

conſcience with ſuch conviction as particular repreſentations do ; and ſince this iniquity often betrays itſelf

in theſe trivial inſtances, it is belter perhaps to ſet them forth in their full and proper light than that the .

guilty ſhould never feel a reproof, who by the very nature of their diftemper are unwilling to fee or leare .

their own folly , unleſs it is ſet in a glaring view .
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the reprover. The authority of a parent or a maſter has but a poor ſupport where

is maintained with ſuch unreaſonable and noiſy reſentments.

Thus far concerning wrath and tyranny of the violent and fonorouskind : But

pride and humour in ſome complexions have their private and fullen airs, as well as

in others the founding and the clamorous ones. The ſoulmay be full of ſelf and the

man an intolerable humouriſt, and yet never ſhake the houſe, or affright the neigh

bourhood . Should you happen to croſs his will in a triling inſtance, he puts on a

ſudden gloom of countenance and aſſumes a forbidding brow without a ſingle word

from his lips ; and ſometimes it is hard to know what has offended him . Here the

haughty and the fullen humoursmingle their curſed influences ; the ſoul is like a pri.

foner in majesty, the wretch ſtalks about in dark reſentment and ſupercilious ſilence :

a thort and diſdainful ſentence full of ſpite and rancourand fire ſhall break out at cer

tain intervals and give notice of the hell within . The proud wrath which is pent up

in the boſom as in a cloſe and boiling furnace, muſt have time to vent itſelf by flow

degrees ; in a day or two, or ſometimes more, perhaps the ferment may lublide,

and the man return to his ſpeech again , and to his hours of buſineſs, of food and

reit. But after all the poiſonous leaven is left ftill within , and waits only for

ſome new occaſion to heave and ſwell and raiſe a freſh diſturbance. I nametheman

only in this curſed and hateful character ; if the ſofter ſex ſhould find it working in

themſelves, I leave them to be their own reprovers.

Dread the thoughts, O my heart, of ſuch a frantic and ſelf-puniſhing iniquity .

Suppreſs all haughty conceits of thy own worth and grandeur, leſtmeeting with

fome unhappy ferments of bloud and complexion of humours they work up into

ſuch a world of miſchief. Have a care of magnifying the image of thy felf, and

thou wilt notbecomea fave to ſuch unmanly humours, luch haughty and ſullen airs,

or ſuch wild and unruly hurricanes of ſpirit. Let the fond child cry and roarbe

cauſe his play -thing is broken : Let the fool ſtorm or grow fulien becauſe his will is

thwarted ; let the dog bark , and the ox bellow , when the brutal choler is roured

within them ; but remember thou art a man, a reaſonable creature, a chriſtian . It

becomesthee well to know thy ſelf, and to govern thy conduct and thy temper. Do

not over-rate thy own fancy or appetite, nor be too fond of thy own will. Be not

violent in any of thy deſires : All thy inclinations and thy averſions to the indifferent

and common things of life ſhould be but feeble and indifferent : Do not thou ima

gine thy ſelf worthy of ſuch a profound ſubjection of the wills and humours of all

mankind to thy own will and humour. Remember, O my ſoul, thou art upon a le

vel with all othermen in the world , in manymore inſtances than thoſe few things,

wherein providence has raiſed thee above them .

· III. Theman who has low thoughts of himſelf, is not ever in pain to publiſh his

own excellencies, nor ſeeking to proclaim his own qualifications and honours. Though

his zeal for God and his deſire of the good of inen forbid him to wrap his talent in a

napkin , yet you find him rather backward at firſt to appear , and not haſty and zea

lous to diſplay himſelf. He hardly hears even the voice of providence when it calls

him forth to ariſe and ſhine. Heis ſo fearful of exaltation ainong the great, ſo ſen

ſible of his own defects , and pays ſo much honour to his fellows, that he thinks

many a one fitter to perform public offices than himſelf, and to ſuſtain public honours.

“ Leſs than the leaſt is his motto ," and thereforehe often hides himſelf as unworthy to

be ſeen , and below the notice of the world .

But
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But if the world ſhould happen to be ſo juſt to merit and virtue as to raiſe the

humble man from his obſcure circumſtances, and fix him in a point of light and

honour, he ſhallbethe laſt man that proclaims the juſtice which the world hath done

him , and aſcribes it all to the favour of God andman . He carries none of thoſe

meanneſſes about himn by which little ſouls always diftinguiſh themſelves, and betray

and expoſe their folly ; for they are vainly fond of their own new title and character.

and ſpeedy in demanding due notice of it from others. The humble man practiſed

the true ſublimein his lower ſtation , and you ſee nothing exalted in him now , though

his inward worth is rendered more conſpicuous. His friends and his kindred find

the fameman ſtill. His garments of honour ſit cloſe about him and ſwell not his

figure or appearance. His titles add nothing to his own idea of himſelf, nor do

they tempthim to aſſumeany peculiar airs. He does not imagine that his opinions

are now grown inore ſacred or more worthy to be impoſed , nor does he give a looſe

to any of his paſſions with more freedom or fovereignty. Before the hour of his ad

vancement he was a diamond in a cabinet, and he thone at homeand gave light and

beeuty to what was near him : And now he is the ſamejewel ſer in a public ornament

of gold to glitter and give light to the world , but he owns that he borrows it all

from heaven . Place him on high and diſplace him again , his conſtant buſineſs is

to approve himſelf to God and to remember that he is but a man .

How different a character is this from what multitudes aſſume in our day ? How

many are impatient of obſcurity and yet worthleſs of obſervation ! They are daily

and hourly puſhing forward into every company and fond of ſhewing themſelves to

the world betimes, while their talents are very few and their furniture exceeding

llender . The vain man is not content to enjoy the common pleaſuresof converſation ,

buthe aſſumes the firſt place in it, and affects to outſhine all the circle. He is not

fatisfied to have ſaid a wiſe or a witty thing upon a proper occaſion , or to tell it per

haps to a friend , but without any occaſion at all, he muſt once a week , repeat his

wiſe ſayings to the world : Hemakes them often hear his jeſts over again till they

are weary, and is ever acquainting new company with the pert repartees that he had

made ſome days before. Theſe forward and conceited creatures willmake the world

know all their talents of body and mind , and will carefully ſpread abroad thoſe pof

fellionsof equipage or title , which help to ſupport their pride : and as a noble author

expreffes, " they are ſo top -full of ſelf that they ſpill it upon all the company :" and a

nobler perſon than he confirms the reaſon , “ Out of the abundance of their heart

the mouth ſpeaketh : ” Matth . xii. 34 . And ſurely if the veſſel of the heart were

not brim - full of ſelf it would not be always running over at the lips. They regard :

not the advice of the wiſeſt of men , Prov. xxvii. 2. “ Let another praiſe. thee and

not thy own mouth ; not thy lips, but the lips of a ſtranger.”

Beſides theſe vain and ſhameleſs boalters there is another tribe of creatures who

are as vain adorers of ſelf ; but they put on a diſguiſe that they may more effectually!

and ſecretly ſecure the praiſes of their dear and beloved idol. You ſhall hear them

now and then invent an occaſion , without any incident leading to it, to drop ſome

leſſening word concerning themſelves that the company may give them the pleaſure.

of contradicting them . It is not thattheſe appearing ſelf-abaſers believe a word of

what they ſay, nor is it ſaid with a deſire that you ſhould believe them when they

expreſs their mean eſteem of their own talents or virtues ; but they are exceeding fond

to hear themſelves talked of to advantage, and when they give you this occaſion

they expect your civility ſhould incline you to take it. Theſe perſons are always

angling for praiſe, and ſome of them practiſe it in ſo groſs and inartificial a manner,

than
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that the deſign of their vanity too plainly diſcovers itſelf. The bait is loſt becauſe

the hook appears; and when they have made a ſpeech of their own unworthinefs ,

the company ſometimes is ſo juſt and ſo wiſe as to allow them to be in the right, and

ſo complaiſant as not to contradict them : But then how abject, how mortified and

ſimple they look under the painful diſappointment ! They filhed for honour and to

their ſore regret they caught the truth .

O when ſhall this haughty thing ſelf unlearn all it's vanity ? When ſhall we be con

tent to be unſeen and unnoticed in the world ? To be unknown , as Jeſus the Son of

God was, forthirty years together ? Jeſus the brightneſs of his Father 's glory was con

tent to be unknown in a world which he himſelf created : “ He cameinto the world ,

and the world wasmade by him , and the world knew him not,” John i. 10 . When

thall it be that the profeſſed followersof thebleſſed Jeſus ſhallhave no vain boaſters a

mong them , no ſeekers of their own glory , nor any greedy devourers of their own prai

ſes ? The appetite of praiſe in the ſenſe of the wiſelt ofmen is like the reliſh ofhoney :

To eat too much of it takes away the refined pleaſure, and to ſearch out our own

glory is not glory , Prov . xxv. 27. But in vain hath Solomon been preaching to thele

men from his own age till this day, for the voice of wiſdom is not heard where pride

and ſelf maintain their dominion . They are blind and deaf to all inſtructors.

Yet it muſtbe confeſſed there are ſome hours and occaſions, there are ſome com

panies and occurrences in life which make it proper and almoſt neceſſary to ſpeak of

one's ſelf to advantage : Prudence and religion ſhould direct us how to diſtinguiſh

thoſe ſeaſons and thoſe occaſions. A wiſe man when he is conſtrained to ſpeak of his

own character, or to ſupport his own honour, feels a ſort of inward uneaſineſs left

he ſhould be taken for a vain glorious fool, and is even aſhamed to ſpeak , what is

neceſſary forhis own vindication, left it appear like vanity and boaſting. See this

notably exemplified in the conduct of St. Paul the greateſt of the apoſtles, who was

furniſhed with more ſublime talents and blefled with more illuſtrious ſucceſs than all

themeſſengers of the goſpel of Chriſt. This very man who counts himſelf leſs

than the leaſt of all the ſaints, was once reviled by ſome upſtarts in the corinthian

church , who pretended to rival his office, and thus they lead his converts away from

the truth : Then he was compelled to produce his own credentials, to diſplay his.

own divine commiſſion, and to make his ſuperior qualifications known to the peo

ple . See the 2 Cor. xi. 5 , 6 . " I ſuppoſe I was not a whit behind the very

chiefeſt apoſtles : though I be rude in ſpeech, yet not in knowledge : We

have been throughly mademanifeſt among you in allthings : " And then he recounts

his abundant labours, his abundant ſufferings and his ſervices to Chriſt and ſouls :

But mark how often this man of heavenly wiſdom repreſents this his conduct as

acting like a fool, and he ſeems to bluſh at himſelf while he boaſts himſelf a little ,

verſe 16 , & c. Let no man think mea fool indeed ; but if you will think me ſo then

as a fool receivemeand permitme to proceed fooliſhly in this confidence of boaft

ing : Aremy rivals Ifraelites ? So am I : Are they miniſters of Chriſt ? I ſpeak as a

fool, I am more : In labours, in ſufferings, in deaths, more abundant than all of

thein can ever pretend to. Boaſting of one's ſelf in the judgment of a great apof

tle is ſo fooliſh a thing, that when wiſdom itſelf requires him to praetiſe it, he is

quite aſhamed of it, and almoſt expects that he ſhallbe taken for a fool.

It is the ſentiment of a very famous french authorMr. Paſchal, that “ true philo

ophy teaches men to be humble, to conceal ſelf , to baniſh the word I, for the moſt

part,outof our converſation ; but chriſtianity and the goſpelhave nullified and deſtroy

fcd it.” Yet, alas ! what would fome perſons have to ſay in company, if you cut off

from
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from their lips the beloved theme of ſelf? What could they find to talk of, if you

debarred them of all,the language of pride and envy ; the language of pride wherein

ſelf is perpetually exalted , and the languageof envy wherein their neighbours are

leſfened and reproached ? "

IV . The man who has a low opinion of himſelf is not ſo often affronted : he does

not ſo eaſily take offence ; and when hemeets with real diſgrace and contempt, he

does not feel ſo ſharp and painful a ſenſation of it as galls theheart of the ſons of

pride. He can bear with more eaſe that others ſhould think meanly of him , becaufe

he firſt thinks meanly of himſelf : He is much better fitted to go through the

world where every onemuſtmeet with ſome trials and ſome reproaches : He learns

to bear the ſcandalof the world with a happy indifference , becauſe he is not ſo ſoli

citous about their applauſe : He does not lie fo much expoſed to diſquieting paſſions

by any inroads made upon his honour and fame, becauſe he has a low eſteem of him

ſelf, and is content without fame and honour,

But the proud and vain creatures who are full of ſelf and have a high eſteem of

their own perſons and their qualifications, you can hardly ſpeak either to them or of

them , but you affront them , unleſs it be done in a flattering and ſubmiſſive manner :

and ſome are ſo humourſomein their pride, that the very manner of this ſubmiſſion

muſt be polite and faſhionable , muſt be agreeable to their fancy, or elſe they are af

fronted and their choler is raiſed . The man of vanity imagines his character and his

figure ſo exalted , as though hehad a right to claim honour from all around him ; and

upon this account he has an unhappy right to aſſume to himſelf more affronts than

others, and to vex himſelf with many reſentments above and beyond his neighbours:

The idea of his own quality entitles him to it.

" Well,let the vain man ſwell thuswith his own idea, his grandeurs and his honours,

let him maintain and exerciſe this painful and vexatiousprerogative of continual reſent

ment, while theGod of heaven fills my heart with humility and peace. Then ſhall

I ſtand aloof from theſe honourable follies, and be delivered from this diſquieting

and uneaſy conſciouſneſs ofmy ownmerit : I ſhall be free from this troubleſome and

tormenting right oftaking offence at every thing : I ſhall no more reſent the little fup

poſed neglects ofmy inferiors, nor teaze my own heart with thoſe ſhadows of an at

front which a vain and buſy fancy can create hourly . Grant, O my God, thou Fa.

ther ofmy ſpirit, that there may be no dark corner in my heart to keep ſuch helliſh

tinder in it, left I ſhould bekindled and fired with every flying ſpark .”

The
well,

leintain aGod of
own quality enthus with his own ideas

prerogative of
continThen ſhalt

· V . The man who is not wont to raiſe a great and high idea of himſelf can much ,

more eaſily content himſelf in a middle ſtation of life , without a fond and anxious

purſuit of wealth and grandeur either for himſelf, or for his houſhold . He can reſt

ſatisfied in a mean eſtate , if the providence of God ſo appoint it ; for what is there

in me, faith he, to deſerve or expect riches or greatneſs amongmen ? But he that

carries about him an exalted image ofhis own worth is puſhed on by ambition to climb

up to pinnacles, and to venture upon methodsdangerous to his ſoul and conſcience,

in order to acquire wealth as the ſupport of equipage and grandeur. It is hardly pof

ſible for a mortal to be full of ſelf, but he muſt be worldly -minded : Whereas if we

are chriſtiansand the ſons of heaven in this vain and periſhing world , God ſpeaks

to us for the moſt part as he did to Baruch , Jer. xlv . 5 . “ Seekelt thou great things

for thy ſelf, ſeek them not."

VOL . II. - StandY y
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« Stand thou , O myfoul, among the ranks ofhumble chriſtians ; look on thy ſelf

as a pilgrim and ſtranger here ; travel as a foreigner through this dangerouswilder :

nefs, and having food and raiment to fupply thy wants and ſupport thy journey , be

content. It is not of much importance whether thou acquire large treaſures of that

fort of coin which will not paſs in the city to which thou art travelling, nor, can ever

be remitted to thee by any forms of exchange. It is not of greatmomentwhether

thou receive titles and honours among foreigners in this ſtrange country : Theſe ho

nours and titles, áre the contempt of angels, and are of no account in thy native

land , for thou art born from above." Live upon the views and hopes of thy fair in

heritance on high , of honours prepared for thee athome in thy Father's houſe , a

mong the fons and daughters of God, among the angels of heaven , and ſpirits of

juſt men made perfect.”

Alas ! How. contrary is the ſpirit of a chriſtian to the ſpirit of this world ! The

one is all for ſelf and ſhew and grandeur ; the other abaſes felf, lies at the foot ofGod,

and is content withouthonour from men . This fulneſs of felf is 'oppoſite to the very

temper of the goſpel, which requires us to be poor in ſpirit ; and yet how ready are

we to indulge it ? How few are there among thoſe who take up the nameof chriſtian

that watch againſt this vice and labour to ſubdue it ? Which of us can lay his hand

upon his heart and ſay, “ there is no pride dwells here ?” . . .. .

SECTION V.

The pretences of the poor, and the faint-bearted anſwered .

T TPON this challenge there are two forts ofmen that riſe up and deny the charge,

U and with their hand on their heart folemnly declare, there is no pride within

them . Theſe are the poor and the faint-hearted. Let us ſee what their pretences

are to avoid this general accuſation ,

Can I be proud, ſaith the poor wretch , that labours for his daily bread , and can

hardly procure it ? If you would ſearch for pride you muſt go to palaces and knock

at the gates of quality. It is only the great and the rich among mankind who look

big and deſpiſe their neighbour. They who proſper in the world , and increaſe in

riches, who are ſurrounded with ſervants, and would be worſhipped as little gods,

Pfalm . lxxiii, 6 , 7 , 8 , 12. “ It is their eyes which ſtand out with fatneſs, and be

cauſe they have more than heart could wiſh , pride compaſſeth them about as a chain ;

it is they who talk loftily , and ſet their mouth againſt the heavens, they ſpeak wick

edly concerning the oppreſſion of the poor : Butwhat pride can be found with us ?

Our clothing is mean and tattered , our food is coarſe and ſcanty , we have nothing

to boaſt of, forwe have hardly enough to live upon , and therefore wemuſt needs be

humble.

But ſearch thy own heart, O man of poverty, nor let the poor among women

neglect the ſame inward enquiry. Tellme, art thou content with that low ſtation in

which God hath placed thee? Is thy will and humour ſo farmortihed, as to be brought

down to thy condition ? Doſt thou not fancy thyſelf to have deſerved ſomething bet

ter ? Doſt thou ſubmit to thewill of God aswiſe, in making thee poor and not rich,

a ſervant and not a maſter ? Art thou ſo well acquainted with thy ſins and follies as

to lie low at the foot of God , and receive all the little portion that he gives thee as

from mere grace ? Art thou thankful for every mercy, and patient under all the prel

ſing afflictions that attend thy low eſtate ? Doth thy heart never riſe againſt.God the

governor of the world , nor repine at his diſpenſations as though he had not treated

thee
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theeaccording to thy merit ? Art thou humble enough to receive alms, if God hath .

given thee nothing of thy own ? And art thou willing to be beholden to others for

chy daily bread , and to accept thy portion in that way wherein God is pleaſed to diſ

penſe it without'murmuring ; He that promiſes his children in this world food and

raiment, has never promiſed to give it them without dependence : There is no pro

miſe which binds him to maintain thy body and thy pride too .

· But let us ſearch a little farther. Thou canſt not ſwell among the great ones, nor

talk much of thy ſelf among thy equals, and affect a ſuperiority and eſteem above

them ? Doſt thou not aggrandize thy ſelf and ſwell in thy little ſtation upon ſome fup ,

poſed excellencies, either of beauty of the face, or ſtrength of limbs, or ſharpneſs

of wit, or tallneſs of ſtature ? Or perhaps thou art vain enough to betray thy pride

even in the tokens of thy ſervitude, becauſe thy livery is finer , or hasmore lace upon

it than the coat of thy neighbour ?

Alk thy ſelf again , doft thou never ſet up for a chief talker in company, and doth

thy heart never preſume that thou artwiſer than thoſe above thee, withoutany juſt

reaſon for it ? Canit thou bear to be commanded by others, and contradicted by others

and reproved by others without an inward riſing ferment of wrath , and without re

turning a word of raſh provocation ? Art thou never inclined to rage and paſſion

when thy ears take in a reproach ? Canſt thou bear an injury with ſuch humble ſilence

and forgive thy enemy as a chriſtian oughtto do ? Art thou not as ready to give or

to takeoffence as any of therich and the great ? And is it thy humility that inclines

thee to take offence or to give it ? Where there is little forbearance and little care to

pleaſe in our conduct ſurely there is ſome pride at heart. "

Upon the whole I ſuſpect there aremore quarrels and contentions among the poor

eſt and meaneſt of the people than among therich, and the high -born : And the wiſe

man ſays, “ Prov.xiii. 10. It is only from pride cometh contention .” The polite educa

tion ofthe great teaches them to imitate humility and good humour, and by thismeans

many a quarrel is prevented ; whereas the poor who have been 'unbred and untaught

betray their prideoften, and often ruſh into clamorous contentions.

Letme aſk thee yet further, art thou not too fond of fome pre-eminence andho

nour even on a dunghill ? Doft thou never deſpiſe in thy heart, and diſdain thoſe who

feem to be inferior to thee in any reſpect ? And yet at other times, art thou not too

much aſhamed of the rank of life where God has placed thee ? Doſt thou 'never ab

ftain from any duties of religion , or duties of common life, merely becauſe thou

canít notmake ſo good a figure amongmen as others do , and as thou deſireſt ? "

Enquire of thy ſelf again , is thy behaviour among thy équals modeſt and meek ,

and always courteous and obliging ? Doit thou never refufe any offices of friendly af

fiſtance to thy inferiors or thy equals, from a principle of pride working within thee ?

Doſt thou never diſdain ro be taughtby them , even in fomethings which thou doft

not wellknow ? There is no creature humble who is not teachable, and willing to

learn what is neceſſary and proper to be known ?

Aſk thy ſelf at laſt, art thou never humourſomeand ſelf-willed , never obſtinate and

unreaſonably poſitive, anfwering thy fuperiors with wrath and rudeneſs ? Art thou ne

ver gloomyand fullen after a rebuke ? Is not thy ſpirit fretful when thy willis croſſed ,

and thy humour thwarted ? Doſt thou nevermeditate revenge ?

And now tellme, O fon or daughter 'of poverty, tell me, halt thou no pride ? Hait

thou none of theſe ſymptoms of this mortal malady ? No ſpots of this defileinent of

foul? No ſhare in this univerſal crime of the children of Adam ? Dolt thou think

that pride never inhabits a cottage, and never travels but in chariots and coaches ?

Y y 2 Art
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Art thou ſo weak as to imagine that a thread-bare garment muſt needs cover a hum

ble heart ?

When thou haft honeſtly made all theſe enquiries which I have pointed out, Ihope

thy own heart will unlearn this miſtake, and teach thee that thou haſt not eſcaped this

general guilt and folly . Some of the pooreſt of mankind have happened to be ſome

of the proudeſt in my obſervation that I ever met with , and it is poſible that others

have made the ſameremark , though it muſt be owned their temptations to pride are

leſs .

Let us enquire next of the faint-hearted man , the coward of ſoul, who flatters

his infirmity, and thinks himſelf to be all humility andmeekneſs. I own, ſaith he ,

I have a tenderneſs formy ſelf, but I have no pride. If I am injured and reproached,

I cannotwell bear it, but I am all in tears ; I tremble and anſwer not again : my

ſoul ſinks within me at the words of Nander , and I die at the voice of a proud opprel

for , ſurely this heart of mine is humble . .

But tell me, O man , if thou hadft courage and power to revenge the affront,

would thou be thus patient ? If thou hadft wealth and dignity in the world to ſup

port thee, wouldīt thou not retort the reproaches of thy adverſary , and look down

with a ſort of diſdain upon him whonow diſdains thee ? It is impotence then and cow

ardice , but not humility which makes thee imitate patience and meekneſs. It is ab

jectneſs of ſpirit and want of power, and not chriſtian lowlineſs, that renders thee ſo

ſilent under injuries. Cbriſt Jefus could command legions of angels to deſtroy his

blafphemers ; yet when hewas reviled , he bore it patiently , and reviled not again : he

endured the contradiction of ſinners againſt himſelf.

Buttellme, friend, doſt thou never revile thoſe in ſecret whohave reviled thee in public ,

and thatwithoutany plain call ofprovidence to publiſh theircrimesor follies and to ex

poſe them ? Art thou not impatient and inwardly fretful under the hand of God

orman beyond all reaſonable degrees ? Are not thy lips open in Nander where thoſe

whom thou Nandereſt cannot hear thee ? Art thou not ready fometimes to take offence

at ſome innocent words that are ſpoken ,and where perhaps an affrontwas never deſign

ed ? How doft thou bear a contradiction to thy ſayings or oppoſition to thy will ?

Doſt thou not kindle into ſecret reſentment and let wrath burn inwardly on ſuch

occaſions? Do:h not thy boſom ſwell with indignation at ſuch a ſeaſon, though

thou art afraid to vent it ? What is it but an exceſſive tenderneſs for : thy

ſelf, and undue love of honour and applauſe, and the high opinion that thou hadit

formed of thy worth , that makes thee bear contempt and reproach ſo ill, and die

under a word of Nander ?

Say again , What is it but the pride of thy heart that tempts thee never to acknow

ledge a miſtake, but always to colour it over with a ſemblance of truth ? Art thou a

ſon or a daughter of Eve, and yet infallible and not capable ofmiſtaking ? Canſt thou

ever look back and remember the time when thou did it readily confeſs any folly, or

ſay, Iwasmiſtaken or I acted amiſs, and yet has not thy heart been ſometimes ſenſi

ble that thou wert in the wrong? What is it but pride then that makes theſe words ſo

hard to be pronounced ? It is not thy vanity of mind, and unreaſonable eſteem of thy

ſelf that forbids thee even to ſee thy error, or to confeſs thy fault, while all that are

around thee behold thy miſtake and thy miſconduct ? Is it thy humility that makes

thee abound ſo much in thy own ſenſe ? Is it humility that raiſes ſuch an anguiſh of

heart, and ſuch a painful vexation within , when thou art treated with ſmall indecen

cies by thy fellow -creatures ? Is it humility that ruffles thy temper, and tears thy

ſpirit
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fpirit when thou art not eſteemed and honoured according to thyworth ? Or is it not

rather exceſſive and criminal tenderneſs for ſelf, and an overvalue of thy own merit ?

That is but poor virtue that cannot bear to be deſpiſed , but faints under a word of

contempt and ſcorn ; poor pretence to virtue indeed that cannot ſupport itſelf under

an affront from a fellow -worm .

· I will readily grant that the rich and themighty, and the bold and the high -ſpiri

ted and the high -born among men, lie much more under temptations to pride; it is

the very ſin of their conſtitution or their condition in life, and perhaps they aremore

frequently guilty of this iniquity ; but if wewould all of us ſearch our hearts honeſtly ,

and examine our conduct by ſincere enquiries, there is not one ofus either in high or

low ſtate would be able to excuſe ourſelves from this univerſal contagion and guilt,

this original degeneracy and over-ſpreading blemiſh of human nature.

S E C TION VI.

The humility and exaltation of Chriſt propoſed as our pattern.

AMONG all the hearts thatGod evermade there have never been but three ené

A tirely free from this ſtain and poiſon ; two of them were the hearts of Adam

and Eve in the day of their innocence, and happy had it been for us, it pride had

never found an entrance there. The third was the heart of the man Jeſus who is

God's moſt beloved ſon . It was amazing humility indeed in this glorious perſon the

Son of God that he would condeſcend to be born a ſon of man , that he ſhould leave

the boſom of theFather,and all the glories there to dwell in Aeſh and bloud : And when

he entered our world there was nothing round him but the ſigns of humiliation and

themarks of deep abaſement: Hebecame the child of a poor maid in Galilee, he was

content to be born in a ſtable, for there was no room for him in the houſe : He lay

down to take his firſt nap in a manger , below the rank and condition ofmen ; and as

though he were a companion for meaner creatures, he borrowed his dwelling from

the ox and the aſs. This wasthe accommodation , this the preſence-chamber of the

king of Iſrael, of the Son ofGod. Come let us thus contemplate the glorious hu

mility of the bleſſed Jeſus, the humble infancy ofour adored ſaviour, and let us be

come infants and humble. .

· Let us follow and obſerve him in the progreſs of life, when he appeared as a young

carpenter, when he ſweat and laboured in the trade of his father Joſeph , when he al

fifted him , as ancienthiſtory informsus, to makeyokes for oxen , and lived in a low

ly cottage ſuited to thoſe circumſtances. No roomsof ſtate , no rich hangings, no

carpets or furniture of ſilk and gold , no coſtly and glittering things abouthim . And

when he began his miniſtry, he travelled through the country on foot to preach his

divine goſpel, when he mighthave been borne on the wings of angels. He was con

tent with mean lodging in the tents of fiſhermen , and ſometimes the Lord of glory

had notwhere to lay his head . Henever accepted but of one gaudy day in the period

of his life, and then his higheſt triumph was to ride upon the colt of an aſs into . Je-.

rufalem : His way was ſtrewed with branches of trees, and the garments of the poor,

andhe was attended with a ſhouting train ofthe lower ranksof thepeople : But his more

conſtant dwelling was in cottages, and his accoutrements betrayed univerſal poverty

and meanneſs : An obſcure life on earth vailed themajeſty of the king of heaven :

Contempt
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Society of the ofthe divine
encoubiteth

Contempt and ſcorn , infamy and reproach werehis daily companions in the ſtreets of

Jeruſalem , and his table and his lodging were with poor fiſhermen in Galilee, the

molt contemptible part of all thecountry of the jews.

And let it be obſerved here, that every inſtance of meanneſs and poverty in the

life and circumſtances of the bleſſed Jeſus was a diſtinct token of the humility of his

ſoul, for it was choſen poverty, it was aſſumed meanneſs : When he was rich in the

glories and ſplendors of his Father's court in heaven , he laid them all aſide for our

ſakes, and became poor on earth , that through his poverty wemight be made rich .

2 Cor. viii. 9 .

What a ſhameful dimneſs and diſgrace , what divine contempthas the Son of God

çaſt on all the luſtre and glory of this world ,by his choice of ſo mean accommodations

and ſo poor an equipage ? What a holy diſdain of all earthly grandeur and magnis

ficence Thould we learn from the incarnation and the life of the holy Jeſus ? Even

meanneſs and poverty ſhould loſe their diſgracefulappearances, and ſeem almoſt an

amiable ſort of apparel to us, when we remember they were worn by the Son of

God.

“ Think with thy ſelf, O my ſoul,what if thou art not feated among the glittering

idols of this world , the men of figure and quality and exalted ſtation ? Remember

the bleſſed Jeſus was thy forerunner in a low and humble rank of life ; Jeſus, who

went through the deeps of abaſement to the temple of the higheſt honour ; and di

vine wiſdom aſſures thee, “ that before honour is humility .” Prov. xv. 33. What if

thou haſt not the favour of the rich and the ſociety of the great ones of the earth ?

Doſt thou not hear the promiſe of theGod of heaven and feel the divine encourage

ment with ſurprizing delight ? " Thus faith the high and lofty one that inhabiteth

eternity , whoſe name is holy , I dwell in the high andholy place : With him alſo that

is of a contrite and humble ſpirit will I dwell, Iſa . lvii. 15 . I will be his life and his

ſupport.” The ſoul that is truly humble upon religious principles, when he is caft

out of the company of the great and the wealthy with ſcorn , is a partner of the ſuf

ferings of theholy Jeſus, is an imitator of his virtues, and he ſhall ſhare in his facred

honours : he ſhall have the great and bleſſedGod comedown and dwell with him here

on earth , to enrich him with grace, and he ſhall be raiſed to dwell for ever in the

courts of heaven with God and with his ſon Jeſus, who is the Lord of glory.

- Think yet further, O my ſoul,what if thy ſtation and place in the viſible church

ſhould be low and mean, as a door-keeper in the houſe of thy God, this will not

give thy heartany ſenſible diſquietude, while thou canſt aſſumeSt. Paul's motto in my

text, Leſs than the leaſt of all the ſaints.” Jeſus and his diſciples were even caſt

outof the ſynagogue, John ix . 22. Luke iv . 28 . Yet hewas the firſt beloved Son of

God and the chief of all the ſaints both in the lower and in the upper worlds. Look

up, my eyes, and behold him now on the throne of heaven , and there alſo the hum .

bleſt among the holy ones ſits neareſt to his majeſty , for that ſeat is prepared for

thoſe who are moſt like himſelf.

. “ Labourhourly to ſubdue thy pride and fulneſs of ſelf, O my ſoul, purſue the

grace of humility here below in the deepeſt degrees of it, and this ſhall prepare thee

for fome exalted ſtation on high . I am verily perſuaded the man who called himſelf

the leaſt of ſaints in this world has a place of honour provided for him among the

higheſt in theworid above ; and perhaps he fits next to the right hand of Jeſus who is

enthroned in glory at the right hand of God,

and of Che litsnon
our
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“ Farewell then vanity and pride ! Farewell ye ſcenes of grandeur, ye flattering and

fading glories of this life ! Farewell ye vain and ambitious titles aniong my fellow

worms! Bemy ears deaf and my heart dead to all the noiſy pomp, to all the found

ing honours of this world ! Letmebe a humble and a holy follower of the holy and

the humble Jeſus ! I adore him , I love him , I would fain bemore like him . He is

mydivine example and my forerunner to the world of joy above : Hehas a crown

there provided for every humble ſoul, a crown which ſhall never fade : he has names

of dignity for all his ſaints, but on his own facred head are many crowns, and to his

namebelong ſuperior honours: To the lamb that was ſain aſcribe glory and inajelty

and univerſalbleſſing for ever and ever .

A DE
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THE

PREFACE.

TT can be of no iniportance to the world to know the particular occaſion of this

compoſure. It is fufficient to ſay , that the rude draughts and ſketches of it

I thrown into the form of a letter have been ſo far honoured by divine grace , as to

ſave a ſoul from periſhing.

The numerous felf-murtherswhich we read in our papers of weekly news, inform

us that the tempter is not alleep. The laſt general bill of mortality tells us of fifty

nine who are known to have deſtroyed themſelves the year paſt , beſides ſeventy four

who weredrowned , and forty three who were ſaid to befound dead : Now among theſe

hundred and ſeventeen , who can tell how many might be acceſſary alſo to their

own death , though ſurviving relatives might conceal it from the notice of the pub

lic ? This very week I have read four more. Such numbers of theſe tragical events

are a very unhappy, yet a ſenſible argument that Satan the cruel adverſary, walks

about through every ſtreet of this great city as a roaring lion ſeeking whom hemay

devour. It is the deſign of this little treatiſe to diſcover the infinite miſchief of his temp

tations , and to teach mankind how they may reſiſt him , and defeat his fatal purpoſes. -

I grant that the ſceptical humour and growing atheiſm of the age, with the dir.

belief of a future ſtate and of all the terrors of another world , are the profane and

deadly principles which infuence ſome of theſe unnatural and murtherous practices. .

But profeſſed atheiſm and infidelity are not the only cauſes. Suicide is often owing

to the Ihameful neglect of all religion even by thoſe who pretend to believe it; and

to their ſtrange thoughtleſſneſs ofGod and heaven and hell. The wild and ungover- -

ned luſts and paſſions of mankind, their fecret criminal practices and ſhameful iniqui

ties that are afraid of the light, the frequent croſſes and calamities of this life , their

raging impatience ofmind under diſappointments, with a certain horror of poverty

and contempt and ſhame, hurry on fooliſh and guilty creatures to hide themſelves in

death and the grave. Beſides all this, the dark and ſullen complexion and the gloo .

mymelancholy of ſome perſons, their inward uneaſineſs, their jealouſies, and fretful

diſpoſition , are ſuch unhappy circumſtances as a ſubtil devil improves for his own :

pernicious deſigns. There are the fatal ſprings of ſuch tragical events in our day :

Theſe are the diſmal ſeeds of many a bloudy harveſt, which the great enemy ofGod i

and man reaps daily amongſt us.

May the bleſſed Spirit ofGod lift up a ſtandard againſt the deſtroyer , andmake

theſe papers uſeful to ſupport, defend and relieve thoſe poor deluded creatures, who

are worried by his rage and enſnared by his devices ! And in the day of the Lord ,

when every ſecret thing ſhall be revealed , may this diſcourſe appear to have been a
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ſucceſsful, though a humble, inſtrument in thehand of the Spirit of God for the de

liverance and ſalvation of thoſe who have been tempted, and for the reſcue ofmany

a foul from preſent death and everlaſting burnings. .

I had ſome thoughts of adding a few pages at the end of this book concerning a

melancholy temper ofmind, whether it ariſes from the diſorders of animal nature,

or from an uneaſy ſet of thoughts relating to this world or the next. But when I

came to review what Mr. Timothy Rogers had written on that ſubject, and the little

diſcourſe thatMr. Clifford had collected out of the writings of the late eminent Mr. ,

Richard Baxter, which was recommended by ſeveral minifters, I found it needleſs for

me to attempt any thing further. In thoſe treatiſes the reader willmeet with ſo par

ticular an account of the nature of this amiction, of the cauſes of it, and of the

methods of relief, asmay be rendered very ſerviceable through the bleſſing of heaven

to thoſe who are thus afficted , or to their friends about them who are concerned for

their welfare. Andmay theſe methods provehappily ſucceſsful for their relief ! That

by the divine aids of providence and grace they may be preſerved from ſo diſmal

and mournful a death , wherein ſurviving friends can find little comfort or hope, but

what ariſes from the former religious life of thofe unhappy creatures, and the ap

parent ſymptoms of preſent diſtraction .

Though ſuch themes as theſe are not a very delightful entertainment either to him

that writes or reads, get the calamitous and wretched circumſtancesboth of fleſh and

ſpirit in this feeble and dangerous ſtate of frailty , ſin and temptation, make fuch diſ

courſes neceſſary at ſomeſeaſons to prevent the ruin ofmankind. O bleſſed ſtate of

ſouls in the upper world who are releaſed from this body of ſin and death , and enjoy

a glorious and ſublime ſecurity from all the miſchievous influences of the tempter :

Though we dare not cut the thread of our own lives, nor fly from our preſent ſtate of

trial till our creator appoint the day of our deliverance, it is yet our duty and our in

tereſt to get our ſouls weaned daily from all the ſcenes of this lower world , ſince we

know wemuſt ſhortly leave them . Letus labour chearfully here on earth in the va

rious ſervices ofGod and inen , but with our ſpirits fo attempered to the buſineſs and

the bleſſedneſs of heaven , that we may as chearfully obey the divine ſummons, and

paſs the important hour of death with holy ſerenity and triumph . Amen .

• London , January

28, 1725-6 ..

THE
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D E F E N C E

gainſt the TEMPTATION to

S E L F -M U R T H E R .

S E C TI O N I.

The unlawfulneſs of it diſplayed.

THEN an atheiſt is tempted to deſtroy himſelf, he has no concern whether

V it be lawful or no, for he knows ofno law nor power that can reach to pu

nilh him . Such a wretch doth not believe there is any other world to re

ceivehim when he dies out of this, nor any God there to call him to account. He

ſuppoſes his ſoul vaniſhes into air, and his duſt is ſafe from vengeance. Theſe are

the ſentiments of atheiſm ; and vile and irrational as they are, yet they are the only

principles that can give any tolerable colour or pretence for felf-murther.

But if a man believes there is aGod thatmade him , if he believes his ſoul is im

mortal, and that his creator has ordained it to dwell in a human body for a ſeaſon ,

and to paſs a ſtate of probation there in order to eternal reward or puniſhment, ſure

ly this man muſt confeſs himſelf accountable to God hereafter for all his conduct here :

And one would think ſuch a perſon ſhould never doubt, whether the deſtruction of

his body by his own hands, and the wilful diſmiſſion of his ſoul, were a crime or no .

Eſpecially if he profeſs to believe his bible, one would wonder he could ever imagine

it an innocent thing for him to do violence to himſelf, and to ſhed his own bloud .

But the follies of mankind are amazing, and the ſtrange turns of thought under the

deceitful impreſſionsof the tempter are unaccountable. Poor deluded creatures are firſt

tempted to hope, that they ſhall put an end to their preſent forrows by a wilful death ,

then they wink their eyes againſt the glaring guilt of it, and try to perſuade them

ſelves that it is no ſin .

Someperſons have been ſo hardy as to reaſon upon this point, and to argue that

ſelf-murther has rothing criminal in it. Strange, that hell and deſtruction ſhould

have advocates among the ſons of men ! that death ſhould have ſuch accomplices in

the land of the living ! But ſince it has been fo , let us plead againſt them in the name

of
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of the livingGod ; let us try whether we cannot by the force of reaſoning drawn

from the word of God , as well as from the light of nature, make it appear with

bright evidence, that ſuicide or felf-deſtruction is prohibited by the divine law , both

natural and revealed ; that it includes aggravated guilt in the nature of it , and con

ſequently that the perſon who dares commit this crime, ſtands expoſed to ſevere and

terrible puniſhments in the inviſible world .

1. Conſider that the greatGod , the maker of all things, has aſſumed to himſelf

the power and lordſhip of life and death .; “ I kill and Imake alive.” Deut. xxxii. 39 .

It ishe ſends us into this world , and he expects thatwe ſhould wait his will to ſend

us out of it. Has not our creator formed us with infinite wiſdom , and placed us by

providence to act our parts, maintain our poſts, and fulfil ſome ſervice for him in this

part of his dominions ? Has he not a right to determine the timeof our continuance

here, and themoment of our removal? Is it not an invaſion of that divine right and

prerogative, if we will appoint the time for our felves without his order and contra

ry to the ruleshe has given us for our government ? Where is his licence for any man

to diſiniſs himſelf ? A ſpirit, who is ordained to dwell in fleſh , what warrant has he

to deſtroy that fleſh at his own pleaſure, to quit his appointed ſtation in this viſible

world , and to force his way into God's inviſible dominions, before he obtain the leave

of his maker ? Or dares he do this at a venture, according to his own capricious hu

mour without a warrant from on high ?

Can a ſoldier who is fixed in his poſt, though it rain and blow at midnight, for

fake his guard before his general permit ? Can luch a faithleſs centinel expect any thing

but frowns and death from the general ? Is it excuſe enough to ſay, “ I broke the or

ders of my ſuperior becauſe it rained ?” What a piece of ſhameful cowardiſe is this ?

And dares a ſoul that is placed by it's creator to act in a human body diſmiſs itſelf,

and fly from it's appointed ſtation , as far as the diſtance of two worlds, and yet

hope for approbation ? Dares ſuch a ſoul run from it's poſt, into the immediate pre

ſence of it's ſovereign Lord, in the world of ſpirits, and ſay , “ I have fled from my

poſt becauſe I found it troubleſome, I have done it indeed without leave, and yet I

expect a reward ?” May not ſuch a wretch rather juſtly expect to be baniſhed for

ever from the preſence of his maker, and be doomed to ſuffer eternal penalties with

outmercy and without hope ? " .

Perhaps you will tell me, “ There is no want of courage diſcovered in ſelf-murther :

And that it was not accounted cowardiſe but a noble inſtance of fortitude in many of

the heathen heroes , who put an end to their lives with their own hands, on various

occaſions." .

Anſwer. Concerning the heathens who deſtroyed themſelves, I ſhall ſpeak in an

other place. It is enough at preſent to ſay this, thatwhatſoever degrees of courage

a miſtaken fancy may aſcribe to thoſe ancients, Imuſt confefs.I am of a very different

opinion concerning the ſuicides in our day : The attribution of any honour to a ſelf

murtherer has but little reaſon or juſtice in it, at any time when it is throughly ex

amined : And perhaps ſuch a bare ſuppoſition may adminiſter too much fuel to ſo

dreadful a temptation , rather than quench the ſparks of it.

It is evident to me that the uneaſy and impatient man has not courage enough to

bear the arrows of adverſe providence ; he has not firmneſs ofmind ſufficient to Itand

the ſhock of ſickneſs or pain ; or perhaps his heart has not reſolution enough to en

dure the thoughts of poverty or contempt; he is frighted at the ſounds of reproach

and infamy ; he turns his back and Aies from the ſcene of battle, when poverty or

ſhame ſtare him in theface : Or perhaps the mere imaginary terrors which himſelf

has
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has raiſed , put him to Aight ; and becauſe he cannot get far enough from them

in this world , he throws himſelf headlong from the ſtageof life, and leaps into the

world of ſpirits.

Now , if there be any pointof courage in this practice, it is an impious and dia

bolicalone : It is a ruſhing into the preſence of an 'almighty and dreadfulGod , to

tell him face to face, that you have quitted the ſtation he hath appointed you , that

you have broken his commiſſion , you have diſobeyed his orders, and you expect his

ſentence for eternity . This is tremendous courage indeed ; and an outrageous fit of

impious raſhneſs. · All the reſt is mere weakneſs of mind ; it is egregious cowardiſe

mingled with extreme folly.

II. Conſider the expreſs prohibitions ofmurther in the word ofGod, and the fre

quent occaſional and ſevere denunciations of God's wrath againſt murtherers in vari- ·

ous parts of ſcripture.

The ſixth command offers it ſelf with brightevidence to this ſervice , Exod. xx. 13.

“ Thou ſhalt not kill, or thou ſhalt do no murther," that is,thou ſhalt not take away

the life ofman .

You will ſay, “ Imay have power and right to take away myown life, though I

muſt not takeaway my neighbour's.” I anſwer

Firſt, The command is expreſſed in general terms, which include both our

ſelves and our neighbours : Now there is no ſubſequent limitation of it only to our

neighbour either in the word ofGod, or in the reaſon of things ; and who has given

you authority to limit it ?

The reſt of the commands of the ſecond table which are capable of being referred

to our felves , do as much excludethe ſame practices againſt our ſelves, as againſt our

neighbours. I muſt not commit adultery with another perſon, nor muſt I defile my

ſelf with adultery. Imuſt not bear falſe witneſs againſt my neighbour, nor muft I

ſpeak a falſe thing aboutor againſt my ſelf. I muſt honourmyown parents, and by

the ſame reaſon , if I am a parent, I muſt not do any thing to diſhonourmyown per

ſon or parental character in the ſight of children. Now ſince our ſelves, as well as

our neighbours are taken into conſideration in all theſe commands, whereſoever it is

poſſible in the nature of the thing, I think the deſtruction ofour felves as well as of

our neighbours is equally forbidden by the ſixth command .

Thus this law ſecures the life of every man, woman and child in the world , who

have not forfeited their lives to the public juſtice by ſome capital crime: And even

then it is only the public officer , or the perſon authorized by the law of the land , who

has right to take away the life of the criminal.

Secondly , I anſwer , The injury forbidden in the ſixth command does not only

reach to the perſon who is Nain , but to his friends, his relations, his country, and

the community to which he belongs. It is upon this account chiefly that human

penalties are annexed to murther by men, becauſe the community is hereby deprived

of a member , or the prince of a ſubject, and the various parts of that community

are deprived of a helper . · It is alſo upon this account of the injury done to our fel

low - creatures, that God has appointed bloud to be repaid with bloud, as he is the fo

vereign guardian ofhuman ſociety .

Now I would aſk , Whether the ſame injury is not done to our friends, our kin

dred and our country , if wemurder our felves as if another hand murdered us? Yes

ſurely , and in ſome reſpects a greater injury too, especially to our friends, as ſhall

appear hereafter.

But
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But beſides all this, the injury reaches to God our creator ; it is he has appointed

to each perſon his ſtation in this world for ſome ſpecial ſervice to himſelf as well as to

our fellow -creatures. And as another man muſt not injure and affront our creator by

removing us from this ſtation, ſo neither muſtwedo it our felves.

It is not for any man to ſay, “ I can beof no ſervice to God or man in this world ;

I am racher a burthen to the earth, a piece of uſeleſs lumber; therefore I throw my

ſelf out of the way." But can you tell for what ſervicesGod has reſerved you ? Are

you one ofhis council ? Do you know what future events may ariſe, wherein you

may be made uſe of, if not in an active manner , yet atleaſt in a paſſive way, to

carry on ſome part of the divine ſcheme of providence ? Now for this reaſon no fort

of murther is permitted , that ſo no man may be cut off from all future and poſſible

capacities of fervice to God or his fellow -creatures. God has notmade any man a

judge in his own caſe , to determine for himſelf concerning his own life and uſefulneſs

in oppoſition to the general ſenſe both of nature and ſcripture, and the conftant

judgment of divine aswell as human laws.

Since therefore all the injuries that I have mentioned againſt God and man are

· committed by the murther of one's ſelf as well as one's neighbour, it has pleaſed

God ſeverely to prohibit all murther , and he has fixed the fixth commandment in

the table of his moral law , where it ſtands like a cannon planted with open mouth a

gainſt theman that dares fuch a public and fpreading injury to God and man . It is a

piece of divine artillery charged with eternal death . I John iii. 15. “ No murtherer

hath eternal life abiding in him ," that is, hasno right to eternallife , for he has not the

principles or feeds of it in his heart ; and then ſurely eternal death belongs to him ,

and muſt be his portion .

Another prohibition of murther is found among the fire laws thatGod gave to

the new race of men after the food, Gen , ix . 6 . “ Whoſoever ſheddeth man 's bloud,

by man fhall his bloud be fhed, for in the image of God made he man .” I confeſs

there is ſome difficulty in determining preciſely in what ſenſe wemuſt take the image

ofGod in this place: For themoral image of God which confifted in righteouſneſs

and holineſs was loſt by the fall, whereas that part of the divine image which ſtands

here as an argument againſt the deſtruction ofman is ſuppoſed to continue in his

fallen eſtate .

Shall we then ſuppoſe it has a reference to the erect poſture of his body, or the

ſhape and figure ofmankind , in which Godmight appear to our firſt parents ? Then

murther is forbid upon this accountbecauſe it deſtroys the honourable figure and cha

racter of human nature, whereby it is ſuperior to all brutal animals, and whereby it is

ſuperior to all brutal animals, and whereby itwas dignified either by the appearance

ofGod the Father, or rather his fon Jeſus Chriſt in it : Now this reaſon ſtands firm

againſt the deſtruction of our felves aswell as of others.

Ordoes it mean the dominion ofman over brute creatures, wherein he bears fome

image or reſemblance of God's dominion over this lower world ? Butthat reaches not

beyond this life, and therefore there is an end put to this dominion, to this part of

the divine image by allmurther, whether of others or of our ſelves.

Or ſhall we ſay , that the immortality of the foulof man is that image ofGod

which is here deſigned ? Now though the ſoul cannot be Nain , yet by murther, an im

mortal creature is ſentinto a certain and determined ſtate of happineſs or miſery, for a

long eternity , and the great God will not ſuffer any man to take upon hiin to ſend an

immortal ſoul into ſo awful an eſtate on a ſudden , and by the mere caprices of his

own will : And therefore he hath required bloud for bloud ; and ſince he hath ap

pointed
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pointed that man ſhould execute that ſentence on the murtherer of another man in

this world , we have abundant reaſon to believe that he will take care to execute his

own juſt vengeance upon a ſelf-murtherer in the inviſible world, though he hath put

himſelf out of the reach of human vengeance.

Or ſuppoſe after all I have not hit upon the exact ſenſe of the image of God in this

place, yet this is very certain , that let the image of God ſignify what it will, this i

mage is as much injured by the murther of one's ſelf, as by the murther of one's

neighbour, and therefore the prohibition ſtands in the ſame force againſt both .

III. Conſider that our ſaviour himſelf when he had a body prepared for him by

the Father, and was ſent into the world , ſeemsto acknowledge that as he ſtood in the

rank of men , he had not power.or authority to lay down his own life, but by the

commandment of God his Father. He ſpeaks of it as a ſpecial and peculiar com

miſſion , thathe had power to lay down his life as well as power to take it again , nei

ther of which other mortals are inveſted with , John X . 18 . “ I lay downmy life of

my ſelf ; Ihave power to lay it down and I have power to take it again : This com

mandmenthave I received ofmy Father. The original word for power is Exoix ,which

ſignifies right or authority , which he derived from the peculiarity of his divine com

miſſion . Otherwiſe he had been obliged to have uſed all his native power and ſkill to

have ſaved himſelf from thehands of his enemies. Now if our faviour himſelf con

fidered merely as man, and abſtracted from his divine nature, had not a right to diſ

poſe of his own life at pleaſure, without divine commiſſion , certainly no otherman

may claim this right. ;

IV . Conſider that had this practice been lawful, all the pious perſons from Adan

to this day, who had been plunged into extreme diſtreſs and anguilh of mind or bo

dy in this world , might have relieved themſelves by this method ; all the martyrs

and confeſſors of ſcripture who were ſtoned , who were fawn aſunder , who were put

into lions dens, who were ſcourged and tortured, ſeem to be guilty of great foīly ,

if they themſelves might lawfully have putan end to their miſeries by this ſhorter me

thod : And the honours that the bible caſts upon theſe men are vain honours, if

they endured theſe terrible trials, when they mighthave eſcaped them all without

guilt or tranſgreſſion .

Let it be noted alſo , that many good men of old have earneſtly wilhed to die, par

ticularly Elijah, Job , Jeremiah, & c. but not one of them durft indulge a thought of

procuring death to themſelves, as being under the moſt certain impreſlions of the

horrible and crying impiety of ſuch a practice : The utmoſt efforts they made toward

itwas to pray God to releaſe them , but they never dared to attempt their own releaſe.

V . Conſider whatſort of men they have been who are recorded in ſcripture as ſelf

murtherers. Achitophel, a falſe traytor, who counſelled Abfalom to rebel againſt his

father David . Saul, a bloudy man , who forſook God and was forſaken of God .

Zimri, a moſt wicked king of Iſrael, and Judas who betrayed our bleſſed ſaviour,

& c. Good men may be tempted ſorely in this matter, but we do not find that they

have been given up to comply with the temptation .

You will readily reply , “ but what was Samſon ? Is he not numbered among the

ancient and ſacred heroeswho lived and died in faith ? Heb. xi. 22. And did he not

deſtroy himſelf together with the Philiſtines when he pulled down the houſe upon

their heads ? And was not this done alſo with deſign and reſolution, when he ſaid ,

“ let me die with the Philiſtines.”

Anſwer 1 . It is evident the apoſtle in that chapter is reckoning up all the glorious

effects of faith , whether it be faith of miracles which may be found with ſinners, or

VOL . II. Aa a faith
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faith which accompanies ſalvation and belongs only to the ſaints. Now there is very

little of the character of a ſaint that belongs to Samſon either in his life or in his

death . The Spirit of the Lord cameupon him , indeed , as a ſpirit of miracles, for

the deliverance of Iſrael from oppreſſion , but his life ſeemsto be ſtained with many

crimes ; and in the moment of his death he deſired to be avenged of the Philiſtine's

for his two eyes : So that we find little or nothing of the fruits of the Spirit in him ,

which the apoſtle deſcribes, Gal. v . 22. “ Gentleneſs, goodneſs, meekneſs, tempe

rance,” & c.

Anſwer 2 . If it ſhould be granted that Samſon had religion and virtue enough in

him to be called a good man, yet as the other exerciſes of his miraculous ſtrength

were performed under the influence of the Spirit, or by inſpiration, ſo wemay ſup

poſe that at his death he had a divine call, or inſpiration , as he had certainly mira .

culous aid , to deſtroy the Philiſtines, though he himſelf fell with them ; and though

itmuſt be confeſſed there was a mixture of his own ſinful revenge in his heart, yet

the Spirit of God might dictate that action in general, though not as mingled with

his own revenge. Now ſince this was done by a ſpecial divine commiſſion , it can

not be drawn by us into an example for our imitation .

Well, if ſuicide cannot be juſtified by the examples of ſcripture , you will try what

the roman and greek hiſtorians can do towards it. Perhaps, you will ſay , “ Surely

had it been ſo criminal an action, the great and wiſemen of antiquity would not

have indulged the practice of it, nor would their names have been inrolled among

the ſons of honour. But we find Curtiusand Cato, Brutus and Otho, and others who

deſtroyed themſelves, celebrated as men of virtue, as noble patriots, and great he

roes, even on the account of their death as well as their life." . .

Anſwer. Alas, to what purpoſe ſhould a chriſtian cite the heathens to juſtify that

which the ſcripture forbids ? They had very little knowledge of the trueGod, very

dark and doubtful notices of their duty to their creator, to themſelves, and to their

fellow - creatures : And though the light of nature would have taught them better

had they duly and carefully conſulted it, yet it is evident that they actually miſtook

their duty in many inſtances that were obvious enough to common reaſon . They i

magined that the deſtruction of a tyrant, the preſervation of their country, or the

mere honour of their own nation, or the guard of their real or fancied virtues, was

ſufficient to licenſe and fanctify almoſt any practices whatſoever.

• They had many falſe and fooliſh notions of courage, greatneſs and honour,which

betrayed them into real iniquities. They ſent forth their armies to rob and plunder

nations to ſatisfy their own ambition and ihirſt of honour ; they could inurder thou

fands of mankind in order to enlarge their bounds of empire, and for the glory of

their king or of their native city : It was no wonder that men of ſuch principles

Thould imbrue their hands in their own bloud under the influence of ſuch ſort of

motives and pretences. Beſides this,they were animated with the expectation of fame

after death : Inmortalmemory and renown were the rewards of what they called he

roic actions. And thus the heathensmight glory in their own ſhame, but they are

not ſet up for our guides or patterns. A chriſtian muſt regulate his whole conduct

by the law of his God, by the rules of the goſpel, by the viewsand hopes and fears

of eternal rewards or puniſhments, which are revealed to him in a diviner light.

Let it be conſidered yet further, that themotives, by which ſome of theſe heathen

heroeswere drawn to ſelf deſtruction, are ſuch as ſcarce ever comeinto the queſtion

now a -days, and do by no means reſpectmen in the ordinary ſituation of human life.

Which of ushas any view or hope or pretence to benefit thouſands by our death ? To

ſave
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fave a nation from civil war ? to deliver our country from the anger of God and a

peftilence by offering ourſelves as a ſacrifice ? To ſink in one ruin with the liberties

of a ſtate , which we ourſelves have long ſupported ? Theſe are the excuſes that

are made for thoſe ancient heathens, and covered their names from infamy in ſuch a

bloudy action . Thehiſtory of theſe men , and the honour done them by pagan wri

ters , can give nomanner of fanction to thoſe mean and ridiculous motives which are

the occaſions of ſelf-murther in our weekly news-papers, in the preſent age. The

romans themſelves would have made a jeſt of thoſe , who pretended to imitate theſe

their heroes, without being placed in the ſame circumſtances, or having equalmo

tives ; and, as a modern writer well expreſſes it, “ Should any man now have it in

his power to acquaint the ghoſt of Cato or Brutus that there was a country in which

men often deliberately and cooly diſpatch themſelves , and voluntarily flee out of life ;

one becauſe his miſtreſs is not propitious to his paſſion ; another , becauſe his fordid

love of money has been diſappointed ; another, becauſe he has diſſipated his whole

fortune in the moſt diffolute and abandoned luxury and debauchery ; another becauſe

his ſcheine for advancement to honour has been daſhed to pieces ; another, becauſe

in the midſt of hoards of money, he is terrified with the dread of future want; and

others, perhaps, becauſe theweather lies heavy upon them , and thewind blows from

an unfavourable corner: And ſhould they beacquainted , that in all theſe caſes, their

names and their examples are appealed to ; what would they ſay ? They would de

clare ita country of mad -men and fools, and lament their own fate, to be cited for

the juſtification , or excuſe of odious, baſe and unſeemly actions, which haveno pre

tence worthy of a man, to cover them .

" Not that I am at all, ſays this writer, deſigning to juſtify thoſe great men them

ſelves. On the contrary many things might be urged againſt thoſe ancients, even

upon their own ſcheme, and the principles of reaſon . If I ſhould ſay that the death

of Cato was a mixture of impatience and pride; that he ought in love to his country

to have reſerved himſelf for a better opportunity of ſerving it ; that it is probable,

from theevents which followed, that he might afterwards have been an inſtrumentof

good to it ; that he raſhly , and in a paſſion , judged of what he could not well

judge of, that it was a fullen pride of heart not to deign to live, becauſe in one trial,

his cauſe had not been ſucceſsful; and that a true greatneſs of ſoul had been more

ſeen , even in accepting his life, if that had been neceſſary, at the hands of theman ,

in whoſe power omnipotent providence or fate , which he believed irreſiſtible, had

put it : And this would be hard to refute upon the principles of any philoſophy."

I might add yet further, that though ſome of the philoſophers among theheathens

did allow , yet the beſt of them did utterly condemn this practice, as a raſh forſaking

the ſtation in which the providence of their gods had placed men . Though I have

argued particularly on this head already, yet in this place I cannot forbid my ſelf the

pleaſure of citing the ſtrong expreſſions of ſomeof theſe heathens againſt ſelf-murther ,

as they are agreeably repreſented by Dr. Samuel Clarke, in his diſcourſe of natural and

revealed religion. Propoſition the firſt.

" Hethat ſent us into theworld , and alone knows for how long time he appoin

ted uis our ſtation here , and when we have finiſhed all the buſineſs he intended we

ſhould do, can alone judge when it is fit for us to be taken hence, and has alone au

thority to diſmiſs and diſcharge us. This reaſoning has been admirably applied by

Plato, Cicero,and others of the beſt philoſophers; ſo that though the stoics of old , and

the deiſts of late, have in their ranting diſcourſes, and ſome few of them in their raſh

practice, contradicted it ; yet they have never been able, with any colour of reaſon ,

A aa 2 to
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to anſwer or evade their force of the argument: Which indeed to ſpeak the truth has

been urged by the forementioned philoſophers, with ſuch ſingular beauty , as well as

invincible ſtrength , that it ſeems not capable of having any thing added to it. Where

fore I ſhall give it you only in ſomeof their own words.” “ Wemen ,” ſays Plato in

the perſon of Socrates, “ are all by the appointmentof God in a certain priſon or cuſto

dy, which we ought not to break outof, and run away. Weare as ſervants, or as cattle

in the hand ofGod : And would not any of us, faith he, if one of our ſervants ſhould

contrary to our direction , and to eſcape out of our ſervice, kill himſelf, think we

had juſt reaſon to be very angry , and , if it was in our power , puniſh him for it ? So

likewiſe Cicero: God, ſays he, the ſupreme governor of all things, forbids us to

depart hence withouthis order : And though when the divine providence does it felf

offerus a juſt occaſion of leaving this world ,” as when a man chuſes to ſuffer death

rather than commit wickedneſs , “ a wiſe man will then indeed depart joyfully , as

out of a place of ſorrow and darkneſs into light ; yet he will not be in ſuch hafte as to

break his priſon contrary to law ; butwill go when God calls him , as a priſoner when

diſmiſſed by the magiſtrate or lawful power. “ Tuſculan. queſtionum libro primo.” Again ;

" That ſhort remainder of life ,” ſaith he, “ which old men have a proſpect of, they ought

neither too eagerly to deſire , nor yet on the contrary unreaſonably and diſcontented

ly deprive themſelves of it ; for as Pythagoras teaches , it is as unlawful for a man

without the command of God, to remove himſelf out of the world ; as for a ſoldier

to leave his poſt without his general's order, de Sene tute. And in another place : “ Un

leſs thatGod," ſaith he, “ whoſe temple and palace this whole world is, diſcharges you

himſelf out of the priſon of the body, you can never be received to his favour.

Wherefore you, and all piousmen , ought to have patience to continue in thebody,

as long asGod ſhall pleaſe, who ſent us hither ; and not force your ſelves out of the

world beforehe calls for you ; leſt you be deſerters of the ſtation appointed you by

God . Somnium Scipionis.And , to mention no more; that excellent author, Arrian, book

the firſt. “ Wait,” ſaith he, “ the good pleaſure of God : When he ſignifies it to be his

will, that you ſhould be diſcharged from this ſervice, then depart willingly ; but in

themean time have patience, and tarry in the place where he has appointed you :

Wait, and do not hurry your ſelvesaway wilfully and unreaſonably .” “ The obiec

tions, which the author of the defence of ſelf-murther, prefixed to the oracles of rea

ſon, has attempted to advance againſt this argument, are ſo weak and childiſh ,

that it is evident he could not, at the timehe wrote them , believe in earneſt that

there was any force in them : Aswhen he ſays, that the reaſon why it is not lawful for

a centinel to leave his ſtation without his commander 's order , is becauſe he entered in

to the ſervice by his own conſent ; as if God had not a juſt power to lay any com

mandsupon his creatures, without their own conſent : Or when he ſays, that there

are many lawful ways to ſeek death in ; as if, becauſe a man may lawfully venture

his life in many public ſervices, therefore it was lawful for him directly to throw it

away upon any fooliſh diſcontent. Thusfar Dr. Clarke.

This objection drawn from the practice of the heathens has diverted me from my

train of arguments : But I proceed ,

VI. Reflect upon the nature of the fact : Perhaps it is the moſt unnatural practice

that can come within the reach of man. Self-preſervation is ſuch a law of nature ,

that it is written as it were in the animal as well as in the mind , it is mingled with our

Aeſh and bloud and our very conſtitution ; we muſt ſin therefore againſt our bodies

and our ſouls together, when we perpetrate this wickedneſs. It is well expreſſed by a

Jate writer that " our creator would not have armed life with ſuch a dread of death ,

.

which
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which is rarely overcome, nor involved the contemplation of death in ſo many ap

palling doubts and apprehenſions, if the quitting of life of our own accord had been

agreeable to his ſchemes of providence. It is evidentGod hath way -laid the roads

to death with ambuſcades of terror, on purpoſe to prevent our voluntary approaches

to it. Nature it ſelf is paſſionately abhorrent from it ; it throws our whole frame in

to a tumult , and theman who hath reſolved it, finds a drawback within himſelf that

ſilently withholds him .”

Upon theſe accounts,it is hardly ſuppoſed to be done without ſome ſtrong tempta

tions of the devil, that evil and cruel ſpirit, who is a murtherer from the beginning :

And it is he only who finds his account in it, and regales his helliſh paſſions ofma

lice and envy againſt God and man . This vile ſpirit is eminently gratified when we

give ear to ſuch a temptation : He had the impudence to tempt our bleſſed Lord in

thismanner. " Caft thy ſelf down from the pinnacle of the temple :" but our Lord

repelled him with indignation, and left us an example : The hour, in which his Fa

ther had appointed him to yield up his life, wasnot yet come.

VII . Conſider that if it be lawful for you to put an end to your own life becauſe you

are weary of it, perhaps it would alſo be lawful for any other man to do the ſame for

you with your leave and at your requeſt. But it is not lawful for anotherman to do

it, therefore, not for your ſelf. I borrow my argument from this conſideration , that

ſince it is lawful forme to cut off a gangrened or a broken limb in order to ſave life ,

it is lawful to give my arm to the ſurgeon and to deſire him to cut it off ; and the

ſurgeon does it withoutblame in the ſight of God orman . This he could not do

without my leave. Butmyown right to do it being conveyed to him does in this caſe

authorize him to do it. So if I had right to deſtroy my ſelf, my own rightwould

authorize another to deſtroyme.

I grant there are ſome caſes, wherein a man may poſſeſs an inalienable right which

he cannot convey to another , ſuch are rights of honour. as nobility, magiſtracy,

rights of natural relation ,, as paternity , filiation , & c. becauſe theſe relate to

other perſons. But ſo far as anyman has a right to injure, or maim , or deſtroy his

own body, I ſee no reaſon why it may not be conveyed to another by his authority :

And if aman might lawfully itab himſelf, I think the ſame rightmight be conveyed

to ano :her man to ſtab him .

Now aſk your ſelf, if a perſon wereweary of his life and begged that you would

knock him on the head, would you not think it unlawful, and conſequently be a

fraid to deſtroy him , though at his own requeſt ? Do you not think this in the com

mon nature of things would be a great injury to his relations, to his friends, to his

country and to human ſociety, though the perſon himſelf deſired it ? Do you not in

magine this would be true murther both in the ſight of God andman , and juſtly ex .

poſe you to puniſhment ? But it ſeems to me, that hemight aswell give you power

to murther him , as aſſume the power himſelf. If the taking away the life of ſuch a

perſon would be murther, then the taking away your own life is murther too, and

therefore by no means is it an act allowable or lawful in the ſight of God.

VIII. Conſider how many practices there are which God has forbidden in his word

as being injurious to our own bodies, yet each of them ſeem to be far leſs pernicious

in their nature, and in their conſequences than ſelf-murther is ; and thence we may

draw a ſtrong argument to prove that ſelf-murther is not only ſinful but a very hai .

nous ſin . Allmanner of intemperance is forbidden by the word of God ; gluttony

and drunkenneſs have a tendency to ruin our health and deſtroy our natures, and theſe

are prohibited in the old teſtament, and in the new . Whoredom , or fornication , is

a ſin againſt the body, and as ſuch it is expoſed in ſcripture as an aggravated ini

delt
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quiry that a man ſhould ſin againſt his own body, i Cor. vi. 18 . The body of a

chriſtian is ſaid to be the temple of the holy Spirit, and him that defiles this temple

God will derirov, I Cor . ii. 16 , 17 . Now are there ſuch denunciations againſt thoſe

iniquities that injure or defile the human body, and muſt we not ſuppoſe the guilt of

the pe fon is more aggravated , and that his puniſhment ſhall be more ſevere who

wilfully deſtroys the body which God has given him ?

God has been pleaſed to ſet a guard upon human life by forbidding all thoſe excel

ſes and irregularities of appetite and paſſion which injure health , and tend to the ru

in of our natures; and doubtleſs the actualdeſtruction of our natures is a more hai

nous crimein his ſight.

• IX . Conſider further, how inconſiſtent is this practice with that dependence on

the providence of the almighty, that humble waiting for God, that truſt and hope

in divine mercy, and that patience , reſignation and quiet ſubmiſſion which are due to

God our fupreme governor. Suppoſe he is pleaſed to try us with a delay of anſwer

to our prayers, with poverty , diſappointment, fickneſs , pain or trouble in the fiefh ,

muſt we reſolve to die preſently ? This is breaking away from God 's hand in an unwar

rantable manner : It is a renouncing of that felf-dedication and ſurrender which we

have made of our ſelves to God : It is utterly contrary to that humble devotednefs to

the will of God which chriſtianity requires of all it's profeffors . How can I ſay, I

am the Lord's , or thy will be done, when I will not ſo much as let him determine in

which world I ſhall ſerve him , theviſible or the inviſible ?

Perhaps it is the preſent purpoſe ofGod to put you under this inſtance of proba

tion , as part of the trial ofyour obedience in order to a future reward : It is the lan

guage of divine providence when weare exerciſed with any preſſing affliction , « Let

mefee how you will honourmy ſovereignty with holy ſubmiſſion, with conſtancy and

patience; let me fee whether you will glorify your creator, your governor, and

your Lord, in the paſſive as well as in the active parts of life. No, ſays the

ſelf-murtherer , I will not endure this trial; I will rid my felf of this hardſhip ;

I will bear it no longer; I have no patience , nor will I ſubmit to this method ofdivine

probation ; I will halten my appearance before the judgment feat ; there let my judge

determinemy final eſtate according to the days of my paſt life and paſt trials, for I

will not ſuffermy ſtate of probation to be prolonged any farther. ” How is it poſſible

now that ſuch a rebellious creature can ever expect favour or abſolution at the hands

ofGod his judge?

Thus I have finiſhed the conſiderationswhich in my opinion give abundant proof of

the unlawfulneſs of ſuch a practice, and I would conclude them with this folemn ſen

tence, theman who can take all theſe arguments into his view , and in the full exerciſe

of his reaſon will after all venture upon ſo unnatural and aggravated a crime, and

will plunge himſelf into eternity on ſuch groundleſs preſumptions of divine pardon,

muſt in the common ſenſe of mankind here and in his own awakened conſcience

hereafter bedeemed a juſt ſacrifice ofdivinewrath , and for ever unworthy of pardon

ing grace.

SECT.
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SECTION II.

Some general difuafions from ſelf-murther, by Jewing the folly and danger,

of it .

W H EN this bloudy practice has been proved to be highly criminal in the fight

VY ofGod, we can hardly ſuppoſe that any other conſiderations ſhould bemore

effectual to deter a man who profeſſes chriſtianity from the guilt of ſo aggravated a

fin : Yet it may be poſſible to ſet the dangerous and dreadful conſequences of this

practice in a fuller view , a more diffuſive and affecting light: For if you turn it os

all ſides it has ſtill ſome new appearances of terror, and furniſhes outnew diffuaſives

from the execution of it.

I. Conſider that it is too dangerous an attempt to venture upon it unleſsyou had

a full allurance of it's lawfulneſs . Now ſuppoſe the power of your own iniquities ,

the artifices of thetempter, and the prevailing ill humours of animal nature Ihould

join together ſo fatally as to blind your eyes againſtthe full conviction of it's ſinfulneſs,

yet you can never prove that ſelf-murther is certainly a lawful thing . The furtheft

you can go is to ſuppoſe, that poſſibly itmay be lawful; but on the other hand , if you

İhould be under a miſtake, it is a dreadful, it is a fatal, it is an eternal one. You put

your ſelf beyond all poſſibility of rectifying this error through all the long ages of

futurity .

Whatſoever vain fancies ſome of the heathens have indulged who knew notGod ,

and had very little and dark apprehenſions of a future ſtate , yet in the chriſtian world

the utmoſt that the moſt ſanguine ormoſt melancholy among this tribe can well pre

tend is, that perhaps it may be lawful, or at leaſt that it is a little and a very pardon

able crime; and they have been forced to wink their eyes againſt the light to arrive at

this perhaps. But if it be not pardonable, then nothing remains for the criminalbut

everlaſting puniſhment. That terrible word, eternal, eternal, eternalmiſery, carries

ſuch a long doleful accentwith it, and includes ſuch an immenſe train of agonies with

out hope, that it is infinitely better to bear the ſorrows, the trials and uneaſineſſes of

this life for a few ſhort and uncertain years, than raſhly to venture upon ſuch a prac

tice, whoſe pretended and doubtful advantages bear no proportion at all to the infi

..nite and extremehazard of an endleſs ſtate of torment.

II. Suppoſe you could by any falſe reaſonings perſuade your conſciences that the

act of ſelf-deſtruction was no ſin , yet are you ſo ſure of the preſent goodneſs of your

ſtate towards God , and that all your other fins are pardoned , that you could plunge

your ſelf this moment into eternity ? It is generally under a fit of impatience that

perſons are tempted to deſtroy themſelves; now is the preſent frame and temper of

your ſoul ſuch as is fit to appear in before the great tribunal of heaven ? You well know

that " as the tree falls , ſo itmuſt lie, to the north or to the ſouth." Ecclef. xi. 3 . “ After

death judgment immediately ſucceeds,” Heb . ix . 27. “ There is no faith and repen

tance in the grave, nor pardoning grace to be implored when the ſtate of trial is paſt, »

Eccl. ix . 10 . “ They that go down to the pit cannothope for thy truth.” īja . xxxviii.

18 . Are you now ſo ſure of your creator's love, and of your perfect conformity

to his laws of judgment ? Are you ſo holy, ſo innocent, fo righteous in your felf, of

ſo certain of your intereſt in themerits of a mediator, thatyou dare ruſh thismoment

before the bar of a great and terrible God , and tell him that you are come to have

your ſtate determined for all everlaſting ? If not, be wiſe and bethink your ſelf alta

tle :
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tle : Uſe and improvethe delay and opportunity which his grace and providence offe

you in this life , for a more effectual ſecuring a better life hereafter .

But if wego a little farther and ſuppoſe the action in it ſelf to be criminal, then re

'member that you ſend your ſelf out of this world with the guilt of a wilful criminal

action on your conſcience; you preclude yourown repentance of this ſin in this world ,

and the other world knowsno repentance that is available to any good purpoſe . You

ſhoot your ſelf headlong into an eternal ſtate ; and are you ſure that you ſhall never

repent of it in the long future ages of your exiſtence ? But, alas ! all that repentance

comes too late to relieve you from the diſmal effects of your raſhneſs. All the repen

tance of that inviſible world , is but the ſting of conſcience, which, will add exquiſite

pain to your appointed puniſhment. Surely you ſhould have the moſt evident and

undeniable proofs of the goodneſs of that action which can never be reverſed , and

which puts you for ever beyond all poſſibility of uſeful repentance .

Giveme leave to add in this place,what isthe conſtant doctrine of the bible and the

ſenſe of chriſtians, viz . that a wilful ſinner dying impenitentcannot be ſaved . Now

if there be no ſpace given for ſerious reflexion and penitence in the caſe of a

ſelf-murtherer, what room is there for hope hereafter ? except only where the perſons

are really diſtracted , and the greatGod our judge knows how to diſtinguiſh exactly

how far every action is influenced by bodily diſtempers. This is the only hope of ſur

.viving friends.

III. Think yet again , what an odium , what ſcandal and everlaſting ſhame you

bring upon your name and character by ſuch a fact. It is a reproach that ſpreads

wide among the kindred of the ſelf-murtherer ; It deſcends to his poſterity and fol

lows him through many generations.

Itmay be obſerved alſo that in the rubricof thechurch of England before the burialfer

vice, ſelf-murtherers are ranked with excommunicated perſons : The church has no

hope of them as true chriſtians: And as the church denies them chriſtian burial, ſo

the civil government did heretofore appoint that they ſhould be put into the earth

with utmoſt contempt ; and this was generally done in ſome public croſs-way, that

the ſhame and infamymight be made known to every paſſenger ; and that this

infamy might be laſting, they were ordained to have a ſtake driven through

their dead bodies, which was not to be removed . It is pity this practice has

been omitted of late years by the too favourable ſentence of their neighbours on the

jury, who generally pronounce them diſtracted : And thus they are excuſed from this

publicmark of abhorrence. Perhaps it weremuch better if this practice were revi.

ved again ; for ſince the laws of men cannot puniſh their perſons, therefore their dead

bodies ſhould be expoſed to juſt and deſerved ſhame, that ſo this injury might be laid

under all the odium that human power and law can caſt upon it, to teſtify a juft ab

horrence of the fact, and to deter ſurvivors from the like practice.

IV . Can any man of a generous or kind diſpoſition think of all the miſchief done

to his friends and kindred by the deſtruction of himſelf, and yet practiſe it ? Think

of the public ſcandal and diſgrace that it ſpreads over the whole family ; think of the

ſhame and inward anguiſh of ſpirit that itneceſſarily gives to ſurviving friends and

relatives ; what ſorrow of heart for the loſs of a father, or mother, or brother, a lif

ter, a daughter , or a fon , in ſuch a ſudden , fuch a dreadful, and ſuch a ſhameful

manner of death ? What terrible perplexity of ſpirit, what inconſolable vexation of

mind, whạt fears of eternalmiſery for the ſoul of the deceaſed ? This gives them a

wound beyond what they are able to bear , and ſometimes wears out their life in for

row , and brings them down to the grave. One would think that the injury doneto

friends and dear relations would be a fufficientbar againſt it, to ſouls who have any

ſenſe
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Infamy, perhaps he wounde tillGod ſaw fit to put an em feverity , as is legal, well

ſenſe of juſtice, or any pretence to goodneſs and love. If it be ſo hard for you to

bear a little poverty, ſhame, ſorrow , reproach , & c. that you will die rather than

bear it, why will you entail theſe on your kindred and on thoſe who love you beſt ?

In order to work upon perſons that have any compaſſion for their ſurviving kind

red , it is fit they ſhould know alſo that the engliſh law calls a ſelf-murtherer, « Felo

de fe," or a felon to himſelf, and upon this account the eſtate and effects of the de

ceaſed are forfeited by law , and cannot deſcend to the relatives, unleſs it appear that

the perſon who laid violent hands upon himſelf was diſtracted . Now in this caſe bi

ſhop Fleetwood finds fault ſeverely with juries, whonow a -days bring in almoſt all ſelf

murtherers diſtracted , and he deſires them to conſider, “ Whether the conſtantmiti

gation of the rigours of the law againſt ſelf-murtherers, inay not give ſome encou

ragement to that practice ; and whether the favourable verdict they bring in , be al- -

ways ſo righteous and ſo ſeaſonable as they imagine ? And ſince the wiſdom of the

law intends that the confiſcation of eſtates, the undoing a family , and the ſhameful

burial ſhall deter thein from theſe horrible attempts, whether the mercy that defeats

all theſe intentions be not more like to continue than to repreſs theſe cruel violences ?

Were a perſon ſure that his eſtate would be forfeited , and his effects carried away from

his wife , children and family , were he ſure that his dead body ſhould be publicly ex

poſed , buried in the high -way, and with a ſtake driven through it as a mark of huge

infamy, perhaps he would give way to calmer counſels, and be content to bear a lit

tle ſhame, or pain , or loſs, tillGod ſaw fit to put an end to all his ſufferings by na

tural means : And therefore an inſtance or two of ſuch ſeverity , as is legal, well

and wiſely choſen , might prove a greater preſervative againſt theſe violences than ſuch

a conſtant and expected mercy, as we always find on theſe occaſions: For men have

now no fear of laws ; and when they have laid aſide the fear of God , they go a

bout this buſineſs with great readineſs, they are ſure of favour in this world , and

they will venture the other.”

V . Think in the laſt place, how fatal an influence your examplemay have to bring

death and ruin on others, and that on their immortal ſouls as well as their mortal

life. Remember what an effeat the ſelf -murther of Saul had , when his armour-bear

er followed him , and died alſo by his own ſword . And oftentimeswhere ſelf-mur

ther is practiſed, it fills the heads of other melancholy and uneaſy perſons with the

ſame bloudy thoughts, and teaches them to enter into the ſame temptation .

Think then with your ſelf, “ What if I ſhould not only deſtroy my own ſoul

for ever, but become the dreadful occaſion of others deſtroying their ſouls, and fling

ing themſelves into the ſame place of torture ? What ſharp accents will this add to

my anguiſh of conſcience, in hell, that I have led others into the ſamewretched

neſs without remedy, without hope, and without end ? Think and enquire whether

every felf-murtherer who may be influenced hereafter by your example to this im

pious fact, may not be ſent particularly to viſit your ghoſt in thole inviſible regi

ons, and become a new tormentor. Whether all ſuch future events may not be

turned by the juſt judgment of God to encreale your agonies and horrors of ſoul in

that world of deſpair and miſery.

VOL. II. Bbb SECT
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s E C TI O N III.

The pretences for ſelf-murther, and the motives to it examined and anſwered.

COME of the pretences for this criminal practice have been obviated already,

while we were diſplaying the guilt, the folly , and the danger of it : Let usnow

cometo conſider the reſt of the chief motiveswherewith this temptation is enforced :

And here we ſhall ſee what mere ſhadows, moſt of them are, what poor thin co

lours of argument, ſuch as one would think ſhould never paſs upon a creature who

retains the exerciſe of his reaſon , and pretends to any ſhare of underſtanding or fore .

thought, ſince the infinite concerns of an eternal futurity ſo vaſtly over -balance all

preſent appearances.

I. Pretence. One perſon findshis circumſtances ſinking in the world , or itmay be,

he is over-whelmed at once with the loſs of his eſtate ; “ I cannot bear,” ſaith he,“ the

thoughts of poverty. What ! to be brought to a morſel of bread, and live like a

beggar ! I had rather die than be beholden to charity to keep mealive."

Anſwer. This is the pride of thy ſpirit, О man , but is it not incomparably bet

ter to mortify this pride, and ſubmit to the will and providence of thy creator, for a

few dayshere on earth in a ſtate of trial, than to plunge thy ſelf into a ſtate of cer

tain and everlaſting wretchedneſs ?

Perhaps it will be replied , “ but I am in ſtarving circumſtances, I am afraid I ſhall

periſh with want, whymay I not then haſten my diſmiſſion from this world and pre

ventmy fears ? ” .

I anſwer, whatever fears are prevented by this raſh and bloudy experiment, your

real and more dreadful forrows willbe haſtened. You want the ſupports of life here,

but will you therefore ſend your ſelf into a world of univerſal want and forrow , where

you ſhall have no ſupply, where your neceſſities of various and unknown kinds ſhall

be ever raging and violent, and where you ſhall obtain no manner of relief, no, not

a drop of water to cool your tongue in themidſt of torments ?

Beſides, I think there are no perſons in ſuch a condition in our nation , but that

either by the lawsof the land, or by a proper application to perſons of beneficence ,

theymay find relief from ſtarving, if they are but ſincerely willing to labour as far

as their capacity admits, and then apply themſelves to proper methods and to pro

per perſons, in order to obtain this relief. The providence of God correſponds with

his promiſes : Pſalm xxxiv . 10. “ Though the lions roar and ſuffer hunger, yet they

that ſeek the Lord ſhall not want any good thing, that is neceſſary forthem .” Pſalm

xxxiii. 18 , 19. “ The eye ofthe Lord is upon them that fear him , upon them that

hope in his mercy, to deliver their ſoul from death , and to keep them alive in fa

mine.” Pfalm xxxvii. 3 . “ Truſt in the Lord, and do good , ſo ſhalt thou dwell in

the land, and verily thou ſhalt be fed .”

II. Pretence . Another will ſay, “ I have lived in ſome credit and reputation in the

world , and I am now falling into univerſal diſgrace and infamy, and in my opinion

ſhame is worſe than death ."

Anſwer. But is ſhameworſe than hell too ? That is a proud ſpirit indeed, that had

rather commit the greateſt ſin againſtGod , than undergo diſgrace from men : That

had rather venture the weight of the arm of God, in a way of vengeance, than a

little noiſy and ſcornful breath of poor periſhing mortals. Mortify thy pride, O ſin

ner , and the temptation is at an end ; or deſpiſe the ſhame, if it be undeſerved.

But
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But perhaps thou haſt committed ſome foul and ſhameful fin , and thou art afraid

of puniſhment and diſgrace together , and therefore thou flieſt to the ſword, or the

halter , to a pond of water, or to poiſon , to ſecure thyſelf from that diſgrace.

; Wretched reaſoning this, and fooliſh hope ! What is there caſts a greater blot up

on the name of any man, ſo long as his memory lives in the world , than to ſay, he

hanged , or drowned , he poiſoned, or ſtabbed himſelf ? This is a ſtain ſhall never be

wiped away : And when thou riſeſt out of thy grave, at the laſt day, thou ſhalt ariſe

to everlaſting ſhame and contempt. Beſides all thy other fins, this ſhall be publiſhed

before angels and men , that thou wert guilty of the moſt unnatural wickedneſs in the

world . What a ſenſeleſs practice is it for men to bring upon themſelves eternal

ſhame and confuſion only for this end , that they may eſcape what is temporal ?

III. The third pretence is this . “ I have been diſappointed in the greateſt and moſt

important affairs of life. When myhopes roſe higheſt they wereblalted on a ſudden ,

and quite deſtroyed . My heart was entirely ſet upon this bleſſing , my expectations

are daſhed, and my heart is broke. All the world beſides is inſignificant enptineſs,

or a painful vexation to me, and what ſhould I do any longer in ſuch a world, where

Imeet with nothing but vexation and emptineſs ? ”

Anſwer. And do you not know that vanity and vexation has been written upon all

this world, by the wiſeſt of men long before you were born ? Has not this leſſon

been taughtmoſt men by ſad experience in every age ? And muſt you reſolve to die

becauſe you have learned it ? Have not the moſt flouriſhing hopes of a thouſand o

ther perfons been blaſted as well as your's, and the faireſt bleſſings of life withered

in their hands ? And yet the wiſe and the fooliſh have ſurvived this loſs ; what a poor

reaſon is this for you to doom your ſelf to death , and to make your ſelf your own

executioner ? Are there no comforts, no friends, no hopes left in this world to ſup

port you under the preſent diſquietude and pain ofmind ? Will not time and pa

tience make that burden eaſy which now ſeemsunſupportable ? Patience and time

with their ſoft and gentle hand have applied medicines to a thouſand broken hearts

and healed them . Is your wound incurable ? Is there no balm on earth , and no phy .

ſician in heaven ?

Suppoſe there is a huge vacancy made in your ſoulby ſome great and ſurpriſing

loſs, turn yourthoughts to that great and almighty God, in whoſe hands are all

the ſprings of life, and all the bleſſings of time and eternity : He can fill up that

huge vacancy with better bleſſings and with his own preſence. This ſhallmake

.your loſs grow lighter, and ſet your ſoul at eaſe. Hecan wean your heart from every

creature by uniting it more nearly to himſelf. And ſince you have acted fooliſhly in

ſetting up a creature in the room of God , he can ſet up himſelf as chief in your

heart in the room of that idol creature : And you ſhall be able to ſay, “ God ismy

all, what have I to do any more with idols ?” By the wonderousmethodsof his wil

. dom and providence, he can makeyour loffes turn to your advantage ; and inſtead of

. hopes or enjoyments that have forſaken and diſappointed you , he can give you an in

tereſt in his promiſes, his holy covenant, in the riches of his grace, and the inheri

tance of his glory . Theſe are hopes which will never fail ; theſe are enjoyments

which will never vaniſh or leave you empty and diſappointed . And beſides all this ,

he has all the ſtores of nature in his hand, and all the comforts of life : He can

furniſh you with bleſſings in this world , thatmay in ſomemeaſure anſwer the loſſes

· which you mourn, or turn the ſtream of your thoughts into ſuch a peaceful channel

as ſhallmakeyou forget your ſorrows.

B b b 2 Thus
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Thus much to relieve and ſupport the mourner . But give meleave to reaſon with

you in a more awfulmanner againſt the temptation which at preſent you ſeem to in

dulge.

What if you have loſt every thing that is deſireable on earth , and that without

hope of reparation , will you reſolve therefore to loſe heaven too ? Is this world be

come painful to you , and can you find at preſent no comforts to be enjoyed in it,

and will you therefore throw your ſelf headlong into a world of eternal pain , where

comfort can never conie , nor any ſhadow of pleaſure ,where there is no reſt, no peace ,

nohope, through all the ages of immortality ? Are you diſappointed in your dreams

of happineſs in a creature , and will you therefore abandon your hope in God ? Will

you profanely ſay " he ſhall not be my happineſs ?” Will the everlaſting wrath of

God, the anguiſh of conſcience, and the rage of devils in another world , heal that

heart which was broken in this ? Whatmonſtrous folly and abſurdity appears in ſuch

pretences! A ſtrange way of relieving our ſelves under the loſs of a temporal bleſſing,

to plunge into the ocean of eternal miſery, and fly into that world which is under

the unchangeable curſe of God !

IV . Pretence . “ But my temptation is yet greater ſtill,” ſays another perſon , who

is contriving to deſtroy himſelf; “ my circumſtances are ſuch that I ſhall only prolong

a life ofmifery , and paſs through a lingering death of greater pain and tormentunleſs

I anticipate the hour, and put an end to my life at once, in an eaſier and ſhorter way :

I am in captivity or in priſon , and ſentenced to a dreadful execution ; or I am lan

guiſhing out my life in extreme torments of body, the gout or the ſtone ; or my

limbsare broken, and I have no hope of eaſe or healing, why ſhould I notthen cut

ſhortmy life and my anguiſh together ? ”

Anſwer. Think what inſtances of the ſamekind may be found in ſcripture, what

their various characters were, and what their practice. Bloudy Saul will die by his own

hands rather than that the Philiſtines ſhould ſlay him , 1 Sam . xxxi. 4 . Achitophel was a

fraid of being taken and executed for his treaſon , and therefore he hanged himſelf.

2 Sam . xvii. 23. When Zimri, a wicked king, ſaw that the city was taken , and that he

muſt fall into the hands of his enemies, he burned the king's houſe over himn and died .

i Kings xvi. 18 . Theheathen jaylor fearing his priſoners had eſcaped, drew his ſword

and would havekilled himſelf, left he ſhould be put to death in the room of his pri

foners. Aets xvi. 27. Theſe are the men that have choſen ſin rather than amiction :

They would deſtroy themſelves rather than ſtay for other men to do it. Are theſe fit

precedents for a chriſtian to follow ? Art thou fond of imitating theſe examples , whoſe

names and characters are loaded with divine contempt in the book ofGod, except on

ly the jaylor, who was prevented by divine mercy from the bloudy fact, and became

afterwards a penitent and a convert to the chriſtian faith .

On the other hand think of the holy prophets and martyrs, who had the moſt

dreadful ſufferings in view , and rather truſted to divine grace for their ſupport under

them , than they would indulge ſuch a guilty method of eſcape ; and their names are

crowned with honour on earth and in heaven . Job was a very monument ofmiſery ,

had loſt his eſtate and his children and all his comforts, hewas ſmitten with fore boils

from head to foot, ſo that “ his foul, that is, his natural inclination choſe ſtrangling,

and death rather than life , ” yob vii. 15. and his wife became an inſtrument of Satan,

and bid him “ curfe God and die," fobii. 9 . yet he refifted all theſe temptations

through the victorious grace of God, he ſurvived all his forrows, he became a moſt

honourable monument of divine mercy, and a glorious example of patience.

Whatſoever
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Whatſoever thy condition be, it is better to truſt thy ſelf in the hands of divine

mercy in a way of duty here on earth , than to ruſh into the hands ofGod's avenging

juſtice in hell, in order to eſcape any of the terrors of this life : Mattb . x . 28. “ Fear

not them who can kill the body and can do no more; but fear him who can deſtroy

both body and ſoul in hell-fire."

Beſides, though thou feeſt no way open for thy relief, yet the infinite wiſdom of

God , may open a door of eſcape. Hecan heal the moſt deplorable maladies of the

fleſh ; he can give eaſe to the acuteſt pains ; he can change thy captive and forlorn

eſtate, into peace, liberty and joy. Remember the hiſtory of yob, conſider the pa

tience of that holy man , and the happy end of his ſufferings through the goodneſs of

the Lord. Art thou in the hands of bloudy men, the great God has a thouſand ways

to reſcue thee? He can change the purpoſes of men and the nature of favage beaſts ,

though they gape to devour thee, though they ſeem reſolved and bent upon cruelty

and violence. Remember Daniel in the lions den . Remember alſo the deliverance

of St. Pauland St. Peter out of priſon . He can give thee a diſmiſſion from life with

his own hand, and preventthy fears and the rage of men , or he can arm thy ſoul

with divine courage and ſtrength , to bear up under the ſharpeſt agonies, and to glo

rify him even in the fires : And ſurely the hope of ſuch a death in the certain favour

ofGod is infinitely to be preferred before a death procured to our ſelves, and under a .

divine curſe.

V . Pretence. “ Diſtreſs of foul through ſurrounding ſorrows within and without,

the departure ofGod, the agonies of conſcience, and the fears of eternal damnation ;

theſe things become the ſpring of many a temptation to ſelf-murther .” Saul was un

der ſome luch ſort of diſtreſs, when God was departed from him , and the philiſtines

were coming upon him :Herefuſed to eat bread all that day and all night ; and as he

ftabbed himſelf the next day, ſo ſome ſuppoſe he would have ſtarved himſelf the day

before. I Sam . xxviii. 15 , 20, 22, 23. Judas was in horrible distreſs of conſcience

when he had betrayed our Lord, and then he betakes himſelfto the halter . “ I have ſin

ned , ſays he, and betrayed innocent bloud,” Matth . xxvii. 4 , 5 . I cannot bear my

own thoughts, and Iwill die bymyown hands. And when inward and outward trou

blesmeet together, as they often do, Satan takes the advantage to propoſe this dread

ful experiment for relief. “ I am a poor reprobate creature for God has left me," ſays

a perſon under temptation, “ and I am ſure I ſhall never be ſaved ; Icannot bear the

anguiſh ofmy own mind , I cannot bear to live: And beſides, if I deſtroy my ſelf

now , I ſhall have fewer ſins to anſwer for than if. I lived longer, and thus my guilt .

and puniſhmentwill be leſs."

Anſwer. Buthow knoweſt thou that God has utterly left thee, and that thou ſhalt

never be ſaved ? It is notGod, but Satan who tells thee thou art a reprobate. The

God ofheaven ſays no ſuch thing to thee, buthe calls thee to look unto him from the

ends of the earth , from the borders of hell and deſpair, that thou mayeſt be ſaved

Ifa . xlv . 22. Wilt thou plunge thy ſelf into certain deſtruction, and make thy dam

nation ſure, which is not certain , whilſt thuu art here in this life, for amongſt the

living there is hope? The Son ofGod ſtands ready to receive the worſt of ſinners to

the arms of his mercy, “ The bloud of Chriſt can cleanſe from all ſin ," 1 Joon i. 7 ,

9 . “ This is a faithful ſaying and worthy of all acceptation that Jeſus Chriſt came to

ſave the chief of finners," i Tim . i. 15. And none who ever came to him has been

or ſhall be caſt out,” Job. vi. 37. Why wilt thou ſeal and confirm for ever the

ſentence of thy own condemnation ? Why wilt thou reject the condeſcending grace of

the ſaviour, who delights to relieve the diſtreſſed ſinner? Art thou ſo raſh and def

· perately wicked , as to employ thy laſt moments and thy lateſt powers in this world,

to
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to commit a bold and horrid ſin againſt the God of all grace, to preclude thy own re

pentance, and forbid the ſon of God to ſave thee ?

Beſides, This is not true that thy puniſhment will be the leſs if thou deſtroy thy

felf. For damnation and puniſhment in hell will be the greater and deeper according

to the aggravations of the ſins which have brought the finner thither: Now ſelf-mur

ther is a ſin ſo hainous and aggravated , that if thou die impenitently under the guilt

of it, thy damnation will doubtleſs be the greater for it, and thy torments themore

intolerable.

It is a vain and deceitful hope that ſome perſonsmay have indulged under ſuch a

temptation , viz . “ ThatGod will not impute fin to them in this matter, becauſe their

anguiſh of mind is ſo great ; and that if it be a crime, they will pray for the pardon

of it before they commit it.” This is a mere vain deluſion ofthe tempter. Canit thou

ever imagine that God will hear ſuch prayers? David was of another mind, Pfal.

Ixvi. 18.“ If I regard iniquity in my heart, the Lord will not hearme.” If thou comeſt

before God with bloudy reſolutions in thy heart, God will not accept of thy petitions.

Iſa . i. 15 . “ When you make many prayers I will not hear ; your hands are full of

bloud .” The prayer for pardon of a wilful intended ſin , before it is committed, is a

moſt flagrant and complicated piece of folly and impiety , and can never find acceſs

even to a throne of grace .

VI. The laſt pretence I ſhallmention for the practice of ſelf-murther, is this.

Some poor melancholy creature may ſay , “ I am ſo hurried with vile , wicked , blaf

phemous thoughts that my life is a burden to me, and I would fain be rid of it. I

am ſurrounded and overwhelmed night and day with ſuch a croud and tumult of dif

tracting fears, and diſmalimaginations, that I can hardly get a moment's reſt . My

foul longs to be quit of this body, and free from the impetuous, and never-ceaſing

aſſault of vexing and diſquieting thoughts.” Or perhapsthe ſoul complains thus, “ I

am importuned with the endleſs buzz and clamour of diabolical ſuggeſtions to put

an end to my life ; almoſt every thing I ſee is propoſed to me as an inſtrument of

ſelf- deſtruction , and I ear I ſhallnot be able always to reſiſt ; ſometimes I am temp

ted to believe if I would but once comply , I ſhould ſleep in ſilence, and there would

be an end of theſe diſquietudes.

Anſwer. This is a dangerous form of the temptation : When the natural humours

of thebody are ruffled by any diſeaſe , the great enemy of the ſoul is ſwift to make his

advantage of it. When the brain is diſturbed almoſt to a degree of diſtraction, the

mind has not a full power over it's own thoughts, reſolutions and conduct. But let

ſuch a one conſider, that whether theſe hurrying wicked thoughts may ariſe from the

diſordersofthe body or from Satan , while thou mourneſt, hateſt and reſiſteſt them ,

they ſhall not be laid to thy charge : But when they are knowingly and willingly in

dulged , they bring great guilt on the ſoul: And if they are once complied with , and

put in practice , the guilt is highly aggravated , and perhaps no ſpace left for actual

repentance , nor grace to practiſe it.

· It is better, infinitely better, to fight and wreſtle againſt theſe hurries of mind,

by dwelling upon ſome ſacred ſentences of the word of God . It is incompa

rably preferable to bear the fatigue of this combat, to ſtrive againſt the tempter

every moment with all thy powers and with perpetual prayers, to renounce theſe

ſuggeſtions with the utmoſt abhorrence, and with equal vehemence to reſiſt ſuch ve .

lernent aſſaults as there . Think this with thy ſelf, poor diſtreſſed creature, that

if thou yield to the bloudy temptation, and lend thy ſoul at once into thoſe re

gions of darkneſs, there unclean fpirits ſhall have more complete power over thee ,

there
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there every devil ſhall inſult thee as a ſentenced criminal, and that with double fury

and with juſter pretences. There thou wilt find the ſtroke of thy own murther to be

ſo far from being a means of relief and ſilent reſt, that it will but plunge thee into

agonies ofthe ſamekind , much more terrible and withouthope of relief. Thou art

ſenſible theſe are the ſuggeſtions of the wicked ſpirit ; for that reaſon therefore aban

don , abhor, deteſt them , and by the grace of God maintain a perpetual oppoſition

till he give thee complete victory. The conflict cannot be very long, the crown and

triumph are eternal. God will not always ſuffer the adverſary to contend thus with

thee, leſt thy ſpirit ſhould fail before him , and the ſoulwhich he has made be loſt

for ever .

S E C T I O N IV .

Means of ſecurity againſt this temptation , or advices to the tempted .

this
ſubject by

other
ſentiments

Werther or of ſelf-
harcolf-

murther in

THUS I am led on to the next enquiry , and that is, “ What courſe ſhould we take

to ſecure our felves againſt this bloudy temptation , and by what means may

wemoſt ſucceſsfully reſiſt and vanquiſh the great deſtroyer in ſuch aſſaults as theſe ?"

I. Advice. Maintain upon your ſpirit a conſtant ſenſe of the crying ſin ofmurther.

The voice of bloud cries to the Lord for vengeance, whoever ſheds it. Have a care of

indulging a favourable thought of ſelf-murther ; look upon it always with an eye of

abhorrence, as an unnaturaland abominable iniquity , and as one of the moſt wretched

and hopeleſs practices that a man can be guilty of. Let the terrors of God which ſet

themſelves in array againſt this bloudy crime, be ſet before your minds whenſoever

this temptation aſſaults you .

Giveme leave here to borrow a page or two from a fermon preached long ago on

this ſubject by the late venerable doctor Increaſe Mather , of New - England whence alſo. I

have derived ſome other ſentiments in this diſcourſe . " It is an evil thing, ſays he,

to ſpeak favourably either of ſelf-murther or of ſelf-murtherers. There have been

thole that have undertaken an unhappy work , to juſtify ſelf-murther in ſome caſes.

Pagan writers have celebrated perſons who murthered themſelves : Famous is the

ſtory of Lucretia , who ſtabbed herſelf to ſecure her chaſtity. In what we call, the

ſecond book of theMaccabees, we find celebrated an action of one Raſis, for which

the jews cry him up as a martyr ; but Auſtin cenſures him for a criminal ſelf -murthe.

rer, with reaſons that cannot be anſwered .

“ Yea, ſome chriſtians have commended thoſe, who to ſave their chaſtity , and fo .

themſelves from diſgrace , have deſtroyed their own lives. And the crying up of

ſuch a fact, has given occaſion to many others, to become guilty of that unnatural

ſin .

" To exalt the perſons of ſelf-murtherers to heaven, is an evil and a dangerous

practice. We ſhould rather leave ſecret things toGod , and to the diſcoveries of the

great day. Indeed if a man's life and converſation were as becomes the goſpel, we

are not poſitively and abſolutely to ſay , that he is damned , though he killed himſelf:

Becauſe we know notbut that he mightbe, at that time, under the power of diſtrac

tion : And it is not impoſſible, butthatGod may ſuffer Satan to poſleſs, and torment

and kill the bodies of ſome, whoſe fouls may yetbe ſaved in the day of the Lord .

Yet on the other hand ; if there were no ſign of diſtraction , appearing in perſons .

before they went to deſtroy themſelves, nor any evidence of repentance after ſuch at

tempts, we ſhould not ſay ſuch perſons are gone to heaven, left by being over-chari

table
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table to the dead, we become cruel to the living. The afferting that ſuch perſons are

laved , may occaſion and encourage others to do the like, and the everlaſting deftruc

tion of bodies and ſouls follow upon it.”

II. Advice. Maintain the univerſal practice of piety , and of every moral virtue.

Such temptations to ſelf-murther frequently ariſe from ſome indulged iniquity . Men

oftentimes run headlong into death , with a deſign to deliver themſelves from ſomeof

the natural conſequences oftheir own crimes in this world . Now it is eaſier far to

watch againſt thoſe notorious crimes, and to avoid thoſe follies, than when they are

committed to guard our minds againſt the wicked ſuggeſtions thatmay ariſe . « A

man in innocence,” ſays a greatwriter , “ has a mighty command over himſelf, above

what he has when guilt and fear, ſhame, vexation and remorſe have taken a full por

ſeſſion of him , have bewildered his thoughts, ſcattered his recollection , and infeebled

his judgment.”

Be juſt in your dealings with men , be ſober and temperate in all your perſonal con

duct. Do not indulge your ſelf in any unlawful and unbleſſed practices to ſwell and

enlarge your eſtate, ſuch as gaming or cheating . Do not run into any extravagancies

of life, which may waſte your eſtate or yourhealth , ormake inroads upon your rea.

fon . A thief, a cheat and a gameſter, a covetousmiſer , and a ſpend - thrift, a glut

ton and a drunkard , lie much expoſed to ſuch wicked ſuggeſtions of ſelf-murther

in an evil hour.

Watch againſt all enticements to luxury and lewdneſs. Remember that riot and

adultery and midnight ſcenes of debauch often lead che way to bloud . Secret un

cleanneſs is the frequent ſpring of murther ; and that not only of the unlawful off

ſpring, but of the criminal parent too, and that by their own hands. The wanton

perſon cannot bear the juſt and public ſhame of his private iniquities, and he plunges

himſelf headlong into hell and the grave in hopes to cover his head from ſcandal and

the day light.

Love not any thing in this world ſo much , as that the loſs of it ſhould throw you

quite off your guard , and make you abandon your ſelf to wild and extravagant

methodsof relief. Letyouraffections be ſo ſubdued and kept in ſo good order, that

the common calamities of life may not utterly confound, though they may furprize

you . If you place your whole happineſs in any of the attainments of this world , you

expoſe your felves to this bloudy temptation , when you ſuffer the loſs of thoſe idols.

Set a ſtrict guard upon all the ruffling and diſquieting paſſions of human nature.

Avoid envy, reſentment, indignation , revenge, fretfulneſs and vexation of ſpirit.

Theſe often lead the unhappy mind of man into this temptation. Perſons

who break out into violent paſſion without check or controul, and give a looſe to the

wild and unreaſonable diſquietudes both of animalnature and of the mind , they ex

poſe themſelves to bemade the inſtruments of the devil in their own deſtruction , or

perhaps to deſtroy themſelves without any freſh influences from the tempter. Learn

the practice ofmeekneſs, and maintain a ſtrict hand over your ſudden riſings of re

ſentment. The man of rage is always near to bloudy practices: The ſame ſort of

paſſions which excite a perſon to give an unhappy andmurderouswound to his neigh

bour, may ſome timeor other moſt unhappily imbrue his hands in his own bloud.

Remember this, that it has ſcarce ever been known that a man of temperance, fo

briety and virtue, and who in the general courſe of his life has kept his luſts and par

ſions under duereſtraint, has been much aſſaulted with this temptation to ſelf-mur

ther, exceptonly in caſes of great bodily diſorders of prevailing melancholy, and

the loſs of reaſon .

The
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The third direction I ſhall copy from doctor Mather.

III. Advice. " Beware of ſuch ſins as may provoke the holy and righteous God

to leave thee unto this horrid evil.

“ Beware of pride. When men will rather not be at all, than be whatGod would

have them be; what curſed pride is that? and how dangerous a ſtep toward this fin ?

This produces murinurings at the providence ofGod ; and cauſes people to ſay, 2

Kings vi. 33. " What ſhould I wait for the Lord any longer ? "

" Beware of ſelf confidence. Be ſenſible of thy weakneſs; 1. Cor . x . 13. Let him

that ſtands takeheed left he fall. Be not confident of thy own ſtrength to encounter

the adverſary. If God ſhould let Satan looſe upon thee, he will be too hard for

thee.

" Beware of a heart glued to theworld . When the world is a man 's idol, he will

rather part with his life , with his own hands he will give it away,rather than part with

the world, and be content to live in poverty.

“ Beware of unbelief. Diſtruſt not the fatherly care of thy heavenly Father.” The

dread of poverty and ſtarving, has been ſometinies the cauſe of ſelf-deſtruction ; but

it is the effect of diſtruſt in God. .

" Beware ofdeſpair ; i Theſ. v . 8 . “ Putting on for a helmet the hope of falva:ion. "

Say not, the day of grace is over with me. Say not, I have ſinned unpardonably !

Vain imaginations.

" Beware of themore hainouscrimes; which are in a ſpecialmanner god -provok

ing evils. The ſins againſt nature are ſo . Some that have been guilty of ſuch ſins

in ſecret and have not repented of them , God has for ſuch things left them to this,

which is a ſin againſt nature too !

“ There are other atrocious crimes ; whereof this has been the conſequence. Judas

and Pilate, are two fearful examples of it !” The ſacred hiſtory informsus of the tra

gical end of Judas, and the hiſtories of the church tell us that Pilate alſo deſtroyed

himſeif ſomeyears afterward at Lyons in France.

" Finally ; Beware of backlilings from God , and from good beginnings in re

ligion . Remember thatword ;" Hof. viii. 3 . “ Heha h caſt oi the thing that is good ;

the enemy ſhall purſue him . Some have left off prayer in their families ; left off

their attendance on ſermons; left off godly exerciſes which they have been uſed to

perform . Therefore the enemy of their ſouls is let looſe upon them ; and he purſues

them , even to ſelf -deſtruction . "

IV . Advice. Suffer not your ſelf to dwell too much alone. Do not indulge foli.

tude and retirement beyond the time that is actually employed in devotion : Nor let

your appointed ſeaſons of retired devotion be long. In ſuch a caſe ſhort and frequent

worſhip is beſt. Loneſome hours and melancholy folitudes, if they are too much

indulged , do not only allow the devil an opportunity to purſue his temptations with

vigour, but furniſh the bewildered foul with means and inſtruments of death :

Whenfoever therefore you are alone, you ſhould be with God .

For the ſamereaſon ſhould a perlon under this temptation avoid all waters, preci

pices, dangerous places, the uſe of weapons, & c. And remove every thing as far

as may be from his ſight that may ſupply him with themeans of ſelf-deſtruction . .

V . Advice. As far as pollible endeavour to be always employed ; that the powers

of your nature, both foul and body, may be engaged in ſome proper buſineſs. Be

always doing ſomething, it it be but a mere amuſement, a diverſion for the thoughts :

This is far preferable to idleneſs. When the hand and themind have nothing to do ,

the devil ſeizes ſuch an opportunity to employ them both for his own wicked purpoſes.

· Dorotmake the alehouſe or the tavern a refuge from your ſorrows, but rather drive
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out your uneaſy thoughts by ſomeproper buſineſs thatmay employ them . A fober

glaſs or two may be uſed to refreſh animal nature and revive a linking fpirit at fome

particular ſeaſons; but if you once begin to make ſtrong liquors your daily and con

itant relief, you will be led hereby into a train of miſchiefs. When you have drunk a

little too freely and your thoughts grow a little confuſed , you ſtand then moſt dread

fully expoſed to all the evil impreſſions of the tempter. Thoſe who may have van

quilhed huge temptations,while they have been temperate and ſober, have been fatal

ly betrayed into the deadly ſnare by wine and ſtrong drink . A looſe, intemperate

and unguarded hour has become a hour of bloud and death .

VI. Advice. Keep not the devil's counſel, but diſcover his temptations. It is

by no means proper indeed to publiſh them to the world , but let them be made

known to ſome faithfulminiſter, or to ſomewiſe and judicious chriſtian . This will

go a great way to break the ſnare. Entreat the aſſiſtance, the advice and prayers of

one or two intimate religious friends for you : This method, I am perſuaded , has

been effectual to prevent the execution of ſuch horrid purpoſes. DoctorMatber informs

us that one who cut his own throat acknowledged this before his expiration ; " that I

had told,” ſaid he, “ how I was tempted ! if I had, I believe, I ſhould never come to

this."

VII. Advice. Reſiſt the devil and he will flee from you , James iv . 7 . This is a

divine counſel. Maintain a perpetual conflict with him and a vigorous oppoſition .

Suffer not your ſelf in a melancholy ſeaſon to hold a parley with the tempter, or rather

ſuffer him not to plead and diſpute with you , but abandon and renounce and abhor

all his ſuggeſtions. Let him nothave the honour or the advantage of arguing with

you upon lo dangerous a ſubject in a gloomy and melancholy hour.

Let your memory be well ſtored with proper ſcriptures, and employ the word of

God in reſiſting the devil. This was the practice of Luther , under his great and fore

temptations. This has been the ſucceſsful inſtrument of defence for all the ſaints :

And this ſword of the Spirit will put Satan to fight. Jeſus, the captain of our falva

tion has given us himſelf for a glorious example ; he defeated the tempter in all

his aſfaults with theſe words, “ It is written,” Mattb . iv . 4 , 7, 10.

And I would give this word of advice to tempted ſouls, that they every day take

fome particular uſeful text of ſcripture into their minds, that they may run to it per

petually as a refuge, and dwellupon it with a refolute conſtancy in themidſt of their

hurries of mind ; as a ſailor in the midſt of a ſtorm ties himſelf on to the maſt , that

he may not be driven off into the ſea by the violence of the winds and the waves.

Some divine word of promiſe in ſuch a dark and diſmal day, will be as a ſacred an

chor of hope to the poor weather-beaten ſpirit, that is toſt to and fro upon the billows

of this temptation .

VIII. Advice. But after all, the moſt effectual and ſucceſsful relief under this

temptation is faith and prayer. Be frequent and importunate in prayer to God.. Fly

to the throne of grace whenfoever you are aſſaulted , « that you may obtain mercy,

and find grace to help you in this timeof need ." Heb. iv . 16 . Entreat the aids of

your creator againſt his and your enemy. Truſt in his mercy, and ſeek his power to

reſiſt the tempter : The holy Spirit of God, is ſuperior to all the ſpirits of hell :De.

pend on his aid, and thus by faith and prayer quench the fiery darts of the evil one.

Commit thy ſelf afreſh , by earneſt requeſts, to the protection of the Son of God ;

he is almighty and compaſſionate, and the appointed guardian of tempted fouls ; be

ing fheltered by faith in the hands of the ſaviour, Satan ſhall not pluck thee out of

his hands. Cbriſt has conquered the adverſary, and led him captive in his chains,

nor can he ſtir beyond the limits of his permiſſion. If the enemy purſue thee, make

halte
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haſte and betake thee to Jefus as to a city of refuge : His name Jefus aſſures us that

he is and willbe a ſaviour : “ This name of the Lord is a ſtrong tower, the tempted

foul Aies to it and finds ſafety .” Prov. xviii, 1o , " They that have known this name,

will put their truſt therein ." Pſal. ix . 10.

Remember, O poor tempted ſouls, that our Lord Jeſus Chriſt has been tempted

himſelf ; and that in the ſamemanner too, on the pinnacle of the temple, he knows

how to ſuccour them that are tempted, Heb . ii. 18. He can teach you how to put

Satan to fight.

Beg that the Lord your faviour would ſecure you from the hurries of your own

thoughts : Run to his protection hourly being conſcious of your own weakneſs.

Flead with him to keep you from this unreaſonable and comprehenſive temptation ,

that aims at the ruin of foul and body at once : And though you may think it long

to wait and pray under ſuch a ſore conflict, yet reſolve to continue at the mercy - ſeat,

and go on praying and waiting : “ Theneedy and diſtreſſed ſoul ſhall not always be

forgotten ; the expectation of the poor ſhall not periſh for ever," Pſal. ix . 18. In

the proper and appointed timethe Lord will awake for your deliverance, and giveyou

a glorious yictory. The ſhepherd of Iſraelmay permit a beloved ſheep to be worried

by the roaring lion , but the ſheep that keeps near to the great ſhepherd ſhall not be

given up to the mouth of the deſtroyer.

Theſe are the chief advices of a ſpiritual or intellectual kind, which at preſent oc

cur to mythoughts , and which I have here propoſed to the reaſon and conſcience of

men , as proper meas to ſecure them from the dangerous and dreadful practice of

ſelf-murther : And I am well aſſured that if ſuch counſels as theſe had been followed ,

we ſhould not have heard of ſuch frequent and bloudy inſtances of perſons in the full

exerciſe of reaſon putting an end to their own lives, as ourweekly news-papers in

form us of.

But it muſt be confeſſed that where this temptation dwells upon themind, and

hangs heavy upon the ſpirits, where the ſoul is vexed and hurried with it from day to

day, or where there is a melancholy temper of ſpirit indulging gloomy apprehenſions

both of things preſent and things to come, there ismuch ground to ſuſpect that rea

fon is clouded, that the humours of the body are diſcompoſed, and that animal na

ture is under the power of fome diſtemper. In this caſe all the directions that are

applied to reaſon and conſcience are likely to become uſeleſs and ineffectual without

the ſkill of the phyſician and the application of proper medicines to correct the pec

canthumours of the body. Friends and kindred and thoſe which dwell in the ſame

houſe ſhould makewiſe obſervations, where they ſuſpect a perſon to labour under the

power of ſuch a malady, or to indulge ſuch a temptation : For many times they are

better judges than the perſon who is thusamicted and tempted .

And while they are uſing proper remedies to remove the diſorders of nature, they

may alſo take ſeaſonable hours to ſet before the mind of a melancholy creature ſuch

conſiderations drawn out of the ſeveral parts of this little treatiſe, as are moſt ſuitable

to the preſent caſe : Let them join their hearty prayers together with all the friendly

methods of treatment to foften and relieve their diſtreſs of ſpirit : No harſh or ſevere

uſage from their friends is proper in this caſe : Bindup the broken -hearted , and com

fort them that they may not be unwilling to live. Make every thing eafy round a .

bout them in this world , and encourage them to hope in themercies of God for etcr

nal life , if they do not wilfully Aling themſelves out of the reach of his covenant, and

all the appointedmethods of his pardoning love. Treat them gently with all the u

nited infuences of advice and inedicine. By daily prayer comınit them to the heal
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ing power and the ſaving mercy of that God, in whoſe hands are all the ſprings of

nature and grace. And may theGod of all grace condeſcend to hear and to deliver

the lives of the tempted from ſuch a diſmal period ! May he reſcue them by hismer

cy from the power of the tempter, that they may not plunge their ſouls into an eter

nal and unchangeable ſtate at ſo dreadful an uncertainty ! Dreadful indeed, wherein

their ſurviving relatives can find but little room for comfort orhope concerning them ,

except what ariſes from the ſuppoſition of their loſs of reaſon .

S E C TION V .

Admonitions to thoſe who have been reſcued from this temptation .

W E have good reaſon to believe, that there are multitudes in every age, who in

V ſome ſeaſon of their lives have been aſſaulted with this temptation , and have

been delivered from the power of it by ſomeinterpoſingmethods of divine providence

or ſpecial grace. Surely ſuch perſons will be ready to receive a word of admonition

how to behave themſelves after ſo merciful an eſcape from death and hell.

I. Admonition . Think ſometimes with your ſelves how nigh you have been to the

borders of the pit, and what rich grace preſerved you from plunging into deſtruction .

Think how dreadfully near you were to death, and to the regions of eternal forrow ,

and what an arm of almighty mercy hath reſcued you. Say thus to your ſelves, “ I

who now behold the light of this world , and am in the land of hope, might have

been roaring out under agonies of ſpirit in the land of darkneſs and deſpair , if the

great and bleſſed God had not prevented it."

Perhaps yourconſcience was awakened and the temptation broken , before it pre

vailed ſo far as to fix the fatalreſolve of your own death , or when you were neareſt to

it, opportunity was wanting. Perhaps there was ſome perſon cane happily into the

room , at the timeof your bloudy purpoſe, or you werenot then furniſhed with ſome

proper inſtrument of death : Perhaps you were prevented from finiſhing the fatal

ſtroke when you had begun it, or the murtherous attempt of your hands was not ſo

ſtrong and ſo ſucceſsful as yourwretched heart wiſhed and deſigned it : Perhaps your

heart relented as you were juſt going to give death to your felves ; or ſome ſudden ,

turn of thought, fome happy word of ſcripture was brought into yourmind, that

forbid themiſchief and reſcued your ſoul. Let the method of prevention be what

it will, it is certain God was there, divine providence was there , divine mercy was

there : Pſalm lxviii. 20 . “ Our God is the God of ſalvation : To God the Lord be

long ałl the iſſues or efcapes from death .” Stand therefore and wonder at the riches

of divine grace, and give God the glory of thy reſcue from the arms of death and

the flames of hell. Amongſt thy folemn thankſgivings for received mercies recount

this illuſtrious inſtance of it . With great humility fall down before the throne of

God, and with thy warmeſt devotions and gratitude appear there, at his foot as a

humble monument of his fürprizing kindnefs . Remember the nearer thou wert to

deſtruction , tlie greater and more evident is themercy of thy deliverance. « Let

thy ſoul and all that is within thee join to praiſe thenameof the Lord, thy deliverer."

Pfalm ciii. 1 , 2 .

II. Admonition . Take ſhame to your ſelf in the ſight of God for every mur

therous thought, every degree of compliance with this temptation . Repent deeply ,

O finner, if thou haſt indulged any bloudy purpoſe in thy heart, and cry for divine

forgiveneſs. Confeſs thy ſin atthe mercy- ſeat, and feek pardon through the atoning

ſacrifice
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ſacrifice of the Son ofGod. Remember that the bloud of Chriſt cleanſes us from all

ſin , even from the crimes of inurther and bloud. God has ſnatched thee from the

miſchief of thy own hands, lift up thoſe hands to heaven to implore pardoning grace

in the nameof Jeſus the great reconciler : Repent and receive thebleſſing .

III. Admonition . Meditate on the long train of benefits derived from this delive

rance, and ſurvey theweighty obligations that are laid on your ſoul thereby. Say

thus to your ſelves, “ Every hour of reſt and peace that I enjoy is the effect of this

peculiar mercy, this divine reſcue from death. Every ſermon that I hear, every fea

ſon of grace that is afforded me, is a ſpecial favour from that God who delivered me

from this deſtruction . Every opportunity that I have ofbendingmykneesbefore the

throne of grace , every comfortable promiſe that I read in the goſpel, every beam of

mercy that I ſee, and every word of hope that I hear, are all owing to that happy

hourof myeſcape from the violence of my own hands. Wretch that I was ! I was

cutting off all my hopes, I was cancelling mynameoutof all thepromifes, and put

tingmy ſelf beyond the reach of them all. I was ſendingmyſelf into a world where

there is no goſpel; no promiſes, no prayer , no word of ſalvation , no beam of mer

cy. For ever adored be the compaſſion of myGod, that over-ruled all my wicked

thoughts, and at laſt gavemevictory over this dreadful temptation ! And bleffed of

the Lord be thoſe relatives, thoſe friends, thatwere the happy inſtruments in the hand

of God to break this fatal ſnare !"

Then think of the weighty obligations that lie on you to love and ſerve the Lord

with all your powers. Say, “ What ſhall I render to the Lord for all his benefits ? "

Pſalm cxvi. 14. “ He hath delivered me from the gates of the grave when I was

juſt ready to leap into it, while the gates of hell ſtood open to receivemy ſoul. He

is indeed the God of my life, for he has not only given me life at firſt , and preſerved

it by the common bounty of his providence, but he has reſcued my life out of the

hands of the tempter when he would have perſuadedme to deſtroy it. O may every

moment of this reſcued life be ſome way or other devoted to his fear and honour !

Lord, what wilt thou havemedo, to make it manifeſt that I am entirely thine ? I

would fain ſhew to my friends who were acquainted with my dreadful danger, that

the vows and the bonds ofGod are ſtrong upon me, and that this deliverance was not

beſtowed on me in vain ."

IV . Admonition . At ſome ſpecial ſeaſons make an enquiry what you have done

forGod, or for the welfare of your own ſoulſince your deliverance . In the ſucceflive

courſe of time, when a new year begins, or when you take notice of your returning

birth -day , or when the annual ſeaſon of this deliverance returns, which is like an

other birth -day , or a new beginning of life , aſk your conſcience this ſolemn queſtion ,

“ Have I improved my moments and mymercies anſwerable to the infinite obliga .

tions I lie under ? ” Itmay be you had done little for the honour ofGod in theworld

before that time; what have you done ſince ? It may be you had never been diligent

to make your calling and election ſure before ; and are they now made ſure ? Enquire

of your own ſouls and ſay, “ Somemonths or years are paſt ſince the Lord has reco

vered me from the moſt pernicious ſnare of the tempter , and do I ſtill continue his

ſlave in another form , bound in the chains of my own luſts and pallions ? Surely I

was at that time very unfit to die ; Have I now attained a greater fitneſs ? "

Perhaps you had then acquired but little acquaintance with the grace of Chriſt, with

experimentalreligion and practical godlineſs : And are you ſtill a ſtranger to Chrift,

a ſtranger to the pleaſure of ſecret religion , and to holineſs in the power and life of

it ? You ſtood in that day on the very borders of hell and deftruction , the God of

mercy

“ Havert
h
-day, ora nevennualſeaſon of 11when you
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mercy ſecured you from the pit : Is your face now ſet heaven -ward ? And are you

arrived within the hopes and confines of heaven ? Have you any comfortable or leta

tled expectation of that inheritance of the ſaints in light ? Your mind perhaps was

vain and carnal, and made the pleaſures, the profits, or thehonours of this life the

objects of your chief purſuit, and your only happineſs ; how ſtands the teinper of

your ſpirit now ? Is it refined ? Is it exalted to purſue diviner intereſts and hopes ? Or

think you thatGod reſcued you from the grave, for no other purpoſe , but to eat and

drink and live a brutal life , to grovel in the mire ſtill, and to feed upon the duſt, or

follow after the wind ? God has with -held you froin executing the devil's ſentence of

death on your ſelf ; And are you content ſtill to live under the guilt and condemna

tion of ſin in the ſight of God , and wait only till his providence execute his divine

ſentence upon you ? Is this, O ſinner , is this all the deſign for which thy reprieve

was given thee ? Was it not that thou mighteſt ſeek a complete pardon, and obtain a

right to heaven through the grace of the goſpel ? And wilt thou go on to abuſe the

compaſſion and the long ſuffering of God ? Shall that ſoul periſh at laſt, which has

had ſo loud a warning, and which has been reſcued from the very jaws of the pit by

the hand of divine love ?

· Or, it may be, thou hadſtmade a profeſſion of religion long before the ſeaſon of thy

temptation , and thou hadīt backſiden from the Lord , days withoutnumber. His

hand has ſaved chee from preſent death ; but is thy ſoul recovered from it's great

backſidings ? One would think it ſhould be a very awakening hour, when thou wert

juſt within the verge of hell, and plucked as a brand outof the burning : Art thou

returned to thy old drowſineſs, and fallen aſeep again in careleſs ſecurity ? How wilt

thou lift up thy face before God when he ſhallmake at laſt a ſolemn enquiry ; " What

haſt thou done with that life , with thoſe months, with thoſe years ? What haſt thou

donewith thoſe ſermons and thoſe ſeaſons of grace that I gave thee ſince the day of

thy reſcue from thy own bloudy purpoſes, and from the aſſaults of the tempter ? "

; V . Admonition . Search into the cauſes and ſprings of this temptation which hath

aſſaulted you, and watch againſt all thoſe things that have had any tendency toward

it or any ſhare in it.

Search into your own heart, ſeewhat ſecret feeds of iniquity lurk therewhich may

have grown up to this dangerous height. Read over the ſecond and third advices of

the foregoing ſection , fee if any of the vicious practices, or the criminalneglects

there mentioned, have been indulged by you , which might lay a foundation for this

miſchief. Theſe are ſo many avenues which the adverſary hath found to inſinuate

his wicked ſuggeſtions, and convey them to your heart : Watch againſt all theſe

avenues of that great deſtroyer, and ſet a guard on your ſelf all round from the

aſſaults of the like temptation in time to come.

VI. Admonition. Since you have found by dangerous experience how unſafe you

are in your own hands, and that your life and ſoul arenot ſecure there, commit your

ſelf daily by repeated exerciſes of faith and importunate prayer into the hands of

Chriſt : His great office and divine einployment is to take care of the ſoulswhich are

committed to him , and thoſe “ who come unto him ſhall in no wiſe be caſt out." Fobn

vi. 37. The holy apoſtle “ knew whom hehad believed, or truſted in , and was al

ſured thathe was able to keep what he had committed to him againſt the great day ,"

2 Tim . i. 12 .

By holy devotionsriſe often up to heaven ; " Dwell in the ſecret place of the moſt

high , abide under the ſhadow of the almighty . Say to the Lord, be thou myrefuge

andmy fortreſs, my God , in thee will I truſt. Surely he ſhall deliver thee from the

Inara
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fnare of the fowler . He ſhall givehis angels charge over thee to keep thee in all thy

ways. The lion and the dragon ſhalt thou trample under thy feet. Thou ſhalt call

and God will anſwer thee : Hewill be with thee in trouble , he will deliver and ho.

nour thee. With long life he will ſatisfy thee, and ſhew thee his falvation ,” Pſalm

xci. 1, 2 , 3 , II, I3, I5,16.

Thus joyn the two excellent advices of our faviour together, “ watch and pray

daily that ye enter not into temptation ,” and wait for ſucceſs from heaven : “ May

theGod of peace fanctify you throughout, and may your ſpirit, foul and body be

preſerved blameleſs unto the coming of our Lord Jeſus Chriſt," i Thef . v . 23. Amen .

I

SECTION VI.

Cautions againſt all approaches to ſelf-murtber, viz. intemperance, duelling , & c .

TF I were to add any thing to this diſcourſe concerning the fin of ſelf-murther, I

I think it might not be utterly improper to put in a caveat againſt thoſe practices

which have a tendency to this ſin , and which in Tomemeaſure partake of the guilt of

it, though the finner himſelt does not intend violence againſt his own life . Giveme

leave then to name a few of theſe practices, which when ſet in this light, willappear

highly criminal, how innocent foever they are eſteemed by thoughtleſs men . *

1. The firſt of this kind that I ſhall mention is intemperance, and an unguarded

indulgence of all theappetites of nature, and the ſenſualities of the animal life.

Frequent feaſting to the full on rich and favoury diſhes, gratifying the palate with

varieties of high -ſeaſoned food, and loading the ſtomach with daily exceſſes, is one

way of deſtroying life.

It was a moſt juſt and happy cenſure that a late ingenious writer caſts on the glut

tony of a modern meal, as he expreſſes it. . “ Would not one of the ancient philo

ſophers think a man mad , had he ſeen him devour fowl, fiſh and feſh ; ſwallow oil

and vinegar, wines and ſpices, throw down ſallads of twenty different herbs, fauces

of a hundred ingredients, confections and fruits of numberleſs ſweets and favours ?

What unnaturalmotions and counterferments muſt ſuch a medley of intemperance

produce in the body ? For my part, when I behold a faſhionable table ſet out in all

it's magnificence, I fancy that I fee gouts and dropſies, fevers and lethargies, with

other innumerable diſtempers lying in ambuſcade among the diſhes * .

Surely this author would agree that the indulgence of a riotous appetite in ſuch va .

rious and improper food as diſturbs and oppreſſes nature, infames the bloud , and

hills the body with diſtempers, has a plain tendency to ſelf-deſtruction : and yet how

many are there that call themſelves chriſtians, who muſt fall under this accuſation ,

and cannot excuſe their guilt ? Havewenever heard a perſon ſay, “ Į know this diſh .

will make me ſick , yet I cannot forbear it ? Or I have frequently found this food ,

or

* Nature , faith this author, delights in the moſt plain and fimple diet. Were I to conſidermy readers

asmy patients, and to preſcribe ſuch a kind of temperance as is accommodated to all perſons, and ſuch as

is particularly ſuitable to our climate and way of living, I would copy the following rules of a very emi.

nent phyſician . " Make your whole repaſt out of one diſh . If you indulge in a ſecond , avoid drinking

any thing Itrong till you have finiſhed your meal ; at the ſame time abſtain from all ſuch fauces as are not

themoſt plain and ſimple.” A man could notwell be guilty of gluttony if he ſtuck to theſe few obvious

and eaſy rules. In the firſt caſe , there would be no variety of taſtes to folicit his palate and occaſion exceſs :

nor in the ſecond,any artificial provocatives to relieve faciety and create a falſe appetite." Thus thac greas

and approved writer mr, Addiſon .
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or theſe ſauces are hurtful forme, and yet I will venture on them ? ” There is a com

mon proverb that charges this ſort of ſenſuality with the guilt of ſelf-murther, ſuch a

man digs his grave with his teeth : And though he feels his health languiſh , and his

body ſinking toward the duſt, yet he goes on to dig his grave with his teeth daily ,

till at la !t he tumbles into it. The God of life is the judge of men , and he hath

a terrible charge againſt ſuch wilful tranſgreſſors : For intemperance is a low poiſon .

It is the ſame fort of crimewhen perſons get a habit of drinking, and from a cup

of ſtrong drink , which might refreſh nature, they grow up to quarts and gallons :

From a few moderate glaſſes at firſt they learn in timeto ſwallow the contents ofwhole

bottles. They ſwill winewithout meaſure , and when the cominon and natural juice

of the grape is made fo habicual and cuſtomary that it ceafes to be ſtrong enough to

ſupport their ſpirits, then they have recourſe to brandy, and other intoxicating li

quors : The art of the chymift is employed to extract burning ſpirits out of various

materials : Theſe make a fearful waſte of the vitals, and deítroy all the inward ſprings

of nature and life. Many a poor feeble creature has been deluded into death and the

grave by the falſe and Hattering ſupports which they imagine they had received from

their daily drams: Where this cuſtom prevails, it is inoit pernicious and fatal: The

bottle of cordials is perpetually frequented : They want it almoſt hourly ; the Ito . -

mach is palled, thenaturalappetite to food is ruined , the pulſe continues to beat a

few weeks, or a few days, by the force of their beloved liquors , and then they drop

into the pit. It is ſtrange that perſons ſhould make ſuch haſte to their own deſtruction ,

eſpecially when friends and phyſicians around them have given them ſo many warnings,

and would fain call them back from their precipitate and fatal career to the grave !

There are many of the wealthy and polite parts of mankind, and too many ofthe

fairer pieces of human nature, who are betrayed into this ſnare, and ruined beyond

relief, without ſuſpecting the guilt of what they daily practiſe. All the art of medi

cine labours in vain to reſcue life from the prevailing force of diſeaſes, where the

thoughtleſs patient is perpetually nouriſhing the diſeate and takes part with death a

gainſt the phyſician . Their conduct is a medley of inconſiſtencies ; they pray for

life , and make no conſcience of ſinning againſt their own prayers. Little do thoſe

unhappy creatures think how they violate the ſixth commandment ofthe law ofGod ,

while they are ſipping their deadly potions: And though they are often adinoniſhed,

yet they willnot believe, but go on to drink and die.

And as for the loweſt rank of mankind, they ſend themſelves outof the world at

all ages in haſte by theſe hot and fiery liquors. Little young wretches are taught the

uſe of drams in the moſt early parts of life , and begin to deſtroy their nature betimes .

If they ſurvive childhood , they become a ſickly race and uſeleis pieces of the nation .

The elder people of that rank reel in our ſtreets till the grave receives them : And

unleſs the vendersof theſe ſtrong liquors be in ſomemeaſure limited , and their mor

tal trade reſtrained , it is certain the church -yards muſt be inlarged to receive the dead .

If a tomb- ſtone could be well afforded for every ſuch ſinner, the inſcription of it

ought to be this, “ Here lies a ſelf-murtherer.”

II. Another inſtance wherein ſome perſons thoughtleſsly approach to the guilt of

ſelf -murther, is, that when they feel nature impaired, and diſtemper growing apace

upon them , yet they obſtinately refuſe the moſt neceſſary means of health and re

covery.

Some are ſo paſſionately engaged in the purſuit of riches or honours, that in oppo

ſition to all the warnings of death , which they receiveboth from their own diſorders

of body, and the kind admonition of friends, yet they will fatigue their fleſh daily ,

walte
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waſte their beſt fpirits, and wear out life apace to accompliſh their ſecular defigns.

Though it often happens that before they compaſſed their end they die ; their ſchemes

are broken, their projects vaniſh ; and they are gone to appear before the judgment

ſeat of Chriſt, to give an account how their life was ſpent, and why they died ſo foon .

It is granted indeed that there. niay be ſome loud and plain . calls of providence to

riſque our health and even life it- ſelf on ſome ſpecial occaſions... And when perſons

of a lower rank amongſt mankind muſt labour for daily food to ſupport themſelves

and their families , it is very hard to determine preciſely how far they ſhould obey the

cravingneceſſities of their houſhold, by expoſing themſelves to great inconveniencies

and dangers in their daily labours, or how far they ſhould confine themſelves in a -me

dicinal way for the recovery of their ſtrength . In ſuch caſes every man muft.put all

circumſtances into the balance , and by ſeeking divine direction , and conſulting his

friends he muſt determine for himſelf. according to his beſt prudence : And if death

ſeizes him in the courſe of his labour and duty, he reſigns up his life to providence,

and his ſoul into the hands of a faithful creator and redeemer.

Butmy deſigned reproof lies here, viz .,when it is evident that perſons are under

no ſuch neceffity, and they have no plain call either from God or men, to wafte na

ture and health at fo prodigal a rate, yet they wilfully laviſh their ſtrength and throw

away life it ſelf in the purſuit of things that are by no means neceſſary in their

circumſtances. This ſort of conduct Thews that their hearts are ſet too eagerly upon

this world , and they precipitate themſelves ralhly into eternity by too vehement a de

fire of the things of time.

There is another way,alſo ,whereby perfonsmay be ſaid to haften their own death ,

and that is, when ſickneſs comes upon them , and yet, out of mere humour and ob - ·

ſtinacy , they renounce all the aids of medicine. They refuſe the friendly touch of

the lancet, becauſe they were never let bloud in their lives, nor their fathers before

them . They will not endure a , bliſter to be raiſed in the moſt important caſe that

requires it, for, “ I am reſolved,” ſay they ,“ never to be flead alive, but will go to the

grave with a whole ſkin .”

Orperhaps from the filly ſqueamiſhneſs of a nice imagination they ſet themſelves

againſt thoſe neceſſary medicines which are the only viſible methods of relief. Like.

children they refuſe a potion becauſe it is bitter or nauſeous ; and yet they can neither

be bribed nor flattered , as children are, into a ſelf denial in this caſe, nor be perſua.

ded by all the force of reaſon to diſpleaſe their palates and ſave their own lives. Such -

a humorous conduct will afford their departing ſouls but ſmall comfort in the reflex -

ion ; " I went on in a . courſe , of reſolute fickneſs, and death, becauſe the doſes of

phyſic were , bitter to the taſte, and the methods of health were troubleſomeand ..

painful.

I know . fome will be ready to ſuppoſe this a needleſs page in the book , for they

can hardly . conceive any part of mankind can be ſo obſtinately fooliſh , as to lose .

health and life in this manner . Iwiſh there might be no future examples of this kind

found in theworld , but what has been,may be: Human nature is like itſelf, and all :

theſe follies of our ſpecies have their rounds ; the repetition of them is too often ſeen

in every age, though ſomeofmyreadersmay not have happened to meet with them .

Such as have been trained up in a humorous niceneſs from the cradle, who have

been indulged in the ſtrength of their wills ,.,and never been taught to think , nor to ,

uſe their underſtandings, are in a fair way to remain in a ſtate of childhood all their :

lives, and to die for want of learning to obey reaſon. .

• Vol. II . D .dd . III . An .
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III. An ambitious purſuit of glory , in ſuch feats of activity and ſtrength as throw

life into the moft imminent liazard, this is another frequent method of felf-deſtruction .

There are fome perfons who aſſume to themſelves ſo much pride and vanity, from

the firmneſs of their conftitution , or the agility of limbs, thatGod their creator has

beſtowed upon them , that they are fond of gaining public applauſe upon this account.

They enter into fooliſh contracts, and they lay wild wagers of their Itrength or ſwift

neſs : They impofe on theinſelves moſt exceſſiveburdens, they labour beyond all

their ſtrength , they engage to run or ride moit unreaſonable itages in a few hours ,

or endure ſome incredible hardſhips and fatigues. Hereby they oftentimes break alf

their boaſted powers of nature, and bring themſelves in hafte to the grave“; and

they leave their names behind them upon theliſts of folly among the men who have

fold their lives for a trifie. .

There have been others,whohave bound themſelves by wagers to more brutal and

more guilty follies, and their death hath been highly criminal and unpitied . One

has gloried in the prodigious power of his appetite to devour fleſh , and the equal ca

pacity of his ſtomach for the ftowage of a moſt unreafonable load of eatables. An

other hath boaſted of his ability to drain whole gallons of common liquor's dry , or

to fwill down anazing quantities of ſtronger drink . Such wretches are only fit to

enter the liſts with bears or ſwine. It is a mortal Thame to human nature that ſuch

creatures ſhould belong to it, and that any other men ſhould becometheir rivals. Some

of theſe have died upon the ſpot; and been made public martyrs to their own mad

neſs. Others having their natures overpowered with theſe extravagances , have lan

guiſhed and ſunk down to death by degrees. But I doubt the holy and righteous fen

tence of God will excuſe neither onenor the other of them from the guilt of ſelf-de

Itroyers .

IV . The bloudy trade of prize-fighting is another vile practice, wherein the feſh

and limbs, and lives ofmen , are willingly expoſed to the ſtrokes of clubs and ſwords,

without any pretence of neceſſity ; or any call from divine providence. What is it but

a degree of ſelf-murther, when men out of frolic or humour, out of low ambition

of honour, or for the gain of a little pelf, challenge each other to theſe brutal com

bats ? Their fleſh is hacked and hewed with many a wound , their limbs are bruiſed

and battered forely , their bloud is ſpilt upon a public ſtage, and life it ſelf ſometimes

pays for their folly .

I do not ſuppoſe indeed that this ſort of combatants will ever come within the

reach of conviction by any thing that I can write : They are generally too thought

leſs ofGod and religion , too ſenſeleſs of all that is ſerious, to look into treatiſes that

relate to ſin and duty . Butmethinks, I would not have ſuch bloudy practices encou

raged, by drawing in any ſpectators,that ever pretend to godlineſs. I confeſs I am not

acquainted with any perſons that make the ſight oftheſe combats, a part of their en

tertainment, but it would be well if ſuch things were utterly caſhiered and renounced

by a nation that profeſſes chriſtianity .

Did we but read with what juſt and ſevere reproof the primitive fathers of the

church uſed to inveigh againſt the barbarous, cruel and murdering ſpectacles of the

gladiators at Rome, weſhould find that in their ſenſe they were ſo highly offenſive to

God, that it was diſgraceful for any perſon, who bore the nameof a chriſtian , to ap

pear at ſuch entertainments : And I perſuademy felf,we ſhould be ready to join with

theſe venerable ancients in an endeavour, as far as lies in us, to root out this practice .

Thoſewho go to behold them as a matterofdelight,and ſupport and encourage them by

their contribution to ſuch criminalcombats, are in ſomeſenſepartakers of their guilt.

I might
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Imight add alſo , that if we feaſt our eyes with ſuch inhuman fights as theſe , it

makes bloud and wounds too familiar to us, it fets human fleſh and life at too vile and

cheap a rate, it hardens the temper by degrees, and is ready to induce ſomething of

cruelty and brutal roughneſs, into a conſtitution , that before might have much ofhu

manity in it.

V . Thewicked pride of duelling, wlien men ſtab and ſhoot each other by contract

and conſent, hasmuch of the guilt of ſelf-murther belonging to it.

s it not a ſtrange madneſs formen who are called chriſtians, and who profefs to be

followers of themeek and holy Jeſus, to challenge oneanother to give or receive pre

ſent death for a little common affront, and to reſolve to kill or be killed for a tri .

fling pique ofhonour ? If profeſſed gameſters will quarrel about the caſt of a dye, or

if two known adulterers will contend about the poſſeſſion or the reputation of one

ſhameleſs woman , and reſolve to decide their quarrels by the ſword or piſtol, let

them go on to die like atheiſts as they live : Let them be convinced of their madneſs

at the great tribunal of God, who would hearken to no conviction from men : They

deſerve to feel the terrors of thatawfulbeing in the other world ,whom they renounced

in this. But let not a man pretend to the name of a diſciple of Chriſt, and run fo

directly counter to the pattern and thelaws of his holy .Lord and maſter. ' ' . ! !

How is it poſſible, theſe combatants can excuſe themſelves from the guilt of wilful

murther in the ſight ofGod ? Do they not go into the field tomeet a wilful death , or

to give it ? Do they not freely expoſe their breaſts to each other 'smurthering weapons,

and mutually yield up their lives either to the more happy or themore ſkilful puſh

of the ſword ? Doth not one of them frequently fall and die on the bloudy ſpot of

ground ? And ſometimes both of them are wounded mortally . Is it not the real lan

guage of their fury, “ I will ſend him to the devil, or he ſhall ſend me thither ?”

And which ſoever of them is ſlain , I think it is evident, that each of them , in the ſight

of God is guilty, at leaſt intentionally , of a double murther. Each duelliſt offers

up his own life to the other 's weapon of deſtruction , and invites his neighbour to flay

him , while each endeavours to ſay his neighbour. - Here is intended murther on

both ſides; this is guilt of a dye, and the “ Lord will bring upon them both the day

of vengeance and deſtroy them with a double deſtruction ," as the prophet Ferenyex

preſſes it, chapter xvii. verſe 18. “ Their own and their brother 's bloud Thall be dread

fully required at thehand of both of them , by that God who is the avenger of mur?

ther :" For I fear there are but few of theſe criminals that practiſe ſincere repentances

even if time and ſpace be allowed for it .

But you will ſay, “ Muſt a man bear all affronts and have no reparation ? Muſt

he have the lie given him and take it tamely ? Muſt he be called a foolor a ſot with

out any fatisfaction ? Our lawshavemade no proviſion for the injuries done to a man ' s

honour, therefore I will revenge the injury my ſelf.”

: Anſwer. 1 . For any important injuries done to a man 's honour, credit and reputa

tion in the world , whereby he ſuſtains real damage, there are ſome proviſions in the

law : But for giving the lie , or calling a man 's underſtanding in queſtion , theſe are

ſuppoſed to be ſuch common inconſiderable things, that it was not worth while to

make lawsabout them . Let a man live ſo as to render all theſe imputacions incre

dible ; then thoſe names of reproach will die, and do him no hurt. Let him avoid

the company where he is ſo abuſed , and put himſelf out of the way of reproach

and temptation for time to come. .

Anſwer 2 . What if our laws have not provided reparation for every little affront,

becauſe it was thought below the notice of governors, yer the law hath provided a gib
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enegadhunal.of juſtice there: God is a juit juus ,

bet for him that eſcapes the ſword, in a duel wherein he hath killed his neighbour.

The law of the land calls this murther, and condemns and puniſhes the murtherer

by a ſhamefulmanner of death . Now becauſe you have been called a liar or a ſot,

will you therefore reſolve either to be ſtabbed or to be hanged ? What ſtrange rea

ſoning is this for a man , who pretends to the ſenſe and education of a gentleman ?

Anſwer 3 . But let it be further obſerved , that the law of Chriſt requires meek

neſs and patience under many injuries : The law of Chriſt forbids all revenge and

murther : His law abſolutely prohibits you to kill your neighbour, or to expole your

ſelf to wilful death on the account of ſuch trifles. Come learn to bridle your paſſions,

and mortify your pride, and then ſuch reproaches will not ſit ſo heavy upon you .

But if you are obftinately reſolved to die for a pointof honour, go, ruſh into the

other world by the ſword, or by the gibbet, and makeyour appeal for injured ho

nour to the moſt righteous and ſupremetribunal.of juſtice there : God is a juſt judge;

he weighsevery circumſtance to a grain in a divine balance: but you will find to

your terror, that the court of heaven will be ſo far from approving your conduct ,

that you will be ſentenced to everlaſting infamy and ſhame, as a puniſhment of your

pride : You will be doomed to inmortal agonies of conſcience, and the wrath of

that God whoſe laws you have impiouſly broken : And notwithſtanding all your

fancied ſelf-defence, you will be treated like a man that is guilty of his own and his

brother 's bloud.

Giveme leave to finiſh this head with a few ſentiments borrowed from mr. Collier's

diſcourſe of duelling, in the firſt volume of his eſſays, which I would recommend to

the peruſal of thoſe who may be expoſed to the danger and temptation of ſuch com

bats. " It is great pity, ſaith he, that men who have ſuch opportunities for ſenie,

ſhould be entangled in lo monſtrous an abſurdity ! That thoſe who might be the or

nament of their age, and defence of their country , ſhould make themſelves a misfor.

tune to both . Perhaps the danger of the adventure, may make them think it ho

nourable : But to riſk the main , that is, the concerns of life and eternity, without

reafon ,or warrant is mere raſhneſs : It is to bemore ſtupid than brave. If a man

ſhould leap from a garret, or vault down themonument, do you imagine he would

leave the memory of a hero behind hiin ? Religion will not endure the duelling prin

.ciple, any more than all the hereſies ſince Simon Magus. It is a principle ſo full of

pride and paſſion and revenge ; fo tempeſtuous and abſurd ; ſo abſolutely unallied to

reaſon and good nature, that poliſhed heatheniſm would be aſhamed of it. In a word ,

it is as contrary to the tendency and temper of chriſtianity, as Hobbes's creed is to the

apoſtles, as light is to darkneſs, as God is to the devil.”

Perhaps, you imagine you muſt part with the character of a gentleman, or a man

of honour, if you refuſe a challenge : But “ fear it not. Aslong as the lawsareon

our ſide, the heraldry is all ſafe . And if it were otherwiſe , let usremember we are

chriſtians. If there happens a competition between theſe two pretenſions, let us drop

the gentleman and keep the chriſtian ; for he is a perſon of the beſt quality.

16. But you are afraid your rival will poſt you up for a coward , and what then ? Why

then ,you ſhould mind it no more than the railing of aman in a fever, or a proclama

tion from Bedlam .” Thus far that ingenious writer.

; But the caſe is far different, if your enemy draw upon you and aſſault you : For

then , your firſt buſineſs is to keep within the compaſs of ſelf -defence, as long as

you can ; and if any miſchief happen afterwards, and bloudy events enſue, you ſtand

juſtified by the laws of God and man , and may anſwer for it with innocence and ho

nour whether in this world or the next.

CON
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CON C L U S I O N .

THUS I think it hath been made abundantly evident, both by the light ofreaſon

l and ſcripture , that the practice of ſelf-murther cin never be juſtified , and that

it is a crime of hainous and flagrant guilt both in the account ofGod and man. Theſe

immortal ſpirits of our's are ordained for a ſeaſon to dwell in tabernacles of Aeſh and

bloud : Curious tabernacles they are indeed, the work of inimitable ſkill, and the

ſtructure of a divinearchitect. The almighty builder is the great proprietor of his

own work . We muſt remember therefore we are but tenants, and not lords : We

have no right to demoliſh theſe fileſhly buildings at our pleaſure, but are bound to

maintain and repair them under all their totterings and decays, till they become un

tenantable and can be ſuſtained no longer. If we preſumeto deſtroy theſe earth

ly dwellings, or ſuffer them to fall by our ill management, we muſt give a ſolemn

account of ſuch a guilty conduct to our great and ſovereign Lord. I have therefore

endeavoured to manifeit in various inſtances, that every ſtep and tendency toward the

deſtruction of one's ſelf has ſomething highly criminal in it, and partakes of the

guilt of this ſin . We throw our felves wilfully out of the hope of the favour ofGod ,

when wewilfully violate his laws, and eſpecially in ſuch awful and important inſtances

as relate to life and bloud.

When we read therefore the hiſtories of ſuch tragical occurrences, let us endeavour

to make a wiſe and pious improvement of thoſemiſchiefswhich we cannot prevent.

When we hear freſh tidingsweekly of ſuch unhappy creatures as lay violent hands on

themſelves ; ſuch as laviſh away their lives by riotous extravagances, or thoughtleſs

intemperance; ſuch as run along on the precipices of death , and the very edge of de

ſtruction, being hurried on by vain glory or wild wagering ; ſuch as expoſe their

bloud , their ſouls, and their eternal hopes , in fooliſh conteſts of honour, and upon

trilling quarrels ; I ſay, when we hear of theſe things, let us lift up our eyes and our

hearts to heaven , and give thanks to the diſtinguiſhing mercy ofGod , which hath

preſerved us from theſe guilty and fatal miſchiefs. Bleſſed be the Lord, that our

names are not written in thoſe dreadful ſtories ! That wehave been ſecured by his

grace from thoſe temptations, and have been kept thus far walking in the paths of

life and peace and at the ſame time let us by a devout wiſh entruſt our lives and

ſouls to his keeping. Then let us pity poor mankind who are ſubject to the rage of

luch criminal and deſtructive paſſions, and who feel the dreadful effects of them :

And with a ſpirit of ſacred compaſſion, let us offer up an humble complaint and pray

'er to our God , and ſay, “ How long , O Lord, how long ſhall Satan reign and tri

umph among the children ofmen ? How long ſhall the adverſary of God and ſouls

make uſe of the weakneſs, the folly and themadneſs of mankind to hurry them off

from the ſtage of life, and to drag them down to his own dark dominions ? O fend

forth thy light and thy truth , and the power of divine love, to reſcue and heal a

Sinful world , and to ſave fouls from periſhing !" Amen .

THE
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